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PREFACE. 

In bringing to a close the publication of this work, begun 

more than a decade and a half ago, I find myself compelled 

to justify certain modifications of my original plans. The 

Preface to the second volume has already called attention 

to the impracticability, as it turned out, of including in that 

volume (Vols. II. and III. in the English Edition) the 

treatment of Aristotle and his successors. As the work 

progressed, however, a still more fundamental change of 

design has forced itself upon me. It became necessaiy 

to restrict the work, which had now reached its allotted 

number of volumes, within narrower limits of subject- 
matter. At the outset it had been my desire to carry 

the history of Greek philosophy down to the beginning 

of our era; but gradually it became manifest to me that 

with the first quarter of the third century before Christ 

a more appropriate terminus would be attained. This was 

an epoch at which the development of the special sciences 

reached a height which essentially changed their relations 

to philosophy. Though here and there an isolated writer 

appeared who took the whole of learning for his pro¬ 

vince, such as the Stoic Posidonius (first century B.C.), 

we are entitled to affirm that on the whole philosophy 

and the special sciences henceforth pursued separate paths. 
Universal science—the main object of this work—dis¬ 
appeared as such; the centre of gravity of scientific 
progress was transferred to tire subordinate branches (cf. 



viii PREFACE. 

The chronological limit thus indicated has on the whole 

been reached. The matter still wanting to its complete 

attainment, the description of the beginnings of the Stoic 

and Epicurean schools, and of the Sceptic movement, the 

author hopes to supply in a separate book, The Philosophy 

of the Hellenistic Age, in which anticipatory glances will 

also be cast upon the later periods. 

Vienna, 

May, 1909. 

TH. GOMPERZ. 

On August 29, 1912, when the last sheets of this volume 
were passing through the press, Dr. Theodor Gomperz 
died, almost at the moment when he had finished the 
revision of the final proofs. 

It is matter for sincere regret that he did not live 
to see the publication of this English edition, on which 
he bestowed infinite pains, but which has been long 
delayed, owing to circumstances over which neither the 
author nor the publisher had control. 

I am informed by his representatives that at the time 
of his death, Dr. Gomperz had not been able to make 
any considerable progress with the writing of the con¬ 
templated volume on the Philosophy of the Hellenistic 

Age, referred to in the last sentence of the foregoing 
Preface, and that therefore there is now no hope of its 
appearing. 

JOHN MURRAY. 
19th Sept., 191X 
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GREEK THINKERS 

BOOK VI. 

ARISTOTLE AND HIS SUCCESSORS. 

“Is enim ut est diligentissimus in cognoscendis rebus singulis 
quarum ingentem prorsus et prope incredibilem animo complexus 
est scientiam, ut est acutus et ingeniosus in redigendis his singulis 
rebus ad summas, quas distinxit, omnium entium categorias : ita 
quum de iaciendis altissimis doctrinae fundamentis et de confir- 
mandis interque se conciliandis principiis agitur, plurimum relinquit 
dubitationis.”—Hermann Bonitz. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE OLD ACADEMY. 

I. Plato's successors drew their sustenance from the 
heritage of his later years. The freshness and vigour— 
the youthful vigour, we had almost said—of the great 
philosopher’s old age manifested itself in impulses which 
for well-nigh a century dominated the activities of his 
school. Even within this period, it is true, we can trace 
the operation of that law, fundamental for the development 
of the Platonic school, by which the master’s different 
phases of thought enjoyed successive supremacy. But 
it was not till near its close that any real change took 
place. From that point onward the teaching of Plato's 
old age ceased to inspire the labours of those who suc¬ 
ceeded to the headship of his school The dialectics of 
refutation, the Elenctic primarily due to Socrates, awoke 
to new life after long repression j and its reappearance 

VOL. IV. B 
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marks the beginning of the Middle Academy, which took 
its rise with the Sceptic Arcesilaus, 

Plato committed the direction of the Academy to his 
sister’s son Speusippus, who held it for eight years (347- 
339). The figure of the nephew is to some extent lost 
in the shadow of his mighty uncle; in ancient as in 
modern times his significance has perhaps been rated 
unduly low. It lies, if we are not mistaken, in his having 
been the first to carry forward the line of thought entered 
upon in the “ Sophist ” and the “ Statesman.” His chief 
work consisted of ten books on a Similarities ” (Ofiota) 

in which, following the thread of analogy, he surveyed the 
whole realm of plants and animals, endeavouring to set 
like by the side of like, while separating those organisms 
whose affinity rested on appearance only, and not on truth. 
Expression is here given to the same classificatory instinct 
which marks the two Platonic dialogues just named, and 
which attained its richest development in Aristotle. 

Speusippus may thus be regarded as Aristotle's prede¬ 
cessor. A further link between the two is the strength of 
their common interest in the whole length and breadth 
of the world of experience, not least of all in the sphere 
of human affairs—a disposition of mind which brought 
Speusippus into close relations with wide circles of Syra¬ 
cusan society, and led Timonides to address to him his 
narrative of Dion's expedition (cf. Vol. III. p. 138). This 
reinforcement of the empirical sense may be regarded as 
the leading feature of his thought. Going a little further 
into particulars, we may say that close study of the organic 
world ripened in his mind the idea of development. This 
is plain from what we are told by Aristotle. Speusippus 
refused to set the principle of the Good at the head of 
the world-process, and justified his refusal by pointing 
to individual plants and animals which in the course of 
their existence advance from a less to a more perfect 
state. He thus came to discern, in the prime cause of 
the universe, a formative principle akin to the vital forces 
of the organic world, and by this attitude drew upon himself 
the taunt of atheism. 



SPEUSIPPUS AND THE “NATURAL SYSTEM* 3 

With this empirical and inductive tendency there went 
(the reverse side of the medal) a renunciation of every 
kind of dialectic except the purely classificatory; nor did 
this kind escape profound modification. No reverence for 
his great uncle deterred Speusippus from rejecting the 
Platonic doctrine of Ideas. For all labours in the field 
of definition he showed as little respect as Antisthenes. 
Like the latter, he was manifestly unwilling to admit 
the distinction between essential and accidental attributes. 
“ He who would define one thing rightly must know every¬ 
thing ; for the definition of the one thing presupposes a 
knowledge of all the differences between it and everything 
else.” In this connexion we gain a welcome glimpse into 
the peculiar character of his studies in natural history. 
Evidence which is above suspicion ascribes to him the 
rejection of “subdivision and definitions/1 This rejection, 
however, rested solely on the above objection to the possi¬ 
bility of adequate definition—an objection warranted by 
no less a person than Eudemus. The conclusion which we 
draw is as follows. Speusippus certainly did not abstain 
from any and every attempt at classification. So much is 
clear from the title of his main work, already referred to, 
as well as from the remnants, scanty as they are, of his 
writings. What he rejected was, as we infer, not classifica¬ 
tion at large, but that division of natural objects which is 
based on definitions of classes. He was, in other words, 
an opponent of what is now called technical or artificial 
classification, and the first advocate of that mode of forming 
groups which is called by antithesis the “natural system.” 
He would have sided with Bernard de Jussieu against 
Linnaeus. Of this method, triumphant in our own day, 
the following account has been given by Whewell, in his 
“ History of Scientific Ideas ”:— 

u The class is steadily fixed, though not precisely limited; it 
is given, though not circumscribed; it is determined, not by a 
boundary line without, but by a central point within; not by 
what it strictly excludes, but by what it eminently includes; by 
an example, not a precept; in short, instead of Definition we 
have a Type for our Director.” 
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In the fragments of Speusippus' work such terms as 
"resembling/' “like,” “similar,” are of constant recurrence, 
while there is no trace of sharp delimitation or rigid 
definition. This agrees well with the conclusion stated 
above ; but when we come to the application in detail 
of the fundamental principles, we are left nearly as much 
in the dark as with regard to the arrangement of the 
subject-matter. Lastly, our hypothesis is confirmed by 
a book-title: “On the Patterns or Types of Genera and 
Species.” In his endeavours after a natural system, in 
his opposition to the excessive use of twofold subdivision, 
Speusippus is a forerunner of Aristotle. Dichotomy, it 
is true, had already been abandoned by Plato in the 
“ Statesman.” 

Close study of the endless multiplicity of organic 
structures could not possibly have been favourable to the 
hypothesis which identifies duality or the principle of 
differentiation with the principle of evil. We are thus 
not astonished to find the nephew here again in disaccord 
with the uncle. On the other hand, we cannot but be 
surprised by the records which represent Speusippus as 
nearer in some respects to the Pythagoreans than Plato 
himself. A great deal in these records is untrustworthy 
or inconclusive, but as much as this seems certain—Speu¬ 
sippus raised numbers to the rank of prime causes of 
things; like the Pythagoreans, he carried into detail the 
analogies between geometrical and arithmetical relations, 
and among other things raised a hymn of praise which 
has quite a Pythagorean ring to the number Ten. But 
considerations which are not far to seek soon diminish our 
surprise. Plato’s quest for fundamental principles, which 
led him into speculations on numbers, started from the 
point at which the Ideas passed into the background of his 
thought We are thus prepared to find the same tendency 
accentuated in the work of a pupil, who not merely sub¬ 
ordinated but abandoned the Ideas. For in abandoning 
them he did not at the same time lose hold of that 
fundamental premiss of the Platonic epistemology accord¬ 
ing to which knowledge would be impossible if there were 
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no entities transcending the world of sense. It must, more¬ 
over, be set down to the credit of Speusippus that he made 
no total surrender to what may be called the analogism of 
the Pythagoreans, but, in relation both to this and to the 
corresponding tendency in Plato, put forth by no means 
contemptible efforts towards sharper distinction of ideas. 
Thus, for him, the point was not identical with unity, 
but only of similar nature; nor, again, did he identify 
reason with unity and the good, but distinguished it 
from them as something “ specifically unique.” His 
numerous ethical writings exhibit him as moderate in 
his claims upon life and free from visionary extravagance. 
While reserving the highest place to the virtues, he did 
not deny all value to health, wealth, and other external 
goods. 

2. The figure of Xenocrates is presented to us in less 
shadowy outline. No favourite of the Graces ; needing 
the spur, not the curb—such are the expressions with which 
Plato himself described the ungracious, reserved, somewhat 
heavy personality of his disciple. It was only by a “bare 
majority ” that the students elected him head of the 
Academy after the death of Speusippus. To-day hardly 
even a minority of competent judges would ventuie to 
assign him the rank of a great original thinker. And 
yet his scholarchate, which lasted a quarter of a century 
(339-314), must not be regarded as wholly without signifi¬ 
cance for the destinies of the Platonic school. An ingenious 
essayist has observed that among princely houses those 
only have established themselves permanently in which 
the founder was followed by an heir who proved a 
diligent custodian of the newly acquired patrimony, and 
administered it for a fair space of time. In philosophic 
dynasties the same rule seems to hold good. Thus 
Theophrastus was such an heir in the Aristotelian school 
and Cleanthes in the Stoic; in the school of Plato (after 
the short reign of Speusippus) a similar part was played 
by Xenocrates of Chalcedon, whose fidelity to the master 
was greater than even that of his own sister's son. It is 
true that in one respect, doubtless to the advantage of the 
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school, he trod other paths than those of the founder. 
The alien settler in Athens found the democratic con¬ 
stitution of his adopted home more congenial than it had 
been to the aristocratically-minded descendant of Attic 
kings. He enjoyed the confidence of the people, and 
after the unfortunate ending of the Lamian war was 
elected a member of the embassy which treated with the 
Macedonian regent, Antipater. During the occupation 
of Munychia by a Macedonian garrison (B.C. 322) he 
showed his patriotic grief by omitting the usual sacrifices 
to the Muses at the Academy. Lastly, he refused the 
grant of citizenship, offered him by Demades, on the 
ground that it would be shameful for him to accept a 
share in a constitution, imposed by Macedonian lances, 
to resist whose introduction the people had deputed him 
to Antipater. 

Xenocrates was commended to the Athenian people 
not merely by the warmth of his patriotism and the 
universally acknowledged blamelessness of his life, but also 
by the marked independence which he showed in his 
relations to the great. When Alexander placed a con¬ 
siderable sum of money at his disposal, he invited the 
messenger charged with the gift to the common table. 
Pointing to the simplicity of the meal and the inexpensive 
mode of life usual at the Academy, he declined the royal 
bounty ; or rather, by accepting a small fraction of it, took 
off the edge of a refusal that otherwise might have seemed 
insulting or defiant. His attitude towards religion, too, 
was such as to bring him nearer to the heart of the people. 
He was a forerunner of the Stoic school (whose founder, 
by the way, was one of his pupils) in what the ancients 
called “adaptation ” (avvotKtluxTtc), an abstract interpreta¬ 
tion of mythical tales and symbols well suited to bridge 
the gulf between philosophy and popular beliefs. Indeed, 
he went so far as to modify the late Platonic doctrine of 
numbers in an anthropomorphic sense by assigning to the 
principles of unity and duality the characters, respectively, 
of male and female divine principles—a new instance of 
the tendency, which we have already noticed in the case 
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of the Megarian Euclides and the aged Plato, to an atavism 
by which metaphysical entities revert to the theological 
type (cf. Vol. II. p. 174; Vol. III. p. 173). Similarly, in 
the deification of natural forces, he went further than 
the star-gods of his master, and, lastly, he imagined count¬ 
less hosts of daemons mediating between the gods and 
men. In this demonology, following the precedent of 
the evil world-soul in the " Laws,” he did not shrink from 
admitting spirits that plague and torment Here, espe¬ 
cially, we find him at a vast distance from the pride 
of intellect characteristic of true Socratism, and swayed 
by the ineradicable instincts of the popular mind. 

Whether Xenocrates counted among the daemons souls 
not yet incarnated or souls severed from their bodies, is 
a question that cannot be answered with full certainty. 
More important is his definition of the soul, applied by 
him to the world-soul as well as to the souls of human 
individuals: A number which moves itself. We rub our 
eyes on reading this marvellous definition for the first time. 
Well might Aristotle call it "the summit of absurdity.” 
But at the same time he elucidated, aptly if not exhaus¬ 
tively, the currents of thought which brought it into being. 
On the " self-movement ” we need waste no words. The 
reader is familiar to satiety with the doctrine of the 
" Phaedrus ” and the " Laws ” that all motion is of psychic 
origin (cf. Vol. III. p. 45, seq). Besides holding this 
doctrine, Xenocrates desired to lay emphasis on the cog¬ 
nitive function of the soul. Now, number was regarded 
as typically the most abstract, and therefore the purest and 
most exalted object of knowledge. Herewith was joined 
the ancient doctrine of the essential similarity between the 
knower and the known. Just as for Empedocles earth was 
known by earth and discord by discord (Vol. I. p. 246), 
so here it may be, some share in the nature of number was 
ascribed to that by which number is known. Perhaps, 
also, the following consideration may assist towards the 
understanding of this curiosity in definitions. If we suppose 
that Xenocrates wished to describe the soul as something 
that knows and that moves itself, he would have had a 
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difficulty in specifying this something more precisely with¬ 
out at the same time suggesting erroneous ideas. It was 
important to prevent the soul being imagined as material, 
as extended in space, or even as a composite product into 
which body entered as well as soul; such words, therefore, 
as “thing,” ‘‘living being,1” perhaps even “being/' were 
hardly fit for his use. Turning his back on this region of 
terminology, he lighted on the word “ number," which both 
commended itself by its abstractness, and promised to 
express the quantitative relation of the parts of the soul. 
In this latter respect the definition is no more absurd than 
the kindred conception of the soul as a harmony (cf. 
Vol. III. p. 43); both are open to Aristotle’s objection 
that a harmony is a relation or a mode of composition, 
and presupposes elements which it relates or of which it 
is the synthesis. 

This application of the concept of number is closely 
bound up with that product of Plato’s old age which, under 
the name of intelligible or ideal numbers, has provided 
ancient and modern students with so much labour to so 
little purpose. The hint contained in the “ Philebus " (cf. 
Vol. III. p. 215) was followed by a fuller exposition in a 
course of lectures “ On the Good " which a well-informed 
ancient commentator described as “ enigmatic." If the 
immediate successors of Plato were unable to solve these 
riddles satisfactorily, or even to make some approach to 
unanimity as to their solution, how should better success be 
possible for us, to whom the mere statement of the riddles 
is only known through dark and fragmentary allusions? 
Very little is known with certainty ; for example, that 
those ideal numbers were distinguished from the numbers 
with which we calculate, and that there were not more 
than ten of them. Thus Plato cannot have been concerned 
with numbers in the mathematical sense, but with the 
principles of numbers. In these principles he believed he 
had discovered the fundamental causes of things. Preciser 
information is not within our reach, except with regard to 
the principles of unity and duality, also called the principles 
of indivisibility and divisibility, from the mixture of which 
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numbers in the ordinary sense were supposed to take their 
rise—as “ unity in multiplicity,” to speak with a logician 
of the present age. With this exception, we discover 
nothing but vague analogies. The Pythagoreans had 
adduced parallels between arithmetical and geometrical 
ideas (point and unity, line and duality, surface and 
triplicity, body and quadruplicity, cf. Vol. I. pp. 104, 105) ; 
these were now supplemented by a parallelism dealing 
with the region of knowledge. Pure reason was assimilated 
to unity, knowledge to duality, opinion to triplicity, sense- 
perception to quadruplicity. Such is the account given 
by Aristotle of these speculations. A glimmer of light 
is thrown upon them when we remember that so far back 
as in the “ Republic ” Plato had paralleled the shadow- 
pictures of mere fallible opinion with the first superficial 
number, three (cf. Vol. III. p. 101). The equation of know¬ 
ledge with duality seems to rest on the consideration that 
knowledge implies both a something that knows and a 
something that is known ; while pure reason is regarded 
as holding the two elements of subject and object in an 
as yet undivided unity, in the form, it may be, of divine 
self-contemplation. Two principles of arrangement seem 
here to be working at cross purposes. For, while there 
is a plain step downwards from reason to opinion, nothing 
of the kind is visible, at least at first sight, in the relations 
of opinion to sense-perception. Possibly, however, Plato 
might have met this objection by observing that in opinion, 
uncertain and deceptive as it may be, there is yet an 
element of active thought, a reflected flicker of reason ; 
while sense-perception plunges us fathom-deep in the world 
of the unreal, and, as one of the functions of the soul, takes 
its stand nearer to the corporeal and animal sphere than 
does opinion, which latter estimates and compares the 
impressions of sense. Analogies of this type may be 
spun out to whatever lengths we like ; but they will 
never furnish us, any more than they furnished Plato, 
with an Ariadne-clue to lead us out of the labyrinth of 
vague similitudes. Recent attempts to discover in these 
theories anticipations of the most modern school of logical 
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mathematicians are, as we think, destitute of any tenable 
basis. 

In this doctrine Plato indulged, to a greater extent than 
anywhere else, the craving for simplification natural to a 
speculative mind. We have noted how in the u Statesman,” 
with a breadth of vision recalling Heraclitus, he sought to 
identify the powers that rule the moral sphere with those 
that rule the world of nature. In the “Timaeus” we have 
seen ethics placed on a cosmic basis, while nature was 
ethicized, and, in the language of the ancient gibe, “ mathe- 
maticized.” We have witnessed the triumph which was won 
by mathematics in the arena of Plato’s mind over a dialectic 
now held in lower regard because of its real or supposed 
misuse. Thus the tendency of thought which, at the in¬ 
ception of the doctrine of Ideas, made the reality of mathe¬ 
matical objects an inference from the irrefragable truth of 
mathematical propositions, moved on to complete victory 
(cf. Vol. III. pp. 4, 5). With the speculative forces we have 
named there was joined the Pythagorean conception of 
number as not merely the expression but the generator of 
universal law, as the source of all existence, as the highest 
reality (cf. Vol. I. p. 104). The last barriers are overthrown 
by which the several realms of Being were divided. Natural 
philosophy, ethics, epistemology are fused into a single 
whole ; and their highest concepts coalesce in the numerical 
principles which they have in common. At the summit of 
the pyramid of numbers, which is at the same time a 
pyramid of concepts, stands the principle of unity. We 
recall here that Platonic yearning for the unconditional 
unification of man and society which grew into a fierce 
hatred of all sundering differences, all Mine and Thine, all 
divergence of opinion, all individuality. In the universe, 
again, unity became the principle of salvation, of per¬ 
manent subsistence, and so of the Good (cf. Vol. III. p. 215). 
To all this we have now to add the intellectual sphere, in 
which the principle of unity makes its appearance as self¬ 
thinking, universal reason, or as self-contemplating deity, 
drawing as yet no distinction between subject and object 
We have already reached a point where more is surmise 
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than inference. No glimpse whatever is afforded us of the 
manner in which Plato reduced the Ideas to numerical 
principles. All that can be said with certainty is that he 
associated each subordinate concept with its appropriate 
summum genus, or number-principle, the whole forming 
an arrangement in which the more general always ranked 
above the more particular (cf. Vol. III. p. 374). We can 
understand how a sober thinker like Speusippus, instead 
of falling under the intoxicating spell of these philosophic 
identities, found himself called upon to assert the specific 
differences which distinguish the fundamental conceptions 
of the ethical and physical, the intellectual and mathe¬ 
matical spheres. 

Such sobriety was not among the gifts of Xenocrates. 
The magic of number held him in thrall. The sacred 
number three was discovered by him everywhere. It 
appeared in the composition of philosophy, which he sub¬ 
divided primarily into physics, ethics, and logic. It was 
seen in the structure of the universe, to whose three regions 
there corresponded three forms of the Godhead, and three 
stages of knowledge ; while the threefold nature of entities 
—intelligible, sensible, and mixed—found a concrete repre¬ 
sentation in the three Parcae. On fancies such as these 
there is no need to dwell. Nor is there much more profit 
to be won from the study of his physics. This was closely 
modelled on that of the “Timaeus,” with the distinction 
that the place of the primary triangles was taken by 
genuinely material particles. He would have nothing to 
do with an origin of the world in time, or a creation of the 
world-soul; and accordingly he was one of the first, if not 
the first, to treat the expressions in the “ Timaeus ” which 
set forth these ideas as mere devices of exposition. His 
ethics, which was contained in numerous writings, is known 
to us only in uncertain outline. One of his utterances 
which places the desire to do evil on a level with the 
accomplished deed, surprises us by the refinement of feeling 
it manifests. He did not entirely disregard bodily and 
external goods, and clearly was further removed from the 
Cynic position than his successor. 
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3. This was Polemon of Athens, a member of a wealthy 
family of ancient nobility, who was head of the Academy 
from 314 to 270. His youth was wild, even dissolute. 
He was once one of a company of revellers who rioted 
through the magnificent street of the “Potter’s Market” 
in broad daylight Intrigues which went beyond the 
limits allowed by Greek manners gave his wife occasion 
for a divorce suit. Intercourse with Xenocrates trans¬ 
formed him beyond recognition. His ideal came to be 
calmness and rigidity of mind carried to the extent of 
insensibility. In the theatre, when all around were in the 
grip of the keenest emotion, the little man with the hard 
stern features could not be seen to move a muscle. Not 
even the bite of a mad dog drew from him a cry of fear 
or anguish. From his pupils he received not only admira¬ 
tion, but the warmest devotion. Many of them, in order 
to be always near him, chose to live in the garden of the 
Academy, in which they erected small huts. In his teaching, 
dialectic and physics passed into the background ; his sole 
concern was with the Platonic ethics, which in his hands 
approximated to the Cynic type. He acknowledged 
nature as his guide; and his commendation of the “ life 
according to nature ” contained germs capable of the 
richer elaboration which they subsequently received from 
Stoics and Epicureans. His professional labours were 
seconded by those of Crantor, a man of no slight import¬ 
ance, who, by expounding the “Timaeus,” opened the 
series of Platonic exegetes, though his interpretation of 
the dialogue followed lines traced by Xenocrates. In 
another direction, too, Crantor was a pioneer, for his cele¬ 
brated book “On Mourning” founded the literature of 
consolation. Among other things, this work contained a 
review of the pros and cons of immortality which recalled 
Plato’s “Apology.” A precious fragment of it is extant, 
in which a profound understanding is revealed of the 
function performed by bodily pain as a guardian of health, 
and by mental pain as a preservative from brutish de¬ 
moralization. A similar tone of moderation is shown in 
his “ table of goods,” in which virtue occupies the highest 
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place, while room is yet found for health and riches, and 
for pleasure between the two. The different goods were 
represented as appearing before a festival assembly of the 
Greeks and contending for the first prize—an idea which 
was carried out with the same grace and spirit that marked 
the work “On Mourning/’ Though Polemon’s ideal of 
apathy or insensibility was not that of Crantor, the two 
men were bound by ties of the most intimate friendship. 
Indeed, their companionship grew into a complete com¬ 
munity of life, in which they were joined by Crates, 
Polemon’s successor in the headship of the school (27o-?), 
and lastly by the next head, Arcesilaus (?-24l). Even 
the bones of the friends were directed to be laid in the 
same grave, a touch of sentimentality in which the spirit 
of the age proved stronger than the somewhat Cynically 
coloured ideal of Polemon. The latter would seem to 
have felt, dimly at any rate, the onesidedness of his nature 
and his consequent need of a complement. Otherwise, 
a man of his stamp, one who held aloof from all partici¬ 
pation in state affairs, who avoided all gatherings of men, 
who entered the city as seldom as possible, would hardly 
have attached himself to Crates, who took an active share 
in politics and was even willing to undertake journeys as 
envoy. Crates, again, wrote a book on Comedy, while 
Polemon’s favourite author was the tragic poet Sophocles. 
There was a still sharper contrast between Polemon and 
Arcesilaus, the fourth of the friendly band. While the 
former despised all dialectic, the latter awoke it to a new 
and vigorous life within the school of Plato. But with 
him we have reached the limits of the Old Academy. 
We cannot, however, take our leave of it without men¬ 
tioning an accessory but exceedingly attractive figure, of 
whose manifold activities we must now give the briefest 
possible account. 

4. The name of Heraclides is not new to our readers. 
They will remember the considerable share which he had 
in the progress of astronomical theory (cf. Vol. I. p. 121). 
But his many-sided intellect was not exhausted in this 
contribution. This native of Heraclea on the Black Sea 
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had become at home in the circle of Plato's pupils. It 
would appear that he stood in particularly close relation 
to Speusippus ; and he received instruction in rhetoric 
from Aristotle during the latter’s first residence in Athens. 
Plato is said to have left him, during his last Sicilian 
journey, to take his place at the Academy; and, in any 
case, his reputation in that quarter was so great that on 
the death of Speusippus he nearly obtained the headship. 
He was, however, second to Xenocrates, though by only 
a narrow margin of votes, and his disappointment gave 
him a motive for returning to his home. Unfortunately, 
his literary and educational work did not satisfy his am¬ 
bition. Like Empedocles, he was something of a poseur, 
and the resemblance was heightened by his craving for 
more than human honours, This presumption was visited 
by a requital which may be called tragic. When his native 
land had been suffering from persistent bad harvests, and 
the Delphic oracle was consulted in the hope of obtaining 
deliverance, he contrived, by bribing the envoys sent to 
Delphi, as well as the Pythia herself, to have an answer 
returned to the effect that the Heracleots would prosper 
better if they were to crown Heraclides with a golden 
crown as a benefactor of his country, and after his death 
honour him as a hero. The sequel could not but impress 
men’s minds as a divine judgment. For while the response 
of the oracle was being announced in the theatre before 
the assembled people, Heraclides, who was in a state of 
violent excitement, suddenly fell down dead, like that 
Olympic victor who was seized with apoplexy at the 
moment of his triumph. This touch of the charlatan in 
his character has influenced in undue measure the judg¬ 
ments of men upon Heraclides the author. We do not 
know, it is true, whether there is any justice in the charge 
of plagiarism which was brought against him by a rival. 
But if his dialogues were adorned with wonderful tales and 
inventions of fantastic audacity, he was well within his 
rights as an artist, and is no more blameable on that 
account than was Plato for his vision of Er the Pamphyl* 
lian, not to mention the marvellous realm of Atlantia 
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The most remarkable of his fictions was probably that 
in which he represented a man as coming from the moon 
to the earth, perhaps with the same object as that which 
Voltaire had in view when he made his Micromegas leave 
his native Sirius to visit the earth and criticize the affairs 
of men. 

This fashion of expanding the dialogue form beyond 
its original bounds by all manner of fanciful additions 
was by no means confined to Heraclides. Eudoxus 
composed “ Dog-dialogues and the " Panther ” and the 
“ Crow ” of Diogenes are additional instances which imply 
an incursion into the realm of animal-lore. That which 
especially distinguished the dialogues of the Pontine 
philosopher was the rich variety of character depicted 
in them, the great extent of the narratives which formed 
their framework or were woven into their texture, and 
also the lifelike “ medium conversational tone ” for which 
they were famous. They were divided into tragic and 
comic, and embraced a wide gamut of subjects and modes 
of treatment. One of them, entitled “On the Apparently 
Dead/' described a marvellous cure said to have been 
wrought by Empedocles. Another of his contributions 
to this class of literature introduced the reader into the 
world below, and yet another represented a Magus as 
arriving at the court of Gelo, and narrating the circum¬ 
navigation of Libya. Lastly, there was the “Abaris,” 
in which Pythagoras appeared as an interlocutor as well 
as the Hyperborean wonder-worker whose name furnished 
the title. This work, which filled several volumes, would 
seem to have been simply a novel interspersed with 
dialogues. 

Was Heraclides the author greater than Heraclides 
the philosopher ? One is inclined to conjecture that he 
was. For while the artistic form of his works receives 
repeated praise, and is imitated even by Varro and Cicero, 
the number of specific doctrines, apart from his great 
innovations in astronomy, that are attributed to him, 
is not considerable. Our authorities, it is true, often 
leave us in the lurch. We learn that he modified the 
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Atomism of Abdera, and that this doctrine, so modified, 
was retained by Asclepiades, the founder of the “Methodic” 
school of medicine (first century B.C.). But we have 
anything but clear information on the nature and extent 
of this transformation. In any case, Heraclides aban¬ 
doned the old and largely misleading form of the doctrine 
by rejecting the conception of an atom and substituting 
for it that of a simple body. For it is obvious that his 
“ unarticulated particles ” can be interpreted in this and 
no other way. Testimony of unimpeachable credit forbids 
us to suppose that he tampered with what is fundamental 
in the atomic theory, the limitation of objective reality 
to the mechanical properties of the primitive particles. 
He may, however, have lopped off certain fanciful ac¬ 
cretions to it; he may have denied the infinite series 
of simple kinds of body, and thrown the burden which 
this hypothesis was intended to bear on an assumed 
multiplicity of combinations by which varying effects are 
produced on our senses. This view of his teaching, which 
would thus have had affinities with modern chemistry, is 
suggested to us by the report, hardly susceptible of any 
other interpretation, that his atoms were liable to undergo 
changes, due, no doubt, to their action upon each other. 
The theistic disciple of Plato, moreover, can hardly have 
attributed to the world of matter that sovereign importance 
which it possessed in the eyes of Democritus, for whom 
the gods themselves were the products of linked atoms, 
incapable, as he thought, of exerting any influence on the 
processes of the world. The position of Heraclides may in 
this respect have resembled that of modern theologians, who 
no longer resist the doctrine of evolution, but regard that 
process rather as an instrument of the Divine purposes 
than as a prime cause in itself. That he attacked the Demo- 
critean theory of perception, we gather from the title of one 
of his books (“ On Phantasms against Democritus ”). His 
polemical activity was further directed against Heraclitus, 
as well as against his Eleatic antithesis, Zeno ; while the 
history of the Pythagorean school was a favourite subject 
with his pen. He filled many volumes with his writings 
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on ethics and politics, mathematics and physics, and the 
history of music, in addition to his works of a mere purely 
literary character. The same tendency to the encyclo¬ 
paedic pursuit of knowledge is to be met with, on a much 
larger scale, in another and greater thinker, who, like the 
Pontine, sprang from the school of Plato, and, like him, 
failed to find a place within its bounds. 

VOL. IV. c 
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CHAPTER II. 

THE LIFE OF ARISTOTLE. 

I. Apart from founders of religions, no single man has 
ever exerted so permanent an influence on the mental 
life of mankind as Socrates. But this influence was very 
largely indirect. It is to be perceived in quarters where 
the name of Socrates has never been heard. A very 
different destiny awaited the most illustrious of his intel¬ 
lectual grandchildren. The victorious march of Aristotle 
is without a parallel. Fifteen hundred years after his 
death he is spoken of by the great poet of the Middle 
Ages as the “ Master of those who know.” Ecclesiastical 
assemblies of Christian Europe penalize all deviation from 
the metaphysical doctrines of the heathen thinker: many 
a faggot blazes to consume his opponents. And the man 
whom Christendom delights to honour is no less the idol 
of Islam. In Bagdad and Cairo, in Cordova and Samar- 
cand, the minds of men acknowledge his sway. The 
Crusader and the Moslem forget their strife while they vie 
in praises of the Grecian sage. 

Truly the threads of fate are strangely interwoven 
here. Mediaeval Europe owed the revival of Aristotelian 
philosophy to the Arabs. They in their turn drew their 
knowledge from Syriac translations, the makers of which 
were well fitted to mediate between their Greek brethren in 
the faith and their Arabian brethren of the Semite stock. 
Thus the dead Aristotle set up reciprocal influences of 
far-reaching compass between East and West, and con¬ 
tributed his part towards the realization of the ideal which 
his great pupil kept before his mind—that fusion of Orient 
and Occident after which Alexander strove in many a 
hotly contested fight. 
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This relation of pupil and teacher, which bound 
Alexander to Aristotle, the arbiter of the world to the 
arbiter of thought, strikes us as one of the most curious 
caprices of history. It had its origin in the connexion 
of the philosopher's father with the Macedonian Court. 
Nicomachus, an eminent member of the Asclepiad family* 
and not unknown to literary fame, stood in close relation 
to Philip’s father Amyntas, as his physician and trusted 
adviser. Thus Aristotle spent his years of childhood at 
a royal court; he was saved, however, from the enervating 
influences of court life by the bereavement which left him 
an orphan in his boyhood. He grew up in his native 
place, the humble Stagira, under the care of his guardian, 
Proxenus. At the age of seventeen he went to Athens 
and entered the school of Plato (367). 

Here he abode for two decades, up to the death of 
the master. There were current in ancient days stories of 
the pupil’s relation to the teacher, as to the truth of which 
we are in some measure able to judge. It is related that 
Aristotle made use of Plato’s repeated absences to secure 
his own preponderant influence in the school, for which 
reason Plato charged him with ingratitude, and compared 
him to a colt that lashes out at his mother. Closely 
examined, this tale may be seen to be mere idle gossip. 
It is not only that in those of his works which have been 
preserved Aristotle displays the deepest reverence for his 
great teacher. For instance, there is the well-known 
passage in the " Ethics,” where he prefaces a polemic 
against the Ideas by the fine saying that, difficult as he 
finds it to combat a doctrine originating in a friendly 
quarter, truth yet demands the sacrifice. u For if the 
choice is left to us between regard for truth and regard 
for a man, piety bids us pay the higher honour to truth.” 
That which is most important is the simple fact that he 
spent all those years at Athens and in the Academy. Nor 
is it entirely without significance that a literary opponent, 
who assailed Aristotle during that period, could think of 
no more effective plan than to make the exclusively 
Platonic doctrine of Ideas the objective of his attack. 
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" He struck at Plato, wishing to wound Aristotle,” says our 
authority. From this it is clear that he was at that 
time regarded simply as a member of the Platonic school, 
and that of misunderstandings between the two men out¬ 
siders at any rate knew nothing. The polemical writing 
referred to was the work of a pupil of Isocrates, Cephiso- 
dorus by name, and was connected with the rivalry which 
existed between Aristotle and Isocrates as teachers of 
rhetoric. For the Stagirite had already begun to give 
instruction in this subject, though not in philosophy; and 
that he looked with some contempt on the pretentious 
superficiality of the older man is what we might have 
conjectured even if it had not been expressly attested. He 
meted out public chastisement to the inferiority of his 
distinguished rival. 

In other ways, too, that period of his life saw him busy 
with his pen. The greater part, if not the whole, of his 
dialogues had been composed before he turned his back on 
Athens. This step was one which he could not bring 
himself to take till the aged master had drawn his last 
breath (347), just as for that master himself the execution 
of Socrates had been the signal for departure. Not only 
was the bond broken which had hitherto bound him to 
Athens ; it is clear that he could not see in Speusippus the 
man best qualified to direct the school. This is confirmed 
by the circumstance that when he left Athens he was 
accompanied by Xenocrates. For the new scene of their 
labours the comrades chose Assos, a city of Mysia. This 
city, together with Atarneus, was governed by Hermias, 
who had formerly been a slave of Eubulus, the sovereign 
of Assos, but who had risen to be his master s successor. 
He had at one time been a fellow-student of the two young 
philosophers at Athens ; he now acted as an out-sentinel 
of the Macedonian empire, which here came into collision 
with the Persian, This conflict claimed him as a victim ; 
for after Mentor the Rhodian, a commander of Persian 
troops, had enticed him outside the city on pretext of a 
diplomatic conference, he was taken prisoner and sent to 
the Great King, who had him put to a shameful death. 
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The two friends fled to Mitylene, the chief city of the 
neighbouring island Lesbos. At the same time, Pythias, 
a niece and adopted daughter of the fallen prince, likewise 
sought safety in flight. Aristotle felt himself drawn to 
her in her distress, and chose her for his wife. From 
Mitylene he was summoned (342) to the Macedonian Court, 
to which he was recommended by his literary achieve¬ 
ments, the memory of the royal physician his father, and 
his close relations to Hermias, the unfortunate victim of 
Macedonian policy. With an unerring eye, Philip perceived 
in the rising scholar and author the right man to educate 
his son, then a boy of fourteen. 

The kings of Macedon had always set store on "moral 
conquests” in Hellas. So far back as the first Persian 
wars, Alexander I. had sought to establish his claim to 
take part in the Olympic games by producing a pedigree 
which reached back to Heracles. At the present moment 
Philip was a member of the Delphic Amphictyony; he 
had acted as president of the Pythian games; he was 
already de facto the Protector of Greece. It was not to 
be thought of that an heir destined to still greater things 
should lack those means of education for the command 
of which Greek princes and statesmen strove at that time 
with the keenest rivalry. But, even apart from possible, 
political complications, it may well have seemed undesir¬ 
able to place him in the midst of Athenian democrats at 
the school of Isocrates or of Speusippus. The monarch 
seized upon an expedient which does the greatest honour 
to his pedagogic insight. He decided that Alexander 
should complete his studies in the peace of the country, far 
from the din of the court, under the guidance of the most 
eminent educational talent to be had. For this purpose 
he selected Mieza, a city lying to the south-west of the 
royal seat, at the fqot of the wooded heights of Bermion, 
or rather not the city itself, but a shrine of the nymphs in 
its neighbourhood, not far from an extensive stalactite 
cave. There a kind of private university was established. 
To a late date tourists were shown the stone benches and 
shady avenues in which Aristotle can hardly have been the 
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only teacher or Alexander the only pupil We shall do 
better to picture the one at the head of a professorial staff, 
and the other surrounded by a company of fellow-students 
drawn from the highest Macedonian aristocracy. This 
university-life of Alexander lasted only two years. In 
the year 340 he was called upon to act as regent for his 
father while the latter was absent on a military expedition. 
This duty over, he may have continued his intercourse 
with the philosopher for a few years more, though not 
without frequent interruptions occasioned by participation 
in his father’s campaigns. 

To take the measure of the influence which Aristotle 
exercised over his ambitious pupil is, unfortunately, a task 
beyond the materials at our command. It is easier to 
indicate the point at which this influence failed. The 
Stagirite was filled with the consciousness of nationality 
steeped in national pride. The line between Greek and 
Barbarian was for him an inviolable frontier. Nature, he 
thought, had ordained the one to rule and the other to 
serve. The conqueror of the world, on the other hand, 
who in the far East assumed Persian dress, adopted Persian 
court-ceremonial, and entrusted Orientals with high office, 
mightily battered those barriers, and prepared the way 
for their final collapse. Whatever counsel Aristotle gave 
under this head was disregarded. It may be that we have 
here the source of that coolness which arose between the 
two men, of that growing estrangement whose traces were 
thought to be discernible in the tone of Alexander’s letters. 
However begun, it was almost certainly enhanced by the 
embroilment of the king with a former fellow-student, 
Callisthenes, who was also a nephew of Aristotle. It is 
easy to understand that, in spite of all this, the royal pupil 
showed no remissness in bestowing honours on his teacher 
and providing financial support for his researches. Philip 
had during his lifetime accorded a full measure of favour 
to the tutor of his heir, and had entrusted him with the 
rebuilding of Stagira, which he himself had destroyed. 
A year after Alexander's accession Aristotle returned to 
Athens, and there, in the eastern part of the city, founded 
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a school in connexion with the gymnasium known as the 
Lyceum, a name which was also borne by the school, and 
has passed into modem languages. A prodigious curri¬ 
culum of philosophy and science was worked through in 
the lectures, to which the treatises preserved to us owed 
their origin. 

Just as Alexander's accession opened his tutor's pro¬ 
fessional career at Athens, so his death set a term to it. 
All the hatred and ill will that Aristotle had ever aroused 
burst into activity on the death of his protector. Several 
circumstances combined to make this outburst as sudden 
as dangerous. The Stagirite had never been a practical 
politician. He had never lent the least assistance to 
Macedonian expansion. Indeed, wonderful as it may 
sound, the keen-sighted philosopher never suspected the 
momentousness of the world-change which was being 
accomplished before his eyes—perhaps for the very reason 
that the agents of it were only too near him. The idea 
that monarchical government was destined to prevail in 
Greece itself never occurred to his mind. No sentence 
in his “ Politics ” betrays a knowledge or even a presenti¬ 
ment of this transformation. His heart clung, as of old, 
to the Hellenic voXiq ; and his ideals, like those of Plato, 
were concerned solely with its development and renova¬ 
tion., It was as the allies, not the subjects, of the Mace¬ 
donian kingdom that he pictured the Greeks of the future. 
But all this could not prevent a philosopher who had been 
the all-powerful ruler’s tutor, who enjoyed his protection, 
and who had abundant cause for gratitude to him, from 
appearing in the light of a Macedonian partizan. For 
one thing, he stood in a relation of warm and unconcealed 
friendship to the vicegerent, Antipaten Again, Nicanor,*? 
the son of his guardian and assigned in his will as theij 
future husband of his daughter Pythias, was an officer c 
high rank in the army of Alexander. In this capacity fqie 
had been entrusted, shortly before his master's death, w, /ith 
a duty which could not but arouse the liveliest antipa /thy 
against him and all associated with him. In the year# 324 
he was the bearer of a royal rescript, which he caused to 
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be promulgated by herald’s cry at the Olympic festival 
assembly. This document ordered, in a domineering tone, 
the restoration of all political exiles, and threatened recal¬ 
citrant states with immediate and severe punishment. The 
impression produced by this dictatorial act was profound. 
It was welcomed with loud shouts of exultation by the 
vast number of Macedonian prottgis there present, who 
were now assured of a return to home and wealth and 
power. Exasperation and dismay filled the ranks of their 
opponents, especially the Athenians. Even the great 
orator Demosthenes, in spite of the patriotic zeal he had 
so often and so signally displayed, was severely censured 
for having caused himself to be elected leader of the 
festival-deputation in order to confer with Nicanor. The 
Stagirite’s fatherly friendship for his guardian’s son was 
well known. He certainly met him at Olympia on his 
return from long absence in the East, even if he did not 
receive a visit from him at Athens. The incident opened 
the flood-gates of a hatred which could not fail to break 
over Aristotle as well. 

In the following year an indictment was laid against 
Aristotle, charging him, as usual in such cases, with offences 
against religion (aoefitta). Ail the hostile interests here 
united themselves against him: religious orthodoxy, 
represented by Eurymedon, high-priest of the Eieusinian 
Demeter, and the rhetorical school of Isocrates, whose 
malice had been inherited by his pupil’s pupil Demophilus, 
son of the historian Ephorus. Among the acts charged 
against him was his homage to Hermias, the dynast of 
Atarneus, who, as tyrant or unconstitutional ruler, as ex¬ 
slave, and as eunuch, seemed thrice unworthy of the honours 
i|vhich he had received from Aristotle, namely, a statue set 
^p at Delphi, and a poem (which has been preserved) in 
Verification of his “ manly virtue.” 
Va “ Athens must not sin a second time against philosophy” 
vuch are the words, we are told, in which the accused 
bpsopher justified his flight He turned his back on the 
win which he had sat at the feet of Plato, in which 
leid ruled as the revered head of a school, and the 
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constitutional development of which he had recorded with 
diligence and justice, even with affection. , 

For a safe and convenient place of refuge he had not 
far to seek. At Chalcis in the neighbouring island of 
Euboea, the home of his mother, he possessed an estate, 
inherited from her, the peaceful seclusion of which he was 
not to enjoy for long. He died there soon afterwards 
(322), at the age of sixty-two. 

The will of Aristotle has been preserved, and affords us 
an instructive and pleasing glimpse of the disposition as 
well as of the personal and family circumstances of this 
extraordinary man. There is no mention in it of the 
school; this and its appurtenances, together with the 
extensive private library, had been already transferred 
by Aristotle to Theophrastus, the successor chosen by 
himself, during his life-time, probably on the occasion 
of his migration to Chalcis. Antipater was named as 
executor. Nicanor, his son-in-law elect, was requested to 
take charge, “like a father and brother in one/’ of the two 
children, who were still of tender age. The daughter, 
as already mentioned, was named Pythias after her 
mother, Aristotle’s first wife. Their marriage, contracted 
at the time of their common flight to Lesbos, seems to 
have been a particularly happy and high-toned union. 
Before her early death, the elder Pythias had expressed 
a wish that her bones might be laid with those of her 
husband. In his will he made provision for the fulfilment 
of that wish. It would seem, too, that he offered sacrifices 
at her grave as at that of a heroine. His second choice 
was a less romantic one. It fell on an obviously good- 
natured and sensible creature who secured for him the 
domestic peace and order which were demanded by his 
colossal aud unceasing intellectual labours. Her name, 
Herpyllis, occurs elsewhere only in the circles of the 
hetcerm. This is in accord with her status of housekeeper 
and concubine, which at Athens created no scandal, and 
to some extent enjoyed the protection of the law. She 
bore Aristotle a son, Nicomachus. In his will he praises 
her good conduct, provides for her sufficient maintenance, 
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not forgetting furniture and service, and offers her for a 
dwelling-place the “hostel near the garden” of his Euboean 
estate, in case she did not prefer to live at Stagira, where she, 
too, had been born, in the old and perhaps old-fashioned 
home. The gratitude and sympathy shown in these 
provisions are clearly differentiated from the fervent love 
and reverence which the philosopher manifests towards his 
own mother as well as towards his father’s friend Proxenus 
and his family. A statue of his mother is to be set up at 
Nemea; others, of Nicanor and his parents, are to be 
commissioned; a votive-offering is to be presented in 
memory of a danger once fortunately escaped by Nicanor, 
probably in war or on the sea. The dispositions affecting 
the slaves of both sexes, none of whom is to be sold, show 
Aristotle as a kind master in death as in life. 
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CHAPTER III. 

ARISTOTLE, THE MAN AND THE AUTHOR. 

I. "Moderate to excess”—such is the witticism (un¬ 
intentional, as the context shows) in which an ancient 
biographer aptly summarized the character of Aristotle. 
The Greek ideal of measure, of an equipoise of har¬ 
moniously-developed powers, found expression in his 
personality as well as in his theory of ethics. Violent 
passions seem to have been utterly foreign to his nature. 
On the cancellation (clearly for political reasons) of honours 
previously conferred upon him for his services to the history 
of the Pythian games, he wrote to Antipater : "The 
situation as to the Delphic decisions is this—they neither 
distress me seriously, nor leave me altogether indifferent.” 
It was just this kind of temper, not subject to violent 
perturbation, and yet with no leaning towards dull in¬ 
sensibility, that was thoroughly characteristic of him. A 
fundamental condition was thus satisfied for the immense 
and untiring activity of his mind. " Laborious ” is the 
first epithet that falls from his pen, when he sings the 
praises at once of "Virtue” and of his friend Hermias. 
The labours of Heracles, too, receive prominent mention 
here. This paean is not without its share of poetic 
inspiration ; but in another poetical essay, the elegy on 
Eudemus (Vol. II. p. 71), the level quickly falls. In the 
prose works it is but seldom that we come across out¬ 
breaks of strong feeling ; those which do occur are no 
doubt the more effective for their isolation. We may 
instance the tribute to truth already mentioned ; or the 
praise of justice as "perfected virtue,” whose wondrous 
beauty “not the morning and not the evening star” can 
equal. 
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The numerous and extensive treatises reveal to us the 
thought of their author much more closely than his will 
and feeling. A few years ago a book was recovered which 
brings the Stagirite somewhat nearer to us as a man. 
The “ Constitution of the Athenians ” occupies a middle 
position between the severely objective, not to say arid, 
manuals and the highly personal utterances of the will, 
the poems, and the epistolary fragments. It is a collection 
of materials worked up into a readable book, one of many 
preliminary studies for the comprehensive work on politics. 
Aristotle here lets himself run on in an easy conversational 
manner, so that his personal tastes are more clearly per¬ 
ceived ; and as his models and sources are at least in part 
known to us, we gain a deeper view than elsewhere of 
his relations to his predecessors and fellow-investigators. 
The impression which we receive is throughout one of 
benevolent dignity. He makes no parade of his laborious 
researches. He silently corrects ancient errors and wide¬ 
spread misunderstandings. He wounds no contemporary, 
he insults no predecessor. There is no breath of what 
may be called the eristic spirit of the Stagirite, a spirit 
which has sometimes given occasion for unjust judgments. 
Some critics have detected, as they thought, a touch of 
unchivalrous combativeness, especially in the polemics 
against Plato. The disciple was supposed to have 
concealed his dependence on his master in respect of 
fundamentals behind discussions of minor details. This 
charge we regard as unfounded. Dialectician as he was, 
and, indeed, stronger by far in this than in any other 
capacity, he no doubt indulged himself in dragging to 
light even trivial offences against scientific rigour, and 
in so doing employed a kind of criticism which must often 
strike us as petty pedantry. The dialectical tourney 
has an overpowering attraction for him. But he must be 
acquitted of the disloyal motive just mentioned. The 
lectures out of which the treatises grew were addressed 
to youthful contemporaries, thoroughly familiar with Plato’s 
writings; there was no reason why he should seize each 
new occasion as it arose to remind them once more of 
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the debt of gratitude which bound him to his great 
teacher. 

Another fundamental characteristic of his mind, 
specially prominent in the newly-discovered book, is his 
love of the particular. Anything in the nature of an 
anecdote has great charms for him. His delight in 
picturesque detail often leads him into digressions un¬ 
necessary for the main purpose of his exposition. Plato 
is said to have called the house in which he lived as 
a young man u the house of the reader ; ” and doubtless 
he belonged to the number of those whose appetite for 
reading has been insatiable during boyhood and youth. 
Like another great encyclopaedist, Leibniz to wit, he 
wished to read everything; and the strength of his 
interest in general subjects increased rather than 
diminished with years. “ The lonelier and more hermit¬ 
like I become ”—so the ageing philosopher wrote to 
Antipater—“the greater pleasure I take in histories.” 
It was not only that he loved to feast his imagination on 
the motley variety of events ; his sense of humour was 
by no means weak, and drew rich nutriment from the 
perversity of human actions. The part of a crafty Ulysses 
so successfully enacted by Themistocles at the super- 
session of the Areopagus, the trick played on the 
Athenians by the exiled prince Pisistratus when he 
caused a Thracian flower-girl to pose as Pallas Athene 
escorting him back to his home, with the superstitious 
populace on their knees at her feet—this and the like 
of this is described in that book at remarkable length 
and with manifest enjoyment. We can almost see the 
roguish twinkle of the little eyes and the mocking smile 
playing round the lips. We no longer doubt the authen¬ 
ticity of the biting sarcasm attributed to him: “ The 
Athenians have invented two things—wheat-culture (ac¬ 
cording to the myth of Triptolemus) and excellent laws. 
The only difference is that they eat the wheat, but make 
no use of the laws.” 

2. The judgments of the ancients on the artistic 
qualities of Aristotle’s style are of a kind to cause us 
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considerable perplexity. The “golden ripple” of his 
language, the “ richness of its colouring,” its overwhelming 
“ force,” the magic fascination of its “ grace ”—for these 
we search the works of Aristotle in vain. We speak of 
him as an author who is nearly always monotonous and 
colourless, sometimes curt and sometimes prolix, not 
seldom obscure, occasionally negligent. The contrast of 
verdicts and impressions could not be more glaring. 
There must be a misunderstanding somewhere. It is as 
if we were describing that part of the moon’s surface with 
which we are familiar, while our fellow-observers on some 
other planet had in view that side of our satellite which 
we never see. And such, indeed, is the fact. The Aris¬ 
totle of the ancients is not our Aristotle, and ours is not 
theirs. Those of his writings which they read, or read 
by preference, have not reached us; that which we have 
was in part entirely unknown to them, in part known in 
such a way that to make it the basis of a judgment on 
Aristotle’s style would never enter their heads. Our part 
consists of the text-books, theirs of the dialogues. It 
is to the latter that the Stagirite refers when he speaks 
of his “ published ” works. Only a few sorry fragments 
of them remain. Contrary to the practice of Plato, the 
author introduced himself into them as one of the inter¬ 
locutors. They were not addressed to fellow-students of 
philosophy, but to the wide circles of the educated, to 
whose pampered and refined literary taste they gave 
full satisfaction. 

It is far more surprising to be told that our Aristotle 
was not the Aristotle of the ancient critics and scholars. 
But this statement is supported by an authoritative piece 
of evidence, the list of Aristotle’s works compiled in the 
Alexandrine epoch. One of the principal works best 
known to us is the H Metaphysics.” It does not occur in that 
catalogue, while there are a number of book-titles that corre¬ 
spond to the contents of separate sections of that work. In 
order to understand this curious state of affairs we shall 
have to take into consideration both the origin of these 
treatises and the vicissitudes of their fortune. We have 
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already spoken of them as text-books, and more than once 
we have intimated that they arose out of the lectures. To 
some extent evidence for this still exists in the titles. The 
work on physics bears even in our manuscripts the title 
“ Lectures on Physics.” The “ Politics ” was once at any 
rate headed by a similar phrase. Now and again we come 
upon the “hearer” when we expect to find the reader 
mentioned. The question presents itself whether what 
we have in our hands is the lecture as written down by 
the author ready for delivery, or as reproduced in the 
notes taken by his audience. The answer, it would appear, 
cannot be given either as simply or with the same generality 
as the question. Most of the systematic works are far too 
good to be merely students’ notes ; much in them, on the 
other hand, is such matter as a practised teacher fittingly 
leaves to the inspiration of the moment, and does not bring 
with him, in black and white, into the lecture-room. Such, 
for example, is the address to the audience at the end of 
the course on logic, an apostrophe in which the creator of 
logic draws attention to the novelty of his subject and 
claims at once credit for what he has succeeded in doing 
and indulgence for any deficiencies. The process by which 
these systematic treatises came into being does not seem 
to have been in every case the same, and, generally speak¬ 
ing, was probably somewhat complicated. Most of them 
will have owed their origin to both sources—the lecturer’s 
draft and memoranda made by the audience. In some 
cases the master may have himself worked up his original 
version with the aid of his pupils’ notes, in others this work 
may have been done by others after his death, in one 
instance long after. The “ Metaphysics,” as a minute 
analysis has shown, was produced in the second of these 
ways. It is a work in which we find the same theme 
handled twice, first, it may be, in broad outline, and then 
immediately after in diffuse elaboration ; or, again, the two 
treatments may be barely distinguishable. The very name 
is due, not to the author, but to a late compiler, who placed 
the work after (fieri) the books on physics. Such an 
origin of the treatises, again, seems necessary to explain 
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the remarkable oscillations between exaggerated com¬ 
pression and over-lucid expansion. Here we find an 
example hinted at with such enigmatic brevity that a 
severe effort is needed for its comprehension ; another will 
be elaborated and explained with superfluous fulness. 
Both modes of treatment occur in the same book and in 
the same section of it. We are driven to seek the expla¬ 
nation in the varying exigencies of the lecture-room. 
Here time pressed, there it was only too abundant. Or 
again, what we have before us is sometimes the bare 
catch-phrase jotted down in the lecturer's notes ; some¬ 
times it is the detailed exposition into which he developed 
it in the lecture itself. 

The history of these works, and of the component parts 
of some which were not yet extant as wholes, is so like 
a novel that the truth of the narratives containing it has 
often been called in question. Such doubts, we hold, are 
groundless, for the simple reason that both the beginning 
and the end of the story are vouched for by unassailable 
testimony—the first by the will of Theophrastus, the 
second by a statement of the geographer Strabo, who had 
been a pupil of the Tyrannion shortly to be mentioned. 

Theophrastus bequeathed “ all ” his “ books to Neleus,” 
a friend and pupil who lived at Scepsis in the Troad. The 
heirs of Neleus thought only of the money value of this 
great collection of books, among which were those of 
Aristotle. But their very cupidity entailed severe injury 
upon the precious possession. That district of Asia Minor 
belonged to the kingdom of Pergamum, the rulers of which 
soon began to collect books in rivalry with the Ptolemies, 
and endeavoured to eclipse the Alexandrine library by 
their own. Fearing the loss of their treasure, the suc¬ 
cessors of Neleus buried it in a cellar-vault, where it 
remained secure from the prying commissioner, but all the 
more a prey to damp and insects. At length a rich buyer 
came forward, the bibliophile Apellicon, through whose 
agency an edition was prepared, an extremely defective 
one from a critical point of view, and disfigured by 
arbitrary restorations of the numerous lacunm. At the 
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capture of Athens, soon after Apellicon’s death, the 
collection of books came to Rome as part of Sulla's loot, 
and the ill-treated text was subjected to a careful revision 
by Tyrannion, the librarian and writer on grammar. This 
revision formed the basis of the first complete edition of 
the works of Aristotle and Theophrastus, grouped according 
to their subject-matter, which was prepared by Andronicus 
of Rhodes (middle of the first century B.C.). 

No doubt is permissible as to the actual occurrence of 
these events. But the case is different when we come 
to inquire into the range of their significance. Those who 
were concerned in the salvage and the preparation for 
public use of the long-lost aids to knowledge were naturally 
enough inclined to exaggerate the magnitude of these 
operations. Thus Tyrannion’s pupil, Strabo, speaks of the 
older Peripatetics as almost entirely unacquainted with the 
works of their master. Clearly the unprejudiced Plutarch 
is far nearer the truth when he states that “ most ” of 
those works “ were at that time not yet accurately known 
to the public.” Modern research has carefully collected 
the traces* of this knowledge, and has made an end of the 
idea that there were no copies of any of the text-books 
before the edition of Andronicus. As much as this, how¬ 
ever, may be truthfully said, namely, that some of the 
treatises were entirely unknown, that some had appeared 
only in untrustworthy copies crowded with errors, and that 
there was no possibility of taking a comprehensive survey 
of them. It is, further, a manifest fact that the busy 
labours of the commentators did not begin before that 
epoch, and that the solid study of Aristotelian philosophy 
had no earlier representative than this same Andronicus, 
who expounded the works besides editing them. 

3. Besides the works in finished literary style, mostly 
in dialogue form, and besides the text-books or treatises, 
there was a third class of Aristotelian writings which may 
be described shortly as preliminary studies and collections 
of materials. One portion of a work of this third class 
has already been considered by us, the “Constitution of 
the Athenians.” The complete work, entitled “Polities,” 
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contained the description, in alphabetical order, of 158 
constitutions of single states and confederations, with an 
appendix on the governments of tyrants or usurpers, to 
which was further added a monograph on the “Laws of 
Barbarians,” and a separate study of the “Territorial 
Claims of States.” It was long ago conjectured that in 
collecting and elaborating the vast mass of material, the 
master was assisted by his pupils. Among the circum¬ 
stances which point in this direction, we may mention the 
varying accounts given in antiquity of the authorship of 
several works of this type. The law lexicon which appears 
among the works of Theophrastus is in one case expressly 
described as the joint work of teacher and pupil. It is 
only within the last few years that we have been in 
possession of strict documentary evidence of this.state of 
affairs. We refer to the Delphic inscription, in which 
praise and public crowning (probably also privileges of 
some kind, cf. p. 27) were accorded to Aristotle and his 
nephew Callisthenes, mentioned above, for their list of the 
“ victors in the Pythian games,” and for their prefatory 
investigation into the origin of those games. Thus we 
can hardly doubt any longer that the edition of the “ Iliad,” 
primarily intended for Alexander’s use, which is sometimes 
attributed to Aristotle and sometimes to Callisthenes, was 
produced by the kinsmen in collaboration. The Stagirite 
treated of the Olympian as well as of the Pythian victors, 
and in both cases provided a valuable aid to the study 
both of chronology and of the history of civilization. Of 
a similar character was his “ Didascaliae,” a tabulation of 
dramatic performances based on inscriptions, forming an 
important preliminary study for his two books “On the 
Art of Poetry,” the first of which has been preserved. 
Besides this, there were separate studies “ On Tragedies ” 
and “ On Comic Poets,” and again “ On Difficulties ” in 
Homer, Hesiod, Archilochus, Chcerilus, Euripides. Nor did 
he disdain to expound the details of costume-lore in casual 
passages of the three books of his dialogue “ On the Poets.” 
The three books, still extant, “ On Rhetoric,” and the lost 
dialogue, “Grylus,” on the same subject, were similarly 
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based on a preliminary study, the “ Collection ” of earlier 
theories of rhetoric. For the purpose of fixing his attitude 
to his philosophic predecessors, he wrote a number of mono¬ 
graphs, on the Pythagoreans, on the philosophy of Archytas, 
and so on, down to special articles on separate Platonic dia¬ 
logues. Lastly, the history of medicine was treated by his 
pupil Meno, certainly under his direction, and perhaps not 
without his help. These examples, drawn from the field 
of historical studies in the widest sense of the word, will 
give the reader some foretaste of the Stagirite's enormous 
activity in research. His treasures of knowledge would 
seem to have been acquired chiefly during his long student¬ 
time at Athens and in the years spent at Assos, Mitylene, 
and Mieza; while the dozen years embraced by his pro¬ 
fessoriate at Athens may well have been mainly occupied 
in the preparation of his courses of lectures. These 
succeeded each other in an order which, broadly speak¬ 
ing, corresponded to a progress from the general to the 
particular, from the simple to the complicated. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

ARISTOTLE’S CATEGORIES. 

I. We often and rightly speak of the mystery of indi¬ 
viduality. Not that the forces whose working is there to 
be traced are more enigmatic than any others. The 
riddle consists in the multitude and complication of the 
co-operating factors, of which we seldom gain a compre¬ 
hensive and never a complete view. In the case of our 
philosopher, it must be added that the origin of his intel¬ 
lectual peculiarities is hidden behind a thick veil. There 
is only one point at which it may be lifted An essential 
characteristic, the astonishing love of detail which we have 
already noted, must in any case rest upon an unusually 
great capacity for and enjoyment of observation ; and 
this may be confidently regarded as an inheritance from 
a long series of ancestors, members of the Asclepiad family. 
Herein, if we look carefully, we shall find the explanation 
of more than a little. 

Two fundamental types of philosopher may be dis¬ 
tinguished. In the one the preponderant element is the 
craving for fulness of knowledge, an insatiable quest for 
ever new and varied additions to the stock of facts; in the 
other the more potent factor is the endeavour after inner 
consistency, after absolute logical rigour in the structure 
of thought. Obviously the distinction is one of degree; 
neither element can be entirely absent where any consider¬ 
able achievement in philosophy is aimed at. But none 
the less, there is a very real difference. A Descartes or a 
Spinoza building up, stone by stone, a compact and homo¬ 
geneous edifice of thought, and a Leibniz or an Aristotle 
sporadically busy in every kind of special investigation 
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present us with two widely divergent varieties of the 
same species. The encyclopaedist engrossed in untiring 
detail work may strive as he will after strict unity in the 
fabric of his thought; his labours will never be crowned 
with the same measure of success that awaits an intellect 
of equal calibre less stimulated and less distracted by the 
exigent instinct of the polymath. In the second case, 
moreover, the pursuit of clearness will follow a special 
direction. It will lead to efforts towards the arrangement 
and subdivision of the vast stock of knowledge. The 
encyclopaedist will devise artifices for making his materials 
manageable, such as the conceptual language of Leibniz, 
or he will become the classifier par excellence. This latter 
was the great intellectual achievement of Aristotle. An 
inborn and, as we may conjecture, partly inherited capacity 
for observation was here combined with the training which 
the descendant of generations of physicians received in 
the school of Plato. When he first joined this school, the 
master’s later phase was not far distant. The ceaseless 
exercises in classificatory dialectic, some residue of which 
remains to us in the “ Sophist ” and the “ Statesman,” 
formed a unique preparation for the future orderer and 
systematizer of the whole material of knowledge. Aristotle 
became a morphologist in every department of human 
cognition. His perception of similarities and differences, 
his sense of form in the highest sense of the word, was 
developed to incomparable power. His was a genius equal 
to the founding of new branches of knowledge, to the 
creation of sciences so widely divergent as logic and com¬ 
parative anatomy, the comprehensive review in the one 
case of forms of inference, in the other of forms of organic 
life. It is true that some reserve is necessary. Even this 
light was not without its shade. The fondness for draw¬ 
ing distinctions was sometimes exaggerated to a mania; 
the exquisite sense of form not seldom degenerates into 
a love of formulae and their multiplication, into a formalism 
poor in content. The mill of his intellect grinds ever 
exceeding fine, but it is dpt always fed with a sufficiency 
of grain. ^ 
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There is yet another fundamental characteristic which 
seems to belong to the great encyclopaedist as such. He 
who moves and has his being in observation and the 
investigation of details can hardly fail fully to appreciate 
whatever is individual; he is out of the reach of the 
temptation to merge separate existences in an absorbing 
universal, whether this be named Idea as by Plato, or 
Substance as by Spinoza. It is hardly a chance coinci¬ 
dence that the most eminent encyclopaedist of modern 
times created the doctrine of Monads, and that his greater 
predecessor of antiquity found the type of complete reality 
in the individual thing (the rd$e n). We learn this from 
the first glance into the work which both in the traditional 
arrangement and in the probable order of composition 
stands first in the course on logic: the little book on the 
Categories. 

2. Hardly any other part of Aristotelian doctrine has 
met with so much honour and so much censure as his 
theory of the categories. The philosophic schools of 
Athens were not yet closed when the little work, now 
provided by commentators with endless annotations, and 
transformed by the neo-Platonist Porphyrius (232-304 A.D.) 

into a catechism, was translated into Latin, and, together 
with a few other elementary writings of Aristotle, formed 
the foundation of logical instruction in the West. At the 
same early date the Syrians became acquainted with these 
books, through them the Arabians, and gradually the 
whole of the Mohammedan East, in which to the present 
day the introduction cf Porphyrius is the only text-book 
of logic. On the other hand, leaders of the most diverse, 
and indeed of opposite schools of thought, both in ancient 
and in modern times, have united in a single verdict of 
condemnation. We do not here speak of Stoics and 
Neo-Platonists, of an Athenodorus and a Plotinus. Even 
in the opinion of Kant, Aristotle jotted down the ten 
categories just as they occurred to him; and Hegel says 
that he threw them together anyhow. The extreme of 
depreciation is reached with J. S. Mill, who remarks con¬ 
temptuously that this enumeration “ is like a division of 
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animals into men, quadrupeds, horses, asses, and ponies/1 

So uncompromising a condemnation of an eminent thinker 
seldom hits the nail on the head. Far oftener It arises 
from a misunderstanding of the object which he had in 
view. How, we ask accordingly, did the Stagirite arrive 
at that list of ten “ kinds of statement” which runs: What 
(also substance, being, or thing), Of what sort, How great, 
Related to what, Where, When, Lying, Having, Doing, 
Suffering ? Possibly the shafts of his assailants, particu¬ 
larly the last-named, were directed against some heaven¬ 
scaling tower, but fly harmlessly over the more modest 
structure which is really there. Some of the examples 
used to illustrate the categories in the work devoted to 
them show us clearly what kind of special case the author 
had in his mind. Aristotle imagines a man standing before 
him, say in the Lyceum, and passes in successive review 
the questions which may be put and answered about him. 
All the predicates which can be attached to that subject 
fall under one or other of the ten heads, from the supreme 
question: What is the object here perceived ? down to 
such a subordinate question, dealing with mere externalities, 
as: What has he on ? What equipment or accoutrements, 
e.g. shoes or weapons ? Other questions are concerned with 
his qualities and his size (white, instructed in grammar, 
so many feet tall) ; under the head of relation (Related to 
what) come answers in which a term such as Greater or 
Less, Handsomer or Uglier, implies a reference to an 
object or objects of comparison. The “ When ” is explained 
by a Yesterday or To-morrow, the Doing and Suffering 
by the sentences: “ He is cutting or burning,” “ He is 
being cut or burnt.” The enumeration is intended to 
comprise the maximum of predicates which can be assigned 
to any thing or being. A maximum, be it observed; for 
it can hardly be by chance that thp full number is found 
in only two passages of the work, while the two which are 
at once the most special and the least important, those 
relating to Having, or possession, and to Lying, or atti¬ 
tude, are in every other case passed over without mention. 
And indeed, what sense could there be in speaking of the 
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possessions of a stone or a piece of iron, or of the attitude 
of a sphere or a cube? We further observe that several 
others of the categories are often lumped together under 
the one name of “Affections,” while others are collectively 
designated “ Motions.” 

What was the object at which Aristotle aimed in this 
enumeration and division ? To this question many con¬ 
tradictory answers have been given. Our opinion is that 
it is only allowable to speak of subsidiary aims in 
addition to the one supreme purpose which the orderer 
and systematizer of the whole material of knowledge kept 
here and everywhere before his eyes. The relation of 
subject and predicate had been elucidated by Plato (cf. 
Vol. III. p. 174). The question then naturally arose: 
How many kinds of predication are there altogether, and 
what are they ? What are the sub-varieties of these main 
divisions? Are there or are there not opposites within 
each region of predication ? These questions are all treated 
at length in the work on the categories. But there was 
also a subsidiary purpose to be served ; a new weapon 
was to be provided for that art of disputation, known as 
dialectic, of whose enormous vogue and importance in those 
days it is difficult to form an adequate idea, and a remedy 
was to be sought for the confusion which had been pro¬ 
duced by the partly unconscious, partly intentional misuse 
of the idea of Being by the Eleatics and the Megarian 
eristics. The use of the word as denoting existence is 
therefore separated from its use as copula or connecting 
link, and the different applications of the copula are strictly 
bounded and defined. An adequate answer has to be 
given to the question: What can I mean whenever I say 
of a subject that it is something ? Here Aristotle, as his 
manner is, moves on a certain middle level of abstraction. 
He often suffers himself to be led by the forms of language, 
not always from inability to free himself from those bonds* 
but at least as often because the demands of dialectic will 
not allow him to quit its arena. An example will illus¬ 
trate the external character of many of his distinctions. 
Cognition or knowledge is described as a relative concept, 
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because we speak of the “cognition or knowledge of some¬ 
thing" But the special departments of knowledge are not 
regarded as relative, because, for instance, the Greek words 
for “grammar” and “ musical science ” cannot have similar 
genitives associated with them. Thus a distinction is drawn 
between knowledge in general and the particular sciences, 
based solely on the fact that the objects of the latter are 
included in their names. Other and still more striking 
examples must be passed over just because they, too, are 
founded solely on linguistic distinctions. 

3. We are now prepared to consider how far the above- 
mentioned objections of modern philosophers are justified. 
They are not altogether without foundation if we regard 
the Stagirite’s achievement; they are, if we regard his aim. 
This was not, or was not chiefly, directed towards the 
utmost conceivable simplification, the acquisition of supreme 
types of concept. Aristotle frankly admits that the cate¬ 
gory of “ quality ” cannot be distinguished with complete 
accuracy from that of “relation." It is enough for him that 
the separate instances of “ quality ” are not expressed by 
predicates in which “ relation ” is directly implied. Indeed, 
he does not shrink from the admission that sometimes one 
and the same predicate can be placed under both categories. 
His classification is frequently governed by considerations 
of linguistic expediency, a circumstance which, it must be 
allowed, ought to have restrained him from applying it 
occasionally to ontological purposes. It thus appears, when 
closely examined, to include here too much, there too little, 
the very faults which are set in so glaring a light by Mill’s 
contemptuous illustration. In the course of the investiga¬ 
tion “ quality ” falls into two main divisions: (temporary) 
states, and (permanent) properties. Some may possibly be 
inclined to contend that these two varieties ought not to 
appear independently in the table of categories, because 
they can be comprehended under the higher notion of 
quality. For, according to Aristotle’s own testimony, some¬ 
thing of the same kind may be said about quality with 
regard to the higher notion of relation. Mill is both right 
and wrong when he calls the distinction between “ Where" 
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and "Lying” “a purely linguistic one.” Right, in so far as 
the two categories are sub-varieties of a common genus 
(“ spatial relation ”); wrong, because they are yet suffi¬ 
ciently distinct to allow of mutually independent ques¬ 
tions and answers. The question, “ Where is A ? ” may be 
answered by “In this room;” the question, “What attitude 
is he in ? ” must have for answer, “ Erect, bent, sitting, 
lying,” etc. There is, however, not the remotest approach 
to truth in the statement that the ten categories, as a 
contemporary expresses it, are incapable of addition or 
diminution, much as the five regular solids. But while 
we find it surprising that Aristotle has here to a certain 
extent blended the necessary with the accidental, there are 
parallels, not far to seek, which mitigate our astonishment. 
Much the same kind of rdle which is here played by the 
unessential “Having ” falls to the lot of “Song-composition ” 
among the six components of tragedy. The author of the 
“Poetics” includes this operatic element simply because, 
whatever the difficulties of deriving it from the nature of 
drama, he finds it present in the Greek drama of his 
experience. It appears in his enumeration on an equal 
footing with those elements which are inseparable from 
the representation of an action by living performers. At 
the same time, he omits all mention of the gesture-language 
of the actor, which, equally with “diction,” belongs to the 
means of dramatic expression, simply because it neither 
aroused his interest nor provided him with an opportunity 
for valuable discussions. Similarly, in the present case we 
may distinguish between the necessary items in the table 
of categories, those which are deducible from the “Princi- 
pium ” deemed absent by Kant, and the unessential ones 
which are gleaned from casual observation. Aristotle 
might have reasoned as follows: Concrete objects exist 
in time, and occupy measurable portions of space; their 
quality is not exhausted in the complex of properties which 
we regard as constituting their essence and forming the 
content of their names; lastly, they do not exist in isola¬ 
tion ; on the contrary, they are bound together by a 
wide-spun net of reciprocal relations and interactions. 
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Accordingly, the whole range of statements that may be 
made about them falls under the heads of time, of place 
and spatial magnitude, of essence and quality, of relation, 
of the exercise and reception of influences. Had this been 
his procedure, he could not have failed to notice the sub¬ 
sidiary rank of the categories of “ Having” and “ Lying,” 
and, according to the exigencies of his main purpose, he 
would either have excluded them altogether or admitted 
them under reservation, with an immediate reference to 
their unessential character and the limited sphere of their 
application. Here, however, just as in the “ Poetics,” he 
has obviously not worked on deductive lines; he has been 
guided by the consideration, in the one case of the actual 
theatre, in the other of a supposed man standing before 
him ; questions of principle are introduced as an after¬ 
thought, by way partly of justification, partly of limitation. 
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CHAPTER V. 

ARISTOTLE AS LOGICIAN AND DIALECTICIAN. 

i. THROUGH the door of the categories we enter into the 
edifice of logic. From the theory of propositions, handled 
in the work “ On Interpretation,” we pass to the theory of 
inferences (“ Prior Analytics ”), from this to the theory of 
proof (“ Posterior Analytics ”). After this come the books 
on “ Topics/* which may be described as an art of disputa¬ 
tion, of which the last book has the separate title “ Sophistic 
Refutations/* 

Logic may be termed the least fruitful of all studies. 
To condemn it as absolutely sterile would be excessive 
and unjust. Such an injustice, indeed, is one into which 
we might easily be led by the reaction against the former 
over-appreciation of the science. Its founder is in curious 
contradiction with himself. At an enormous expense of 
original thought he investigated the forms of inference, 
distinguished them, and analyzed their finest ramifications. 
But in applying his genius to this great achievement his 
object was not exclusively, or even principally, to give an 
exhaustive description of a particular side of mental life. 
He believed, on the contrary, that he was constructing an 
intellectual mechanism of the first order, an " Organon ” of 
all scientific investigation. And lo and behold! in all 
his numerous works, covering the whole domain of know¬ 
ledge which was then accessible, he makes practically no 
use of the “ kinds ” (moods) and w figures ” of the syllogism. 
He does not even shrink from the admission that all this 
great wealth of forms might be reduced to a few funda¬ 
mental ones without loss in practice. We may add that 
subsequent research, greatly as it has developed and refined 
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its instruments, confirms him in this ; that the figures and 
the moods (the latter greatly multiplied by his immediate 
successors) have remained a collection of curiosities, pre¬ 
served by the history of science, but never put to practical 
use by science itself. 

In spite of all this, an exceptionally high value ought, 
we think, to be ascribed to this formal, or Aristotelian, logic, 
and that not only as a training-ground for subtle thinking, 
but also as a means of promoting correct thinking. It 
is, however, not so much in the main result of Aristotle's 
labours as in a by-product that we recognize this value. 
We allude to the doctrine of fallacies, the distinction 
between legitimate and illegitimate processes of thought, 
which runs through all the parts of the “ Organon,” as the 
logical works are called collectively, but finds its chief 
exposition in the book of “ Sophistical Refutations.” The 
theory of fallacies supplies us to-day, as it has supplied 
our predecessors through a long series of centuries, with the 
means of quickly and surely discriminating between true 
and false inferences, correct and incorrect deductions. To 
use Borne’s witticism, it saves us from the need of going to 
the ocean every time we want to wash our hands. This 
is an argument in a circle, that is an equivocation; such 
and such a proposition contains an inadmissible generaliza¬ 
tion, such an other one an illicit conversion of a conclusion 
justifiable in itself; here the negative is wrongly joined 
with the predicate instead of with the copula, there identity 
of kind or quality has been confused with numerical identity 
—if we are now able to frame judgments of this sort with 
rapidity, and compel their instant acceptance by our 
opponents, if we can promptly affix to false statements 
labels attesting their falsity, all this is due to that formal 
logic which, as a whole and in the majority of its parts, is 
the work of Aristotle. 

The Aristotelian logic grew from a double root. It 
sprang, on the one hand, from the dialectical tourneys 
the sound of which filled the assembly of the people, the 
halls of justice, and the schools of the philosophers. On 
the other hand, its origin was in part due to the solitary 
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meditations of those researchers who founded and developed 
the different branches of mathematics. The champion in 
the war of words needed a rule and a measure by the aid 
of which he might divide the good grain of reason from the 
chaff of showy pretence, guard himself against deception, 
and on occasion deceive his adversary in his turn. Mathe¬ 
matics, for its part, supplied model means of obtaining 
universal truths. It already possessed definitions, axioms, 
and theorems deduced from both, just as we find in Euclid’s 
“ Elements.” How much Aristotle learnt in this school 
has not, to our knowledge, been anywhere duly recognized. 
In his works we meet with definitions of geometrical figures 
at every step; one of Euclid’s axioms, “ When equals are 
taken from equals, the remainders are equal,” sometimes 
occurs in his writings in a shortened form, as if worn down 
by use; the highest principles of knowledge seem to him 
almost indistinguishable from the “axioms, as they are 
called in mathematics;” his standing examples of indubi¬ 
table truths are taken from the theorems of geometry 
(e.g. the sum of the angles in every triangle is equal to 
two right angles); geometry, too, provides the constantly 
recurring type of impossibility (the incommensurability of 
the diagonal of a square with the side). It is clear that 
one of the main motives which influenced the creator of 
logic was a desire to extend to new and varied regions 
of thought a scientific rigour which the mind of man had 
already attained in one department of its activity. 

2. The kernel and centre of the Aristotelian logic is 
the theory of the Syllogism. In order to make its nature 
clear, we adduce an ancient and traditional example, set 
out in the form customary with Aristotle— 

All men are mortal; 
N.N. is a man ; 
N.N. is mortal. 

The three propositions, in the above order, are designated 
the major and minor propositions, and the conclusion; the 
first two are also called premisses. The three terms or 
concepts which occur are distinguished as major, middle 
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and minor. In our example, mortality is the major term. 
N.N. the minor, while humanity is the middle term which 
links them together. At this point a swift and precise 
thinker may perhaps interpose a series of objections. “How 
is it possible," such a reader may exclaim, “to conclude from 
the mortality of all men that of this particular man, who 
is in fact one among those all? Had I not been already 
convinced of his mortality, I ought not to have affirmed 
the major premiss, that all men are mortal. If, on the 
other hand, when I asserted that universal proposition I 
was in possession of full certainty with respect to this 
particular case of it as well as others, then I do not owe 
this certainty to the syllogism. The latter has thus revealed 
to me no truths that I did not know before." The syllogism 
is therefore so far from being the primary and fundamental 
form of all inference that, on the contrary, it yields no 
inference at all in the true sense of the word. It consti¬ 
tutes no advance from the known to the unknown: it is 
not a means to the acquisition of new truths. In all this, 
our supposed reader has said no more than was said of old 
by the Sceptics, and in modern times by a great number 
of thinkers, most emphatically, perhaps, by J. S. Mill. 

The first thought suggested by the above considerations 
is that the syllogism is an empty hocus-pocus, a solemn 
farce. But this is not a conclusion to satisfy a thinker 
whose acumen is combined with caution. The syllogism, 
as J. S. Mill in particular has contended, though certainly 
no instrument for the acquisition of truth, is an exceedingly 
valuable instrument for the examination and the authenti¬ 
cation of truth. In order to understand this verdict, let 
us return to our typical example. The mortality of N.N., 
who is now alive, is not and may not be inferred from the 
mortality of collective mankind, in which N.N. himself is 
included. His mortality, on the contrary, like that of all 
other men now living or yet to be born, is a consequence 
of the fact that hitherto all men have died, taken, it must 
be allowed, in conjunction with this other fact that these 
deaths belong to a class of phenomena within which abso¬ 
lve uniformity i$ the invariable rule. This proviso is 
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indispensable. For there are other regularities as little 
subject to exception as the death of men and all living 
organisms (at any rate of the higher species), in the case 
of which, however, the possible report of an exception 
would by no means be necessarily received with absolute 
incredulity. For thousands and thousands of years our 
ancestors were acquainted with none but white swans ; 
it was not till the discovery of Australia that black ones 
became known. A novelty of this kind is not in the least 
degree a breach of the order of nature. Black individuals 
existed side by side with white among men, horses, and 
dogs ; the same difference might equally well occur in that 
particular species of birds. For, as numerous examples 
show, the presence or absence of a layer of pigment has 
little or no effect on the other qualities of a class of 
organisms. 

The inference from past to future mortality is, in short, 
an induction, the certainty of which depends on the number 
of the observed instances, and in still higher degree on 
their nature—that is, on their inclusion in a field within 
which no deviation from the norm is to be expected so 
long as the present order of nature continues. That this 
order cannot change is more than we, as men, are able 
to affirm. We reach the maximum of certainty attainable 
by us when we trust experience in those regions where it 
has hitherto proved an absolutely reliable guide. 

What, then, is the value and the function of such a 
syllogism as the one stated above ? With Mill, we answer 
that its service is the bringing before us the context of 
propositions affirmed by ourselves or others in such a form 
as to facilitate in the highest possible degree the examina¬ 
tion into their truth or trustworthiness. The inductions 
on which our knowledge of the nature of things is based 
are no doubt at bottom always inferences from particulars 
to particulars; but, so far as they are well-founded, they 
admit of universal formulation just because they rest on 
properties of whole classes of things, while these properties, 
in their turn, rest on relations of cause and effect which 
obtain without exception. Now, this general formula brings 
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Defore our eyes the whole width and compass of the state¬ 
ments that must be true if we have any right to assume 
their truth in this or that individual case. A fanatical 
believer in race, regardless of appearances to the contrary, 
denies the possibility of a particular negro being sus¬ 
ceptible of culture. He is refuted the moment we can 
compel him to give his denial the most general form, 
the syllogistic, and to found his argument on the explicit 
major premiss : “ No negro is capable of culture for we 
can immediately bring up against him the numerous bril¬ 
liant exceptions by which the actual facts contradict his 
alleged rule. In short: negligent thinking, limitation of 
the mental horizon, narrowness of outlook due to preju¬ 
dice. acquaintance with only a small region of the facts 
concerned—all these are plentiful sources from which a 
constant and copious stream of ill-judged assertions pours 
into life and science. To compel the makers of these 
assertions to justify them against the most comprehensive 
conceivable objections, and for this purpose to clothe them 
in the most general conceivable form, is one of the most 
effective means of which we are in possession for aiding 
truth in the fight against falsehood. Now, it is the 
syllogism as exemplified above which preserves us from 
assuming the truth of a proposition in one case while 
ignoring or contesting it in a precisely similar case; it 
is the syllogism that ensures for us rigour of thought and 
consistency of statement. 

Rigour and consistency of thought—these are in truth 
the highest aims of the Aristotelian logic, at once its 
strength and its limitation. To preserve inward harmony 
among convictions already acquired is the great aim of the 
Stagirite's labours. It is true that above the syllogism 
there stands induction, whose function is to supply the 
knowledge which the syllogism utilizes and elaborates. 
Aristotle frankly admits as much, though he sometimes 
forgets the admission in the detailed exposition of his 
logical theories. But his treatment of the two main 
divisions of logic—and here we come to the main point 
—is altogether unequal This inequality was due to the 
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different degrees of development which had been attained 
in his day by the sciences which served as patterns in the 
two departments. Formal logic finds its model in mathe¬ 
matics. In the time of Aristotle this was the only branch 
of investigation conducive to the knowledge of nature 
which had been pursued beyond the most elementary 
stage. “ In our day,” so the Stagirite himself complains, 
“mathematics has set itself in the place of philosophy.” 
Next to it came those subjects which had just then begun 
to be treated mathematically: astronomy, optics, mechanics, 
and harmony—subjects which Aristotle does in fact occa¬ 
sionally enumerate among the mathematical studies; in 
so enumerating them, moreover, he does not speak, as we 
do, of “mathematical physics,” but, with a significant 
inversion, of “physical mathematics.” The experimental 
method, on the other hand, was still in its infancy. Of 
the strictly scientific experiment, of minutely accurate or 
numerically definite observation, hardly the first begin¬ 
nings as yet existed. What more natural than that the 
newly-created logic should follow the path, not of the 
inductive and experimental sciences, but of deductive 
mathematics ? 

3. Our use of the word “ deductive ” reminds us of an 
important limitation which the above statement of the case 
requires. The stock example from which we set out does 
not exhaust all the possible applications of the syllogistic 
form of inference. This latter is by no means exclusively 
used for the subsumption of a particular case under a rule 
already established. The syllogistic form does not in 
itself require the major premiss to be of a more general 
character than the minor. This mode of reasoning can 
be applied to quite different, and, we may add, at least as 
useful purposes. It may provide the bond by which we 
join experiences to experiences, in order that we may so 
reach conclusions as to the relations subsisting between 
objective facts. The simplest case is that of what we may 
call indirect comparison. Two objects, A and B, by reason 
of their distance in space or time, or for some other cause, 
cannot be compared by direct observation. We establish 
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the relation of equality between them, when this exists, by 
comparing each of them with a third object. This third 
object may be an instrument of weighing or measuring; 
it may also be merely a numerical concept. 4 + 2 = 6, 
6 = 8 — 2; therefore 4 + 2 = 8 — 2 : here we have an 
elementary piece of arithmetic in the form of a syllogism, 
A is greater than B, B is greater than C, therefore A is 
greater than C ; this inference, too, follows the same path. 
Further, the relation of magnitude that has to be ascer¬ 
tained need not be a relation of physical quantities; 
relative values of every kind may be determined by the 
same indirect method. A is more beautiful, more praise¬ 
worthy, more serviceable than B, or the reverse ; the same 
relation subsists between B and C, and therefore also 
between A and C. Lastly, and chiefly: besides relations 
of equality and inequality, we must here include those of 
coexistence and succession, those relations, that is to say, 
of the knowledge of which our knowledge of the order of 
nature is compounded ; except that this form of inference 
is not always, as we might at first be inclined to think, 
applicable to the ascertainment of mere resemblance. A 
is like B, B is like C, therefore A is like C: here we have 
a fallacy. For since similarity is often equivalent to partial 
identity, it may well happen that the characters in which 
A and B resemble each other are not those in which B 
and C agree. 

If the Aristotelian logic is directed in greatly prepon¬ 
derating measure to the establishment of purely notional 
relations, if the creator of the syllogism employs this 
instrument almost exclusively by way of subsumption, that 
which here betrays itself is the long-continued influence of 
the Socratic and Platonic philosophy of concepts. Another 
manifestation of the same influence is to be seen in the 
circumstance that much greater strictness is observed in 
the combinations of ideas than in the ascertainment of the 
facts from which the ideas are derived. Ill-founded theories 
of nature and inadequate observations (thunder is a sound 
produced by a flame at its extinction ; only broad-leaved 
plants are spared the loss of their leaves in winter, and so 
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forth) are met with not infrequently in the books of the 
“ Organon.” The looseness of the premisses is in striking 
contrast with the rigour of the deductions that are made 
from them. 

Let us summarize. The syllogism is by its nature 
not only a valuable means of testing knowledge, but also 
a means of acquiring new information. The derivation 
of the word from a Greek verb meaning “to combine” 
allows us to cover by it every combination of pieces of 
knowledge already possessed by which new knowledge is 
produced. Stating the matter so, we are in exact agree¬ 
ment with Aristotle himself, although in his hands this 
instrument of investigation became almost exclusively a 
process of subsuming less comprehensive under more 
comprehensive notions, and thus seemed to issue in 
what has been recently described as the embottement of 
ideas. 

4. Many a surprise awaits the reader of the “ Topics.” 
The first sections of this work arouse admiration and 
pleasure. The brilliance of the illumination which is shed 
on the subject, the masterly grasp and tireless manipula¬ 
tion of the material, delight even the most fastidious of 
readers. But before long misgivings make themselves 
felt, and occasionally even disgust. The examples weary 
by their monotony, and where they are absent the abstract¬ 
ness of the exposition is wearying in a still higher degree. 
As we have already remarked, the ” Topics ” is little else 
than a guide to the art of disputation. Had this work 
reached us anonymously, and without the hall-mark of 
the Aristotelian terminology, how severely we should have 
taken the author to task ! And if this handbook of mental 
fencing had been presented to us under the name of a 
Megarian or a so-called “ Sophist,” the historian of philo¬ 
sophy would certainly have subjected it to some very 
rough criticism. The vague and general recommendation 
of Protagoras to M make the weaker cause the stronger ” 
has a very innocent sound in comparison with this accu¬ 
mulation of the means of deception, this arsenal crammed 
with the weapons of eristic. If justice is to prevail here, 
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there are several points which must be considered. The 
conclusions to which our own reflections lead us will be 
found confirmed by explicit statements of Aristotle. 

In the forefront we place the pedagogic motive, the 
endeavour to arouse and strengthen the pupil's acumen 
by practice and habituation. But this motive does not 
by any means stand alone. Aristotle also desired to equip 
his hearers and readers for the disputations which had 
acquired an astonishing importance and extent in the 
philosophy schools of that age. He who disdained par¬ 
ticipation in those contests created an impression not of 
superiority, but of the reverse. He appeared unequal to 
the difficulties of such exercises, and therefore anxious to 
evade them. Nor was it enough to show shrewdness and 
presence of mind in answering insidious questions, and in 
the unravelling of artful sophisms. He who stopped at 
defence won no more than a half-success. It behoved 
him to take the offensive and play the man for his own 
honour and that of the school to which he belonged. 

It was with such aims as these that Aristotle, in early 
life as it would appear, composed this text-book of con¬ 
tentious dialectic, and included in it without scruple in¬ 
structions on the means of deceiving the adversary. Of 
all the artifices adapted to win victory in the tourney 
of words and thoughts, none is despised by him; he is 
not above the use of equivocal words, the prolongation 
of the debate beyond the time-limit, the distraction of 
the opponent's attention by new and unexpected questions 
foreign to the main issue. The defensive tactics recom¬ 
mended make an equally unfavourable impression on 
us. No verbal quibble, one might almost say no pun, is 
clumsy enough to be despised by the Stagirite as beneath 
his dignity. The exactitude in the use of words which 
he inculcates as a means of escaping dialectical snares 
and pitfalls is not seldom exaggerated into pedantry. 
In one passage we find him criticizing the definition of 
astonishment as an " excess of surprise " (instead of “ ex¬ 
cessive surprise ”), on this ground among others that there 
can also be an excess of astonishment, which the definition 
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would require us to describe absurdly as an excess of 
excess. In face of such subtleties we ask ourselves at 
times whether they are to be ascribed solely to the didactic 
motive, the desire to instruct the student and to equip him 
for the tournament of ideas, or whether they are not rather 
to be put down to the account of an eristic strain in the 
temperament of the philosopher himself. That there was 
such a strain can hardly be doubted, as other reasons show. 
Even in the works of his maturest years, to which the 
“ Poetics ” and the “ Politics ” belong, traces of a petti¬ 
fogging spirit are apparently to be discerned. But the 
zest with which the Stagirite on occasion criticizes even 
himself enables us to recognize the love of conflict as 
the essential factor in this supposed defect. For the 
rest, Aristotle was aware that the meaner devices of the 
dialectical duel leave the contestants in some danger of 
a permanent taint. He warns against this danger; and 
we seem to discern behind his words an admission that 
he was not proof against it himself. Besides this, there 
are many passages in which an inward discord betrays 
itself. Thus in one place emphasis is laid on the necessity, 
when dealing with an unscrupulous assailant for whom 
all weapons are good, of using any and every weapon 
in the defence ; but elsewhere the recognition of the same 
necessity is accompanied by the reservation : “ But it is not 
quite decent.” The main impression with which we close 
the “ Topics ”—a work, by the way, which the historians 
of philosophy usually pass over in what might almost be 
called an embarrassed silence—is one of astonishment at the 
extraordinary mental agility and suppleness of its author. 
Results of which Plato had at best described the first 
dawnings are here used by the author as though familiar 
by long possession and thoroughly worked out in every 
direction. By the side of much that is diffuse and void 
of substance we find much that is refined and concentrated; 
indeed, compressed and condensed up to the limits of 
intelligibility. At the same time, that other and less 
favourable impression remains, that Aristotle was only 
too often led into the misuse of his intellect, partly by 
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the natural impulse to exercise his dialectical skill, partly 
by the eristic fashions of his day. 

Near the close of the main work on logic, a fine image, 

and one of great significance, presents itself. As, when 

the tide of battle turns, first one stout-hearted warrior 
holds his ground, then a second, a third, and continually 

more and more; so in the mind the first sense-impression 

of which a copy remains is joined by a second, then a 
third, and others in increasing numbers, till from the sum¬ 

mation of retained perceptions there arises the completed 
structure of an experience. For out of perception there 

is first produced memory, while experience is the result 
of repeated memories. Out of experience, in its turn, or 
out of all the “ universal that being a one as well as many, 

has become firmly rooted in the mind,” there proceed art 

and science, where by "science” pure theory is meant, 
and by “ art ” theory applied to practice. In this context 
it is stated with express emphasis that it is “sense- 

perception ” that generates universal notions, and that we 
necessarily obtain all our “ first principles ” by “ induction.” 
The Asclepiad in Aristotle has here gained the victory 
over the Platonist. We will now devote a little time to 
this polar antithesis in the mind of the Stagirite. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

THE PLATONIST AND THE ASCLEPIAD. 

I. We have already spoken of Aristotle’s power of and 
delight in observation as an inheritance from his medical 
ancestors. The extent of the field in which his curiosity 
disported itself is far too extensive to admit of a summary 
survey. His ruling passion is a craving for information. 
He excuses his faults by his “ thirst for knowledge,” just 
as a ruler or a warrior might justify his misdoings by the 
overwhelming force of his impulses to action. It is after 
his own image that he figures his deity, whose life is pure 
contemplation ; just as among human lots he sets the 
contemplative life in the foremost place. “ We prefer the 
spectator’s pleasures to almost all others: ” it is thus that, 
thinking to describe human nature in general, he strikes 
the keynote of his own character. From boyhood he must 
have been an earnest watcher of the heavens ; otherwise 
he could not have written : “ For more than fifty years we 
have only twice seen a lunar rainbow.” At the same time, 
he is familiar with all trades and crafts, with that of the 
embroiderer who confuses his colours by artificial light, 
and with that of the gardener who sprinkles his plants, not 
only with water but with an admixture of earth as well. 
He has noticed that at some distance from a boat in 
motion we do not hear the stroke of the oar till after we 
have seen the oar leave the water. Here, however, we have 
to make an important distinction. 

By the side of observations which astonish by their 
refinement and certainty, which move a Cuvier or a Darwin 
to enthusiastic praise, we meet with malobservations 
which are still more astonishing. It was not till the 
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century just past, that Johannes Muller rediscovered, in 
the body of the smooth pike, the yolk-sac resembling a 
mammalian placenta, which is described by Aristotle. A 
chorus of admiration naturally arose from the zoologists. 
But their praises are silenced when they learn that the 
same Aristotle believed the brain to be cold and to act as 
a refrigerating apparatus in opposition to the heart; that he 
affirmed the number of the teeth to be dependent on sex, 
and to be greater in man than in woman. Thus we are 
confronted by inaccuracy in extreme degree as well as by 
malobservations which, unlike many others, are not to be 
explained by the imperfection of the ancient processes and 
instruments. The explanation of the remarkable contrast 
can hardly be other than the following. The universal 
student and encyclopaedist over-rated his own powers. He 
must have derived his knowledge as often, nay, much 
oftener, from books and popular tradition than from his 
own observation. He did not by any means always judge 
rightly of the worth or the worthlessness of these written 
and oral statements. He repeatedly censures the worthy 
Herodotus as a " teller of tales but the reproach recoils 
on an author who tells of the hen-partridge being im¬ 
pregnated by a breath of air blowing on her from the male ; 
or of ravens, sparrows, and swallows turned white by cold ; 
or of the reddening, though to ever so slight a degree, 
of a mirror breathed on by a woman at the time of her 
indisposition. 

Such failures on the critical side are probably not 
unconnected with a peculiar feature of our philosopher s 
mental physiognomy, one which is not at all the product 
of shallowness. He does not, as a matter of principle, 
adopt too sceptical an attitude towards popular opinions. 
Following the law of reaction, he stands in a certain 
opposition to the representatives of the storm and stress 
period of enlightenment. He accordingly loves to find the 
results of his speculations prefigured in the naive beliefs of 
the people, and he frequently seeks corroboration for his 
conclusions in current opinion, in popular proverbs, even in 
etymologies, which are sometimes of the most venturesome 
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type. Indeed, he goes on occasion so far as to identify 
popular belief, when* purged of its inner contradictions 
and, so to speak, brought into inner harmony, with 
objective truth. To the same origin may be asc/ibed his 
constant references to linguistic usage, the ever-recurring 
"We say so-and-so”—an appeal to that general opinion 
in which he finds, no doubt far in excess of what is 
admissible, a residue of reasoned conviction. All flat 
contradiction and trenchant negation is abhorrent to his 
inmost nature, a temper which is at the root of much that 
is good and much that is bad in his mode of thought. 
" That is true in one sense, false in another ”—“ In one sense 
these men are right, in another they are wrong ”—phrases 
of this kind recur quite frequently, and testify unmistak¬ 
ably to the fineness of his sense for shades of thought, to 
his dread of crude one-sidedness. We are reminded now 
and then of a very modern writer, Ernest Renan, who for 
his part stands on the shoulders of Hegel, and shows a 
germ of Heraclitean thought carried to full development 
This peculiarity of Aristotle's mind, as operative in the 
sphere of mental science, both saved him from many 
grave errors and impeded the development of great 
originality. In the sphere of natural science, the same 
tendency exercised an influence on his investigations 
which seems to have been entirely injurious. It led him to 
renounce the triumphs which the boldness of a Pythagoras 
or a Democritus had gained over the appearances presented 
to the senses and over agelong habit. It may be set down 
to his lack of scientific courage that he contented himself 
with the revived popular physics of Empedocles, including 
the four elements, and that he even replaced the earth in 
that position at the centre of the universe from which it had 
long before been ousted. 

2. In spite of all these impediments, the inductive 
spirit had gained great power in Aristotle, or at least had 
received his cordial recognition. An anthology of expres¬ 
sions might be compiled in which the Stagirite presents 
the appearance of a rigid empiric, of a researcher wholly 
devoted to the cult of facts and filled with the deepest 
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distrust of mere dialectical speculation. What could sound 
more Baconian than the saying with which he closes his 
discussion of the process of generation among bees : “ The 
facts on this subject have not yet been sufficiently ascer¬ 
tained ; if ever they are, it will be necessary to trust our 
senses more than our reasonings, and the latter only when 
the results are in agreement with the phenomena.” No one 
could set a higher value on the new “ eye ” that experience 
provides us with. Repeatedly he takes up the cause of 
the Atomists, against Plato no less than against the Eleatics. 
It is not that he merely champions one particular theory 
in preference to another ; in both cases he pierces through 
to the fountain-head of truth or of error, and once more 
the antithesis of facts and notions, of observation and 
reasoning, occupies the foreground of his thought. He 
contends that, measured by the standard of facts, the 
Eleatic doctrine, plausible as its arguments may sound, 
borders on insanity. Certainly the expressions he uses 
with reference to his master are not quite so strong. But 
he frankly accords to the Democritean methods precedence 
even over the Platonic. He describes a preponderant 
concern with notions as an actual danger to the investigator 
of nature, inasmuch as it estranges him from the contem¬ 
plation of reality, perpetually confines his outlook to a 
narrow circle of facts, and thus leads him to the construc¬ 
tion of inadequate theories (cf. Vol. I. p. 319). This, too, 
the refrain continues, is the way we distinguish between 
the investigation of nature and mere ratiocination : he who 
lives and works in the observation of nature is able to 
frame hypotheses which bind together wide circles of facts 
—that is to say, fertile hypotheses, the exact opposite of 
the "random” hypotheses of which we shall soon hear. 
It is by following up the paths opened by Democritus 
and Leucippus, he says, that a methodical and systematic 
explanation of natural processes has been found possible. 
Such explanation has been based on a real foundation, 
and has not involved doing violence to the facts of sense- 
perception after the manner of the Eleatics; it has not 
required the denial of generation and destruction, of the 
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motion and the multiplicity of things. Nor are the works 
of our philosopher lacking in expressions of humble self¬ 
depreciation and resignation in which reference is made 
to the “ limited resources ” of research and to a more 
fortunate time to come. Even “ small successes,” he says, 
must suffice in respect of the “ great riddles.” Should 
others some day succeed in devising stricter methods and 
more cogent proofs, to such men abundant thanks will be 
due. But at the present time—so he declares emphati¬ 
cally in two different passages—it is right for us to say 
what we think to be true. If our investigations go wide 
of the mark, we are not on that account to be charged 
with presumption ; we ought rather to be praised for the 
zeal which has carried us away into error. 

3. We now turn to the other side of the picture. Such 
expressions as those just cited have not failed of their 
effect. Taken in combination with the truly great services 
rendered by Aristotle to certain branches of biology, they 
have created a widespread belief that he was an investigator 
of nature in the modern sense. Nothing could be further 
from the truth. We have already noted that his researches 
often rested on an altogether insecure basis of fact. But 
his interpretation of the facts, whether real or presumed, 
is frequently quite arbitrary and governed by preconceived 
opinions. We are amazed by the inexhaustible resources 
of his extraordinary ingenuity ; but the impression pro¬ 
duced is very far from being that of a disciplined mind 
controlling its fancies and bowing beneath the hard yoke 
of facts. 

“ This must necessarily be so ; ” “ that is impossible ”— 
such authoritative dicta are especially frequent in the 
physical works. In most cases they are simply the expres¬ 
sion of old habits of thought which prevent him from 
acquiescing in new theories, though they may be perfectly 
correct and well founded. Two memorable instances of 
this kind of supposed reductio ad absurdum may con¬ 
veniently be mentioned here. The first is directed 
against the hypothesis of empty space, the existence of 
which was affirmed by the Atomists. In a vacuum, so 
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Aristotle argues with perfect justice, all bodies would 
necessarily fall with equal velocities: that, however, is 
impossible ; therefore empty space is non-existent! This 
refutation strikes him as so convincing that he cannot 
refrain from following it up with a gibe: “ Thus their 
supposed void turns out to have nothing in it.” Secondly, 
the theory of respiration arrived at by Anaxagoras, Demo¬ 
critus, and Diogenes is repudiated on the strength of, 
among others, the following argument: If aquatic animals 
breathed, there would have to be air in the water, which 
is among the impossibilities. 

This glaring contrast between purpose and execution, 
this continual backsliding of the professed empiric into the 
bad d priori habits which he himself detects so readily 
and condemns so severely in the case of the Eleatics, the 
Pythagoreans, and his own teacher, Plato (cf. Vol. I. p. no) 
—all this, combined with the suspicion which now and 
again seems to flash through his mind, that his labours 
were in vain, presents us with an almost tragic picture. 
But the feelings so aroused ought not to lead us to gloss 
over or disguise the truth of the case. This can hardly be 
made plainer than by a study of Aristotle’s doctrine of 
the elements, an account of which will now be given for 
the sake of greater completeness in the delineation of his 
intellectual character which we are now attempting. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

THE PLATONIST AND THE ASCLEPIAD.—(continued). 

The Aristotelian Doctrine of the Elements. 

i. ONE-tenth experience, nine-tenths speculation—it is thus 
that we may not unjustly describe the contents of the 
works which Aristotle devoted to physical and cognate 
subjects. By the word “ speculation,” be it observed, we 
do not mean the legitimate application of the deductive 
method, the drawing of consequences from well-established 
premisses. That would have been mathematical physics, 
the foundations for which were in Aristotle’s time only 
being laid. What we have in mind is rather the d priori 
method in the bad sense, which proceeds from arbitrary 
assumptions or natural prejudices, and thence spins its 
unending web by means of a dialectic which impresses 
by its ingenuity and energy, but yields no results of real 
worth. The Stagirite is truly unsurpassable in wealth of 
expedients, in dialectical agility. But for one who sought 
to explain Nature this was a fatal endowment. Far better, 
for a worker in this field, is the simplicity and directness 
of mind that clearly and surely perceives the opposition 
between fact and hypothesis, that does not seek time after 
time to blunt the edge of such contradictions by ingenious 
auxiliary assumptions or shifting-hued comparisons, thus 
freeing itself from the spur which would otherwise drive 
it on from failures to half-successes and thence to wholly 
successful solutions. If Aristotle had had less ingenuity, 
and if his intellect had been of a less forensic character, 
then—as we have good ground for conjecturing—his ex¬ 
planation of Nature would have been far more valuable. 
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He himself falls under the censure which he applies to the 
Pythagoreans: “ It is not difficult to set up random hypo¬ 
theses, to spin them out to great length, and to weave them 
together.” 

2, In his doctrine of the elements Aristotle follows 
Empedocles, except that, like Philolaus and like Plato in 
his old age, he adds a fifth element, the “ether” or 
heavenly substance. In one of his expositions he refers 
only to ether, fire, and earth, supporting this trinity of 
elements by the following speculative considerations. 
There are two fundamental geometrical forms, the circle 
and the straight line. To these must correspond the 
fundamental forms of motion, and that, too, in such a way 
that each fundamental substance has a mode of motion of 
its own. For the heavenly substance this is motion in a 
circle; is it not in a perpetual circle that we see the celes¬ 
tial sphere revolve ? The straight line, however, has two 
directions. To the one of these corresponds the ascending 
element of fire, to the other the element of downward¬ 
falling earth. We note that the words “ up” and “down” 
are not here used in the traditional sense, but denote move¬ 
ment from and to the centre of the universe, the motionless 
earth. In the system so constructed no room was left for 
water and air. It is not till later, and then, we may 
almost say, with reluctance, that Aristotle admits these 
two elements, as supposed “ necessary ” intermediate stages 
between fire and earth. 

In another work we find a different construction, in 
which the heavenly substance is omitted and the existence 
of the four remaining elements supported by the following 
argument. The numberless qualities of matter may be 
reduced, it is claimed, to four fundamental qualities. These 
are those favourites of ancient natural philosophy: the 
warm and the cold, the dry and the moist. Now, out of 
any four terms there can be formed six combinations, two 
at a time (abf ac, ad> be, bd, cd), In the present case, how¬ 
ever, two of these six may be ignored; for opposites like 
warm and cold, moist and dry, cannot be combined. There 
remain, then, four pairs: the dry-warm, the dry-cold, the 
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moist-warm, the moist-cold. Thus the quaternion of ele¬ 
ments (fire, earth, air, and water) is obtained and justified. 
Aristotle does not spare his predecessors the reproach that 
none of them had proved that there could only have been 
just this number of elements, no more and no fewer. We 
need not once more tell our readers that this Empedoclean 
doctrine of the elements is a mere outgrowth of primitive 
popular physics, that it takes the three modes of aggrega¬ 
tion^ e solid, the liquid, and the expansive), together with 
a phenomenon associated with the third, for fundamental 
substances, and declares them to be the only fundamental 
substances. On the other hand, there is in this revival 
of the Empedoclean theory hardly any mention of the 
really valuable contribution contained in it, the anticipa¬ 
tion, fanciful in details but fundamentally sound, of the 
modern doctrine of chemical proportions or equivalents 
(cf. Vol. I. pp. 230-234). 

3. The attentive reader will not have failed to observe 
that both in the doctrine of the elements itself, and in the 
theory of u natural places ” on which it rests, Aristotle is 
a docile pupil of his master, Plato (cf. Vol. III. pp. 84, 223, 
224). If both of them here rejected the views to which the 
Atomists had won their way, if the Stagirite eagerly assailed 
the theory of "displacement" or of "expulsion” (zicOXopig) 
which Democritus had already arrived at, they blocked up 
for themselves the path which might have led them to 
the right understanding of the most fundamental natural 
phenomena. Closely connected with this rejection is their 
return to the old delusion which regards the earth as rest¬ 
ing at the centre of the universe. It is true that mitigating 
circumstances may be urged in excuse of this grave lapse. 
But still it was a long step backwards, retrograde even in 
comparison with that doctrine of the central fire and the 
earth's revolution round it, which, though arbitrary in 
details, yet cleared away the fatal error of a central and 
motionless earth (cf. Vol. I. pp. 113 seq.). Thus, to use 
the language of Schopenhauer, "a truth of the highest 
importance, already once acquired, was lost again to man¬ 
kind for nearly two thousand years.” 
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The doctrine of “natural places ” entangled Aristotle 
not only in errors of the greatest magnitude, but also in 
irreconcilable contradictions with other theories of his, 
also derived from Plato—contradictions which may more 
readily be excused in the poet-thinker than in the sys- 
tematist who boasts so loudly of his logical precision. 
Elsewhere he followed the path trodden by Plato in the 
“Phaedrus” (cf. Vol. III. pp. 45, 46), and allowed matter 
no motion except what comes to it from without. The 
question thus forces itself upon us how this depotentializa- 
tion of matter, if we may call it so, this denial to matter of 
all innate impulse towards motion, can be reconciled with 
the supposed upward striving of fire, the downward striving 
of earth, the tendency of air and water to the middle regions. 
To this question we never receive any satisfactory answer. 
A possible expedient would have been to explain the 
“ natural ” or peculiar “ places ” of the fundamental sub¬ 
stances as their original home, the habitation assigned to 
them by the Deity at the beginning of things, from which 
they had later been in part dislodged by " violent ” or 
“ unnatural ” motions. Their striving would then have 
been at most a reflux or return to the order of things 
instituted by the Deity. But this expedient was barred, 
because Aristotle acknowledged no Cosmogony, or origin 
of the world in Time. There is one single passage in which 
we meet with what seems to be at any rate an attempt 
to solve the difficulty. But the attempt is miserably 
inadequate. It sounds almost like a play on words when 
what we may call the circulation of matter (earth becomes 
water, water becomes air, and vice versd) is connected by 
the philosopher in the vaguest manner with the circular 
motion of the heavens, and thus (so we may complete his 
thought) with the Deity, which, as “First Mover,” is the 
immediate cause of that unceasing rotation of the celestial 
sphere. 

This attempt is made a little more intelligible to us by 
the reference which follows it to another circular motion, 
that in the oblique circle of the ecliptic, and to the varying 
relations which the sun, by travelling in this path, is caused 
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to assume to the different parts of the earth. The alternate 
increase and diminution so occasioned in the sun’s heat 
effects, as it is hinted, in the course of the changing seasons 
a transition of one form of matter into another. By pro¬ 
gressive cooling fire becomes air; water, earth ; the reverse 
changes take place in consequence of progressive heating. 
The transformation of the substances thus brought about 
removes them in the first instance from their “ natural 
places,” and then awakes their slumbering tendency to 
return to their homes. Now, so far as the motion of the 
sun in its path is to be referred, like all other movements 
of the heavenly bodies, to an impulse received from God as 
the First Mover, to this extent the divine activity enters 
into the cause of these transformations and movements of 
matter. Still, with whatever good will we follow up (as 
we have done above) the hints of the Stagirite, the un¬ 
solved, and, as we think, insoluble question remains: “ How 
is the nisus of the elements towards their natural places to 
be harmonized with that absolute passivity of matter which 
is elsewhere so emphatically asserted ? ” 

4. So far we have spoken of "elements” just as 
Aristotle himself does. But the true content and the full 
value of the doctrine of the elements were lost to him. 
The earlier nature-philosophers, men whom Aristotle 
treats with an undeserved contempt, had believed in the 
changeless persistence of the fundamental substances or 
elementary bodies; they had denied all genesis and 
destruction in the strict sense, resolving these processes 
into composition and separation ; in this connexion, too, 
they had distinguished between primary and secondary 
qualities. For views of this kind we may search the 
physical writings of Aristotle in vain. Instead, we shall 
find a frank and emphatic repudiation of these attempts 
to make the course of Nature intelligible. The main argu¬ 
ment on which he bases this rejection is the following. 
The mere separation and combination of qualitatively un¬ 
changeable fundamental substances—such, approximately, 
is his statement of the case—cannot be reconciled with 
the facts, Park comes from light, and light again from 
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dark ; this would be impossible if fire could not become 
water and water fire. There is here a change, not of 
merely accidental conditions, but of essential properties ; 
the notions of genesis and annihilation are therefore 
indispensable. In criticizing this argument we have to 
distinguish between two things. It is quite in accordance 
with the general bent of Aristotle’s mind that in dealing 
with the world of matter, as in other departments of 
thought, he keeps to the solid ground of ascertained facts 
instead of endeavouring to penetrate beyond the surface of 
appearances by the aid of hypotheses. It is far more sur¬ 
prising that he should have retained the already-mentioned 
error of Empedocles and the popular physics, by which the 
three states of matter and the accompaniment of one of 
them were identified with primary substances, that in 
distinctions based on imperfect views of natural processes 
he should have imagined frontiers drawn by Nature herself, 
and that, consequently, he should have regarded the change 
of these forms as a true transmutation of elements. Two 
very different motives thus impelled him to abandon 
valuable conquests of his predecessors and to reject a 
theory of Nature which had already been in their hands a 
fruitful aid to investigation and which was destined in the 
course of time to wear the same character in ever-increasing 
degree. But, while he rejected it, he did not do so without 
vacillation and hesitancy, or even, we may perhaps add, 
without an inward struggle. On repeated occasions he 
takes his stand, as we have seen, on the side of the 
Atomists. He defends their doctrine against objections 
of the more superficial order ; he praises their method, as 
we have also seen, in opposition to the mere investigation 
of concepts ; and the blow which he thus aims at Plato 
falls upon himself. But in the main and in the end he 
recedes from their position. It seems “ impossible ” to 
him that the truth should be what the Atomists had rightly 
surmised—that all genesis and destruction are such only in 
appearance, that the facts behind the names are simply the 
combination and the separation of material particles. He 
does not, indeed, go so far as to believe in an absolute 
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origination of matter ; but he revives the long-exploded 
notion of its magical transformation. To use the technical 
expressions of our own times, he denies the qualitative but 
not the quantitative constancy of matter. 

In thus contrasting Aristotle’s praise of investigation 
on the lines of experience with his flagrantly opposite 
practice, we have given, we think, the best possible illus- 
ration of the dual character of his mind. Our purpose 
was especially well suited by his doctrine of elements, 
founded as it is on speculative and arbitrary assumptions, 
inconsistent and thoroughly retrograde in its development. 
We must, however, be on our guard against illegitimate 
generalizations. The psychology of Aristotle is not so 
retrograde as his physics. Far more favourable are the 
impressions that await us as soon as we turn from the 
inorganic to the organic world. And even where his sub¬ 
ject overlaps the domain of physics, in his theory of the 
senses, he displays a fineness of vision which had been 
denied to his predecessors, even to the greatest of them, 
Democritus. 

It is not here, however, that the mind of Aristotle is 
seen at its best. The brightest display of that lucid intel¬ 
lect is rather to be sought for in the chapters on the highest 
principles of proof, which are subjoined to the logical 
works. The thought which there finds expression is irre¬ 
proachable in its rigour and marred by no discords. It 
has learnt extreme wariness in the school of debate, and 
the whetstone of dialectical practice has sharpened its 
edge. To this part of his work we now turn, thus resuming 
a thread which we dropped at the close of an earlier 
section. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

THE PRINCIPLES OF PROOF. 

I. ARISTOTLE designates these principles by the name 
of “axioms,” an expression which he borrows from the 
mathematical text-books of his day, and employs in a 
generalized sense. He does not attempt an exhaustive 
enumeration of them, and it is only one of their number, 
“the most certain of all,0 the so-called Principle of Contra¬ 
diction, that he treats with anything like completeness. 
In this he had been preceded, so he tells us, by “some 
of the nature-philosophers,0 we do not know which. His 
object is to forestall dialectical trickery by a careful and 
cautious formulation of the principle which will secure it 
against misuse. “ It is impossible,” so runs his enunciation, 
“that the same [predicate] should at the same time and in 
the same relation both belong and not belong to the same 
[subject].” The qualifying phrases “ at the same time 0 and 
“in the same relation” are followed, in the original, by 
references to other limitations, the nature of which is not 
fully stated, but which are also intended to cut away the 
ground from captious dialectic. Certain utterances of 
Heraclitus, which we need hardly recall to the reader’s 
memory, served Aristotle as concrete examples of the 
opposite thesis. As types of that revolt against sound 
common sense it is clear that he has in his mind such 
propositions as: “ We are and we are not,” or “ Good and 
evil are the same” (cf. Vol. I. p. 68). The purpose of the 
qualifications in the formula becomes at once apparent 
To Heraclitus and his followers Aristotle was ready to 
reply that a thing is not “ good and bad,” but good in one 
respect or at one time, bad in another respect or at another 
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time. The river is not the same and different; it is the 
same in one sense, as fed from the same source or occu¬ 
pying the same channel, and different in another sense, 
as a continually renewed body of water. To deny this 
fundamental principle with full consciousness of its meaning 
is, he says, impossible; if Heraclitus professes disbelief, 
then “what a man says is not necessarily what he really 
believes.” Those pointedly paradoxical utterances, how¬ 
ever, do not seem to Aristotle so dangerous as their source, 
the doctrine of flux itself and the cognate doctrines of 
other nature-philosophers touching growth and change. 
Hence arise doubts as to the existence of unchanging 
objects of knowledge and fixed truths. Were these doubts 
well founded, the seeker after truth would be like a boy 
snatching at birds and butterflies. 

Another principle which he treats with less fulness but 
equal emphasis is that which has become famous under the 
name of the Excluded Third or Middle. According to his 
statement of it, “Everything must be either affirmed or 
denied.” That is to say, a given predicate either applies 
or does not apply to a given subject; between the two 
assertions no room remains for any third or middle course. 
The two principles may be combined in the following 
enunciation: “It is impossible that A should simultane¬ 
ously be b and not be b; it is necessary that A should 
either be b or not be b.” Perhaps the simplest way of 
expressing them is to say: “ Of two contradictory asser¬ 
tions only one can be true ; moreover one of them must be 
true and the other false.” The principle of the excluded 
middle gives rise to objections which are worth closer 
consideration. The peremptory “either—or” is some¬ 
times revolted against, not always unjustly. Extreme 
judgments, it may be urged, are mostly erroneous; the 
truth is often in the middle; the most important thing is 
to hit the precise shade, the individual character, which in 
no two cases is the same. Considerations of this kind do 
indeed narrow the field within which the axiom may be 
applied; but they do not diminish its legitimacy, which 
can only be lost by misuse. This occurs when the negative 
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proposition ceases to be the mere strict negation of its 
companion positive, or when the latter is insufficiently 
definite. A negation which simply annuls the correspond¬ 
ing affirmation, and does not replace it by the faintest 
shadow of a new positive statement, gives rise to what the 
logician calls “ contradictory ” opposition, as distinguished 
from “contrary” opposition, by which is understood the 
relation between positive states or qualities shown by 
experience to be mutually exclusive. Nor is the principle 
of the Excluded Middle affected by the instances which 
may be adduced of a subject and a predicate which cannot 
be joined together in any intelligible sense, where, there¬ 
fore, the denial of such union gives the impression not 
merely of an idle but of a meaningless utterance. Let 
us suppose that some one takes a fancy to link together 
phenomena belonging to fundamentally different and 
entirely unconnected regions, and that we reject the com¬ 
bination by a negative proposition. We should then have 
confronting each other two such statements as: “ The high 
C is violet," and “ The high C is not violet” It might be 
(and has been) objected that in such instances the affirma¬ 
tion and the negation are equally void of meaning, and 
that therefore the necessity which the axiom postulates of 
accepting either one or the other ceases to exist Such 
a judgment seems to us to take insufficient account of 
the distinction between contradictory and contrary opposi¬ 
tion. The pure and simple denial is justified even in this 
instance; it is far from being meaningless, though it may 
be misleading. It will mislead, will, indeed, drive us full 
sail to the realm of nonsense, if with as much as a hyphen 
we join the words “not” and “violet,” thus giving the 
impression that in denying a particular colour to a sound 
we are thereby ascribing to it some other colour. 

The highest degree of this misleading quality is found 
in those instances where not merely is the combination of 
the subject with the predicate void of meaning, but the 
subject itself is a figment or non-entity. To questions 
such as: “Is the man in the moon bearded?” even the 
negative reply seems at first incorrect, because the sentence, 
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"The man in the moon is not bearded,” seems to include 
a recognition of his existence. But even this objection, 
we think, is not really valid. The true import of such a 
negative assertion is nothing more than that the supposed 
predicate does not apply to the supposed subject, even if 
for the simple reason that the subject does not exist The 
two principles, as we hold, remain intact; and it is a 
pleasure to add that Aristotle himself, by sharply distin¬ 
guishing the different kinds of opposition — contrary, 
contradictory, and, not least of all, privative—did his best 
to guard against their misuse. 

Such misuse is exemplified by the metaphysicians who 
have imagined themselves enabled by the principle of the 
Excluded Middle to overstep the bounds of experience and 
penetrate into the realm of the transcendental. Thus in 
the last century Sir William Hamilton armed himself with 
this magic disjunction, and set before transcendent entities 
(such as matter in itself or the Deity) the alternative of 
possessing either such and such a definite quality, or else 
its opposite, both in those cases where we are able to decide 
one way or the other, and in those where we must leave 
the question open. All such audacities come to an end 
when it is recognized that the principle of the Excluded 
Middle offers us the choice, not between contrary opposites, 
but simply and solely between a positive statement and the 
pure negation of it, the latter to contain no jot or tittle 
of affirmative meaning. Thus we are altogether unable to 
assert that because motion is not an attribute of a par¬ 
ticular entity, that entity must therefore abide in eternal 
rest; rest and motion may possibly be categories which 
have no application whatever to the entity in question. 
Aristotle himself recognized this truth, and gave it em¬ 
phatic expression—a fact which in our opinion is greatly to 

,his honour. 
2. But if we abstain from all ontological misuse of these 

principles, what is left of them? Without doubt they 
possess the highest universality; the question is whether 
their fruitfulness stands on the same level. They are the 
recognition of self-evident truths, against which no serious 
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doubt has ever been raised. That everyone tacitly admits 
these principles the moment he speaks, were it only with 
himself, that he cannot violate them without rendering all 
intelligent discussion impossible, without indeed becoming 
a mere "block” instead of a thinking and speaking being 
—these are facts which the Stagirite not only admits, but 
which he makes the basis of those maxims which only 
“ want of education ” would attempt to demonstrate. What 
value, then, can attach to the express recognition of a 
truth which it has never occurred to any one to deny ? 
In the first place, we answer, it has for Aristotle the value 
of a dialectical weapon. The adversary having been driven 
into a corner, how is a confession of defeat to be wrung 
from him ? By compelling him to express in clear words 
the incompatibility of his thesis with some truth of which 
the denial has already been made impossible to him. Thus 
the seal is set on the dialectical triumph, and the unsuc¬ 
cessful disputant is robbed of the last refuge which might 
have remained to him if his contradictory statements could 
have passed unnoticed. 

The principle of the Excluded Middle, more especially, 
carries on its front clear evidence of its origin in the dialec¬ 
tical tournament. It is hardly an effect of chance that its 
author enounced it in a form which obliged us to translate 
it into objective language before presenting it to the reader. 
"That one must either affirm or deny everything”—such 
words strike us as being primarily an instruction to the 
participants in a debate. And this, no doubt, was the 
source from which Aristotle drew the rule. Whether a 
thesis has to be maintained or an opponents case to be 
destroyed, nothing is more fatal to the success of the 
logical duel than that the adversary should refuse to 
commit himself, that, using such phrases as "yes and 
no,” or "I do not know,” he should evade giving the 
answer which was meant to lead on to new questions 
and answers, so forming an essential link in the intended 
chain of argument. In reality, of course, such evasion is 
by no means necessarily a mere trick of dialetic; it may 
be the simple and natural result of ignorance or of doubt; 
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and these states of mind play a large and legitimate part 
in human thought, not only as products of insufficient 
education or unfamiliarity with the matter in hand, but 
as derived from the imperfection of human faculties in 
general and their inadequacy for the solution of the world- 
riddle. Temporary or permanent doubt on the one hand, 
the nature of things on the other, resisting as it does the 
hard-and-fast alternative by its infinity of gradations— 
these combine to restrict the principle of the Excluded 
Middle to the narrowest possible field of application. And 
yet, even apart from its primary importance in the dia¬ 
lectical struggle, this principle is not altogether destitute of 
objective value. 

In what—we now ask—does the true import of these 
principles consist ? They enlighten us, it has been 
answered, on the scope and significance of such words 
as “no” and “not.” This is not quite exact, as we are 
here concerned not with the meaning of words, but with the 
actuality of the relations expressed by them. We might 
accordingly be at first inclined to regard the Principle of 
Contradiction as giving information on incompatibilities 
subsisting in the nature of things. This would be right if 
the principle related to contrary pairs of opposites, such as 
heat and cold, rest and motion, sound and silence, and so 
forth. But it is wrong, since, as we have repeated quite 
often enough, the principle relates merely to a positive 
assertion on the one hand and the pure negation of it on 
the other. To say that a phenomenon is incompatible 
with its own suspension has in strictness no meaning ; the 
denial of A means nothing more than just that A is absent, 
though it sometimes appears to bear a different or larger 
meaning in consequence of the habit which the mind has 
of passing insensibly on from the pure negation to an 
affirmative associated with it in experience. Here, it may 
be, we have reached the inmost kernel of the matter, the 
fact, of constant recurrence throughout our experience, that 
we have to reckon with the absence of phenomena as well 
as with their presence. Since all our knowledge relates to 
phenomena, or at most to their essentially unknowable 
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vehicles as well, it is to this that the Principle of Contradic¬ 
tion comes in the last resort. It means nothing else than 
that the antitheses of presence and absence, of occurrence 
and non-occurrence, of possession and lack—to use some of 
the commonest expressions—traverse our whole experience. 
The principle of the Excluded Middle, on the other hand, 
regarded as a principle of cognition, and not as a rule of 
dialectic fence, expresses our conviction that this duality 
divides the whole world of phenomena ; that only imperfect 
insight and insufficient exactness in framing the question 
prevent us from solving the alternative in each possible case. 

3. Aristotle, to whom we now return, likewise referred 
these maxims to their source in experience. He repre¬ 
sents vovc, or mind, as the agent by which we obtain the 
knowledge of them ; but the instrument with which it 
works is here, as in the case of all “ first ” truths, induc¬ 
tion. That the fact is as we have stated it, and that all 
idea of d priori knowledge is in this connexion entirely 
foreign to the mind of the Stagirite, has been maintained, 
with equal fervour and success, by George Grote, the 
immortal historian of Greece, whose work in this field 
also is worthy of the highest consideration. 

In answer to the objection that an induction never in 
reality includes all the instances, but only those known to 
us, and that it gives us no sufficient guarantee against the 
possibility of new instances breaking through the rule, 
Aristotle was accustomed to refer to universally accepted 
beliefs and to the proofs by probability which dialectical 
discussion supplies. He might have added here that 
inductions which extend uniformly over all departments 
of experience and nowhere meet with any exception, strike 
back to fundamental ordinances of nature, and are per¬ 
ceived by us only in virtue of fundamental human attributes. 
Without memory, indeed, and without the faculty of dis¬ 
criminating primary impressions from their secondary copies, 
we should certainly be unable to distinguish between the 
presence of a phenomenon and its absence. 

The third of the principles under consideration, the 
Principle of Identity, is mentioned by Aristotle only in 
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passing, if at all It appears in his writings as the reverse 
side of the Principle of Contradiction, from which it is 
hardly to be distinguished. It is so, for example, in the 
main passage, which runs as follows: “ It is false, namely 
to say that the existent is not, or that the non-existent is 
[Principle of Contradiction]; it is true, on the contrary, 
to say that the existent is and that the non-existent is 
not.” We have thus no need to dwell on what later became 
the stereotyped formulation of the principle : A = A. 
This formula has long been recognized, not merely as an 
empty tautology, but also, by the keener-sighted, as an 
absurdity. To compare a thing with itself is an impossi¬ 
bility ; in every case what happens is that a reflexion or 
reproduction of the thing is set by the side of the thing 
itself and note taken of the similarity, sometimes rising 
to indistinguishability, between copy and original. If, 
however, I escape this illusion, then I am comparing, not 
the thing with itself, but successive states of it with each 
other. But that these must be absolutely similar is any¬ 
thing but an axiomatic truth. Indeed, in this world of 
change, the contrary affirmation would seem to have a 
better claim to the title. 

The principles which we have been considering are 
not laws at all in the scientific sense, but they are so 
in the sense of practical rules and precepts. He who 
thinks or speaks may profitably bring or keep them before 
his own and others’ attention. They are useful as timely 
reminders, be it only of the self-evident. Even the 
Principle of Identity, poor as it is in content, may be 
thus employed in dealing either with a pupil or with an 
adversary in debate. The latter is, so to speak, clutched 
by the coat-tails the moment he seems likely to escape 
us. He is recalled to the exact point in dispute when on 
the point of substituting for it some other which is like it 
in appearance but different in reality. Similarly, the pupil 
may be reminded of the subject uqder consideration when 
he is in danger of losing sight of it and replacing it by 
something else, whether ambiguity of language, looseness 
of thought, or the interposition of a long chain of argument 
be the cause of his distraction. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

THE ARISTOTELIAN ONTOLOGY. . 

I. We turn from the principles to the object of knowledge. 
And at once we are faced by what we have met with so 
often already—the deep cleavage which runs through the 
spirit and the teaching of Aristotle. Again the Asclepiad 
is in conflict with the Platonist, or, to put it differently, the 
investigator of nature with the investigator of concepts. 
The first takes the individual, the concrete, the second 
takes the universal, the abstract, as the true object of 
knowledge, as the type of full reality. In different pas¬ 
sages of his “ Metaphysics ” Aristotle has, in truth, adopted 
fundamentally different attitudes towards this question; 
he has defined the truly existent, or ovcrta, now in the 
one, now in the other sense. The contradiction is glaring, 
and, in fact, generally recognized. No attempt to mini¬ 
mize its significance could possibly succeed. Followed 
into its consequences, the conflict is between the recog¬ 
nition of the world of experience on the one hand, and the 
transcendental world on the other. The mention of this 
latter, the sum of metaphysical entities, recalls Plato's 
doctrine of Ideas; and the question at once presents itself 
as to how Aristotle ranged himself with regard to this 
fundamental doctrine of his master. His attitude, it must 
be answered, was one of unceasing and violent opposition. 
He took every suitable and many an unsuitable occasion 
of combating it; and thus—the statement is paradoxical, 
but incontestably true—he proved that he never wholly 
overcame it in his own mind. A man who has hewn 
through the trunk of a tree does not go on hacking at 
the branches. When once the main principle of a doctrine 
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has been recognized as baseless, that doctrine is set aside 
as done with, and we pass on to something else. But 
Plato’s pupil never wearies of attacking Plato’s chief doc¬ 
trine ; he thus himself testifies to its vitality, and betrays, 
we may add, its survival within his own breast. We are 
reminded of the Hydra, with its heads growing ever anew ; 
and the impression proves to be fully justified. The more 
deeply we study the “Metaphysics,” the more surely we 
recognize that the author retains the premisses out of 
which Plato’s doctrine of Ideas grew, and that his struggles 
against accepting the conclusions which flow from those 
premisses are vain though violent. " As by an irresistible 
fate,” justly remarks a recent writer on the subject, “he 
is driven further and further along the course which he 
would fain avoid.” 

This contradiction, too, is only one special case among 
several. Through the whole field of ontology Aristotle’s 
investigation moves almost without exception along the 
same lines. All the leading thoughts are borrowed by 
the pupil from the teacher. Plato supplies these thoughts : 
what Aristotle does is to elaborate them, to trace their 
ramifications, to enrich them with distinctions and refine¬ 
ments. Finally, he gives a summary of the whole, which 
on examination appears for the most part self-contradictory 
and full of gaping flaws. Three reasons may be assigned 
for this unsoundness of the metaphysical conclusions. The 
contradiction is sometimes contained in the Platonic doc¬ 
trine itself: we may instance the depotentialization of 
matter (a subject cognate to our present theme) and the 
doctrine of natural places (cf. p. 65). In other and more 
frequent cases the strongly developed sense for reality of 
the observer of nature has revolted from the idealistic 
philosophy of concepts, and purposely watered down the 
conclusions which flow from it. Side by side with this 
conflict, now so familiar to us, a third process is at work 
with still greater danger to the consistency of Aristotle’s 
teaching. Its origin is to be found in a tendency of his 
mind which likewise is well known to us already, one 
which, in its normal and healthy manifestation, may be 
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variously described as the historical sense, as hatred of 
extravagance and respect for common sense, but which 
not seldom degenerates into an almost superstitious over¬ 
appreciation of traditional opinions. This tendency, too, 
brings diluted conclusions and inconsistencies in its train. 
Thus both the initial and the final stages of these reason¬ 
ings seldom or never bear witness to the power and 
originality of Aristotle's thought. His strength is much 
more clearly revealed in the middle region of the investi¬ 
gation, where the ordering, sifting, distinguishing, classifying 
activities of the dialectician find their appropriate arena. 
He is at his strongest when he is criticizing Plato’s doctrine. 

There are four main arguments which Aristotle marshals 
against Plato's doctrine of Ideas. The first of these con¬ 
tains a germ which a leader of the mediaeval Nominalists, 
William of Occam, developed into the formula: “ Entities 
are not to be multiplied unnecessarily ” (“Entia non sunt 
multiplicanda praeter necessitatem"). This objection is 
expressed by the Stagirite in a manner which borders on 
scorn: the authors of the doctrine of Ideas "desired to 
ascertain the causes of sensible objects, and therefore 
added to them an equal number of other objects. Just 
as if one who had to count a set of things were to think 
himself unequal to his task till he had doubled their 
number." The second objection is to the effect that the 
arguments adduced in support of the doctrine of Ideas 
prove too much. If they were valid, there would have 
to be ideas of negative and relative concepts. It is pre¬ 
cisely these "more accurate grounds of proof" that are 
said to lead to the hypothesis of the "third man” (cf. 
Vol. III. p. 151). Thirdly, the doctrine is barren. It 
contributes nothing to the understanding of the world. 
The Ideas, too, are not the causes either of any movement 
or of any change. If they are explained as patterns upon 
which things are modelled, this is " empty talk and mere 
poetic metaphor; what, then, is the active principle which 
works with an eye on the Ideas fashioning things in their 
likeness?” And again, for one and the same thing not 
one pattern would be required, but several; eg. for the 
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individual man we should need the Ideas of “living being,” 
of “biped/' ,and of “man.” Fourthly and lastly, it must 
be held impossible that the essence of a thing and the 
thing of which it is the essence should subsist in separa¬ 
tion from each other. This objection to “separation” 
or transcendence is at the same time the bridge which 
leads to Aristotle’s transformation of his master’s doctrine, 
his theory of the immanence of the Ideas. 

2. It is just at this point that we are presented with 
a most astonishing spectacle. The pupil who here attacks 
his master with the utmost keenness and emphasis remains 
none the less a pupil; his efforts to free himself from the 
old teaching are ardent but unavailing. The fundamental 
thesis—we may as well say at once the fundamental error 
—from which Aristotle cannot break loose, may be formu¬ 
lated as follows. The things of sense are a countless 
multitude, perishable, vowed to everlasting flux ; therefore 
they cannot be the object of genuine solid knowledge. 
Such knowledge would thus have to be renounced were 
there not, in addition to individual things, something 
abiding and imperishable: the hyperphysical object of 
real knowledge. To this two replies might have been 
made. A sound theory of matter, like that of the Atomists, 
be it or be it not the last word of Science, has in any case 
proved the most powerful lever of scientific progress. The 
Democritean doctrine of atoms and not the Heraclitean 
doctrine of flux was the right starting-point to choose ; 
in this direction salvation was to be hoped for. But, 
secondly, even on the soil of Heraclitean theory, good 
fruit might have grown if only the universal reign of law 
which the Ephesian proclaimed with the greatest imaginable 
emphasis had not been grudged the central position which 
was its due. Let the things of sense be in themselves 
never so incapable of appearing as the object of scientific 
knowledge, the regularities of nature are none the less of 
exceeding strictness; the laws of nature might have been 
for -Plato and Aristotle what they are for us, a type of 
scientific precision and scientific certainty. We note with 
ever renewed surprise that this point of view remained 
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foreign as well to the founder of the Academy as to the 
most illustrious of his disciples. But our astonishment 
diminishes when we recognize in the failure a defect rooted 
in the evolution of ancient science. One feature of this 
evolution was that the sciences which deal with the co¬ 
existences of things arrived at a high degree of perfection 
much earlier than those which, primarily by physical 
experiment, determine the successions of things. Hence 
the words which correspond to our “law of nature” are 
used in this sense by the Greeks and Romans only in 
isolated cases, and are far more frequently employed to 
denote a typical stock of qualities. Conceptual types and 
cogent reasonings were largely taken to be the characteristic 
elements in scientific knowledge, not empirical determi¬ 
nations of the succession of phenomena. Socratism, in 
particular, united with mathematics to create an ideal of 
science which at that time and place may well have 
seemed incapable of full realization outside the purely 
descriptive field. In the result thought fled for refuge to 
the region of the supersensual and often supramundane 
forms, types, or Ideas; and Aristotle is as often to be 
found resisting this flight as taking part in it. His 
utterances on these matters contradict one another most 
glaringly ; but, in spite of this, they deserve the most 
careful examination. 

A part, indeed, of these utterances is worthy of our 
full attention for its own sake. For sterling matter and 
luminous expression, this part ranks with the best that 
Aristotle has left us. So clear and so sound are these 
thoughts of his on the origin and function of general con¬ 
cepts, that it appears at first incomprehensible how, after 
once gaining the shore, he could have slipped back into 
the vortex of doubt, and allowed himself to be engulfed 
in the depths of Platonic mysticism. 

There is a highly noteworthy passage in the "Meta¬ 
physics,” the character of which is stamped upon it by the 
incessant repetition of a little Greek word, variously 
translated by “as,” “gua” “in so far as." It runs thus; 
“Concerning things which move much may be affirmed 
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and known which applies to them not as moving but 
merely as bodies, much else in which they are involved 
only so far as they are surface or line. Other propositions 
deal with things qua divisible or qua indivisible, and 
located in space (point) or merely qua indivisible (unit).. . . 
If the objects of mathematics have the attribute of being 
perceptible to the senses, while yet that science does not 
treat of them in so far as they are so perceptible, the 
branches of mathematics do not thereby become sciences 
of sensible objects ; but just as little can they be said to 
have for their object separate entities subsisting in addition 
to the things of sense.” Here the transcendentality of 
metaphysical entities is denied ; a few sentences earlier 
their immanence is included in the same condemnation. 
“ Although there are many propositions about moving 
things as moving (independently of their other attributes 
and their general nature), it is not necessary on that 
account that there should exist a moving somewhat, separate 
from the things of sense, or that a determinate entity of 
that kind should be found in them.” 

Here, then, we have a repudiation both of transcendent 
entities, subsisting in addition to things, and of immanent 
entities residing in them—that is, of all metaphysical 
entities whatever. It would be impossible to make this 
rejection of ontology more decisive or more complete. 
This is done, it is true, only within a limited field, that 
of mathematics. The hostility to ontology breaks out in 
the course of the fight against Plato's assumption of 
particular mathematical entities. It is to the heat of this 
conflict that the philosopher owes the surprising clearness 
of vision, the extraordinary maturity of thought which he 
displays on this occasion. There is hardly another passage 
where Aristotle expresses himself with equal lucidity on 
the rdle of abstraction in science, on the origin and function 
of universal concepts. Things themselves (thus we may 
generalize his exposition) present many sides to our 
contemplation. For the purposes of investigation it is 
expedient to close our eyes now to this aspect, now to 
that; we do well always to concentrate our attention upon 
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some one aspect, and for the moment to give heed to it 
alone. It is acknowledged that this mental isolation of 
one side of things is apt to engender the illusion of its 
separate existence; but, with the fairness born of superiority 
(a fairness, however, not too common in Aristotle), he 
admits that the artifice which leads to this illusion is harm¬ 
less, and indeed helpful to research. “ Every object”— 
such are his words—“ is best viewed when that which 
is not separate (that which has no independent existence) 
is posited in separation (as an independent object), just 
as is done by the arithmetician and the geometer.” 

In this connexion the outlines of what we to-day call, 
with Comte, the '‘hierarchy of the sciences” (cf. Vol. Ill, 
p. 83) is sketched with wonderful clearness and concise¬ 
ness. The most abstract sciences are at once the most 
difficult and the most exact, both from the same reason ; 
they lie at the greatest distance behind sense-perception. 
The greater the number of added determinations, that is, 
the concreter the object, the more knowledge suffers in 
clearness and exactness ; such, for example, is the relation 
of applied to pure mathematics. To all this we moderns 
may also subscribe, more or less in the words of d’Alem¬ 
bert : “ It is chiefly to the simplicity of their object that 
they (the mathematical sciences) owe their certainty.” At 
the most we should draw a sharper line between, on the 
one hand, the sciences of coexistence, and, on the other, 
those sciences of the succession of phenomena in which the 
decrease of exactitude runs parallel with the multiplica¬ 
tion of co-operating and interacting forces, as well as with 
the superposition of new factors upon old. We should 
also justify the unconditional rigour of the mathematical 
sciences upon somewhat different grounds, by pointing out 
that they are not concerned with realities at all, but with 
“assumptions” or “conventions”—the first of these ex¬ 
pressions is due to J. S. Mill, the second to Poincar^— 
which remain clear-cut and precise till they are plunged 
by their applications into the turbid waters of reality. 

3. Sharply contrasting with the calm and security which 
distinguishes these wonderful expositions, other passages 
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occur which reveal the innermost wrestlings of Aristotle’s 
mind, and betoken the never-ending struggles of onto¬ 
logy and the ontologists. Who can fail to detect a note 
of helplessness bordering on desperation in such passages 
as that which follows ? “ One question there is which has 
ever been, now is, and always will remain an object of 
unceasing search and constant doubt.” The question 
meant is that as to the nature of Being or substance, 
which “ some hold to be one, some many; some limited, 
others unlimited.” It is exceeding strange that the main 
source of these perplexities, the ambiguity of language, 
is touched upon in this connexion, but not made in 
anything like adequate degree to contribute towards the 
solution of the riddle. “ Being,” says Aristotle, is a term 
with several senses ; the words “ substance ” or “ essence ” 
have at least four. 

The Stagirite’s way out of the difficulty may be fairly 
stated somewhat as follows. The essence or the essential 
is the concept; “ science is concerned with essentials; 
science must be concerned with reality; consequently . . . 
the concept is something real.” Here Aristotle seems to 
have once more arrived at that Platonic doctrine of Ideas 
which he has so vigorously combated. But this he cannot 
for a moment admit. He saves himself from the threatened 
relapse by substituting immanence for transcendence, by 
allowing the 11 concept or form ” to subsist in things instead 
of by their side. But although the formula so obtained, 
the “one in many,” seems to be absolutely correct, in 
correspondence with the facts, free from all the wild 
imaginings of ontology, Aristotle can yet find no lasting 
peace in it. Passages are not wanting in which “the 
notion or form” appears yet again as something inde¬ 
pendent, separable from things. So glaring are these 
contradictions that in the most recent times it has been 
possible to publish the conjecture—without doubt an 
erroneous one—that the confusion is chargeable not on 
the author, but on the arranger or editor of the meta¬ 
physical books. We shall come nearest the truth if we 
term Aristotle’s doctrine a diluted Realism or Platonism. 
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"The concept or form”—in this identification we have 
the most characteristic feature of Aristotle's ontology. 
For him the concept is the principle which gives form 
to things, and thus the agent which provides each one 
of them with its unity and determinate individuality. 
Sometimes we have to do with a principle of structure 
and organization, at other times we should speak rather 
of the highest function, the work or purpose of the object 
considered. As a type of form we have the hollow sphere 
into which wax is melted. A house is a union of matter 
and form, as contrasted with the stones and bricks of 
which it is composed ; so too is a statue relatively to the 
bronze or stone of which it is made; the seeing eye and 
the animate body are yet other examples in regard to 
which vision and the soul, or life-principle, play the part 
of form. To this active and formative principle matter 
is opposed and subordinated as its passive and formless 
object Matter, in our sense of the word, is regarded as 
altogether inert and characterless. For Aristotle here 
follows the precedent of Plato, as set in the “Philebus” 
rather than in the “ Timaeus ; ” and behind the elements, 
in which a union of opposed characters is already con¬ 
tained, he posits an absolutely featureless and purely passive 
primary matter, void of form till form is impressed upon 
it. This ultimate substratum, it should be observed, is 
conceived by him as prior to all else, not so much in time 
as in thought. And it is only in this sense, as we may 
here remark by way of anticipation, that the Aristotelian 
philosophy can be called a philosophy of development; 
the Stagirite had no conception of a true evolution, in 
Spencer’s or Darwin’s sense, as a process accomplished 
in the course of time. 

4. It is highly noteworthy that what for Aristotle is 
matter in one regard is form for him in another. The 
material elements, indeed, are among the things so treated 
by him. As contrasted with all other bodies they are 
matter; they are form relatively to that truly primary 
matter just mentioned. Here is a surprising breadth of vi¬ 
sion, worthy of Heraclitus; homage is paid to the principle 
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of the unity of opposites. But there is shade beside 
this light, namely, the vagueness of an analogism which 
refines away fundamental distinctions and issues in abstrac¬ 
tions which, where not contradictory, are poor in content 
We are reminded of those essays towards a philosophy of 
identity which we met with in Xenocrates (cf. pp. 7~ii). 
Thus the antithesis of form and matter is discovered in 
the world of thought, in the material universe, in the realm 
of life. It is claimed that the subordinate species is related 
to the comprehending genus, the elements which rule in 
the upper regions to those which are found below, the soul 
to the body, the male to the female—each as form to its 
correspondent matter. Still more luxuriant growths occur 
in a closely-related region. 

With form and matter is associated another pair of 
ideas, the antithesis of the real and the possible, the actual 
and the potential. While the first pair of opposites applies 
to the division of a thing into two parts or aspects, the 
second is concerned with events and processes, and with 
the states and qualities which they produce. 

That this pair of ideas comprehends very much that is 
bound together by the threads of analogy rather than 
embraced under a strict definition is what Aristotle himself 
informs us when he appends a warning against seeking 
logical rigour everywhere. Such a warning is in truth 
necessary if one category is to cover such disparate instances 
as the following propositions supply. Hermes is poten¬ 
tially in the wood, that is, the likeness of the god is present 
as a possibility in the material from which his image is 
to be carved ; similarly, the half of the line is contained 
potentially in the whole from which it may be cut off; 
the same antithesis is further illustrated by the relation of 
the builder resting to the same builder at work on a house, 
of the man with closed but not blind eyes to the same 
man looking at something ; with others of the same kind. 
A rising scale is thus constituted, the apex of which consists 
in the full realization of the powers and faculties latent 
in a being, and is called its “ entelechy.” Even within 
the entelechy itself, that which is state or condition is 
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distinguished from what is actual operation, and called 
the first entelechy (that is, the lowest of the upper stages). 
Such, for example, is intelligence as a quality distinguished 
from the actual process of understanding things. With 
the fuller realization of capacity there goes hand in hand a 
sharper impress of the form, so that the highest actuality 
becomes at the same time the complete triumph of form 
over characterless matter. Accordingly, form is identified 
with the realization of concepts, matter with their merely 
potential existence ; and the two pairs of opposites coincide 
in this application of them. The soul, in fact, is some¬ 
times called the entelechy and sometimes the form of the 
body. 

Even this short survey is enough to show that the true 
home of these categories is the realm of nature, and more 
particularly that of organic life, which both in the grada¬ 
tion of species and in the development of individuals 
exhibits a progressive realization of rudimentary germs 
and merely indicated possibilities. The vague analogism, 
on the other hand, which employs the instances first men¬ 
tioned by us, replaces the ideas of capacity and germ by 
that of mere possibility. In this manner a distinction by 
no means barren in itself is expanded to a breadth hurtful 
to its fertility, the more so as that antithesis of actual and 
potential energy which is so important in modern physics 
could by no possibility have played any part in Aristotle’s 
system. From the barren to the wrongful employment of 
such categories is but a step. Just this step has been 
made more than once by the dialectician when under the 
intoxication produced by the widest abstractions ; and he 
has thus exposed himself to the censure of even the most 
benevolent of his interpreters, Hermann Bonitz. It is an 
apt description which this sound commentator gives of the 
distinction between form and matter, the actual and the 
potential, as “ a medicine ever at hand to cure all wounds 
of the system.” 

All these distinctions have rendered plentiful service 
not only as cloaks to cover the inner rifts of the system, 
but also as ministering to that love of compromise which 
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we have already noted in Aristotle. The Stagirite is often 
unwilling either to reject common opinion or to condemn 
an antagonistic view championed by eminent predecessors. 
At such times his efforts to uphold conflicting judgments 
simultaneously find useful allies in the division of a thing 
into form and matter, the division of a process or a state 
produced by it into the actual and the potential. One 
subject is in this manner regularly made into two ; with 
the one part may be joined the predicate A, and to the 
other the predicate not-A, without any manifest infringe¬ 
ment of the principle of contradiction. 

This easy and airy manipulation of the notion of the 
potential as something parallel to and of equal rank with 
the actual prompted Aristotle's Megarian opponents—men 
of rigidly logical thought eagerly spying out the joints in 
his harness—to engage in that polemic on which we have 
already touched (cf. Vol. II. p. 203). Whenever I treat— 
so they evidently contended—of that which a human or 
other being has the power to make or do, I must not forget 
the fact that such production or achievement, like any other 
future event, may indeed depend on some one factor in 
preponderant degree, but hardly ever exclusively. The 
predominance of the one factor very easily comes to be 
regarded by us as its unshared sovereignty. Against this 
illusion we ought to be on our guard ; we should remember 
that the artist, for example, is not wholly independent of 
his material, or of those who give him commissions, and so 
on ; that, in short, every real event needs the co-operation 
of numberless conditions from among which we are only 
too ready to single out the most important or the most 
decisive and treat it as if it stood alone. This seems to 
be the central aim and true meaning of that attack which 
the author of the “ Metaphysics ” describes and parries as if 
it were a denial of potentiality, falling, as he does so, into 
the most serious contradictions. 

5. We have passed in review the chief ontological 
doctrines of Aristotle. Let us now consider them criti¬ 
cally. First of all, the conviction forces itself upon us 
that in our exposition one point has so far enjoyed a 
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preponderance to which it is not fairly entitled. That 
Aristotle does not fully free himself from the Platonic 
tendency to objectify abstractions, that he wrestles with 
this temptation, seems at one time to have conquered it, 
and then again succumbs,—all this is true, but it is not 
the crucial consideration in the appraisement of Aristotle’s 
metaphysics. Not to be able to occupy one’s self continuously 
with abstractions without at least occasionally falling into 
the illusion that lends them an independent being, without 
at least lapsing into what is technically called the hypostasy 
of abstractions, this is a defect and a weakness of the 
human mind which cannot be taken as characteristic of 
one particular application of its powers. It is a pitfall of 
language into which the physicists with their “ forces ” and 
the physchologists with their “ faculties ” have more than 
once fallen. 

Much more important is the question as to which 
abstractions we employ in explanation of the world-process 
In this connexion it is characteristic of Aristotle in the 
highest degree that he regards the concept as the form¬ 
giving, or, in the widest sense, the constitutive principle 
of things. The pupil of Plato thus continues to walk in 
the path which his master had followed, which Socrates 
had opened, and which has proved as useful in supplying 
a preliminary training for philosophy as incapable of 
making the world intelligible. “ Form and active force ”— 
this combination of words occurring in the " Metaphysics,” 
throws a flood of light on the spirit of the Aristotelian 
ontology. Where we speak of natural forces and the laws 
governing their operations, there Aristotle treats of con¬ 
cepts. This is the point at which his path diverges from 
that of the founders of a genuine natural philosophy 
capable of development. From his investigation of con¬ 
cepts there is no thoroughfare to the root-principles of the 
investigation of nature. Not from such a starting-point 
could any one ever have travelled to the foundation-laying 
experiments by which Archimedes created the science 
of statics or Galilei that of dynamics. In one passage of 
the " Metaphysics ” we read the highly significant words: 
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u The Why is in the end reduced to the concept of the 
thing/* This is a typical expression of that illusion 
by which we imagine ourselves able to deduce the real 
connexions of things from the relations of the concepts 
applicable to them. What we should say is really the 
reverse: after observation or experiment has enlightened us 
on the nexus oi phenomena, we then accommodate our ideas 
to the knowledge so won ; empirical knowledge is the first 
stage, the corresponding formation of concepts the second. 

This reversal of the true relation leaves its impress on 
the numerous illusory explanations, and no less on the 
illusory problems of which these books are full. Having once 
raised the question : M Why is fire hot ? ” Aristotle would 
certainly not have considered it sufficiently answered if 
he had been initiated into the chemical process of com¬ 
bustion. He would continually have passed on to another 
Why; he would have demanded an explanation of the con¬ 
nexion, in its very nature inexplicable, between particular 
movements of molecules and the particular sensation of 
heat; and he would have found peace at last in a supposed 
notional explanation, that is, in a tautology which extracts 
from the meaning of a word what experience has first 
placed there, and then puts it forward as the true ground 
of the empirical fact But there is something worse than 
tautology. What is a concept ? Far too often it is merely 
a piece of old knowledge, stiffened and compacted into 
a shield on which new knowledge beats in vain. How 
arbitrary and misleading this conceptual analysis can 
be in the explanations of nature, appears from a section 
which we have already considered in advance, that in 
which Aristotle lays the foundation for his doctrine of the 
elements and in so doing brings out two flatly contradictory 
results. Another typical example will be supplied us by 
the theory of the 44 First Mover,” which really comes to 
nothing more than a postulate of concept-building, and 
might be condensed to the following formula: Out of 
three conceivable combinations two are realized in nature ; 
why should the same not also hold of the third, and 
on the most comprehensive scale ? 
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In other cases an old doctrine is retained, but attenuated 
to a mere shadow by being emptied of its content. That 
contraries condition each other was a profound discovery 
of the ancients, particularly Heraclitus. It was the same 
with the discovery that contraries often pass over into each 
other. In the two theorems taken together there lay a 
recognition of the vastly important part played in nature 
and mental life by the coexistence and the succession of 
contraries. Physical polarity, that play of antagonistic 
forces, which so promotes the health of individuals and 
societies, the protection thus afforded against what Plato 
calls in the “ Phaedo ” the “ lameness ” of a one-sided 
process (Vol. III. p. 42); add further the danger of re¬ 
action and reversal inherent in all extremes—all this was 
contained in the contributions of Plato and Heraclitus to 
this theme, while the older and cruder appreciations of 
elementary oppositions (such as water feeds on fire, fire 
on water, and so on) had formed a kind of prelude. Now, 
the heir of all this wisdom might surely have been expected 
at once to acknowledge the value of these generalizations, 
and to reduce them to their proper measure. But what 
Aristotle really does is something very different. He does 
not reject those theories, in which he is right; and he does 
not limit them, in which he is wrong. He can no more 
pierce to the root of these extravagant generalizations than 
in the case of the Platonic theory of ideas or the mystic 
doctrine of numbers. He clearly rejected all such pro¬ 
cedure as too radical; and he adopted another method, 
better adapted to reconcile his excessive respect for tradi¬ 
tion with the demands of his critical intelligence. He 
desires to put the doctrine of elementary opposites on 
a rational basis. But while he is at work on this task 
contradictory opposition usurps unperceived the place of 
contrary opposition; what the doctrine thus gains in 
certainty is lost in significance, till in the end it becomes 
nothing more than a bald assertion of the self-evident. 
“ White/' so we read in the chief passage of the " Physics," 
" arises out of the not-white, but not out of all such [the 
exclusion, as the preceding matter teaches us, applies to 
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such entirely disparate fields of thought as the musical], 
but from black or from one of the intermediatesby which 
is understood the totality of other colours 1 Thus of the 
pretentious and often overworked doctrine of the older 
thinkers nothing is left beyond the absolutely tautological 
assertion that the acquisition of a quality involves its 
previous absence. This may sound like exaggeration, 
but it is the literal truth ; and the most wonderful thing 
about it is that Aristotle never ceased to regard this 
watered-down or rather washed-out doctrine of opposed 
principles as a fundamental law of nature. It hardly 
seems worth while to point out that the truism here pro¬ 
mulgated as an august principle of nature has not even 
received a rigidly accurate formulation. For not every 
“ arrangement or composition,” as there stated, proceeds 
from non-arrangement and non-composition. Arrange¬ 
ment may be merely rearrangement; composition may 
be transposition. Take, for example, cases of chemical 
affinity, in which the combinations AB and CD are trans¬ 
formed into the new combinations AC and BD ; take the 
changing configurations of the kaleidoscope or the chess¬ 
board, or again the chorus in a Greek play, divided fivefold 
for its entry, threefold for the performance. 

6. The theory of Becoming here touched upon appears 
to other expositors in a much more important light than 
it does to us. In combination with the distinction between 
the actual and the potential it is supposed to have solved 
a problem on which Plato had made shipwreck. The 
truth is that the Stagirite had intended to reconcile the 
dictum of the nature-philosopher: “ Nothing proceeds from 
nothing,” with the popular view that things begin to be, 
by allowing the thing itself to abide while such of its 
properties as are considered accidental pass into and out 
of existence. It comes to this, that in the realm of matter 
the first principle of constancy (cf. p. 67) is admitted, and 
the second at the same time denied—a denial by which 
Aristotle renounces, if not an established truth, at all 
events a heuristic maxim of uncommon fertility (cf. Vol. I. 
pp. 173 seqq. and 324-5). Outside or above the realm of 
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matter his doctrine is not open to the same objection. His 
reconciliation of the conflicting theses: ‘‘Nothing comes from 
nothing ” and “ Something comes from nothing/' may be 
regarded as a statement, perhaps too pretentious in tone, 
of the self-evident proposition that an object abides and 
its states change. For example, the day breaks ; herewith 
an in itself unaltered portion of the globe, which before 
was dark, is now illuminated. But consider the typical 
Aristotelian instance: if a man receives a musical educa¬ 
tion, the substratum, the man, abides ; he does not become 
man from not-man ; but in so far as a musically-uneducated 
has become a musically-educated person, in a certain sense 
something has come from nothing, and at the same time 
what was present only in germ has become actual. The 
poverty in content of these assertions appears still more 
glaring in the light of an obvious reflexion. If we sum 
up a situation by saying “ first there is nothing, then there 
is something,” our words can as a rule (since explosive 
changes are rare exceptions) be true only of the minimal 
increments by whose gradual summation the great majority 
of all changes take place. The paradoxical ring of the 
statement, “ From the uneducated comes the educated,” 
is in any case lost when we remember the stages of transi¬ 
tion and the continuous progress from quarter-educated 
to half-educated, and so on. And in the last resort can 
even that accumulation of increments be justly compared 
with the production of something out of nothing ? To 
vary Aristotle's example a little, let us imagine some one 
learning to dance. By a convenient transcription of the 
facts it may be said that a dancer has come from a non¬ 
dancer. But the transcription is by no means so appropriate 
as it is convenient. Rightly regarded, the facts are some¬ 
thing like this: the person's sense of rhythm has been 
strengthened by exercise, so have some of his muscles; 
habit has made it easier to perform certain movements 
simultaneously and to refrain from certain other move¬ 
ments which are undesirable ; and so we might go on. 
It is only an arbitrary convention that accords the name 
of dancer to one who has reached a particular stage 
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in this progress and denies it to another who is perhaps 

a poor fraction of a step behind. Is it not at bottom a 
misuse of language to call one point of this path a some¬ 
thing and to identify an immediately preceding, hardly 

distinguishable, point with nothing ? 
We gladly turn from this explanation of becoming and 

happening, which in our opinion explains little and solves 
no serious difficulty, to Aristotle’s treatment of the chief 
law of all happening, the law of causation. The first 
question which here presents itself is whether the Stagirite 

did or did not admit exceptions to this supreme rule. We 
believe it possible to answer this question in the negative, 
and to prove the contrary assertions of eminent predecessors 
to be in error. It is a pleasure here to see the mind of our 
philosopher moving, up to a certain point dictated by his 
peculiar characteristics, along the path opened up by his 
great forerunners, above all by the Atomists. 
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CHAPTER X. 

OF CHANCE AND NECESSITY. 

I. A TREATMENT of the Greek thinkers’ conception of 

chance is made not inappreciably more difficult by the fact 
that the Greek terms denoting this idea and its modifica¬ 
tions do not altogether cover the same ground as those 
used in modern languages. One of the expressions con¬ 
cerned must, as a preliminary, be separated from the others, 
as not being, like them, in any way bound up with the 
question of cause. We refer to the word which denotes the 
“accidental,” as opposed not to that which is causally 
determined, but to that which is essential. But in order to 
eliminate the notion in question we have first to assign it 
its place in the general family of such notions; and for 
that purpose we must also pass these others in review. 
The necessity here arises of distinguishing the Aristotelian 
terminology from common Greek usage in respect of some 
of these words. “ A drop of luck is worth a cask of sense.” 
In this line, ascribed to Menander, the idea of luck is ex¬ 
pressed by rvxv J in another line from the same source 
man is warned not to forget “ the common that is 
his dependence on the whims of fate. Thus rv\v became 
an embodiment of the haphazard, whether helpful or 
hurtful; it was also worshipped as a goddess, and the 
rolling sphere, the symbol of inconstancy, was her attri¬ 
bute. For Aristotle, the word tv\i) signifies as a rule the 
concurrence of two events bound by no causal connexion, 
but yet presenting the appearance of such a bond. I have 
dreamt something, and the dream comes true; I dig up 
my field and light on a treasure. These are a few types 
of what is here meant, of chance in the widest sense of the 
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word (A). A subordinate variety of this genus is provided 
by those cases in which the appearance of a causal nexus is 
limited to cases of apparent purpose. An action performed 
with quite different intentions is followed by a result qf so 
striking a nature that the impression is produced of a 
designed result (a). A sub-variety of this sub-variety 
comprehends those instances in which purpose was not 
merely absent but was bound to be absent by the very 
nature of the agents, which, being lifeless and soulless, or 
in any case void of reason, are removed from the possibility 
of purposeful action. To designate this group Aristotle 
uses a word which elsewhere and incidentally has another 
and a wider meaning, for it then denotes that which arises 
“of itself” or spontaneously, as distinguished not merely 
from what is purposed but from what is in any way causally 
conditioned: this word survives in our “automaton” (b). 

2. Besides rOxn and its varieties we have an idea not 
always strictly separated from it and sometimes subsumed 
under it, that expressed by tri^/BejSrjicoc, literally that 
which accompanies. The word “ accident ” might be used 
for both, but for the sake of stricter separation we prefer 
to represent rux»i by “chance” or “haphazard,” av/ufiefirjKo g 

by “ accident.” The common element is the lack of inner 
connexion between two things (events or qualities) ; but 
this lack is generally expressed by the first word when 
events or processes are in question, and by the second in 
respect of qualities or states. 

For Aristotle every quality is an accident which is not 
deducible from the concept of the object, even though it 
may be as inseparably bound up with that concept as (to 
cite his favourite example) the possession of angles amount¬ 
ing to two right angles is bound up with the notion of a 
triangle. From this kind of necessary or demonstrable 
“ accident in itself ” or attribute, the other kinds of accident 
are distinguished; and according as they lie nearer to or 
remoter from the conceptual or essential heart of the thing 
they are distributed along the degrees of a scale. Thus 
the white grease-paint, which a man may apply to himself 
for an occasion is a more remote accident for him than the 
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white colour of his skin that he has had from birth. A 
remarkable and quite sound application of this category is 
its relative use. If, for example, a physician is for once a 
patient as well, then it is said the possession of medical skill 
is an accident for this patient; while for the physician as 
such the being a patient is also an accident. But we are 
somewhat taken aback when in the application of the whole 
theory to the sculptor Polycletus we are informed that for 
the sculptor not merely musical education, but also the 
white colour of his skin, and even the circumstance that he 
is a man or a living being at all, is an accident. We are 
reminded of the tendency, noticeable elsewhere as well, 
towards the sharp separation of what is in thought separ¬ 
able but in fact bound up together, a tendency already 
exemplified by the logical distinctions of form and matter, 
of the actual and the potential. We note the great 
pleasure that Aristotle takes in conceptual distinctions, 
so that he even dwells on the monstrous idea of a sculptor 
who is neither God nor man nor any other kind of living 
being, and we ask whether this temper can be of service for 
the sound understanding of things. Must not the im¬ 
moderate fondness for distinctions divert the mind from 
the perception of actually existing connexions which are 
often important for the understanding of causal relations ? 
Are not isolating boundary-stakes often thereby planted 
where the important and desirable thing is really an 
unimpeded view of the whole field ? And is not this one- 
sidedly logical or formalistic mode of viewing things partly 
to blame for the Stagirite’s scant success in explaining 
phenomena by their causes, for his remaining in all depart¬ 
ments of knowledge so much more of an anatomist than a 
physiologist ? 

3. There are two favourite examples by which Aristotle 
illustrates chance and its subdivisions. One is that of 
the creditor who is pressing for payment of a debt, but 
obtains it unexpectedly and by chance, when, having gone 
to the market on quite other business, he there lights 
on the debtor with the requisite sum in his possession (a). 
The second illustration is afforded by a horse which has 

VOL. IV, U 
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lost its rider in the battle, and in the evening of the same 
day (driven, we are to suppose, by hunger, thirst, or 
instinct) returns to the camp, and is thus restored to its 
owner (b). The most important point is that in the section 
of the “ Physics ” devoted to this topic the existence of 
chance in the absolute sense is emphatically denied, and 
a merely relative validity accorded to the notion. In thus 
refusing to see in chance and haphazard a limit to the 
universal sway of cause he walks in the footsteps of his 
great predecessors. He approaches here the position of 
such a thinker as Leucippus, the founder of Atomism, from 
whom we have received the precious saying (Vol. I. p. 317): 
“ Nothing happens without a cause, but everything with a 
cause and by necessity.” For Aristotle the automatic or 
self-moving is just as little an independent factor intro¬ 
ducing a disturbing element into the realm of knowledge 
and purposeful action based on knowledge as it is for the 
author of the work “On the Art” (cf. Vol. I. pp. 423 and 
467), that sophist powerful in thought and speech who 
penned these memorable words: “ The spontaneous or 
automatic, when grappled at close quarters, turns out to 
be non-existent. For in the case of everything that 
happens it is possible to discover that it happens through 
something ; but in this ‘ through something * the automatic 
loses its existence and becomes a mere name. Now, the 
art of healing (any other art or reasoned practice might 
have been named here) has and ever will have its being 
in the region of that which happens through something 
and can be foreseen.” 

4. Occasionally, it is true, a suspicion arises that 
on this matter, too, the consistency of the Stagirite is 
not irreproachable. His excessive respect for traditional 
opinions, and the special circumstance that Plato in the 
“Timaeus”had postulated an “erratic” cause in addition 
to those that work according to law, might incline us to 
see in some of his utterances an occasional lapse from the 
position which he proclaimed as a general principle with so 
much vigour and clearness. It cannot be denied that here 
god there a passage occurs which could be so interpreted; 
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but in no single instance does such interpretation seem 
to us unavoidable ; and this once, to our thinking, it will 
be better not to call Aristotle’s consistency of thought 
into question. Let one example suffice for many. The 
occasional occurrence of wintry cold in the dog-days is 
described as an accidental phenomenon, and therefore 
inaccessible to scientific explanation. It looks here, at 
first sight, as if a particular sphere of action had been 
assigned to freakish chance. But this impression may 
be corrected simply by a consideration of the word 
(av/ufiefinicoc) used for “ accidental.” What Aristotle meant 
to say may very well have been merely this: If cold sets 
in during the dog-days, in spite of the sun’s altitude and 
the now long-continued warming of the earth’s surface, 
the fault is with the north wind, in the prevalence of which 
no regularity is discernible. Certainly, supposing he had 
desired to forestall the misunderstandings of a distant 
future, he might have added the reservation, ‘‘perhaps 
such regularity may some day be discovered.” But it was 
far more natural for him to omit qualifications of that kind, 
and, though fully convinced of the universal reign of cause, 
to regard a possible law of the north wind and the law 
connecting the earth’s temperature with the seasons as two 
parallel chains of cause and effect touching each other only 
in quite isolated instances. The abnormal temperature— 
he may have thought—is just as accidental for the dog- 
days as, for example, some bodily abnormality, such as a 
birthmark, would be for the sculptor or the general. 

We therefore see no inconsistency even in the raising 
of the question whether the universe does or does not owe 
its origin to chance. On a superficial consideration of the 
matter, it may seem as if merely to ask the question was 
to recognize chance as an independent and active factor. 
But, apart from the fact that Aristotle himself answers the 
question in the negative, and therefore did not necessarily 
approve of the implication it may have contained, the 
question itself expresses no more than a doubt as to 
whether, on the one hand, divine purposes or natural 
tendencies directed towards ends are the foundations 
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which support the structure of the universe, or whether, 
on the other hand, blindly operating forces are here 
supreme. Is the appearance of purpose in the Cosmos 
founded on fact, or is it not ? Such a question might well 
be asked even by one in whose thought there has never 
been room for an event without a cause. 

We will dwell yet a moment on this point, because 
men of mark, held by us in the greatest esteem, have 
entered the lists for the view we reject, moved by the 
consideration rather of isolated passages than of Aristotle’s 
teaching as a whole, and misled by a certainly odd laxity 
of linguistic usage. The author of the “Metaphysics” 
severely censures the nature-philosophers before Anaxa¬ 
goras, because, in explaining the world, they employed 
only material factors, and sought for no ground of the 
well-ordering of the Cosmos. His words are : “They have 
also not done well in leaving so great a matter to auto¬ 
matism and fate (rvxn)” From this passage J. S. Mill 
inferred, to all appearance very rightly, that Aristotle 
rejects chance and spontaneity “as not sufficiently worthy 
causes for the order in the universe; but he does not 
reject them as incapable of producing any effect, but only 
as incapable of producing that effect.” But this inference 
falls to the ground as soon as we recall its almost verbal 
echo in a passage of the Nicomachean Ethics. Aristotle 
is there combating the view of life according to which 
happiness consists in the possession of external goods 
rather than in a particular state of the soul; and in so 
doing he makes use of the following words: “ To assign 
what is greatest and best to chance would be the height 
of absurdity.” Can any one believe that when Aristotle 
wrote these words he supposed the acquisition of money, 
power, honour, and other external goods to be exempted 
from the law of cause and effect? Chance is in these 
passages the antithesis, firstly of action guided by purpose, 
secondly of the independence enjoyed by those whose 
happiness rests on the qualities of their own souls. It 
denotes in the one instance the play of natural forces 
operating, not without rule, but blindly, not directed 
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towards any goal; in the second, it applies to the influence 
of factors which are just as far from being without rule, 
but which act without choice ; for even the unworthy (this 
is the Stagirite’s thought) may and not unfrequently do 
win power, honour, riches, and the other gifts of fortune. 

We return to the problem which may with approximate 
correctness be termed the problem of the cosmogony. 
Although in this connexion Aristotle escapes, as we have 
seen, the reproach of inconsistency, yet the manner in which 
he treats the problem provides us with a typical sample 
of what we may venture to call his wholly unproductive 
metaphysical method. Having arrived at the point where 
the crowning proof is to be given of the dogma that the 
universe has its origin in purpose, he proceeds as follows. 
The decision is to be extracted from the concepts involved 
in the question. Since chance and automatism include the 
negation of end, of purpose, and so of mind, it follows that 
these last-mentioned concepts are the more primitive and 
the first-named derived from them. On the one side are 
ranged chance, haphazard, automatism ; on the other, pur¬ 
pose, with the intelligence revealed in it, as also natural 
tendencies directed towards ends. The second set of ideas 
has entered into the formation of the members of the first 
group and helped to determine them. From this relation¬ 
ship of the concepts an inference is drawn as to the relation¬ 
ship of the things themselves. The more primitive factor 
must have begun to act at an earlier time than the derived 
factor. “ Thus, however true it might turn out to be that 
automatism is the cause of the heavens, mind and nature 
must have begun to operate earlier still.” Who does not 
see here the fundamental vice of the metaphysical method, 
the inference from the order of human ideas to the order 
of natural facts, disdaining every veil and flaunting itself in 
unabashed nakedness ? 

5. We have now considered the charge brought against 
the Stagirite that by his use of the notion of chance he 
has cast suspicion upon his faith in causality, and we have 
found it untenable. How is it, we have now to ask, with the 
second count of this accusation, founded on his distinction 
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between laws of causation that admit no exception, and 
those that hold only in the majority of cases, between the 
necessity and the probability of events ? We must here 
consider somewhat closely both the period of scientific 
development into which Aristotle’s life was cast and his 
own individual peculiarities. Here, as elsewhere, he takes 
his stand on the ground of known facts, of what has been 
perceived in the course of experience; he is an observer, 
not an experimental researcher. He could not, therefore, 
have been familiar with a view of causation which is hardly 
capable of thriving elsewhere than where the experimental 
dissection of natural processes has gained ascendency and 
exercised a permanent influence on men’s conceptions of 
causal relations. For example, the law of gravitation is 
rigorously valid only in a vacuum ; when its operation is 
modified by the frictional resistance of the air we modems 
say that the law is all the same universally valid; we 
regard it, however, only as a tendency which does not in 
all circumstances become equally manifest. Now, the 
elements of this view are by no means foreign to Aristotle. 
He is familiar with the notion of tendency, for he more 
than once speaks of what nature aims at or desires without 
being able in every case to achieve ; he is equally well 
acquainted with the impediments which a tendency may 
encounter, as he mentions on occasion the conflict of move¬ 
ment-impulses which mutually check and, in the extreme 
cases, destroy each other ; he is aware, lastly, that the 
motives of human action are related to each other in just 
the same way. But to form by generalization out of these 
elements a comprehensive theory of causation in which 
they should all come by their rights was a feat which 
it perhaps did not lie in his genius to perform. His mind 
was much more inclined to the contemplation of the facts 
as given than to the analysis of them into components 
which for the most part are inferred and not perceived. 
The genius of the Atomists appears herein superior to his 
own ; though we are certainly unacquainted with the mode 
in which they carried out their supreme causal principle in 
particular cases or came to terms with the facts which 
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opposed their main theory. It is in keeping with the 
contemporary phase of science that Aristotle is so much 
more frequently led to inquire into the causes of given 
effects than into the effects of given causes. This was 
another reason why the notion of probability was bound 
to assert itself by the side of necessity and occupy a con¬ 
siderable space in his expositions. “ If a woman is pale/' 
he once asks, “ can I thence infer that she is with child ? 
No; for there are other causes of paleness.” In the back¬ 
ward argument from effect to cause that particular factor 
comes into play which has been named the “ plurality of 
causes.” 

When, therefore (so we may summarize our reflexions), 
Aristotle set out from causes to discover their effects, he 
had not, as a rule, to deal with the simplest causes, such 
as generally only the hand of the experimenter can isolate; 
resistances, interferences, modifications of every kind thus 
entered of necessity into the regularities under observation 
and seriously impaired their universality. But in the 
second and commoner case, when the why of a pheno¬ 
menon was in question, that is, when the cause or causes 
of an effect were to be ascertained, a strictly universal 
answer, not subject to any exception, still more rarely 
rewarded his search, owing to the “plurality of causes.” 
Must we therefore suppose that Aristotle postulated or 
accepted as a fundamental principle a distinction between 
causal laws, which are in themselves universal, and others 
whose nature it is to be only partially valid, between 
factors which always work in the same way and others 
which work now this way, now that? This must be at 
least allowed to be extremely doubtful. In very many 
cases where a rule suffers exceptions the circumstance 
responsible for the exceptions could not possibly have 
remained hidden from him. If the same quantity of wine 
intoxicates many persons but leaves others sober, if the 
same rocking of a ship makes some passengers sea-sick 
while others escape, our philosopher could not doubt for 
a moment that the differing susceptibility of different sub¬ 
jects to the same influence is here at work. A thinker 
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who appraised the power of practice and habit so high 
as to call habit “ second nature,” could at least not have 
failed to recognize the part which use and hardening play 
in modifying natural disposition and aptitude. 

As with physical, so with psychical stimuli, he must 
have recognized that the effects vary according to indi¬ 
vidual receptivity. We ought not really, therefore, to be 
in the least surprised when we find the author of the 
“ Poetics ” assigning a place to probability by the side of 
necessity whenever he speaks of the laws governing human 
action. It would indeed have been sheer folly to have 
represented all external events as acting by necessity, that 
is, always in the same manner and always with the same 
intensity on all individuals. That, on the contrary, different 
individuals react in the most diverse ways to the same 
stimulus, that the insult which one will forgive moves 
another to take a bloody revenge, that one will stake his 
life for a pleasure on which another looks with contempt— 
who needs to be told all this ? But while these individual 
differences are truly countless in number, they may yet 
be grouped under a few main types, of which some occur 
with greater and others with less frequency. For this 
reason it is allowable to speak of probability in this con¬ 
nexion. Even where he is demanding the strict observance 
of cause in respect of dramatic motive, Aristotle cannot 
avoid including probability as well as necessity. To admit 
the latter alone would have been permissible only on the 
supposition that the minds of the characters lay like an 
open book before the spectators. Consider Iphigenia, 
Alcestis, Macaria, who went to their death joyfully for 
the sake of kin and country—did it not tax the full poetic 
power of an Euripides to make such a victory over human 
and feminine weakness seem even probable ? 

We have dwelt so long on this special point because 
it has been made a subject of wonder that in these dis¬ 
cussions Aristotle so often sets probability by the side of 
necessity. The truth is that in these and many kindred 
instances he could not help looking at the question of 
cause with the same eyes as purselves and modem science. 
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One and the same tendency constantly prevailing on the 
side of the causal factor, resistances or manifold modifying 
influences occurring on the side of the objects affected—in 
wide provinces of nature and human life this state of things 
must have seemed to him exactly as normal as it does 
to us moderns. It is only when we come to ask whether 
he advanced so far as to generalize this perception into 
a fundamental principle admitting of no exception, that 
some measure of doubt arises. The stage of development 
at which contemporary science stood was not favourable 
to such a generalization ; and he was in any case not 
driven in that direction by the special qualities of his own 
mind. It remains, then, not fully established that the 
distinction between the necessity and the probability of 
an occurrence was regarded by him as merely subjective, 
based on the incompleteness of our knowledge, or that 
he was prepared to admit what the Atomists, in virtue 
of their presuppositions, were hardly able to deny—that in 
every case where we knew the total conditions of an event 
with exhaustive completeness, we should never speak of 
probability but always of necessity. 

The foregoing remarks need to be supplemented. This 
will be done when we come to consider Aristotle’s treat¬ 
ment of the problem of will. We shall find this treatment 
comparatively free from inconsistencies, though it as yet 
falls short of that iron rigour with which the Stoic Chry- 
sippus a century later laboured towards the solution of 
that problem with almost unsurpassable success. 

Be this, however, as it may, the fact (which, after all 
is only a conjecture) that Aristotle’s faith in causality fell 
short of unconditional strictness, gives us no right to look 
down on him. The postulate of exceptionless uniformity 
in the working of causes or causal tendencies has possibly 
been the salvation of scientific progress up to now. It 
may be allowed to be a heuristic maxim of the very highest 
value. But there is nothing intrinsically incredible in the 
possibility, first emphasized by Laplace, that neither is 
any particle of matter ever indistinguishably like its 
neighbour nor any one causal sequence to any other; that 
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the appearance of absolute identity, so far as it actually 
presents itself, is due to our insufficient knowledge both of 
the fundamental processes and the ultimate components 
of the physical world. The weakness of our senses and 
the imperfection of even our most perfect instruments of 
precision may condemn us to work ever with the mere 
averages yielded by vast accumulations of particles and 
processes, while countless deviations from the mean, more 
or less trivial in amount, escape our perception. 

6. Aristotle would hardly have been Aristotle if he had 
brought the exposition of any of his doctrines to a well- 
rounded definite conclusion. On the subject now before 
us the Megarians had invented a puzzle to which he failed 
to give a fully unambiguous and satisfactory answer. Or, 
to be more accurate, what he failed in was not so much 
decisiveness in rejecting the Megarian conclusion, as exact¬ 
ness in solving the root-difficulty. What we refer to is the 
Megarian denial, already known to the reader (cf. Vol. II, 
p. 200 seq.), of contingency, or the possibility of things 
being otherwise than as they are. This denial also took 
the following form. Of two assertions relating to a future 
occurrence, one positive and the other its contradictory 
negative, it was argued that one must be true and the 
other false. If, then, the truth of the one prediction is 
a fixed and objective fact, how can the will or deed of man 
exert any influence on the course of things ? This ques¬ 
tion, be it remarked by the way, has not the remotest 
connexion with the problem of the freedom of the will. 
The point here is not how a volition is produced, but how 
it can itself produce any change in the march of events; in 
this connexion the spontaneous actions of animals might 
have been mentioned equally well with human acts of will. 
But further—and here is the kernel of the problem—if one 
of the two predictions must be right, the other must be 
impossible, and all futurity is withdrawn from the region of 
May-Be: it is necessary; chance and haphazard have the 
ground cut from under them. The precision with which 
the paradox is stated and developed leaves nothing to be 
desired. But the reply is not so satisfactory. It is merely 
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an appeal to the obvious : we see that resolves and actions 
are not so void of effect as the argument would make 
them; we see, too, that in this changing and Inconstant 
world there is no lack of room for the application of the 
ideas of possibility and impossibility. “ The possibility of 
being cut to pieces remains for this cloak, even if it never 
is so cut, but is first worn out by use. And should the 
cutting take place, there would still have existed for it the 
possibility of not being cut.” 

What we miss in this reasoning is the reference to the 
wider and narrower fields of survey, a distinction which 
in truth affords each of these standpoints its justification. 
For a mind which embraced the totality of causes, all their 
combinations and interactions, there would, as we have 
already had occasion to point out (Vol. II. pp. 201, 202), 
be no such thing as chance or a possibility which failed to 
be realized. These are ideas which correspond to the 
limitation of our horizon, and are therefore suited to the 
demands both of practical life and of science as it actually 
exists, and as alone it is attainable by man. The confusing 
effect of the paradox is due, we think, to the fact that 
neither of the two points of view, each quite possible in 
itself, is maintained with complete strictness. 

All further study of Aristotle’s theory of causation pre¬ 
supposes a knowledge of the fourfold meaning in which the 
word “cause” was used by the Stagirite. With these 
distinctions we hope to gain a familiar acquaintance in the 
survey which we are about to make of our philosopher’s 
chief physical doctrines. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

ARISTOTLE AS AN INVESTIGATOR OF NATURE. 

(Inorganic Nature.) 

I. The physical doctrines of Aristotle are a disappointing 
chapter in the history of science. They display to us an 
eminent mind wrestling with problems to which it is in 
no wise equal. In no wise. For, strangely enough, the 
excellences of Aristotle’s intellect proved hardly less 
adverse to the success of his efforts than its defects. The 
Platonist and the Asclepiad are not here in conflict with 
one another. They are allied, to the double prejudice of 
scientific progress. How little that progress had to gain 
from the mastery of dialectic learnt in Plato’s school, the 
reader has been able to judge from the glaringly contra¬ 
dictory constructions of the theory of elements; and an 
important part of the Platonic heritage, the doctrine of 
"natural places,” has already been seen to be a serious 
impediment to the sound understanding of physical things. 
But at the same time, that narve faith in the senses which 
is the foundation of the taste for observation and of exact¬ 
ness in observation was—however paradoxical it may sound 
—rather hurtful than helpful to Aristotle’s researches in 
this province. For the great classifier was led by this bent 
of his faculties to linger in the field of observed facts ip 
cases where the truth was to be sought and found not in 

these facts but only behind them. In what we might call 
the pre-experimental age no other path led to a deeper 
understanding of physical processes than that which had 
been trodden, first by the nature-philosophers, and then, 
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with growing audacity and increasing success, by the 
Atom is ts. 

Invisible movements, invisible particles, their varying 
configurations and distances from each other,—these and 
kindred assumptions supplied the window through which 
the human mind has sought to spy into the inner machinery 
of phenomena, and has in fact been enabled to do so to 
better and better purpose. If a drop of water freezes, 
then melts, then evaporates, we have a process in which 
Anaximenes surmised, while Leucippus and Democritus 
detected with certainty, a closing together followed by a 
drawing apart of the same particles of matter. For the 
Stagirite the different states of aggregation were different 
elements, their interchange a transmutation of mutually 
alien substances defying every attempt at explanation. 
He stood here on the same ground as the men of a hoary 
past, the authors of the Homeric poems or of the Book of 
Genesis. 

No less primitive in character is his theory of the 
heavens. In this connexion, too, he censures the nature- 
philosophers and the Atomists for opinions in which modern 
science declares them to have been perfectly right. That 
the farthest fixed stars harbour the same substances as our 
earth is to-day no longer a speculative assumption, but a 
fact established by the spectroscope. Just as little does any 
contemporary investigator of nature cherish the slenderest 
doubt that heavenly bodies come into and pass out of 
being; in other words, that the constant regrouping of 
matter is equally the rule in all parts of the Cosmos ; that 
there is no privileged region exempt from the universal 
law of change. Just these very doctrines had already been 
familiar to the old Physiologists, and had by no one been 
formulated with greater strictness than by their advance 
guard, the adherents of Leucippus and Democritus (cf. 
Vol. I. p. 366). It is very different with Aristotle. So 
firm is his conviction that the universe is divided into 
a perishable and an imperishable part, that he uses a 
really wonderful argument in censure of his predecessors. 
He complains that their hypothesis of the similarity of 
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matter in all regions of the universe leaves that division 
unexplained! Indeed, strictly taken, it does away with 
the possibility of assuming here (in the sublunary world) 
change and decay, there (in the regions above the moon) 
eternal constancy. For him, as we have already remarked, 
the ether was the fifth element, occupying the “ highest 
heavenly regions.” In other respects, too, he is so far from 
regarding things celestial with the sober eye of the natural 
philosopher, that he calls the sun, moon, and stars “ divine 
bodies,” the appearances in the sky “the most divine of 
phenomena,” and does not shrink from representing the 
celestial spheres as being turned round in space by spirits 
or gods of the second order. Indeed, his astronomy is 
tinged so deeply with theology that it can be treated and 
understood only in connexion with his doctrine of the 
44 Unmoved Mover.” 

The Stagirite’s theory of the heavens fell behind that of 
his predecessors, not only in its main outlines, but also in 
details. Thus while Democritus had already detected in 
the Milky Way a collection of a great number of stars, 
Aristotle took it for a mass of vapour thrown off and 
ignited by the motion of the heavens. He gave essentially 
the same explanation of comets, the right understanding 
of which, however, was denied equally to his predecessors 
and to his successors up to Seneca. Nero’s tutor, in fact, 
was, if we may take his own word for it, the first to see 
in comets, not “ suddenly blazing flames,” but “ stars with 
an exceedingly long period of revolution.” 

2. It is not our fault if we are continually travelling 
from Aristotle back to Democritus. The comparison with 
Atomism forces itself upon us at every step. For it is 
not only in cases where the facts speak in unambiguous 
language that the Democritean doctrine of nature mani¬ 
fests an incontestable superiority over the Aristotelian. 
Even in matters which modem means of research have 
not finally cleared up, the paths trodden by Leucippus and 
Democritus have proved much £he safer and more profit¬ 
able. The unitary nature of ultimate matter, that heirloom 
which passed from the old nature-philosophy to the 
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Atomists, has continually gained in credibility with the 
more modern progress of chemistry. Moreover, the so- 
called mechanical explanation of nature, that is, the attempt 
to derive all the changes that we perceive from changes in 
the positions of immutable portions of matter, or, more 
accurately, to connect the former with the latter, is winning 
new triumphs of greater and greater importance every 
day; and these triumphs abide, no matter with what 
epistemological reservations we may prefer to hedge the 
atomic theory. The Aristotelian doctrine, which aban¬ 
doned all these conceptions, was smitten with sheer 
sterility. The science of the Renaissance period was 
obliged to shake off the fetters of his authority before it 
could return to the paths of progressive and fruitful re¬ 
search (cf. Vol. I. p. 349). 

Since for us the kernel of Aristotle’s nature-theory is 
to be found in his repudiation of his predecessors’ acquisi¬ 
tions, it is worth while to pursue a closer acquaintance with 
the arguments by which he sought to justify that reversal. 
In the very passage in which he accords to the Atomists 
the far-reaching praise of having more than others striven 
“ to explain the processes of nature in a methodical and 
uniform manner ” (cf. p. 59), he raises the following objec¬ 
tion against the main principle of their teaching: “ Why, 
then, should the property of indivisibility belong to the 
small bodies (atoms) any more than to the large ones ? ” 
It was clearly because the distinction could be supported 
by no reason drawn from the inner nature and the pure 
notion of body, that the Stagirite deemed the hypothesis 
untenable. The adherents of atomism might, however, 
have justly replied to him : “ We assume the actual indivi¬ 
sibility of those small bodies because this assumption, 
unlike your assimilation of them to the larger bodies 
proved by experience to be divisible, renders service to¬ 
wards the explanation of phenomena. But such opponents 
as yourself do exactly what you have lately reproached the 
Eleatics for doing: like them, you thrust the facts on one 
side and proceed as if dialectic were the only guide.” 
presently the atomic theory is blamed on the point in 
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which it is most indubitably right. Changes in the state 
of aggregation cannot, it is urged, be explained by changes 
in the position of the smallest parts. Why? Because 
“ the whole body, being continuous, has been first fluid and 
then hard and rigid.” Here Anaxagoras might have come 
to the help of the Atomists, and reminded their adversary 
of the 14weakness” of our senses (cf. Vol. I. p. 211 seq.). 
Further, the increase or decrease in the volume of a body 
cannot, it is urged, be due to the accession or withdrawal 
of smallest particles, " for every part would not (in this 
case) have become larger (or smaller).” As if we had no 
right to assume, behind all the particles which we can 
perceive, other much smaller particles inaccessible to our 
senses. 

When Aristotle notes the absence from the Atomists’ 
writings of a strict separation between the ideas of mecha¬ 
nical mingling and true mixture (which clearly comprises 
our 44 solution ” and 14 chemical combination ”), we are 
unable to judge with full certainty whether his complaint 
is well-founded. All we know is that Leucippus’ division 
of sensible qualities into primary and secondary made it 
possible for the creator of the atomic theory and his suc¬ 
cessors to wrestle with the difficulties of such problems 
much more successfully than their opponents. Their 
doctrine placed at their disposal many aids towards the 
solution of the problem as to how the same particles of 
matter can act upon our organs of sense or on other bodies 
differently according as they are joined in intimate union 
or merely form juxtaposed masses. The different kinds 
of arrangement and situation, which Democritus called 
44 contact ” and 44 turning ” (cf. Vol. I. p. 323), further, the 
manifold modes of distributing the intervening spaces 
empty of matter supplied them in this regard with many 
an expedient (cf. Vol. I. p. 330). That a being with quite 
other senses than ours, or with vastly acuter senses, would 
receive from the same aggregation of matter impressions 
very different from those received by men, that a Lynceus 
would see sharply sundered particles where we perceive 
unbroken continuity,—these and similar propositions must 
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have seemed to them the legitimate corollary of their 
presuppositions, and they could never have found in them 
a stone of stumbling as Aristotle did when he deduced 
such conclusions from their premisses. It is a main feature 
in our philosopher’s treatment of these subjects that he 
seeks absolute differences where only relative ones are to 
be found. He holds that the union of two substances 
ceases to be a mixture when one of them obtains an 
immeasurable preponderance over the other, as when, for 
example, a drop of wine is introduced into 20,000 quarts 
of water. To this, of course, there is no objection to be 
made if it only means that in such a case the colour, the 
taste, or the intoxicating effect of the wine ceases to be 
perceptible by us. But Aristotle speaks of a loss of the 
“form” of wine, and obviously understands by the expres¬ 
sion an objective and absolute, not a subjective and relative 
change. Where would he have drawn a boundary-line of 
this character if he had been acquainted with tests which 
disclose clear traces of the presence of a substance long 
after it has lost the power of affecting our senses—tests, 
moreover, which by no means justify the assumption that 
final and impassable barriers are to be met with, even at 
the vast distances here suggested? But the atomistic 
hypothesis, we may add, was fundamentally in harmony 
with the revelations which we owe to the reagents and 
instruments of precision used by modern science, auxi¬ 
liaries thousands of millions of times more powerful than 
our own senses. 

At this point let us indulge in a digression. Even the 
history of science is not without its humour. It treats us 
sometimes to the most amusing surprises. Such a surprise 
has been provided in connexion with the truly Aristotelian 
hyperbole just mentioned. The Stagirite loves to replace 
a long-drawn-out chain of reasoning by a drastic instance, 
which beats down all opposition by its extravagance. Thus 
when he is contending that to be beautiful a thing must be 
capable of being seen all at once, he illustrates the point 
by a supposed animal 10,000 stadia long, which would be 
too big to be beautiful, since its size would mock eveiy 
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attempt at a comprehensive survey. In another passage 
he speaks of a ship a span long, which, just because of its 
diminutiveness, would cease to perform the function or to 
deserve the name of a ship. The drop of wine in 20,000 
quarts of water is clearly to be understood in the same 
sense. It is a hyperbolical expression, intended to illus¬ 
trate, in a telling and picturesque fashion, the impossibility 
of detecting a small amount of matter which is lost in a 
mixture. It is thus highly diverting to learn that the 
auxiliaries of modern science have proved more than equal 
even to so extreme a case. A drop of wine in the quantity 
of water mentioned means a dilution of not quite i£ 
millionths of a gramme to the litre. The almost thirtyfold 
greater dilution of sodium vapour in the atmosphere has 
been detected by the spectroscope; and the electrometer 
has revealed a not much lower dilution of silver iodide in 
water. It has long ago been remarked that the paradoxes 
of yesterday are the truisms of to-day. It might be added 
that the “ palpable impossibilities,1” stamped with the seal 
of absurdity, of one age, are the acknowledged, assured, and 
exact truths of another. 

3. One of the points of controversy between Aristotle 
and the Atomists brings us back to the theory of cause. 
Our readers remember the refusal of Democritus to seek a 
ground or cause for the original beginning of things. “ So 
it always happens,” or “ So also it used to happen before ” 
—such a pronouncement always seemed to him a sufficient 
answer to the Why of those causal connexions which we 
call fundamental laws of nature. That in acknowledging 
ultimate facts, which are only to be established empirically 
and admit of no further reduction, Democritus took up a 
position which is also that of the science of to-day, is a 
view which we have already sufficiently laboured to 
expound and to establish (cf. Vol. I. p. 340). Equally 
familiar to us is the exactly opposite opinion of Plato, 
which regards all that is given merely in experience as an 
impediment and a barrier, which nearly everywhere gives 
to the analysis of concepts precedence over the ascertain¬ 
ment of facts, and which, in addition, insists on viewing the 
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knowledge of nature from the standpoint of the “ better,” 
or of teleology (cf. Vol. III. pp. 40 and 88). The same 
direction was followed Aristotle in the investigation of 
causes ; his intellectual temperament was influenced by his 
great teacher in a far higher degree than is generally 
supposed. 

4. The Aristotelian method of research is acquainted 
with four kinds of cause. Three of them, however, the 
formal or notional, the motive or efficient, and the final 
cause, are sometimes comprehended into a unity and 
opposed to the fourth, the material cause. Other group¬ 
ings, too, are not wanting ; and reciprocal relations of the 
following kind are acknowledged : bodily exercise is called 
the efficient cause of good health, while this latter is the 
final cause of exercise. But that twofold division, which, 
so to speak, distinguishes a higher and a lower region in 
the realm of cause, is the commoner and the more charac¬ 
teristic. In regard to matter, Plato’s pupil completed the 
breach which his master had opened with the hylozoism 
of the older thinkers. The essential attribute of matter is, 
according to him, pure passivity. It is the medium in 
which the purposes of nature find their realization ; but it is 
a refractory medium, resisting the impress of form. Matter 
supplies the justification of all that we now call “ dysteleo- 
logy; ” it is the vehicle of what recently has been aptly 
termed Platonic Manichaeism. It contains, too, the ultimate 
root of that which is opposed to purpose, but also of the 
purposeless or indifferent, among which things are reckoned 
all individual varieties found among organized beings, and 
incidentally also, though without logical justification, their 
sexual characters. Another inconsistency of this theory, 
its relation to the doctrine of natural places, has already 
been treated by us in anticipation. 

This deanimation of matter, this view of it as merely 
passive and receptive, is greatly predominant with Aristotle 
and full of far-reaching consequences. Predominant, we 
must say, but not sole sovereign, for here, too, contra¬ 
dictions are not wanting. In particular passages the old 
Hellenic spirit breaks forth with moving ardour, and 
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bursts the bonds of system—that spirit, we mean, for 
which all nature is alive and the All endowed with soul. 
But the rule is the depotentialization of matter, as we have 
called it, such as we have found prefigured in Plato’s 
teaching and discussed in connexion with Atomism (cf. 
Vol. I. p. 343). The observation which we there made 
on the probable motive of such depotentialization, on the 
preponderant direction of the researcher’s eye to bodies 
of moderate size, needs here some modification. It is true 
that the movements of the smallest particles, which played 
a leading part in the Democritean system, and which 
modern physics, too, sees no reason for attributing to ex¬ 
ternal impact, are not to be found in Aristotle’s picture 
of the universe. But the celestial motions, on the bare 
ground of the perfection of their supposed circular form, 
are ascribed to a purely spiritual being, the First Mover, 
as their author. His agency, operating on the celestial 
sphere, which, despite his immateriality he is supposed to 
“touch,” one knows not how, and to “move, as a loved 
object” moves the lover, forms according to Aristotle’s 
teaching the ultimate source of all heavenly and earthly 
motions (cf. p. 65). These motions themselves, however, 
apart from the pressing of the elements towards their 
“ natural places,” are entirely occasioned by material con¬ 
tact ; they are propagated exclusively by impact and 
pressure. To this extent the Stagirite’s universe resembles 
a piece of mechanism in which there is nowhere to be 
perceived any source of motion, but only the transmission 
of motion; and as an infinite regress is counted among 
the impossibilities, we are again referred to a First Mover 
as origin and starting-point. 

5. By u movement ” it should also be noticed that 
Plato’s disciple understands change in general, quantita¬ 
tive as well as qualitative, together with the coming into 
and the passing out of existence (so far as these are 
admitted at all). But in spatial movement or change of 
place he recognizes a condition of those other kinds of 
u movement; ” for quantitative change implies an accession 
or withdrawal of matter, and qualitative change, of which 
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destruction and its opposite are only extreme cases, the 
local congress of an agent and a patient. 

Thus in respect of motion a double series of considera¬ 
tions is presented to us. On the one hand, we have the 
discussions on motion in the widest and most general 
sense. It is called by our philosopher the “ actuality of 
the potential,” the realization of what is in itself merely 
possible, an “ incomplete reality,” because with the attain¬ 
ment of its aim it always ceases to exist, a something 
which is ever accomplishing itself in contradictions. We 
have already pointed out the emptiness of this last defi¬ 
nition. But that such definitions do enrich our knowledge 
and increase our insight, that they are more than “a 
scholastic husk with no kernel inside,” we are as little 
inclined to doubt as an eminent contemporary with whom 
we do not often find ourselves in agreement. In respect 
of that movement in space which conditions all other 
kinds of movement we do not, it is true, meet with either 
ascertainment of facts, which could only have been gained 
by experiment, nor with their anticipation by means of 
great hypotheses such as the genius of the age of en¬ 
lightenment had produced. But the endeavour after 
clearer fundamental notions on these subjects bore valu¬ 
able fruit, and still more often assisted the progress of 
thought indirectly, by the precise statement of questions 
and the distinct formulation of answers. 

6. Since change of place is like every other change 
a process in time, the concept of time is in this connexion 
entitled to the first position. The Aristotelian definition 
of time may be rendered thus: “Time is a continuous 
magnitude, more particularly it is the magnitude of events 
in respect of their order of succession.” The word “mag¬ 
nitude” here represents the Greek word for “number.” 
The substitution is intended to avoid misunderstandings 
which have actually occurred, and which the Stagirite 
himself foresaw, as he showed by expressly pointing out 
that the word “number” did not here denote the means 
but the object of counting—the “counted ” or “countable.” 
If we have further replaced “movement” by “event,” our 
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justification is that in this section the former word bears 
its most comprehensive meaning, and applies to every 
conceivable physical or psychical process. It is so in 
the memorable passage which runs: “For even when it 
is dark (and still), and we receive no impression through 
the body but some movement ( = emotion) arises in the 
soul, we have at once the impression of the lapse of time.” 
Finally, to our “order of succession” there corresponds in 
the original the combination of words “ earlier and later,” 
a combination which we cannot reproduce without pro¬ 
ducing an appearance which is both false and very 
derogatory to Aristotle's exactness of thought. For 
nothing could be more obvious than the objection that 
in the expression “ earlier and later ” the notion of 
sequence or temporal succession is already contained, that 
the definition therefore revolves in a circle, assuming in 
the explanation the thing which is to be explained. But 
this is by no means the case. The expression concerned 
is in Aristotle very far from being exclusively appro¬ 
priated to relations of time ; it is used, on the contrary, 
and primarily so in the present instance, in a spatial sense 
(fore and rear); and the idea involved is only secondarily 
applied to movements or processes through the media¬ 
tion of the idea of magnitude. To the local coexistence 
of material magnitudes there corresponds the temporal 
succession of processes or movements. 

The treatment of the concept of time is followed by 
the remarkable question whether time, which is a number, 
or rather a numerable, would continue to exist in the 
absence of a soul capable of counting and its power of 
thought? The answer, if we understand it rightly, is to 
the effect that the question leads back to another and 
deeper question, in which it disappears: whether that 
which is the basis of time—namely, movement or process— 
is possible without a perceiving soul? This reminds us 
of another equally isolated utterance, which also might 
be described as a fore-gleam of the Critical philosophy: 
“ The soul is in a certain sense the totality of all things.” 
This pronouncement is justified somewhat as follows: All 
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that is knowable is an object partly of perceptive sensation, 
partly of the thinking intelligence; but both of these are 
in a certain sense identical with their object, for, if not 
the stone itself, yet the form or notion of the stone is 
present in the soul. 

The discussion of time also becomes an occasion to 
raise the problem of infinity, a problem which the Stagirite 
has treated with penetrating acuteness and perfect clear¬ 
ness of thought. All the more surprising is it to find the 
infinity of time supported on a ground which, whether valid 
or not, in any case admits of an equally just application 
to space. This equivalence is completely overlooked by 
Aristotle, who asserts that time is unbounded, but space 
bounded. Beyond every “Now”—that is, beyond every 
individual moment whatsoever—he argues that there must 
exist another Now; why, we cannot but ask, must there 
not be another “ Here ” beyond each particular Here, 
beyond any given point in space ? We do not undertake 
to defend this inference: it is simply an appeal to our 
powers of mental representation. But how could we repre¬ 
sent to our minds that which, whether objectively real or 
not, has never entered the horizon of our experience either 
directly or by the mediation of any analogy whatever ? 
This is no less true of any possible boundary of time than 
of a boundary of space. 

7. He also undertakes to prove that the three dimen¬ 
sions of bodies and the space which limits them are the 
only dimensions possible. This proof proceeds by an 
appeal to the doctrines of the Pythagoreans touching the 
trinity of beginning, middle, and end, and to linguistic 
usage, which, in the case of two things, speaks of “ both,” 
and reserves “ all ” till three is reached. The three dimen¬ 
sions of space are said to correspond to the only three 
natural movements—from the centre, to the centre, round 
the centre; here the scheme of three elements already 
known to the reader (cf. p. 63) is again drawn into con¬ 
nexion with the argument. A similar a priori character 
belongs to many of the numerous objections which Aristotle 
marshals against the existence of empty space. Even the 
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fiction of “natural places” is employed as a weapon in this 
battle. He contends that the different directions of motion 
have been, so to speak, disposed of by the elements ; what, 
then, remains for empty space ? Whither should a body 
situated in such space move ? The most valuable part of 
this discussion is, in our opinion, the indication of how it 
is possible for a body to make way for another even with¬ 
out an empty space ; an allusion is here made to vortices. 
This is the expedient used by Plato to explain the process 
of breathing, and is naturally only applicable to rotary 
motions which return upon themselves (cf. Vol. III. p. 224). 
It makes little difference to the advantage possessed by 
the Atomist in the treatment of this fundamental question, 
that the most modern physics substitute for perfectly 
empty space a space occupied by matter of extraordinary 
tenuity, and supposes the interstices filled by an absolutely 
elastic medium. 

If empty space was for the Stagirite an absurdity, an 
infinitely vast, empty space must have seemed to him 
doubly impossible. For infinite greatness and infinite 
smallness are equally rejected by him as realized or com¬ 
pleted magnitudes; it is only as becoming, as increasing 
or decreasing, that he admits the infinite at all. “ The 
infinite,” so runs a wonderfully pregnant little sentence 
of his, “ does not subsist, but becomes.” Unlimited addi¬ 
tion, unlimited division, are the modes in which the two 
species of it arise. An example of the first kind, one, be 
it noted, raised above all doubt and all the contentions of 
the schools, is provided by the series of natural numbers. 
Why should we not, were eternal life our portion, go on 
counting for ever, continually reaching higher and higher 
numbers ? To this unlimited addition is opposed the 
process of unlimited division, the diminution of unity by 
splitting it up into ever smaller fractions. 

The question now presents itself whether the matter 
which fills space is also infinitely divisible, and whether 
it is similarly capable of indefinite increase. Aristotle 
answers the first part affirmatively and the second part 
negatively. He reaches these results by long, winding 
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arguments, conducted with all the power of his subtle 
mind. In respect of the infinite divisibility of what fills 
space, he first of all takes up the standpoint of Zeno in 
one of his paradoxes, and of Plato nearly at the end of hij 
“ Parmenides.” If matter were infinitely divisible, it would 
be possible, by going on dividing it, to “crumble” it away 
to nothing; we should then have to say that magnitudes 
are built up out of what has no magnitude, bodies out of 
the incorporeal. Thus the verdict is for those who hold 
the existence of ultimate irresolvable units or “ indivisible 
magnitudes.” Though up to this point Aristotle is on the 
side of the Atomists, what he is really contending for is 
the existence, not so much of ultimate bodies possessing 
definite form and magnitude, such as Leucippus and 
Democritus postulated, but of spatial units having the 
nature of points, such entities as the “ philosophical ” 
atoms devised by Boscovich. But now comes an abrupt 
turn. It is accomplished by means of arguments which, so 
far as we know, have never been fully explained by any 
interpreter. The heart of them is probably to be found in 
the thesis, maintained elsewhere, that just as little as a 
continuum of time can arise out of the separate indivisible 
instants of time, out of what the Stagirite calls the “ Now,” 
so little can a continuum of space arise out of separate 
points or spatial units. The defence which was to be 
raised against a supposed breaking up or crumbling away 
of the matter filling space appears on closer examination to 
be inadequate, and to leave its purpose unfulfilled. While 
Aristotle (perhaps for good reasons) omits an explanation 
of the continuum, the difficulties of the Atomistic theory 
which we have just described seem to him in any case to 
outweigh those of the contrary hypothesis. 

Coming now to the counterpart of spatial division, 
that is, spatial enlargement: in this regard, too, says Aris¬ 
totle, no limit is set to our thought. But thought is one 
thing, fact another. Nothing hinders us from imagining 
the bodily measurements of any one of us multiplied 
indefinitely. “ But yet no man has ever been known whose 
limbs reached from one gate of the city to another.” 
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8. As we have already noticed, Aristotle's denial of 
en!pty space paved the way for his denial of an infinitely 
Extended universe. An infinite space full, and uniformly 
ft>n, of matter, presents enhanced difficulties from which 
§^en eminent thinkers of our own time have been unable to 
find an escape. But Aristotle needed no such aggravation 
of difficulty to induce him to reject the idea. His argu¬ 
ments against the existence of spatial infinity form a remark¬ 
able mixture of the subtle and the crude, the valuable and 
the worthless. The great majority of the old nature- 
philosophers are here described by the Stagirite as his 
opponents. And it cannot be denied that those thinkers, 
on occasions where they really desired to speak only of 
vast numbers and huge spaces exceeding all possibility 
of human measurement, used the words “ infinite" and 
“ infinity ” with a careless indifference to the consequences 
which might be drawn from those terms. Aristotle drew 
those consequences ; and it was not difficult for him to 
show that spatial infinity, strictly taken, is quite incom¬ 
patible with many of our notions derived from finite 
experience. We cannot, it may be added, expect to 
tamper seriously with the fabric of our experience at a 
vital spot and then find the remainder of it intact. But 
our philosopher goes further, and draws conclusions, the 
nullity of which need not detain us, from the incompati¬ 
bility of the hypothesis in question with a number of 
arbitrary theories, such as are the assumption of a centre 
of the universe, the geocentric hypothesis, and the doctrine 
of natural places. What most astonishes is, however, the 
length to which he is carried by his reaction against 
the youthful and exuberant audacity of his predecessors. 
The illustrious thinker here falls a victim to the crudest 
illusions of the senses. The visible sphere of the heavens, 
which overarches our heads, is for him the whole 
universe. He even sets himself to prove, seriously and 
emphatically, that there can be but this one heaven. 
Every thought of the possibility of other stellar systems, 
of a true universe, of other stars situated outside this 
hollow sphere in the most varying planes and distances. 
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is either alien to him or combated by him. All the 
matter that ever was, so he thinks, has been used up 
and exhausted in the formation of this one heaven. An 
excess of matter is so little to be found beyond that 
hollow sphere as a space bereft of matter. And as with 
the absence of matter every possibility lapses of any and 
every motion or change, so beyond that boundary—thus 
he concludes with an in itself admirable courage and 
consistency of thought—there can also be no time, for 
time is only a magnitude of events or processes. 

9. The hymn of praise which Aristotle chants to the 
honour of the “one, only, and perfect” heaven, which 
is also “ without beginning and imperishable,'” rests on 
foundations which, though certainly unsound, by no means 
lack all plausibility. At first, indeed, the Stagirite has 
to fight down a difficulty which he has himself called 
to life. Against the uniqueness of this heavenly sphere 
of ours an objection may be raised whose sources lie at 
a considerable depth. Are we ever justified in believing 
in anything unique? Have we a right to suppose that 
a generic type, a “ form,” is ever realized in one sole 
exemplar? It is not only from the standpoint of Plato’s 
doctrine of ideas that such an hypothesis seems inadmis¬ 
sible. But here an important distinction is necessary. 
This inadmissibility is said to exist for all forms which 
are impressed on matter and for the renewed impression 
of which new matter is ever ready; the exhaustion of 
all matter, of all “ physical and perceptible body,” in the 
formation of this one heaven brings about an exception 
to the general rule, and justifies the uniqueness of that 
exception. 

Much greater depths are reached by the demonstration 
which is intended to confirm the eternity of the celestial 
sphere. It rests in the last resort on the empirical 
connexion which obtains between coming into and passing 
ont of existence on the one hand, between both these 
and qualitative change on the other. Here we may first 
call to memory a profound saying of the Eleatic Melissus : 
“ If the universe were to change in ten thousand years 
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by as much as a hair’s breadth, it would be destroyed 
in the course of all time” (cf. Vol. I. p. 188). This 
reminiscence is all the more in place, as in the very 
passage we are considering, Aristotle refers to the views 
of his predecessors both more copiously and more 
benevolently than is his wont. In so doing he lets fall 
a fine saying. The reader ought to examine the claims 
of conflicting theories before he gives his verdict, in order 
that he may not appear to convict the rejected opinion 
unheard, and as it were by default; further, he who 
desires to come to a true decision should put himself 
rather in the position of an umpire than in that of a 
litigant 

Out of the demonstration, which is spun to considerable 
length, we may perhaps extract, as forming the kernel 
of it, the following propositions. It will not do to hold, 
with Plato, that the heavens had a beginning but will have 
no end, for experience teaches the contrary, that whatever 
has a beginning perishes. It is also clear that the com¬ 
ponents which have united to form a whole, and which 
therefore were previously able to exist apart from such 
combination, must possess the capacity for independent 
existence, and therefore be able to return to it. Again, 
the beginning as well as the end of things is coupled 
with qualitative change, and the same causal factors which 
produce change of quality also bring things into and 
out of existence. Now, for our philosopher the qualita¬ 
tive changelessness of the stars and other bodies enclosed 
in the celestial sphere is a fact firmly established by 
experience—an experience, we may remark, of which 
the many centuries old astronomical observations of the 
Egyptians and Babylonians play by no means the 
smallest part. But causal factors — here we come to 
the last link in the argument—which during vast intervals 
of time have not revealed their presence by the slightest 
trace, may be taken as non-existent; the possibility as 
well of their past as of their future operation, and so of 
their cumulative production of great total effects, may 
thus be regarded as excluded. 
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Plausible as all this sounds, it is devoid of probative 
force. It is much as if one were to reject the theory of 
descent on the ground that a gradual transformation 
of species cannot be proved to have occurred within the 
historical period. Here again the great Atomists have 
seen much further than Aristotle (cf. Vol. I. p. 366). 
They had the same facts before their eyes. But the 
absence of a vision-clouding veil permitted them to 
recognize the truth where the unsuspected agency of 
prejudice and superstitious opinion (perfection of the 
spherical form, existence and power of star-spirits, 
neighbourhood of the First Mover) hid it from the gaze 
of the Stagirite. To this was added a remarkable 
difference of endowment. That supple and well-developed 
faculty of imagination which is the instrument of genius 
no less for scientific discovery than for artistic creation, 
was certainly possessed in lower degree by Aristotle than 
by Leucippus and Democritus. Those who like stronger 
language may speak of his fancy as dwarfed and weak 
in the wing. At all events, there was lacking in him 
that strong impulse of the mind which has both the 
craving and the power to press on far beyond and above 
the facts presented to the senses. 

10. The comparative narrowness of Aristotle’s world- 
scheme was also antagonistic to another fundamental 
doctrine of the old nature-philosophers, that of alternating 
cosmic periods. It is true that his speculation did not 
succeed in altogether leaving the groove, already worn so 
deeply, of cyclic theories. But he confined this mutation 
exclusively to the history of the earth and the history of 
mankind conditioned by it. The bold constructions of his 
predecessors, among whom he refers to Heraclitus and 
Empedocles, while he might also have named Anaxi¬ 
mander and Plato himself (in the "Statesman”), are 
altogether foreign to his thought. His system comprehends 
no Cosmogony, no Zoogony, no Anthropogony. And not, 
as might perhaps be thought, because scientific caution 
restrained him from such adventurous enterprises. From 
adventurous recklessness even his own cyclic doctrine is 
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not free. It is to the effect that the human race has from 
eternity resided on this earth, which likewise is without 
beginning and without a preliminary history. The author 
of the “Politics” and the ‘‘Poetics" acknowledges a pro¬ 
gress, an ascent from lower to higher forms of social 
organization, of science, and of art, as accomplished by 
our species. Here, we may remark by the way, is the only 
instance of true development, gradually realized in the 
course of time, that is to be met with in the teaching of 
Aristotle. This movement has already reached its goal 
times without number, and has as often been compelled 
to ebb back to its starting-point. For secular catastrophes, 
repeated with immeasurable frequency, have laid the earth 
waste, destroyed the race of mankind down to a small 
remnant, and then allowed that race to rise anew and enter 
upon and retravel its ascending path of civilization again 
and again and again. 

This doctrine is at once the weakened reflex of an old 
Pythagorean faith (cf. Vol. I. p. 140 seq.)9 and the con¬ 
sequence of the assumed eternity of the earth and the 
human race combined with the fact that the Stagirite, no 
less than ourselves, was acquainted with peoples of primi¬ 
tive rudeness and savagery. This last circumstance neces¬ 
sarily leads—apart from hypotheses of degeneration—to 
the surprised question why civilization has in so many 
instances not yet advanced beyond its rudiments. The 
answers which we are accustomed to give to this question: 
the gradual cooling and solidification of a gaseous earth 
projected into space immeasurable ages ago; the late 
appearance upon it of the human race, with an intermin¬ 
able pedigree of brutish ancestors; historical accidents of 
every kind, now hastening and now retarding the rise and 
the progress of civilization,—all these answers were either 
unknown to him or deemed untenable. From these diffi¬ 
culties and perplexities a means of escape was provided by 
the circulatory theory of social progress, preparation for 
which had been made by the cyclic doctrines of hi9 pre¬ 
decessors and the records of great floods and kindred 
catastrophes. 
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II. We have now, without noticing it, entered the region 
of the Aristotelian geology. Our philosopher knows and 
uses here the principle, formerly taught by Xenophanes, of 
the summation of minute effects (cf. Vol. I. p. 162), as well 
as that of the periodicity of alternately recurring changes. 
Thus he admits for the history of the earth modes of 
explanation which he rejected in the case of the Cosmos. 
It is true that he lays distinct and particular emphasis on 
the fact that he is treating only of partial, not of universal, 
changes. But even with this limitation, his admission con¬ 
flicts with a wonderful argument which he adduces in sup¬ 
port of the changelessness of the Cosmos, and which we 
permitted ourselves to overlook in that connexion because 
of its manifest unsoundness: A cause which remains 
eternally like itself, as does the Godhead, cannot act now 
in this way and now in that. Applied with full strictness, 
this argument would hold good against the alternation of 
day and night, the circle of the seasons, all change, all pro¬ 
cesses, even the march of time itself; it would, in fact, call 
a halt to the universe. This would make Aristotle the 
natural philosopher into one of those “ unnatural philo¬ 
sophers ” for being which he so severely lashed the Eleatics 
(cf. Vol. I. pp. 166 and 552). 

Warming and cooling are represented as producing in 
the earth’s interior changes which are comparable to the 
different ages in the lives of plants and animals, and which 
bring in their train a periodic alternation of sea and dry 
land. The gradual drying up of rivers and the final dis¬ 
appearance of springs transforms the sea into land; the 
water-courses thence dislodged reappear in other regions 
and there convert the dry land into sea. The way in which 
this transformation is conditioned by the sun's journey 
and the revolution of the heavens is suggested with great 
obscurity. Full clearness is accorded us only on the one 
point that these alternating processes are accomplished 
in periods compared with which the life of men is pitifully 
short. But in spite of this, Aristotle claims to detect in the 
Homeric poems, comparatively young as they are, traces 
of a less advanced stage in the desiccation of Egypt as well 
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as of some districts of Greece. He proceeds, not unjustly 
for once, to censure the ancients—among whom, it is true, 
Herodotus and Thucydides are not to be reckoned (cf. 
Vol. I. pp. 263 and 512)—who, because of their “limited 
survey,” generalized these partial processes, and, on the 
ground of the observed facts, pronounced in favour of a 
progressive increase of land-surface. 

12. We have been able to describe as justified the 
above expression of blame, which is directed chiefly against 
Anaximander; the reverse is the case with the reproaches 
which in a neighbouring passage Aristotle levels against 
Anaximander's immediate successor. The dart of poisoned 
scorn which the Stagirite aims at Anaximenes recoils upon 
himself. At the point where he is about to treat of the 
winds, then of rivers and the sea, he makes an astonishingly 
pretentious opening remark. None of the older writers, 
he says, has produced anything on the subject which might 
not have been contributed by the man in the street. And 
immediately afterwards he proceeds to rebuke those who 
see in the wind “ nothing else but air in motion,” who 
therefore regard all the different winds as essentially the 
same and only distinguished by the regions over which they 
have blown. The context of the passage allows no doubt 
that among those on whom the Stagirite here pours the 
vials of his scorn, Anaximenes occupies the foremost place. 
He himself explains the cause of the winds to be what 
he calls 0 dry exhalation,” a species of which smoke is a 
sub-variety, and from which stones and other non-fusible 
minerals have derived their origin. On a level with this 
application of an obscure fiction, or with his polemic 
against those who derive all springs from atmospheric pre¬ 
cipitation, is his confident explanation of a phenomenon 
before which modem research halts helpless and unable to 
do more than acknowledge a primordial fact—the saltness 
of the sea. 

Confidence in the false is an attribute of Aristotle the 
physicist and metaphysician which greatly outweighs his 
occasional fits of modesty. It is a characteristic which 
sometimes we may find amusing; but in truth it teaches 
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an impressive lesson in the duty of self-criticism, and 
supplies an urgent warning against intellectual arrogance. 
Near the end of the twelfth book of the “ Metaphysics ” 
there is an accumulation, such as perhaps can nowhere 
else be found, of expressions of satisfaction with his own 
achievements and of the depreciation which he thinks the 
due of all his predecessors, including this time Plato him¬ 
self. Nearly all the fundamental problems of natural 
philosophy are there passed in review, and continually 
the same refrain occurs : “ On this subject no one says 
anything that is right.” And the general summing-up is 
given in the words: “ No one can produce anything sound 
on the subject unless he says the same as we do.” 

And how slender was the foundation for this self- 
confidence ! The acumen of the brilliant dialectician cer¬ 
tainly did not fail him even in these regions. His physics, 
indeed, may be described as misused dialectic. But his 
infatuation with d priori and superstitious prejudices, his 
excessive trust in the supposed kernel of truth contained 
in widespread and ancient opinions, his fear, due to 
deficient imagination, of bold hypotheses that far tran¬ 
scend the bounds of the sensible, and finally a preference, 
partly an old Greek heritage, partly a personal characteristic, 
for comparatively narrow and circumscribed horizons, a 
preference which we shall meet with again in his political 
theories,—ail these factors co-operated to dwarf the Stagi- 
rite’s achievement in this field, and to stamp it with the 
seal of retrogression. 

The task which now presents itself of discussing the 
second pair of causes gives us a welcome opportunity to 
enter a region in which the intellect of our philospher has 
left a far deeper trace, the region of organic nature and 
biological research. 

VOL. IV. K 
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CHAPTER XII. 

ARISTOTLE AS AN INVESTIGATOR OF NATURE. 

(Continuation : Organic Nature.) 

I. WERE Aristotle not known to us as a philosophic 
encyclopaedist of universal range, we might almost have 
been tempted to take him for a specialist in zoology ; so 
remarkable is the depth of his studies in this field and so 
astonishing the magnitude of his achievement. The com¬ 
pass of his main work on zoology is to that of his writings 
on inorganic nature (“ Physics,” “ On the Heavens,” “ On 
Generation and Corruption,” “ Meteorology ”) in the pro¬ 
portion of about three to two. It is almost equal to the 
compass of his anthropological works, using the term in 
its widest sense (“ On the Soul,” “ Ethics,” “ Politics,” 
“ Rhetoric,” and “ Poetics,” the second lost book of which 
last we suppose as long as the first), and again about equal 
to that of the works on general philosophy, fundamental 
for all subjects alike (the books of the “ Organon ” and 
the “ Metaphysics ”). The other main division of organic 
life evidently occupied the Stagirite much less persistently. 
The extant tract “ On Plants ” is no doubt spurious, and 
gives us no right to draw conclusions; but the fact that 
his successor Theophrastus treated botany in two extensive 
works, which have come down to us, clearly indicates that 
the master had left the pupil much to do in this direction. 

Was it a taste inherited from his medical ancestors that 
moved Aristotle to this preferential treatment of animal 
life ? Or was it as being the next thing to man that the 
beast so particularly engaged the interest of one who 
probed all sides of human existence with never-failing 
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ardour ? In any case he was, even according to his own 
view, least of a specialist in mathematical and astronomical 
matters, in dealing with which he so often appeals to the 
“ expert ” and the “ competent judge.” It agrees with this 
that he cultivated the neighbouring field of physical and 
chemical studies with far less success than the biological 
field. We might almost describe him as one who was a 
humanist in his natural philosophy, one whose intellect 
grew in penetrative power the nearer his’subject approached 
to that other pole of all knowledge, the science of mind 
and the soul. 

Aristotle has, moreover, himself declared the grounds 
of his preference for the organic world in memorable words. 
“ Here, too, there are gods ”—it is thus that, like Hera¬ 
clitus, he apostrophizes the student about to enter this 
department of research. In it more than elsewhere he 
sees the rule, not of blind chance but of purpose, rooted 
in the beautiful (of the “ ideal,” we should say). If any 
one were inclined to sniff at this employment upon the 
bodies of animals for the reason that blood, flesh, mucus, 
etc., are not exalted objects of contemplation, he could 
hardly think otherwise of the study of man. But in each 
case the important thing is not the matter, but the way 
in which it is compounded, and the whole being. Truly 
the imperishable bodies revealed to us in the vault of 
heaven are infinitely higher than all earthly things ; but 
their vast distance places them out of the reach of accurate 
inspection. We must therefore content ourselves with 
little, just as the lover prefers a glimpse accorded him 
by the object of his love to the full view of any other 
face. In respect of the animal world a kind of compensa¬ 
tion is given us. Though these perishable beings may not 
be comparable in value to the eternal stars, yet even the 
ugliest and meanest of them, just because they are nearer 
and more familiar to us, afford “ unspeakable pleasures ” 
to be enjoyed by those “ who are not devoid of the philo¬ 
sophic sense and are devoted to the study of causes.” 

2. In what precedes, we have already found ourselves 
obliged to refer to the idea of purpose. In entering the 
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region of organic nature we have reached the true home 
and principal workshop of the fourth of Aristotle's causes, 
the final cause, which, besides, makes so near an approach 
to the third, the notional or formal cause, that the two not 
seldom coincide. For the Stagirite shows himself a true 
disciple of Plato in this, that he makes things receive their 
definiteness from their generic types, though these no 
longer confront them from without, but reside within them 
as immanent. But the question is not hereby solved as 
to where those qualities have their root which vary from 
individual to individual, instead of being common to a 
whole species, e.g. the brown or blue colour of our eyes. 
The goal-seeking character of nature is now paralleled 
with the technical skill of man, to which it is regarded 
as cognate. If houses were natural products—he says 
in a noteworthy passage of the “ Physics ”—they would 
be like the houses actually built by human art. It is 
a fundamental rule for him that "Nature does nothing 
in vain." Not, it is true, that even this rule is without 
exceptions. That the ideal or natural purpose does not 
everywhere and at all times win through and arrive at 
full realization is a patent fact to which the Stagirite 
was anything but blind. He acknowledges in such cases 
the victorious power of recalcitrant matter (t/A?/), which, 
elsewhere, it is true, he describes as mere featureless 
potentiality. Here, too, his mind travels in the grooves 
cut by Plato. In particular he compares monstrosities, 
the occurrence of which in the animal world claimed much 
of his attention, to the failures which arise in all technical 
pursuits, to the scribes slip of the pen, the physician's or 
apothecary's undue dilution of a drug. 

Aristotle's teleological interpretation of the universe 
outgrew the cramping bounds by which that conception 
had been confined in the thought of Xenophon, perhaps 
of Socrates. It is not man and the profit that he draws 
from the well-ordering of the universe that stands in the 
foreground of his contemplation. It is rather the well- 
ordered beauty of the Cosmos itself that determines his 
judgment, wherein he resembles Anaxagoras, Diogenes 
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of Apollonia, and Plato. The occasional and isolated 
accomplishment of a result—somewhat to this effect runs 
a passage on the subject in the “ Physics ”—passes with 
us for an accident; but where a process or agency achieves 
its result with exceptionless regularity, or even in the great 
majority of cases, there we have a right to assume an 
effort directed to an end. Wnoever at the time of the 
Trojan war had observed the advantageous disposition 
of the Greek army and the subordination of its movements 
would have been well justified in supposing a guiding 
purpose behind what he saw ; and so would any one who 
watched a ship speeding through the high seas to the 
haven with sails full-spread to the favouring wind. Such 
are the examples with which in one of his popular works 
the Stagirite illustrated the purposefulness of natural pro¬ 
cesses. Foremost in this connexion he places the structure 
and the activities of organic beings, including the arrange¬ 
ments which provide for the preservation of the species, 
such as the nest-building of birds, the performances of bees 
and ants, and so on. He is acquainted with Empedocles’ 
attempt to explain the purpose-serving character of organic 
forms by the mere survival of the fit; but he mocks the 
attempt in a manner which is not without humour. If 
these hybrid creatures which Empedocles supposed to have 
appeared spontaneously, and to have perished because of 
their unfitness, eg. “bovine bodies with human heads,” 
had ever come actually before our eyes, we should have 
regarded them just as we regard the monstrosities which 
even now occur in the animal world, namely, as devia¬ 
tions from an already established rule, not as phenomena 
preceding the establishment of one. 

We ourselves have no right whatever to look slightingly 
on Aristotle's teleology. The purpose-serving character of 
organic forms is still one of the problems whose solution 
we long for, but in spite of Lamarck, Wallace, and Darwin, 
have by no means yet found. The chief question that 
forces itself upon us here is this: Does the hypothesis 
of purpose in nature serve more to hinder or to help the 
progress of biological research ? This question, so far as 
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we can judge, admits of no simple and peremptory answer. 
If the beholder of a machine has rightly grasped its function 
and purpose, his eye for the details of its construction and 
working has no doubt become keener and surer. To this 
extent it is certainly just to speak of the heuristic value 
of the teleological way of looking at nature. But against 
this advantage there are to be set two disadvantages. The 
pursuit of assumed final causes may divert the researcher's 
aim from the ascertainment of immediate causes, easily 
and safely accessible to human discernment. And again, 
the work or function of an organ may be misunder¬ 
stood, and the erroneous teleological interpretation may 
cloud our perception of the facts themselves, may support 
or help to produce inexact observations and hasty con¬ 
clusions. The first of these dangers was well known to 
Aristotle, and he laboured with much care, but assuredly 
not with uniform success, for its obviation. “Zeus," he 
says somewhere, M does not send rain that the plants may 
grow, but of necessity. For the rising exhalations must 
cool; when cooled they must become water and sink down¬ 
wards.” It is surprising to find the mechanical explanation 
here taking the place of the teleological one. The reason 
is to be found partly in the immediately following reference 
to the damage done by excessive or unseasonable rains— 
visitations which for once preserve our philosopher from 
teleological optimism. Partly, too, the obvious character 
of these physical processes counts for something ; the teleo¬ 
logical interpretation usually makes its appearance in Aris¬ 
totle, as elsewhere, when the ordinary means of explaining 
nature deny their aid. As a principle, it is true, he does not 
hold with neglecting the Why of things while attending 
to their Wherefore. There is a passage full of meaning 
in which he describes the mechanical causes as the servants 
and instruments of the final causes. But it is one thing 
thus to acknowledge a principle and another to carry it 
out consistently in practice. Aristotle's attempt to do 
so, as can well be understood, is frequently wrecked on 
the difficulty, if not impossibility, of discerning the con¬ 
nexion of the proximate or mechanical causes, especially in 
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biological matters. Thus, in point of fact, nature is for him 
broken up into two spheres, in one of which necessity 
reigns, and in the other purpose. For the rest he has 
equal censure for those who assume purposes of nature 
where mere mechanical necessity is at work, and for those 
who, like the Atomists, discard altogether the question of 
the Wherefore or purpose, and who judge precisely as one 
would do who at the tapping of a dropsy should describe 
the physician’s lancet, and not his desire to cure the patient, 
as the cause of the operation. Telling as this comparison 
seems, it really is anything but convincing. For while many 
human purposes, like that of the operator just spoken of, 
are plain to be seen, our endeavour to learn the purposes 
of nature is exposed to the severest deceptions, and is led 
astray by subjective interpretation of the facts. A flagrant 
example of such error may find a place here. Inexact 
observation had led Aristotle or his predecessors to assert 
that the number of sutures is greater in the human skull 
than in that of other creatures, and greater in the male 
skull than in the female. Straight on the heels of the 
malobservation comes an interpretation that blocks the 
way to its correction. Those sutures, it is suggested, 
serve to ventilate the brain, and must therefore be most 
numerous where the heart and lungs are richest in blood, 
and give the brain (fantastically conceived as a refrigerator) 
the greatest amount of work to do. 

3. There are three great works in which the Stagirite 
expatiated over all the provinces of animal life. The first 
and most extensive, the “ History of Animals,” treats the 
phenomena (his own expression) of animal life; while the 
second does not, as its title, “ On the Parts of Animals,” 
would suggest, serve a purely anatomical purpose, but 
together with the organs of animals describes also their 
functions, and is therefore termed by its author an ex¬ 
position of causes. The third main work, “On the 
Generation of Animals,” is intended to instruct us on 
their origin, and accordingly covers the ground of repro¬ 
duction and development (embryology). 

A chorus of enthusiastic voices sings the praises of 
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these works. Some of the most eminent biologists, zoolo¬ 
gists, and philosophic naturalists of the nineteenth century 
have outbid each other in admiration of the “great 
Stagirite.” Cuvier and the son of his opponent, the 
younger Geoffroy St. Hilaire, Sir John Herschel with 
his deistic tendencies, and Blainville so highly esteemed 
by the positivists, are here found in unanimous agreement. 
No less a person than Charles Darwin affirms somewhere 
that he has always looked up to Linnaeus and Cuvier as 
to gods, but that by the side of the man who wrote the 
“History of Animals” they seem to him like schoolboys. 
On the other hand, George Henry Lewes, the biographer 
of Goethe, and the author of “ Seaside Studies,” has 
penned some severe, perhaps not seldom unduly severe, 
criticism of Aristotle’s achievement in his “Aristotle, a 
Chapter from the History of Science.” But he fared like 
Balaam ; his reprimand more than once veered round 
into a hymn of exuberant praise. 

Let us contemplate, first of all, the reverse of the 
medal. “Aristotle,” so Lewes exclaims in one passage, 
“ knew nothing of the muscles, not even of their existence. 
He knew very little indeed of two or three nerves, and 
absolutely nothing of the nervous system. He did not 
distinguish between arteries and veins. Thus the three 
most important parts of the organism . . . were wholly 
hidden from him.” We might go further. The brain, 
which had already been recognized by Alcmaeon, who 
had been followed by a great Hippocratic and Plato 
(cf. Vol. I. pp. 148 and 313), as a central organ, was 
deposed by the Stagirite from that rank, and explained 
as being, like the lungs, an apparatus for cooling the 
blood ; the heart, on the other hand, was in accordance 
with old-time popular physiology restored to its position 
as the seat of consciousness. The reproductive act was 
seriously misunderstood, as there was ascribed to the 
male element merely a stimulating and quickening in¬ 
fluence ; while the hypothesis of spontaneous generation 
was extended to organisms of quite complex structure. 
How is the recognition of such grave defects and errors, 
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which partly at least arose from the rejection of know¬ 
ledge already won, to be reconciled with an extrava¬ 
gantly high estimate of Aristotle as a biologist ? If we 
wish to give a just answer to this question, if we wish 
within the limits of possibility to give this great man his 
full rights, to appraise his merit not too high and not 
too low, it is first of all necessary to cast a rapid glance 
over his predecessors, the means of research at his disposal, 
and the methods he employed. In this way—to state our 
verdict in advance—we shall learn to know and admire 
the unprecedented greatness of his undertaking, the 
astonishing width of his survey, his choice of valuable 
methods despite the temptations of his own dialectical 
skill, finally, certain generalizations of great if not universal 
application, and the marvellous and many-sided gifts which 
made these triumphs possible. 

4, An opinion formerly widespread and hardly as yet 
contested a quarter of a century ago, to the effect that 
Aristotle, so to speak, created zoology out of nothing, did 
our philosopher at once too much and too little honour. 
It credited him with a more than human achievement, and 
it charged him with the responsibility for countless fallacies 
and malobservations of others. It is not even to-day 
possible to draw a clean line of separation between what 
is original and what is borrowed either in his triumphs 
or in his failures. But we know at least that in none of 
the fields here concerned Aristotle was without pre¬ 
decessors. Our author himself seems to us to distinguish, 
here and there with some care, between what he has seen 
for himself and what he takes on the authority of others. 
Not seldom an emphatic “we have observed” contrasts 
with “it has been seen,” or “it has been noticed.” There 
is no lack, too, as has always been sufficiently evident, of 
appeals to specialists. For example, the Cypriote Syen- 
nesis, the Hippocratic Polybus, and Diogenes of Apollonia, 
are made use of and criticized in the section descriptive 
of the arteries, just as Leophanes (or Cleophanes), the 
putative author of the pseudo-Hippocratic treatise “On 
Superfetation,” is utilized on the subject of reproduction. 
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In addition to scientific specialists there also appears a 
host of “ practical specialists ” outside the guild of learning, 
among whom fishermen, bee-keepers, shepherds, all kinds 
of hunters, fowlers, stock-breeders, and veterinary surgeons 
receive particular mention. Frequent reference is made to 
the doctrines of the old and the new nature-philosophers, 
sometimes laudatory, more commonly the reverse; and 
the harshness of his criticism does not spare even Plato’s 
“ Timaeus.” In the field of descriptive zoology, the number 
of his predecessors seems smaller. It remains a question 
how far Democritus is included among them, as of his 
work in three books on the problems of animal life only 
scanty remnants are in our hands ; in any case, Aristotle 
discusses his views on animal physiology with unnsual 
frequency. Speusippus, too, from what we know of his 
book “ On Similarities ” could not possibly be absent from 
the list; a Herodorus of Heraclea is once mentioned and 
censured in connexion with a special question ; and in the 
same passage reference is made to an error of which 
“many” have been guilty. Other writers, with whom 
we shall soon have to concern ourselves, had preceded 
him in the fields of classification combined with description, 
of comparative anatomy, and of embryology. 

Next to the literary and cognate aids to study come 
the available means and opportunities of independent 
observation. As early as the time of Herodotus it was 
possible to enjoy the sight of a variety of exotic beasts 
in the park of the Persian king’s palace at Susa; and in 
the Egypt of the Ptolemies even municipal zoological 
gardens were to be found in the cities. But we have no 
record of any similar institutions in Macedon and Greece. 
Still, at Athens, single specimens of rare animals were 
kept by fanciers and exhibited for pay. Indeed, there 
were even menageries in which trained lions and bears 
and so on showed off their tricks. The narratives of the 
ancients respecting the support given by Alexander to 
his tutor by consignments of animals frpm the Far East 
deserve little credence, if only because of the fabulous 
numbers mentioned, In any case, such gifts could only 
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have been received in the last lustrum of our philosopher’s 
life, while the composition of his zoological works belongs, 
certainly to an advanced, but not to quite the latest stage 
of his scientific activity. In this respect, therefore, his 
resources can hardly have exceeded those possessed by his 
contemporaries; and the exacter knowledge (in some in¬ 
stances the uncommonly exact knowledge) which specialists 
find in his works, of about five hundred species of animals 
(a three-thousandth part of the species now known over 
the whole globe), is, under all the circumstances, an amazing 
result of his restless research and his devoted zeal in 
collecting. This knowledge extended from the lowest 
shell-fish, which he himself calls a “ middle thing between 
plant and animal,” up to man. 

5. It is not a little strange to learn that the knowledge 
which Aristotle possessed of physical man stands at a far 
lower level than that which he acquired of organisms much 
lower in the scale of life. Thus he has never seen either 
the human kidneys or the human uterus. He himself does 
not shrink from the confession that the inward parts of 
man are “ the least known of all,” and that such knowledge 
must be based on the examination of other forms of life— 
a foundation on which his own anatomical diagrams rested. 
Indeed, the already-mentioned absolutely false assumption 
as to the number of the cranial sutures shows us, as has 
rightly been remarked, that he never once took advantage 
of any of the many opportunities that must have presented 
themselves of carefully examining the skulls of the dead 
and comparing them with each other as well as with animal 
skulls. If, on the other hand, as we may remark in passing, 
such easily avoidable shortcomings are not to be laid at 
the door of the great encyclopaedist himself, but of the 
writers whom he consulted, we lose the right of giving him, 
rather than the authorities, the credit of the strikingly 
exact observations which are so much admired in other 
passages. Take, for example, the observation that the male 
cuttlefish sometimes inserts an arm in the female mantle 
and leaves it there—a phenomenon which even Cuvier inter¬ 
preted falsely, for he regarded the arm as an intestinal 
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worm. In both sets of instances we shall do well to put 
the responsibility on the incomparable acuteness of the 
senses and the ever-active curiosity of the ancient Greeks 
in general, as also on their lack of strict objective exact¬ 
ness and scientific training. But to return to man: what 
hindered the exhaustive knowledge of his bodily con¬ 
formation was that shrinking from post-mortem examina¬ 
tions which was first overcome by the great Alexandrine 
physicians. There was only one .quarter in which this 
shrinking had no effect. The human foetus was opened 
and dismembered by Aristotle’s contemporaries and by 
himself; and this branch of research, assisted as it was 
by the frequency at that time of deliberately induced 
abortion, gave students a much exacter idea of ipan in 
the make than of the completed product. 

The anatomist followed in the train of the butcher, the 
sacrificing priest, and the cook. Here, as elsewhere, real 
or supposed need smoothed the way for science. Animals, 
too, were prepared in an ingenious manner for purely 
external inspection ; thus they were kept without food in 
order that the course of the blood-vessels might be better 
traced in their emaciated bodies. If a dead animal was 
preferred for examination, it was killed in such cases ex¬ 
clusively by strangling, so that the emptying of the vessels 
by loss of blood might be avoided. When the legend exhibits 
to us Democritus surrounded by the opened bodies of 
animals (cf. Vol. I. p. 316), it brings before our eyes a 
faithful picture of what the state of knowledge at that time 
shows to have been the only form of anatomical research 
then in use. It is not open to doubt that Aristotle per¬ 
formed many dissections of animals; and it must be con¬ 
sidered as at least highly probable that he considerably 
enlarged the horizon of contemporary research in this 
respect. If the minute examination of the lower animals 
had been no novelty, the Stagirite would hardly have felt 
any need to undertake an emphatic defence of this branch 
of research against its despisers; he would have had no 
occasion to chastise the “ childish reluctance ” which ob¬ 
jected to the investigation of “ meanly regarded animals." 
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He may well have fared like the founder of English 
surgery, John Hunter (1728-1793), who was laughed at by 
his short-sighted colleagues for “wasting his time over 
flies and frogs.” Nothing was accounted by the Stagirite 
as too mean or too remote: not the ovary of the oyster, 
nor the bladder of the tortoise, nor the posture of mat¬ 
ing hedgehogs. Although in this province, too, he has 
committed numerous errors of detail, his high apprecia¬ 
tion and his advancement, if not foundation, of the 
practice of animal-dissections, to which, according to 
Tiedemann, we owe “almost all the most important dis¬ 
coveries in anatomy and physiology,” constitute merit of 
the highest order. 

6. We come to a question of importance both in itself 
and for the purposes of the present work—the question as 
to the temper of mind in which Aristotle minted the 
treasures of his own and others’ observation and drew far- 
reaching inferences and general views from the raw material 
of facts. Here we are at once surprised by a remarkable 
contrast. In treating of the books on physics, we were 
entitled to speak of “ misused dialectic.” No one would 
ever think of employing such a term to characterize the 
biological books. In no part of his writings does the 
Stagirite stand at so great a distance from the author of 
the “ Topics ” as in the works which now occupy us. Loose, 
merely dialectical proofs are most decisively repudiated. 
The deduction of conclusions from the “ specific principles ” 
peculiar to the object of study is inculcated repeatedly and 
with the greatest emphasis. “ Too far-fetched explanations ” 
are severely condemned. At the same time, to be sure, 
the adroit dialectician cannot always deny himself the 
pleasure of inventing ingenious pseudo-demonstrations. 
But he does not here, as so often elsewhere, set them in 
the van of his argument to be followed by weightier and 
more cogent reasons ; on the contrary, he expressly desig¬ 
nates them as “empty” or “null,” and draws the most 
definite possible distinction between such sportive exercise 
of the mind and the kind of proof which he judges truly 
valid. 
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It is so in respect of a question which, from the time of 
Democritus onwards had formed the theme of much dis¬ 
cussion, that as to the sterility of mules. He begins by 
an attempt to prove it impossible that these animals should 
breed. For what kind of young could they have ? From 
the union of two animals of unlike species there is produced 
offspring different from both, while from that of individuals 
of the same species like offspring is derived. Neither of 
these suppositions can be admitted here. The young 
cannot be different, because the male and female belong 
to the same species, as being both mules ; but just as little 
can such a union produce like offspring, because both 
parents, as mixtures of horse and ass, are themselves 
different. It is plain enough that the words implying like¬ 
ness and unlikeness of species are not used in the same 
sense in the two parts of the argument; in the first case, 
the reference is to the nature of the two animals them¬ 
selves, and in the second to their origin. In point of fact, 
Aristotle adduces the argument only to condemn it, and 
that as being “too general and therefore vain as being 
a mere show argument, which, for the rest, proves too much 
the unfruitfulness of all bastards without exception. 

Here, no less than elsewhere, he falls a victim to the 
fever of universal explanation. The biological works are 
crammed with desperate attempts at explanation which 
have their origin in deficient knowledge and in unsound, 
sometimes we might say superficial, interpretations of the 
phenomena. That wise reserve which abstains from the 
explanation of enigmatic processes and relegates them to 
a future better prepared for the task (cf. p. 60) is the 
rarest of exceptions. The greatest harm is done by his 
leaning to over-simple explanations, such as make speci¬ 
fically biological phenomena depend immediately upon 
merely physical causes. We might almost speak here of 
premature attempts to establish the "unity of natural 
forces”—a tendency towards which the Atomists were 
impelled by the exclusively mechanical presuppositions of 
their doctrine, while even our philosopher, with his greater 
endowment of biological insight, was led in the same 
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direction by defective knowledge of the higher regions 
of organic life, more especially by his total ignorance of 
the functions of brain and nerves. An instance of this 
occurs when he proposes to deduce the palpitation caused 
by fear from a cooling of the upper part of the body 
brought about by emotion, and a consequent sinking and 
contraction of the vital heat, an occasional result of which 
is the extinction of that heat and the death of the 
frightened animal. Another instance is his theory that 
the exceptional size of some animals’ hearts is the cause 
of their shyness and timidity—a theory based on the 
ground that the warmth of the heart when spread over 
a large space has less effect than if it were compressed 
into less room, much as the same fire that warms a little 
chamber leaves a large hall cold. Other examples are 
supplied by the fantastic attempt to explain the fair hair 
of the Sarmatians and the rough wool of the Sarmatian 
sheep as equally due to northern cold. Again, the breaking 
of a boy’s voice and the shrill tones of a eunuch are 
deduced from fundamentally false anatomical premisses; 
baldness is ascribed to the coolness of the brain, etc., etc. 
Georges Pouchet, the best exponent of the Aristotelian 
biology, might well exclaim, in view of such aberrations, 
u Lucky philosophy to be able to reconcile all contra¬ 
dictions so well and to give a reason for everything! ” 
But by the side of such expressions of justified impatience 
the following consideration may also perhaps find a place. 
This irritating intrusiveness of Aristotle’s passion for 
explanation may well have been an indispensable servant 
of his polymathy. The mind of the all-embracing encyclo¬ 
paedist could hardly have preserved in security the same 
immense store of knowledge if it had remained for the 
most part a heap of unconnected data and problems. His 
essays in explanation, premature and presumptuous as 
many of them were, wove a net whose meshes were 
adapted to hold the vast unwieldy mass together and 
save it from falling to pieces. 

7. Our philosopher’s wealth of resource—that at once 
so valuable and so fatal dowry—assumed, as we see, very 
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different forms at different phases of his activity; it wears 
one shape in his physical, and another in his biological 
works. In the latter he is as far removed as possible from 
the empty apriorism of the former. We are inclined to 
imagine a progressive maturity, a clarification of his mind 
accomplished in the lapse of time. And, in point of fact, 
the three main works treating the subjects of zoology, 
anatomy and physiology, and embryology, imply the 
previous composition not only of the four chief physical 
works, but also of the books “ On the Soul.” There is, 
however, a great deal that restrains us from making the 
progress of years alone responsible for this change in 
method. What we have in mind is not so much the part 
played by dialectical sham-proofs in the “ Rhetoric,” a 
work of still later date, whose subject and purpose connect 
it closely with the much earlier “Topics,” as the heap¬ 
ing up of sound and unsound proofs that occurs in the 
“ Poetics,” a work written not long before the “ Rhetoric.” 
For example, the superiority of tragic over epic poetry is 
there maintained with an astonishing muster of looser and 
stricter arguments mixed together. To the same category 
belong those violent adjustments by which the whole of 
the virtues, including truthfulness and justice, are forced 
into the framework of the “mean.” The difference of 
subject may have meant still more than the difference 
of age. In physics, a lack of at once assured and fruitful 
fundamental knowledge, a lack for which no doubt (as 
in his rejection of the Democritean theory of displacement) 
he was sometimes himself to blame, threw him into the 
arms of empty thought-constructions like his doctrine of 
elements (cf. pp. 63,64). But in the biological field a count¬ 
less abundance of valuable facts were at his command. 
Here, we might say, he is as much at home in the concrete 
as there he was in the abstract. The excessive mobility 
and adaptability of his mind drives him, not now to 
unsubstantial thought-building, but rather to a premature 
acceptance of supposed connexions in matters of fact. 
From these excrescences of the quest for causes one 
branch alone of biology remains fully free. It is that 
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branch in which the mind of the investigator must be 
content with observation and comparison, where his whole 
task consists of arrangement, classification, the ascertain¬ 
ment of similarities and of widely comprehensive laws of 
coexistence. It is here that Aristotle—so much may be 
confidently maintained—did his best work and showed his 
full mastery as an investigator of nature. 

VOL. IV. L 
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CHAPTER XTIT. 

ARISTOTLE AS AN INVESTIGATOR OF NATURE. 

(Continuation : the Systematist, the Comparative 

Anatomist and Physiologist.) 

1. To classify is to arrange by means of generalizations 
and at the same time to provide a graduated scheme of 
such generalizations. Out of the abundance of data in 
the nature of facts (phenomena, processes, things) the 
mind selects elements connected by common features, and 
with them constructs a general type. With these general 
types the same procedure is continued, each new set of 
ideas is subordinated to another set, until the narrowing 
pyramid finally ends in a point—one or several generic 
notions of the highest order. In the case with which 
we are concerned, such generic notions are those of plant 
or animal, of organic being, or even of entity in general. 
Though this construction serves the ends of scientific per¬ 
spective, it is by no means originally a product of the 
scientific sense or even of conscious effort. The truth 
rather is that in its first stages the process goes on, as 
we may say, automatically. What happens is not so much 
that the common element is recognized in different things, 
but that the differences are overlooked, neglected, or 
forgotten. It is so that the Polynesian proceeds at the 
present day; if a new quadruped is imported into his 
country, he assimilates it to the only quadruped he knows, 
calls it by the same name, and by the transference acquires 
the general notion of quadruped. The strong impression 
made on a child by the barking of the family dog leads 
him to regard all other animals that bark, though the 
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differences between them may be no less than that between 
a lapdog and a greyhound, as belonging together, and to 
greet their appearance by an imitative bark. In such 
processes we may see the beginnings of, or at any rate 
the first steps towards, the formation of classes. At a 
later stage it is principally the relation to human purposes 
that supplements the most striking differences of size, 
form, and habitat as a basis of classification. We speak 
of wild and tame, of useful and noxious animals, of 
domestic animals and game, of large and small stock, 
of flying and creeping creatures, of sea-monsters, with 
many other like distinctions. 

Occasionally superstition has led to a more careful 
separation of animal groups, such as is found in the 
dietary prohibitions of the Old Testament. We refer to 
the recognition of the class of ruminants, and their partial 
identification with the group of cloven-hoofed quadrupeds 
—an isolated gleam of illumination, since a little further 
on such widely different species as the lizard and the mole 
are coupled together. 

2. We are as yet unacquainted with the first beginnings 
among the Greeks of a purely scientific division of animals, 
a division, that is, which disregards all points of view 
foreign to the subject itself, and which accurately emphasizes 
the essential features. That in this field, too, Aristotle did 
not lack predecessors might be conjectured simply in view 
of the restless scientific activity of that age. Some of the 
names given by Aristotle to the leading groups (outside 
universally known terms like “ fish ” and “ bird ”) are found 
in earlier writers, namely, the great physician Diodes, 
known as the “ Second Hippocrates/’ and also Speusippus. 
Probably Democritus had already spoken of the great 
class of “ blood-possessing ” animals, and others again had 
alluded to the sub-group of the "single-hoofed.” At the 
end of Plato’s “ Timaeus ” some principal members of the 
animal series are mentioned in connexion with that theory 
of descent which so well deserves the name. A searching 
analysis of the second of the pseudo-Hippocratic books 
u On Diet ” has also enabled a contemporary of ours to 
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treat of a “ Coan” system of animals, which in its main 
features agrees with that of Aristotle, 

It is quite possible that Aristotle was not himself the 
first to define any single one of the chief animal-groups 
which occur in his writings. Can we acknowledge this 
possibility and yet retain a right to commemorate him 
as a pioneer who rendered the most eminent service to 
this branch of knowledge ? Most certainly we can ; for, 
with the contemporary just alluded to, we may regard the 
essential merit of his achievement as lying not so much 
“in the special arrangement of the material” as “rather 
in the development of the logical principles of classifica¬ 
tion.” But not in this last alone. For all specialists are 
unanimous in declaring that systematic zoology itself did 
not progress a single step between Aristotle and Linnaeus 
(1707-1778). And even the author of the “Systema 
Naturae ” stood in several matters to the rear of Aristotle ; 
thus in ten out of the twelve editions which he personally 
prepared he numbered the whales among the fishes, while 
Aristotle placed them among the “viviparous” animals, 
as he called them—that is, the mammalia. 

3. A first step in this exhibition of the true principles 
of systematization is the Stagirite’s decisive rejection of 
dichotomy. This mode of procedure, which undertakes 
to build up a classification by repeated division into two, 
was the earliest and most obvious method of didactic 
partition. On such lines were the attempts at classification 
in Plato’s “ Sophist.” But increasing maturity of thought 
soon led the author of that work, as we learn from the 
“ Statesman ” and the “ Philebus,” to discover that this 
principle of division does not admit of anything like 
universal application. Such could not be the case—we 
may add in explanation—unless the upper division always 
fell into no more than two lower divisions, related to each 
other as contrary opposites, much like white and black. 
But since black may be also contrasted with blue, green, 
red, etc., the twofold division can be maintained erect in 
such cases only by balancing black against not-black, which 
latter must be afterwards broken up into its sub-varieties. 
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It is obvious from this example that the contradictory 
antithesis provides a merely artificial and altogether un¬ 
fruitful principle of division. Aristotle, who seems to have 
been preceded in this by Speusippus, discussed the matter 
thoroughly, with unmistakable allusion to the attempts at 
classification in the “ Sophist,” and came to the conclusion 
that dichotomy is untenable as an exclusive principle of 
division, and that its employment is “ partly impossible, 
partly nugatory.” 

His first and chief objection is the sterility of negation 
as a ground of division. The footless, the wingless, and so 
on, give no handle to further division ; there are no sub- 
varieties of the merely negative. To this first disadvantage 
a second is added whenever the dichotomy separates things 
closely connected with each other, as happens not only in 
the case of the subdivisions of a common genus, but also 
in that of the members of one and the same kind or species. 
This drawback attends the dichotomy ‘‘land-animals and 
water-animals,” or the antithesis of “ winged and wingless.” 
In the first case aquatic birds, for example, are separated 
from their near relations, the land-birds ; the first are thrown 
into a class along with the fishes, the second with land- 
mammals and reptiles. But the opposition of winged and 
wingless even tears apart creatures belonging to the same 
species; it parts the winged ants that possess sex from the 
wingless neuters, the winged male glow-worm from the 
wingless female. 

Thus Aristotle was led, without noticing it, to discover 
and to proclaim with emphasis those principles of natural 
division which in our century have won their final victory. 
Lewes, indeed, credited the Stagirite with no more than 
a “dim perception of the natural method.” But he might 
have learnt better from the thorough treatment of the sub¬ 
ject by Jurgen Bona Meyer in his “ Zoology of Aristotle.” 
Over and over again Aristotle points out that whatever 
distinguishing marks we divide by, we should never use 
one alone, but always a number of them. And among these 
marks those are placed in the second rank which rest upon 
* functions” or “performances,” conditioned as these so 
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often are by the habitat of animals and their mode of life. 
The precedence is thus transferred from the physiological 
to the anatomical characters ; original or structural features 
are preferred to those depending on adaptation. “ Animals 
differing in species are distinguished in most of their parts 
(their presence or absence, their position and arrangement), 
. . . groups (on the other hand) whose parts show only 
differences of degree are combined into a common group.” 
Without dreaming of the theory of descent, Aristotle did 
preliminary work towards it by choosing for his guiding- 
lines in the systematization of animals those characters 
which have the greatest permanence and therefore the 
greatest probative force for family relationship. In this 
he resembles Cuvier; and the praise given to this latter, 
e.g. by Louis Agassiz in his “ Essay on Classification,” is 
by others bestowed in almost the same terms on Aristotle. 
The “vertebrates” of Cuvier correspond precisely to the 
Stagirite’s “blood-animals,” with their subdivisions: the 
mammalia (called by him “viviparous”), the birds, the 
reptiles and amphibia (four-footed or footless egg-layers), 
and fishes. He was not here guided by the possession of 
this one attribute alone ; but the presence or absence of 
blood was for him the accompaniment and index of a large 
number of other important qualities. The other “great 
class” of bloodless animals he divided into soft animals 
(our cephalopods), soft shell-fish (our Crustacea), shell¬ 
skinned (mussels and snails), and insects, including spiders 
and worms—the least sharply defined of all the classes. 

Man is sometimes considered as forming an order by 
himself, sometimes reckoned in the first of the above-named 
divisions of the “ blood-animals.” The reason why this 
last is not the regular procedure is to be found in the 
defective nomenclature, which sometimes, but not invari¬ 
ably, adds to the term “ viviparous ” the name of “ quad¬ 
ruped ; ” for Aristotle was by no means fanatically exact 
in his designations. For example, while he usually sub¬ 
ordinates “ species ” to “ genus,” there yet occur passages 
in which the two terms are used without distinction. The 
strict thinker is a somewhat lax author. His favourite 
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literary garb is a comfortable deshabilli. He uses the 
same words, without always warning the reader, now in a 
narrower, now in a wider, and again in an altogether 
different sense; so in the “Poetics” he uses the word 
“ metres ” in most cases for the poetical rhythms them¬ 
selves, but also occasionally to denote the parts of the 
drama written in verse but not meant to be sung. It is 
thus intelligible that his animal-system also fails to exhibit 
a strictly articulated structure throughout, and that the 
inclusion of the lower in the higher divisions has often to 
be inferred from casual and not always consistent indica¬ 
tions. It is obvious, too, that he desired to make no 
more than a very limited use of palpable innovations in 
language ; hence the frequent remark that such and such 
animals do, in fact, form a group, but that the group has 

no name. 
4. Precisely this namelessness of many important 

groups of animals speaks for the view that in at least the 
greater part of these cases Aristotle stands on his own legs 
and does not simply make free with the inheritance left 
him by some predecessor. Still more definite evidence 
to the same purpose is given by the particular nature of 
his labours in classification, which are distinguished by 
two features: the sense for similarity, for “ relationship of 
form ”—this is his own highly characteristic expression— 
and an uncommonly keen eye for what has been called the 
correlation of parts. That sense for identity, the founda¬ 
tion of the Stagirite’s general mastery of morphology, 
forms the root of his knowledge of comparative anatomy, 
concerning which we shall have more to say later on. In 
isolated passages it also gives him an occasion for genetic 
considerations, which beat against the barriers imposed by 
the exclusive observation of coexistences. “ A variation ”— 
so runs an extremely noteworthy passage—“ which affects 
a small organ in an animal can be clearly seen to produce 
a great change in the qualities of the whole body.” An 
experimental verification, as we may call it, of this assertion 
is supplied by the case of a castrated animal, in which the 
removal of "a small organ” has for its consequence a 
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change " to the female nature.” We here light upon a 
thought which it was not his fortune to pursue to its ulti¬ 
mate goal, the transmutation of species, a thought, there¬ 
fore, of which he makes no really serious use. In spite of 
appearances to the contrary, he does not really go even 
as far as Anaximander, who brought land and water 
animals into a relation of kinship (cf. Vol. I. p. 54). He 
has a much deeper perception of the reciprocal dependence 
of the marks united in one and the same group of animals, 
as in the case of the plurality of stomachs and the im¬ 
perfectly developed dental system of the ruminants—a 
case, to be sure, in which the teleological connexion which 
he clearly detected lay on the surface. But "his highly- 
developed sense for organic correlations ” (to use Georges 
Pouchet’s expression) permits him to discover much more 
deeply hidden connexions, as that between the nature of 
eggs and the nature of the animal that lays them, on which 
occasion he cannot help putting birds and reptiles close 
together, in agreement with modern zoology. Here, too, 
we should take an instance of knowledge which aroused 
Cuvier’s admiration, the knowledge that all two-horned 
beasts are double-hoofed, but not conversely, or that no 
bird with spurs has curved claws, and conversely. 

5. A highly important part of this general principle is 
the rule, rediscovered by Etienne Geoffroy St. Hilaire and 
Goethe, and named by them " the balance of organs.” 
Aristotle formulates this law of compensation as follows: 
"What Nature takes from one part she everywhere gives 
to another. . . . She cannot go to the same expense on 
two sides. . . . She cannot possibly use the same material 
in many places at the same time.” With these one may 
at once compare the cognate expressions of Goethe: " If 
the formative nisus tends to expend more under one head, 
there is no absolute hindrance, but it is at once compelled 
to leave something missing under another head; thus 
Nature can never run into debt or go bankrupt.” Examples 
of this " housekeeper-like economy in giving and taking ” 
(Goethe) are supplied, for Aristotle, by, among other things, 
those species of crabs which have fewer pincers but more 
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feet than other kinds; similarly by birds of heavy flight, in 
which the material otherwise used on the wings has been 
applied to the thickening of the skin. He finds another 
manifestation of the same parsimony in the fact that 
Nature “adapts the bodily parts common to all animals 
to many different uses by modifying their form;” thus 
the mouth serves all for the reception of food, most for 
breathing, many for fighting, some again for communi¬ 
cation, and man for speech. But far as Nature is from 
prodigality, she yet does not fall into the opposite fault 
of “stingy provision” or niggardliness. This last thought 
is developed by the Stagirite in a manner that connects 
his biological and his sociological theories by a close and 
very interesting bond. 

“Wherever it is possible”—so we read in the work 
“On the Parts of Animals”—“to use two things for two 
purposes. . . . Nature is not accustomed to work like the 
metal-worker, who, for the sake of cheapness, makes a spit 
that will also serve as a candlestick.” And again, in the 
“ Politics,” the use of women for slave-work, a common 
thing among the barbarians, is opposed by the following 
argument: “ Nature makes nothing penuriously, as the 
cutler makes the Delphic knife”—probably a bread-knife 
which the pilgrim could also use as a weapon on his 
journey—“ but for every end she appoints a special means. 
For every instrument can only then achieve its greatest 
perfection when it is used not for many services but for 
one alone.” And in pointing out exceptions to the rule 
he makes in both departments of study the same reference 
to occasional limitation of means, and even employs the 
same illustrative comparison. Those authorities which in 
a very small state are called upon to perform a variety of 
functions are compared with just those “ spit-candlesticks ” 
that we have been mentioning. Nor is it to be wondered 
at, we may remark in passing, that a leading thought of 
Plato’s “ Republic,” the division of labour and the speciali¬ 
zation of functions, should have made a deep impression 
on Plato’s pupil, and should therefore recur on a variety 
of quite different occasions. 
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6. We reach here a new and still more important point 
of view. We should not have spoken above of exceptions 
so much as of lower stages of perfection in the realm of 
organisms. For progressive specialization of activities, 
and still more of their instruments, is only another ex¬ 
pression for the increased complication of structure and 
the enhanced inner wealth of living beings. This “ more 
multiform and more richly endowed ” structure is also 
the condition of the greater “unity” of an organism. 
Thus it is set down to the credit of the “best-made” 
animals that they cannot be cloven or mutilated and still 
survive like many species of lower grade, an individual 
of which “ rather resembles a complex of individuals than 
a single one.” Thus—to use the language of a con¬ 
temporary highly competent in this subject—we arrive 
at that “gradation of all living beings which forms the 
foundation” as of the Aristotelian, so “of our modern 
classification ” or systematization. 

At this point a false path opens which not all have 
been able to avoid. The Aristotelian system of graded 
types has been half involuntarily identified with a suc¬ 
cession in time; and the Stagirite has been credited with 
a theory of development and descent totally foreign to 
him. Necessary as the warning is, however, against 
entrance upon this false path and the confusion of either 
Aristotle's or Goethe’s theory of types and grades with 
Spencer’s theory of evolution or Lamarck’s and Darwin’s 
theories of descent, the doctrines named are undeniably 
connected by inner ties of kinship. Moreover, it was 
necessary to learn how to distinguish lower from higher 
organisms before the thought could possibly arise that the 
latter had followed or had actually proceeded from the 
former; in short, that the morphological series coincides 
with the chronological or, indeed, with the genealogical 
series. But for Aristotle—arid this is a truth to be kept 
carefully in sight—the organic world contained merely a 
juxtaposition of higher and lower, not a succession, and 
still less a derivation of the one from the other. 

There is nothing to contradict what has just been said 
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in the fact that the form of expression, with our philosopher 
as with any other thinker and author, fails to hold these 
two fundamentally distinct thoughts strictly apart It lies 
in the very nature of human thought and speech to repro¬ 
duce and image forth connexions and relations by means 
of successions and processes, rest by means of motion. 
It is so in the case of geometrical figures, that is, spatial 
coexistences, which the mind prefers to make more readily 
intelligible by purely genetic constructions (cf. Vol. III. 
p. 210). If, then, the question in hand is entirely one of 
ranks or gradations in a series, it is difficult to keep the 
picture of progress, growth, increase, or conversely of 
regress and diminution, entirely at a distance. Aristotle’s 
use of such expressions might, in some instances, lead 
even to the altogether erroneous impression that he had 
been inclined, at a certain stage of his mental develop¬ 
ment, towards the theory propounded in Plato’s “ Timaeus ” 
of a deterioration or degeneration of organic beings. In 
truth all idea of an actual evolution, whether of upward 
or downward tendency, is entirely absent from his mind. 
It is only within the circle of human civilization that he 
knows anything of real progress, of development actually 
accomplished, and that only to be in the end annihilated 
by catastrophes and brought back to the starting-point 

7. The scale of ranks of which we have been speaking 
extends beyond the animal world, and, in fact, embraces 
the totality of earthly things, beginning with the inanimate 
world and ending in man as the summit. Nothing in the 
exposition of this idea is so worthy of notice as the strong 
emphasis laid on continuity, and the conviction that quali¬ 
tative differences even of the most striking kind rest in 
the last resort on quantitative differences or differences 
of degree. We are reminded of Xenophanes (cf. Vol. I. 
p. 162) and his doctrine of minute processes producing 
great total effects by their gradual summation. The 
assumption of continuity is the same in Aristotle, although 
it is only in a metaphorical sense that he speaks of progress 
or transition in passages like the following: " From inani¬ 
mate things Nature passes on to animals so gradually that 
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the continuity of the change blurs the boundaries and 
often leaves us in doubt how to class the intermediate 
links. First comes the realm of plants, within which the 
same variation by degrees is exhibited, but which as a 
whole seems almost endowed with soul in comparison with 
the rest of the physical world, but void of soul as compared 
with animals. The transition from plants to animals is 
again continuous.” A reference is here made to those 
middle beings which entirely lack the power of spontaneous 
movement characteristic of the animal world, and which 
show dim, if any, traces of sensation. Shell-fish, sea- 
anemones, and especially sponges, are named in this 
connexion. ** After these comes a gradual succession of 
beings, each with more life and movement than the last.” 
The case is the same with the functions of living beings ; 
thus to the tasks of self-preservation and reproduction 
common to plants and animals, there is added the rearing 
of the young, which process again exhibits higher and 
lower stages according to its duration and the degree of 
“ socialization.” But even in regard to mental and moral 
qualities the relevant passages in the biological works 
recognize little more than differences of degree between 
animals and man. This relationship is most clearly dis¬ 
cernible in the comparison of children with animals ; for in 
the former only a “ kind of trace or germ ” is to be found 
of the qualities displayed at maturity, and “the child-soul 
is as good as indistinguishable from the animal-soul/’ 

8. The Aristotelian doctrine of what we now call the 
“natural series” has been censured as containing several 
contradictions, or, at least, as lacking in systematic exact¬ 
ness. The accusation seems to us unfounded. It is not 
Nature's exponent but Nature herself which in this case 
displays a want of strictness, perhaps one might say of 
pedantic consistency. The true state of the case may 
perhaps be best brought before the mind by such an illus¬ 
tration as the following. The world of organisms is like 
a rising succession of terraces, the different levels of which 
are thickly planted with trees. But these trees have not 
everywhere the same power of growth. It may happen, 
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accordingly, that individual branches shoot higher than 
their fellows, and perhaps even tower above the topmost 
foliage of trees rooted far higher up. Thus the point 
of view which Aristotle brought out with so sure a touch 
certainly does present us with a graduated series; but its 
scheme does not include every detail, every quality that 
characterizes every group of living beings. The insects, 
for example, as members of the “ bloodless,” or (as we have 
called it since Cuvier’s time) the invertebrate class, certainly 
stand lower on the whole in intellectual development than 
the blood-animals, or vertebrates. But that does not pre¬ 
vent certain families of insects, the bees and ants, from 
being superior in intelligence to many members of the 
vertebrate class. Aristotle was entitled, even bound, to 
notice these anomalies; and if any blame at all attaches 
to his recognition of them, it can only relate to his 
tendency towards referring the facts before him to in¬ 
sufficient causes. It is not a defect but an excess of the 
spirit of system that we have to reproach him with, an 
excess which now and then even clouded and prejudiced 
his apprehension of the facts. He was right, for example, 
in holding the division into two sexes to be a characteristic 
of the higher organic forms, an instance of that specializa¬ 
tion of functions which he understands so well, but which 
he here supposes—ungallantly enough—to be reinforced 
by Nature’s effort to separate the higher from the lower, 
the form, as it were, from the matter. It is not without 
justification that he uses this principle as a kind of pre¬ 
sumptive evidence against the self-fertilization of fishes, 
which many had affirmed, since sexual reproduction had 
been already sufficiently established in the case of many 
lower animals of the bloodless, or invertebrate class. But 
the charge of ignorance made against the defender of this 
error recoils upon the accuser when, on the ground of 
the same presumption, he maintains that throughout the 
vegetable kingdom every individual is two-sexed, thus 
lagging behind the common Greek opinion as embodied, 
for example, in the expression 44 male palm.” The division 
of the sexes in the date-palm at least had, in fact, been 
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known even to the ancient Babylonians, just as it is now 
to every Arabian child. 

9. False generalizations of the above kind, or, more 
correctly, the confusion of mere tendencies with universally 
valid laws, can naturally be encountered not unfrequently 
in these products of an early stage of research. Occasion¬ 
ally a generalization, which thus overshoots the mark, 
occurs in connexion with a problem which the Stagirite 
has stated with correctness and characteristic acumen, but 
the true solution of which was placed beyond his reach by 
unavoidable gaps in his knowledge of the facts. Take, for 
example, the theory that the air taken in, in breathing, 
serves to maintain the vital heat within the body. This 
wonderfully apt guess at the true state of things is opposed, 
in the work “ On Respiration,” chiefly on the ground that, 
if the hypothesis were true, a product of combustion would 
be formed, and would be obliged to leave the lungs by 
the same passages by which the exciter of combustion had 
entered them. That this is the actual fact could not possibly 
be known to Aristotle, to whom oxygen, the exciter of 
combustion, and carbonic dioxide, its product, were equally 
unknown. But he overdid things when he rejected d priori 

an hypothesis which exactly corresponds to the reality, with 
an appeal to the supposed universal experience that the 
reception of nutritive material and the ejection of its residue 
never take place by the same channel. 

Although here and elsewhere biological generalizations, 
and the method of comparison by which they are governed, 
have led Aristotle astray, this method nevertheless remains 
the foundation of his researches in physiology and anatomy, 
and at the same time of his most remarkable successes. 
Comparative biology, in particular comparative anatomy, 
provides one of his least-contested titles to glory. In this 
field he left his predecessors—for predecessors he certainly 
had—far in the rear. Among them we should give first 
mention to the genius who produced the work “On the 
Joints,” contained in the Hippocratic collection. This 
writer, a man raised a heaven's breadth above all charla¬ 
tanism, noble in temper and indefatigable in research (cf. 
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Vol. I. pp. 314, 315), could not, without the most thorough 
and comprehensive preparatory study, have written down 
such sentences as those in which he compared the abdo¬ 
men of man with “ that of all other animals/' or affirmed 
the human ribs to be “ the most curved of ail." 

10. After anatomical come physiological generaliza¬ 
tions, which also were no novelty in principle. We recall 
the discussion of breathing by Empedocles and Plato, the 
theories of nutrition and growth propounded by the Hippo- 
cratics and Democritus, together with Alcmaeon's attempt 
to discover a general cause for the death of organisms. In 
point of systematic fulness, it is true, none of the earlier 
writers came near him. 

There is, to begin with, no little significance in the fact 
that the word “organic," in its modern and specific sense, 
makes its first appearance in Aristotle. Thus he calls the 
4>vxy> or soul first entelechy of an organic physical 
body." He holds that whatever is capable of or destined 
for life must, as a fundamental condition, possess organs, of 
which the plant has few, the animal many, and the more 
the greater its perfection. These organs he distinguishes, 
as being composed of “ unlike parts," from the structures 
composed of “ like parts" which make up the organic 
body; it is a distinction precisely corresponding to that 
made by modern science between organs and tissues. The 
homogeneous components are discriminated by their quali¬ 
ties, their hardness or softness, moistness or dryness, and 
so on ; the heterogeneous by their function, their operation 
and performance. In the treatment of these subjects 
we note the workings of a strongly-marked sense for 
similarity and sameness of kind, which ranks high, if not 
highest, among the virtues of the scientific investigator. 
As an example of a tissue, he comprehends under a single 
common notion, citing with approval a line of Empedocles 
bearing on the subject, such things as hairs, feathers, the 
hedgehog’s spines, and—here, to be sure, no longer borne 
out by modern science—the scales of fishes and reptiles. 
Similarly, in the department of organs, he associates 
together the human arm, the fore legs of quadrupeds, and 
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the wings of birds ; while the human hand is paralleled 
with the crab’s pincers and the elephant’s trunk. The last- 
named, indeed, is almost too closely fitted by the charac¬ 
terization which Aristotle gives of the human hand. The 
devotee of teleological thought, who regarded this “one 
instrument in place of many” as given to the “living being 
capable of most kinds of skill ” for the sake of this skilful¬ 
ness—in opposition to Anaxagoras, who had made the 
intellectual precedence of man the result of his possession 
of hands—ought properly to have answered the question 
as to a similar purpose of the elephant’s trunk in much less 
pretentious language. 

It is true that Aristotle did not advance to the dis¬ 
tinction between mere analogy and strict homology resting 
on essential similarity of interior structure. His faith in 
what has been called “functional unity” in the organic 
realm continually leads him to seek equivalents to the 
tissues, organs, and functions of one class of animals in 
all the others. To the inner framework of bones he 
compares the outer shell of the testaceous animals ; to 
the blood of the animals which possess it corresponds the 
nutritive fluid of the bloodless class ; even the heart and 
the brain are matched by analogous structures. A remark¬ 
able instance is furnished by the assertion, confirmed by 
modern research, of the exceptionless universality of urine¬ 
like excretions, which Aristotle detects even where the 
outward appearances are so different as they are in the 
case of birds and snakes. Naturally enough, right views 
are here often mixed with errors. Sometimes the two 
are found in immediate neighbourhood, as when gills are 
recognized as equivalent to lungs, but not (we have noticed 
this already, see p. 61) as instruments of respiration. The 
link between gills and lungs is for Aristotle the common 
task which he mistakenly assigns to them of cooling the 
blood, in the one case by means of air, and in the other 
by means of water. 

This analogism takes its boldest flight in the passage 
where the Stagirite brings into prominence the likeness 
and at the same time the difference between animals and 
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plants by a memorable figure. He here utilizes Plato’s 
theory of degeneration, and supposes an animal to become 
a plant by retrograde modifications; its generative organs 
move upwards, its head and mouth downwards, and the 
latter finally becomes a root, drawing nourishment from the 
earth. In this way is reached the last stage of this reversed 
development, the governing fact of which is a decrease of 
vital warmth. For Aristotle did not, as we do, draw a 
strict distinction between warm-blooded and cold-blooded 
animals; but he fancied he could trace a more and less 
of warmth throughout the animal series, in which warmth 
by its physical operation expanded the animal body, 
erected it, and increased its mobility, while cold exercised 
a dwarfing effect. Here we have a generalization, based 
on one-sided physical considerations, which clearly over¬ 
shoots the mark, and which, moreover, was not regarded 
by its author as free from exceptions. Its foundation 
probably lay in the perception that warm-blooded animals 
are the most perfect, and the bloodless animals on the 
whole, "all but quite a few,” smaller than the animals 
with blood. 

But while the numerous threads of analogy running 
through all stages and classes of organic beings thus apply 
to the means which serve the performance of like tasks, 
a residue is left over for which such connecting purposes 
are no longer demonstrable. When faced by such whims 
of Nature as the nipples of male mammalia, we speak of 
rudimentary or evanescent organs, anomalies to which the 
key must be sought in the theory of descent. Aristotle, to 
whom this resource was denied, speaks in such cases (just 
as Schopenhauer did so much later) of parts which are 
only present "by way of indication,” as if the formative 
spirit of Nature were unwilling entirely to dispense with 
an element in its design which has often proved service¬ 
able even in those cases where it answers no purpose. 

ii. Some leading points of Aristotle’s physiology we 
have already been obliged to touch on ; a summary account 
of his teaching in this department will bring once more 
before our eyes the weakness of his investigation of causes. 

VOL. iv. M 
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Food must be mixed in order that the parts of the 
body, composed as they are of all elements, may be enabled 
to replace their loss of substance at every point The 
reception of nourishment is followed by its transformation, 
its digestion or elaboration, which Aristotle is not the only 
one to describe as a “ cooking.” On the contrary, the 
term is a piece of primitive popular physiology. The 
ripening of fruit under the influence of the sun’s heat; 
the preparation of the ripened fruit or other food at the 
domestic hearth ; lastly, its further softening or dissolution 
within the warm animal body,—here are three phenomena 
which the Greeks, like other peoples, had from the first 
been inclined to regard as three stages of essentially one 
and the same process. Indeed, the same word (wtyic, 

preserved in our “pepsin,” “dyspepsia,” etc.) denotes cook¬ 
ing in the proper sense just as much as digestion ; while 
the nearly-related 7T67raivu) is applied to the first of these 
stages, the ripening of the fruit. The Latin coquo is used 
in the full compass of the three meanings. It is a little 
different with the German koclien, “to cook,” the extended 
use of which is found only in poetical or technical language. 
Thus fruit ripened by the Arabian sun is spoken of by 
Schiller, in his “ Spaziergang,” as “ that which Arabia cooks,” 
and a digestive trouble of Martin Opitz is specified by the 
statement that “his stomach soon ceases to cook.” The 
more backward physiologists of even the nineteenth 
century still spoke of digestion as a cooking ; for example, 
take a passage in Hegel's “ Encyclopaedia.” That which 
is here peculiar to our philosopher seems to be only the 
following. In this cooking, or transformation by animal 
heat of the crude and ignoble into the refined and per¬ 
fected, he believes himself able to detect different grada¬ 
tions. Thus phlegm or mucus seems to him the product 
of a first or provisional cooking ; on the other hand, of all 
the nutrient fluids, it is the blood which is produced by the 
last definitive stage of the process. 

The products of incomplete cooking and the residues 
left over at each stage of the process form, in contrast with 
the blood, the means of building up and keeping in repair the 
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less noble portions of the body. For each of the nutrient 
fluids reaches the part which needs it: the blood, as the 
noblest of the fluids, goes to the noblest of the tissues—a 
title which is awarded to the “ flesh and the substance of 
the other instruments of sense.” In regard to these matters 
the body is compared to a household in which the best 
food is given to the free inmates, the inferior food and the 
leavings of the best to the servants, while the least valuable 
part goes to the domestic animals. The blood, of whose 
circulation Aristotle knows nothing, is prepared in the 
heart, which he names “ the source of warmth and of sensa¬ 
tion/’ the ‘‘hearth,” and, because of its sheltered position, 
“the acropolis of the body.” From it as centre the blood 
flows to all parts in ever finer and finer division, much 
as in a well-tended garden a similar purpose is served 
by “ watercourses starting from one head and spring, but 
parted into a continually increasing number of channels.” 

Aristotle, of course, could not have given the highest 
rank in the organism to the flesh if he had not been 
unacquainted with the nerves and their functions as well 
as with those of the brain. Concerning this ignorance, 
there can be no doubt: we have already alluded to it 
several times (cf. pp. 57 and 143): the only question that 
remains is whether he simply lumped the nerves and the 
sinews together (in accordance with the root meaning of 
the word, as it survives, eg. in nervus rerum), or whether 
he distinguished some of the former from the latter. 
This ignorance of the nerves is associated with a similar 
ignorance of the muscles and their functions: he had no 
separate acquaintance with them, but comprehended them 
under the general term “ flesh.” He neither supposed 
sensory stimuli to be conducted from the periphery to the 
centre by nerves—a task which he seems rather to have 
assigned to the veins—nor regarded motor stimuli as con¬ 
veyed by nerves from the centre to the periphery and 
there taking effect through the muscles. On the contrary, 
he imagines those impulses to arise in the heart and to 
be communicated to the bones by the tendons and sinews 
themselves. Thus his intrinsically apt comparison of the 
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skeleton to marionettes is only half correct in its working 
out. To the wood and metal of the puppets there corre¬ 
spond, rightly enough, the bones; but to the governing 
strings merely the sinews and tendons. We shall be led 
back to the question of the mechanism of sensation and 
the organs of sense by the Stagirite's theory of the soul; 
in the mean time, however, we must pass in survey that 
part of his physiology which stands at a much higher 
level than these rudiments of a doctrine of nutrition and 
movement, namely, his doctrine of reproduction and 
development. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

ARISTOTLE AS AN INVESTIGATOR OF NATURE. 

(Conclusion : Embryology.) 

1. The work “On the Generation of Animals” forms the 
conclusion of the biological writings preserved to us, even 
including the psychological treatises. And as this whole 
group of books follows the “ Organon ” and the whole 
collection of physical works, we might expect to find here a 
culminating height of intellectual maturity. This expec¬ 
tation is not disappointed. We light, first of all, on an 
extraordinary piece of self-correction. Fire is removed 
from the series of elements, and now conceived as a 
phenomenon accompanying processes of which any of the 
three remaining elements may be the seat. That the 
unnatural may also be the natural in its own kind, and 
unnatural only in the sense of being an as yet incom¬ 
pletely triumphant tendency, that in general there is 
nothing truly irregular or fortuitous, that, on the contrary, 
all exceptions to valid rules are in truth merely the out¬ 
come of conflicting causes,—this is a series of thoughts to 
which Aristotle has here given either precise expression 
or a nearer approach to precise expression than anywhere 
else in his works. With this agrees the more frequent and 
emphatic protest against inadequate observations, against 
illicit generalizations and “ empty ” generalities, against 
too far-fetched explanations, against the preference of 
reasoning to fact, against the arbitrary substitution of 
plausible conjecture for the actualities of perception. 

There is, in truth, an abundance of actual observations 
collected in these books. The author appeals to ocular 
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evidence with unusual frequency and unusual emphasis. 
It is no diminution of his merit that he owes the funda¬ 
mental “ method of embryological research which up to 
our own times has been the most fertile in results” to a 
predecessor, the author of the book “On the Origin ot 
the Child,” contained in the Hippocratic collection. This 
method is described by its originator as follows: “ If a 
man will set twenty or more eggs under two or more hens, 
if he will take away and break an egg each day, beginning 
from the second and going on till chickens are hatched, 
he will . . . find everything correspond to my description, 
so far as a bird can be compared with a human being.” 
This ‘‘conception worthy of genius” rested on the fact 
that in truth “it is possible to draw inferences from the 
development of the chicken to that of the mammals.” 
Thus comparative embryology was founded and a path 
entered upon which in antiquity was trodden by Aristotle 
alone, which still remained choked up during the Middle 
Ages, and which was first reopened and pursued further 
by a great Italian of the Renaissance, Ulisse Aldrovandi 
(1522-1607). What chiefly distinguishes the achievement 
of Aristotle is, in the language of the contemporary just 
quoted, “the universal vision which seeks to comprise in 
one view the embryological relations of all known species 
of animals,” and which, by the side of many malobserva- 
tions, brought to light an astonishing number of facts, 
some of them destined not to be rediscovered till the 
nineteenth century, relating to the development of the 
most diverse species of animals, notably the Selachii 
(cf. p. 57) and the cephalopods. 

Aristotle’s sense for correlations finds here again a 
wealth of opportunities for exercise. We meet with 
observations bearing on this point which arouse the 
astonishment of modern embryologists. Thus Aristotle 
knows and describes that replacement of the placenta by 
lobes (termed by him “cotyledons”), which is associated 
with the characters of the ruminants and the porcine 
family of mammals. The most pleasing effect is produced 
when in such cases Aristotle does not enounce dogmatic 
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judgments steeped in the spirit of system, but cautiously 
weighs the facts, and only comes to a decision with some 
hesitation. Thus the position of the pig causes him, justly, 
as our specialists know, considerable perplexity: for the 
sow's young are both several in number and fully developed 
—several as is the case with the many-toed animals, fully 
developed as is the case almost solely with the single- 
hoofed and double-hoofed animals, to which the pig in 
truth belongs. Is, then, the pig’s place in the system to 
be determined by the one or the other analogy ? Aristotle 
decides for the second alternative, and, at the same time, 
attempts to account for this exception to the conditions 
prevailing in the double-hoofed class by considerations 
founded on the smallness of the animal and its abundant 
nourishment (presence of a considerable surplus available 
for reproduction). This example may in addition serve to 
illustrate the influence which Aristotle as classifier allows 
to the facts of development as well as to anatomical 
facts. 

2. Perhaps the most noteworthy masterpiece of Aristo¬ 
telian subtlety and indefatigability in research and re¬ 
flexion is provided us by his discussions on teratology. This 
theory of monstrosities or malformations evidently rested 
on foundations supplied by the observations of soothsayers 
and sacrificing priests. To these may well have been 
added facts noted by animal-breeders of all kinds. Yet 
no one would ever have expected from the all-embracing 
encyclopaedist so thorough a treatment of this special 
branch as he actually gives us. For example, that ex¬ 
tremely rare monstrosity, the two-headed snake, is not 
unknown to him ; he is aware that malformations do not 
occur among bees and wasps ; and the only mistake he 
makes is in naming these particular species instead of the 
general class of insects in which they are contained. 

Still more astonishing, though perhaps of much more 
doubtful value than this extensive knowledge of the facts, 
is the wealth of points of view applied to the explanation 
of them. Thus the question is raised whether there is not a 
connexion between the larger or smaller number of young 
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produced at one time and the occurrence of superfluous or 
defective limbs. Evidently there is here a dim perception 
that excess or defect of structural material may be acknow¬ 
ledged as the common cause in the two cases. Again, the 
crowding to which the eggs of many oviparous animals are 
subject is taken into account as endangering the unimpaired 
development of the young. Yet another point of view is 
the following. Malformations are represented as most 
frequent among those animals whose young come into the 
world before they are fully developed; the imperfect 
development and the incomplete resemblance to the 
parents are already steps on the road towards monstrous 
formations. Then the supposed greater frequency of mal¬ 
formations in the male than the female sex—a supposition, 
as our specialists assure us, exactly contrary to the truth— 
is immediately referred to a cause with that facility of 
explanation which is already familiar to us, and which is 
so often fatal: the fault is said to lie with the greater 
warmth and consequent greater liveliness and mobility of 
the male embryo, which is thus exposed to greater risk 
of injury than the female. 

Since, with our philosopher, monstrosity passes for an 
extreme case of dissimilarity between offspring and parent, 
the problem of atavism or reversion becomes very closely 
connected with the teratological problem. The fact that 
children “resemble remote ancestors’' is well known to 
him. By way of explanation he points to the circumstance 
that the parents are not merely such and such definite 
individuals, but also representatives of larger groups in 
which they are included. As soon, then, as the tendency 
towards the reproduction of the parents (primarily of each 
parent) is from any cause weakened, it is supplanted by 
the in themselves weaker tendencies towards the reproduc¬ 
tion of the more distant types, of the ancestors (we might 
add, of the people or race), of humanity, finally of the 
animal type in general. 

3. Here it deserves to be noticed that in our days 
Charles Darwin coupled in exactly the same way the 
tendency to reversion with the tendency to dissimilarity 
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or variation, and this last with the occurrence of monsters. 
But there are two momentous differences. For Darwin, 
as the advocate of a theory of descent, reversion always 
means the recurrence to an ancestral and never to a merely 
generalized type. But further—and here it may be doubt¬ 
ful whether the ancient or the modern investigator comes 
nearer the truth—Darwin seeks to explain atavism by the 
hypothesis of pangenesis, while Aristotle employs the ata¬ 
vistic phenomena themselves as weapons against that 
hypothesis, which had already been championed by the 
Hippocratics. If the reproductive material (it is some¬ 
what after this fashion that he expresses himself) is to 
contain contributions from all the parts of the body, solid 
as well as liquid, etc., and if this is the cause of the resem¬ 
blance between parent and offspring, what are we to say 
of such a case as that reported from Elis, in which a Greek 
woman had relations with' a negro, but the negro-type did 
not appear till the second generation ? How is such a 
re-emergence of the negro characters to be explained by 
material transportation ? Where were the particles that 
served for such transport in the intervening generation ? 
They were present, we should answer, with Darwin, in this 
one generation, and often in a long series of generations, 
as latent germs, and owed their final development to 
favouring conditions which are unknown to us. This, how¬ 
ever, is not the Stagirite’s only argument against the 
hypothesis. Children resemble their parents in gesture 
as well as in feature: what transference of particles can 
have produced such resemblance ? A beardless youth 
begets a son who in time becomes a bearded man, though 
no part of his father’s as yet non-existent beard could have 
gone to the making of him. 

4. What are the circumstances which determine whether 
the child to be born shall be a boy or a girl ? This pro¬ 
blem, at the present moment still unsolved, gave early and 
frequent employment to natural philosophers and physi¬ 
cians. The practical interests as well of parents as of 
stock-raisers, and the enigmatic nature of the process itself, 
roused in equal measure a desire to let in some light 
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upon this darkest corner of nature’s life. But nothing was 
available except hypotheses, which, for the greatest part, 
were crude and fantastic, and bore, in addition, the stamp 
of the d prioriThe right and the left—as the worthier 
and the less worthy sides of the embryo, or of the repro¬ 
ductive chamber and mechanism, the greater or less 
warmth of that chamber—such were the factors which did 
chief duty as explanations both in philosophical and 
medical literature, and which even brought practical 
measures and maxims in their train. Aristotle discusses 
these theories with great exhaustiveness, and in part at 
least, it may be added, with great success. To precon¬ 
ceived opinions he opposes ocular evidence, the result of 
numerous dissections of animal and human embryos ; he 
is also acquainted with cases of amputation which contra¬ 
dict the theories in question. There is much point in his 
reference to the occurrence of twins of different sexes in 
cases where those theories would exclude one or the other 
sex altogether. He is more successful in his polemic 
against Anaxagoras, who had followed Parmenides (cf. 
Vol. I. p. 183), against Leophanes and also Empedocles, 
than he was against Democritus. The latter had laid the 
responsibility for the result on the preponderance of the 
male or the female generative material, a theory which, in 
attributing generative material to both sides, was at least 
in better correspondence with facts now established than 
the Stagirite’s objection based on the supposed merely 
stimulative and formative influence of the male element. 
His own answer to the much-discussed question is to the 
effect that the production of a girl is the result of in¬ 
sufficient nourishment of the embryo, and that this in¬ 
sufficiency depends on the age of the parent or parents— 
his exposition varies on this point. The epoch of full 
maturity is, he holds, reserved to the propagation of boys, 
the preceding and the following time to that of girls. As 
late as half a century ago there were not wanting statisti¬ 
cians and men of science who imagined that the general 
average of the facts of experience sufficiently supported 
this theory. The researches of the last decade seem to 
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have finally established the inadequacy of this as of every 
other yet propounded attempt at explanation. 

5. There is still another part of this field in which the 
authority of the Stagirite has continued to make itself felt 
for an astonishingly long period of time. We refer to the 
hypothesis of the spontaneous generation of comparatively 
highly-developed animals. Many kinds of insects, all 
shell-fish, and a not inconsiderable number of vertebrates, 
namely fishes, were supposed by Aristotle to come into 
being spontaneously—an error which a highly gifted Italian 
(Francesco Redi, 1626-1697) was the first to escape in his 
“Experiments on the Generation of Insects/* It was 
imagined that plants and animals might spring partly 
from mud, partly from wet sand, partly from putrefying 
matter, under the influence of the “ vital or psychic 
warmth ” bound up with an air-like substance (irvtvjua). 

We are reminded of Anaximander’s doctrine of the origin 
of organic beings (cf. Vol. I. p. 54), which, like the doctrine 
of the primary vortex, became the common property of 
the nature-philosophers. Aristotle is in truth here under 
the yoke of hylozoism ; thus, in speaking of the universal 
dissemination of the vital or psychic warmth contained 
in all fluids, he cannot refrain from drawing the infer¬ 
ence : “ So that in a certain manner every thing is filled 
with soul.” We ask in amazement how the same man who 
achieved so many triumphs in this department of reseaich 
was able to fall at the same time into such grave errors. 
The answer to this question will be somewhat as follows: 
The knowledge of a few fundamental facts of sovereign 
importance in this field was first acquired by means of 
the microscope. With the ignorance of these facts was 
coupled a hardly avoidable misunderstanding of many 
ambiguous experiences, a misunderstanding illustrated by 
precise and apt parallels in even the most recent past. 
The extreme teleological view of nature and the, so to 
speak, atavistic tendency to assume the animation of all 
matter operated in the same direction. In these influences 
we may recognize the factors whose product, so long as it is 
not analyzed, is so well calculated to rouse our astonishment 
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Thus Aristotle knew nothing of the fusion of the male 
and the female generative products. The mammalian 
egg was unknown to him. As we have already remarked, 
he grossly misunderstood the mode in which the male ele¬ 
ment operates. The motive and formative power which 
he made the sole function of that element was thus readily 
attributed to a different source of energy and heat. If he 
went on to regard the sea-slime as the origin instead of 
the mere nursery of the life with which it teems, his error 
was no worse than that committed by the eighteenth and 
nineteenth century defenders of spontaneous generation. 
They pointed to two vessels kept in the same place, one 
of which showed no trace of organic life, while such life 
swarmed in the other, this having been filled with an in¬ 
fusion serving as they thought for the generation, but 
really only for the nutrition of low forms of life. Spallan¬ 
zani (1729-1799) and Pasteur (1822-1895) were the first 
to carry Redi’s demand for the exclusion of all organic 
germs to such a pitch of stringency that the old error 
collapsed. Again and again experimenters had believed 
themselves entitled to deny the presence of germs, where 
in reality ail that could rightly have been affirmed was in 
the one case the absence, in the other the presence, of 
conditions favourable to their development. This same 
confusion of favouring circumstance with originating cause 
is illustrated in Aristotle by an instance of almost amusing 
?iaiveti. All shell-fish, he teaches, are generated spontane¬ 
ously, and that out of frothy slime. Thus localities 
previously free from shell-fish are found tenanted by them 
as soon as loss of water has made them slimy. By way 
of experimentum crucis the two following instances are 
adduced. When a fleet had lain for some time at anchor 
off Rhodes, and the potsherds which during this stay had 
been thrown in large quantities into the sea became coated 
with slime, numerous oysters were found attached to them. 
But that oysters do not themselves produce any generative 
substance is proved by another incident. Some sea- 
travelled Chians wished to lay out an oyster-bed on the 
coast of their native island. They employed for this 
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purpose oysters from the bay of Pyrrha, whiclywas almost 
land-locked and exceedingly rich in all speofes of marine 
delicacies, a kind of Lesbian mare piccolo tcf. Vol. II. p. 
259). The attempt failed. For though the snell-fish trans¬ 
planted to the coast of Chios incr^Jsed considerably in 
size, little or no addition was made to tpeir numbers. 
What this incident really teaches is thh f^ct, for which 
there are also other grounds of belief, that the conditions 
sufficient for the thriving of the adult specimens are not 
always adequate to ensure the breeding of oysters. One 
of these conditions, the sheltered situation, was, as Aristotle 
reports, known and heeded by the Chians. Their choice 
may have fallen on the spot where the strait betWeen the 
island and the mainland is still further narrowed i>y the 
adjacent group of the 41 wine-islands.” Other conditions, 
such as the presence of numerous objects affording a hold 
for attachment (such as the potsherds in the former 
instance, shells, fascines, etc.), or again the greater salt¬ 
ness of the sea-water, were probably unknown to them. 
Thus the young fry, which modern oyster-breeders often 
transfer to a special basin of the oyster-farm, did not 
succeed in attaining full development. 

The thought, too, that countless invisible organic germs 
swarm everywhere, only waiting for a combination of 
favourable circumstances to enter upon development and 
growth, must have remained even more alien to Aristotle, 
who seldom looked beyond the immediately perceptible 
(cf. p. 108), than to many of his predecessors. If among 
these Empedocles (cf. Vol. I. p. 243), and to a certain 
extent Anaximander, did not disdain to employ transfor¬ 
mational hypotheses to explain the adaptation of organisms 
to purposes, Aristotle, with his strong confidence in the 
purposefulness of Nature could not believe himself in need 
of such aids. Thus in respect of this great question he 
not only failed to advance beyond Anaximander, Empe¬ 
docles, Anaxagoras, Archelaus, and Democritus; he even 
remained in a measure behind them. But while we record 
and endeavour to explain this surprising mistake, we must 
not omit to notice that it was not one of fundamental 
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principle. 'The origin of life is a problem which the science 
of the future,) too, will continue to investigate. The fact 
that all attempts so far made at explanation have proved 
without result )by no means excludes the possibility of the 
simplest forms) of lhe being some day produced in the 
laboratory, or <»f proof being obtained that the necessary con¬ 
ditions for thety production were present in an earlier stage 
of the earth’s history but have now ceased to exist. Not 
many will be content with Fechner’s hypothesis that 
organic life was the original condition of matter, while 
all inorganic substances are the refuse or waste products 
of what once was alive. And when we come to the view 
advocated by no less a person than Helmholtz, that the 
first germs of life reached our planet from some other 
cosmic body (enclosed in meteoric stones), even this post¬ 
ponement of the problem will hardly yield permanent 
satisfaction. 

If in the course of this exposition we have been several 
tinies obliged to mention Aristotle’s “vital or psychic 
heat,” we have involuntarily brought to notice the close 
connexion which for our philosopher obtained between 
biological and psychological phenomena—a connexion 
which will appear in a still clearer light from our account 
of his theory of the soul. 
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CHAPTER XV. 

ARISTOTLE’S DOCTRINE OF THE SOUL. 

1. We have already encountered Aristotle’s conception of 
the soul. Psychic, organic, living—these are ideas between 
which there reigns the closest possible connexion. The 
u organic physical body ” is for him the “ potentially alive/’ 
while endowment with soul is the “ entelechy ” or realization 
of the potentially alive or organic. Thus the essential thing 
in the psychic is not, as with us, consciousness or sensation ; 
and when, for example, Aristotle speaks of the vegetable 
soul, we are not to understand him as merely extending 
and transferring what is found in the animal world to the 
subordinate realm of organic life. The meaning attached 
by the Stagirite to the word “ soul ” is best understood 
when we comprehend under it the whole set of properties 
which characterize the organic or living beings. But he is 
in the habit of designating by the expression not only the 
totality but also particular groups of these properties. As 
a rule, he distinguishes three such groups, and names them 
the nutritive, the perceptive, and the thinking soul. From 
the perceptive soul the appetitive soul is not sharply dis¬ 
criminated. But on occasion nutrition is divided, according 
as it subserves the mere preservation or the growth of the 
being concerned, and accordingly at this lowest stage of 
the soul-system two souls sometimes appear in place of 
one. In the ascending scale of beings the lower soul is 
as it were absorbed into the higher and more comprehensive 
soul; “ as the triangle is contained potentially in the quadri¬ 
lateral ” (in virtue of its divisibility by the diagonal), "the 
nutritive soul is contained potentially in the perceptive/’ 
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Plato’s scheme of truly separate substantial souls, attached 
to different parts of the body, is wholly foreign to his pupil. 

The vital force of the organism is compared to the 
visual power of the eye ; the one, like the other, is called 
the form of the corresponding matter. The soul is for 
Aristotle neither a species of body, like, for example, the 
spherical soul-atoms of Democritus, nor yet anything 
detachable from the body and capable of surviving it. The 
Greek language allows him to express the connexion 
between soul and body much as we should if we could 
say: “ The soul is something of the body.” It is, so he 
wishes to assert, something attached to the body, not 
something which can be separated from it. When the 
body is bereft of its soul, the latter ceases to exist, but so 
does the organic body itself, as a hand hewn off or hand 
of stone is not or is no longer capable of any function, 
and so in the true sense is no hand at all. Of the one 
limitation to which, according to Aristotle, the mortality 
of the soul is subject, we shall have to speak later on. 

The definition of the soul as the “ first entelechy of an 
organic physical body ” has already become known to us. 
But the reference to “ the first entelechy ” still needs a 
word of explanation. Here, as elsewhere (cf. p. 86), it 
emphasizes a capacity as distinguished from actual exer¬ 
tion, somewhat as knowledge not in use may be contrasted 
with knowledge present to the mind, or the latent posses¬ 
sion of qualities during sleep to their actual manifestation 
in waking hours. 

2. Before expounding his own doctrine of the soul, 
Aristotle passes in review and examines the theories of 
his predecessors. The most remarkable feature of this 
polemic, which occupies the first of the three books “ On 
the Soul,” is perhaps the zeal and decision with which the 
close connexion between body and the soul is defended. 
Thus the Pythagorean thesis that any soul goes into any 
body is despatched by the rough retort that one might as 
well say that the carpenter’s art goes into flutes. On 
the contrary, he urges, every exercise of art must use its 
specifically appointed instrument ; and for this purpose it 
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is not enough that the soul should simply use the body, 
rather must this particular soul be united with this par¬ 
ticular body. This is a subject of which the Stagirite 
can never have enough ; he recurs to it again and again, 
meeting the opposite opinion sometimes with reasons and 
sometimes with ridicule. 

In this battle against older views there is much that is 
very apt to give a false impression. For the polemic is 
directed, not only with Aristotle’s accustomed dialectical 
acuteness, but also with special emphasis, against opinions 
which in their deepest root are near enough to his own. 
It is clearly this endeavour to mark the frontier between 
his own doctrine and a kindred but not coincident doctrine 
that produces the appearance of a deeper discord than 
actually exists. The doctrine, probably due to Philolaus, 
that the soul is a “harmony” of bodily factors, is one 
which we have already (in treating of Plato’s “ Phaedo,” 
Vol. III. p. 43) reduced to its true kernel, the principle 
that “ psychic processes are a function of bodily factors.” 
From thence it is not a long journey to Aristotle’s formula : 
“ The soul is an entelechy of an organic body.” In the one 
case as in the other (remember the Aristotelian phrase: 
“ The soul is something of the body ”), there is a rejection of 
the hypothesis which demands a special, supernatural and 
incorporeal vehicle and generator of the psychic functions. 
It thus also becomes easy to understand how Peripatetics 
such as Aristoxenus and Dicaearchus could labour to 
bring that old doctrine into new vogue. 

3. We return to the carefully cultivated field of the 
theory of sensation. There is great significance here in 
the recognition of the necessity of a medium for sight as 
well as sound. Whatever the nature of this medium may 
be, whether light is such a medium for the eye, or whether 
air serves this purpose for eye and ear alike, in any case 
Aristotle considers it established that “ the movement pro¬ 
pagated in this medium is that which causes sight.’* His 
teaching on this subject thus towers high above the crude 
views of the Atomists. While even Democritus explained 
sensation as a detachment of exceedingly thin husks and 
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films from the perceived objects and a penetration by them 
of our organs, so that all intervening qbjects appeared as 
impediments to the process, the Stagirite was perfectly well 
aware that without such supposed impediment no percep¬ 
tion was possible at all. Even an ant creeping on the vault 
of heaven—Democritus thought—would be clearly visible 
to us if only there were an absolutely empty space stretch¬ 
ing from earth to heaven. Quite on the contrary—Aristotle 
answers—if that intervening space were perfectly empty, 
occupied by no medium, we should lack, not merely clear 
vision, but all vision whatever, just as much as when there 
is no intervening space at all and the object is held pressed 
against the eye. 

In the sense of touch Aristotle recognized a number 
of different senses collected under a single name ; for he 
found included in it not only the contrast of hard and 
soft, but also those of dry and moist and of warm and 
cold (temperature-sense), together with others not expressly 
named. When he divides the instruments of sense into 
organs of mediate and organs of immediate perception, 
he places the organ of smell in the first class along with 
the ear and the eye, while the senses of touch and taste 
at least appear to need immediate contact with the 
perceived object. But this appearance, he maintains, is 
deceptive. The true difference is only one of degree. It 
is a question whether the contact is really immediate, 
whether skin and flesh really are the seat of the sense 
of touch. A sensation of touch passes unimpaired through 
a membrane spread over our limbs (through a glove, to 
suggest an example). Why should it not also pass through 
the flesh, if not this but an organ lying behind it is the 
true seat of the sensation ? One might almost say that 
Aristotle has here divined the papilla of touch. In any 
case, he was unwilling to dispense with an exact analogy 
between the different departments of sensation. 

The example of the tongue, which conveys to us 
sensations both of touch and taste, shows, he says, how it 
sometimes depends on an accident whether we distinguish 
several senses or lump them together without distinction. 
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Had the same combination occurred over the whole surface 
of the body, taste and touch would have been fused for 
us into a single sense ; and if all our organs of sense were 
enveloped in a layer of air permanently attached to us, 
we should imagine ourselves to perceive sound, colour, and 
smell by the same organ, and these senses would appear 
to us as only one. 

4. These acute and fertile thoughts are sometimes in 
conflict with touches of a barren spirit of system. The 
attempt to reconcile the five senses with the four elements 
had already occupied his predecessors. He himself begins 
by treating these efforts with gentle raillery; but in the 
end he arrives at such a reconciliation by (strangely 
enough) not only restoring the unity of the sense of touch, 
but by also joining taste to it as a sub-variety. The 
result is an artificial parallelism, on which it is hardly 
worth while to linger. The eye (because of its partly 
fluid contents) is made to correspond to water, the ear to 
air, smell (because its object is a “ smoke-like exhalation”) 
to fire, and, lastly, touch to earth. 

On the other hand, it is a pleasure to note compre¬ 
hensive generalizations, based on an abundance of observed 
facts, such as the following. Sensation is in abeyance 
when strong emotion (violent fear, for example), when 
absorption in thought or a strong sensory stimulus exerts 
a counteracting influence. In such conflicts, not only the 
feebler, but also the stronger stimulus is weakened. If, 
however, both impulses have the same intensity, they 
annul each other, and the net result is nothing. The same 
principle is at work in mixed impressions, which have less 
power than the simple ones. Here, too, we should place 
Aristotle’s acknowledgment of the opposition between the 
emotional effect of sensations and the clearness of the 
information they give. This rule is exemplified on the one 
hand by the human sense of smell, the impressions on 
which have little accuracy (a small number of shades), but 
are continually accompanied by painful or pleasant feeling; 
on the other hand, by those animals whose lidless eyes 
seem to convey to them few distinctions of colour, but 
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strong emotional impressions (fear, and so on). Lastly, 
the Stagirite does not fail to recognize that our sensory 
mechanism has an upper as well as a lower limit to its 
receptivity, that there are thus stimuli of excessive as well 
as of insufficient intensity, and that the excess not only 
impairs perception, but in extreme cases may destroy the 
organ of sense itself. 

In the scale of the senses touch takes the highest 
place. It was regarded by Aristotle as at once the most 
indispensable, for which reason it is not wanting in any 
animal, and as the one which has reached its highest 
refinement in man—a refinement which has the closest 
possible connexion with mankind’s possession of under¬ 
standing. We are reminded of Diderot’s saying, “ Le 
toucher est le plus philosophique des sens.” Even within 
our species higher intellectual endowment goes hand in 
hand with greater fineness of skin—a remarkable observa¬ 
tion, the soundness of which has to the present day been 
neither established nor disproved. Aristotle ascribes higher 
intelligence, or at least a higher capacity for intellectual 
development, to the blind from birth than to deaf-mutes, 
because the latter are denied access to oral instruction. 
But against this accidental advantage possessed by the 
sense of hearing is to be set the greater wealth of informa¬ 
tion which the sense of sight affords concerning the objects 
of the external world, clothed, as they universally are, 
with colour; so that this sense yields the most important 
contributions towards the construction of the world of 
concepts. 

5. In the special part of Aristotle’s theory of the senses 
nothing is so remarkable as his endeavour to make the 
results obtained in one particular field do service towards 
the understanding of the whole province. It was by this 
analogism, as we have seen, that he was led to presume 
a medium of sensation even in cases where its existence 
can only be conjectured. Similarly, he sought to repeat 
the acoustic discoveries of the Pythagoreans—this time in 
the field of optics, and even in that of taste-sensations. 
The beauty of colours and the agreeableness of tastes 
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were supposed to rest, like the harmony of sounds, on 
a basis of numerical proportions. The analogy, indeed, 
was somewhat vague. The combinations of sounds which 
please the ear had been traced back to the length-ratios 
of the strings producing them by their vibrations. The 
Stagirite, however, is not concerned with the harmony of 
simultaneously perceived colours, but with their production 
by the mixture in different proportions of two colours 
which he assumed as fundamental—black and white. 
Similarly, the manifold variety of tastes was supposed to 
arise from different mixtures of two fundamental tastes— 
sweet and bitter. The pleasing effect of these combina¬ 
tions was conditioned by the simplicity of the combination- 
ratios. But mixture was not the only origin of colours. 
They were also produced by the clear shining through the 
turbid, or vice versa; as, for example, the sun is white in 
itself, but appears red when seen through smoke or mist. 
This reduction of optical diversity to the duality of light 
and darkness, as the supposed effect of their shining 
through each other, recurs in Goethe’s theory of colour. 
The attempt to explain beauty of colour was resumed by 
Schopenhauer, further developed by him and defended 
against attack. The difference between the two theories 
consists in this—that while Aristotle treats of the pro¬ 
portional shares of light and darkness in producing a 
single colour, Schopenhauer speaks of the “ qualitative 
division of the retinal function.” Thus red and green are 
declared to be “ the two exactly equivalent halves of the 
retina’s activity . . . orange is two-thirds of this activity,” 
and so on. 

6. Starting from sense-perception, the road leads 
through after-images (which were well known to our 
philosopher), then through the permanent residues of 
sensation or secondary images to the higher functions of 
opinion and rational knowledge. On the first of the 
stages, more particularly, he expatiates with all the clear¬ 
ness that could be wished. He is acquainted both with 
the continuance of a strong sensation after removal of 
the object which excites it, and with the occurrence of 
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complementary colours or negative after-images; both of 
these phenomena he is inclined to compare to the continued 
operation of a mechanical impulse once given. But these 
transitory after-effects are of less importance than the 
permanent “ residues of actual sensation ” which remain 
preserved in the images of memory. In the treatise 
devoted to this subject our surprise is first aroused by the 
elaborately illustrated exposition of the two fundamental 
laws of association, the law of similarity, and the law of 
contiguity. He is here following his teacher, Plato (cf. 
Vol. III. pp. 46, 47), but he outstrips him by perceiving 
that the bond of association acquires special strength from 
emotion. For this is what it comes to when we are told 
than even a “small resemblance” will cheat the coward 
with the vision of an enemy, the lover with that of his 
beloved. And the greater the individual tendency to such 
emotion, the smaller is the degree of similarity necessary 
to effect the illusion, that is, to rouse the associated idea. 
These expositions are weakest in their attempts at physio¬ 
logical explanation. Those who are most distressed by 
failures of memory are supposed to have an excess of 
moisture in their organ of perception ; and, again, persons 
of dwarfish size and disproportionately large in the upper 
part of the body are said to have specially bad memories, 
because the organ of perception, the heart, is pressed upon 
by a heavy load. These errors, however, should be judged 
leniently. They are only excrescences ; and that out of 
which they grew, the endeavour to bring psychic qualities 
and processes into close relation with physical, is altogether 
worthy of respect. Thus, in proof of the close connexion 
asserted, reference is made to the fact that a memory which 
a persistent effort has failed to recall to the mind often 
presents itself unexpectedly after the attempt has been 
abandoned. Those efforts at recollection had set up a 
physical process which the wearied searcher had no more 
power to check than the man who has thrown a spear or 
ball can stop it when once it has left his hand. Aristotle 
distinguishes between those who firmly retain the impres¬ 
sions they have received, and those who can reproduce 
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them quickly and easily—a distinction which recurs in 
modern psychology under various designations, such as 
“ exactness ” and “ readiness ” of memory. It is at first sur¬ 
prising to learn that while memory is common to man and 
animals, recollection is peculiar to man. Here, however, 
Aristotle is distinguishing, as Plato had done before him, 
between, on the one hand, the continuance of an impression, 
or its reappearance as the direct result of repetition, and 
on the other the recovery of an impression by the help of 
one or more intermediate ideas, generally as the result of 
conscious effort. Whether the higher animals can be justly 
contrasted with man in this respect is perhaps as little 
certain now as it was then. 

The product of memory is compared, quite in modern 
style, sometimes with a “picture” or “image,” more often 
with the “impression of a seal.” The remark is added that 
the earliest youth and the latest age are alike lacking in 
strength of memory. With the very young, impressions 
are all too fugitive ; applied to running water, the seal 
leaves no impression. In the very aged, on the other hand, 
the receptive organ is as it were hardened, so that the im¬ 
pression has no depth or sharpness. Innate differences of 
mental qualities produce the same effects as differences of 
age. The too great quickness and the too great slowness 
of intellectual processes affect the sharpness and depth of 
the seal’s impression in a precisely similar way. 

7. Memory-pictures and dream-pictures are grouped 
together under the common name of “phantasies,” or 
“phantasms.” When they are memory-pictures, they are 
so by their relation to the primary images of experience. 
The emergence of sensory residues in the stillness of night 
and sleep is explained by the suspension of that which 
overpowers them during waking hours, the pressure of 
immediate sensation. We are familiar with the illustration 
of this thought by the image of the sun putting out the 
stars; and Aristotle makes a close approach to it when 
he speaks of a weaker flame being invisible by the side 
of a stronger. The first is not perceived till the second is 
extinguished. A comparison peculiar to the Stagirite is 
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that which has reference to an ancient toy—artificial frogs, 
which bobbed up in a dish of water when a layer of salt 
sprinkled over them was melted. In all the cases alike 
the disappearance of an obstacle permitted the emergence 
into the light of something previously suppressed. 

The treatment of sleep and dreams is again weakest at 
the point where physiological explanations are attempted. 
The exhalations arising from the food and forced upwards 
by the vital heat, the loading of the head by them, and 
the consequent feeling of sleepiness, the cooling of the 
exhalations by the brain, the sinking of them so occasioned, 
followed by the cooling of the heart and the stoppage of 
its vital activity—on all this silence is more profitable than 
speech. On the other hand, we ought specially to notice 
that Aristotle deduces sleep from the refusal of the 
exhausted central organ to perform its office, on the ground 
that, if this were not the case, the separate organs of sense, 
being tired at different times, would sleep by turns. The 
purpose of sleep is, in his view, the preservation of life ; 
for all things made for motion are unable to move un¬ 
interruptedly, but must have intervals of rest. 

Aristotle is here so little governed by the spirit of 
system that he readily admits the existence of certain con¬ 
tradictory phenomena of dream-consciousness. There are 
many cases in which it is observed that external stimuli 
reach persons even in sleep, that they even answer ques¬ 
tions addressed to them, that at least they experience 
sensations of sight and sound, touch and taste, “ though in 
a weakened degree, and as if the object were at a dis¬ 
tance.” It is admitted, further, that objectively weak 
stimuli are sometimes felt as unusually intense; a slight 
noise may be taken for thunder, and so on. The first set of 
instances is explained on the principle that the sleeper’s re¬ 
ceptivity for sense-impressions is at best greatly diminished. 
The explanation of the contrary phenomenon comes as a 
corollary to that of dreams in general. In waking hours 
the phantasms are drowned in the stronger sense-impres¬ 
sions, and the same thing occasionally happens to indivi¬ 
dual primary impressions of low intensity; others, again— 
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favoured, we must suppose, by such circumstances as local 
proximity—are heightened because they are relieved of the 
usual competition with other and stronger stimuli. The 
first of these categories includes more particularly the 
sensations originating in the body itself. Such sensations 
occasionally come into prominence during sleep, having 
been to a certain extent suppressed during waking hours 
by stronger external stimuli. This latter phenomenon 
gives our philosopher a welcome opportunity to indulge 
that taste for compromise which we know so well. 

The significance of dreams had been roundly denied 
by the champions of enlightenment. Aristotle makes an 
attempt to justify within certain boundaries even this piece 
of old and widespread popular belief. On the one hand, 
he contends that sometimes in the dream-state threads of 
consciousness are started which persist into the waking 
state. It may thus happen that now and again dreams 
become “ signs and causes ” of the actions that follow in 
the waking state ; more correctly it might be said that the 
true “ causes ” or beginnings are taken for the “ signs ” of 
actions because their influence upon the latter has remained 
unperceived. The second part of this attempted apology 
is of greater interest. “ Eminent physicians ” are said to 
have set a precedent by recognizing that “ dreams are by 
no means unworthy of our attention.” Suppose, for 
example, that a man dreams he is going through fire and 
is burnt by it. It is advisable to examine the parts of his 
body burnt in the dream. The cause of the dream may be 
a “ slight heating,” due to morbid changes, which escapes 
observation in the waking state for reasons rendered 
above. 

8. But while certain classes of dreams are thus not 
entirely divested of significance, Aristotle’s attitude towards 
this question is preponderantly that of the Enlightenment 
Against the hypothesis of “ god-sent dreams ” he raises the 
objection, among others, that the dream-messages appearing 
to bear this character are not vouchsafed to the “ best and 
most intelligent0 but to ‘‘ordinary persons.” We are 
reminded in a measure of those opponents of spiritualism 
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who at the present day express their surprise that the 
supposed “spirits’* have hardly anything more to say than 
any chance circle of gossipers in any market town. On 
the other hand, the Stagirite is not entirely adverse to the 
belief in telepathy. He assumes a specially close relation 
in this respect between intimate friends and kinsfolk ; 
“ movements ”—which he does not particularize—proceed 
from human beings, and are most readily perceived by 
those who in the waking state concern themselves most 
about them. Still more obscure than this attempt to 
explain mysterious facts (real or supposed) is the reference 
to those persons, subject to the ecstatic state, who are so 
much the more impressionable by the “ movements ” 
coming from others as, by in a manner getting outside 
themselves, they lose the ballast of their own “ movements.” 
For the sake of completeness we note the not quite relevant 
fact that Aristotle is acquainted with the phenomena of 
somnambulism, that he gives a short account of them, and 
that in a lost passage of his " Problems ” he tried to 
explain them. 

9. “ Phantasies ” or “ phantasms ” are, as we have seen, 
the common names for secondary images of all kinds, 
whether those of memory or those perceived in dreams. 
We ask what is Aristotle’s judgment on truth and error in 
this field. His utterances are here not without self-con¬ 
tradiction, but it is a contradiction which appears rather in 
the words than in the thought. In one place emphatic 
prominence is given to the point that phantasy is funda¬ 
mentally distinct from affirmation and denial, that is, from 
assertion in general; that it is consequently taken out of 
the categories of truth and error. Again in another place 
“the majority of phantasies ” are called “false” or untrue. 
The following is a probable solution of the contradiction. 
The single phantasy does not constitute an assertion which 
might conform to or conflict with the facts. Thus such a 
mere mental picture can deviate very widely from a judg¬ 
ment founded on knowledge and insight without actually 
contradicting it. For example, side by side with our 
conviction that the sun is larger than the earth, we retain 
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an image in our minds of the sun as “ a foot in breadth/* 
But although the mental image puts forth no claim to 
express a judgment, nothing prevents the percipient from 
comparing its nature with the reality which in any wise is 
mirrored by it Thus the condemnation referred to, over- 
severe as it is, becomes intelligible to us. For the secondary 
image is mainly a “ weakened sensation,” that is, a copy 
which in any case differs from its original in degree or 
quantity. There must be added the combinations and 
interlacings which arise among these copies, compared by 
Aristotle with reflexions in water which a little undulation 
will cause so to run into one another that all resemblance 
to the originals is lost. 

IO. If the secondary images are thus steeped in error, 
how is it with the primary impressions themselves? On 
this point, too, Aristotle’s pronouncements are somewhat, 
but not too far, removed from full strictness of thought. 
In more than one passage the veracity of sensation is 
emphatically maintained, in a manner reminding us of the 
Cyrenaics and of Plato’s declarations in the “ Theaetetus99 
(cf. Vol. II. pp. 233, 234 ; and Vol. III. p. 158). The sense- 
impression is described as veracious so long as it remains 
“on its own ground.” For example, I see white ; that is a 
fact on which no doubt is admissible ; but that the white is 
a man’s face may be true or false. Pleasing as it is to 
find the actual sensation thus strictly separated from the 
inferences thence drawn, it is a pleasure which we do not 
enjoy for too long. We soon find that Aristotle did not 
apprehend in its full generality or retain permanently the 
thought which has here come to the surface. For though 
he once describes sensations as true without exception, at 
another time he speaks of the “ error which attaches to 
them,” even though it be “ in very slight degree.” 

This contradiction hardly seems to admit of any but 
the following solution. In the one passage Aristotle con¬ 
siders .merely the illusions depending on the incorrect 
interpretation of received impressions, and refuses to see 
in them any diminution of the truthfulness of those im¬ 
pressions, In the other passage he remembers those 
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differences of sensations which rest on individual anomalies 
(the bitter taste of honey for the jaundiced is the typical 
instance in ancient writers), and he is led thereby to limit 
the universality of his former assertion. He might have 
classed both sets of cases under a common head. The 
man instanced by him as imagining himself to see a white 
human face may possibly be mistaken only in his interpre¬ 
tation of the sensation he has received, or again, his error 
may have begun still earlier, and, being colour-blind, he 
may have seen as a greyish white what appears to others 
as red. It is no matter; even in the second case we 
cannot speak of the impression as false in the strict sense, 
because, as Democritus aptly remarked, questions of true 
and false are not decided by numbers (cf. Vol. I. p. 360). 
A just judge will not lay much stress on the inconsistency 
of the Stagirite. He has on the one occasion neglected a 
practically unimportant class of errors which at another 
time he is not willing, for the sake of completeness, to 
ignore entirely. 

He is, in any case, excellently informed on the means 
of overcoming the sense-illusions referred to, whether they 
rest on abnormal or on normal misinterpretation, whether 
they arise from physical and physiological or from patho¬ 
logical causes. One sense-somewhat to this effect he 
writes in a particular passage—corrects the messages of 
the others; thus sight, for example, corrects the error of 
the sense of touch produced by crossing the fingers (cf. 
Vol. II. p. 232), just as the sense of touch corrects the 
numerous optical illusions. It is a short step to the 
thought that only the co-operation of several senses can 
inform us on the objective qualities of things. It is only 
by this road that the general qualities (permanent and 
variable) of sensible objects can come to our knowledge— 
their form and magnitude, their number, rest, and motion. 
Here one of Aristotle’s familiar exaggerations (cf. p. 113) 
makes its entry. Having to establish the advantage which 
a plurality of senses brings to their possessor, he does so 
in drastic fashion by putting an extreme case. Suppose 
we had only one sense, and this was responsive to only 
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a single class of sensations. Suppose, for example, that 
we had no sense but that of sight, and that white was the 
only colour we could see,—a white, it must be added, con¬ 
taining in itself no differences of brightness, nor any variety 
of shades whatever. A very little consideration will show 
that all external objects would in that case blend indis- 
tinguishably; separate things or forms, even rest and 
motion, would be no more. 

It may here be fittingly observed that in numerous 
passages referring to the specific objects of the senses 
colour alone is spoken of as corresponding to sight, just 
as exclusively as smell corresponds to the olfactory sense. 
Aristotle seems as firmly convinced as Berkeley that dis¬ 
tance, size, and form are perceived by the aid of sight only 
mediately, in a manner depending upon inference. The 
detailed elaboration of this theory must have been con¬ 
tained in a lost treatise on optics which was extensively 
laid under contribution by the great Aristotelian, Alexander. 
So far as the preserved works go, Aristotle speaks only of 
the co-operation of sight with other senses in cases where 
Berkeley expressly treats of inferences drawn from impres¬ 
sions of light or colour. Fundamentally, the two come to 
the same thing, namely, that all advance beyond the specific 
sense-impression is possible only by means of comparison 
and combination ; that is to say, by inference. 

11. From “ phantasy ” two paths diverge, one leading 
to the thought that works with concepts, and the other to 
desire. Of the first, as the active exercise of reason or 
Nous, we shall speak later on. Here we merely note the 
significant fact that Aristotle always regards thinking in 
concepts as bound to and conditioned by the presence of 
mental images or representations. We fare in thinking much 
as we do in drawing. So little as we can draw a general 
triangle, being always compelled to give our drawing a 
definite size, just as little can we treat of the general pro¬ 
perties of a triangle without summoning before the mind's 
eye a quantitatively definite triangle, though we may after* 
wards entirely disregard its special attributes. Without 
phantasy or mental images, again, desire is impossible. 
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We are specially concerned here with deliberative or con¬ 
sultative phantasy. 

In order to understand the r6le assigned to this last, 
it is advisable to consider, first of all, the other two ways in 
which the Stagirite conceives actions to come about with 
the help of knowledge or experience. In the one case, 
desire appears and “ says to the living creature: ‘ Let us 
drink/ Perception adds: ‘ Here is something drinkable/ 
Forthwith the creature drinks/* In the other case, the road 
followed is that of the syllogistic procedure. “ Men must 
walk ; I am a man ; I must walk/* Naturally our philo¬ 
sopher is well aware that man is not always like a thinking- 
machine. He hastens to follow up examples such as the 
above by the remark that the “ manifest ” or self-evident 
part of such an argument, the minor premiss: “I am a 
man/’ is frequently suppressed in practice. We must not 
be too surprised that he does not go a great deal further 
and abandon altogether a view of human action which is, 
to put it shortly, untrue to life. The man who had dis¬ 
covered and systematized the syllogism could not be ex¬ 
pected to put it on half-pay, so to speak, with no duties 
but those of revision. It is thus extremely instructive and 
highly pleasing to learn that this more correct view did 
at least casually dawn upon him. Between the instinctive 
action first mentioned above, and the syllogistic action 
governed by general notions, there comes the already- 
mentioned “ deliberative ” or “ consultative ” phantasy, which 
in a passage of the work “ On the Soul ” is described as 
follows. A living being is confronted with a choice which 
cannot be made without comparison and the discovery of 
a common measure. But the kind of consideration in¬ 
volved—this is roughly what we are told—is of so primitive 
or simple a kind that44 it does not seem to bear the cha¬ 
racter of an * opinion ; * indeed, it lacks the syllogistic form.” 
Here, obviously, we have a confession, let slip half in¬ 
voluntarily by the Stagirite, that there is another sort of 
thinking besides that which works in concepts, that, as we 
say now, there is in reality an inference from particulars 
to particulars. This middle stage is not assigned to man 
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only, but to some of the higher animals as well, seeing that 

“beings,” in the plural, are spoken of as deliberating. 

Doubtless these animals are conceived of as often remain¬ 

ing at the lowest stage of instinctive action ; and we shall 

hardly go wrong if we attribute to Aristotle the thought 

that the undeveloped man (child or savage) frequently 

acts at this lowest level, and even the fully-developed man 

sometimes, when he is swayed by emotion or led by blind 

custom. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

ARISTOTLE’S DOCTRINE OF THE SOUL. 

(Continuation : The Problem of Will.) 

I. We have now reached Aristotle’s discussion of the 
problem of will, concerning which we have already made 
the anticipatory remark that it would appear “compara¬ 
tively free from inconsistencies.” Comparatively, it may 
be, but not completely. One might almost be tempted, 
were the subject not entirely incapable of numerical state¬ 
ment, to say that the Stagirite was nine-tenths determinist, 
one-tenth indeterminist. It was, as we have seen, quite 
without justification that his treatment of the notion of 
chance has had read into it an attack upon universal 
causation. With equal injustice he has been supposed to 
be defending freedom of the will as something morally 
valuable in passages where what he has in view is only 
spontaneous action, such as is common alike to men and 
animals, to children and adults. The main point in his 
teaching is that characters, dispositions of will, moral 
qualities, belong to the mature human being ; they are 
modes of action which have become fixed by habit. We 
are certainly not bound for that reason to regard them 
as absolutely unalterable ; but still they cannot be dis¬ 
carded or fundamentally changed at mere pleasure, by an 
arbitraiy resolve. Each single act of a man is the outcome 
of his character at the time. There is a passage in the 
“ Ethics ” where it is said that we can at will strike a 
fellow-man or offer him money; no external coercion 
compels us to perforin or to abstain from either act. So 
far they are voluntary actions, standing in our power. 
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But the elements of character from which these actions 
spring, the brutality that comes to light in the blow, or 
the corrupt purpose manifested in the offer of money, are 
conditioned by our past life: they are the result of habit 
and education. Aristotle declares with full emphasis, and 
almost in the words of a modem determinist, that “ we 
cannot, indeed, directly will to be different from what we 
are.” The vicious man can no more shake off his vice 
by an act of will than the sick man his sickness. But 
this comparison by no means carries with it the thought 
that every moral malady, any more than every physical 
malady, is incurable. The systematic treatment which in 
the one case devolves upon the physician is in the other 
case a matter of training and education, which latter may 
quite conceivably be self-education. 

Hitherto, the Stagirite's thought moves entirely on the 
lines of modern determinism, which was developed in an 
earlier age by the Stoics. But at this point he enters upon 
a new and unexpected path. Responsibility, and that for 
virtuous actions much more than for vicious, demands a 
justification. Aristotle provides one, as he thinks, by 
attaching responsibility not to the ready-formed character, 
but to the character in the make. Admitted that the indi¬ 
vidual act is the outcome and result of a well- or ill-formed 
character, that this formation proceeds chiefly through 
habit, and that each new repetition of an action strengthens 
and confirms in ever-increasing degree the disposition of 
mind from which it springs: the choice of character is yet 
represented as having been originally in our own hands. 
We are reminded of the choice of destinies in Plato’s 
“Republic” (cf. Vol. III. p. 105). Great is our astonish¬ 
ment, and many are the objections which throng upon our 
mind. How, for example, can the criminal’s child, born 
with vicious dispositions and bred to vice, have full freedom 
in such a choice ? But while Aristotle thus saddles himself 
with many an impossibility, he would not have been the 
powerful thinker that he was if he had simply stopped 
here. He could not acknowledge so generously the power 
of habit, and at the same time entirely overlook the 

VOL. IV. O 
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influence of the still more potent factor of natural endow¬ 
ment which is presupposed in habit. While considering 
natural endowment, he obviously falls into perplexity 
about his own doctrine, and brings against it an objection 
of the following form. As against the assertion that we 
choose our character, it may be urged that all creatures 
strive after that which seems to them to be good (that 
is, in this case, profitable, healthful, or pleasurable). If, 
then, an individual assigns this quality to a particular end, 
he does so on the strength of a mental representation or 
“ phantasy/* Thus the former thesis cannot be maintained 
erect unless we concede the power of choosing not only 
one’s character, but also one’s mode of representing things 
to the mind. Our philosopher evidently finds it extremely 
difficult to reconcile himself to such a concession. He 
cannot forget that natural endowment here counts for 
something, and indeed plays a decisive part. An anxious 
suspicion may well have insinuated itself into his mind, 
that his position involves a circular argument: choice of 
character depending on presentations, presentations de¬ 
pending on character already acquired. He falls into 
bewilderment, and cannot come to a real decision. To 
the adverse thesis he gives the most forcible formulation 
possible: “ For the good as for the bad, the supreme end 
of life is fixed by natural bent or some other such cause, 
and is permanently regarded as such.” But presently he 
recoils from the consequences of this admission ; he yields 
himself prisoner to the widespread popular opinions which 
he is unable to coin afresh, and he exclaims: "If all this 
is true, how could virtue be any more voluntary than vice?” 
He is afraid of endangering free-will, and with it, as he 
thinks, the value of virtue; for this reason he breaks off 
the whole discussion, and abandons arguments the validity 
of which he is unable to destroy. The investigation which 
he has spun out to such great length, often with great 
refinement and depth, has thus been all in vain. Or 
perhaps it has not been wholly fruitless. In cutting the 
knot Aristotle may have hoped to convince his hearers and 
readers: he did not convince himself. This is betrayed 
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by his tone, which from sentence to sentence becomes 
more timid and uncertain ; it is proved by the constant 
accumulation of qualifications, limitations, and parentheses. 
At the beginning of the discussion man is described as 
the “author” of his disposition ; presently he is so only 
“ as it were,” then “ to a certain extent,” and lastly he is 
only “ in a manner the co-author ” of his character. Just 
such language might be used by a convinced determinist, 
—might, in fact, have been used by the Stoic Chrysippus, 
who neither denied the effectiveness of “intense volitions” 
nor detached them from the general network of causes, 
but recognized them as intermediate links of the utmost 
importance and indispensability. 

2. That Aristotle’s peculiar doctrine of freedom struck 
no deep root in his soul may be inferred, we think with 
certainty, in another way. From that doctrine there flow 
consequences in the field of criminal responsibility which 
Aristotle was far removed from drawing. If the evil-doer’s 
responsibility were confined to his choice of his own 
character, the habitual criminal would escape with little 
or no punishment, while the youthful offender, who has 
just chosen his character, would have to be punished with 
great severity. But with our philosopher there is no trace 
of any such inference. His judgment on the punishment 
due to an offence is not determined by any regard to that 
original freedom of choice, its nearness or remoteness, but 
simply and solely by considerations of social “ utility,” 
which he emphasizes in explicit terms. He confines him¬ 
self entirely to the lines of a rational criminal jurisprudence 
which regards the infliction of evils as justifiable only so 
far as it serves to prevent the commission of future mis¬ 
deeds. In this he even goes further than the majority 
of modern criminalists. He refuses to accept drunkenness 
as a mitigating circumstance. He cites with approval that 
law of Pittacus which enacted severer punishments for acts 
of violence committed in the drunken state than for similar 
acts committed by sober persons. His aim was to produce 
a deterrent effect on the drunkard by attaching a penalty 
to his vice itself as soon as it led to the injury of others. 
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Legislation, says Aristotle bluntly, should aim at encourag¬ 
ing the one class of actions (those serving the general good) 
and at restraining the other class (those to the common 
hurt). If in such contexts he uses words like “ volun¬ 
tarily ” or “in our power,” he is not in the least thinking 
of that remote original choice of disposition, but merely 
excluding actions caused by “external force” or by un¬ 
avoidable “ignorance.” Possibly he does not always 
strictly maintain the distinction between the two meanings 
of those expressions. 

We may add that the theory of punishment built 
on this foundation is in entire harmony with Aristotle’s 
prevalent determinism. Punishment may follow, as sub¬ 
sidiary aims, the restraining of private revenge, the rendering 
criminals harmless, or their reformation (though with the 
short-term imprisonments of antiquity this last result was 
not much thought of) ; its main purpose is and remains, 
whatever may be said, that of intimidation. The law¬ 
giver who aims at this may very well cherish the determinist 
view of human will. To the social motive proved insufficient 
he adds a more efficient motive ; he seeks to weaken anti¬ 
social tendencies by throwing into the opposite scale a new 
factor, the fear of punishment—a fear which in the worst 
case is calculated to produce a wholesome effect, if not 
on the hardened soul of the criminal, yet on the more 
plastic soul of the onlooker. 

3. The deterministic view which thus prevails with 
Aristotle is apparently broken through at a point on which 
we have already touched (cf. p. 106). But the object of 
his attack is there not in reality determinism, but the 
distinct, though cognate, fatalistic principle. If anything 
happens by necessity—so we are told in that passage of 
the work “ On Interpretation ”—no room is left for human 
action and the deliberation which precedes it The fact 
that human deliberation and the actions which spring from 
it do often interfere with the course of things moves the 
Stagirite to a protest against the mechanization of the 
whole sum of happenings. It must not be overlooked that 
Aristotle is not here speaking strictly of human will; that 
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which he emphasizes in opposition to fatalism is not so 
much the so-called freedom of the will as the capacity 
for deliberation, for taking counsel with one’s self and 
acting accordingly. Had he been required to enlarge 
his survey he would certainly not have denied that these 
deliberations have in each case a previous history, that 
they are conditioned by the deliberator’s stock of know¬ 
ledge and power of thought, and not least of all, as our 
philosopher elsewhere emphatically acknowledges, by his 
emotions. But on this occasion the distinction between, 
on the one hand, what a later thinker (Epicurus) calls 
“automatic necessity,” or the causal linkage of purely 
material processes, and the intervention of human thought 
and corresponding action on the other, has produced so 
deep an impression on him that he has lost sight for a 
moment of the common causal foundation underlying both 
kinds of processes. An earlier philosopher, for whom 
Aristotle professed no exaggerated esteem, might well 
have been here recalled to his memory. We have already 
said, in praise of Heraclitus, “ that he constructed compre¬ 
hensive generalizations comprising both realms of human 
knowledge, as it were, with a mighty bow ” (Vol. I. p. 63). 
He recognized, and the recognition took a high place in 
his system, the universal sway of order and law governing 
both spheres alike. The late successors of Heraclitus, the 
founders of the Stoa, may for their part have only too 
often overlooked the deep - rooted distinction in their 
acknowledgment of what was common, and so have leant 
towards fatalism; Chrysippus, the true shaper of the 
Stoic doctrine, will ever be remembered as the first to 
discriminate strictly between the deterministic theory 
which acknowledges the exceptionless rule of cause, and 
the fatalistic theory which, in addition, ignores or eliminates 
the part played by acts of human will 
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CHAPTER XVII. 

ARISTOTLE’S DOCTRINE OF THE SOUL. 

(The Doctrine of Nous, or Reason.—-Conclusion.) 

I. We enter upon the second of the paths which lead from 
the lower ground of “ phantasy ” to the higher forms of 
human mental life (cf. p. 189). Or, to be more accurate, 
we have already trodden this path more than once. In 
treating of Aristotle's “ principles of proof/' we were intro¬ 
duced to induction as the instrument for the acquisition of 
these as of other “first” truths (p. 75). Still earlier we 
came upon the stages by which the soul climbs from the 
first fixation of a received impression up to art and science, 
that is, to pure theory and theory applied to practice 
(p. 55). These stages were declared to be first memory, 
then experience, which arises from the frequent repetition 
of similar impressions, and which comes to be nothing else 
than a " multitude of memories of the same object.” Out 
of experience, again—or better, out of all the “ universal 
that being a one as well as many has become firmly rooted 
in the soul ”—we saw art and science take their rise. 

The separate members of the series of living beings 
take a lower or a higher place in the animal world ac¬ 
cording as they share only in the lowest of these activities, 
or in the less elementary as well. To some animals, at 
the bottom of the scale, sense-perception alone is allowed; 
to others, memory; and to others again, the faculty of 
learning. This last is represented as conferred through 
the intermediacy of the sense of hearing—a sense extremely 
serviceable to the development of intelligence, though not 
unconditionally requisite, as the example of the bees shows. 
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True understanding is peculiar to man ; he alone has the 
power of forming general concepts, by means of which he 
mounts to the summit of knowledge. 

It is, if not a directly authenticated fact, yet a highly 
probable inference, that in these lines of thought the 
founder of the Peripatetic school followed in the footsteps 
of an original thinker whose acquaintance the reader has 
already made, Alcmaeon of Crotona, a physician with 
Pythagorean leanings (cf. Vol. I. p. 150). Thus we are 
once more confronted by the Asclepiad in Aristotle (cf. 
ch. vi.). The Platonist in him, the complementary opposite 
of the empiric, will appear in his doctrine of Nous, with its 
tinge of mysticism. 

2. This doctrine, which can be traced back finally to 
Anaxagoras, is one of the most debated portions of the 
Aristotelian system. Theophrastus, Aristotle's immediate 
successor in his school, vainly wrestled with its difficulties. 
That he failed to gain a complete understanding of the 
doctrine is, indeed, more than we can affirm. But he was in 
any case at a loss how to answer certain obvious objections 
to it, or how to defend it successfully against attack. A 
precious fragment of his writings is preserved to us in which 
he sets out so many difficulties with so much emphasis that 
we seem to hear the voice of an opponent rather than of 
a disciple. There is, at any rate, one inference which we 
may draw with tolerable certainty from this state of things, 
and that is that the author of the Nous doctrine did not 
expound it, somewhere outside the works known to us, 
with clearness and fulness sufficient to ensure its compre¬ 
hension and acceptance. 

We are reminded of Plato, and Plato in the last phase 
of his speculation, by the part of Aristotle’s teaching 
which bears upon the continuance of the principle of Nous, 
or reason. While elsewhere the soul is for our philosopher, 
not indeed corporeal, but something inseparably attached 
to an organic body, the rational principle in man receives 
from him the same prerogative which the Platonic 
“ Timaeus ” accords to the “ reasonable head-soul ” (cf. Vol. 
III. p. 38). Even this immortality, it is true, is not for 
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Aristotle a personal thing. The rational principle im¬ 
planted in man before birth returns after his dissolution to 
the place whence it came, to the ether of the celestial 
regions—that ether which is immaterial because divested 
of all physical qualities except those of filling space and 
moving in it. In this respect Aristotle stands on the 
ground of an ancient and popular belief, which we have 
met with both in Epicharmus and in Euripides, and which 
was quite the predominant opinion at Athens about the 
end of the fifth century (cf. Vol. II. p. 84; Vol. III. p. 10). 
Aristotle has thus compromised between the teaching of 
his master and the current belief of the age. He took 
from the first the limitation of immortality to the rational 
part of the soul; from the latter, its return to the heavenly 
element and the extinction of individual consciousness. 

3. For the motives of this innovation we have not far 
to seek. Definitely and emphatically as Aristotle asserts 
the intimate union of the individual soul with the in¬ 
dividual body, decisively as he repudiates the “ entrance 
of any soul into any body” (cf. p. 176), the grounds of this 
anti-Pythagorean attitude do not reach as far as the point 
at which the soul appears as a purely intellectual factor. 
The greater or smaller susceptibility to particular emotions 
might seem to be connected by experience with the 
physical constitution of the individual; the same might 
appear to be true of the obstacles which impede intellec¬ 
tual activity; the irascibility of one or the stupidity of 
another might be charged upon their bodily peculiarities: 
the faculty of thought itself, as soon as and as long as it 
is actively exercised, displays the same features in all alike. 
There are no individual differences in A’s and B’s manner 
of proving the Pythagorean theorem. It thus becomes in¬ 
telligible that the vehicle of purely intellectual activity 
should be regarded as a factor common to all men, emanci¬ 
pated from the limits of individual and physical parti¬ 
cularity, and just for that reason delivered from the curse 
of mortality—as a factor whose origin is directly associated 
with the Deity, and which is endowed with only that kind 
of materiality which is furthest removed from the cruder 
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forms. We thus find ourselves in a position to understand 
our philosopher’s celebrated asseveration that Nous alone 
enters into man from without, and is alone divine; that its 
activity is in no way affected by the activity of the body. 
In immediate proximity to this statement is another in 
which the soul in general is spoken of as “ more divine 
than the so-called elements,” and its seat declared to be 
the heat enclosed in the breath of life (■Trvevfia). But while 
this vital warmth is only “ by analogy ” regarded as the 
matter of which the stars are formed, Nous is itself clothed 
with the heavenly substance or ether, and is therefore alone 
of truly divine nature. Parallel with these gradations is 
the progressive refinement which leads from pure matter 
to pure form. This rising scale has its beginning, as we 
saw (cf. p. 86), within the series of the elements them¬ 
selves. As among these fire has most of the nature of 
form, so clearly the principle of life or of soul is in the 
same way pre-eminent over fire; while the heavenly ether, 
as the garment of Nous, receives the highest place in this 
scale, and is described as pure, immaterial form. This 
analogism may perhaps strike us as somewhat sportive; 
still, it is intelligible that the part of the soul which stands 
highest and at the greatest distance from the crudely 
material, is regarded as the vehicle of the most refined 
mental functions, as the cognitive principle to which man 
owes his knowledge of the highest and most general 
abstractions. Thus Nous is termed, on the one hand, 
immaterial, or all but immaterial matter; on the other, 
“ the form of forms.” 

4. These deliverances have certainly offered many a 
handle to criticism. As early a critic as Theophrastus 
asks why Nous, which enters ready-formed into the 
embryo, waits so long before manifesting itself in activity. 
Why does the child exhibit a lack of understanding? 
What are the conditions and what the accompaniments of 
reason’s awakening ? We should have expected so obvious 
an objection to have been known to and even anticipated 
by the author of the doctrine. Any one who likes high- 
sounding phrases may describe what appears to be 
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Aristotle's answer by saying that he substitutes the 
principle of adaptation for that of development He com¬ 
pares Nous to the eyes of nocturnal animals which are 
blinded by the light of day; and the comparison at least 
suggests the thought that only by gradual habituation to 
the glare of the highest truths can we become enabled to 
perceive them. For since Aristotle cannot possibly deny 
to the Nous in man the power of seeing these truths, it can 
hardly be idle conjecture if we attribute to him the thought 
that their full knowledge is conditioned by the training 
and adaptation of the cognitive organ. According to this 
view, Nous would not, properly speaking, become stronger 
during the period of growth, but would fare like an eye 
which gradually becomes accustomed to a brilliant light 
and so learns to bear it. 

Another of Theophrastus’s puzzles relates to “ the origin 
of forgetting, deception, and falsehood." How is it possible 
—such, clearly, is the point of his question—to reconcile 
such loss and such clouding of the truth with the presence 
in us of an essentially divine, imperishable, and unchange¬ 
able principle of knowledge ? But here the statement of the 
difficulty is followed by at least the rudiment of a solution. 
Theophrastus adds doubtingly : “ Or is it perhaps through 
mixture ?" In these words he points to a main element in 
the doctrine on which we have not yet touched. The Nous 
in man is delared to be twofold, or, when we consider it 
more accurately, of threefold nature—active, passive, and 
the mixture of the two. It is properly the first which is 
the divine and eternal principle ; it is wholly and absolutely 
energy and actuality; it is unceasingly active, even though 
we are not always aware of its activity. (We are here, by 
the way, reminded of Lichtenberg's and Heinrich von 
Kleist’s expressive saying: “ It thinks in us.") This active 
principle is matched with a receptive or passive element 
comparable to matter and potentiality as opposed to form 
and actuality. It might be termed a mediator between the 
strength of the divine nature and the weakness of the 
human. The active Nous effects everything, the passive 
Nous undergoes everything; the first is immortal, the 
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second is not. In regard to its particular nature, Aristotle 
is still more sparing of words than in the case of the active 
Nous. It may be conjectured, not without reason, that he 
conceived its function only in shadowy outline, and that his 
thought lacked clear and full development for himself as 
well as for his reader. In a certain sense, so Theophrastus 
tells us, the two kinds of Nous are two entities, but in 
another sense only one, just as one object is compounded 
of form and matter. 

5. The whole theme is treated mainly by way of indica¬ 
tion, and is full of enigmas. How are we to understand 
the identity which Aristotle asserts between Nous and its 
object ? We can, indeed, discover, with more than approxi¬ 
mate certainty, how it is not to be understood. Aristotle 
may not be credited with a confusion between a function 
or activity and its object. Just as little can he have 
intended to maintain the mere subjectivity of the truths 
apprehended by Nous. Thus, other considerations apart, 
he compares active Nous with light, which makes visible 
and lifts into true actuality those colours which, though 
previously only potential, were still objectively present. 
The following we imagine to be the true interpretation of 
that asserted identity. If I cognize a sensible object, then 
besides the cognized form there is the matter united with 
it, which remains over as the mere substratum of it, given 
in point of fact but not penetrated by the mind, a kind of 
opaque residue. This is not the case where knowledge 
relates, not to the concrete thing, the compound of form 
and matter, but to the pure form itself. This object of 
knowledge is wholly cognized, wholly penetrated by the 
mind, wholly taken up into it. In so far as this is the task 
of Nous, which is itself pure form—indeed the “ form of 
forms ”—Nous may be spoken of as identical with its object. 

Further, how can Aristotle have arrived at the view 
that the active Nous is unceasingly at work in us, while 
our consciousness bears no witness to this uninterrupted 
activity of the processes of thought ? It would be an 
insufficient answer merely to presuppose that there is no 
sleep without dreams, and thus no intermission of conscious 
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life. For it is one thing to assume that our imagination 
or “phantasy” never takes holiday, quite another to sup¬ 
pose that the true intellect, the higher faculty of thought, 
exercises its powers absolutely without interruption. A 
better way out of the difficulty might seem to be provided 
by the observation that after beginning a piece of mental 
work, one sometimes finds one’s self suddenly in presence 
of the result, without any consciousness of the path by 
which it has been reached. But even here it is not made 
an easy matter for us to rest satisfied. We have already 
seen how Aristotle found an exit from an at least similar 
impasse without assuming unconscious thought (cf. p. 182). 
The unexpected emergence of a memory for which a search 
has been begun and then abandoned, was explained as 
due to the continuance of a physiological process set up 
by the search. But it is quite possible that this solution, 
while sufficient in what he deemed a lower sphere, may 
have seemed to him inadequate where the functions of the 
true intellect were concerned. The most probable ex¬ 
planation is perhaps that the belief we are considering 
followed immediately from his conviction that the vehicle 
of thought is immaterial, seconded, possibly, by the 
analogy of the heavenly bodies, themselves moving with¬ 
out cease, which, like Nous, are “ divine,” and which 
occupy the celestial spaces whence Nous proceeds. 

The Nous now lodged in our bodies is existent, active, 
and living from all eternity, but we have no recollection 
of this former life of it, any more than of its uninterrupted 
working in ourselves. This discrepancy between the 
theory and the testimony of consciousness needed ex¬ 
planation. The following consideration would seem to 
have opened the way for one. The mental faculty which 
preserves impressions is identical, or at least closely kin, 
with the faculty which has received them. But the re¬ 
ceptive element in the soul, just because of its receptivity, 
must be something dependent, more of the nature of 
matter than of form, passive, and therefore vulnerable and 
perishable. In its vulnerability and perishability the 
ground is to be sought for the absence of all memory 
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touching the previous history of the active Nous, or rational 
principle, at work in each one of us. We shall hardly err, 
we think, if we interpret Aristotle’s hints as indicating 
that this was the road by which he arrived at the division 
of Nous into an active and a passive part. 

But this division, when once accomplished, was bound 
to prove serviceable towards other ends as well. Just as 
that highest thought-principle, precisely because of its 
immateriality, could admit no suspension of its activity, 
so, too, it was subject to no enfeeblement or corruption. 
Where such undeniably appears, it is attributed, firstly, to 
the subordinate passive principle of reason, then to the 
body which for the time being houses it and the associated 
organs of the soul. Just as' the man who is blind through 
senile weakness would have his full power of sight restored 
by a change of visual organs, so a change of the soul's 
instruments would restore the full power of thought to 
the psychically enfeebled. Aristotle thus seizes upon the 
expedient which is always ready to hand for those who, 
despite contradictory appearances, stand forth as defenders 
of the indestructible and invulnerable soul. The musician 
is in perfect health, his power unimpaired ; but from 
strings out of tune he can draw no sound that pleases, 
and from broken strings no sound at all. 

6. Before we proceed, we have to bring into prominence 
an important distinction which hitherto has been mostly 
overlooked. Aristotle speaks of Nous sometimes in a 
narrower and sometimes in a wider sense, and, as his 
manner is, he does not inform the reader of the fact. 
Sometimes the term means for him the power of thought 
in general, that 44 by means of which the soul fashions 
thoughts and sets up hypotheses ; ” sometimes it is used as 
the antithesis to all mediate knowledge, to all proof and all 
reflexion {logos). In these cases the function of Nous is 
represented by him as a 44 touching ; ” it is compared with 
the physical senses as being, in a manner, a new sense of 
higher order, as a capacity, we might say, for intuitive 
rational cognition. This Nous, in the narrow sense, is the 
organ for the apprehension of concepts. 
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It is difficult, if not impossible, to compass here a full 
agreement with that version of Aristotle’s theory of know¬ 
ledge which we have found at the close of his main logical 
work and also in some passages of the “ Metaphysics ” (cf. 
pp. 55 and 82). In the form of the Nous-doctrine which now 
occupies us there is no mention of the decisive rdle which 
was there assigned to sense-perception and induction in 
the formation of concepts. The empirical element which 
stood in the forefront of the theory of knowledge both 
there and in the doctrine approximating to Alcmaeon’s (cf. 
p. 198), has now retreated somewhat into the background ; 
we are reminded of that residue of Platonism which 
Aristotle never fully overcame (cf. p. 78). It is thus 
desirable to ascertain the limits of this discrepancy with 
all attainable precision, but at the same time to avoid all 
exaggeration with the greatest possible care. 

7. This intuitive cognition by the reason, or intel¬ 
lectual apprehension, is applied by our philosopher only to 
the formation of concepts and to those judgments called 
analytic or elucidatory (Kant's expression), not to the syn¬ 
thetic judgments which add something to what is already 
contained in the subject. The first of these categories 
includes more especially definitions or delimitations of 
concepts. In this region Nous is said to be as infallible 
as the senses in their own province (cf. p. 187). The oft- 
mentioned “ immediate propositions ” are certainly in pre¬ 
ponderant measure the statements or the developments of 
definitions. They include a portion of the material out of 
which syllogisms are constructed, but this is true only in 
small measure of the axioms or rules by which the structure 
of syllogisms is governed. The function of Nous in its 
narrower and higher sense reaches thus far and no farther ; 
it apprehends its objects, concepts, no otherwise than as 
the organs of sense apprehend sensible objects. It has not 
the capacity of acquiring new truths, new combinations 
(syntheses). The apriorism which we have so often met 
with, especially in the physical works, is, we see, an occa¬ 
sional if not infrequent abuse, not a method followed as a 
matter of principle. 
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There is one real contradiction which critics have believed 
themselves to have discovered within the doctrine of Nous. 
On the one hand, Aristotle persists in an earnest endeavour 
to represent Nous as a mere capacity, as a force which pre¬ 
vious to or apart from its exertion is nothing, which before 
such exertion has no more content than an “ uninscribed 
tablet.’* On the other hand, it is observed, Aristotle 
assigns to Nous such predicates as “ free from admixture/’ 
41 separable,” 44 incapable of being acted upon,” which one 
does not feel justified in applying, except to a substance 
or entity. And just this word (ovcria) does occur sometimes 
in connexion with Nous. To any one who sees in this a 
want of clearness and consistency, it can only be answered, 
as we have remarked already (p. 89), that we have before 
us 44 a fault and a weakness of the human mind which cannot 
be taken as characterizing a special employment of it,” still 
less a particular hero of the intellect. In any case, when 
Aristotle appended to those very predicates the designa¬ 
tion 44 in its essence pure energy,” he was conscious of no 
contradiction. 

We shall again meet with Nous and its intuitive cha¬ 
racter in the ethical doctrines of Aristotle. For the present 
its oft-extolled godlike or divine nature leads us on to the 
consideration of that which, in his dialogue 44 On Prayer,” 
Aristotle represents as “itself Nous, or else something 
raised above Nous,” namely, the Deity, 
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CHAPTER XVIII. 

ARISTOTLE’S THEOLOGY. 

i. Religion comes before theology, that is, systematic 
reflexion on divine things is preceded by surmise and 
emotion. Religious feeling was by no means lacking in 
Aristotle. It finds expression in his writings after a 
manner which is often affecting, and sometimes rises to 
fervour. Nor should this surprise us. Though the depth 
of his character does not reach to that of his master Plato, 
his nature was not flat and shallow enough to be blind 
to the wonders of Nature’s ways, to be obtuse to the secrets 
of the world’s workings, or not to look upward with reverent 
eyes to a “ Higher, Unknown.” But as soon as he under¬ 
takes to condense his surmises into propositions, and to 
mould their content in definite forms, it becomes un¬ 
commonly difficult for him to reconcile the demands of 
his religious feeling with the claims of his scientific think¬ 
ing. If he did not succeed in the attempt to create a self- 
contained and rounded-off theological system, we have no 
cause for wonder. Much more remarkable is the deep 
earnestness with which he conceived the problem and 
laboured to bridge the yawning gulf between the con¬ 
flicting claims of emotion and intellect. 

The attitude which the Stagirite assumed towards the 
great riddles of the universe may be described as a mono¬ 
theism inset with touches of pantheism. Following, as he 
did, in the footsteps of Xenophanes and Plato, he was 
impelled to presume one Director of the universe mainly 
by his conviction of the strict unity of all nature. We have 
noticed the zeal with which he maintains the unity and 
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uniqueness of the heaven—a zeal which leads him as far 
as to identify the visible celestial sphere with the universe 
(cf. p. 123). He distinguished, indeed, between the four 
elements of the sublunary region and the one element of 
the celestial region above, between the changefulness of 
the first and the unchangeableness of the other. But he 
regarded the distinction as no infringement of the supreme 
unity, because the region of our world is only “ a small, 
evanescent part of the All.” He illustrates this unity by 
a twice-repeated comparison taken from the province of 
dramatic art. Nature, he says, is not “ episodic, like a bad 
tragedy,” one, that is to say, in which the separate acts 
and scenes are only loosely ranged in series, not inwardly 
connected with each other. It is quite consonant with 
all this that, in reviewing the doctrines of the nature- 
philosophers, Aristotle awards the prize to Anaxagoras, 
with the emphatic words: " Nous was now named as the 
author of order in the whole of nature, as well as in the 
structure of living beings ; and he who affirmed this seemed 
like a sober man after the wild words of his predecessors.” 
The most deep-going of his theological discussions ends in 
an approving citation of the Homeric line— 

u Bad is the lordship of many ; let one be your ruler and master.” 

2. Just this mention of Anaxagoras should remind us 
of the limits set to our philosopher’s monotheism, in spite 
of the emphasis with which he professes it. Part of these 
limits he has in common with the sage of Clazomen«e, 
part is peculiar to himself. Both of them wished to impose 
upon the scientific spirit, which demands the recognition 
of a permanent orderliness, inherent in things themselves, 
no greater sacrifice than appeared absolutely necessary 
for the benefit of their God or Spiritual Being. Accord¬ 
ingly, Anaxagoras supposed a single, spatially limited 
intervention of Nous, at the beginning of the rotaiy move¬ 
ment ; Aristotle, a permanent but likewise spatially limited 
attraction exercised by the “ First Mover ” on the outer¬ 
most celestial sphere; and each attached to such primary 
influence an interminable vista of consequences. But these 

VOL. iv. p 
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consequences could be produced, whether by Nous or the 
“ First Mover/* only on condition that the peculiar 
tendencies of matter itself, its weight and lightness, or 
nisus towards the “ natural places/* should co-operate with 
those impulses to motion or be set at work by them (cf. 
Vol. I. pp. 214, 215). Each set of primordial tendencies 
is of the highest teleological significance as the foun¬ 
dation of all purpose-serving distribution of matter ; at the 
same time, they are original and ultimate facts, indepen¬ 
dent of all directing or shaping activity of Nous or the 
Deity. 

For the rest it is possible to detect a noteworthy differ¬ 
ence between the two systems, the exact opposite of what 
on prior grounds one would have been inclined to expect. 
Anaxagoras, who came so near to the Hylozoists both in 
point of time and in his conception of primary Being, is 
freer from their influence in regard to his conception of 
nature than is the comparatively late thinker Aristotle. 
Of the two, Anaxagoras is more of a mechanical physicist. 
For Aristotle is not without his relapses into the hoary 
theory of soul-endowed matter which as a principle he 
denies; he is moved in that direction by a kind of 
atavistic tendency, which causes him to imagine “ all things 
in a manner filled with soul”—while yet for him soul is 
a something that operates in accordance with purpose (cf. 
p. 171). And that the Deity is not for him the sole source 
of order and design is no more than what he says expressly 
himself where he mentions the final tendencies of Nature 
itself, sometimes using the very expression, “ This is what 
Nature wills/* But while Nature sometimes appears in the 
place of God, in such words as, “ Nature does nothing in 
vain/* there are other passages where God and Nature 
are presented in a combination reminding us of Spinoza’s 
41 Deus sive Natura.” In “ God and Nature do nothing in 
vain/* the two are set side by side as factors of equal 
rank. It will be seen that we have not without reason 
spoken of the pantheistic features which are to be observed 
in Aristotle’s representation of the way in which God is 
related to Nature and the world. 
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We have, indeed, understated the case by saying that 
in the last-cited passage God and Nature are placed on an 
equal footing. Strange as it may seem, we ought to have 
spoken of a preponderance assigned to the nature-principle. 
“ God and Nature ” means for Aristotle the forces at work 
in nature, which are reverenced as divine, not Nature on 
the one side and on the other a self-existent and inde¬ 
pendently active Godhead. This is so for the simple 
reason that Aristotle most completely and emphatically 
denies to the pure and absolute Deity all work and action, 
and indeed all endeavour towards action, all will and there¬ 
fore all good and purposeful will. Efforts have been made 
to weaken the force of utterances which run so counter to 
ordinary religious ideas ; but the artificiality and nullity 
of such explanations have been demonstrated in the most 
convincing manner. 

For one thing, the grounds of these paradoxical deliver¬ 
ances are not unknown to us. That which seems to us 
a limitation of the Deity and of the divine power is 
regarded by Aristotle as a consequence of perfection. 
That which is absolutely perfect cannot work or act, 
because prior to and corresponding to all work and action 
there must be desire and longing, prior to desire and 
longing there must be defect and need. Human actions 
are means to obtain ends; the Deity, perfect in itself, can 
strive after no goal or end outside itself. Again, in review¬ 
ing the series of virtues or moral excellences, Aristotle 
arrives at the result that in the being of the Deity there is 
no room for their exercise, nor therefore for their existence. 
This is true, not only of courage and continence—that is, 
the overcoming of dangers and temptations which could 
not exist for a perfect being—but also of justice, for the 
curious reason that this virtue implies the exchange of 
goods or some other business transaction. Indeed, good¬ 
ness itself, which Plato had identified with the divine 
principle, has no place in this ideal, at any rate in the 
sense of benevolence or love. Everything which provides 
human virtue with exercise and expression must be termed 
“ unworthy and petty ” when measured by the standard of 
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the highest Being. We shall presently learn what remains 
over as the sole content of the divine life. 

First of all, however, we may here find place for the 
remark that Aristotle's theism, important as it may have 
been for the history of theology, has meant little or 
nothing for the religious life of mankind. It elevates the 
Deity to a height from which scarce a path leads down 
to the lowlands of humanity. Nowhere in this teaching 
about God is there any mention of a loving and com¬ 
passionate father, of a rewarding and punishing judge, nor 
even of a provident architect of the universe. In his 
desire to remove his God from even the remotest contact 
with human weakness, Aristotle condemns Him at the 
same time to complete sterility. That such a God does 
nothing and achieves nothing is true in yet another sense, 
a sense which one might almost say is fatal to Him as a 
living reality. 

3. But whence, we ask, comes this contradiction between 
execution and design ? “ One lord and master ” is set 
upon the throne of the universe. But the result is hardly 
other than if the throne had been left empty. Le roi rigne, 
mats ne gouverne fas—even this formula of constitutional 
monarchy does not fairly represent the position assigned 
by Aristotle to the supreme ruler of the world. 

Two motives seem to have co-operated in producing 
this great contrast : the dread of any disturbance to the 
regular course of Nature, and the repugnance to all anthro¬ 
pomorphism. These are two highly estimable motives, 
the first of which, however, need have led no further than 
to that “ denial of supernatural intervention ” and that 
view as to the “ divine source " of orderly natural processes 
which we have already met with among the Hippocratics 
(cf. VoL I. p. 311). But the two taken together and 
followed up with the utmost strictness lead beyond, all 
theology and issue in agnosticism. Herbert Spencer's 
* Unknowable," the u neither knowing nor knowable One ” 
of Plotinus (cf. VoL III. p. 268), are the appropriate desig¬ 
nations of a God conceived as emptied of all anthropo¬ 
morphic qualifications. Aristotle has gone too far or not 
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far enough. If he had proceeded in a less radical or in a 
still more radical manner, he might equally in either case 
have avoided an exposition which stamps his theology 
with the seal of the grotesque. 

On all mythology he boldly turned his back. He 
knows it only as a “ mythical addition ” or as a 44 mythical 
envelope” of the truth. But truly not much kernel is 
left out of all that husk ; for in every kind of doing, 
working, and willing, and in every kind of moral excellence, 
he detects a residue of anthropomorphism, and removes it 
with resolute, if gentle, hand from his picture of the Deity. 
Even the little that remains would not have been left if 
Aristotle had not here fallen short of strict consistency, 
had not, indeed, bidden defiance to his own definite de¬ 
clarations. All doing is denied to the Godhead, yet one 
kind of doing (7rparruv) is yet conceded to it, namely, 
a reflective contemplation that fills it with beatitude. All 
action and production (jrouuv) is withheld from it; yet it is 
the ultimate source of all heavenly and earthly movement, 
by exerting an overwhelming attraction while itself remains 
at rest. It is true that it is said to move the universe 
only as a loved object moves the lover (cf. p. 216). Thus 
Aristotle breaks through the self-imposed barrier at two 
points, more violently in the one case by removing 44 con¬ 
templation ” from the category of doing, in the second case 
more surreptitiously. It is only by such ways as these— 
underhand ways, we might almost call them—that he 
gains the vision of the divine nature forbidden him by his 
own declared principles. 

4. Though we have here been unable to refrain from a 
somewhat trenchant criticism, we are yet very far removed 
from any desire to disparage the great thinker. His weak¬ 
nesses and inconsistencies appear, on closer examination, to 
be the hardly avoidable results of powers at war with each 
other. The scientific spirit was strong in Aristotle ; so, too, 
was his religious need. The two currents could not but 
run counter to each other. The formative impulse of his 
religious sense was opposed by the disintegrating force of 
his critical sense. It was inevitable that the conflict should 
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come to some kind of an issue ; and it speaks well for 
Aristotle's psychical equipoise that neither contestant was 
forced to concede everything. If logical rigour suffered 
on the whole comparatively little, while the religious 
impulse was severely repressed, this is no more than was 
to be expected in a man who was a thinker first and an 
architect of religion afterwards. On the other hand, this 
arrest of religious developments, this impoverishment of 
the notion of God, make it easy for us to understand why 
the transcendental Deity towards which Aristotle's aim was 
directed came to be largely overgrown with elements of 
pantheism. Just because in Aristotle’s system the Ruler 
of the world is so estranged from the world, because He 
is bound to it by only the faintest ties, because between 
Him and it, as has been rightly said, an “ icy coldness ” 
reigns, He can afford no adequate satisfaction to the 
philosopher’s religious need. That is why he does not 
disdain to seek satisfaction where the systematic course of 
his thought, directed as it was towards the rooting up of 
Hylozoism, should have prevented him from seeking it—in 
Nature itself, its materials and its productions, conceived as 
governed throughout by divine forces, and animated with 
purpose. 

But in order to ibe completely just it is necessary to 
distinguish, still more carefully than we have yet done, 
between the object willed and the result achieved. Aris¬ 
totle's God was very far from being intended as a stop- 
gap. He was meant, on the contrary, to crown the edifice 
of thought, to form a bridge between ontology and natural 
science. In Him the notional or formal cause, the final 
cause, and the motive cause, were to meet in unity. As 
the most eminent historian of ancient philosophy has aptly 
remarked, the eternity of the world was to be combined 
“with its dependence upon an extra-mundane Deity," 
while a reference of the world's existence, order, or motion 
“to definite acts of the Godhead," conceived as events 
in time, would conflict with the principle that the world 
had no beginning. But when we ask how these great 
aims were carried out, Aristotle's utterances afford no 
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satisfactory reply. To begin with, it is hard to understand 
how this Being, which, on the one hand, excites spatial 
movements, and, on the other, lives on in beatific self¬ 
contemplation, could be the supreme final Cause. Diffi¬ 
culties of no less seriousness are suggested by the assertion 
that the impulse to motion just spoken of has its origin 
in a yearning of the corporeal after the divine. The word 
“ attraction,” which we have used in this connexion, is to 
a certain extent misleading. For when we moderns speak 
of a physical attraction, the clearest-headed of us, at any 
rate, are consciously using a metaphor which is intended 
to describe the facts, not to explain them. It is otherwise 
with Aristotle. Explanation is his aim in all such cases. 
It is thus that at least Theophrastus, his successor in the 
school, understood the words “as a loved object” (p. 116). 
For, so understanding the expression, he could not with¬ 
hold the searching objection : “ If a desire, especially when 
directed towards the best, does not come into being with¬ 
out an activity of the soul, then the bodies so moved must 
be themselves endowed with soul.” Thus the intimate 
friend and disciple of the Stagirite charged him at that 
early date with the relapse into the theory of animated 
matter which has just been the object of our criticism. 

Belief in the gods was derived by Aristotle from two 
sources: he had regard to the impression produced upon 
early man partly by the celestial phenomena, their regu¬ 
larity and subservience to purpose, partly by psychic 
phenomena. In connexion with the latter, he draws atten¬ 
tion in his popular works to dream-messages and to 
revelations received by the soul at the point of death, at 
a time when it is severed from the outer world, and even 
from the body itself, to a greater degree than in sleep. 
Such messages, he says, have been acknowledged as the 
outcome of divine inspiration. This defence of theism is 
not met with in his systematic treatises. We have thus 
to choose between two alternatives. It may be that we 
have here a mere conjecture as to primitive theology, based, 
it may be added, on passages in the Homeric poems. Or 
else the view in question is one approved by the philosopher 
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himself, though only at an early phase of his speculation, 
as is shown by the rationalistic conception of dreams in 
the formal treatises. We ourselves cannot accept this 
second hypothesis, though it is propounded by an author 
for whom we entertain the greatest respect. 

5. We are not sorry to have the present opportunity of 
calling attention to certain rules of method which are only 
too often left out of sight, especially when modern 
expositors desire to find their favourite views in Aristotle's 
writings. In cases of conflict, the treatises ought always 
to be preferred to the dialogues, which, precisely because 
they are popular works, often accommodate themselves to 
received opinion, and which are preserved to us only in 
fragments and without any indication of the persons 
speaking. Again, within the treatises themselves we ought 
carefully to distinguish between the systematic, conscien¬ 
tious development of a theme and obiter dicta, assertions 
and allusions interspersed in alien contexts, and thereby, 
likely enough, considerably altered in meaning. Nor can 
the Stagirite always bring himself to dispense with an 
argument favourable to the thesis he is for the moment 
defending, on the ground that the premisses from which it 
starts do not fully harmonize with his personal convictions. 
Sometimes, it is true, he silences his critical conscience, if 
we may say so, by the hypothetical form of his argument 
(“ if, indeed, it is the fact that . . .”), or by an added quali¬ 
fication (“ as people think,” or “ as it appears to be ”). But 
whether he does so or not, his joy in the accumulation 
of proofs (cf. p. 114), his pleasure in the exercise of his 
dialectical skill, a wish to bury an opposing view under 
the number as well as the weight of objections, lastly, his 
respect for everything traditional, in which he so readily 
detects at least traces and rudiments of the truth—all this 
combines to make him not too fastidious in the choice of 
arguments, and causes him not infrequently to change his 
point of view. 

There is thus no more certain method of barring the 
way to an understanding of the genuine Aristotle than 
to forget completely all the circumstances just enumerated, 
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to take all his utterances, however casual, and lay them on 
the scale, follow them to their extreme consequences, and 
then, in case of discrepancy between this mode of exegesis 
and Aristotle’s plain and unambiguous statement of prin¬ 
ciples, to decide for the former. The monstrous results 
to which this negation of method may mislead are well 
illustrated by an example taken from this very province of 
theology which is our present subject. By way of proving 
that Aristotle does not deny all doing and working to his 
Deity, reference has been made, among other things, to 
a sentence in the “ Rhetoric ” which runs thus : “ The 
daemonic is either a deity or the work of a deity ; he, 
therefore, who believes in as much as one daemon neces¬ 
sarily assumes the existence of gods ” (notice the plural). 
This is simply an abbreviated repetition of an argument by 
which Plato represents Socrates as defending himself and 
his daemon ; Aristotle merely adduces it as one among 
many examples of a particular mode of proof, that by 
definition. To draw from such passages inferences as to 
the content of Aristotelian doctrines may well be called 
the height of arbitrary caprice. 

6. Of the proofs which Aristotle gives for the existence 
of God, one, the teleological proof, or proof from design, 
has already been treated by us in advance. We have said 
enough already of the inadequate way in which it is 
worked out, and of the contradiction between the task laid 
upon the Deity and the insufficiency for that task of the 
divine nature as conceived by Aristotle himself. But 
apart from these blemishes, this proof is doubtless the most 
important of them all (cf. Vol. I. pp. 364, 365). 

Aristotle entered upon another path when he endea¬ 
voured to prove the existence of an Absolute contrasted 
with the relative which is alone encountered in human 
experience. Where there is a better—so runs the most 
forcible of his arguments on this point—there must also 
be a best. Since, then, the totality of existing beings 
reveals to us a rising scale, a progress from the less to 
the more perfect, we have the right to infer a culmination 
or final term of this series, an unconditionally best Here 
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the philosopher has taken that step out of the world of 
relativity, the legitimacy of which will be contested by 
all those who believe human knowledge to be confined 
to that relative world, and every glimpse of the Absolute 
denied us. We notice, in passing, an objection which very 
readily occurs to the mind. There is just as much reason, 
it may be urged, to infer an absolutely bad as an abso¬ 
lutely good. If there is a scale of goodness, a similar scale 
of badness is equally undeniable; and the existence of 
absolute evil is as much proved by the one as that of 
absolute good by the other. The same line of proof which, 
followed upwards, leads to the Deity, followed downwards, 
leads to an evil world-principle, whether we give it the 
name of devil or any other name. Aristotle is here 
opposed, not only by the adherents of dualistic religions 
such as Zoroastrianism, but also by his own master, who 
in at least one phase of his development set an evil world- 
soul by the side of the good (cf. Vol. III. p. 213). 

A third argument has no direct connexion with the 
Absolute; the nucleus of it is rather an attempt to solve 
the problem of the origin of motion. The existence of an 
Unmoved Mover is supported by a proof which, though 
not entirely without plausibility, has little strictness, and is 
only put forward by Aristotle himself under reserve. It 
is, says he, a “ probable, not to say necessary, assumption/’ 
that of the three hypotheses which are possible in relation 
to this matter, not two alone are realized, but the third 
as well. Experience acquaints us with moved movers and 
moved non-movers; how, then, should the third feasible 
combination (the purely negative unmoved non-mover 
being legitimately ignored), that is, the Unmoved Mover, 
be lacking ? The following examples may be added as 
explanatory of the first two cases. We set a sphere in 
motion ; while rolling it strikes another sphere, and puts 
an end to its previous state of rest. Or we may cause 
the first sphere to rotate on a fixed axis, when without 
exerting any appreciable influence on anything else it will 
be itself in movement. In Nature winds ancj streams play 
the first of these parts ; rotating heavenly bodies the 
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second. In addition, then, to the moved mover and the 
moved non-mover, so illustrated by us, the realization of 
the third possibility, the Unmoved Mover, is demanded— 
in the interests, so we shall best suppose, of thought- 
construction. The demand is satisfied, on the large scale, 
by Aristotle’s God. The high-pitched requirements of the 
Stagirite were obviously not met by such instances on 
a small scale as the attraction of a magnet, which he 
regarded as a mere curiosity. 

7. The Unmoved Mover is presented to us not merely 
as a postulate of logical symmetry, but also as an indis¬ 
pensable aid towards the physical explanation of the 
world. “ God keeps as still as a mouse, and therefore the 
universe revolves round Him:” so wrote Gottfried Keller 
in jest; and the words might supply a motto for the 
doctrine of the First Mover. The universe being conceived 
as without beginning or end in time, the motions which go 
on in it without ceasing must depend upon some ultimate 
mover, unless an infinite regress is to be assumed, and 
this is deemed impossible. Conceivably the ultimate 
cause of motion might be self-moving; this hypothesis is 
stated and discussed at some length, but finally rejected 
without strict disproof. For it can hardly be considered 
as refuted by a reference to the ideal distinction which in 
the case of the self-moving can be drawn between the 
active and the passive factor. In all this Aristotle is 
under the influence of Plato, from whom he borrows his 
leading thought that the origin of all movement is psychic; 
he desires, however, to formulate this thought more sharply, 
and at the same time to materialize, in a certain sense, the 
psychic factor which is in question. Evidence of such a 
desire appears in his attempt to localize the Unmoved 
Mover in a particular part of space, whereby His purely 
spiritual nature, maintained elsewhere by Aristotle with so 
much earnestness, suffers a manifest infringement. 

This attempt, however, to prove that ultimate origin 
of motion enters into ultimate connexion with the thesis, 
which we have already discussed, that the combination 
of ideas Unmoved Mover, must be represented in the 
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Cosmos equally with the other two kindred combinations 
which are there realized on a large scale. It is not 
surprising that the two lines of thought lead to the 
conclusion that in the Unmoved Mover we have to recog¬ 
nize that first source of all motion which was vainly sought 
elsewhere. This result needed, on the one hand, to be 
supported by considerations of still more comprehensive 
generality; on the other, to be followed into its conse¬ 
quences. The two operations sometimes proceed simul¬ 
taneously. 

The highest generality is found in the doctrine that all 
becoming—in Aristotelian terms, all transition from poten¬ 
tial to actual existence—is effected by something actual. 
As examples, the generation of one human being by 
another is mentioned, and also the training to professional 
skill, as of one musician by another. This doctrine is then 
applied to the supreme principle of the universe. It is 
inferred that the essence of this principle must be complete 
actuality or pure energy. For if its nature included in addi¬ 
tion any merely potential element, that is, any element con¬ 
ditioned by and dependent on other things, then its complete 
efficiency and unceasing operation would be endangered. 
If, then, that supreme world-principle is identical with the 
first cause of motion, the latter, too, must be divested of all 
potentiality if it is to act without failure or intermission. 
In order, therefore, not to be tainted with potentiality, the 
essence of the Unmoved Mover must be free from any 
material element Hence, too, it follows that it must also 
be free from multiplicity. In this is included the non¬ 
possession of parts ; in other words, it must be pure spirit. 
His life is thought; but this thought can only be directed 
towards the best, that is, Himself; and this self-contempla¬ 
tion fills Him with the highest bliss. What we men feel 
once and again, in favoured moments, that and more is 
felt by the Deity perpetually. The long-spun-out proof 
becomes finally a hymn of praise, and ends with the asse¬ 
veration: “On this Supreme Principle heaven and the 
whole of Nature depend.” 

g. But more than one reader has, perhaps, long been 
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ready to interrupt us with a string of questions. What 
about the starting-point of this long chain of proofs? 
Whence the philosopher’s confident certainty as to the 
effects which he finds himself compelled to ascribe to so 
extraordinary a cause ? Granted that only the Unmoved 
Mover could guarantee us the eternity of the celestial 
movements which we perceive, how do we know that these 
movements have, in fact, existed from all eternity, and 
that they will endure for ever ? Aristotle’s mode of justify¬ 
ing this affirmation is certainly not one which we moderns 
would be likely to follow in a similar case. He believes 
in the revolution, without beginning or end, of the one 
heaven, which revolution is caused by the Unmoved 
Mover, and in its turn causes all the movements which 
occur in the universe. But this one heaven and its revo¬ 
lution are of equally fictitious character. In the place of 
that one heaven modern science gives us individual 
heavenly bodies, groups and systems of stars, lying in the 
most diverse planes, and situated at the most varying 
distances from us and from each other. But this trans¬ 
formation of Aristotle’s picture of the universe, however 
important in another respect, has no decisive bearing on 
the question before us. It has, at any rate, no significance 
beyond the fact that, whereas Aristotle speaks of one 
eternal and uniform motion, we are acquainted with nothing 
of the kind, but find multiplicity taking its place in this 
field, as in so many others. 

The telescope and the spectroscope have resolved the 
one heaven into countless worlds, and replaced its change¬ 
less, homogeneous character by a variegated succes¬ 
sion of changing states. We believe we can distinguish 
between worlds now in the make from worlds made long 
ago and not subject to perceptible change during the 
present period; these, again, we distinguish from worlds 
now coming to an end. But though the barrier between 
Aristotle’s unchanging heavenly region and his ever- 
changing sublunary world has thus been broken down, the 
true heart of the problem under consideration remains 
untouched. The question of the origin of movement 
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compelled Aristotle to venture on the boldest of hypotheses 
simply because he chose to raise it We set narrower 
bounds to our curiosity. Motion—the molecular motions 
of which Aristotle knew nothing, as well as the motion of 
perceptible masses—is included for us in the primal endow¬ 
ment of matter. We do not, indeed, answer the problem 
as to the origin of movement; but neither do we count it 
a special or peculiar mystery. It remains for us shrouded 
in that same impenetrable obscurity which envelops the 
whole of the problems relating to this subject, which are 
alike inaccessible to human intelligence. 

We do not ask how the movement of matter originated, 
any more than we inquire into the origin of matter itself 
or of its other attributes. The position of the Atomists 
was the same, and so too, in essentials, was that of all the 
earlier nature-philosophers. But in course of time, misled 
by the deceptive appearance of rest presented by material 
objects of moderate size, and forsaken by the genius which 
had prompted the surmises of a Heraclitus or a Leucippus, 
thinkers tore asunder what, in fact, is always linked 
together—matter and its endowment of force. Then, and 
not till then, thought found itself faced by a problem which 
could only be answered by the most reckless conjectures 
(cf. Vol. I. pp. 343, 344). We have arrived at a stage of 
greater maturity and moderation ; with more humility and 
less pretension we decline to pronounce one part of these 
riddles more capable of solution than another part; and 
we do not assign to human wisdom the task of lifting the 
veil which covers all ultimate beginnings. 

We have already referred in general terms to Aristotle's 
localizing of the Unmoved Mover, and also to the manner 
in which the latter was supposed by him to generate the 
cosmic movements. If we wish for more accurate ideas 
on these two points, it is necessary to take into considera¬ 
tion the astronomical doctrine of our philosopher. As, for 
Aristotle, the Deity is hardly anything more than the 
First Mover, while the latter operates through the medium 
of th$ star-spheres and the subordinate gods or spirits which 
guide them in their revolutions, we are not, in turning to 
this new subject, leaving the field of his theological doctrines. 
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CHAPTER XIX. 

ARISTOTLE’S THEOLOGY. 

(Continuation and Conclusion: Aristotle’s 

Astronomy.) 

I. In astronomical as in mathematical subjects Aristotle 
does not regard himself as a specialist When he treats 
of them he refers oftener than elsewhere, as we have 
already remarked, to the judgment of “ experts ” or “ com¬ 
petent authorities” (cf. p. 131). In this field, therefore, 
he has less of the glory of a path-finding discoverer than 
in any other. His failures in this province will be viewed 
differently according as attention is directed to their 
causes or to their effects. It is difficult to repress the 
feeling of resentment which rises when we observe that 
errors previously attacked and shaken were, mainly by 
Aristotle’s authority, established anew and maintained in 
existence for thousands of years (cf. pp. 58, 122, and Vol. 
III. p. 265). But we shall find ourselves moved to greater 
lenity of judgment when we realize the difficulties which 
oppose the introduction of an isolated, even if highly pro¬ 
gressive, innovation in the general fabric of science. What 
we have here in mind is the geocentric theory, which had 
been abandoned by the later Pythagoreans and by Plato 
in his extreme old age (cf. Vol. I. pp. 113, 114; Vol. III. 
p. 221), but which was revived by Plato’s pupil. 

One is at first surprised at the magnitude of the self- 
contradiction into which Aristotle falls. He by no means 
bars his mind against the progress made by specialists’ 
investigations. He knows and approves of the calculations 
which estimate the earth’s circumference at four hundred 
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thousand stadia—an amount of roughly fifty thousand 
miles, somewhat less than double the true figure. But 
this circumference, to use his own words, is " small in com¬ 
parison with the magnitude of the other heavenly bodies/ 
and “means practically nothing in relation to the whole 
fabric of the heavens.” Thus, in regard to this subject, he 
expresses himself almost exactly as we are accustomed to 
do when we speak of our abode as a speck in the universe. 
He cannot refrain from mordant irony when he alludes 
to the opinion of those who in older times “supposed the 
rest of the heavens to have been built up around this place 
because of its dignity.” Yet, in spite of all this, he held 
with absolute rigour to the central position of the earth, 
and to its condition of rest, denying to it even the rotary 
movement round its own axis. The impression produced 
upon us at first is that an heirloom of the earliest science 
has been retained, though the foundations on which it 
rests have been abandoned. We can hardly believe our 
eyes when we see Aristotle applying the same severity 
of censure, first to the immoderate exaggerations of the 
earth’s circumference previously current, and then to the 
inference drawn from the opposite view, “The earth is 
a star among stars.” 

This remarkable polemic must engage our attention 
for a moment. It is directed, half against the aged Plato, 
and half against the Pythagoreans. The late Pythagorean 
doctrine last mentioned by us, one of the boldest feats of 
emancipation ever achieved by human genius, is quoted 
by a great thinker merely to be condemned. And this 
adverse judgment is founded upon the consideration that 
its authors “have set reasoning above facts.” A stronger 
instance of unconscious self-directed irony can hardly be 
imagined. This is the language of the man who in his 
own scientific practice has so often placed dialectic above 
experience, whose favourite indulgence — remember his 
doctrine of the elements—is the building of the most 
reckless d priori constructions. What a warning is supplied 
by the following judicial sentence which so heavily recoils 
upon the judge 1 The opponents of the geocentric theory 
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arc said to deny the central position of the earth “ because 
they do not think the earth worthy of it ; they believe the 
most dignified position due to the most dignified body; 
and this is not the earth, but fire.” A priori inferences of 
this kind may sometimes serve the interests of the most 
salutary truths ; in any case, it ill becomes Aristotle to 
despise them, for he continually operates with prejudices 
of precisely similar character. He applies this very predi¬ 
cate of dignity to movement in an upward direction ; he 
is never tired of basing theories on the perfection of the 
circle and the sphere. The strangest thing, however, is 
the fact that this sage, who is raised so high above the 
fundamental presuppositions of the geocentric doctrine, 
undertook to defend that doctrine, and indeed to found it 
afresh. 

It was natural and even inevitable that the earth 
should be assigned a position of special privilege at the 
centre of the universe so long as the stars were regarded 
as sparks in the heavens, and the heavens themselves as 
a cover for the earth—so long, in brief, as the “ infinite 
earth ” was everything and the heavens as good as nothing. 
But when this relation was replaced by its contrary, how 
absurd it seems to us that any one should continue to 
imagine the immeasurably great as circling round a central 
body of comparatively insignificant size ! 

2. But here it is fitting to recall the "mitigating circum¬ 
stances ” (cf. p. 64) which are calculated to modify our 
judgment on this sin against science. In the first place, 
while for many centuries Aristotle's authority was the 
main bulwark of the geocentric delusion, he was not 
alone in falling under its spell. His great contemporary, 
Eudoxus of Cnidos, one of the most eminent astronomers 
of all time, shared that error; nor could his belief have 
been due to the influence of the philosopher, who in these 
matters was not to be regarded as more than an educated 
outsider. This circumstance by itself is enough to prove 
that the geocentric theory possessed an intrinsic and power¬ 
ful vitality, independent of all individual caprice. The 
same conclusion is indicated with still greater clearness 
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by a fact of uncommon significance in the history of science, 
to which we may be allowed to make here an anticipatory 
reference. A century after Aristarchus of Samos, who, as 
the creator of the heliocentric theory, may rightly be named 
the Copernicus of antiquity (cf. Vol. I. p. 98), Seleucus 
of Seleucia revived that doctrine, which had so far met 
with scant respect, and supported it by a series of proofs 
of whose nature we are ignorant. But he, too, failed to 
receive his just reward. The true doctrine, which had now 
been twice enunciated, but not yet strictly proved, was 
again condemned, and that by Hipparchus (circa 150 B.C.), 

the most famous astronomer of the day. The heliocentric 
theory was now regarded as finally disposed of. It was 
buried, and remained entombed till at last the immortal 
capitulary of Thorn awoke it from apparent death to new 
and imperishable life. 

The true strength of the geocentric view rested on the 
circumstance that the opposed theory, to use the language 
of Paul Tannery, “ involved an immeasurable step forward 
from the point of view of mechanics and physics, but 
offered no real advantage from the geometric point of 
view, beyond which the astronomy of the ancients did not 
advance.” Whether the earth was to be allowed to revolve 
round the sun or the sun round the earth made no differ¬ 
ence to the relative positions of the two bodies. Suppose 
I am sitting in a railway train, watching another on the 
adjacent track. Whether the truth be that my train is 
moving in one direction, or that the other train is moving 
in the opposite direction, the result is absolutely the same 
as regards the relation of the two trains to each other, 
though very different when we consider their relation to 
the surrounding country. Thus the scientific imagination 
found itself called upon to perform an unheard-of feat, 
while no sufficient reward was held out for the effort. But 
suppose the effort made, great as it must necessarily be, 
and the bonds of sense-illusion broken through, another 
and no less difficult task remained. In obedience to the 
demands of thought, the rest which the senses show us 
has been declared a mere appearance, and a motion, non- 
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existent for the senses, has been proclaimed as the reality. 
Still obeying the same demands of thought, we now look 
for the appropriate consequences of motion—and we do 
not find them. Suppose a fixed star viewed even at 
different seasons and thus from widely separated points 
of the earth’s presumed orbit, no sensible or measurable 
change was to be observed in the angular distances (absence 
of an annual parallax). The magnitude of the distances 
cancelled the effect of the change of position. This ex¬ 
planation is possible to us now that the perfected instru¬ 
ments and methods of the present day have succeeded 
to some extent in overcoming the difficulties which here 
present themselves. But for the majority of the ancient 
astronomers, who did not see so far as Aristarchus and 
his small band of followers, the inference was almost 
irresistible that the observer is always at the same point 
of space, in other words, that the earth remains eternally 
at rest. How far removed was such a view from an 
acknowledgment of the reality—the restless threefold 
movement of our planet, which turns on its axis, revolves 
round the sun, and journeys through space in company 
with the whole solar system and a number of neighbouring 
stars ! 

3. Turning now to Aristotle’s attempt to explain the 
celestial phenomena, we must endeavour, in the first place, 
not to recall modern analogies, but to keep them out of 
sight. For not a few ancient thinkers, and for none of 
them more than for Aristotle, there yawned an impassable 
chasm between the things of earth and the things of 
heaven. By an explanation of celestial phenomena we 
understand the referring of them to universal forces which 
prevail on the earth as elsewhere. Such a thought was alien 
to the mind of the Stagirite. Suppose that in his day 
the necessary conditions for Newton’s great intellectual 
feat had been fulfilled, that, indeed, the feat had already 
been performed, and its result made known to our philo¬ 
sopher. Even then he could hardly have reconciled 
himself with the Newtonian doctrine. For his aim was 
not the identification of celestial and terrestrial forces, but 
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rather their widest possible severance. But while to this 
extent his attitude was the precise opposite of the modern 
scientific spirit, the same cannot be said of his endeavour 
to set regularity in the place of irregularity, order in the 
place of apparent chaos. His mind here moved in the 
paths which had been opened up by the Pythagoreans and 
trodden by Plato. According to trustworthy records, 
the last-named philosopher formulated the fundamental 
problem of astronomical research in the question : “ By what 
hypothesis of uniform and orderly movements can the 
actually observed movements of the planets be accounted 
for ? ” 

In this statement of the problem there lay a summons 
to consider movements conflicting with the canon thus set 
up as compound, and to analyze them into factors which 
should not so conflict. We moderns would add that the 
investigation ought to proceed tentatively, and be con¬ 
tinued till it led to combinations of which the elements 
are known effects of known forces, already exemplified 
elsewhere. But a reservation of this kind, springing as it 
does from the desire to assimilate celestial processes to 
terrestrial, had no influence upon the ancients; indeed, the 
sound canons of research were for them still further falsified 
by the intrusion of a peremptory prejudice in favour of 
purely circular paths. It became, then, their main pre¬ 
occupation to devise arrangements and modes of action by 
which, out of strictly circular motions there might arise 
motions not strictly circular. These endeavours were the 
main source of the sphere theory (cf. Vol. III. p. 221). 
This theory was bound to undergo ever-increasing elabora¬ 
tion. As observation improved in exactness, and as at the 
same time the discovery of apparent anomalies (t.e. real 
irregularities as well as mere deviations from strictly 
circular paths) became more frequent, the more exacting 
grew the demands made upon the combined action of the 
spheres, and the greater the number of them. Eudoxus was 
satisfied with twenty-six planetary spheres, but Callippus 
required as many as thirty-three; while Aristotle found 
himself unable to manage with fewer than fifty-five, though 
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he was prepared, on certain suppositions, to abate the 
number to forty-seven. Thus the theory became more and 
more complicated, and finally collapsed under the weight 
of this superstructure. Aristotle, as we have just seen, 
contributed his share to this result. We have now to 
describe his relation to the theory as a whole. 

4. Aristotle was influenced not only by the example of 
his master and of eminent specialists, but also by peculiar 
considerations, sometimes of truly wonderful nature. Free 
motion in space was, he supposed, impossible for the 
heavenly bodies because of their spherical shape, which 
by a legitimate generalization had been deduced from the 
phenomena of the lunar phases and of eclipses. Nature 
“does nothing in vain and without a cause”—indeed, in 
some passages on the subject, he even ascribes * foresight ” 
to Nature. If, then, the stars had been intended to move 
freely, Nature would have provided them with organs of 
motion—with extremities, we may suppose! But while 
the spherical form is the most unsuited to forward motion, 
it is the fittest of all for rest and for the rotation of a body 
on its own axis. Strangely enough, the possibility that 
a rotating body may at the same time roll is ignored in 
this discussion. Now, the great instance of rotation is 
supplied by the heaven of the fixed stars ; and the other 
celestial spheres are to be conceived as formed after its 
pattern. To these spheres are attached the seven wander¬ 
ing stars, that is, the sun and moon, as well as the five 
planets visible to the naked eye. The order is: Saturn, 
Jupiter, Mars, Venus, Mercury, Sun, Moon. 

Aristotle was not a specialist in astronomy ; and it was 
not without hesitancy and reservations that he put forward 
his proposal to increase the number of the spheres. That 
which led him to this step was one of the fundamental 
thoughts of his cosmical dynamics: that the motive 
impulse proceeds from the “Unmoved Mover” residing 
beyond the celestial spheres, and is propagated to the 
centre. To make this possible, the totality of the sphere- 
groups must be materially connected and linked up into 
a mechanical unity. But this postulate created for him 
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Plato along with the others, or whether Plato himself may 
be supposed to have wrongly interpreted the hints which 
he possibly received from Eudoxus. We come to the 
last and most important consideration. Not long after 
Aristotle’s time the doctrine of concentric spheres was 
radically modified by Apollonius of Perga (born about 
260 B.C.), and again, about a century later, by Hipparchus 
(excentric spheres, epicycles). But the planetary spheres 
survived, still conceived as actual physical objects. Nor 
was this only in popular belief and in the pseudo-science 
of astrology. Here, indeed, we might with some show of 
justice urge the possibility of crude misconstruction, though 
all the probabilities are against the hypothesis. But 
exact science and the history of exact science adhered 
immovably to the same view. This fidelity was shared 
even by Claudius Ptolemaeus (about 150 A.D.), who gathered 
together and gave final form to the astronomical and 
geographical researches of antiquity. This great sys- 
tematist treats the doctrine of the celestial spheres with 
great thoroughness. He enters into long discussions of 
their nature, their relative positions, their mode of attach¬ 
ment But he lets fall not the slenderest hint that the 
planetary spheres had ever been understood in a different 
and purely ideal sense. However highly we appraise the 
influence of Aristotle’s authority, it would be attributing 
impossibilities to it to suppose that by its means an earlier 
and fundamentally different view of the subject concerned 
was wiped out for all future time without leaving a trace 
behind. 

The following is the most we feel able to concede to 
the distinguished specialists whom we here find ourselves 
obliged to contradict. It may be a legitimate supposition 
that with other great virtues of a researcher Eudoxus 
combined an unusual measure of modesty. He may 
possibly have regarded all that he seemed to have dis¬ 
covered about “ celestial mechanics ” as valid only under 
reservation ; he may never have fully overcome doubts 
that rose in his mind touching the absolute certainty of 
his conclusions on particular objective facts. He may then 
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have silenced such doubts by the reflexion that even if 
it be denied to the human mind to achieve unconditional 
certitude on the mechanism of celestial motions, still the 
correct representation of the motive impulses acting on 
each separate planet must possess and retain an independ¬ 
ent value. Thus the sphere-theory which he elaborated 
may have come to be regarded by him in a great and 
perhaps preponderant degree as a faithful portrayal of the 
forces at work, though, as an explanatory hypothesis, it 
remained subject to a residue of scepticism. For the 
ascertainment of exhaustive truth on the co-operation or 
counter-operation of the different sphere-groups connected 
with each planet may conceivably have remained for him 
a problem hardly capable of solution. In the transition, 
further, from Eudoxus to Aristotle, from the precisely 
calculating and soberly critical mathematician to the 
philosopher in quest of a full and absolute understanding 
of the universe, some shifting of accent, if we may use 
the term, may have taken place with regard to these 
questions. 

6. We return to the fundamental ideas of Aristotle’s 
cosmical dynamics to which we have already referred. 
The original home and source of all motive forces is to 
be found, according to him, beyond the sphere of heaven. 
This source, the Deity, as Unmoved Mover, must be con¬ 
ceived as at once a purely spiritual being and as occupy¬ 
ing a residence in space. For “ beyond,” in connexion 
with objects situated in space, must have a spatial meaning ; 
though Aristotle will not admit this, and insists that the 
existence of space is limited by the celestial sphere. It 
would be labour lost to endeavour the solution of this 
inconsistency. The Stagirite has simply failed to effect 
a satisfactory reconciliation between the primeval ideas of 
popular religion, which he cannot bring himself to sacrifice, 
and his own more refined comprehension. Instead, he 
assigns to his one spiritual God, in whom the “gods” 
dwelling in the “ broad heaven ” have been absorbed, not 
altogether without residue as we shall shortly see, a place 
corresponding to his own cosmological system. Coming 
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now to the operation of the First Mover upon the sphere 
of heaven or of the fixed stars, we find it not a little 
strange that this influence is based upon contact. We can¬ 
not understand, in the first place, what meaning is to be 
given to the word “ contact ” when it is applied to an 
immaterial being. The difficulty, too, is not made any the 
less by the representation of this contact as one-sided— 
the Deity touches the heavens, but the heavens do not 
touch the Deity. But we have little need to dwell on this 
point, since Aristotle has left no room for doubt as to 
what was his real aim. It is clear from his explanations 
on this head that the expression borrowed from the realm 
of matter was in this context intended merely to denote 
the share possessed by local proximity in the operations 
of the Unmoved Mover. Greater difficulties are reserved 
for us by the question, which now arises, of how this 
operation, compared as it is with the influence exerted by 
a loved or desired object upon the lover or desirer, can 
cause the rotary movement of the celestial sphere. We 
cannot at first resist the impression that, in this case, as 
in any other, the loved or desired object must be the goal 
of the motion which it provokes—that this motion, in other 
words, must be one of approach to its exciting cause. But 
the rotation of the celestial sphere leaves every part of it 
just as near to and just as far from the Unmoved Mover 
as it was before the impulse to motion was received. That 
impulse may be said to have failed of its original aim. 

We moderns are here reminded of the scientific explana¬ 
tion of planetary movements, of that co-operation by which 
tangential momentum and the force of gravitation produce 
a resultant curve. There is, in fact, one point of agreement 
between the two explanations. In both cases a pair of 
forces come into play. But Aristotle is by no mean think¬ 
ing of two motions so compounded as to give rise to a 
third. What he has in his mind is rather this. The 
influence of the First Mover—which, by the way, has not 
been exerted once for all, but is permanently active and 
ever renewed—consists in an impulse or stimulus towards 
motion. The rotation is the response to this stimulus. 
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There are two reasons why this is so. The heaven, 
possessing the most perfect, in Aristotle's opinion, of all 
forms, the spherical, possesses with it a tendency to move 
in the most perfect of plane figures, the circle. Forced 
from the state of rest, it passes to the one kind of motion 
which is in accordance with its nature. But, apart from 
the spherical form of the heaven, the same result is arrived 
at by the following consideration. The stimulus in question 
can primarily produce only a movement in the widest sense 
of the word—that is, a change, But, of all changes, change 
of place or motion holds the first or highest rank, and, of 
all movements, movement in a circle. The heaven, there¬ 
fore, as the most august of corporeal things, must, if acted 
upon at all, engage in just this kind of movement. It is 
thus, we believe, that we have to understand Aristotle’s 
theory of the First Mover and the rotation of the heaven 
of the fixed stars effected by him. We base our view 
partly on Aristotle’s explicit statements in this connexion, 
partly on a consideration of his general teachings. 

7. While the sphere of the fixed stars receives its 
impulse to motion direct from the Unmoved Mover, the 
remaining spheres receive theirs through the mediation of 
special beings, who may be called subordinate gods, daemons, 
or better, sphere-spirits. This hypothesis makes a breach 
in the monotheism towards which Aristotle pressed, and, 
indeed, reminds us of fetichism. How, we ask, did he 
arrive at it ? The answer to this question is supplied by 
his general view, derived from primitive ideas, of celestial 
things, which he sets in sharp contrast with all that is 
earthly and subject to change, and in discussing which he 
by no means avoids the use of the word “ divine.” Thus 
he expressly censures the view which holds the stars to 
be purely corporeal entities. For him they are beings 
endowed with soul. In plain terms, he attributes to them 
life and also activity, so distinguishing them at once from 
the purely passive inorganic world of matter, and from a 
Deity ever at rest. The star-souls, or star-gods, so postu¬ 
lated, became for him sphere-souls, or sphere-gods, probably 
for the reason that each of the wandering stars concerned 
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receives its motive impulses from the joint operation of 
several spheres, and it seemed illegitimate to represent 
different and in part conflicting impulses as proceeding 
from one and the same god-like being. Thus the sphere- 
spirits are simply the star-spirits, or star-gods, each resolved 
into a plurality. To us this blend of science and fetichism 
seems highly odd; but not all ages have judged in this 
way. As late as in the “ Cosmographia ” of Johannes 
Kepler, the “ spirits that move the planets round ” are 
still playing an important part! 

But while each planetary sphere is presided over by its 
own sphere-spirit, the unnumbered hosts of the fixed stars, 
being all served by one sphere, must dispense with the aid 
of these minor divinities. The resulting want of symmetry 
in the distribution of the spheres and the divine agents 
which control them—here avast multitude of stars attached 
to a single sphere, there each separate star moved by 
several spheres and sphere-spirits—great as it is in itself, 
becomes still more extraordinary when we go into further 
detail. It was not even possible to assert or represent as 
tenable the hypothesis that the number of spheres increases 
continually from the periphery to the centre. Quite the 
contrary : the observed facts of astronomy made it neces¬ 
sary to assign the greatest number to the planets of the 
middle region, and the smallest number to the innermost 
and furthest removed from the circumference, namely, 
the sun and the moon. Not a little pained astonishment 
is hereby caused to our philosopher. These anomalies 
gravely offend his sense of symmetry and harmony. But 
even here, as so often elsewhere, the inexhaustible resources 
of his dialectic do not leave him in the lurch. 

Very simple and speedy is his method of overcoming 
the first of the objections which here present themselves. 
The sphere of heaven, which carries and moves the count¬ 
less fixed stars, is placed nearest to the “ best,” that is, to 
the Unmoved Mover. The force exerted by the latter— 
so we may read Aristotle’s thought—is therefore here at 
its strongest. It reaches this sphere as yet intact, having 
lost none of its power on the way ; here, therefore, it may 
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be supposed to perform the mightiest of its tasks. The 
second difficulty is removed by a comparison borrowed 
from the province of human hygiene, a comparison in 
respect of which it is not easy either for author or for reader 
to maintain strict seriousness. The wandering luminaries 
are compared to different types of human beings. Some of 
these (corresponding to the outer planets which are near 
the heaven of the fixed stars) have constitutionally so large 
a measure of health and activity that they need little, if 
any, help from dietary rules or athletics—say, a short walk 
taken regularly. Others, again (with whom the middle 
planets are compared), must be at pains to remedy the 
sluggishness of their bodies by strenuous exercises, by 
running, wrestling, gymnastics, and so on. Lastly, we 
come to individuals who would find even the combined 
application of all such aids towards lightness of movement 
quite inadequate, who would therefore renounce the 
attempt, and who in no circumstances could rise above 
imperfect achievement. This part of the comparison has 
reference to the innermost of the celestial wanderers, the 
sun and the moon, which are nearest to the eternally 
motionless earth, and which are described as inferior in 
speed of movement to all the other planets. 

We take our leave of this uninspiring portion of 
Aristotle’s doctrine with the confession that much in it 
remains for us utterly obscure. Admitted that the predicates 
“ life ” and “ activity ” here applied to the stars were really 
coined for the benefit of the star-spirits, this can still hold 
only of the planets. What, then, are we to think about 
the fixed stars ? They, too, are assuredly not meant to be 
conceived of as without soul. But movement, the highest 
of the functions of soul, is denied by Aristotle to the stars 
of all kinds, and only conceded to the spheres to which 
they are attached. A comparison of the stars with plants 
and animals is still less of a help to clearness, since genesis 
and corruption, nutrition and excretion, all forms of growth 
or change, are expressly banned from the celestial realm. 
Finally, even contemplative activity is never ascribed to 
the star-gods, but solely and exclusively to the Supreme 
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Deity or Unmoved Mover. This last article of Aristotle’s 
divinity must now engage our attention. 

8. God thinks—God thinks Himself—God thinks only 
Himself—this self-thinking of the Deity forms is supreme 
blessedness : such are the propositions in which Aristotle’s 
theology terminates. They are based upon the following 
considerations. Thought, excluding all doing or working, 
is the one activity worthy of the highest being. The value 
of each thought is determined by its object ; therefore the 
object of the divine thought, were it other than the Deity 
Himself, would at once degrade Him to unworthy depths 
and divest Him of His majesty. Finally, thought, as the 
one activity which is completely free from external 
influences, is also the only source of the highest happiness. 

Even in our own days this doctrine has not lacked 
enthusiastic panegyrists. But “ the most elevated doctrine 
to which the mind of Aristotle soared " has, since the 
Scholastic period, succeeded in maintaining this position 
only when the attempt has been made to empty it of its 
true content by an illegitimate reconstruction. Thomas of 
Aquino (who died in 1274) imagined himself to be merely 
playing the part of an interpreter while in reality he was 
labouring to give the fatal narrowness of that doctrine an 
inadmissible extension."* “ In knowing Himself/1 so affirms 
the great Scholastic, * God knows all other things ” of 
which the Deity itself is the cause and first principle. 
This addition was intended to bar an inference which all 
truly unprejudiced interpreters have been unable to avoid 
drawing, and which the latest successor of Saint Thomas 
and of Duns Scotus (died 1308) has sarcastically expressed 
by the phrase, “ the all-ignorance of God.” But precisely 
this “ all-ignorance ” must be acquiesced in unless we 
allow ourselves simply to explain away whatever in Aris¬ 
totle’s teaching displeases us. Quick-witted, but by no 
means superficial Frenchmen, from Pierre de la Ram^e 
(1515-1572) down to our own contemporary, Jules Simon 
(1814-1896), have taken an especial part in subjecting this 
doctrine to severe criticism. The first, who expiated the 
audacity of his attack on Aristotle in the Massacre of St 
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Bartholomew, speaks of the " peacock-like vanity ” involved 
in that beatific self-contemplation lasting through all 
eternity; while Jules Simon is amazed at the "lonely God 
of Aristotle, who is declared at once to be the cause of the 
harmony of the universe and to lack the knowledge both 
of that universe and of its harmony.” 

That the eternal sameness of this divine self-contempla¬ 
tion could only mean the most utter tedium is an obvious 
criticism, to which the reply might possibly be made that 
it attributes too much to human weakness, which always 
seeks after change, for which, indeed, change, or at least 
interruption, is a fundamental condition of all perception 
(cf. Vol. I. p. 118). We have no right, it may be urged, to 
exalt our own imperfection into a measure of the psychic 
life of the Deity. The objection is sound, but it is not 
raised in the right place. Just as little as we are entitled 
to transfer the limits of human perception, human feeling, 
human happiness, to the Deity, so little is it open to 
us to assume that what makes men happy has the same 
effect on a supernatural being. So long as differences of 
degree are alone in question, we may draw admissible 
inferences by way of analogy from the states and expe¬ 
riences of less perfect to those of more perfect natures. 
But where we are concerned with the fundamental conditions 
of psychic life, not merely with regard to their degree, but 
their nature, all ground is lacking for any conclusions 
whatever. Once let us assume enough similarity between 
the psychic life of man and any other psychic life to justify 
the smallest inference by analogy, and we are faced by the 
fundamental fact of unceasing change and contrast. A 
changeless feeling, remaining continually the same, is some¬ 
thing totally unknown to us, accessible by no bridge of 
analogy. The Stagirite, however, has fashioned his Deity 
after the image of man, or, more accurately, not after that 
of man in general, but after that of the philosopher devoted 
to the contemplative life. His teaching on the pre¬ 
eminence of this type of life above all others will soon 
meet us again as the crowning point of his theory of 
ethics. 
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CHAPTER XX. 

ARISTOTLE’S ETHICS. 

I. The ethical teachings of Aristotle have been handed 
down to us in threefold presentment. Strangely enough, 
the work in two books, which appears under the most 
pretentious title, the u Great Ethics," has long been recog¬ 
nized as a mere extract, a handbook for school use. The 
other two works, the “ Nicomachean91 and the “ Eudemian 
Ethics," the first in ten books, the second in seven (of 
which, however, Books IV.-'VI. have been lost and replaced 
by the corresponding books of the “ Nicomachean Ethics "), 
are worked-up versions of Aristotle’s course of ethical 
lectures. These lectures were delivered by him to his 
maturer pupils, and are expressly described as unsuited 
to the too youthful “ hearers.” We have before us two 
editions of the same course, one compiled and published 
by Aristotle’s favourite pupil Eudemus, the other perhaps 
by his son Nicomachus, who died early, but may have had 
the assistance of Theophrastus. The Eudemian version 
exhibits certain individual peculiarities, especially a stronger 
emphasis on the religious element; the Nicomachean version 
Is that one with which the half-dozen quotations from him¬ 
self made by Aristotle in his other works are found to 
correspond exactly. It is rightly regarded as the more 
authentic of the two versions, just as it is the more com¬ 
plete. The fidelity of the reproduction seems to shine 
out in many peculiarities specially characteristic of lectures 
(cf. p. 32). Sometimes we have desultory remarks, in 
part raising anew questions settled in much earlier sections, 
sometimes remarkable and almost verbal repetitions. Some 
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points are treated at length, others again with such curt 
mention that we can hardly avoid supposing the editor to 
have been here deserted by the pupils* note-books and 
compelled to utilize the mere outline-sketches of the teacher 
himself. 

2. We begin with the structure and general content of 
the work. The first is faultless, and shows no lack of 
unity. The doubts which arise on a superficial view vanish 
before a more careful scrutiny. 

The introduction treats, among other matters, of goods 
in general, of the distinction between those which are ends 
and those which are means, of the subordination of the 
auxiliary arts to the master arts, and of all arts to that 
art or reasoned practice which pursues the actual goal of 
life. This last art, which may be named politics or state¬ 
craft, is represented as including ethics, since in the welfare 
of the State or community—we should here distinguish 
between the State and society—that of individuals is 
comprehended. Accordingly, as we may pause to observe, 
throughout this course of instruction the word “ politics ” 
is used for ethics as well, by a figure which sets the whole 
in the place of the part. To seek closer acquaintance with 
the supreme end cannot, says Aristotle, be without its 
use. Would not the archer have a better prospect of 
making a bull's-eye if he knew the target than if he did 
not ? The investigation must renounce the highest exacti¬ 
tude. For so great is the divergence of opinion on what 
is honourable and what just, that doubts have actually found 
expression as to whether these distinctions are not wholly 
artificial, resting not on nature but on convention. The 
ultimate foundation of these doubts is the uncertainty of 
consequences—we should rather say the enormous com¬ 
plication of human life. Not merely a virtue, like courage, 
but even a good, like wealth, has proved a source of ruin 
for many. We must therefore content ourselves with 
approximate generalizations, with the knowledge of what 
happens “ as a rule ; ” just as in eveiy department of 
knowledge only the appropriate measure of exactness is 
to be professed. It would be equally foolish to expect 
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merely probable reasoning from a mathematician and 
rigorous demonstration from a statesman. 

What, then, is the goal of life or the highest good ? 
By name it is known to us all as welfare (tvSaifiovla). 

Herein the great multitude is of the same opinion with 
the "more refined persons." With the attempt at closer 
definition the ways part; for the mass of mankind under¬ 
stand by the term something “ tangible and on the surface," 
such as riches, honour, pleasure. (Even at this early stage 
it becomes clear that the conception of evSatfxov'ia has, as it 
were, an objective side. If it meant mere happiness it would 
almost inevitably have been apprehended as a sum of 
pleasurable feelings or at least of permanent pleasurable 
states. It comprises rather what one might call the normal 
or healthy condition of the whole soul.) To begin with, 
Aristotle proposes to extract the knowledge of tvScupovla 

from a comparative examination of the main types of life. 
Of these there are three: the life of pleasure, the 

contemplative life, the political life. The rejection of the 
first is pronounced without any real logical ground, but 
rather, one may say, on the strength of an estimate 
brought ready-made to the discussion, and manifesting itself 
in such vituperative expressions as "brutish,” "servile," 
and so forth. The appraisement of political life reaches 
greater depths. The prize is denied it because of the 
dependence of honour—t’he presumed goal of the politician 
—on those who pay honour. But the highest good, it is 
urged, must be independent and hard to lose. Further, 
men desire to be honoured for their virtue ; and this very 
desire acknowledges that virtue is the higher aim. One 
who has learnt this might now be inclined to think virtue 
the supreme end ; but this would be a mistake. For it is 
conceivable that a possessor of virtue might slumber away 
his days, live a life without deeds, and in addition be 
afflicted by all kinds of disappointment and adversity. In 
such a life no one would discover eiBaipov(a, unless it were 
a disputatious dialectician—a proviso which sounds like a 
premonition of the paradoxes yet to come (the wise man 
is happy even in the bull of Phalaris, and so on). 
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This examination is based on premisses which are 
partly tacit, though not arbitrary, such as: the highest 
good must be permanent, and independent of external 
influences ; honour is not so high a thing as that for which 
honour is paid. But in part, too, the premisses are far¬ 
fetched and arbitrarily assumed. To this number belongs 
the hypothesis of a " virtue ” which could slumber for a 
life-time as a latent capacity, without enforcing any active 
manifestation of itself, and yet without rusting from disuse. 

There follows a polemical digression against Plato and 
his doctrine of Ideas, from which is derived the since 
proverbial “ Amicus Plato, sed magis arnica veritas ” (cf. 
p. 19) ; and then the problem of the supreme good is 
resumed. In every case, it is now urged, that object is 
more perfect which is sought after as an end ; that object 
is absolutely perfect which is always an end and never a 
means. This holds good pre-eminently of evScupovia. The 
same result is obtained by an investigation which sets out 
from the idea of avrapiceia (self-sufficiency). The perfect 
good must possess this character, and tv8atjuov(a does in 
truth possess it; it makes life worth living even when 
denuded of all other goods. There follow attempts to 
define evSaipovia more closely. It is declared first of all 
to be the peculiar “ function ” of man, which is found in 
the “ activity of the soul according to reason, or at least 
not devoid of reason,” or in the “ activity of the soul 
according to the highest and most perfect of the virtues.” 
An activity in accordance with virtue, not virtue itself—the 
distinction is one on which Aristotle lays considerable 
stress. Among other illustrations of it there occurs the 
fine saying, "At Olympia it is not the best-built and 
most powerful men who are crowned, but the contestants.” 
So, too, it is only those who act rightly, not (as we may 
complete the thought) those who merely have good dis¬ 
positions, to whom a share of the good and beautiful in 
life is granted. This kind of life does not need “plea¬ 
sure ” as an external addition or “ appendage,” but rather 
includes it in itself. 

By this desire to prove human happiness as independent 
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as he possibly can of external circumstances, to found it on 
inner worth and its practical manifestation, the philosopher 
is here and there led to the brink of exaggerations from 
which he is immediately recalled by his sense of measure, 
his clear vision of the realities of life. Among external 
requisites first mention is given to a “ full,” that is, not too 
short, span of life, for “one swallow does not make a 
summer.” A moderate degree of outward wealth is then 
pronounced desirable. Straitened circumstances are said 
to be not indifferent, chiefly because they rob us of the 
instruments of beautiful and noble action. Nor can 
complete evSaijuovla be the portion of one who is excep¬ 
tionally ugly, of the low-born, of the isolated, of the child¬ 
less : it is still more emphatically denied to one whose 
children have turned out downright failures, or have turned 
out well and died. Still, even the lot of a Priam does not 
in itself necessarily make a man wretched ; though to one 
so afflicted the name of happy could no longer be applied. 
The language of this discussion is at once warm and 
elevated in tone; it bears witness to the inner feeling of 
the author, who would have even “ many and grievous 
strokes of fortune ” borne in a temper springing “ not from 
mere obtuseness, but from nobility of soul and high¬ 
mindedness.” Lastly, the permanence of tvSaiiuov'ia, its 
independence, within large limits, of fate, are based upon 
the fixity of a character once acquired. Its continuance 
is more assured than that of intellectual acquisitions. 
Exercise and constant translation into act here make any¬ 
thing corresponding to forgetfulness an impossibility. Yet 
we seem to have before us rather the expression of a wish 
than the statement of a fact when we read that the “ most 
valuable ” habits of life are at the same time the “ most 
permanent,” just as if there were no hardened evil-doers, 
no “habitual criminals.” 

3. Two characteristic details now claim our attention. 
The question is glanced at whether tvScufiovia is obtained 
from teaching, by practice, or how else. The exclusively 
religious view of the matter is here rejected gently and 
considerately, but no less decisively. To those who hold 
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tvSatfiovia “ a gift of the gods,” he answers that it is in 
any case one of the divinest of possessions, even if it is 
not actually conferred by the gods. A mere gift of the 
gods—it is hinted—could only be the privilege of a few 
elect, while in truth evSaifxovla, as the goal and prize of 
virtue, is accessible to all who in this respect are not, so 
to speak, 11 crippled.” We admire here that union of 
candour with delicacy which surrenders no right of philo¬ 
sophy and yet avoids giving unnecessary offence to religious 
feeling. 

In a neighbouring passage, on the other hand, Aristotle 
goes further than we should expect on the road of con¬ 
cession to popular opinions. The question mooted is 
whether we are affected by events happening after our 
death, by the fate of our posterity and friends ; whether 
the title “ happy ” is to be withheld from a life now ended 
on the ground that those nearest and dearest to the 
departed may yet be visited by grievous calamity. As 
the Stagirite wholly denies the immortality of the individual 
human soul (with the sole exception of the intellectual 
element, which is not here in question), the answer to this 
problem was clearly marked out for him. But he cannot 
bring himself to give this answer. The bare negative 
seems to him “too heartless,” too sharply “opposed to 
current opinion.” He accordingly contents himself with a 
compromise which we can hardly describe otherwise than 
as weak. The influence alluded to is not denied, but 
reduced to a minimum. It is said to be “slight and 
weak,” both in itself, since external events have little effect 
on tvSaifjLovia, and also in regard to the dead as such 
This is one of many instances from which we can learn a 
useful lesson. Sometimes Aristotle consciously and de¬ 
liberately adopts popular opinions, and draws the conse¬ 
quences that flow from them. Sometimes he expresses his 
own convictions. But it is by no means possible, as it 
may perhaps have been thought, to draw with certainty 
the boundary-line between the two cases. It is not a rare 
thing for him to slip down from the higher region to the 
lower. Occasional lack of scientific courage is a fault which 
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we have already found in him (cf. p. 58), and loth as we 
are to repeat the charge, this is not altogether avoidable. 

With tvSatfiovia the course of ethical lectures both 
begins and ends. The intermediate part is occupied with 
discussions of the means which subserve this highest end, 
and as this end has been discovered to be an activity of 
the soul in accordance with virtue, most of the matter 
relates to the virtues or excellences of the human soul. 
Now, a man who wished to investigate the excellence of 
the eye would first make himself acquainted with the eye 
itself and its functions ; just so he who wishes to discover 
the excellence of the soul must first learn to know the soul 
itself and its operations. Thus ethics is referred to a 
basis in psychology. From this basis is derived the dis¬ 
tinction between intellectual excellence and ethical (in the 
narrower and proper sense). We have to notice that for 
Aristotle this distinction signifies anything but a strict 
severance. Quite the contrary. The rule of reason has no 
less important a part to play in moral than in intellectual 
virtue or excellence, while the former figures as a main 
condition of the latter. But however close the relationship 
of the two branches, and however intimate their interaction, 
a separate treatment of them seems absolutely necessary. 

4. With this distinction the second book opens. It 
treats firstly of the different modes of acquiring the two 
main kinds of excellence of the soul. Instruction and 
experience on the one side are paralleled by habituation 
and practice on the other. Here we note with some 
surprise the wide interval which separates Aristotle's 
teaching from the Socratic intellectualism. " From youth 
upwards to be accustomed to be good”—this is for 
Aristotle the alpha and the omega of moral education, 
the goal on which the legislator, too, is bound to fix his 
eye. The connexion between habituation and its conse¬ 
quences is illustrated by physiological parallels. Generous 
nutrition and vigorous practice confer bodily strength; every 
advance in bodily strength qualifies in its turn for the re¬ 
ception of still more generous nutriment, and the practice 
of still more vigorous exercises. So habituation to the 
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contempt of danger makes us brave, while every advance 
in courage increases our self-confidence, and enables us to 
face still greater dangers. But now we come to a puzzle. 
How can we become just by practising justice, seeing that 
it is impossible to practise justice without being already 
just ? The difficulty is solved by a comparison with the 
learning of music or the art of writing ; the first steps are 
taken half by accident or under the guidance of others. 
Those who in philosophy content themselves with theo¬ 
retical knowledge are compared with patients who listen 
eagerly to the physician's words, but absolutely refuse to 
follow his prescriptions. 

The exposition approaches nearer and nearer to the 
governing theory of the mean. No absolutely fixed, 
easily definable standard exists with respect to the bene¬ 
ficial effects of food or of bodily exercises ; just as little is 
there such a standard where objects of fear, desire, and so 
on are concerned. In all these departments there is a 
too-much on the one side, and a too-little on the other. 
An excess of sensuous desire is called dissoluteness; a 
defect, insensibility. He who is terrified by the rustling 
of a mouse is rightly held a coward ; he who challenges 
tenfold odds is with equal justice deemed foolhardy. 
Excellence is attributed to a quality equally removed 
from defect and excess. We have, however, to dis¬ 
tinguish the objective mean from the relative. Midway 
between the numbers 2 and 10 we have the number 6, 
which differs equally from both. But if food costing 2 
minae (£8) a year is too little for a person, while food 
costing 10 minae is too much, it does not follow from 
this that a yearly outlay of 6 minae will provide him 
with the most appropriate and desirable quantity. The 
right amount of food for him will lie somewhere or other 
between the two extremes, but at what point of the interval 
is to be determined by experience and judgment 

5. There now follows the definition of ethical excellence 
or virtue as a disposition of will>“ which abides in a relative 
mean having reference to us." To the question how this 
mean is to be ascertained, he answers that its determination 
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is left to the wise. The looseness of this answer has moved 
posterity to mockery which refuses to be silenced. Since 
wisdom is represented as on the one hand the standard¬ 
setting factor or regulator of virtue, and on the other as 
itself depending on ethical virtue, Aristotle has not been 
spared the reproach of arguing in a circle. But though 
the form of the exposition may justify this reproach, which 
has been urged particularly by the logically rigorous 
Herbartians, the kernel of the doctrine, as we think, is not 
touched by it. We believe that the true defect of the 
theory of the mean lies elsewhere—in its undue extension, 
in its application to excellences, such as truthfulness and 
justice, which cannot without violence be forced into its 
framework (cf. p. 144). The true and valuable kernel of 
the doctrine, on the other hand, is to be found, we think, 
in the recognition, in the affirmation, as we may perhaps 
call it, of the totality of human nature. No element of 
that nature—here Aristotle’s ethical teaching bears a 
genuinely Hellenic aspect—is absolutely rejected and 
pronounced wholly bad ; of each just this is demanded, that 
it should fill no more than the space which is its due. 
What this due space is, Aristotle certainly leaves to be 
decided by the judgment of the “wise,”or, as he expresses 
it with at least equal frequency, of the u respectable ” man. 
He was thus anything else rather than a radical reformer 
of morals or society. On the contrary, he makes it as clear 
as possible that in questions of the conduct of life he takes 
his stand on the ideals of his age and his people, or perhaps 
of a cultivated circle forming part of it Herein lies the 
secret at once of his strength and his weakness (cf. pp. 57, 58). 
He is preserved from violent onesidedness and exaggeration 
such as we have met with among the Cynics, and may 
meet with again amongst the Stoics and Epicureans ; but 
he renounces the privilege of supplying one of those 
leavens which have influenced the moral progress of man¬ 
kind, sometimes beneficially, sometimes hurtfully, but 
always with permanent effect (cf. Vol. II. p. 166 seq*). 

Misuse of the doctrine of the mean is sought to be 
provided against by the remark that not every action and 
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not every feeling admits of a praiseworthy mean. For 
there are feelings and actions the very name of which 
implies blame; and in their case no middle region of 
commendability may be spoken of. Here Aristotle is in 
danger of paying more than due regard to the traditional 
opinions incorporated in language. We are reminded of 
Bentham’s warning against “ question-begging names.” 
The remainder of the book is occupied by a preliminary 
exemplification of the doctrine of the mean. Many subtle 
remarks are interspersed in this portion of the work. We 
are told that we have to be on our guard against 
nothing so much as against pleasure and the pleasure¬ 
giving. In face of these we are like corrupted judges. 
We may take for our pattern the old men who looked 
down from the wall of Troy, who were powerfully moved 
by the superhuman beauty of Helen, and who added to 
their expression of admiration the wish— 

“Yet, though so lovely she be, let her sail away home to her 

kindred.” 

6. Since the ethical virtues have been affirmed to be 
particular conditions of the will, Aristotle finds himself 
compelled, before treating them in detail, to review the 
questions to which the human will gives rise. The first 
half of the third book is devoted to this subject. 

The first place is occupied by the distinction between 
the voluntary and the involuntary. The springs of involun¬ 
tary action are said to be force and ignorance. Of forced 
actions, one kind consists of those performed under pressure 
of threats or other dangers. Examples are supplied by 
the command of a tyrant who has our dearest in his 
power, and by the storm which necessitates the lightening 
of a ship by throwing valuable goods overboard. Actions 
performed in such times of stress are of mixed nature ; 
still the voluntary element in them preponderates, since 
our freedom of choice is not annihilated. Some might 
perhaps be inclined to expand the notion of force to such 
an extent as to include under it even the pleasurable and 
the morally admirable, on the ground that both are outside 
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us and exercise constraint upon us. To such it may be 
answered that there would then be no action but forced 
action ; since whatever we do is done from motives of 
this kind. Accordingly, the notion of “ force ” is limited 
to cases of true compulsion, in which the origin of the 
action lies outside ourselves, and we contribute nothing 
to it. 

With regard to ignorant action various subtle distinc¬ 
tions are drawn. The involuntary agent is not the same 
as the non-voluntary, for the former produces effects con¬ 
trary to his intentions, not merely foreign to them. In 
the same way action through ignorance is distinguished 
from action in ignorance. In the first case the ignorance 
relates to the end, and there is a mistaken view of the 
purpose of life; in the second case the ignorance relates 
to the means of execution, as when drunkenness or rage 
dictates the act and the darkened intelligence errs in 
the choice of means. The view that actions prompted by 
emotion are in themselves involuntary is combated by the 
argument, among others, that it would then be necessary 
to deny all voluntary action to animals and children. Thus 
the name of “ voluntary ” is here given to merely animal 
spontaneous acts. A higher stage of voluntary action is 
found in resolution accompanied by reflexion (wpoalptcrue), 

which is more exactly defined as “a deliberate striving 
after that which is within our power.” A detailed account 
of the investigation would require too lengthy a considera¬ 
tion of linguistic differences. We content ourselves with 
the result: the object of the wish is the end or goal; the 
object of deliberation and the consequent resolve is the 
means; the actions directed towards such means are 
purposeful and voluntary. This applies to manifestations 
of virtue as well as of vice. In an earlier section (pp„ 192-7) 
we have described the way in which Aristotle wrestles, 
not altogether unsuccessfully, with the difficulties of the 
problem of the will. The two paths which start from 
“ phantasy,” and lead, the one to logical thinking, the other 
to desire and striving (gpe&c), conducted us to this cul¬ 
minating point of Aristotle’s psychology. The philosopher 
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himself took so little pains about systematic arrangement 
in these subjects that he reserved these purely psychological 
discussions of the will-problem for his work on ethics ; 
while the doctrine of the emotions, which equally belongs 
to psychology, was brought by him into a somewhat 
external connexion with rhetoric, and incorporated in his 
course of instruction upon that art. 

The second half of the book passes on to the detailed 
consideration of the ethical virtues and vices. At the head 
of them is placed courage, which (in obviously intentional 
contrast to Plato’s extension of this notion, cf. Vol. II. 
p. 297 seq.) he prefers to understand in the original and 
popular sense. Special fruitfulness cannot be claimed for 
this discussion, nor yet for the section on the next cardinal 
virtue, temperance (crtotppocrvvri), to which, moreover, a return 
is made in the seventh book. That which is worthiest 
note in these chapters is, perhaps, the statement that 
cowardice is of more pathological nature than profligacy. 

7. The fourth book treats of moral excellences and 
defects in a manner which is highly characteristic, partly 
of ancient sentiment and partly of Aristotle himself. Our 
philosopher has already shown how small a part business 
played in his conception of life by slurring it over when 
discussing the chief types of human existence. It is true that 
together with the life of pleasure, of politics, and of contem¬ 
plation, he also mentions the life of business ; but it is only 
to dismiss it immediately with the remark that material 
possessions are a means for other ends, but not an end in 
themselves. Quite in keeping with this aristocratic rather 
than bourgeois temper is his estimate of moral qualities 
relating to money matters. He explains “ liberality ” as 
the right mean between “prodigality” and “meanness.” 
Indulgent consideration is here meted out to the prodigal, 
whose extravagance is attributed in most cases to faults of 
education, while it is held to be a task of not too great diffi¬ 
culty to lead him back by suitable training to the correct 
medium. “Meanness,” on the other hand, is pronounced 
incurable; it is an inheritance of the many which grows 
with the increase of years, and is aggravated by every other 
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diminution of power. Some of the touches employed in 
this description remind us of comedy; for example, the 
“ cummin-splitter,’” who is taken as the type of the niggard 
and skinflint. 

A higher stage of liberality is known as “ magnificence/* 
a term which fails to coincide with our “ munificence,’” 
since it denotes the grand style in money matters rather 
than the disposition to incur great expense for the benefit 
of others or for public purposes. Thus it is described as 
manifesting itself in the appointments of a man’s own 
house. The two extremes are “ pettiness ” (differing from 
“ meanness ” rather in degree than in kind) and “ swagger¬ 
ing ostentation.” These last words denote not so much 
an exaggeration of “ magnificence ” as the display of it 
in the wrong place and on unsuitable occasions, as when 
a man entertains his clubmates on a scale appropriate to 
wedding-feasts, or when a choir-leader in a comedy wears 
a purple cloak. The man of “ petty ” mind, on the other 
hand, will spoil the effect of the greatest expenditure for 
the sake of a trifling economy ; he undertakes nothing 
costly without hesitation and reluctance, and yet is always 
afraid that he has overstepped the limit of what is neces¬ 
sary. In discussing these faults, Aristotle uses the word 
which denotes vice in the true sense, but he distinguishes 
them from such vice by the remark that they do not hurt 
others and are not really disgraceful. 

The same qualification recurs in the treatment of 
“ mean-spiritedness ” and “ conceit,” the two extremes 
between which “ magnanimity ” is represented as lying. 
With this crown and “ ornament of all the virtues ” we 
reach that point in the Aristotelian and ancient morality 
which represents the maximum of self-assertion and thus 
the greatest divergence from Christian self-denial. Kind¬ 
ness is certainly an element in this assured, deep-seated 
sense of distinction. But it is the kindness of superiority, 
partly of pride. Thus the magnanimous man greatly 
prefers conferring benefits to receiving them. To bear 
malice is as foreign to his nature as to dissemble his 
feelings; the second is contrary to the fearlessness, the 
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first to the dignity, of his nature. His feeling towards the 
many is one of contempt, and his intercourse with them 
marked by irony. The central element in magnanimity is 
that the possessor of this quality knows himself worthy 
of the highest honours and seeks them, though without 
haste or eagerness. Even princely power and wealth are 
regarded by him as means, not ends. Among the external 
marks of his character are measured bodily movements and 
a composed voice, far removed from all shrillness—tokens, 
we may add, of the secure possession of power, such as 
are to be found particularly in the great ones of the East. 
And indeed the type here described might perhaps be best 
named as that of the grand seigneur equipped with all the 
virtues. The “ magnanimous " man, lastly, is worthy of 
the honour which he claims ; while the pretensions of 
the “ mean-spirited ” are over-modest, and those of the 
“ conceited " immoderate. 

“ Ambition” is related to “ magnanimity" just as 
“liberality” is to “magnificence" in money matters. It 
signifies the desire for honour, not on a strikingly great 
scale, but in a manner which hits the correct medium in 
respect of the sources and the degree. It has to be con¬ 
fessed that there is no settled linguistic usage, as the same 
word is sometimes employed in a sense which conveys 
reproach. On the other hand, men are sometimes called 
“ unambitious" by way of praise ; for where the correct 
mean has no separate name, the extremes often usurp the 
vacant place. 

8. We now come to gentleness. This term relates to 
the emotion of anger ; it denotes not so much the true 
mean as a point below it, but is still recommended as a 
name for the mean itself. One of the extremes, blame¬ 
worthy “irritability" or “irascibility," is described much 
as we should describe it; the delineation of the too-little 
is much more characteristic. We are here enabled to 
measure the deep gulf which separates the Aristotelian 
way of thinking, which is also that of the Greeks in general, 
both from Christian humility and from Cynic “freedom 
from emotionHe who is not angry when there is need. 
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or not in the needful measure, “gives an impression of 
insensibility, and of not being in a condition to defend 
himself” The man, further, who “takes insults quietly, 
whether offered to himself or to his connexions, shows the 
temper of a slave,” not of a free man. These thoughts 
were spun out to further length in the Peripatetic school, 
and illustrated by apt comparisons. The emotion of anger 
is required not only for defence, but for castigation ; he 
who would abolish it cuts through the sinews of the soul; 
without anger and cognate emotions reason resembles a 
general without soldiers. 

Some of the types of character now discussed belong to 
the sphere of social intercourse. Such, for example, is the 
case with the quality, not possessing a separate name, 
which lies in the correct mean between “ obsequiousness ” 
(which is called flattery when coupled with selfishness) and 
the opposite extreme of “ peevishness ” and “ contentious¬ 
ness.” We, perhaps, should call this excellence “urbanity,” 
in the highest sense of the word. Similarly, we have the 
adroit master of graceful and sociable wit, distinguished on 
the one hand from the “buffoon,” or “vulgar jester,” and 
on the other from the “ boorish and wooden ” fellow. The 
Old and the New Comedy are cited in illustration. Broad 
comic effects were produced in the former by coarse abuse ; 
in the latter the place of this is taken by innuendo. Legis¬ 
lators have already forbidden certain things to be reviled ; 
perhaps they would have done well to protect them also 
from being made fun of. For he who takes pleasure in 
listening to something is soon ready to do it himself. But 
here the man of really refined feeling, who has nothing of 
the slave in him, ought to be a law to himself. 

Some attention is here given to “ shame,” though the 
subject does not, as he says, properly belong here, since this 
word signifies either mere emotion or the mastery over us of 
an emotion, not a quality of wilL Shame, being fear of evil 
reputation, is closely akin to the fear of danger, which it 
further resembles in its influence over the body. It makes 
us blush, just as the other kind of fear causes us to turn 
pale. It is becoming to youth, upon which it acts as a 
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wholesome corrective of the manifold errors due to passion. 
But it ill befits maturity ; for at this stage of life it is not 
for a man either to be actually guilty of any act for which 
he need feel shame, or to be seriously perturbed by the 
imputation of such an act. Nor is any difference to be 
made here between what is truly disgraceful and what is 
so by convention, “ for both are to be avoided.” This little 
clause, be it remarked in parenthesis, could not have been 
written by any Cynic, nor yet by Plato, who showed so 
little respect for tradition, for example, in questions relating 
to women. Utterances of this kind teach us how great 
was the philosopher’s dependence on his milieu, and how 
vain the attempt is to distinguish rigorously between the 
cases in which he expresses personal conviction and those 
in which he merely represents current opinion. 

If in treating of shame Aristotle abandons the formula 
of the mean, the subject of truthfulness leads him to a not 
very happy application of it Granted the necessity of 
forcing this virtue somehow into the framework of the mean, 
it was open to him to take for one extreme the thorough- 
paced liar, and for the other the fanatical lover of truth 
who refuses to lie even if his own life or the safety of his 
country depends upon it. The types which he adduces, 
namely, of the “ boastful ” man on the one side, and the 
“ ironist, or self-depreciator,” on the other, are indeed more 
in keeping with real life ; but they are concerned with only 
a small portion of the subject, and impose a corresponding 
limitation on the virtue which lies between them. It is 
true that, in addition to the statements here in question, 
those relating to the merits of the utterer, Aristotle also 
mentions others, namely, those having to do with contracts 
and promises ; but it is only to refer them to the sphere of 
justice. No one need be told that these two classes taken 
together are far from exhausting the whole province of 
truthfulness. 

In treating of boastfulness our philosopher exhibits 
once more a trait in his character which we have already 
noted—his contempt for money-making. In so far as 
boasting has a purpose, it is said to be less blameworthy 
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when it aims at fame and honour than when its object is 

pecuniary profit. Self-depreciation, or irony, is regarded 

as objectionable only in its cruder forms. Sometimes, as 

is subtly remarked, the one extreme assumes the garb of 

the other. Thus the excessive simplicity of Spartan 

costume appears, superficially regarded, as self-depreciation; 

in truth, it is disguised vain-glory. We are reminded of 
Plato’s saying, “The vanity of Antisthenes peeps out 
through the holes in his cloak.” 
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CHAPTER XXI. 

ARISTOTLE’S ETHICS. 

(Continuation : Justice.) 

I. The inadequacy of the theory of the mean is nowhere 
more clearly exhibited than in the treatment of justice. 
One whole book, the fifth, is devoted to this virtue. But 
it is not only by its exceptional compass that this section is 
distinguished from the others. Here for the first time 
altruism makes its appearance without disguise. Let us not 
be misunderstood. We do not here speak of altruism in 
the sense of Christian charity, or of Comte’s “vivre pour 
autrul” Just as little do we wish to hint that the duty of 
caring for others’ welfare was unknown to the Hellenes 
before Aristotle. No assertion could be more foolish. 
In the. Homeric poems the gods often appear as the 
guardians of justice ; the most striking passage is that in 
which rich produce of the fields, fertility of fruit trees and 
flocks, are mentioned as rewarding the just judgments of 
a god-fearing king. Nor will the reader need to be 
reminded of the great part which justice plays in Plato’s 
ethics. But at the same time, he will not have forgotten 
the artificial nature of the reasoning by which Plato 
connected justice with the welfare of the just person. By 
a strange limitation of its content this virtue was identified 
with the harmony of classes in the state, which harmony 
in its turn was represented as the counterpart of harmony 
reigning in the individual soul. Such is the wide circuit 
by which Plato reached the proof that just actions are 
demanded by the interest of the agent Act justly, else 
thy inward peace is endangered—such, reduced to its 
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tersest expression, is Plato's mode of basing the chief 
social virtue on a foundation of individualistic ethics. 
There is nothing of this in the moral philosophy of Plato's 
pupil. Without any circumlocution, justice is declared to 
be a virtue aiming at the good of others. That such a 
virtue does exist, one which is not directed to the good of 
the agent, but to another (npog trepov, ad alterum), Aristotle 
expressly remarks ; and he notes the fact not without a 
certain surprise. He does not trouble himself about any 
eudaemonistic foundation. Indirectly, he rejects Plato's 
attempt to supply one by cutting away the ground on 
which he built, the identification of political justice with 
the subordination of one class to another, contrary to 
the principle of equality. We are thus entitled to say 
that altruism here appears for the first time in Greek 
philosophy without any support from the agent's quest of 
happiness, no longer masquerading as something else, but 
standing firm on its own rights. 

Two cases of “ justice " are distinguished—a wider and 
a narrower. The narrower kind of justice, as we shall 
presently see, is in its turn subdivided into several species. 
The wider justice is identified with moral virtue or excellence 
in general. This is done in the following way. Obedience 
to the laws is in a manner just, and disobedience to 
them unjust. Since, then, this positive law, or justice, 
commands the exercise of all other virtues and sometimes 
punishes the neglect of them (for example, cowardice in 
war or assault in peace), Aristotle finds it possible, not 
without some violence, to bring all the other virtues and 
vices under this head, by the aid of the mediating concepts 
of lawfulness and unlawfulness. This is done with the 
reservations that the virtues concerned are here to be 
regarded from the standpoint, not of one's own but of 
another's welfare. The philosopher thus claims to have 
confirmed the truth of the proverb— 

“ Verily all of the virtues are comprehended in justice,” 

as well as that of the assertion that justice is perfected 
virtue. For it is far harder, he says, to maintain moral 
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excellence in dealing with others, than merely in following 
one’s own interest. The exposition of these thoughts 
terminates in the burst of fervour to which we have already 
alluded (p. 27). Not the morning and not the evening 
star is so wondrous fair as justice, which, lastly, is also called 
the foundation of every political or social community. 

2. Justice in the special sense, to which we now come, 
has two sub-varieties. These are distributive justice and 
corrective, as it is generally called, though perhaps the 
term "directive,” employed by the Schoolmen, is preferable. 
The sphere in which this latter operates is that of trans¬ 
actions, especially commercial transactions, such as sale, 
hire, giving security, and so on. By the side of these 
voluntary transactions are set others which (regarded from 
the side of the passive party) are involuntary. This some¬ 
what artificial heading comprises all imaginable aggressions 
upon life and property, honour and freedom; and these are 
further subdivided into secret treacheries and acts of open 
violence. It is only in respect of these involuntary trans¬ 
actions that directive justice can be regarded as also 
corrective or penal. 

Distributive justice is said to consist in allotting to 
each person according to his worth or desert—a definition 
in which political privileges are preponderantly, though 
not exclusively, held in view. The standard of worth is 
said to be different in differently ordered states : in a 
democracy, it is freedom (that is, every one who is not a 
slave has the same due); in an oligarchy it is riches ; in an 
aristocracy of birth, it is descent; in true aristocracy, it is 
virtue. All strife and confusion is said to spring from the 
inequality of the equal or from the equality of the unequal. 

In reality, it is said, distributive justice rests on a pro¬ 
portional equality. In every case the proportion involves 
four terms, or three if one has a double employment. It 
makes no difference in principle whether the proportion 
runs as a : b so b i c, or as a : b so c: d, or again as a : c so 
b : d. The point always is that performances must in each 
case correspond to rewards, duties to rights. The doer 
of injustice receives more, the sufferer of injustice less, than 
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the amount to which the proportion leads. This applies 
to cases where goods are in question ; with evils the reverse 
relation holds. This more and less now provides the handle 
by means of which the doctrine of the mean is introduced 
into this branch of justice. It was impossible for Aristotle 
to apply the theory to justice directly or in any other way. 
No pair of extremes can here be named like those of 
cowardice and foolhardiness, insensibility and dissolute¬ 
ness, between which courage and temperance strike the 
happy mean. The only contrast to justice is injustice. 
Aristotle is fully aware of this distinction, and he gives it 
frank expression in the remark that the mean does not 
here come into play “ in the same manner as in the case 
of the other virtues ; ” it now relates to the “object”—we 
might say the purpose or intended consequence—of the 
action. This object or result is represented as an equality, 
which certainly lies in the middle between two extremes, 
a more and a less. But on occasion the philosopher allows 
himself to be betrayed into a form of words which again 
obscures the distinction, and, if taken literally, amounts to 
an absurdity. Of this nature is the sentence: “Justice is 
a mean between the doing and the suffering of injustice.” 
Or is there any intelligible sense in which we can say that 
honesty in business is a mean between overreaching and 
being overreached ? This could in any case be said only 
of honesty combined with prudence, the second of which 
saves us from the loss sustained through being over¬ 
reached by others, while the first withholds from us the 
profit which we might gain by overreaching others. Here, 
however, it is merely a case of looseness in expression, 
though, no doubt, besides simple negligence, there comes 
into play, perhaps in preponderant measure, a half¬ 
unconscious desire to mask in some degree the funda¬ 
mental difference between the idea of the mean in its 
application to justice and the same idea applied to the 
other virtues. 

This double use of the same notion, firstly, with respect 
to the agent's disposition of mind, secondly, with respect 
to the results of the action, depends on a merely external 
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similarity, and may be regarded as an attempt at subtlety. 
The great dialectician has for once allowed himself to be 
caught in the meshes of his own dialectic. The true basis 
of that theory of the mean is the fact that human nature 
is endowed with instincts which crave satisfaction and press 
for active manifestation, but which at the same time have 
to be prevented from encroaching on the sphere of other 
instincts and needs possessing equal or greater claims. 
This is the case, for example, with the instinct of self- 
defence no less than with the impulses of the sensuous 
order. It is in these regions that we have to seek the 
root and the justification of the theory of the mean, wherein 
we see a scientific expression of that law of moderation 
which played so eminent a part in the popular naturalistic 
morality of the Greeks. 

3. The eye of our philosopher being thus one-sidedly 
fixed on the equality which is disturbed by excess or 
defect and restored by just dealing, it becomes possible to 
understand, what would otherwise be incomprehensible, 
how he comes to regard penal justice, at least in one lead¬ 
ing passage, as exclusively a matter of readjustment. The 
judge, who is ujustice personified,” seeks to effect this 
adjustment by taking away unjust gain from the gainer, by 
compensating the loser for unjustly inflicted loss. The best 
modem interpreter of the “ Nicomachean Ethics ” refused 
to credit the author of it with the “ childish doctrine ” that 
the awarding of damages is the only task of legal pro¬ 
cedure. He also urges that Aristotle could not have 
possibly failed to observe that the relations between the 
doing and the suffering of injustice is by no means always 
of the simple nature supposed ; that, on the contrary, the 
injustice with which the one party is chargeable often far 
exceeds, but sometimes falls far below, the damage sus¬ 
tained by the other party. To this we have to answer 
that while so narrow a conception of a judge’s duties 
and the failure to perceive the objection just raised are 
not faults with which one would expect Aristotle to be 
guilty, yet the wording of his statements leaves no other 
interpretation open, and that the error in question is the 
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legitimate offspring of another more fundamental error, 
the illegitimate transference of the theory of the mean to 
a region where it does not apply. 

It is a pleasure to add that in another passage of the 
same book Aristotle clearly detects and powerfully combats 
a kindred error. On this occasion, no doubt, his vision is 
sharpened by the stimulus of a controversy. The Pytha¬ 
goreans, as our readers know (cf. Vol. I. p. 106), had 
identified justice with a square number, because the notion 
of exact requital, like for like, reminded them of the 
genesis of a number from two equal factors. This pre¬ 
supposition of theirs, the lex talionis, is attacked by Aristotle 
with objections of great force. If a man in authority strikes 
a subordinate, justice does not require him to be struck in 
return ; and, in the reverse case, if the subordinate strikes 
the superior, mere requital, the repayment of the blow, is 
not enough ; it is necessary—doubtless in the interests of 
discipline—to inflict a heavier penalty. 

4. After a few remarks on the mere analogue of justice 
presented by the relations of master to slave or householder 
to family, Aristotle turns to that far-reaching distinction, 
now so well known to us, between natural and conventional 
justice (cf. Vol. I. p. 402 seq.). Persons are not wanting— 
the reference may well be to the Cynics—who banish all 
political justice to the second category, founding their 
opinion on the following reason. Everything natural is 
invariable: fire, for example, burns alike everywhere, in 
Greece as well as in Persia. Thus the conventional origin 
of justice is proved by its variations from place to place 
and from time to time. Not so, answers our philosopher. 
The natural is not necessarily the unchangeable. For 
example, the right hand is naturally the better hand ; and 
yet by custom and training the left hand can be brought 
to equal perfection. So, too, in political justice we always 
have before us a mixture of the unchangeable with the 
changing. We see that the compromise which Epicurus 
hit upon between the two theories of the origin of language 
(cf. Vol. I. p. 398), was anticipated by Aristotle in the 
similar controversy on the origin of justice. 
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The subject of just and unjust action leads to a resump¬ 
tion of the problem of voluntary agency, which is now dis- 
cussed with greater exactness than before (cf. pp. 249, 250). 
An act is voluntary when a man knowingly and not in 
ignorance performs that which it is within his power to do 
or to forbear. Here the knowledge and the ignorance 
may extend to the object acted upon as well as to the 
instrument and the purpose of the action. (An example 
is given of ignorance as to the object: A strikes B without 
knowing that B is his father ; the action then falls into a 
different category from that which would apply to it if he 
had known.) Voluntary action, again, is subdivided into 
deliberate, that is, preceded by reflexion, and unpremedi¬ 
tated. That injuring of others which springs from passion 
is indeed unjust; but the agent is not thereby proved to 
be unjust and bad. Of involuntary offences some are and 
some are not pardonable. The unpardonable wrongs include 
those that are done in ignorance, when the ignorance is 
neither natural nor human, that is, when it is caused by 
a bestial passion. 

5. The most important of the still remaining sections 
treats of equity and its relation to justice. Since equity is 
regarded as something praiseworthy, and yet relates to the 
same object as strict justice, there is a difficulty. How 
can the just and the equitable be both worthy of praise, 
seeing that they conflict with each other ? The solution of 
the difficulty is to be found in the view that the equitable 
is indeed just, but not the justice corresponding to the law. 
It is rather a correction applied to legal justice or positive 
law. Every law has a character of universality ; still cases 
arise which clash with the general rule. In such circum¬ 
stances the law really means the majority of cases, not 
the totality of them; the error of generalization is not 
imputable to the law and the law-giver, but to the nature 
of the thing legislated about. The law-giver, supposing 
him present and aware of the facts, would himself correct 
the error. An ancient expositor supplies an illustrative 
example. In time of war a stranger is found upon the 
city wall. The law dooms him to death, as gravely 
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suspected of an understanding with the enemy. It 
appears, however, that the stranger has given the defending 
forces a signal which was to their advantage. The letter 
of the law decrees his death ; equity, taking into account 
the special nature of the case, awards him thanks and 
honour. In addition to individual cases such as this, there 
are naturally also exceptions from the primary rule of law 
which can themselves form a class and become the object 
of a new rule. 

There are two countries, Rome and England, in whose 
jurisprudence the principle of equity plays a considerable 
part. The development which the jus cequum or aquabile 
has received in the English courts of equity, corresponds 
fairly closely to the thoughts here expressed by Aristotle. 
This appears from the treatment of the subject by one of 
the most illustrious philosophic lawyers of modern England, 
John Austin. Referring to a supposed case that needs to 
be decided on the principles of equity, he writes: “ It is 
certain that the case ... was not present to the mind of 
the law-giver when he constructed the law. But since its 
provisions would have embraced the case, if its author had 
pursued consequentially his own general design, the judge 
. . . completes the defective provisions actually comprised 
in the law; and supplies the defective intention which its 
maker actually entertained from the predominant purpose 
or end which moved him to make the statute.” Aristotle 
paid chief attention to the negative side of the question, the 
representatives of English legal development to the positive. 
Yet the former or negative aspect is by no means alien to 
the modern science of law. It is emphasized, for example, 
by Hugo Grotius, who remarks that a law is interpreted 
according to the demands of equity when it is not applied 
to a case covered by the letter of the law but not by its 
governing purpose. A distinction is accordingly drawn 
between the “extensive” and the "limitative” interpre¬ 
tations of the law. The following is a simple illustration 
of both. Relatively to the command in the Decalogue: 
44 Thou shalt do no murder,” and its penal sanction, the imi¬ 
tative interpretation would require impunity for homicide 
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in necessary self-defence, and the extensive would re¬ 
quire punishment of negligent homicide. According to 
Aristotle, the “ equitable ” or broad-minded judge always 
deserves preference over the pedant who is faithful to the 
letter of the law. 

6. The discussion of suicide is noteworthy, not so much 
for what it contains as for its omissions. Aristotle does 
not hint by so much as a syllable at the Platonic and 
Pythagorean conception which regards suicide as a wilful 
desertion of the post assigned to us by the Deity, and 
therefore as a mutiny against the Divine will. Just 
as little is there any recognition of the view that a man 
has no right to deprive' society of his self and his 
capacities, since by so doing he repudiates an obligation. 
Nor yet is suicide acknowledged to be an offence against 
a mans self, because no one voluntarily does himself an 
injury. When, finally, the State is recognized as the party 
wronged by suicide, the nature of the penalty approved by 
the philosopher, seems to show that he here stands on the 
ground of traditional opinion. For as penalty he names 
“ a certain kind of infamy; ” and at Athens the legal 
punishment for suicide was in fact a kind of infamy, 
consisting in the separate burial of the culprit’s arm as the 
offending part of his body. Evidently the ground of this 
was the pollution of the community by bloodshed. 

But while Aristotle here gives effect to the current 
notions of religious expiation, he does not make piety, as 
one of the moral virtues, the subject of a particular 
investigation and exposition. Was his standpoint possibly 
that reached by Plato through the discussions of the 
“ Euthyphro: ” piety has no separate sphere of operation, 
but is a disposition of mind accompanying our acts in 
general (cf. Vol. II. p. 363 seq) ? It would still have been 
open to him to contrast his own opinion on things divine 
with that of the generality in a special section of his work. 
Nor need this plan have involved any detriment to the 
theory of the mean. It offered, indeed, an enticing oppor¬ 
tunity for representing true faith as the right mean be¬ 
tween unbelief and superstition. Perhaps considerations 
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of prudence restrained him from concentrating to a focus 
theological views so likely to give offence as were his own. 
To do this would have been to provide material, in the 
handiest form, for an indictment of impiety, which, even as 
it was, he did not in the end escape. How far, occasional 
relapses apart, his principles were removed from popular 
belief, may be learnt from his condemnation of the whole 
mass of mythology, which he pronounced mere “ accre¬ 
tion ” and “ husk," and of polytheism except for the 
star-gods. Even from the purified theology of his master 
Plato he is separated by a wide gulf, wide almost beyond 
belief in the light of chronology. Between the close of 
Plato’s labours on the last work of his old age and the 
delivery of the lectures from which the “ Nicomachean 
Ethics ” sprang hardly two decades can have intervened. 
And yet the second of the heresies which in the “ Laws ” 
are proscribed under penalties rising as high as death, the 
denial of Divine interventions in human fortunes, is now 
treated as though it were a self-evident truth (cf. Vol. III. 
pp. 25 S sqq.). Indeed, it is affirmed that the Godhead exerts 
no influence whatever on the course of the world, and hence 
none on the fates of men. 

The discourse now takes a polemical turn ; the object 
of attack is Plato himself and the theory of justice which 
he is here said to have based on a mere analogy or 
" similarity." This ends the book, and with it the section 
on the moral virtues. 
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CHAPTER XXII. 

ARISTOTLE’S ETHICS. 

(Continuation : The Intellectual Virtues and 

Weakness of Will.) 

I. AFTER the ethical virtues come the intellectual, that 
is to say, the excellences of the intellect so far as they 
serve the interests of action. The road from the old 
subject to the new is opened by the reflexion that hitherto 
the mean has been recommended for choice, and that the 
term has designated whatever the “ right rule ” pronounces 
to be the mean. Hence it becomes of interest to consider 
this right rule more closely. The investigation begins 
with a logical division of wide range. The soul has on the 
one hand an irrational, and on the other a rational, part. 
Again, the objects of intellectual cognition are of twofold 
character: they are necessary or contingent, according to 
the impossibility or the possibility of their being otherwise 
than as they are. Objects of the first kind are apprehended 
by strictly scientific knowledge, those of the second by 
knowledge which may be called reflective and calculative, 
sometimes also deliberative. In order that an action may 
be performed, three elements are necessary; besides the 
faculty of thought there must be present in the soul both 
perceptive sensation and an impulse or desire, and all these 
must co-operate. The last-named element may also be 
negatively directed. Just as in theory we have affirmation 
and negation, so in practice we have pursuit (or desire) 
and avoidance. The source of the action is purpose, and 
this again arises out of impulse or desire together with 
knowledge relating to an end. Purpose is thus represented 
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as a combination of reason and desire. " For reasQn alone 
sets nothing in motion ”—a highly important saying, which 
limits the intellect to its appointed sphere, and which 
shows Aristotle’s great superiority both over ancient in- 
tellectualists such as Socrates, and over modern rationalists 
such as Samuel Clarke or Henry More. 

The different species of knowledge are now passed in 
review ; here we confine ourselves to essentials, because 
of the lack of exact correspondence between ancient and 
modern terminology. The realm of the contingent com¬ 
prises the objects of making or production and of doing 
or* action. The first are the concern of art, and the 
second of prudence, that is, of practical wisdom dealing 
with what is useful or hurtful to man. As an example 
of this prudence Pericles is named. Here, evidently, 
Aristotle has followed the traditional estimate of this 
statesman par excellence, rather than his own, which, as 
the “ Constitution of Athens ” shows us, was decidedly 
unenthusiastic. Nous, or “ reason,” is spoken of as origi¬ 
nating the knowledge of principles. “ Wisdom ” is taken 
in two senses. On the one hand, it is attributed to the 
most excellent artists, and here means nothing else than 
“ the perfection of art.” On the other hand, says Aristotle, 
we also speak of the “wise” without any limitation to a 
special sphere. We then understand the term as referring,. 
not merely to the knowledge of that which is deduced from 
principles, but also to the knowledge of the principles 
themselves. In this sense wisdom includes within itself 
both reason and science. Its objects are stated to be “ the 
things which are most august by nature.” This pre¬ 
eminence is elaborately justified by an appeal to the 
relative character of prudence or practical wisdom, which 
is restricted to human affairs. It would be vain to impugn 
this order of precedence on the ground that man is “ the 
highest in rank of terrestrial beings.” True, but a glance 
at the universe is enough to shdw that there are other 
beings, far diviner in their nature than man. We pause 
here to ask whether Aristotle's judgment on the relation 
of man to the universe is not sounder than that of those 
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almost contemporary thinkers who, like Comte or Feuer¬ 
bach, desired to substitute the " religion of humanity ” for 
the veneration of universal powers. Far sounder, we 
think, in spite of that belief in the absolute changelessness 
of the stars which the progress of science has disproved. 

2. The achievements of philosophers such as Thales or 
Anaxagoras are rewarded by mankind with all possible 
titles of honour ; they are said to be the works of genius, 
magnificent, wonderful, but at the same time unfruitful, 
since their authors have not striven after “ human goods.” 
These latter are the aim of practical wisdom, a quality in 
which special experience is often worth more than know¬ 
ledge of the universal. If, for example, a man knows that 
light meat is digestible and therefore beneficial, but does 
not know what kinds of meat are light, he is inferior in 
practice to the man who has no knowledge of the general 
rule but is acquainted with the wholesomeness of poultry. 

Aristotle goes on to say that among the objects of 
practical wisdom a leading place is taken by politics. The 
“ architectonic ” or governing art in this sphere is legislation, 
with which is contrasted politics in the narrower sense, the 
provision of ordinances and decrees to meet the needs of 
the moment, a craft which serves as an instrument in the 
larger life of the State. Mention is made of the widespread 
opinion that practical wisdom principally concerns the 
individual, so that the man whose mind is fixed solely on 
his own private advantage is regarded as the true example 
of this kind of wisdom. In opposition to this view, Aristotle 
hints his conviction that man is intended by Nature for the 
life of the family and the State, so that when isolated and 
pursuing his private advantage he does not gain even that. 

The investigation returns to the theme already glanced 
at: the chief object of practical wisdom is detail, the indi¬ 
vidual thing. Occasion is taken to draw a significant dis¬ 
tinction between that knowledge which is accessible to 
inexperienced youths and that which requires a richer 
experience and therefore a longer space of time before it 
can be acquired. Geometry and other kinds of mathematics 
are placed in the first category ; but even natural science, 
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still more political wisdom and prudence in the affairs of 
life, need a riper experience. The possibility of reaching 
a high level in mathematics even during boyhood is 
explained by the clause: " perhaps because these are 
matters of abstraction/* That is to say, a minimum of 
experience is here sufficient; for in Aristotle’s view even 
mathematical knowledge grows in the soil of induction. 
We note that the history of science has amply corroborated 
this observation of Aristotle. It records instances of early 
maturity and even creative power by which this department 
of research is distinguished above all others. Abel, Bolzano, 
Eisenstein, Galois, Gauss, Lord Kelvin, Newton, Pascal— 
all these before the age of twenty, or just after reaching it, 
had already done mathematical work of importance, some of 
them, indeed, as pioneers. Truths the knowledge of which 
depends on comprehensive experience may, it is said, be 
"repeated ” by the young, but "they lack belief” or inner 
conviction. In another context the same thought is 
expressed perhaps still more aptly: beginners " string 
propositions together without understanding them/’ even 
when there is no lack of verbal comprehension ; for the 
mind, so Aristotle continues, “ must grow into unity with 
the object.” 

There follow somewhat lengthy disquisitions dealing 
with particular terms such as "judiciousness,” "good 
sense,” "intelligence,” for the most part written with a 
polemical intention directed against Plato. These we 
pass over, partly because of their slender fruitfulness, 
partly of the lack, to which we have already alluded, 
of precise correspondence between the Greek termino¬ 
logy and our own. But in spite of this difficulty, we 
must dwell a little on what is said of Nous (cf. p. 207). 
Its intuitive character is here brought into so great 
prominence that even the gulf between the most general 
principles and the most particular perceptions disappears 
in comparison. Direct intuition, indeed, is described as 
characteristic of both the extreme points of all knowledge. 
Immediate certainty is ascribed on the one hand to 
the supreme principles of reason, that is, the logical 
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axioms, and on the other to individual perceptions, which 
make it possible to apply general propositions to par¬ 
ticular cases. Both alike are contrasted with all mediate 
knowledge. The individual perceptions complete chains 
of reasoning which issue in practical application by 
supplying them with their last links in the form of such 
propositions as : this particular thing is “ of such and such 
a nature,” that is, it possesses the marks or generic 
qualities which condition the applicability to the case in 
hand of general propositions already won. Thus if reason 
and sense-perception sometimes change places in this dis¬ 
cussion, it comes to much the same as our use of the word 
“ see ” in respect of knowledge far removed from the sphere 
of sense perceptions, as when we say : “ Any one can see 
• . or, “ Who can fail to see that . . . ? ” and so on. 

3. The closing section of the book consists of a dialec¬ 
tical tourney in which Aristotle first piles up objections of 
every kind, and then clears them away. Which of these 
objections are his own and which not, it is impossible to 
decide with certainty. The first question relates to the 
utility of practical wisdom or prudence and of the higher 
wisdom. The second is said not to be concerned with any 
becoming or beginning to be, and therefore not with the 
conditions of happiness. Practical wisdom does indeed 
possess the advantage of being so concerned, but what need 
have we of it if we admit that, although this kind of wisdom 
deals with what is just, good, and profitable to man, yet 
the knowledge of all these things makes us none the more 
able to do them ? And yet there is now a unanimous 
opinion—in the circle of the Platonists, that is—to the effect 
that the virtues are habits or qualities of will. And if any 
one urges that practical wisdom favours the acquisition 
of these qualities, it would still remain useless alike to 
those who possess the qualities already and to those 
who lack them. In respect of this second class of persons 
it is observed that it makes no difference whether we 
possess the desired qualities of will ourselves or obey 
others who possess them. We all wish to have good 
health, but we do not therefore all of us study medicine. 
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Lastly, it seems odd that practical wisdom, while inferior 
to the other wisdom in value and dignity, is at the same 
time superior to it, as having sovereign authority over 
every department of life. 

Now begins the series of replies. In the first place, the 
two excellences under consideration would still be worth 
pursuit as the perfection of one of the two parts of the soul, 
even if they led to nothing further. But they do lead further. 
Wisdom, in fact, does not resemble the art of medicine 
which produces health so much as health itself; it makes 
the same kind of contribution to happiness. It is a part 
of complete virtue, and as such blesses those who possess 
it and practise it This practice or active exercise is always 
strongly emphasized by Aristotle, particularly in opposi¬ 
tion to Xenocrates, who regarded happiness as guaranteed 
by the mere possession of virtue. It is this tacit polemic 
that is responsible for the violent hypothesis of a man 
possessed of virtue slumbering away his life (cf. p. 243). 
Further, the task set us is accomplished by practical wisdom 
in combination with ethical virtue. The latter ensures 
that the right goal is pursued, the former provides the 
appropriate means. 

The discussion which follows provides an apt criticism 
of Socratic intellectualism, running, it is true, on lines 
which Plato had already opened up in the “ Statesman ” 
(cf. Vol. III. p. 184). It was but a half-truth which Socrates 
stated when he affirmed the virtues to be knowledge, or 
varieties of practical wisdom. Such wisdom is not the 
essence of virtue, but an indispensable condition for its 
existence. It is impossible to be perfectly good without 
wisdom, but it is also impossible to be perfectly wise 
without the virtue of the will. In our opinion a bright 
light is here shed on the connexion between character and 
intellect, on the ruin which comes to the mind when moral 
disorder fills the soul with falsehood. The indispensability 
of wisdom seems, it is said, to be contradicted by the fact 
that there is a kind of natural virtue, that there are 
dispositions and temperaments which incline towards the 
good, as may be noted in the case of children and even of 
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animals. But they all need the guidance of reason, just as 
a powerful human or animal body, if bereft of the light of 
the eyes, falls all the more heavily—an illustration which 
can hardly fail to remind us of the Cyclops blinded by 
Ulysses, The intellectual element, too, supplies the bond 
which gives the virtues their unity—a unity on which it is 
easy to be led into error by the observation that hardly 
any one is equally favoured by Nature in respect of all of 
them. That skill in the choice of means which results from 
practical wisdom deserves our praise when the end is good ; 
in the contrary case, “ capacity for everything ” (iravovpyia) 

is hardly to be distinguished from knavery. There still 
remains the solution of the last puzzle on the relations 
of the two kinds of wisdom. It is just as false, we are told, 
to say that the higher wisdom is subordinate to practical 
wisdom, and consequently a higher part of the soul to a 
lower, as it would be to say that health is subordinate to 
medicine. Medical precepts are not addressed to health, 
but issued for the sake of health ; practical and theoretical 
wisdom are related in just the same way. 

Any one who gives the book an impartial reading, 
equally avoiding both censoriousness and blind worship of 
the author, will hardly deny that it is rich in fine observation, 
ingenious thought, and subtle demonstration, but that it 
yet fails to perform the promise with which it opens. This 
book was to have cleared up the mystery of the mean. 
The “ right rule ” mentioned at the beginning is indeed 
once more alluded to towards the end, but only in the 
statement that we have to act not only according to it but 
also with it In other words, we must not merely conform 
to the rule, but have it fully present to our consciousness. 
It will hardly be maintained by any one that either this 
statement or the other contents of this section can be 
regarded as providing the doctrine of the mean with an 
unassailable basis, or as giving it any other significance 
than an appeal to the tact and experience of the “excellent ” 
or “ practically wise ” man. 

4. Of what use is all the power of the directing intellect 
if the executing will refuses its services ? This unspoken 
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question forms the bridge between the sixth book and the 
seventh, between the doctrine of the intellectual virtues 
and the doctrine of the feeble will to which we now pass 
on. Aristotle himself speaks of making a “ new beginning.” 
He returns, in fact, to the ethical virtues already dealt 
with, and adds a postscript in which he treats a particular 
subject, self-control, more thoroughly than had been 
feasible in the former summary review. Three things, he 
begins, are worthy of reprobation in the ethical sphere: 
badness, lack of will-power, and brutality—the last, to be 
sure, being somewhat rare. The first has been sufficiently 
treated already, the third will be touched on afterwards ; it 
is now the time to speak of weakness of will and the 
opposite quality. A remark of far-reaching importance 
follows on the subject of method. First the facts are to 
be stated, then the puzzles or difficulties which present 
themselves are to be discussed, and the commonly held 
opinions, or at least the chief of them. When the difficulties 
have been solved and the current opinions are left estab¬ 
lished, then a sufficient account of the subject has been 
given. We have here a revelation, more undisguised than 
any to be found elsewhere, of the strongly conservative 
strain in Aristotle’s mind to which we have already referred 
in passing (cf. p. 57). Current opinion, when purged or 
corroborated by the settlement of real or apparent contra¬ 
dictions, is identified with absolute truth so far as concerns 
questions relating to the conduct of life. The rule, to be 
sure, is not applied to all cases without exception. It was 
impossible, for example, to establish in this manner the 
superiority of the contemplative life, not merely to the little- 
esteemed life of pleasure, but also to the highly regarded 
life of politics. But whatever the range of validity accorded 
to the rule, the mere fact that it is set up at all is above 
measure characteristic of its author. A vast gulf separates 
him from the champions of revolutionary moral reforms. 
The Cynics, indeed, so far from starting with a presump¬ 
tion in favour of common opinion, did rather the reverse : 
they contended that generally recognized standards were 
delusion and empty vapour. 
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5. Our readers will remember the fundamental doctrine 
of Socratic intellectualism. It denies the existence of 
what is usually called the victory of desire or pleasure over 
wisdom ; according to it no one ever acts against his better 
knowledge: to acknowledge something as right and give 
the acknowledgment no sequel in act is outside the power 
of the mentally sound, it is nothing else than a form of 
insanity. We have already endeavoured (Vol. II. p. 67) 
to extract and do full justice to the element of truth 
“ contained in this exaggeration.” What Aristotle here 
considers is a modification of the Socratic doctrine, the 
work, probably, of Academics. The invincibility which 
Socrates affirmed was now said to be the property of true 
knowledge, not of the mere opinion which so often takes 
its place. Opinion is a feeble thing when pitted against 
the strength of desires ; no wonder, then, that pleasure 
gains the victory in the contest. 

This is the first of the six puzzles ; the second cannot 
be reproduced without some straining of language. The 
abstinent person is said to be at the same time the healthy- 
minded person (ccf. Vol. II. p. 300). And yet his 
abstinence can manifest itself only in conflict with strong 
and evil desires, whereas it is foreign to the nature of 
healthy-mindedness to have any evil desires at all, and 
still more so to have them in excess. If, on the other hand, 
the desires which the abstinent person overcomes are not 
evil but good, the quality in his character by which he 
resists them is bad, and if so all abstinence would not be 
praiseworthy. Nor is any special praise due to the conquest 
of desires which, though evil, are weak. 

Thirdly: if strength of will (this is now the shade of 
meaning which is borne by the Greek word which we have 
just been obliged to render “ abstinence ”) causes a man to 
hold stubbornly to his opinion, it is a bad thing when that 
opinion happens to be false. And if the contrary quality, 
weakness of will, makes us inclined to abandon our opinions, 
there will similarly be a praiseworthy kind of weak will, such 
as that exhibited by Neoptolemus in the “ Philoctetes ” of 
Sophocles. The son of Achilles deserves praise for being 
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moved by his sense of truth to revolt against the con¬ 
viction which Ulysses had implanted in his mind, namely, 
that it was incumbent on him to beguile Philoctetes into 
sailing for Troy. 

The fourth of the puzzles is called u sophistic ” by 
Aristotle himself. It is an argument to prove that 
weakness of will coupled with want of understanding is 
not a vice but a virtue. In such a case, it is urged, the 
understanding makes a bad choice and the weak will 
corrects it The underlying assumption may be illustrated 
by the instance of a conspirator who through weakness of 
will fails to perform his promised part in an assassination, 
or by that of a religious fanatic who holds it his duty to 
kill the heretic but lacks the will power necessary for 
the act. 

The fifth difficulty is supplied by a transference to the 
present subject of a paradox which we have already 
encountered in the “ Lesser Hippias” (Vol. II. p. 291 seq ). 
Which is the better, it is asked—the man who indulges his 
desires from perverse convictions or the man who succumbs 
to them from weakness of will ? The first, it is answered, 
because there is a possibility of changing his convictions, 
and by this means he may more easily than the other be 
led to abandon the false paths. 

Finally we have this question: If self-control and 
weakness of will are to be found in every sphere of action, 
who is the man that is to be called weak-willed absolutely, 
since all the varieties of weak will can hardly be found 
united in any one person ? 

6. Aristotle now proceeds to the solution of these 
puzzles. He begins by contesting the relevancy of the 
distinction drawn in the first paradox. Not only know¬ 
ledge but mere opinion as well—so his thought may be 
stated—is often maintained with extreme stubbornness. A 
weakly founded opinion need not be a weakly acting 
opinion, incapable of powerfully affecting the holder’s mind. 
Heraclitus is mentioned as an instance, the suggestion 
being that the tone of oracular certainty with which 
the Ephesian proclaimed his tenets is sorely out of 
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proportion with their objective basis. Aristotle might 
have gone further, he might have adduced the madness 
of fanatical crowds and the “fixed ideas” of the insane. 
But even so he would have proved no more than that the 
objective justification and the subjective certainty of a 
conviction do not necessarily run parallel. Outside the 
province of authority, tradition, and religion there are 
wide fields within which such a parallelism does in fact 
exist. Temptations triumph over vacillating, confused, or 
inconsistent opinions much more easily than over such 
items of knowledge as that twice two are four or that 
prussic acid kills. To assail this position would have been 
vain labour. 

Further attempts. at solution greatly expand the 
questions under discussion. The special problem : How 
is it possible to act against one's better knowledge ? gives 
place to the more general problem : What influence has 
knowledge on will ? Intelligibly enough, the creator of 
logic is not content to use such ideas as “ knowledge ” or 
“ cognition ” without subjecting them to a careful analysis. 
He firstly points out the ambiguity of these words, they 
denote on the one hand the mere possession of dormant or 
latent knowledge, on the other its active exercise, the 
having a thing before the mind here and now. Secondly, 
distinctions are drawn between the different objects of 
knowledge, the different kinds of propositions or complexes 
of propositions. It is possible to know a general rule but 
not its applicability to a special case. Again, this ignorance 
may sometimes be caused by ignorance of the minor 
premiss, sometimes by mere unacquaintance with a par¬ 
ticular object. Here is an example of this second case. 
Dry food is wholesome ; food of such and such a quality is 
dry: both these propositions may be known to me, but I 
may still fail in judging whether the food before me has or 
has not that quality which indicates dryness. 

The third argument distinguishes two kinds of potential 
knowledge. On the one hand we may have knowledge 
which is simply not actual; but on the other, knowledge 
may be impeded in its actuality—sleep, drunkenness, 
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madness are impediments of the kind considered. The 
emotions, too, have their place here. Aristotle reckons 
persons swayed by violent emotions among the number of 
those who cannot wake and use the knowledge slumbering 
within them ; he even represents their bodily organs as 
being moved directly by the emotions; and thus he makes 
a very near approach to the Socratic standpoint which he 
has previously censured. 

The next and fourth attempt at solution seems, in 
Aristotle’s opinion, to be the one which really settles the 
question. It leads to the paradoxical result that the 
process named by us a victory of the desires over the 
intellect is itself not without an intellectual element. 
Weakness of will is said to be in a certain sense "a 
product of opinion and reflexion.” Our mind harbours at 
one and the same time two syllogisms leading to contrary 
conclusions. For example: * All sweet things are to be 
enjoyed ; the thing before us is sweet; therefore we are to 
enjoy the thing before us.” And on the other hand : 
"That which is sweet is not wholesome; this thing is 
sweet; therefore this thing is not wholesome.” Desire, 
having predominance within the mind, now causes us to 
mistake our way, when we set out to make a choice, and 
reach the hurtful instead of the helpful syllogism. It seems 
to us that we have here a culminating example, hardly to 
be surpassed, of a tendency which characterizes Aristotle, 
though he sometimes happily overcomes it, namely, the 
tendency to see in man a syllogistic thinking-machine 
(cf. p. 190). The idea does indeed contain an element of 
truth. The pleasure-giving objects which at any given 
moment solicit our will, as also the feelings of pleasure or 
the reverse which are to be expected from them, may be 
assigned to definite categories, known to us from previous 
experience; and this is a truly intellectual factor in the 
process of choice. If Aristotle further represents this act 
of classification as performed by aid of the strict forms of 
the syllogism, it may quite well be supposed that his 
Intention was to supply a description which should be 
schematic and transparently clear rather than absolutely 
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true to nature. We have been unwilling to pass over 
in silence this last way out of the difficulty, although we 
are hardly able to rest satisfied with it as a final account of 
the matter. 

In any case the third of the solutions offered by 
Aristotle appears to us to stand higher than the fourth. 
In order to make it a complete solution nothing more is 
lacking than an explicit reference to a phenomenon 
which, as far as our knowledge goes, John Locke was the 
first to set in the foreground of the discussion. In the 
majority of the cases with which we are here concerned 
our action is not determined by any kind of anticipa¬ 
tion of the consequences. We act under the stress of 
“a present uneasiness” which, at the moment, has the 
predominance in the mind. This pressure may be strong 
enough to outweigh all expectations of the future ; it may 
compel us to forbear all calculation of the pain or pleasure 
which may afterwards arise out of our action. The lamp 
of the intellect is not covered over or dimmed, it is 
absolutely extinguished. Socrates was right to speak of 
madness ; he ought only to have added that this psychical 
anomaly is not a rarity and an exception but an everyday 
occurrence. 

7. At length Aristotle turns to the second of his 
puzzles. That the abstinent person must be at the same 
time “ healthy-minded ” is merely a postulate of linguistic 
usage, which confounds two neighbouring but by no 
means identical qualities. For the abstinent person truly 
cannot be fully free from the possession of evil desires, 
while healthy-mindedness excludes the possession of them. 
Perhaps we shall come nearest to Aristotle’s thought if we 
say that two phases are here to be distinguished in the 
formation of character, two stages of development which 
because of their similarity, are easily confused. The 
abstinent person is not yet healthy-minded, and the 
healthy-minded person is no longer abstinent. For the 
first, evil pleasures have still a charm, which he is able 
to resist; for the second, they have lost their charm 
altogether* 
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Fine distinctions again serve for the solution of the 
third puzzle, in which it is asked whether strength of will 
or persistence may not in some circumstances be an evil. 
"Obstinacy” or "indocility,” as well as "opinionatedness,” 
are marked off from the domain of will-power. Concern¬ 
ing the opinionated it is said, not without wit, that they 
resemble the weak-willed and self-indulgent, that is, 
those who are ruled by pleasure and pain, more than the 
abstinent and the strong-willed. For the contentious 
person’s love of debate and victory, his dread of defeat in 
the conflict of opinions, assign him to the first rather than 
to the second category. Returning to the example from 
Sophocles, Aristotle remarks that Neoptolemus certainly 
was induced by pleasure to break his promise to Ulysses, 
but it was by a noble pleasure, the pleasure of truthfulness. 
An answer is at the same time provided for the question 
which that example illustrated, whether there is not a 
"praiseworthy weakness of will.” The existence of such a 
quality is denied on the ground that the essence of weak 
will is not the being overcome by pleasure in general but 
by ignoble pleasure. 

Aristotle clearly did not think it necessary to discuss 
separately the fourth of his puzzles, which he described as 
"sophistical” in his preliminary statement. He might 
have remarked that while want of courage or perseverance 
may in special cases turn out to be profitable instead of 
injurious, this does not affect the truth that the vast 
majority of cases verify the tendency of these qualities to 
injure their possessor. 

The fifth puzzle raised the question as to which is the 
better—the man who is vicious from conviction, or the one 
who succumbs at times to the allurements of vice. In the 
first statement of the paradoxes the former was preferred ; 
this preference is now withdrawn and impugned. It may 
be said that in first propounding the problem Aristotle 
regarded it from the purely intellectualistic standpoint. 
The firm but false conviction can be corrected by instruction, 
and is thus more curable than the lack of conviction. But 
now he exchanges the intellectualistic for the properly 
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ethical standpoint; instead of convictions amenable to 
instruction we now read of habits which harden the soul. 
It is habit that governs the “ profligate ” man, cuts him off 
from remorse and prevents his reformation. But his 
counterpart, the man who errs from weakness, is subject to 
remorse and therefore capable of improvement. 

The sixth of the puzzles and the answer to it both 
seem somewhat strange to us. Undoubtedly weakness of 
will is not like a smooth surface free from all irregularity. 
The man of strong character seldom shows his strength 
equally in all directions, and similarly the weak-willed man 
is as a rule more susceptible to temptations from one 
quarter than from another. But this two-fold fact need not 
prevent us from speaking of some individuals simply as 
strong-willed and of others as weak-willed. Aristotle’s 
mode of distinguishing between universal and partial 
weakness of will can hardly be deemed above reproach. 
He contends that where the pleasure supplying the motive 
is not one of those given us by nature, the predicate “ weak- 
willed ” is applied only with a qualification, limiting it to 
the special field concerned ; it is so, for example, with 
ambition or avarice. On the other hand, the qualification 
is dropped where natural or bodily pleasures form the 
motive. Yet it may very well be objected that even in 
this latter case there is no lack of individual differences ; 
gluttony, for example, is distinguished from drunkenness. 
So much at most seems to be true, namely, that according 
to the nature of the case, we find ourselves emphasizing 
now the strength of the predisposing impulse, now the 
weakness of the resisting factor of will. It is, in fact, to 
cases of the latter kind rather than to others that we as 
well as Aristotle are inclined to apply such terms as “ self- 
indulgence,” “want of moderation,” or “ profligacy.” This 
last reproach—to quote one of the remarks here let fall 
—is more fully deserved by the man who inclines to excess 
though his desires are weak than by the one whose 
desires are violent in themselves. u For what could he be 
expected to do if he had violent desires ? ” Here, too, we 
have a division of inclinations into those which are by 
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nature noble, those which are the opposite, and those 
which lie between, arising as they do out of bodily needs. 
Even the first class, we are told, admits of an excess 
which is blameable, though never, to be sure, absolutely 
vicious; reference is made, by way of illustration, to 
Niobe, whose love for her children led her to challenge 
Leto. In the second category are placed the inclinations 
peculiar to bestiality or brutishness, as well as those which 
depend on morbid disposition or habits. 

We are further told that it is less disgraceful to be 
overcome by anger than by sensual desires. For anger, 
though it often misunderstands the voice of reason, does in 
a measure listen to that voice. It is compared with those 
over-zealous servants who before they have exactly caught 
their master’s commands hurry off to perform what they 
suppose to be his bidding. Thus the passionate man 
receives the impression that an insult has been offered him ; 
and immediately, without previous careful reflexion, he sets 
about defending himself and retaliating. Thus he does in 
a certain sense listen to reason ; but the sensual man 
listens only to desire. There is another ground for judging 
more leniently the excesses of passionate anger, and that 
is its freedom from concealment and intrigue. For the 
aristocratically minded philosopher the frank and fearless 
emotion of defiance is the nobleman in the slavish crew of 
sly and deceitful desires. He even thinks it worth while 
to quote the words of a poetess who called the goddess of 
love “craft-weaving.’* 

8. This is not the only application of poetry to be 
found in this part of the work. Quotations, anecodotes, 
even scraps of folk-lore, follow each other in variegated 
succession. This unusual opulence, and at the same time 
the striking negligence of the style, provoke the conjecture 
that this section of the lecture course lacked more than 
others the sifting and revising care of an editor. 

This superfluity finds a contrast in the curtness and 
baldness of the closing chapters of the book. Here we 
have the one portion of the work the genuineness of which 
has been questioned with some show of reason. It is a 
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treatise on pleasure; and the lengthy discussion devoted 
to the same subject in the tenth book seems to ignore it 
altogether. There we find no backward glance, here no 
anticipatory hint. As even the ancients saw, this is not a 
little surprising. We are entitled to infer that the two 
sections were written down each without any regard to the 
other. But this is as far as we have any right to go. For 
the contradictions which have been supposed to exist 
between the contents of the two sections are merely 
apparent Take the polemic directed against despisers of 
pleasure, such as Speusippus, and without doubt Antis- 
thenes as well. We must not for a moment lose sight of 
the predominantly dialectical character of the discussion. 
Referring to certain arguments used by the other side, he 
says, " This does not show that pleasure is not the highest 
good, much less that it is no good at all.” But it does not 
in the least follow that the author (who could not then be 
Aristotle, nor Eudemus either) represents pleasure as the 
highest good. We regard these chapters as a preliminary 
sketch. This matter was perhaps inserted here by the 
editor, just as the rough students' notes had been before, in 
order to fill a gap in the text (cf. p. 241). We shall return 
to some of the matter here contained when we come to treat 
of the last book. For the present it will suffice to draw 

attention to a thought of great refinement and extensive 

application. It is not enough, we read in a certain 
passage, to confute an error; we must know and state its 
cause. Putting this sentence in its tersest form: " Men 
refute only what they explain,” we are reminded of 
Comte's profound words: “ Men destroy only what they 
have replaced.” But it is now time to pass on to the 
eighth and ninth books, which treat of friendship. 
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CHAPTER XXIII. 

ARISTOTLE’S ETHICS. 

(Continuation : Friendship.) 

I. TWO books out of ten, one-fifth of the whole work on 
ethics, are devoted to friendship. To us the disproportion 
seems so striking that we can hardly forbear inquiring 
the cause of this preference. Granted that under the term 
“ friendship ” many things are here comprehended to which 
we are not accustomed to give that name, in particular 
the sense of unity among fellow-citizens, still the principal 
theme of the two books.is friendship in the proper sense, 
friendship between men in all its grades, from mere 
sympathy without deeds up to self-sacrificing devotion. 
There is hardly a mention of the erotic bond between 
men which Plato made so familiar to us. Aristotle, who 
like the whole of that age was clearly influenced herein 
by the Cynics, regards the love of boys almost solely as 
an unnatural inclination, and in speaking of “ brutishness,” 
adduces it in company with other flagrant abnormalities. 
In his mind it is clearly divested of every touch of ideality 
or romance. But the result which we might have ex¬ 
pected does not follow. We do not find that the process 
which we have described as the depreciation of woman 
(cf. Vol. II. p. 382) is at once reversed, or that the senti¬ 
mental love of woman steps into the place left vacant. 
It is true that indications are not wanting which mark the 
first beginnings of this change ; we may remind the reader 
of the manner in which our philosopher’s will mentioned 
his first wife (cf. p. 25). But these beginnings were all 
that as yet appeared. In the didactic works of Aristotle 
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which have reached us, the love of woman is regarded in 
one of three aspects—as an impulse towards the satis¬ 
faction of a natural need, as a blameable excess in the 
profligate, as a motive for encroachment on the rights of 
husbands. The marriage relation itself is assigned a 
highly dignified but modest position in the circle of friend¬ 
ships. A few lines suffice to set forth its character as an 
association that goes beyond the immediate aim of nature, 
that promotes the common welfare of the couple by the 
exchange of specifically different services, that in addition 
produces joy as well as benefit by means of the excellence 
(when this is present) of both parties. Truly an unpre¬ 
tentious niche in the splendid temple of friendship! A 
change of taste was clearly coming over the age which 
may be tersely summed up in the remark that the senti¬ 
mental love of boys was now extinguished, but that the 
sentimental love of women had not yet been kindled. 

The world, however, had not long to wait. A year 
after Aristotle’s death, Menander, the leader of the New 
Comedy in which the love-match holds supreme place, 
gained his first dramatic victory. He had probably been 
preceded by Philemon. The change was assisted by the 
decay of public spirit and the corresponding growth in 
importance of private interests. This social change 
obviously had its effect upon Aristotle as well as others, 
and in combination with the other causes that have been 
mentioned caused a greater space to be devoted to the 
cultivation of friendship, though this relation was not yet 
marked by the fervour and emotionality which it was 
destined to exhibit in the circles of the Epicureans. Still, 
both this glance forwards and a glance backwards to the 
celebrated Pythagorean brotherhoods (cf. Vol. I. p. 147) 
indicate to us the source from which Aristotle’s intensive 
cultivation of friendship may well have sprung. He spent 
by far the greater part of his life as a member of two 
Societies which have been rightly named “ federations of 
men: ” first the Platonic Academy, then the Peripatetic 
School founded by himself. These were associations 
which for many men lasted from youth to old age, which, 
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beginning for them as students’ corporations, gradually 
became transformed into societies of researchers, akin to 
our academies, but far surpassing them in the warmth and 
intimacy of their common life. Now and again Aristotle 
involuntarily betrays the origin of his ideals by letting 
slip, in passages purporting to treat of friendship in general, 
such phrases as " community of studies and thoughts.” 

2. One word on the position occupied by these two 
books, relatively to the others. In our opinion it is the 
best conceivable, indeed the only appropriate one. It has 
been objected that the treatment of friendship would have 
been more suitably placed immediately after that of justice 
as the social virtue. The idea is not a bad one, but there 
are weighty objections to it. The author of the “ Ethics” 
clearly attached great importance to the plan of treating 
all the " virtues ” together, and, in particular, bringing the 
two main classes of them into close conjunction. Nothing 
but this wish could have led him to leave “ weakness of 
will ” till after the intellectual virtues instead of taking it 
immediately after the moral virtues. Supposing, now, 
that he had placed his exposition of friendship next after 
that of justice—that is, between the fifth and sixth books— 
he would thereby have driven a great wedge between the 
two main groups of virtues, and so gravely impeded the 
presentation of the theory of virtue as a compact and 
connected whole. Thus, since according to Aristotle’s 
own words friendship is rather an accompaniment of the 
virtues than one of their number, the treatment of this 
subject was necessarily placed after that of the virtues but 
before the discussion of their goal, happiness, towards the 
realization of which this same friendship renders the most 
signal service. 

3. The exposition begins with a tribute of the warmest 
praise to its subject. Friendship is exalted even above 
justice, on the ground that where friendship is present 
justice is not needed, whereas the just cannot dispense 
with friendship. At this point a remarkable saying occurs. 
He who has found his way bade to human habitations 
after being lost in the wilderness gains, we are told, a 
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sense of the nearness and kinship of man to man. Neither 
the distinction between Greek and barbarian, nor that 
between bond and free, perverts the pure human feeling of 
this passage. It is something almost unique in Aristotle, 
an all but isolated touch of cosmopolitan sentiment. A 
ray of that new light which had been kindled by Hippias 
and the Cynics, and which was destined shortly to shine 
with such brilliance in the Stoa, has strayed even into the 
soul of our philosopher. 

Here follows the customary dialectical skirmishing, or 
discussion of puzzles. Two old questions are touched 
upon. The first asks whether the need of an unlike com¬ 
plement, or the attraction of like to like forms the chief 
motive for friendship, the notion of which is expanded in 
the cosmic sense familiar to us from Plato’s 11 Lysis ” and 
“Symposium" (cf. Vol. II. p. 385 seq.). The second 
concerns the loveable, which is reduced, in the last resort, 
to the good and the pleasant. 

Friendships contracted for the sake of advantage or 
pleasure are declared to be of uncertain continuance; and 
it is added that the first species preponderates with the 
old, the second with the young. The most perfect kind 
of friendship is that of good men. It is permanent, but 
rare, since few possess the requisite qualifications for it. 
After the friendship of the equal comes that of the unequal, 
as between parents and children, husband and wife, the 
holder of authority and the subordinate. In regard to 
equality there is a notable difference between friendship 
and justice. Proportional equality is predominant in the 
second, absolute equality in the first. This thought is 
illustrated by an extreme case. The wide interval pre¬ 
vents friendship with one who is very greatly the higher 
in rank, especially with the gods. Now comes the strange 
question whether one friend can wish that the other may 
become a god. A negative answer is given. For the 
consequence would be that the two would cease to be 
friends, and the one who was raised to divine rank would 
be deprived of a good thing, namely, friendship. (Perhaps 
this problem, which at first seems extremely artificial and 
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far-fetched, arose out of the philosopher’s relation to the 
deified Alexander.) Cases, however, arise in which 
equality in friendship is dispensed with. It is so with 
flatterers, who condemn themselves to inferiority, and in 
dealing with whom men are ready to bring their own 
superiority into prominence. Again, men often prefer to 
be honoured rather than to be loved, for example, in their 
relations to the powerful. To stand high in the regard 
of such opens up a prospect of help or favour in case 
of need ; and a man accepts this situation as a kind of 
symbol of his own prosperity. Men desire, further, to be 
honoured by those who have high character and know¬ 
ledge in order that their own good opinion of themselves 
may be strengthened. But while the being honoured is 
thus often sought for as a means to other ends, the being 
loved is an end in itself, and therefore something higher. 
If, however, the desire to have one’s love returned is 
strong, the impulse to manifest one’s own love in action 
is still stronger. By way of illustration we are referred to 
those mothers who—clearly under the stress of circum¬ 
stances, such as crushing poverty or illegitimate parent¬ 
hood—allow their children to grow up abroad, but yet 
rejoice in their prosperity and love them dearly, even 
when no sign of love or respect reaches them from their 
estranged offspring. 

4. We come now to what seems at first a somewhat 
strange digression on political constitutions and their 
degenerate forms. This leads, partly to a comparison of 
the different types of friendship with the different types 
of government, partly to a discussion of the influence 
which is exercised on the private relations and characters 
of the citizens by the form of the political community 
under which they live. We may mention, as coming 
under the first head, the apt and familiar comparison of 
original patriarchal monarchy with the relation of parent to 
child, more particularly with paternal authority. We note, 
too, in the same connexion, the “ aristocratic ” character 
which is here said to attach to the relation of husband 
and wife, a predominance of the higher element which 
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degenerates into " oligarchy ” when the husband encroaches 
on the sphere of activity proper to the wife, and so grasps 
total authority for himself. In regard to the second head, 
nothing is perhaps more remarkable than a saying about 
democracy, to the effect that under this form of govern¬ 
ment friendship is promoted among the citizens because 
"many things are common to those who are equal.” 
Fraternity, we might say, is here deduced from equality. 
We, perhaps, should be inclined to expect the same result 
from Caesarism, which resolves society, as it were, into its 
component atoms. But Aristotle ascribes precisely the 
opposite effect to tyranny, possibly on account of the fre¬ 
quent and successful practice by Greek tyrants of the 
motto " divide et impera.” 

Next, we have a lengthy treatment of the following 
theme: friendship directed towards profit is a fruitful 
source of discord, and the same is in general true of 
friendships based on inequality. For example, the superior 
friend and the needy friend will raise conflicting claims, 
the one pressing his superiority, the other his need, and 
both striving to gain the greater share of the profit which 
the friendship yields. The paradoxically sounding decision 
is arrived at that both sides are right. Each deserves a 
preference, but not both the same preference. The friend 
who is inferior in position may rightly claim the greater 
share of profit, the higher-placed friend is entitled to a 
greater share of honour. The State acts on this principle 
when it pays higher honour to the more efficient, but 
provides more ample succour for its needier members. 

5. Kindred problems continue to occupy the opening 
portion of the ninth book. Among other things, the erotic 
relation between males is considered, but only in its more 
mercenary form. It thus appears as a variety of that 
“ friendship ” which is directed towards pleasure and profit, 
—that is, to something accessory and fleeting—not to the 
permanent and central elements of the personality; it is 
therefore of short duration. 

There follows what has been called the casuistry of 
friendship. There is no absolutely universal standard, we 
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are told, by which to decide between the conflicting claims 
which may be made upon us by parents, it may be, on 
the one hand and by possessors of special knowledge on 
the other, ot, again, between the claims of benefactors and 
those of comrades. As a rule, the requital of benefits 
received has precedence over the demands of mere com¬ 
radeship. Fanciful cases are not excluded from the dis¬ 
cussion. A has ransomed me from robbers ; must I do 
the same for him, supposing the opportunity presents 
itself, irrespectively of what his character may be ? Or 
if he asks reimbursement for his outlay, must I comply 
without regard to the circumstances ? Ought I not rather 
to use the money to pay my own father’s ransom ? Yes, 
says Aristotle, with an ingenuity not altogether above 
suspicion, for I would have preferred my father’s liberation 
even to my own. Again, if some one has lent me money, 
it may sometimes be permissible for me to refuse the like 
favour in return. Such a case will arise if the other man 
has lent to me in the full assurance that he will be repaid, 
knowing me to be a man of honour, while I, because of 
his untrustworthiness, cannot hope to see my money 
again. 

The next subject is the dissolution of friendship. This 
takes place when the object of the friendship was gain or 
pleasure, and these are no longer yielded by it. But if 
any one has wrongly supposed that he was being loved 
for the sake of himself, the author of the deception deserves 
the severest censure. Deceit of this kind is worse than 
the offence of coining, since the counterfeited object is of 
so much more value than money. But how are we to 
demean ourselves towards a friend who has become bad ? 
The friendship cannot be maintained ; but it is only when 
the badness is incurable that an immediate breach is 
imperative. If the friend remains capable of amendment, 
then more help should be given to him, for the sake of 
his moral rehabilitation, than would be given to the finan¬ 
cially unfortunate friend for the sake of restoring his 
position.* Now comes a difficulty of a cognate kind: 
suppose that the one party has not become worse, but 
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that the other has become very much better. Here, again, 
we have a barrier that will hardly allow the friendship to 
continue; the ties which it severs are most commonly 
those formed in childhood. Yet we ought so far to be 
affected by the past as to entertain greater good will 
towards our onetime friends than towards mere strangers. 

Passing from the friend, who is a “second self/* we 
come now to the first self, and consider a man's communion 
with his own soul. Two types are contrasted. On the 
one hand we have the man who is inwardly at one with 
himself, who knows little if anything of remorse, and who 
therefore willingly lives in memories as well as in anticipa¬ 
tions. On the other hand, we have the picture of the bad 
man, who has fallen out with himself. Though it is 
impossible to feel pleasure and pain at the same time, yet 
this condition is approached as near as human nature can 
approach it, by the man of divided personality who wills 
one thing and wishes another, who now pursues a pleasure 
and at once repents it. Such persons do not live in 
friendship with themselves ; on the contrary, they flee 
from themselves and seek refuge in distraction and self- 
forgetfulness, even if they do not go to the length of 
self-destruction. 

6. We now come to certain feelings which, though 
akin to friendship, yet have to be distinguished from it; 
of this nature are good will or sympathy on the one hand, 
and concord on the other. The first is deficient in intensity ; 
it lacks the ardour and the intimate association which 
characterize friendship. A typical example is the prefer¬ 
ence which we entertain for one among the participants 
in a contest (of poets, actors, athletes). We wish him the 
victory, but have no thought of helping him towards it. 
(Aristotle knew nothing of the passionate partisanships 
which afterwards centred round the arena.) Sometimes, 
however, sympathy of this kind is a first step towards 
friendship, just as pleasure in the sight of a person is often 
the first step towards love. Concord, again, is something 
higher than mere agreement in opinion, the subject of 
which might be any set of astronomical or mathematical 
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propositions. Its field is practice, more especially politics. 
Such community of thought and feeling unites men, while 
egoism separates them by causing each to strive after a 
greater share of advantage, a smaller share of efforts and 
sacrifices. Where this latter temper prevails, each man 
opposes and watches over his neighbour; indeed, it is 
only by this constant checking of each other on the part 
of its members that such a community is saved from 
destruction. 

We are conducted to much greater depths by a ques¬ 
tion dealing with the relations of benefactors and benefited. 
Why do the first seem to love the second more than the 
second love the first ? Aristotle begins by stating a 
popular attempt at an explanation: the two parties are 
comparable to creditor and debtor. The creditor has an 
interest in the solvency, and so in the welfare, of his 
debtor; while the latter would like to see creditor and 
obligation disappear together. But this is looking at life 
too much from the bad side, as Epicharmus would say. A 
much better comparison would be that with artists. An 
artist loves his own work much more than he would be 
loved by it, were it alive. This is especially true of poets. 
They cherish the warmest affection for their creations, love 
them as parents love their children. (“ Marian is in the 
next room, crying over the distresses of her young people” 
—so writes Lewes, referring to George Eliot. Dickens says, 
in a letter to a friend : u I am breaking my heart over this 
story, and cannot bear to finish it.”) The case is similar 
with benefactors. The ultimate reason is that we all love 
existence ; now, we exist in our activities. “ The work in 
a manner is the worker in his full actuality.” Then, too, 
we have to consider the ideal element in the benevolent 
act For the benefactor, this is, so to speak, embodied in 
the recipient; while the latter often reaps no more than 
a passing advantage. The discussion ends with the 
reflexion that all things laboriously produced are valued 
the more highly on that account. Thus we prize the 
possessions which we have acquired for ourselves more 
than those which we have inherited; thus mothers love 
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their children more than fathers. The same appears to 
hold good of benefactors. 

7. The book ends with the treatment of a number 
of controversial points. Men are sometimes reproached 
with “ self-love; ” on the other hand, we are advised to 
love our best friend best; but who is nearer to me than 
my own self? It is necessary to distinguish self-love in 
the ordinary sense from another and much rarer kind. 
The first is subservient to the desires, the emotions, in 
short, to the irrational element in man ; the second renders 
homage to the ruling element in the soul,—that is, to 
reason ; this homage, moreover, may be termed self-love, 
since in man, as in the State, and any other complex, the 
ruling element may fitly be identified with the whole. The 
practice of this self-love is fraught with the highest bless¬ 
ings for both community and individual. This thought 
is developed by Aristotle in fervid language bespeaking 
genuine enthusiasm. The man so minded—this is roughly 
what he says—will surrender money and goods and 
honours; he will sacrifice everything for the sake of the 
“beautiful”—that is, the ideal—and this he will prefer 
above all else. He will even leave to his friend the doing 
of great deeds, thinking it nobler to be the cause of his 
friend’s achievements than to be himself the achiever. An 
attempt is made to justify this self-sacrifice on quasi- 
hedonistic principles; “ a short but intense joy,” to give 
the gist of the argument, “ is preferable to a long-enduring 
but placid satisfaction.” We, too, might admit that one 
year of consummate happiness is worth more than many 
decades of a half-enjoyed life. But to make considerations 
of this kind a ground for justifying the sacrifice even of 
life itself can hardly seem to us other than artificiality. 
From the hedonistic standpoint there can be no immediate 
justification for self-sacrificing death, though there may 
be for the filling of life with a rich content, for a devotion 
to ideals, which may entail such death as a consequence. 
The judgment of Aristotle here seems to us less sound 
than that of J. S. Mill, who spiswers the same question in 
these words: u It can be shown that on the whole more 
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happiness will exist in the world, if feelings are cultivated 
which will make people, in certain cases, regardless of 
happiness” 

It is next asked whether the happy or the unhappy 
person has the greater need of friends. This question 
is at first discussed with the help of considerations which 
arise naturally out of what precedes. The unhappy man 
needs a benefactor; the happy man needs some one on 
whom he may confer benefits. The common opinion, that 
we need friends most in adversity, is explained as due 
to the vulgar utilitarian conception of friendship. As 
against this view reference is made to the social nature 
of man, to the fruitfulness of combined action as contrasted 
with the rapidly wearying efforts of the solitary worker, and 
lastly to the fact that only the possession of good friends 
makes it possible for us to contemplate actions which are 
at once excellent in themselves and connected with us 
through the doers of them. At this point there comes a 
turn of language which in Aristotle not seldom marks the 
transition to the profounder and more decisive arguments 
(“ It lies more in the nature of the case that . . .”). Of 
all the purposes which friendship serves, by far the most 
important, so it now appears, is the expansion of a man's 
own self, the extension of the acquired or “ secondary ego,” 
as Theodor Meynert calls it The intermediate link is the 
conception, not reached without a certain effort, of self- 
consciousness : “ We feel that we feel; we know that we 
know.” This knowledge of our mental states includes 
the consciousness of our own existence, a consciousness 
which is in itself pleasurable, though not to the bad. Feel¬ 
ing of this kind, as also the pleasure bound up with it, is 
greatly enhanced by fellow-feeling, and so becomes the 
consciousness of a widened existence. 

Should we, then, desire to multiply indefinitely so 
desirable a possession ? Aristotle proves, by arguments 
which lie ready to hand, that in the case of friendships 
grounded on utility this is impossible. But is there also 
a limit of this kind for the more ideal type of friendship? 
Much in the same sense—so, curiously enough, he continues 
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_as there is for the population of a city. “For a city 
cannot consist of ten inhabitants nor yet of a hundred 
thousand.” All sorts of reasons are given for this limita¬ 
tion. It is not possible to share a common life with a 
great number of others and divide one s self, as it were, 
among them all; my friends, too, must be each other's 
friends, and this is the more difficult the greater their 
number; further, the more numerous one’s friends, the 
oftener is it necessary at one and the same time to rejoice 
with one and mourn with another. Finally, it is suggested 
that high intensity and wide extension of the feeling of 
friendship are incompatible. The friend of everybody is 
rightly regarded as the friend of nobody. Allusion is made 
to pairs of friends celebrated in story and to the exclusive¬ 
ness of the kindred passion of love. 

We still have to mention a chapter on the relations 
of friends to each other in prosperity and in adversity. 
Our misfortunes are alleviated by the sympathy of our 
friends; is this alleviation to be regarded as the distribution 
of a load among several shoulders ? Or are the presence 
of friends and our consciousness of their sympathy things 
pleasant in themselves and so calculated to lighten our 
pain ? The question is left undecided. Manly natures 
avoid allowing their friends to participate in their sorrow ; 
women and womanish men take delight in common 
lamentation. Friends are to be called in chiefly when a 
maximum of satisfaction to us is coupled with a minimum 
burden on them. We ought, further, to visit the sorrowing 
even without an invitation, but we should only seldom 
accept the hospitality of the prosperous. Still, in the 
declining of invitations we should carefully avoid anything 
that might give an impression of boorishness. 
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CHAPTER XXIV. 

ARISTOTLE'S ETHICS. 

(The Last Book.) 

I. The last book gathers together with powerful hand the 

threads started in the previous nine. It begins with a 

discursive treatment of pleasure, a subject which Aristotle 

discusses with great thoroughness and many a polemical 

side-glance, and that not only in the present book or even 

in the course on ethics. We give our attention first to the 

results, on which the theory of happiness is based. 

There is a passage of capital importance, in our opinion 
the most valuable in the whole work, which states that 
pleasure is the perfection or crown of activity, in the same 
way as beauty is the crown and flower of youth. The 
thought thus wrapped up may be put more clearly as 
follows. Just as the organism does not strive after beauty, 
but after preservation and development, while beauty 
accompanies the attainment of this aim, so by nature and 
instinct we strive after all normal exercise of our powers, 
after the full development of our capacities, and in so doing 
we harvest the pleasure which accompanies that exercise 
and that development. Aristotle himself supplied in 
advance a commentary on the passage referred to when he 
wrote: " Every perception, as also every exercise of 
thought and contemplation, is accompanied by pleasure. 
The most pleasurable, as well as the most perfect, of all 
these activities is that of which the subject is in a normal 
state, and of which the object is the most excellent of all 
the things included under the category concerned” There 
is here only one thing to give us pause. What is said of 
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the production of pleasure clearly has a quite general 
application, and covers all activity or exercise of powers ; 
explicitly, nothing is mentioned but varieties of intellectual 
activity. Now, the author himself lived the contemplative 
life; he purposed presently to extol contemplation as the 
summit of happiness; it was thus natural that he should 
employ the speculative activities as the representatives of 
activities in general, or, more accurately speaking, as a 
starting-point from which to pass on to the others. This 
transition is made immediately after the settlement of a 
preliminary question, one of which the justification may be 
read between the lines: “How comes it—since our faculties 
are in constant exercise—that we do not enjoy pleasure 

without ceasing ?” For answer, reference is made to two 
fundamental facts of human nature, fatigue and the dulling 
of the souls faculties by use. As a result of this second 
factor the intensity of the exertion relaxes, and at the 
same time the lustre of the accompanying pleasure becomes 
“ dimmed.” 

2. Now the horizon widens. Instead of the merely 
contemplative operations we now have life itself: “ All 
strive after pleasure because all desire life, and life is an 
exercise of powers.” This exercise differs with different 
individuals according to the objects towards which the 
powers are directed and the instruments which each person 
uses by preference. One question is mentioned only to 
be dropped immediately, the question, namely, as to 
whether we choose pleasure for the sake of life or life for 
the sake of pleasure. Are not the two inseparably 
connected ? There follows a wearisome discussion of the 
specific differences between pleasurable feelings which 
depend on the specific differences between the activities 
determining them. The object is the severance of valuable 
from reprehensible pleasures—a region of ethics which 
has frequently been the arena of arbitrary dogmatisms. 
Aristotle knows nothing of Plato’s untenable distinction 
between “true” and “false” pleasures (cf. Vol. III. 
pp. 190, 191). But he has no scruple in taking the feelings 
of the “ excellent ” man and raising them to the rank of 
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sole valid standard. With an unmistakable allusion to the 
Protagorean dictum touching the “ measure of all things ” 
he replaces “ man ” in general by “ virtue and the good 
man.” In dealing with the pleasure of the abnormal and 
the corrupt man (such is the tenour of his remarks), we say 
that it is a pleasure solely for hint and his like ; but when 
we come to the normal man—who in an earlier section has 
also been described as the man who is at one with himself, 
untroubled by the inner war of the different parts of the 
soul—we say that his pleasure is pleasure in the absolute 
sense. The philosophers sense of the relativity of all things 
human is here subjected to some strain, but a measure 
of compensation is afforded by the recognition of a scale 
of pleasures, widely differing in value, which lie in the 
interval between the two extremes of the unconditionally 
praiseworthy and the unconditionally reprehensible. 

Several subtle observations are made in the course of 
this discussion. We may instance what is said on the 
effect of pleasures on the activities which they accompany 
and on what we may call the interference of different 
pleasures with each other. An unpleasant feeling impairs 
the corresponding activity, as, for example, when one who 
is sick of writing writes worse in consequence ; at the same 
time, a pleasure alien to the occupation in hand produces 
a similar inhibitory effect. The lover of the flute can with 
difficulty follow a conversation when he hears flute-playing. 
On the other hand, when the acting is bad in a theatre, 
there is an increase in the consumption by the public of 
the fruit and confectionery offered them by vendors of 
refreshments. An activity is maintained, enhanced, and 
perfected by the pleasure peculiar to itself, impeded by 
the pleasure with which it has no connexion. 

3. Now comes the transition to the closing section, of 
which the subject is eiSaiftovta or happiness. This position, 
we are told, is the due of that which is the end or goal 
of all human action. By reasoning which is already known 
to the reader (cf. pp. 243 and 272), it is proved afresh that 
happiness is "an activity according to virtue,” and not, 
say, a mere "quality.” Since evSat/movia is not a means 
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but an end in itself, occasion arises to introduce the subject 
of play, which likewise serves no end outside itself; and 
the claim for the first place thus suggested is examined 
with what to us is a surprising fulness. It was not a 
difficult matter to prove that all the toil and labour of life 
is directed towards a serious purpose and not to mere 
sport and entertainment. For the Greeks, the proof was 
made easier by the close bond which their language wove 
between the ideas “boy,” “game,” “jest” (iraigf trat£«v, 

7ratSia), and by the thought thus readily suggested that the 
characteristic occupation of boyhood cannot possibly form 
the highest task of maturity. That which invited Aristotle 
to linger over this subject was the circumstance that the 
mode of life to which he awarded the highest prize is, 
equally with play, directed to no external aim, and that 
both, consequently, were often comprehended under the 
common generic notion of “ entertainment ” in the widest 
sense. 

The highest prize is awarded to the contemplative life, 
in whose praise and honour a fervid hymn is raised. 
“ Wonderful pleasures, wonderful in their purity and their 
permanence, are afforded by philosophy or science. ” Before 
we enter upon the proofs by which it is sought to establish 
this assertion, we cannot forbear a remark. Judge as we 
may as to the validity of the arguments here adduced, 
they are absolutely cogent in respect of one thing—the 
feelings of the man who devised them. How great a tide 
of happiness must have flooded the soul of one whose life 
was filled with scientific research, and who extolled the 
beatific power of such a life with so much enthusiasm ! 

The demonstration to which we have referred has the 
following form. If the highest end of life, evSaifxovia, is 
an activity according to virtue, the virtue or excellence 
concerned must be the highest of all, it must be an active 
manifestation of the best in us. But this best can only 
be Nous (reason) or whatever else is ordained to bear rule 
and exercise guidance and likewise possess knowledge of 
beautiful and divine things, whether this element be itself 
of divine nature or only that in us which stands nearest 
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has been vouchsafe" This conclusion, we are told, agrees 
stifling bounds^ of predecessors and with the facts. Then, 
tances, who gyative activity is the most continuous of all; 
which come jpy ourselves with it for a longer time without 
a contrast Jui we can with any other kind of exertion, 
race, aniirythere is another requisite of happiness, self¬ 
series, wl^ (avrapKtia), which is in a high degree characteristic 
the gopeculative life. Even the cultivation of the practical 
choser£, justice, courage, temperance, always implies the 
order ^ce of persons with reference to which they may be 
pervc/ised. No doubt it is also profitable to the pursuer 

Wisdom not to lack fellow-workers, still he does not 
th^olutely need them. Another argument starts from 

antithesis of leisure and “ occupations/’ All of these 
latter, including the occupations of politics and war which 
are distinguished by their importance and honourableness, 
serve as means to other ends. No one chooses war for 
the sake of war. We fight that we may have peace ; we 

sacrifice leisure in order to gain leisure. But when we look 
for something which is an end in itself, for the manner of 
enjoying complete leisure, we come to the contemplative 
life, the excellence of which is further attested by the fact 
of its not producing any result outside itself. Thus con¬ 
templation, provided only that it fills a human life of full 
span, contains perfected well-being. Such a life is super¬ 
human. But we ought not to listen to the poets who warn 
us to respect the barriers set to the sons of earth and to 
content ourselves with what is on a level with man. We 
should rather desire to share, so far as is by any means 
possible, in the immortal life of the gods. 

4, To criticize an outburst of fervour like this is a 
somewhat thankless undertaking. A thoughtful reader 
hardly needs to be told that some limitations are necessary 
here ; that the argument from self-sufficiency is not wholly 
free from artificiality, since the means of research cannot 
without exaggeration be represented as dispensable, while 
there is violence in the separation of the man in the 
researcher from the researcher as such ; that the argument 
from leisure bears a suspicious resemblance to a circulus in 
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probanda, since it overlooks the fact tilled them in ampler 
or general, a Pitt or a Napoleon, does not contemplation 
prefer political conflict or the clash of battn be said that 
means to other ends. It is more important ->e admitted 
that the lack of the necessary limitations exjen he will 
totle’s teaching to a criticism that overshoots •> this ex- 
and impedes its just appreciation. It is so ver/5 outside 
say: The Stagirite was born to be a thinker and t 

gator above anything else; what else should he o It is 
generalize his individual preference, elevate his pe *ity of 
ideal to the rank of an ideal for all humanity ? Teme 

We may be permitted to answer with a parable. Spi- 
us suppose that by the seashore there stands a lonc\e 
house, which the numerous inmates are not permitted to 
leave during life. The majority of them devote themselves 
to routine occupations in the subdued light of the rooms. 
Some see to the housekeeping, others compose the frequent 
quarrels that arise within the house, others prepare to 
defend it against attack from without. There are just a 
few who renounce all but their indispensable share in the 
produce of the common labour. That part of their time 
which is not taken up with their duties to the community 
they prefer to spend chiefly sitting in a bay-window from 
which there is an endless prospect. Here they delight 
themselves with the rich variety of pictures offered them 
by the changeful clouds, the star-spangled firmament, the 
face of the sea now bright and calm, now lashed with the 
storm. They are alone in their preference. Among 
the others, one has too weak sight to bear the full brilliance 
of the sun, another has too sensitive an ear to bear the 
roaring of the breakers. Such defects in their perceptive 
faculties, perhaps also the greater strength of muscles that 
permit and demand severe exertion, lastly, the higher 
measure of their physical needs, subject them to the yoke 
of everyday work. It would certainly be an error to main¬ 
tain that this, by far the largest, class would do well to 
set the contemplation of nature’s wonders above the pursuit 
of their useful occupations. But who will deny that the 
better lot has fallen, that the fuller and richer existence 
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has been vouchsafed, to those who from their narrow and 
stifling bounds/ reach out towards the immeasurable dis¬ 
tances, who greedily treasure all the stupendous impressions 
which come *- to them from the universal life ? Even such 
a contrast is to be observed within the frail and ephemeral 
race, anintfal by nature though at the head of the animal 
series, wljiich peoples our tiny planet. On the one hand, 
the gneat mass ; on the other, that fraction which has 
choseri for its life’s aim the vision of the. "never-ageing 
order* of the infinite universe and of the forces which 
pervade and govern it. 

'5. Less elevated strains are employed in the praise of 
tb;at contribution to well-being which is supplied by the 
exercise of the practical virtues. These have their root in 
the " composite ” nature of man, who is a being com¬ 
pounded of spirit and body. There is a significant 
reference to the close intertwining of the intellectual with 
the ethical. From the intellect ethics borrows the notion 
of rightness or correctness ; the ethical virtues, on the 
other hand, are the foundation of practical reason. (We 
may remark that the stronger this conviction was, the less 
could it meet with the Stagirite’s approval to separate 
two so closely allied themes by a section as long as that 
which deals with friendship; cf. p. 286.) Aristotle now 
returns to the work of justifying the preference which 
he has accorded to the speculative life. He insists with 
increasing emphasis on its independence of external factors. 
For instance, he had previously said of the just man 
simply that he needs persons with whom he may deal 
justly; he now speaks also of goods, by means of which 
the just man may make restitutions, and so forth. The 
same holds good of the liberal man. Similarly, too, the 
brave man needs material instruments of prowess; and 
the temperate man must not lack the possibility of excess, 
for otherwise—so we have to add in thought—his temper¬ 
ance would be enforced. Debate as one may whether the 
purpose or the execution is the more important in the 
practice of virtue, the perfection of virtue cannot be attained 
without both; the acts, however, require many external 
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aids, and the greater and nobler acts need them in ampler 
abundance. But he who is devoted to contemplation 
needs nothing of the kind ; indeed it may be said that 
such aids can only distract him. It must be admitted 
that in so far as he is a man living among men he will 
exercise the practical virtues as well, and that to this ex¬ 
tent he will not be able to dispense with materials outside 
himself. 

The last and highest trump is now played out It is 
an argument which, starting from the absolute inactivity of 
God or of the gods (cf. p. 211), and from the supreme 
blessedness denied them by none, infers that their happi¬ 
ness, and therefore also whatever approach to it can be 
made by man, must consist solely in contemplation. We 
note that the reason is easily discernible why Aristotle 
speaks now of his one Deity, and again of the plurality of 
gods recognized by the popular faith. He cannot prove 

the blessedness of his Supreme Being; instead, he sets 
out from the universally accepted belief (“ We all assume,” 
etc.), and then he quietly substitutes the one God of the 
philosopher for the many “ blessed gods ” of popular 
religion. 

6. The concluding remarks of the “ Ethics ” prepare the 
transition to the “ Politics,” and also contain a reference 
to the great preliminary study for this latter work, the 
“ Polities,” the most important section of which was not 
many years ago recovered for us (cf. pp. 28 and 33, 34). This 
allusion appears in the form of a polemic against Aristotle’s 
old opponent Isocrates (cf. pp. 20 and 24). In one of his 
speeches the latter had casually expressed the thought 
that the legal reformer need not necessarily produce any¬ 
thing new, that it rather behoves him to collect the 
numerous existing laws and choose out of them those 
which have proved best, “ a task which any one who likes 
can perform easily.” To this Aristotle replies with words 
of bitter censure. His critical sense is sharpened by pro¬ 
found antipathy, perhaps, too, by the consciousness of 
having solved, at a great expense of laborious investiga¬ 
tion, the alleged easy problem of " collecting constitutions 
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and laws." His most decided contradiction is called forth 
by the eclectic procedure which Isocrates seems to have 
recommended. For everything depends (as he points out 
both here and in several other passages with much 
emphasis) on the agreement of a country's laws with each 
other and with the given conditions—as we should say— 
with the state of contemporary society. 

The way to the “ Politics ” is opened up by the reflexion 
that the great majority are restrained from evil far more 
by fear of punishment than by a sense of shame. It is 
therefore pre-eminently necessary that not only education, 
which, as it were, prepares the soil for the seed, but also 
the “ conduct of life " itself should be regulated by law, 
which alone has “ compelling power.” In this connexion 
reference is made to the pattern state, Sparta. A con¬ 
trast is then drawn, with an obvious reference to Plato's 
“ Statesman,” between regulations which level all and 
individual treatment (cf. Vol. III. p. 183). But, whichever 
of the two we prefer, the active politician will always need 
general principles, which yet will indispensably need to be 
supplemented by empirical routine. The polemic against 
Isocrates, which we have already mentioned, was intended 
to prove the insufficiency of the treatment of this matter 
by sophists and rhetoricians. The course on ethics closes 
with an announcement of the main content of the “ Politics " 
as the proposed completion of the “ science of human 
things "and as the immediate continuation of the present 
work. 

But before we step through the open door, we have 
still to return to a main and fundamental doctrine of the 
“Ethics," which is now to be surveyed as a whole and 
supplemented by Aristotle’s teaching on the subject as 
found in his other writings. 
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CHAPTER XXV. 

ARISTOTLE’S ETHICS. 

(Conclusion: The Doctrine of Pleasure.) 

1. Self-preservation and self-development are objects 
which are striven after by the human organism as by all 
others. Man strives further after the unfolding and the 
exercise of the faculties innate in the human soul. With 
every phase of this self-realization sensations of pleasure 
go hand in hand. These sensations, accordingly, are not 
primarily the goal of our strivings, but phenomena accom¬ 
panying their success. 

It is true that, once tasted, pleasure becomes in addition 
an immediate object of desire. As such it needs our 
unceasing and vigilant supervision. Not only are these 
secondary aims, when pursued for their own sakes, liable 
to interfere most injuriously with the primary aims (con¬ 
sider the dangers of incontinence or gluttony), but even 
the primary aims themselves, directed towards the realiza¬ 
tion of our faculties, need constant regard to the conditions 
of life (consider the dangers of foolhardiness) as well as 
mutual limitation. Without such regard and without such 
limitation the exertion of powers leads to a harmful 
excess. At the other extreme stands Inadequacy of 
development, lagging behind the standard ordained by 
Nature. Here lies the root of the theory of the mean. 
Moreover, self-realization meets with many impediments 
and interruptions due to the action of external factors, and 
the overcoming and removal of these is again a main 
source of pleasure, which to this extent may be termed a 
phenomenon accompanying a return to the normal condition. 

VOL. iv. X 
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But the obstacles and disturbing influences which beset 
the struggle towards full and many-sided development are 
not all of external origin or caused by the disproportionate 
strengthening of particular elements in our composite 
nature. Even the merely temporary predominance of 
particular powers is felt as painful by the others which 
for the moment suffer repression. Such a predominance 
of one part is “something in a manner unnatural for the 
remainder of our nature.” On this rests the necessity of 
change, which is counterbalanced by the desire for the 
repetition of the accustomed. 

These are the main lines of Aristotle’s doctrine of 
pleasure, gathered together from scattered utterances, with 
here and there a missing link supplied. His attitude 
towards both the true Hedonists and the despisers of 
pleasure is at once obvious. But since his treatment of 
the subject includes a certain amount of polemical writing 
which is not without independent value, a few points must 
be specially considered. 

Aristotle allows some excuse to those who describe 
pleasure as an unqualified evil, and thus appear to be 
guilty of a palpable absurdity. These philosophers, 
Speusippus and the Cynics, probably do not go so far 
in their own minds ; in view, however, of the excessively 
pleasure-loving tendency of the majority, they feel them¬ 
selves called to champion the opposite extreme, trusting in 
this manner to lead the world back to the commendable 
medium. “But just here lies their error.” In these 
questions men look rather to deeds than to words. If the 
two are found flatly contradicting each other, the theory, 
including the element of truth contained in it, becomes 
discredited, and its advocates fall into contempt. He who 
denounces pleasure, and yet on occasion is seen to pursue 
it, creates an impression that he is wholly devoted to it 
“ Fine distinctions are outside the province of the great 
majority.” 

The philosophers who pronounced pleasure an evil had 
been answered by some with the following argument The 
opposite of pleasure, that is, pain or suffering, which all 
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desire to escape, is manifestly an evil; this alone proves 
that pleasure is a good. Aristotle does not think this 
demonstration quite convincing. In his view there is 
nothing intrinsically impossible in the supposition that both 
the extremes are evils, and that the corresponding good— 
the thought is natural enough to the author of the theory 
of the mean—is the neutral state lying between the two 
extremes. This, he says, would not be logically impossible, 
but it is false to the facts. 

2. Leaving the despisers of pleasure, and passing on to 
the Hedonists at the other end of the scale, we note once 
more that Aristotle does not name, as the representative of 
this school, a man like Aristippus, whom he despised as a 
“sophist” (cf. Vol. I. p. 421). He prefers to direct his 
polemic against Eudoxus of Cnidos, a personal friend of 
his, who was celebrated for the strictness of his morals as 
well as for his work in astronomy. This choice of an 
antagonist alone indicates that Aristotle was far from 
adopting the attitude of uncompromising hostility to 
hedonism which was assumed, for example, by Plato in 
the “ Philebus.” The opinion which we thus form in 
advance is corroborated by the sentence in which Aristotle 
summarizes his investigation: " Pleasure is not identical 
with the good, and not every pleasure is to be chosen : 
some kinds of pleasure, however, deserve to be chosen 
merely for themselves ; they differ from those which do 
not deserve such choice partly in their nature, partly in 
their origin.” 

The two philosophers approach the subject from a 
common starting-point. This is not to be found in postu¬ 
lates or imperatives of any kind, but in facts—facts of 
human nature, or rather of the whole animal creation. 
The thesis of Eudoxus, together with the proof on which 
he based it, is recorded for us in what are probably the 
original words: “ All beings, rational as well as irrational, 
strive after pleasure; and their moving in that direction 
makes it plain that pleasure is the best thing for them. For 
every creature is able to find what is best for it, just as it 
knows how to choose its own food. But that which is good 
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for all, and after which all strive, is the universal good.” 
He contends, further, that the most desirable thing of all 
is that which is pursued or craved without reference to a 
reason or purpose outside itself. But this is the case, as 
all allow, with pleasure. No one who is enjoying him¬ 
self asks to what end he does so, since every one takes 
for granted that pleasure or enjoyment is intrinsically 
desirable. 

Now, nothing can be more noteworthy than the fact 
that in entering upon the discussion of this teaching 
Aristotle ranges himself absolutely on the side of the 
Hedonist Eudoxus. “It is absurd,” he exclaims with 
unusual emphasis, “ to object that what all strive after is 
not therefore necessarily good. Of that which appears to 
all to be true we have a right to say that it is true. Those 
who would rob us of this guarantee for our opinions will 
hardly put a better in its place.” But—so many a reader 
will, perhaps, ask with surprise—does not Aristotle here 
speak like a Protagorean, like a defender of the dictum: 
44 Man is the measure of all things ” ? Certainly he does, 
and that not in the present passage alone, where he might 
have been influenced by a wish to defend a doctrine which 
he respected, though he did not accept it, against invalid 
objections. He does so, likewise, at the beginning of his 
treatise on ethics, when he is laying the foundations of 
the subject. He there adopts as his own a definition 
already given by others, probably by Eudoxus himself: 
“The good is that after which all beings strive.” We 
think this 44 subjectivism ” well justified and greatly to 
Aristotle’s credit Nothing could have been further from 
him than the folly of identifying the opinions or inferences 
of the great majority with objective truth. (Such a 
misinterpretation, by the way, is less readily suggested by 
the Greek original than by the word 44 seems,” which we 
have used in translating it) The saying does not relate 
to derived or secondary knowledge and volition, but to 
that which is original and primary in both the knowledge 
and the endeavours of man ; the same is true of the under¬ 
lying principle, namely, that in the phenomena concerned 
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we have an ultimate source of knowledge and an ultimate 
basis for all codes regulating the conduct of life. 

3. The point at which the paths of the Stagirite and 
the Cnidian part is not now unknown to the reader. In 
the opinion of the former human instincts and impulses 
are primarily directed, not towards pleasure, but towards 
the fulfilment of Nature’s purposes—a fulfilment which 
pleasure accompanies as a subsidiary result. Our philo¬ 
sopher, however, gives full recognition to the close bond 
which couples original instinctive action with pleasure ; and 
he makes abundant use of it when he sets about framing 
regulations for the conduct of life. But—it may be asked 
—does not this bond snap at the point where individual, 
self-regarding morality makes way for social morality ? 
On what foundation, then, does Aristotle rest that social 
virtue, or justice, which he prizes so highly, seeing that it 
seems to have so little to do either with Nature’s aims and 
natural instincts or with the considerations suggested by 
the parallelism between pleasurable feelings and instinc¬ 
tive actions ? 

Aristotle might, indeed, quite conceivably have re¬ 
nounced every attempt to build a bridge between the 
demands embodied in justice and the self-interest of the 
individual. On the one side, society with its needs and 
the claims which spring from them; on the other, the 
individual, whom praise and blame, reward and punish¬ 
ment press into the service of those needs, and render 
subject to the resulting canons. But that such was not 
in reality the Stagirite’s attitude towards these problems 
is plain from more than one disclosure of his sentiments. 
For how, in the case supposed, could he have recognized 
a natural law in addition to positive or statutory ? Still 
less could he have written that fervid eulogy of justice, 
now so well known to us, in which he describes it as 
perfected virtue, endowed with wondrous beauty (cf. p. 27), 
Nor could he have identified justice with the whole of virtue 
(cf. p. 258), if in the philosopher’s mind an impassable gulf 
had yawned between those virtues which are enforced, as it 
were, upon the individual from without and those which 
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constitute his own personal happiness. This, however, is far 
from being the case. On first thoughts, one might be in¬ 
clined to see a natural basis of social virtue in that which 
was said to be a product and an aim of friendship—the 
expansion of the individual self, the enhancement of the 
joy of existence by sympathy with others, and the share 
so gained in their life (cf. p. 294). The same result wrhich 
“ friendship ” in the true sense brings about, with higher 
intensity but narrower extension, must also follow the 
cultivation of social sentiment in general, but this time 
with a wider extension and a corresponding total effect. 
The thought can hardly have been wholly absent from 
Aristotle’s mind. But he does not dwell on it any more 
than he does on the possibility which we have had occasion 
to refer to (Vol. III. p. 131) of an artificial “rooting-up of 
the social feelings.” His mind was at home in concrete 
reality, and he never employed it upon such academic 
questions as these. Man was for him first and foremost 
a being designed for “ life in common,” a “ social being.” 
The family, the municipality, the state—these are the 
enchanted circles within which he sees every individual 
constrained to move ; membership of such groupings is 
for him a fundamental law of human nature, which can 
evade these bonds only at the price, not merely of out¬ 
ward decay, but also of inner maiming. Thus he found 
the natural basis of social feelings and social morality 
in the social character of man, which he regarded as a 
fundamental fact, needing no further justification, open 
to no cavilling doubt. But the relation of man to the 
different stages and forms of the social tie is explained 
and described in the lecture-course on “ Politics,” to the 
consideration of which we now turn. 
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CHAPTER XXVI. 

ARISTOTLE’S THEORY OF THE STATE. 

(The Preliminary Study, the Structure of the 
Work, and the Introduction to it.) 

i. We have just learnt to know man as a member of 
society; immediately afterwards he becomes the centre 
of the doctrine of the state. The Greek language does 
not distinguish the two ideas, and the linguistic defect 
is one of considerable importance historically. We write 
sometimes “ state,” sometimes “society/' as translations 
of one and the same word, 7roXie, with its congeners, which 
at bottom means neither the one nor the other. So em¬ 
phatically, for the Hellene, was the “city" the type of all 
social as well as political combination. Aristotle even 
uses the word “ political ” to describe the family life of 
animals and their co-operation for common ends, no matter 
(as he explicitly adds) whether the animal community 
lives, like the bees, under the rule of a single head, or 
whether, like the ants, they have no such head, and thus 
present in its weakest form the analogy with human 
political life. 

The fact that the Greek knew the state only in the 
form of “ city-state ” exercised a lasting influence on the 
growth of his civilization, and was also responsible for 
the early destruction of Hellenic independence. But when 
we say that a boundary between state and society hardly 
existed, that the state, in fact, set itself in the place of 
society, that is only another way of expressing the fact that 
the provinces of law and morals, of the compulsory and 
the voluntary, were anything but strictly separated. This, 
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again, appears clearly from the use of one word for two 
ideas. The Greeks gave the name of v6\ioq to customs, 
even the most indifferent and the most void of sanction, 
such as a particular mode of wearing the hair or beard ; 
^hey gave the same name to the most severely enforced 
laws, such as that which forbade murder under the penalty 
of death. Least of all was such a distinction to be found 
in the ideals of a Plato or an Aristotle. Sparta, with its 
Lycurgean discipline, served them as a pattern state, as 
the most serious attempt yet made to realize approximately 
their ideal of universal regulation. Not to go back so 
far as to Plato’s ** Republic,” we have only just learnt 
that Aristotle desired the whole " conduct of life,” and 
not education alone, to be directed and controlled by 
the state. Wholly foreign to him is the thought that 
individual freedom, including freedom to err, can be among 
the number of desirable things; that not only is the power 
of the state always wielded by fallible hands, but that, 
apart from this, spontaneity of action and the diversity 
of characters and situations bound up with it, are in them¬ 
selves of incalculable value. The vision of these truths 
was reserved for the Athenian Demos, its leader Pericles, 
and the philosopher among historians, Thucydides (cf. 
Vol. II. pp. 38-42). 

2. Aristotle did not set about creating a theory of the 
state without elaborate preparations. Perhaps it would be 
more correct to say that his deep interest in history and 
politics kept him continually busy in collecting, comparing, 
and digesting the facts bearing on the subject, and that a 
part of these labours was turned to account in the “ Lectures 
on Politics ” (cf. pp. 33, 34). This does not apply to his chro¬ 
nological researches, which related to the history of the holy 
places and of the national games; still less does it apply to 
his historico-geographical study on disputed territory (“ The 
Territorial Claims of States ”) ; but it is eminently applic¬ 
able to the great compilation entitled “ Polities,” of which 
we may note that an appendix on barbarian states brought 
Rome and Carthage into the field of study. The structure 
of this work, as appears from its most important section. 
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which was not long ago rediscovered (cf. p. 28), was 
actually the same as we moderns employ in writings of 
similar character. It is customary to distinguish an his¬ 
torical portion from one which is statistical and antiquarian : 
the first deals with the growth of institutions, the second with 
the full-grown product. In the same way the “ Polity ” of 
the Athenians falls into two sharply divided sections. The 
first of them expounds the constitutional history of Athens, 
with easy-going diffuseness and no anxious endeavour to 
remain within the bounds of essential matters. The second 
mpn division describes existing political institutions, in¬ 
cluding details of the functions of administrative and 
judicial authorities. Some of the lost popular works were 
also among the fruit borne by all these historical and poli¬ 
tical studies, and by the speculation which they fostered. In 
particular, we may name a portion of the long dialogue 
“ On Justice ; ” another dialogue entitled “ The Statesman,” 
and giving the model of one; a treatise “On Monarchy,” 
in the form of a letter addressed to Alexander; and a 
dialogue, perhaps similar in character, with the title “Alex¬ 
ander, or on Colonies.” Less importance attaches to the 
few pages which make up the first book of the “ Economics,” 
matter of which the genuineness has been doubted, as far 
as I can see, without decisive reasons. 

3. The structure of the “ Politics ” presents some pecu¬ 
liarities. The traditional arrangement of the books is not 
entirely in unison with the anticipations and the backward 
references which they contain. The following is the hypo- 
thesis on which we think the anomaly may best be ex¬ 
plained. Aristotle repeated the course on politics, and did 
not in every case deliver the lectures in the same order as 
before—a change which has left traces in the gradually 
compiled notes. 

The “ Politics ” falls into three main parts. The first 
comprises books i.-iii.; the second, books iv.-vi.; the third 
and last, the two remaining books. This division is 
plainly indicated by the work itself, and is borne out by 
the hints of the author. At the beginning of the fourth 
book he refers to the first group of books (spoken of as the 
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“ first investigation ”), and again at the beginning of the 
seventh book he mentions the “ first sections.” 

The first book is of the nature of an introduction. In 
treating of the elements of the state, it enters on a dis¬ 
cussion of slavery, the completion of which is to be found 
in many other passages both of this work and of the main 
work on ethics. A treatment of economic theory is also 
naturally included in these fundamental chapters. Some 
surprise is produced by the announcement, made at the 
end of the book, of the subject to which the second book is 
to be principally devoted. The author proposes to speak 
of those u who have given their opinions on the best state.” 
And in point of fact, Plato’s ideal state provides the first 
material for exposition and criticism. After it come the 
projects of less eminent theoretical legislators, and then the 
political systems regarded by philosophers as models, 
namely, those of Sparta and Crete, while that of Carthage 
is added as a supplement. It is not easy to say what led 
the author to adopt this order. The question is compli¬ 
cated with another and much more difficult one. The 
third book begins with a kind of postscript to the intro¬ 
duction, dealing with the fundamental ideas of the whole 
subject; it goes on to describe the main forms of constitu¬ 
tion, normal as well as degenerate, and treats exhaustively 
of monarchy, which, in a certain sense, ranks highest 
among them. The reader is thus led to expect the 
remaining forms to be presently passed in review, and 
this expectation is actually satisfied in the fourth book. 
But the lecture-course did not always exhibit this natural 
and reasonable arrangement. The continuation promised 
at the end of the third book is not what we have indicated, 
but a description of the “ best state ”—that is, of Aristotle’s 
ideal. And again, soon after the beginning of the fourth 
book, the reader is referred for a description of aristocracy 
—the second best of constitutions—to an earlier section, 
where it is not to be found. There was thus a time when 
the lecture-course was arranged very differently, and, we 
may add, in a much less satisfactory order. It seems 
legitimate to assume that the lecturer originally developed 
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his ideal of the State merely in a sketch of slight extent. 
Now, however, the exposition of that ideal, which still 
lacks completion, and indeed is not carried further than 
the education question, occupies the whole of the last two 
books, almost a quarter of the entire work, Here we have 
what must have been for Aristotle a sufficient reason for 
removing this exposition to a later position than that first 
intended for it; while the editors of the lectures omitted 
to expunge those forward and backward references which 
had now become misleading. g 

But what can have been Aristotle’s purpose when iis 
originally chose so early a stage of the lecture-course o- 
which to treat both his own ideals of State and sociesr 
and, consequentially perhaps, the ideals of other authors 
and the pattern constitutions approximating to them ? We 
cannot answer this question with certainty. Perhaps here, 
too, he showed himself his master’s pupil. Plato, as the 
reader will remember (cf. Vol. III. pp. 90, 91), was at 
times inclined to bring the “order in rank” and the “order 
in time” of constitutions into a somewhat fantastic con¬ 
nexion, to represent political systems of less than the 
highest excellence as being invariably degenerate lapses 
from original perfection, and for the purposes of such 
representations, tacitly to replace his own ideal state, which 
had nowhere been realized, “ first by patriarchal monarchy, 
then by the corresponding type of aristocracy.” Might not 
Aristotle also at one time have been guided by similar 
thoughts ? For in this field, as in others, he was a Platonist 
before the Asclepiad in him gained the victory. In this 
second character, that of empiricist, he put diagnosis before 
treatment: he began by reviewing the imperfect constitu¬ 
tions presented by history, criticized their defects, and left 
till last of all his own suggestions for improving and 
perfecting them. 

Books iv.-vi. are bound together in the closest union. 
The survey of different forms of constitution in the first of 
these books does not stop at the main types, but extends 
to manifold sub-species and varieties. It ends with a com¬ 
parative account of the powers of the State, and the forms 
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which they assume under different constitutions. The fifth 
book contains what may be called political dynamics, in 
contrast with the statical mode of treatment which prevails 
elsewhere. How constitutions change; how they fall into 
decay and become ripe for destruction ; how, on the other 
hand, they may be saved from catastrophes and maintained 
in existence;—such are the questions treated in this book 
and its continuation, the sixth. (This last book returns to 

sa point of view developed in the fourth book, that of the 
emanifold differentiation of the main constitutional forms, 
to ccasion has hence been taken to propose the transposition 
of books v. and vi. But not only is there an absence of 
Ardid reason for such a step; it cannot be taken without 
the most violent interference with the traditional text.) 
Nowhere in the “Politics” is the author so much of a 
relativist as in these two books. With an impartial objec¬ 
tivity that reminds us of the author of the “ Prince,” he 
studies the nature of the various political systems, and 
searches out the means by which each of them may be 
provided with inner coherence, and protected against the 
dangers that threaten it Even the “ tyrant,” though re¬ 
garded with manifest aversion, receives his share of good 
advice, and of recommendations profitable for the main¬ 
tenance of his autocratic power. 

The spirit that breathes in these expositions permits us 
to judge how difficult it must have been for the Stagirite 
to set forth his own ideal of the State. We are tempted to 
say that the contents of book vi. explain why the section 
consisting of books vii. and viii. remained imperfect. 
The excellences and the defects of Aristotle's mind here 
worked in unison. He was too rich in adaptability, too 
poor in original fancy, to shine as a star of the first magni¬ 
tude among the creators of new ideals. 

4. The work begins with a polemic against Plato. The 
latter had given prominence (in the “ Statesman ”) to the 
common element in the ideas of the king, the statesman, 
the master, the father. Aristotle, in reply, emphasizes the 
specific differences between the groupings concerned. Here, 
as elsewhere, clearness is sought from analysis, from the 
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u breaking-up of the compound into its simplest constitu¬ 
ents/' The primary element of the State is found in the 
married couple, united by the instinct of reproduction. To 
this is added a second antithesis, that of master and servant, 
which coincides with the first only among barbarians, with 
whom the element fitted for command is wanting (cf. pp. 
153, 284, and 288). From these two combinations the family 
springs; from the family, the village ; from the fusion of 
several villages, the city or State. With this last the goal 
of complete self-sufficiency is reached. It comes into being 
for the sake of life, but maintains its existence as a means 
towards “well-living." This form of community is a pro¬ 
duct of Nature. The man who belongs to no State is either 
a bad man or more than a man. Man is a “political 
creature," in a higher sense than bees or other society¬ 
forming animals. For Nature, which does nothing in vain, 
has given to man, above and beyond a voice expressive of 
pleasure and pain, language which enables him to distin¬ 
guish between the useful and the hurtful, and between 
right and wrong. Interwoven with this exposition is an 
excursus on the world of gods, who have been fashioned 
in the image of man, and on primitive times. Nothing 
could be more intelligible than that monarchy is the oldest 
form of government. For it was the mode of rule which 
men brought with them from the patriarchally governed 
family—in support of which view reference is made to the 
Homeric description of the Cyclops “ ruling wife and 
children." 

This genetic mode of treatment is supplemented by 
its antithesis, which operates with concepts. Though the 
State is later in point of time, yet “it exists by nature 
before" the family and the individual, just as in general 
the same may be said of the whole in relation to each of 
its parts. The paradoxical saying is soon provided with 
an explanation. If a hand be deprived of its peculiar 
functions by separation from the body, it is only in name, 
not in its true being, that it remains what it was. The 
dead hand is no more a hand than is a band carved out 
of stone (cf. p. 176). Just as man in the State reaches the 
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highest perfections, so, when severed from justice and law, 
he is the worst of creatures. Is not well-equipped injustice 
the most dangerous of all ? 

5. Aristotle does not, like Plato, derive the origin of 
the State from the economic need of the individual 
(cf. Vol. III. p. 64). But he is soon obliged to fix his 
attention on the subjects of industry and finance. He 
begins by enumerating the different modes of life, starting 
from the distinctions observable in the animal kingdom 
(herbivora, carnivora, and their subdivisions). The list 
includes huntsmen in the widest sense of the word 
(including fishers, fowlers, and—slave-hunters), then come 
tillers of the soil and nomadic shepherds who “ pursue a 
sort of living agriculture.” Mention, too, is made of mixed 
modes of life; but we notice the absence of any reference 
to industry in this connexion. The object of financial 
knowledge is stated to be trade, for which there is no 
room in the first stage of the community, the self-sufficing 
“ house,” while in the more developed forms division of 
property appears, and with it the need for the reciprocal 
u completion ” of individuals by each other. A fully satis¬ 
factory account is given of the advance from barter to 
the discovery and use of money. But although the 
indispensability of money as an intermediary is clearly 
discerned, the class of men by whose agency it works is 
treated from the first with ethical disfavour. Contemptuous 
words, similar in nature to our “ huckstering,” serve to 
designate trade, both on the large and on the small scale. 
There follows what might be called a condemnation of 
mercantilism. Some, it is said, hold riches to be a “ store 
of gold ” ; others, whose view receives manifest preference, 
teach that gold is “ empty trash,” and that its value is 
arbitrary, seeing that it is affected by every change in the 
monetary standard: while it is even possible for a man to 
have gold in excess and at the same time, like Midas in 
the story, to lack the most absolute necessaries. 

Another reason for the unbridled race after money is 
found in the fact that man is more concerned about life 
than about well-living, and is even prone to identify the 
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latter with abundance of bodily pleasures. Thus it has 
come about that every human faculty is employed upon 
an unnatural purpose—the gaining of money. Reference 
is made to the art of war, at that time much practised 
by condottieri, and to medicine. The first of these aims 
at victory, the second is devoted to the restoration of 
health; yet both are pressed into the service of mere 
profit-making. A current of thought is here observable 
which has since been revived in Emil Steinbach’s attempt 
to separate professional remuneration from the hunt after 
wealth. When Aristotle goes on to speak of the financial 
side of business science as “rightly held in evil repute," 
because the gain thereby promoted is “ not of natural 
growth/' we are reminded of modern socialists and their 
onslaught on the parasitic middleman. It remains, cer¬ 
tainly, somewhat hard to understand why direct exchange 
is justified by the economic need for complementary 
services : while the business of intermediate trading, which 
fulfils the same purpose in the interests of persons at a 
distance from each other, is, together with its ancillary 
financial transactions, described as “ hated for the best of 
reasons." Here, too, we find a condemnation of interest, 
based on an astonishing argument (since wittily ridiculed 
by Bentham), which is drawn from the Greek word denoting 
the idea. This word primarily signifies “offspring." As 
animals produce young, so lent capital produces its interest. 
This mode of employing money is accordingly censured 
as unnatural, because it “makes the currency itself into 
a means of gain, perverting it from its true purpose," and 
because “ interest is coin begotten of coin," which in reality 
is sterile. The analyzer, who elsewhere displays such keen¬ 
ness of perception, here overlooks the fact that, though 
money usually supplies the garb in which a loan-transaction 
is clothed, it by no means constitutes the essence of it 
For what is in the main quite the same transaction may 
be concluded where as yet the natural system has not been 
displaced by the use of money. Thus a well-to-do farmer 
may lend seed-corn or implements of husbandry to his 
distressed neighbour, and for the temporary deprivation 
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of these means of production he may claim compensation, 
consisting in a share of the produce obtained by their use. 

If these arguments have little convincing force, they 
reveal to us all the more clearly the deep-rooted aversion 
which Aristotle felt for the immoderate pursuit of gain. 
Friend as he was of the old Greek order of life, which was 
based on the preponderance of landed property, he justly 
saw an influence hostile to those ideals in the growing 
importance of movable capital. Nor was the reproach of 
unnaturalness wholly without foundation. It did not, 
indeed, apply to the intermediate agency of the trader, or 
to the receipt of dues for loans, but to that insatiable greed 
of gain which loses sight of all relation between the accu¬ 
mulation of money and the satisfaction of human needs. 

6. After these exhibitions of emotion, the passionless 
classifier has another turn. He begins by dividing practical 
finance into its sub-species. These are the theories (i) of 
cattle-breeding, (2) of tillage, (3) of bee-keeping and of 
the management of other useful animals. Reference is 
here made to special treatises, such as then existed on 
agriculture, on the culture of the olive and the vine, and so 
on (cf. Vol. I. p. 386). The finance which deals with ex¬ 
change comprises (1) trade in its three branches: com¬ 
merce by land and by sea and retail selling; (2) the 
money-lending business ; (3) wage-earning, which is again 
subdivided by the aid of the distinction between skilled 
and unskilled labour. A middle position between 
“ natural ” finance and that which relates to exchange is 
assigned to the theory of those products of the soil which 
are not consumed like the fruits of the field, but are put to 
use in other ways: wood-cutting and all branches of mining 
come under this head. The exposition of the subject con¬ 
cludes with the mention of clever financial tricks, such as 
the oil-monopoly which Thales once obtained in Ionia 
(cf. Vol. I. p. 47), and a monopoly of iron which a wide¬ 
awake merchant once procured for himself in Sicily. 

Leaving the details of material gain, which he calls 
“ wearisome,” Aristotle returns with a good will to the 
ethico-political part, as it may be termed, of domestic 
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economy. He considers the position of the father, the 
husband, and the master. Paternal power is justified by a 
reference to “ the greater age and the greater maturity ” of 
the parent. This rule is spoken of as “ monarchical,” but 
the predominance of the husband is expressed by words 
which remind us of the position, now of a “constitutional ” 
superior official, now of a “ protector.” Nor are the excep¬ 
tions to this general rule forgotten; the abnormal pheno¬ 
mena of the virago on the one hand, and the womanish 
man on the other, come under consideration. The Socratic 
belief in the complete equality of man and woman, and 
therefore of the moral demands to be made on both, is 
held by Aristotle for an illusion which dissolves the 
moment we leave the domain of vague generalities and fix 
our gaze on particulars. A woman, for example, would be 
thought bold if her modesty went no further than that of a 
reputable man ; a man would be esteemed a coward if his 
courage were no greater than that of a brave woman. In 
opposition to Plato’s gibe about the “ swarm of virtues ” (cf. 
Vol. II. p. 367), full justification is allowed to the attempt 
of Gorgias the sophist to assign special virtues to men, 
women, children, and so on. But the question of the 
slave’s virtue, and of his master’s general relations to him, 
leads us to the great problem of slavery, the treatment of 
which claims a separate section. 

VOL. IV. y 
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CHAPTER XXVII. 

ARISTOTLE'S THEORY OF THE STATE. 

(The Question of Slavery, Greeks and Bar¬ 

barians, Banausoi.) 

i. We have already seen that in enumerating the chief 
occupations of men Aristotle mentions slave-raiding, or 
man-hunting, among the varieties of the chase (cf. also 
Vol. II. p. 205). Nor does he, as one might have con¬ 
jectured, accompany this mention with a cry of horror. 
Quite the contrary; he expresses his full approval, so far 
as the lot falls upon those “ who are designed by Nature 
to serve, and who resist this their destination.” For then 
subjugation is a blessing even to the captives themselves! 
And here, it is to be observed, he is not concerned 
exclusively with men of another colour or marked by 
strong racial differences, circumstances which might help 
to explain, if not justify, such an illusion. The great mass 
of the slaves in Hellas drew their origin from Asia Minor 
and the countries round the Black Sea. Typical slave- 
names, such as Manes and Daos, direct us to the Thraco- 
Phrygian division of languages, and thus, so far as 
community of language implies affinity of race, to the 
Iranian branch of the Indo-European family. When a 
man of the lofty intellect and the humane sentiment which 
the Stagirite elsewhere exhibits is found to be so deceived 
as to confuse the low state of civilization attained by many 
peoples with an incapacity for attaining it, as, in particular, 
to mistake the effects of slavery for its causes, and to 
discover in them adequate justification for violence and 
man-stealing, how urgent an admonition to modesty and 
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self-criticism is conveyed to us by this monstrous error! 
It is an error which seems all the more noteworthy when 
we reflect that the legitimacy of slavery had long been 
contested, that in the schools of philosophy, and even on 
the stage, the question had often been debated whether 
that institution rested on natural law or on mere conven¬ 
tion and arbitrary practice (cf. Vol. I. p. 404; Vol. II. 
p. 15 seq., 151). Nor did the author of the “ Politics ” 
remain untouched by these doubts any more than by the 
cognate movement towards a cosmopolitan spirit and a 
sentiment of universal humanity. Nothing, therefore, could 
be more instructive than to follow out the conflict which 
was waged within the mind and heart of our philosopher 
by these fundamentally opposed opinions and feelings. 

The arguments of the advocates of slavery and those 
of its opponents are marshalled against each other. The 
former launch out into long-winded reflexions on the 
universal occurrence, in external nature as in the human 
soul, of superior and of subordinate elements, the first 
bearing rule, the second doing service. The opponents— 
so this rhetorical tourney teaches us—had already made 
some use of the weapons supplied by what was known 
later as natural law. In opposition to the positive right 
possessed by the slave-owner, they appealed to a higher 
and inalienable right of humanity. For this is what it 
comes to when Aristotle makes them raise the “ objec¬ 
tion of illegality ” against the existing law. These words 
refer to a form of legal process by which at Athens it 
was possible to contest the admissibility of a project of 
law or the legality of a measure already voted in the 
assembly of the people by proving its incompatibility 
with some more general principle of law. Much in the 
same way, at the present time, the Supreme Court of the 
United States is entitled to annul a special law which 
violates a principle of the constitution or a fundamental 
right of the citizens. It is a revolting idea (so the 
philosopher makes the advocates of human rights protest) 
that mere superiority of power should suffice to justify the 
theft of liberty. For in the last resort it is solely the right 
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of the stronger, the excess of force manifested in battle, 
by virtue of which the one has become the master, the 
other the slave. 

Here Aristotle makes an admission. Besides natural 
slavery there is also, as he allows, a slavery based merely 
on convention, that, namely, which depends on no distinc¬ 
tion of worth between two classes of men, but only on the 
changes and chances of war. But he hastens to qualify 
this concession by detecting in conquest a moral ele¬ 
ment on which, possibly mindful of a Heraclitean saying 
(cf. Vol. I. p. 72), he lays considerable emphasis. Superior 
power, he urges, is an outward advantage which is usually 
based on inward excellences, so that force is not as a rule 
destitute of every nobler element. On the other hand, he 
admits, it cannot be denied that the origin and occasion 
of a war may be unjust, and hence, so we may add, that 
the title accruing from it may be of slender validity. And 
again: though the vanquished may have proved their 
inferiority by the mere fact of their defeat, it by no means 
follows that their descendants share this inferiority, and 
are therefore unworthy of freedom. The inheritance of 
qualities is indeed the rule, but not a rule without excep¬ 
tions ; Nature possesses the tendency, but cannot realize 
it with rigorous exactitude. 

2. The advocate of slavery, we see, has not made his 
task a particularly easy one. Neither the haphazard of 
the battle-field nor the accident of birth—descent from 
prisoners of war—is accepted by him as deciding beyond 
objection who are to be slaves. The test of outward ap¬ 
pearance, too, often leaves us in the lurch. It is, indeed, 
the intention of Nature to distinguish by external marks 
those who are fitted for menial tasks and those who are 
capable of higher things. But this tendency, again, is 
among those which cannot always be fulfilled. Where, 
then, are we to seek the distinctive sign which infallibly 
and unambiguously separates those “ destined by Nature 
to slavery” from those appointed to freedom? We are 
almost ashamed to record the answer. After all the subtle 
distinctions, after all the ingenious pleas and counterpieas, 
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nothing results except the crude pronouncement: “ Let 
the alien serve the Hellene; they are bondmen, we are 
free.” This line of poetry (cf. Vol. II. p. 19) is quoted 
with approval, and its import reduced to its simplest ex¬ 
pression : “ Barbarism and slavedom are by nature 
identical.” 

I know not what may be the effect of this utterance on 
others; on myself it is one of petrifying astonishment. 
The whole of mankind, with the single exception of the 
Greeks, doomed to slavery, and that, apparently, in 
perpetuity ! 

It is true that, in proclaiming his own people the most 
excellent of all, Aristotle was not merely exercising an 
ordinary right. It needed no national prejudice to recog¬ 
nize that in art and science the Hellenes took by far the 
foremost rank; that the combination of even approxi¬ 
mately equal merit with free political institutions was 
nowhere else to be found. But it raises a smile to read an 
elaborate generalization such as the following: 

“The peoples of the cold North and of Europe are 
courageous, and therefore remain in undisturbed possession 
of their freedom ; but they lack intelligence and skill in 
the arts ; for this reason they have no good political 
institutions and are incapable of ruling their neighbours. 
The Orientals, on the other hand, are distinguished by 
their intelligence and their skill in the arts ; but they lack 
courage; hence they are perpetually dominated and en¬ 
slaved. But just as Greece occupies a middle position, so 
the Greek people shares the advantages of both. [Notice 
here the attempt at anthropo-geographical deductions, on 
which compare also Vol. I. p. 311, and the allusion to the 
doctrine of the mean.] This people is at once courageous 
and intelligent. Hence it preserves its freedom, possesses 
the best political institutions, and would be able, could it 
attain constitutional unity, to rule over all.” 

That the peoples of Europe were not completely and 
for ever bereft of the capacity for ruling over their neigh¬ 
bours ; that the Greek climate and the national character 
supposed to result from it gave no guarantee against 
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conquest and alien rule;—all this would have been learnt 
by the Stagirite, could he have cast a glance upon a sadly 
near future, which was to transform proud Hellas into 
Achaia, a sorry province of the Roman Empire. The 
most remarkable point about this in every respect remark- 
able utterance is the confident expectation that the Greek 
people would gain dominion over the world if it renounced 
its constitutional disunion. Now, the only way to approach 
this goal, or, at the least, to preserve the national freedom, 
was to construct a federal state. So, at any rate, we should 
have expected a philosopher to think, for whom the per¬ 
manent union of Greece under monarchical rule was out of 
the question, for whom the rise of a monarchy seemed ex¬ 
cluded by the levelling culture of the age. It is thus truly 
astonishing that although in the “ Polities ” Aristotle treated 
fully of federal constitutions as well as those of separate 
states, in the “ Politics ” the federal state hardly receives 
even the most casual mention. 

3. But, to return to our main theme, that which is 
maintained and ostensibly proved in the passage just cited 
is the claim of Greece to political predominance, not the 
claim to hold in slavery any section whatever of barbarian, 
that is, not-Greek, humanity. The more carefully we 
reflect upon it, the more incomprehensible does the claim 
become. Let us make the largest possible allowance for 
national pride and conceit ; there remains the discrepancy 
between ,this wholesale condemnation of the barbarian 
world and the cordial acknowledgment which Aristotle 
himself makes of “barbarian ” achievement. As an 
instance of these take the Carthaginian constitution ; so 
highly does he rate it that he places its description imme¬ 
diately after that of the two Greek pattern-constitutions 
(the Lacedaemonian and the Cretan), that he speaks of the 
three constitutions as “ standing near to each other ” and 
as “far surpassing” all others, that he freely uses expres¬ 
sions of praise such as “ good,” “ excellent,” “ well-ordered,” 
and devotes a whole section to the exposition on which this 
verdict rests. Yet in spite of all this, each individual 
member of that highly commended state is to be regarded 
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as unfit for the free disposal of his own life, as appointed 
by Nature to slavery, as absolutely lacking the “capacity 
for reflexion/' indeed, as an “altogether contemptible 
being.” 

Still more glaring, if possible, is the contradiction in 
which Aristotle entangles himself when he is considering 
the most effective means of educating slaves. This, he 
holds, is to be found in a prospect which should be held 
out to them of a reward lor good behaviour; and this 
reward is—emancipation. How, it has long ago been 
asked, can the philosopher propose to take those whom 
Nature has destined to slavery and part them from this 
their destiny ? how, on the other hand, can he detain in 
servitude till the tardy hour of emancipation those 
exceptional beings who here and there break through the 
general rule ? Possibly Aristotle might have replied by 
giving a weakened version of his doctrine, somewhat to 
this effect: “ If I have called the non-Greek a born slave, 
my intention was to state a general presumption. But 
still this presumption may be rebutted in particular cases 
especially where a lifelong education comes into play ; and 
this conditional promise of emancipation counts among 
the most successful means of imparting such an education.” 
This milder form of the principle seems to derive consider¬ 
able support from Aristotle's acknowledgment, already 
noticed by us, of a slavery based on mere convention, in 
addition to that based on Nature, as well as from the further 
admission, to which we have also called attention, that the 
offspring of slaves may sometimes fail to inherit the 
inferiority which robbed their progenitors of freedom and 
at the same time made them unworthy of it. If the author 
of the “ Politics ” had in both instances merely referred to 
Greeks to whose lot slavery had fallen, he would certainly 
have said so explicitly, and he would have protested, in 
words as unambiguous as Plato's, exclusively against the 
enslavement of Greek prisoners of war (cf. Vol. III. p. 107). 

4. In any case we have to acknowledge a certain loose¬ 
ness of expression ; and this may well be utilized for the 
solution of the otherwise insoluble contradiction. Such 
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looseness is by no means unparalleled in Aristotle’s 
writings. Thus, to take one of the most flagrant instances, 
he uses the significant technical term “ unwritten law” 
sometimes in the sense of customary, and sometimes in 
the sense of natural law, though the first is a part of 
positive law and the second the antithesis of it So, again, 
the words “barbarian ” and “barbaric” are sometimes 
employed by him with exclusive reference to primitive 
peoples and institutions, destitute of progressive civiliza¬ 
tion and lacking all refinement. For example, when he 
treats of the servile position of women among barbarians and 
of its cause (cf. p. 317), or when he speaks of archaic laws 
as “ too simple and barbaric,” he cannot possibly have in 
his mind civilized nations such as the Carthaginians and 
the Egyptians, the Persians or the Assyrians. Yet he 
takes no pains to discriminate this sense of the term from 
its other and more usual meaning. Indeed, this looseness 
of language paves the way presently for a more truly 
deplorable looseness, that of thought. As the less civilized 
peoples supplied the main contingent to the body of slaves 
then present in Greece, and as the state of servitude is in 
itself not a little apt to corrupt character, the reprehensible 
qualities due to want of civilization and those engendered 
by slavery were compounded by Aristotle into a single 
mass of badness which he called sometimes “slavish,” 
sometimes “ barbaric,” and of which, in addition, he some¬ 
times spoke as if it were common to all non-Greeks 
without exception, 

“ Low,” “ unmanly,” u slavish,”—these are expressions 
which were used as equivalents even before Aristotle. But 
they merely incorporated the results of observation and 
naive prejudice ; no one claimed to find here a ground 
and justification of slavery. Just as little was the popular 
use of the term “ barbarian ” as an inclusive term for all 
men except Greeks intended to convey a philosophic 
theory and a scientific basis for the dichotomy of mankind. 
Aristotle, however, puts forth this dichotomy, and by so 
doing drew upon himself the severe censure of the great 
Alexandrian scholar, Eratosthenes, who followed him about 
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a century later. It would be better, he said, to class men 
according to their excellences and defects ; many among 
the Greeks are uncultured, while among the barbarians 
many are refined and in possession of admirable institu¬ 
tions. But it was precisely in this interval, the reader will 
perhaps urge, that the Hellenistic epoch had opened. The 
consequences of Alexander's victories, in particular the 
foundation of cities with mixed nationality, such as 
Alexandria, had cut away the ground from the theories 
of Alexander’s tutor. True as this may be, it is not the 
whole truth. There were profounder minds which had no 
need to wait for this ocular demonstration before they 
broke through the spell of national self-conceit, chastised 
this spirit with biting scorn, and indeed attacked the 
“ dichotomy ” of our race with the same words and the 
same earnestness as Eratosthenes. How illegitimate it 
is to “give to nations which do not know each other, 
which have no intercourse with each other and agree in 
nothing, the one name of 4 barbarians,’ and then, on the 
ground of this one denomination, assume that they form 
a single class. . . . Just as the Greeks contrast all others 
with themselves, might not some other race of intelligent 
creatures, say the cranes, become inflated with pride, and 
balance themselves against all other living beings, lumping 
into one mass all that are not cranes, men included, and 
dubbing them all alike 1 beasts' ? '' These are the words of 
Plato in the “ Statesman.” 

It may well surprise us that the pupil overlooked such 
a warning as this from his master. But the cause which 
held him to the low levels of hereditary prejudice was not 
this*time his tendency, now so familiar to us, to accommo¬ 
date himself to tradition. Pride of race was here enlisted 
on behalf of a defence of slavery, and slavery was 
subservient to an ideal of the State. 

5. Aristotle's ideal of the State included a body of 
citizens with an abundance of leisure permitting them to 
devote themselves entirely to State-business ; and such a 
body, in spite of its large numbers, necessarily constituted 
an aristocracy, requiring as its complement at least a 
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“ banausic ” class. What he meant by this term was 
a mass of persons destitute of political rights, dependent 
on the citizens, and looking to them for protection, 
consisting of farmers and mechanics, supplemented as a 
rule by a number of alien traders whose presence was 
tolerated in the State. Both for Aristotle and for Plato 
(in the “ Republic ”), such a class formed the necessary 
foundation on which to build the superstructure of a free 
and noble body of citizens. Falling far short of this ideal, 
but still not wholly unacceptable as a makeshift, was such 
a democracy as the Athenian, in the midst of which Aris¬ 
totle lived. Here the banausic element had a share in the 
government; but for truly menial tasks even this company 
of artisans and “ market-folk ” was deemed too good. 
Slavery, so daily experience seemed to teach, no less than 
philosophic speculation, is an indispensable institution. 
So long as we live in the real world, and not in a world of 
dreams and fairy-tales, so long, he judged, services must 
be rendered the rendering of which is incompatible with 
the position of a politically or even personally free member 
of the State. It would be otherwise if the creations of 
poetic fancy were realities, “ if the statues of Daedalus and 
the tripods of Hephaestus moved of themselves, if looms 
wove of their own accord, if, in general, every tool and 
implement fulfilled its task at, or in anticipation of, the 
word of command.” The modern reader can here scarcely 
fail to be reminded of the triumphs of applied science, and 
of that world of machinery which has transformed into a 
reality what to one of the wisest of the Greeks seemed a 
type of the impossible. And, with this contrast before us 
the hope may perhaps insinuate itself into our minds that 
the progressive liberation of men from purely mechanical 
tasks, as well as from those which demand mere bodily 
strength, combined with the expedients (unknown to 
antiquity) of representative government, may make more 
and more possible the fruitful participation of the masses 
in political life. 

When an institution appears to be the necessary 
foundation on which the social order rests, eveiy age Has 
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proved able and ready to defend it by arguments of every 
kind, good and bad. Slavery itself, and not only in that 
mildest of its forms, the domestic slavery practised among 
the Islamic peoples, but even that negro slavery which 
lends itself at times to such fearful and violent misuse, has 
found eloquent and fiery defenders as late as in our own 
days. In the year 1845, J. H. Hammond, the ex-Governor 
of South Carolina, published “ Two Letters on Slavery in the 
United States,” in which he condemned the anti-slavery 
movement as the fruit of a hateful rationalism which sets 
human reason above the Word of God. There lies before 
me a manifesto, signed by nearly a hundred ministers of 
the most diverse Protestant denominations, which, though 
it appeared in the midst of the American Civil War (1863), 
explicitly disclaims all political bias. “ We consider 
Abolitionism,” so declare the “ Clergy of the Confederate 
States,” “as an interference with the designs of Divine 
providence. It does not possess the signs of the Lord's 
blessing. . . . We declare in the sight of God that the 
relation of master and slave, much as we deplore abuses in 
this as in other human institutions, is not incompatible 
with our holy faith.” Indeed, threats are held out with 
fearful explicitness of a “ massacre of the blacks in case ” 
the public safety absolutely demanded such a measure ; 
and the responsibility for this “ darkest chapter in the 
history of human misery ” is laid on the northern states 
which opposed slavery ! 

6. Aristotle, to be sure, is far removed from such 
hideous consistency. His inconsequence, indeed, seems 
to us to be, in this connexion, his highest title to honour. 
Apart from the inconsistencies which have already been 
mentioned, and which may possibly lie rather in the 
words than in the thoughts, there is one particular flaw 
which visibly runs through the whole of our philosopher's 
handling of this question. On the one hand, the slave is 
for him a mere thing and tool—“ one tool in place of 
many,” an “ animated tool,” not differing from a domestic 
animal, “ a horse or an ox ”—he needs but " little virtue,” 
his master's advantage is his highest law, a friendship 
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between bond and free is held to be as impossible as one 
between the artisan and his implement, or, it may be 
added, between gods and men (cf. p. 287). But on the 
other hand, all this is said to be true of the slave only as 
slave, not as man. “ For it does not appear that there can 
be a total absence of right and justice in the relations of 
any man to any other who is capable of any share in law 
and contract; thus the slave, so far as he is a man, may 
have a share in friendship as well.” 

To us this distinction seems a mere artifice. On both 
occasions the subject of discussion is the possibility or 
impossibility of a friendship ; it is not a distinction such 
as in an analogous case might be drawn in something like 
the following terms: The monarch has chosen a subject 
to be his private friend ; the latter, as subject, owes him 
unconditional obedience ; as friend, he owes him unreserved 
candour, and therefore occasional contradiction. The case 
is different with the distinction between the purely legal 
situations which arise when the slave is considered, first as 
such, or secondly, as being also a man. As slave, the 
Stagirite may have thought, he owes his master, in return 
for lifelong protection and maintenance, his whole capacity 
for work and service; the man in the slave, however, has a 
rightful claim to be exempt from additional exploitation, 
from the infliction of wilful injury to his health, from cruel 
maltreatment, from erotic abuse, and so on. But even 
between these two regions it would not be easy to draw 
the line with certainty. In making use of his slave’s 
powers of work, is the master to be guided solely by his 
own interest ? May he go as far as the mechanic does in 
the use of his tools, as the ploughman or the rider does in 
exploiting his ox or his horse ? or should regard for the 
man come into play here so as to exert a moderating 
influence ? 

Aristotle would scarcely have been able to return an 
unambiguous answer to these questions. We at least are 
inclined to the view that he was carried now hither, now 
thither, by varying currents of thought, that he vainly 
sought to harden himself against the humanitarian 
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tendencies of the age, and that these left clear traces in 
his theory just as they entirely governed his practice. 
In his treatment of the question of slavery, much appears 
to be harsh and cruel, but that all this had its origin in his 
head and not in his heart may be learnt from the provisions 
of his will (cf. p. 25), which bestowed freedom on many, 
if not the majority, of the members of his extensive 
household. 

7. From slavery to the banausic condition there is but 
a step. Aristotle makes this step by calling the latter 
a “ limited slavery/’—limited because this condition, 
unlike true slavery, does not affect the life and being of 
the individual from birth onwards and throughout its whole 
compass. “ No one is a cobbler by nature,” whereas 
“ slaves ”—apart, possibly, from the rare exceptions which 
he mentions—“are destined by Nature to slavery.” In his 
contempt for bread-winning occupations, our philosopher is 
at once the faithful disciple of his teacher and the inter¬ 
preter of the universal Greek sentiment—a sentiment 
which was most strongly marked in warlike Sparta, least 
strongly in busy Corinth, but which was nowhere entirely 
absent (cf. Vol. I. p. 417, and note). Even the language 
embodied this manner of thinking; for it branded paid 
occupations with the stamp of “ slavishness,” and pronounced 
them “ illiberal,” that is, unworthy of the free man. 

Contempt for the mechanical went so far among the 
Greeks that even the practice of the fine arts did not 
remain exempt from the stigma. The wide difference 
between ancient and modern feeling in this respect receives 
astonishing illustration from such a pronouncement as the 
following of Plutarch's: No well-disposed young man, he 
says, however he may admire the plastic works of a Phidias 
or a Polycletus, the poetical and musical creations of an 
Archilochus or an Anacreon, would ever wish to be one 
of these men. “Just in the same way we enjoy the 
magnificence of purple garments and the fragrance of 
unguents, while we deem the dyers and the makers of 
unguents to be illiberal and banausic.” According to an 
anecdote, which is also found in Plutarch, Alexander was 
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once playing the lyre artistically at a banquet when 
King Philip called out to him: “ Are you not ashamed to 
play so well?” If this is true, the prince’s philosophic 
tutor was in full accord with his royal father. He 
might, perhaps, have seconded Philip’s warning with a 
learned observation which we find in the “ Politics ”: 
“ None of the poets has represented Zeus as himself singing 
or striking the lyre.” But more than this : his own widely 
extended learning might have brought him under the 
suspicion of being banausic himself, and that, too, on the 
ground of his own principles in relation to these matters. 
In the “ Gorgias ” of Plato we have noted (Vol. II. p. 334) 
the warning of Callicles against the " immoderate ” pursuit 
of philosophy. We seem almost to hear the same voice 
again when the great polymath detects a danger for body 
and soul in the study of even the “ liberal sciences.” 
When this goes "beyond a certain measure,” and strives 
after too great perfection, the “ free man,” he says, runs a 
risk of becoming “ banausic.” One is inclined to believe 
that he was afraid of hearing similar reproaches from the 
lips of his aristocratic friends. He forestalls them, at any 
rate, by distinctions of the same kind which Plato had used 
in order to divide, as by ditch and rampart, his own educa¬ 
tional activity from that of the sophists and rhetoricians 
(cf. Vol. I. p. 418). A strange spectacle. One of the 
greatest, if not the greatest, among the scholars of all time 
cannot bear to be a scholar by profession. He would 
rather pass for a dilettante and man of the world, who 
researches, teaches, and writes for his own and his friends’ 
pleasure ; anything on earth but a professional who culti¬ 
vates the sciences “ for the sake of others,” that is, in the 
exercise of a calling and for reward. So great is his terror 
of all that is banausic, of all that "robs the mind of its 
freedom and strips it of its majesty.” 

8. Property was still less a protection than education 
against the banausic stigma. The author of the “ Politics ” 
complains that in oligarchies, in which, there is a high 
property-qualification for positions of authority, while wage- 
earners are excluded from citizenship, the same does not 
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apply to banausic persons in general, many of whom attain 
great wealth. And yet it is as impossible for the one 
class as the other “to devote themselves wholly to the 
requirements of virtue.” For civic virtue is possible for 
him alone “who is not only free-born, but also free from all 
modes of work which serve the needs of daily life.” That 
he is here not thinking merely of manual labour of the 
meaner kind is proved, not only by the remark just alluded 
to concerning the wealth of parvenus, but also by many 
other utterances, in which wage-earners and banausic 
persons in the narrower sense, that is, manual labourers, 
are found in company with the whole class of those engaged 
in trades and crafts, and in which the life of all these 
classes is pronounced “ evil and forsaken of virtue.” 

To enter into this way of thinking is no easy task for 
us moderns, who everywhere see riches surrounded with 
social regard, and in many cases distinguished by political 
privileges. In order not to be unjust to the philosopher 
and the view of life which he represents, it is well to 
remember that false generalizations of a similar kind are 
not unknown among ourselves. It is certain that inde¬ 
pendence of character is not wholly absent from the class 
of man-servants. Yet we do not scruple to use a word 
like “flunkeyism” to describe character which is the 
opposite of independent, on the simple ground that the 
position occupied by those belonging to this class is only 
too well calculated to impair self-reliance and manliness. 
If Aristotle had known merchant princes who promoted 
culture, as the Fugger family and the Medici did, or even 
modern traders willing, like Schliemann or Nobel, to 
employ their acquired wealth in the service of the common 
welfare, assuredly his judgment on “ market-folk and 
retailers ” would have had a very different sound. But the 
majority of traders in ancient Hellas doubtless provoked 
the same disagreeable impression which we receive to-day 
in Southern lands from great numbers of importunate and 
untrustworthy chafferers — men who now artfully cheat 
their customer, now impudently overreach him, a haggling 
and screeching multitude. 
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The sharpest possible contrast to all this must have 
been supplied by the members of a community like Sparta. 
Freed from that care for daily needs which harasses and so 
easily narrows the soul, free, too, from the dodges and tricks 
of petty profit-mongering, trained to the extreme of fear¬ 
lessness, both by a discipline imposed on youth for that 
express purpose, and by the incessant practice of war, 
animated by the most punctilious sense of honour and 
filled with proud reserve, accustomed to face death for the 
fatherland,—such were at least the majority of that lordly 
race ; and though their failings in other respects may have 
been many and great, they represented a type which stood 
out in bright relief from the dark background provided by 
the other class which we have described. Let us remember, 
finally, that the “ virtue ” which Aristotle, like his country¬ 
men and his philosophic predecessors, held high above ail 
else, was the virtue of sturdy self-assertion, of manly pride, 
of devotion to the common weal, and, in far lower measure, 
that of gentleness, of humility, and what have been called 
the “ huckstering virtues ” ; his position will then appear to 
us far more intelligible than one is inclined to think at first. 

In this discussion of the State’s social basis, constitu¬ 
tional questions have already presented themselves more 
than once. We must now devote our full attention to 
them, but first of all to the fundamental question of the 
function and purpose of the State as such. 
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CHAPTER XXVIII. 

ARISTOTLE'S THEORY OF THE STATE. 

(The Conflict of Forms of State.) 

i. No contrast is more glaring than that between 
Humboldt's and Aristotle's views on the purposes and the 
boundaries of the action of the State. The first regards 
the State as an evil to be confined within the narrowest 
limits, the activity of which is only justified by necessity. 
The second objects against even the chief of the pattern- 
constitutions, the Lycurgean, that it does not go far 
enough in the tutelage of the citizens. In the one case 
there is an all-absorbing anxiety to maintain intact the 
individuality of the citizens and to promote its most 
powerful development ; in the other there is as little 
concern about this aim as if that imperishable programme 
of individual freedom, the funeral oration of Pericles, had 
never been spoken (cf. Vol. I. pp. 5, 6; Vol. II. pp. 40, 41). 
The European and American society of the present day 
includes two parties, of which one would give the State 
nothing, the other all. The broad middle stratum 
professes neither of the two extreme opinions, but probably 
holds a position much nearer to that of the ancient Greek 
sage than to that of the German who was almost our own 
contemporary. 

Ever louder and louder rises the cry for the extension 
of benevolent institutions, for greater protection of the 
economically weak ; less and less do we hear the counter- 
ciy warning us against that weakening which is inevitably 
suffered by personal initiative when its place is taken in 
ever-increasing measure by the fostering care of the State. 

VOL. IV. z 
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Yet whatever is destined to be the outcome of these cross¬ 
currents of opinion, there are certain highly important 
distinctions now familiar to us, which were overlooked by 
anti-State radicalism—the distinction between the coercive 
power of the State and its helpful activity, making no use 
of force, but working partly by encouragement and partly 
by instruction: and then again within the coercive sphere 
itself, between that coercion which does, and that which 
emphatically does not, tend to stifle or to misdirect 
individual powers. What a gulf yawns between the 
forcible imposition of faith, thought, or even morality, on 
the one hand, and the use of compulsion to obtain 
statistical information on the other! It makes the greatest 
difference conceivable whether we choke up a stream at 
the source, or place a momentary obstruction in its course 
in order that it may turn a mill-wheel for us. 

Was antiquity quite without advocates for that which 
the modern world has become accustomed to speak of 
contemptuously as the “ policeman state ” ? or were there 
even then thinkers who like Humboldt, and like Mirabeau 
whom Humboldt quotes, conceived the sole task of the 
State as the providing of security, both by the protection 
of the law and by defence against external enemies ? An 
affirmative answer to this question might be gathered 
from certain polemical utterances of the Stagirite, which 
will soon engage our attention. But besides this he 
reports a saying, a very curt one it is true, of Gorgias’ 
pupil, Lycophron, which we can hardly interpret except in 
this sense. We have already made the acquaintance of 
this Sophist as a theorizer on knowledge, who proposed to 
overcome the difficulties arising from the idea of Being by 
the radical method of absolutely avoiding the use of the 
copula (cf. Vol. I. p. 493). In the province of social science, 
he showed his radicalism chiefly in this, that, contrary 
to Aristotle, he denied any and every value to illustrious 
descent, and placed the low-born on an absolute equality 
with the nobly born. When, therefore, we learn that he 
spoke of law based on contract as 44 the mutual guarantor 
of rights,” and when we find this definition coupled with 
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a repudiation of all educational activity on the part of 
the State, we have good cause for regarding Lycophron 
as a champion of the legal State in the narrowest sense of 
the expression. Considering the unqualified Laconizing 
tendency both of Plato and of his disciple, considering, 
too, the imperfect distinction between law and morality 
throughout antiquity, and the predominating inclination to 
invest the administrative authority with nothing short of 
omnipotence, the attempt to discriminate between essen¬ 
tially different spheres must be regarded as meritorious, in 
spite of its onesidedness. 

2. Neither a tariff union nor a military convention makes 
a state out of the districts which it binds together; just 
as little can this end be achieved by a joint-stock company. 
We have here somewhat modernized the garment of 
language, but faithfully reproduced the thought The 
author of the “ Politics ” desires to illustrate his positive 
conception of the State by the contrast with instances 
which on a superficial consideration appear as analogous 
to it. But “ for him who looks deeper ” it is not an asso¬ 
ciation for war or for trade, neither a company formed for 
gain, nor a mere provision for security. First and fore¬ 
most, we are told, it is an educational institution. More 
precisely, it is “a community of good life, embracing both 
families and tribes, intended to promote full and inde¬ 
pendent existence.” One necessary condition for this, 
in addition to the reciprocal right of free intermarriage, is 
residence in the same place. But this is not the essential; 
if it were, the activity of the State would be limited to the 
provision of security, and the State itself would be merely 
an “alliance,” differing from ordinary alliances only by 
the local contiguity of the parties to it. Stress is again 
laid on full and independent existence, which is now 
identified with happy and (morally) beautiful life. Hence 
those who excel in political virtue contribute more to the 
community and have more claim upon the State than 
those who lag behind in this respect, even though they 
have, the advantage of free or noble birth, or of riches. 
The transition to the question as to the seat of sovereignty 
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is assisted by the remark that the advocates of the 
different forms of government propound what are merely 

half-truths. 
3. The “ element of the State/' the citizen* has already 

been treated of. Naturally, he is not absolutely identified 
with the resident in the State-territory. This class com¬ 
prised also the immigrant and the slave. After a few 
fruitless attempts, the distinctive mark of the citizen is 
found to be his participation in the acts of the State and 
his exercise of official authority. In spite of the appear¬ 
ance to the contrary, the juror and the member of the 
popular assembly must be regarded as officials, although 
their tenure of office is not for a specified period. (The 
Athenian, for example, supposing him to be of unblemished 
character, entered upon those functions on attaining a 
certain age without further preliminaries.) 

This definition, as Aristotle admits, applies most strictly 
to the members of a democratic community. (It is note¬ 
worthy here that the philosopher is sufficiently influenced 
by his Athenian surroundings to take this form of govern¬ 
ment as a starting-point, in spite of the depreciation of it 
which followed from his principles.) For other forms of 
the State the definition must be modified, since the powers 
of government are now wielded by persons with a limited, 
instead of an unlimited, period of authority. Here, there¬ 
fore, the name of citizen must be given to those who are 
not excluded from access to the functions of deliberation or 
decision. But a difficulty arises from the fact that for 
practical purposes the citizen is defined as the descendant 
of citizens—as the son, grandson, or great-grandson of one 
who had that quality. How, it is asked, can the first 
member of such a series have been himself a citizen ? The 
answer is simple enough. If the men who founded such 
families possessed citizenship, in the sense of eligibility to 
office, then they were citizens, even though their ancestors 
were not. The case is much the same with persons raised 
to citizenship from the status of slaves or immigrants—as 
was done on a large scale by the Athenian Clisthenes (cf. 
VoL II. p. 39). 
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A more important question relates to the identity of the 
State. Is this extinguished by a revolution, and do the 
obligations incurred by the old government necessarily 
bind the new one ? No general answer is given to this 
question. The identity of the State depends chiefly, it is 
contended, on the identity of the constitution, and is as 
little affected by the change of the population as the 
identity of a river is by the incessant renewal of its water. 
In this discussion, it is to be observed, the distinction 
between the city and the State (cf. p. 311) is touched upon 
though in the further course of the work it is again lost to 
view. 

4* The question as to the seat of sovereignty coincides 
with that as to the different forms of government and their 
several values. These forms are now named and divided 
into two fundamentally distinct classes. On the one hand 
are the “ right ” forms of State, which seek the welfare of the 
whole commuity. On the other hand are the caricatures of, 
or at any rate the “ deviations ” from, them. Monarchy, or 
the rule of one man conditioned by “ a certain order/* is 
opposed to the arbitrary rule of a king, or tyranny. The 
rule of the best, otherwise aristocracy contrasts with 
oligarchy, or the rule of the richest; and the constitutional 
State in the narrower sense, with democracy or mob-rule 
(cf. Vol. III. p. 183). One would now naturally expect a 
full description of all these forms, or at least of the “ right M 
ones, to precede the comparison of them and the appraise¬ 
ment of their relative worth. But Aristotle pursues a 
different course. He enters upon a criticism of the funda¬ 
mental claims put forward by the partisans of the different 
constitutions, and seeks to prove that these claims are all 
based on half-truths. Once more we have one of those 
dialectical tourneys in which Aristotle is so fond of dis¬ 
playing the peculiar wealth and flexibility of his mind. 

The question as to the justification of oligarchy and 
democracy is governed by the idea of equality. The one 
side holds equality, the other inequality, to be the true and 
just basis. But here they overlook the relativity of the 
idea. Equality is a right, but only for equals; so also is 
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inequality, but only for the unequal Again, partial 
equality, or inequality, is mistaken for total The oligarchs 
think that, because they are unequal (that is unequal, or 
superior to the mass) in one point, namely, in property, 
therefore they are unequal, or superior, in everything; the 
democrats, on the other hand, imagine that because they 
are equal in one point, as being free-born, they are equal 
absolutely. The oligarchical claim pleads the injustice of a 
man who has contributed only i mina having the same 
share in ICO minae as the man who has contributed the 
other 99. The inference is sound so far as relates to the 
partners in a trading concern. But this the State emphati¬ 
cally is not; in it civic virtue and its gradations mean far 
more than the different degrees of material wealth. 

Suppose, however, the claim of the democrats allowed, 
so that the majority becomes the sovereign : how if the 
propertyless persons who compose this majority divide 
among themselves, first the estates of the wealthy, and 
then, when these are exhausted, the substance of the 
moderately well-to-do ? Would that not be unjust ? It 
may be contended that an act performed by decree of the 
sovereign must be legitimate, and therefore just But 
obviously the act considered is destructive of the State, and 
that which destroys the State cannot possibly be just; 
consequently—so we are bound to infer—the authority 
which decrees such an act cannot be the rightful sovereign. 
Perhaps, then, the “respectable” people alone ought to 
possess the whole of official authority and full sovereignty. 
In that case all the remainder would suffer a loss of honour 
in being excluded from official positions, which we regard 
as always honourable. And, again, if we travel further on 
the same road, all office will in the end come into the sole 
possession of one man, the most competent of all; and 
thus the loss of honour will be universal; It may be 
objected, however, that we ought to have for sovereign, not 
a man, who necessarily is endowed with human passions, 
but the law itself, which is impersonal and dispassionate 
Vety good ; but even so the difficulty In';\ttot'. 
Fotfthe law were a democratic or an oligarduc law# we 
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should come round by another circuit to the same evil con¬ 
sequences as before. 

5. In treating this fundamental question, Aristotle is 
unable to satisfy himself. A new argument is adduced 
in favour of the sovereignty of the people, an aigument 
which “perhaps includes the truth within itself.” It 
depends on the distinction between the ideas * collective ” 
and “distributive.” Possibly no one individual out of the 
many may be entirely competent, and yet, taken all 
together, they may be better than the best. (We% are 
reminded of the French saying : " II y a quelqu'un qui a 
plus d’esprit que M. de Voltaire, c’est tout le monde”) 
The total achievement resulting from the many contribu¬ 
tions is likened to a picnic, which often turns out better 
than a meal prepared by a single person. It is a compari¬ 
son to which Aristotle has recourse a second time; clearly 
he thought it more than a mere dialetical makeshift. 
The multitude thus comes almost to be an individual with 
many hands, many feet, and many organs of sense; may 
not the same hold good in respect of character and 
intellect ? For the multitude judges better than any one 
critic the merits of musical and poetical compositions. 
We may here remark that Aristotle can scarcely have been 
thinking of anything else than the awards made at 
Athenian prize-competitions by judges chosen from the 
general public by lot. He must have approved of their 
decisions on the whole, in spite of the censure with which 
he occasionally visits the musical fashions of his age. 
Thus the artistic taste of the highly cultured philosopher 
was, mainly at any rate, in unison with that of the average 
Athenian. His admission that this collective ability, 
though certainly not to be found eveiywhere, does yet 
occur in one or the other demos, must be interpreted in 
favour of Athens, the democracy of which, as we shall see, 
is judged by Aristotle with remarkable leniency. 

With this the controversy appeals to be decided- But 
presently a newdpubt emerges, relating to theadinissibU 
of die mass to the highest offices of stabs. Such; admission 
giyes rise* It is urged,to well-founded anxiety. But, on 
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the other hand, the exclusion of the many Is highly 
objectionable, since it threatens to multiply indefinitely 
the enemies of the State. For this reason Solon and some 
other legislators had recoujse to the expedient of giving 
the multitude a share in the election of magistrates and 
in the holding to account of officials, while prohibiting their 
personal exercise of office. In combination the many may 
possess sufficient understanding; and so far they may be 
compared with a foodstuff of inferior value which is mixed 
with a superior kind (as, for instance, bran with flour), and 
makes the whole more productive. Again, reasons and 
counter-reasons are played off against each other, but with 
a result not unfavourable to the advocates of democracy. 
The Solonian expedient is attacked by an objection based 
on what may be called the Socratic and Platonic apprecia¬ 
tion, or over-appreciation, of professional knowledge: as a 
physician ought to render account only to physicians, so, 
too, ought those who practise other arts to be controlled 
only by their like. To this it is answered that, apart 
from the collective capacity of the multitude, there are 
many things the goodness of which is better appraised 
by the user than by the maker ; thus the quality of a 
banquet, for example, is better judged by a guest than by 
a cook. Finally, the collectivity argument is employed in 
a new way. Suppose that, even in democracies, many 
important positions of trust may only be filled by a large 
tax-payer, while the man who pays little or no taxes may 
help to elect him, there is here no real inconsistency. It 
must not be forgotten that the individual elector is a 
member of a great whole, the electorate, which collectively 
owns a taxable capital equal, and indeed superior, to that 
of the eligible candidate. 

In view of the imperfection which necessarily attaches 
to the holder of supreme power in the State it is once 
more declared desirable that this supremacy should, as far 
as possible, reside in the laws themselves; it should be 
exercised by personal rulers, whether one or many, only 
so far as the laws are unable to exhaust the abundance of 
individual cases. Reference is here made to the intimate 
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connexion between laws and constitutional forms; “the 
former must be adapted to the latter.0 Just laws are 
possible only within the right forms; in those of the 
contrary kind there is no room for them. 

6. The lecturer now makes a fresh start. The problem 
of equality gives him no rest. He feels the need of 
working out more amply than had at first been possible, 
the fruitful subject of the danger of confusing partial with 
total equality and inequality. It is not every inequality 
or superiority which can rightly confer a privilege. The 
privilege must rest upon an excellence which has some 
connexion with the favoured activity. A drastic instance 
is given. Suppose that flutes are to be distributed among 
flute-players of equal excellence: ought some of these, 
because they are of noble birth, to receive more flutes than 
the others? Certainly not. “For they blow the flute 
none the better for that.” 

Nor again is it practicable to set up a scale of 
inequalities or superiorities and maintain their commen- 
surability throughout For example, it may be thought 
that virtue is worth more than stature; but a certain 
extraordinarily high measure of stature may be worth 
more than a certain very low degree of virtue. A com¬ 
petition of this kind is free from such absurdities only 
where we have to do with the true elements of the State. 
Thus wealth may claim privilege because the community 
cannot consist entirely of the propertyless; the rich, too, 
are generally better trusted in ordinary business matters. 
Nobility, again, denotes noble race; we may reasonably 
expect that the descendants of the better will themselves 
be better. The claim of virtue is also well-founded; for 
justice, which is indispensable for the welfare of the 
community, in a certain sense includes all the other virtues 
within itself. Lastly, the claim which the majority founds 
upon its collective superiority is by no means void. Here, 
however, an objection presents itself which applies to all 
political privileges alike which rest on such foundations 
as these. Grantedthat wealth supplies a title to privilege, 
how If one singleman (or a very few) is richer than all 
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the rest put together ? The same difficulty appeared in 
the case of noble birth, and again in that of virtue, and 
even in that of physical strength, if strength be regarded 
as justifying the rule of the many. On each of the hypo¬ 
theses the one who surpasses all others (or the few who 
do so) would have to be the sovereign. Thus pushed to 
extremes, all the criteria considered prove unsound. 

7. The supposition which was made originally for the 
sake of a reductio ad absurdum is still kept in sight. The 
thought that a single person may surpass all others in 
value, though it seemed at first a mere dialectical artifice, 
has gained a more serious significance by being dwelt 
upon. Such*a person would move through the world “as 
a god among men.” Legislation, however, can deal only 
with persons of approximately the same character and 
strength; exceptional natures are “ a law to themselves.” 
Attempt to bring them under the yoke of a common 
standard, and their language will be that which Antisthenes 
makes the lion use when the hares delivered political 
speeches and preached universal equality. Observe the 
resurrection of the superman, whose cause was pleaded by 
Callicles in Plato's “ Gorgias,” not without the author’s 
sympathy (cf. Vol. II. p. 333) ; his type, the king of beasts, 
is likewise not forgotten. 

The difficulty which arises in respect of exceptional 
natures moved democracies, so we now read, to the intro¬ 
duction of ostracism (judgment by potsherd). Here, it 
must be admitted, the idea of the exceptional or superman 
has undergone a modification ; it is no longer a question 
solely of exceptional personal excellences, but also of the 
mere excess of power which results from wealth, from 
the size of a man’s following, or from political importance 
otherwise acquired. It is confessed, further, that in practice 
the employment of ostracism has often been determined by 
party considerations. For our part, that institution seems 
most comparable to the banishment of pretenders and to 
other similar measures, harsh, but often indispensable, 
which have been taken against persons of excessive 
influence. Aristotle couples with ostracism the Athenian 
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mode of dealing with those members of their maritime 
confederacy which, like Chios and Samos, became danger¬ 
ous by their power; and he adds the Persian treatment 
of refractory nationalities, such as the Medes and the 
Babylonians. Yet another example is drawn from the 
sphere of plastic arts: “ No painter will leave in his 
picture a foot which exceeds the measure of symmetry, 
no matter how beautiful it may be.” This defence of 
levelling tendencies concludes with the remark that it 
would certainly be better to have the constitution so 
framed from the first that remedies like these should 
not be necessary. The next best thing, however, is to 
seek a readjustment by the use of the appropriate correc¬ 
tive. In spite of these concessions, it still remains an 
open question how the State with the best constitution is 
to act towards those who stand above the rest, not in 
bodily strength, or riches, or number of adherents, but 
in virtue. No one would advise that such a man should 
be expelled, or even temporarily excluded, from the State 
territory. But just as little may he be subjected to authority. 
That would be much the same as if the rotation of office 
were to be carried so far as to place Zeus himself under 
orders. Nothing then remains but “joyful obedience ” to 
these men, the truly royal natures. 

8. An easy transition now leads to the next section, 
in which first monarchy and then the other forms of 
government are discussed. We, however, need, before we 
pass on, to glance once more over the dialectical tourney 
which we have witnessed, for the sake of comparison and 
criticism. The arguments which have been propounded 
vary enormously in excellence and perhaps even in serious¬ 
ness. Samples of high statesmanlike wisdom stand side 
by side with trivial, one might almost say sophistic, 
reasonings and quibbles, worthy of the law courts. 

The deepest depth is reached by the argument 
relating to the “taxable capital” If, even in advanced 
democracies, certain important positions of trust were 
guarded by a high property-qualification, the purpose of 
this was to secure a twofold guarantee. In case of loss 
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through the carelessness or dishonesty of the official, the 
State could indemnify itself out of his property ; besides, 
there was less probability of misconduct in the case of 
a man whose material situation saved him from many 
a temptation. There was not much relevance in the 
objection that the numerous poor members of the popular 
or tribal, assembly take part in the election of such 
officers, and that thus property is subordinated to the 
lack of property. But what connexion is there between 
this objection and the remark that the total property, 
or taxable capital, of the many is as great as, or greater 
than, the amount which the official is required to possess ? 
This summation of trivial amounts seems to us an entirely 
illegitimate artifice, since property in a state of extreme 
subdivision can produce none of the effects of which it 
is capable when concentrated under a single hand. Nor, 
in our opinion, does the pic-nic comparison run on all- 
fours. Perversities of opinion, as well as true perceptions, 
enter into the general stock. More exactly, while it may 
be true that one purely intellectual error is often com¬ 
pensated by another, and that common sense, or the 
sound average judgment of a great number, prevails over 
individual whims and aberrations, the argument is still 
anything but convincing. It overlooks the infectious force 
of temporarily predominant tendencies, all that is included 
under the head of fashionable folly and the contagion of 
masses. It fails us altogether in cases where anti-social 
interests come into play rather than want of intellectual 
clearness. Aristotle was acquainted with the communistic 
tendencies, as we may briefly call them, which result 
from the ordinary situation of the great majority, and 
he described them as the greatest of the dangers inherent 
in the rule of the many. But this objection is not removed 
by the pic-nic argument; it seems rather to have become 
lost for a time to the philosopher’s view. We come to 
the special claims which wealth, moral excellence, and 
so on, seem to be justified in raising. When these are 
met by an appeal to extreme cases (the richest of all, 
the justest of all, would then obtain exclusive sovereignty) 
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this argument, too, appears to us not unanswerable. When 
a principle of practice does not stand the test of an 
extreme application, that is nothing against its goodness, 
but only against its exclusive validity. It only proves 
that other principles share the field of its applicability, 
that these also demand to be taken into account and 
cannot be neglected with impunity. But Aristotle appears 
to have meant much more than this. 

We are more favourably impressed by what Aristotle 
has to say on the participation of the multitude in the 
election of officers, and the holding of them to account. 
He is attempting to overcome the objection that by this 
means the State becomes dependent, in regard to its most 
important interests, upon that very multitude which is 
judged incompetent to manage them. This objection 
certainly appears well founded, for by this road the State 
drifts surely, if slowly, into democracy. But the circum¬ 
stance favourable to Aristotle is this, that the author of this 
innovation, the wise Solon, by no means intended to create 
a democracy, and did not directly create one. It was thus 
possible, temporarily, at least, to allow the Demos this far- 
reaching power without making it immediately and abso¬ 
lutely the master of the State. But the culminating point 
of these arguments is to be found, we imagine, in a thought 
which is far removed from Socratic doctrinairism, and 
its embodiment in Plato’s " pedantocracy ”—the thought, 
namely, that in things political it is not always and every¬ 
where professional training and expert knowledge that is 
required, that, on the contrary, here and elsewhere the user 
of an object, and not the producer, is the truly competent 
judge. 

9. This contest between forms of government to which 
we have devoted so much space provides us with a beacon 
well fitted to illuminate the remainder of our journey. It 
is permeated by the thought that the champions of the 
different forms of State are in no case able to put forward 
more than partial or half-truths. We are thus prepared to 
find the author of the MPolitics** bestowing on none of 
these forms unstinted praise and unqualified recognition. 
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The truth lies in the mean. This fundamental note of the 
“ Ethics ” is struck once more in the treatise devoted to the 
sister science. We may expect, accordingly, that Aristotle 
will prefer the tempered to the pure forms of State, the 
mixture of principles to the ruthless following out of any 
one principle. We shall not be surprised if suggestions of 
compromise frequently emerge, nor even if the passion for 
compromise becomes at times almost a caricature of that 
manysidedness which we found so characteristic of the last 
phase of Aristotle's master (cf. Vol. III. pp. 176, 235), 

But our critical examination of that dialectical tourney 
was more particularly intended to pave the way for another 
and more important consideration. We had to point out 
contradictions, chiefly in order to prepare for their explana¬ 
tion. The lack of consistency in Aristotle’s judgment upon 
democracy may be traced back to its origin in a twofold 
source: theoretical reflexion and personal experience. The 
democracy in the midst of which he lived, that of Athens, 
presented to him, on the whole, a much less unpleasant 
picture than the one which he had deduced from general 
and d priori principles. His treatment of monarchy, to 
which we now pass on, will produce in us an almost 
exactly opposite impression. 
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CHAPTER XXIX. 

ARISTOTLE’S THEORY OF THE STATE. 

(Monarchy.) 

1. The praise of monarchy is sounded in resonant strains. 
It is named the best of all forms of government. The 
precedence due to it is said to be made evident even by the 
contrary character of its degenerate form, tyranny, since 
everywhere the best becomes the worst when corrupted 
(1Corruptio optimi pessima). Who that reads such words can 
doubt that Aristotle was a convinced, an enthusiastic 
adherent of monarchy ? There is but one difficulty. With 
what purpose did Aristotle take such pains over the 
elaboration of his own “ best constitution,” if the best of 
constitutions was already in existence, barely admitting of 
a final touch in details, and certainly not requiring to be 
modelled anew ? The truth of the matter is this. That 
monarchy which is praised above all else is no monarchy 
known to history ; it is a Utopia in the true sense, a fabric 
without date or place, one which, so far as Aristotle knows, 
has never and nowhere subsisted in fact, unless perhaps as 
an isolated accident of the rarest kind. This will be 
understood as soon as we consider the demands made 
upon this monarchy. The king must satisfy the most 
extraordinary expectations. He must “ be sufficient to 
himself, possess all goods and advantages, so that he may 
need nothing and desire nothing for himself, but pursue 
exclusively the welfare of his subjects.” All this is 
altogether out of harmony with the impressions which 
our philosopher received from the rulers of his day. For 
proof, we might cull an anthology from his references 
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to court-life. "Virtue and reason are not at home on 
thrones ; ” " the possessors of power need only two kinds 
of companions—unscrupulous tools and entertaining 
society-men ” (we might almost say bravi and clowns) ; 
"private persons are superior, not inferior, to princes 
in respectability.” 

But here an objection may be raised. We shall 
perhaps be accused of indiscriminately citing expressions 
of blame which refer to tyrants or usurpers as much as 
to legitimate kings. But Aristotle himself has not 
attempted or accomplished a clear demarcation between 
the two. Many of the terms which he uses in these 
passages are of quite general import; he speaks of 
" rulers,” " princes/’ “ possessors of power,” without noticing 
in the slightest degree the origin of the authority. At 
all events we nowhere find in any of his works one word 
of warm praise for a contemporary monarch. It is always 
kings of the legendary age or of the earliest historical period 
who are praised, in contrast with the present state of 
affairs, as “ benefactors ” of their people ; and, indeed, the 
boundary between ideal monarchy and the monarchy 
of the heroic age is anything but sharply defined. 

2. The true king can thus only be one of those heaven- 
favoured exceptional natures that may be compared with 
Zeus himself. The monarchy, however, which distantly 
approaches this ideal, and which is not practicable in 
contemporary Greece, has a task which is thus stated : 
Keep watch over the rights of the propertied as well 
as over those of the mass, so that the second may suffer 
no grievous wrong, and the first no spoliation. Such 
kings were once raised to the throne for their virtues, 
their deeds, or the deeds of their kindred, by the higher 
classes desirous of preserving their privileges. In addition, 
services to civilization, the foundation of states, or the 
liberation of them by war have gained the royal dignity 
for the men by whom they were accomplished. Besides 
heroic monarchy, mention is made of barbaric monarchy 
(Which in most cases is not wholly unlimited), of a 
monarchy which is elective instead of hereditary (such 
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a king is called an “ aesymnete ” or dictator), and, lastly, 
of the Spartan monarchy, which with its extraordinary 
limitations came to little more than an hereditary general¬ 
ship. After elimination of those forms of state which 
are monarchies rather in name than reality, the question 
as to the advantages and disadvantages of kingship is 
reduced to this: What gain or loss comes from the un¬ 
limited or almost unlimited power of a single man ? 

“The best of all constitutions” does not emerge 
altogether unscathed from the dialectical cross-fire. The 
discussion opens by asking which is preferable, the rule 
of the best man or the rule of the best laws. The 
advocates of monarchy appeal to the impossibilty of laws, 
which are quite general, doing justice to all the particular 
cases which come under them. This admitted, the new 
question arises whether these inevitable gaps in legislation 
are rather to be filled by the best one than by many good. 
The simile of the pic-nic reappears, and with it another, 
and as we think, less questionable comparison: a large 
body of water is less exposed to corruption than a small 
one, and the same holds good of a large number of men. 
Aristotle shows his seriousness in this argument by his 
re-employment of it in the “ Constitution of the Athenians/' 
He there justifies the Athenian Demos in reserving to 
itself judicial decisions which had formerly been within 
the competency of the “ Council ” by remarking that “ the 
few are easier to corrupt by money or favour than the 
many." Here, the place of the many is taken by a 
number of honest citizens. To the objection that party 
divisions may reign among these, the answer is made 
that “even they, if they are as good as the one man, will 
not be led into evil by their divisions." Thus aristocracy, 
the rule of a great number of excellent citizens, is 
preferred to monarchical rule. Men have only suffered 
themselves to be governed by kings because in past 
ages, especially in states of limited extent, the desired 
number of good citizens was lacking. A greater degree 
of historical correctness will probably be allowed to the 
sketch, which now follows, of political development. The 
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exploitation of official position for the purpose of enrich¬ 
ment has converted aristocracies of the kind described 
into oligarchies. With the growing narrowness of an 
oligarchy, the opposition to it of the excluded multitude 
has also increased. Attacks on the oligarchic government 
have led, first, to tyranny, and, through this, to democracy. 
What the philosopher had here in his mind was perhaps 
mainly the true thought that the power of the multitude 
was earlier sufficient to support a usurper’s bid for 
authority than to defend its own interests independently. 

3. After this historical digression, the inherent dis¬ 
advantages of monarchy are enumerated. In the forefront 
stands the undiscriminating haphazard of inheritance. 
Then comes the danger of a misuse of military power. 
Next, unlimited monarchy is termed contrary to nature, 
because it conflicts with the equality which by nature 
befits equals. The exceptional natures which tower above 
the generality are here tacitly ignored, and with perfect 
justice, since the discussion is concerned with monarchy as 
a permanent institution. For equals, the taking of turns in 
ruling and obeying may be recommended ; but so far as it 
is advisable to grant larger powers to individuals, these 
should be appointed, in every case, as guardians and 
servants of the laws. Provision, too, is made by the law 
for a political education which makes it possible to trust 
an official to decide individual cases justly. The rule of 
law is the rule of reason and of God ; he who adds man 
adds also the beast that dwells in the human breast. 

The advocates of monarchy are credited with the 
assertion that the ruler, like other men, needs freedom of 
judgment; to hold him unconditionally to the law would 
be much as if one were to insist on the physician curing 
“ by the book ” (according to the letter of scientific pre¬ 
cepts), as indeed is actually done in Egypt within certain 
limits. To this Aristotle replies that the two cases are not 
of like nature; the interest of the physician coincides 
with that of the patient; it is otherwise in politics, where 
one man does much for the sake of pleasing or annoying 
another. Besides, when a physician comes under suspicion 
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of being in league with the patient’s enemies, that repu¬ 
diated “ treatment by the book ” will be greatly preferred. 
And if personal intelligence stands higher than the letter 
of the law, it does not possess the same superiority over 
the truly fundamental laws embodied in the customs and 
character of a people. Yet again, the single ruler is abso¬ 
lutely unable to supervise everything himself; he will 
always need many helpers to share the work of govern¬ 
ment with him. What difference, then, does it make 
whether this partition of power exists from the beginning, 
or is left to be made by the ruler ? Lastly, if the good 
man as such has a claim to authority, two good men are 
still better than one. The opponents of monarchy do not 
deny that in many cases a personal decision is necessary. 
They only desire that this decision may be shared by 
many instead of being restricted to a single person. Why 
should two eyes and two ears, two hands and two feet, 
perceive and do more than many persons possessed of 
many organs and many limbs ? 

4. It is difficult to pass by this chain of arguments 
without a word of criticism. It applies, not only to 
monarchy, but to every strong executive, even in a re¬ 
public. The idea of executive power failed to attain 
sufficient sharpness and distinctness in our philosophers 
mind, probably because the division of powers in the 
Greek commonwealths was very imperfect. He altogether 
overlooks the tremendous advantages of unity and con¬ 
tinuity of will. It makes in reality the very greatest 
difference whether the many helpers are nominated and 
directed by the head of the Government or whether they 
enjoy collateral authority. It is the difference between 
the strict administration of French prefects or Prussian 
presidents and the loose fabric of the modern Chinese or 
the ancient Persian empires with their half independent 
viceroys and satraps. If two good men are better than 
one, even in political matters, why should not the former 
dual government of Japan by Mikado and Shogun be an 
accepted model ? And yet such dual government has 
always been noted by history as an exception. In the 
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case of Sparta, with its highly limited monarchy, it was, 
perhaps, of little moment, though Aristotle himself cen¬ 
sured it indirectly ; and it was only in Rome and Carthage 
that it failed to produce the most disastrous consequences. 

5. Following upon this long series of attacks upon 
monarchy we meet with only a slender supply of argu¬ 
ments in its favour. Really there is only one, an appeal 
to that exceptional case, now so familiar to us, of a single 
man whose excellences of character and intellect raise 
him high above his fellows. “ The soil in which monarchy 
grows ”-*-so runs the conclusion—“ is a population willing 
to submit itself to a family marked out by its virtues for 
the control of the State.” 

Here, to be sure, there occurs a notable variation. 
Instead of the one favoured and exceptional nature a 
whole “family ” is spoken of. But clearly the “ virtue” of 
a royal house cannot have so high claims made upon it as 
that of a single superman who ranks almost as a miracle. 
On the other hand, the persons whose claims have to 
be satisfied are not now men in general, including the 
Greeks, but only the barbarians, who are “ by nature more 
inclined to serve.” 

All doubt may be regarded as excluded. The author 
of the “ Politics ” had absolutely no idea of the revival of 
monarchy in Greece itself. We have already referred to 
that levelling of culture which was deemed hostile to 
monarchy (cf. p. 325); still more significant is the expres¬ 
sion of an expectation that “ in view of the growth of 
cities and their population there will hardly be room in the 
future for any constitution but the democratic.” For the 
moment, indeed, it being necessary to reckon with the 
situation created by Alexander’s victories, Aristotle did 
not disdain to address to that monarch the counsel and the 
request that he would “exercise a protectorate over 
Hellenes, but rule over the barbarians as an absolute king.” 
But nothing suggests that he ever contemplated more 
than a passing subordination of Greece to u barbarianM 
Macedonia. 

Had he been able to read the signs of the times, had 
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he been even dimly conscious that the days of the Greek 
republics were coming to an end, and that the future 
belonged to monarchy, he could not have regarded the old 
city-states as a necessary and eternal feature of the Greek 
world. But he went on, partly drawing his political 
doctrines from Plato, partly shaping them afresh in the 
academic contest with Plato and his followers. He did 
not perceive that a fusion of East and West was in pro¬ 
gress, initiated by his own pupil; and he deemed his 
fellow-countrymen to be now as ever privileged, perma¬ 
nently and exclusively destined and qualified by nature 
for freedom. All this has a serious lesson for us. We 
touch the bounds of Aristotle’s mind, indeed we become 
filled with a wholesome mistrust of the farsightedness of 
great thinkers in general. The political foresight of 
Aristotle stands on a level with Alexis de Tocqueville's 
supposition that “ equality of conditions ” was the per¬ 
manent economic norm of North America — that land 
which a few decades later witnessed accumulations of 
wealth unprecedented in history, which became the home 
of the mammoth trust and the multi-millionaire. 
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CHAPTER XXX. 

ARISTOTLE'S THEORY OF THE STATE. 

(Political Statics.) 

I. The main, central portion of the “ Politics/’ consisting 
of books iv.-vi. treats of what in our time has been called 
political statics and dynamics. This last subject, the 
theory of political changes, as also of the decay of constitu¬ 
tions and the means by which they may be preserved, 
is naturally preceded by an account of the different 
constitutions themselves, one of which, namely, monarchy, 
has already been treated. The chief thoughts in this 
description are the following. “ There is not merely one 

democracy or oligarchy,” but a great number of varieties 
of these fundamental forms. These differences depend on 
the varying social conditions of the populations concerned. 
Political theorists, despite the excellence of their work in 
other respects, have hitherto erred by not observing this 
connexion. They have thus always sought merely the 
best constitution in the abstract, and not that constitution 
which for a given people, under given conditions, is the 
most advantageous, or even the only one attainable. The 
absolute side of the question is not without its value— 
indeed, Aristotle himself does not forego the quest of an 
ideal state—but it ought to be supplemented by a relative 
treatment This will be directed towards the solution of 
two closely cognate problems: what type of constitution, 
or what variety of such type, corresponds to a given state 
of society; and, again, what particular constitutional rules 
and laws correspond to that type, or that variety ? 

The work hitherto done in this field is marked, in 
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Aristotle’s judgment, by three defects. The multiplicity 
of real conditions is often sacrificed to an abstract unifor¬ 
mity ; the question of the relatively best is constantly put 
second to that of the absolutely best; lastly, the details 
of legislation are judged without due regard to the type 
or variety of the constitution to which they belong. 

This transition from the general and abstract to the 
particular and concrete is accompanied by a change of 
method. Dialectical jousting gives way to a more copious 
employment of historical examples and an abundance of 
practical suggestions in matters of detail. We have 
already referred to De Tocqueville. The change just 
described is like that which appears when we compare the 
later, matter-crammed work of this master-hand, “ L* Ancien 
Regime,” with the ofttimes thin-spun deductions of his 
" Democratic en Antique,” or at least of its second 
section. We may conjecture that a considerable interval 
elapsed between the composition, or the delivery, of the 
“ first investigation,” to which book iv. looks back, and this 
continuation of it. 

2. Emphatic stress is laid on the economic basis of the 
different forms of State. Mere numerical proportions have 
only a secondary importance. Suppose a city has thirteen 
hundred citizens, of whom a thousand are rich, and three 
hundred poor. The rule of the thousand would not then 
be democracy, nor that of the three hundred oligarchy. 
No doubt differences of descent, of education, of capacity 
must be taken into account as well as differences in wealth, 
According to the predominance of one or more of these 
elements qualitative* differences show themselves in the 
constitutional forms. What makes a democracy is the 
sovereignty of free men without property constituting 
a majority; oligarchy is the rule of nobles and wealthy 
men who form a minority. The process of further 
differentiation is illustrated .by a zoological example. 
The number and character of the possible animal forms 
might be determined almost d priori by reviewing 
successively all the conceivable combinations of organs 
having this or that quality (such and such a mouth 
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combined with such and such an abdomen, and so on). 
Similarly, we may group those elements which are now 
called social in whatever manner we choose, and thence 
deduce a vast number of varieties. Poverty and wealth 
must always be the chief pivots of the differentiation; 
according to the relative power of these two elements, the 
first of which is in practice generally represented by a 
majority and the second by a minority of the citizens, 
we have a democracy or an oligarchy. The sub-varieties 
of these two main types, however, are based on the social 
distinctions already treated of. In a democracy, the special 
type depends on whether the Demos consists of peasants, 
of artizans, of tradesmen, of sailors, or of day-labourers; 
while oligarchies differ according as acquired or inherited 
wealth, nobility of birth, education, or capacity takes the 
foremost rank. 

3. A particularly fine saying points to the distinction 
between the mere constitutional form and the spirit in 
which it is worked. Aristotle was perhaps the first to 
call attention to the significant and often overlooked 
truth that factors which have been suppressed or 
vitally weakened by political revolutions may yet long 
retain a firm footing in ‘‘education and custom,” that 
characters do not alter with the same speed as laws. A 
political right is one thing, the moral or social power 
of a class is quite another. In Athens the social influence 
of the nobility survived its political privileges—we may 
call to mind Nicias or Alcibiades—and the case is similar 
in modern England, where a constitution that becomes 
more and more democratic proves eminently reconcilable 
with the regard for the aristocracy which is rooted in the 
national character. At the present time even radical 
parties have for their leaders chiefly scions of the old 
families, and the Lower House itself contains but a very 
slight infusion of the proletariate. 

A superficial consideration of democracy, Aristotle 
goes on, not seldom leads to serious error. The equal 
share of all in the government may seem to be the full 
realization of the principle of equality. But since the 
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great mass constitutes the majority, and the decision of 
the majority controls the State, this rule of the equality 
becomes really the rule of the Demos, As stages in the 
advance towards democracy we have, first, the enforcement 
of a property qualification, low in amount, then the inclu¬ 
sion in the governing body of citizens with an unblemished 
character. After this, all the citizens alike share in the 
government, but subject to the law; lastly, the multitude 
rules and no longer the law, the place of which is taken by 
decrees or resolutions of the people. The Demos thus 
becomes a " many-headed sole ruler/’ As with a monarch, 
so with the Demos flatterers, now called demagogues, 
stand in high honour. They induce the people to decide 
everything in the assembly, and they themselves control 
the decisions. Such a democracy might be denied the 
name of constitution altogether, for a constitution can 
never be wholly void of law. Indeed, we may go farther. 
By ceasing to be constitutional, such a state of things 
ceases even to be a democracy, seeing that democracy is 
always reckoned among the constitutions. 

To a somewhat cursory reader of the “ Politics ” it may 
perhaps seem a confusion of ideas, if not a mere arbitrary 
assumption, when the author identifies universal partici¬ 
pation in the government with despotic quality of the 
government and the negation of the sovereignty of law. 
One might be inclined to imagine that he confused the 
unlimited power of the people with the unlimited exercise 
of that power. His true opinion, however, appears from 
the considerations which he devotes to the different 
varieties of democracy. He manifests a decided preference 
in treating of that variety in which an agricultural and 
moderately well-off population holds the helm. Such a 
population does not lack a sufficient livelihood, but it does 
lack the leisure which alone makes possible a large share 
in the direct work of government. Here, therefore, the 
people allow the law to rule, and limit themselves to the 
indispensable number of assemblies. The case is similar 
in other varieties of democracy, till at last the growth of 
states and the great increase of their revenues bring about 
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a change. Government now for the first time falls into 
the hands of the mass, whose participation is rendered 
possible by the fact that the unpropertied now receive 
pay and gain the leisure they would otherwise lack. 
Indeed, the multitude has in this case the most leisure 
of all. Their leisure, unlike that of the rich, is not 
encroached upon by care for their private concerns. Thus 
only those who have no property are entirely without 
hindrance in attending the popular assembly and filling 
the office of juror. Obviously, Aristotle takes it for an 
axiomatic truth, hardly worth the trouble of justifying, 
that when the mass has arrived at the full possession and 
direct exercise of political power, it is unable to restrain 
its varying caprices or to resist the seductive arts of the 
demagogue. 

4. In order not to be misled here, it is necessary that 
this apparently unconditional condemnation of democracy, 
and that, too, of democracy in precisely the form which 
won at Athens, should be read in the light of other and 
far more lenient judgments pronounced by the Stagirite. 
While tyranny is for him the worst of the degenerate consti¬ 
tutional forms, just because it is the corruption of the best 
(cf. p. 351), democracy is, for kindred reasons, “the most 
tolerable of them all,” and oligarchy is allowed a middle 
station between them. Other utterances in which the 
democratic form of government is justified or approved 
have already presented themselves to our notice (cf. pp. 344 
and 353). Athens is not in our philosopher's mind when 
he charges the propertyless mass with an inclination to 
plunder those who have means (cf. p. 342). The work, 
“ On the Constitution of the Athenians,” has not a word 
of complaint on the score of the undue burdening or the 
spoliation of the rich. The author of the “ Politics,” too, 
is entirely at one with Demosthenes, that champion of the 
popular party, in censuring the care of the poor at Athens 
as unsuitable and insufficient, not at all as excessive. It 
is still more worthy of note that the personal friend 
of Macedonian potentates takes occasion to praise the 
M customary lenience ” of the Athenian Demos, though often 
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enough it allows itself to be deceived and befooled, blit 
soon wakes from its stupor and punishes its seducers. 
But when he touches on the behaviour of the Demos, after 
the conclusion of the Civil War, his eulogy of its high¬ 
mindedness has a ring of genuine enthusiasm. Not only, 
he remarks, was the amnesty observed with scrupulous 
fidelity and the tribe of informers kept down with a 
ruthless hand ; the people went far beyond the obligations 
assumed under the treaty of peace by taking up the debt 
incurred by the defeated oligarchic faction in Sparta, and 
paying it off with the greatest speed possible. Thus, 
dissatisfied as he was with the rule of the demagogues, 
Aristotle by no means failed to recognize the incorruptible 
heart of goodness in the noble people among whom he 
worked. What he really has to charge it with is its 
disposition to take sudden leaps, and that political short¬ 
sightedness which so often sacrificed future welfare to the 
interests of the hour. Besides this lack of stability and 
foresight, the rough tone which tanners and lampmakers 
(a Cleon or an Hyperbolus) had established upon the 
orators* tribune repelled the dignified man of the world. 
Little, then, as the Athenian democracy corresponded to 
his ideal, he was not altogether out of humour with it ; 
and the vehemence of his invective did not exclude warm 
affection for the people against whom his censure was 
directed. 

5. Oligarchy, like democracy, runs through several 
stages, until it passes into a government by dynasts 
which no longer aims at the general welfare, but pursues 
the interests of the rulers with arbitrary lawlessness. The 
stages of this process are distinguished as, first, the 
establishment of a property qualification which opens State 
offices to every person of means while excluding all the 
poor; secondly, a high property qualification combined 
with co-optation ; lastly, the hereditary transmission of 
office. The first of these phases corresponds to a fairly 
even distribution of wealth; in the second, the number of 
qualified persons shrinks ; a continuation of the process is 
still for a while compatible with the reign of law; at last 
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a stage is reached which may be regarded as the precise 
opposite of extreme democracy. 

What Aristotle calls “ polity,” or the truly constitutional 
state, is only sketched in shadowy outline. It is repre¬ 
sented as a mixed form, a combination of democracy and 
oligarchy. Such a mixture may be effected in various 
ways,—for example, the oligarchic principle of election 
may replace the democratic method of casting lots for office, 
while democracy contributes the principle of dispensing 
with property qualifications. Aristotle's love of system has 
here produced remarkable fruit; for this hybrid is at the 
same time presented to us as that “ right ” constitutional 
type of which democracy is the corruption or degeneration 
—observe how a mere mongrel type has been raised to the 
rank of an independent species. Plato had been content 
to recognize three types of constitution, and to distinguish 
between the good, or lawful, and the bad, or lawless, 
manipulation of each (cf. Vol. III., p. 183). Aristotle goes 
further: the forms of state which to him appear failures 
must in every case be regarded as the deteriorations or 
corruptions of commendable types. In the relation of 
tyranny to monarchy and of oligarchy to aristocracy, this 
idea received adequate support. But when the turn came 
to democracy it failed, and could only be saved by the 
assignment to the mixed form called “ polity ” of a higher 
significance than was its due. The third in the company of 
constitutional failures, namely, tyranny, is described as the 
government, resting on force, of a sole ruler, not directed 
to the welfare of the governed. 

6. The best constitution—that is, the best in a practical 
sense, not a “ dream-state,” not an ideal which could only 
be realized by an extraordinary accident or a radical 
transformation of existing conditions—is declared to be 
the rule of the middle class. This reminds us of the 
ethical theory of the mean ; and there is, in truth, an 
intimate connexion, which Aristotle himself recognizes. If 
the middle mode of life is the best, it follows that a medium 
endowment with the good things of fortune must also be 
the most desirable. The chief reason is that in such a 
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situation obedience to reason is easier than in any other. 
Both superfluity, whether in beauty, in wealth, or in nobility 
of birth, and also the direct opposites of these, destitution, 
the lowest depths of ignominy and weakness, are alike 
difficult to enlist in the service of reason. The first 
extreme engenders lawlessness and crime on the grand 
scale, the second rascality and petty wrong-doing. But 
here we have the two main sources of all evil. 

It is further explained how the first-named class are 
unable to obey—they show this incapacity even as children 
at school—while the second class go too far in submissive¬ 
ness. The two together do not unite into a political whole; 
they form a combination of slaves and masters, the first 
filled with envy, the second with contempt. The middle 
class ought to be stronger than the two extremes together, 
if possible, in any case it ought to be stronger than either 
alone. It thus becomes, and chiefly so in a state of con¬ 
siderable extent, a guarantee against insurrection and 
revolution. Tyranny, indeed, springs as often from extreme 
democracy as from unmixed oligarchy. Besides, the best 
legislators have been produced by the middle class. 

7. This discussion opens up the question as to the 
relation of political forms to social conditions. In its most 
general expression, the solution is as follows : that element 
which has an interest in preserving the form of the State 
must in every case be stronger than the element of which 
the reverse is true. The application of this rule requires a 
twofold examination of any particular case. There are in 
every state qualitative as well as quantitative factors. Such 
are freedom, wealth, education, nobility ; the quantitative 
factor is arrived at by counting heads. Now, it may happen 
that quality is to be found on one side, quantity on the 
other. This is illustrated by an example. The noble or 
the rich may be surpassed in numbers by the plebeian or 
the poor, yet not in so high a degree as they themselves 
enjoy a preponderance in respect of quality. Where the 
numerical advantage of the propertyless is not compensated 
by the qualitative superiority of their rivals, there is the 
place for democracy, and for one or another variety of it 
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according to the predominance of each particular kind of 
Demos. Thus in one case, where tillers of the soil pre¬ 
dominate, we shall have the first, most moderate form of 
democracy (cf. p. 361); the last or extreme form will 
correspond to the predominance of mechanics and day- 
labourers. The case is similar with the intermediate forms. 
On the other hand, when the qualitative superiority of the 
propertied and socially higher class is greater than their 
quantitative inferiority, then oligarchy will come to its 
rights, and each particular variety of this type according to 
considerations similar to those already adduced. 

The reconciliation of opposing factors, that main task 
of a legislator aiming at a middle line, is sometimes assisted 
by artifices which, without infringing on the equality of 
political rights, affect their practical exercise either by 
facilitating or by impeding it. Those who lack property 
may be induced to take part in the public assembly by the 
payment of fees, the propertied, but these alone, by the 
threat of punishment (compare what is said in Vol. III. pp. 
243, 244, on compulsory voting in Plato). If the equilibrium 
of the two main factors is not hereby secured, one possi¬ 
bility—and this is what Aristotle himself recommends—is 
to limit the payment of fees to that part of the lower class 
which does not exceed the wealthy class in numbers; 
another expedient would be to eliminate the excess by 
casting lots. 

In this connexion there occurs also a passing reference 
to the possibility of popular representation. The idea is 
suggested by the awkwardness and unwieldiness of mass- 
meetings. The popular assembly is here replaced by a 
body whose members are chosen, either by vote or by lot, 
from the several divisions of the people. 

8. Other modes of reconciliation, partly historical, partly 
new-invented, are adapted to tempered forms of government. 
One of these, penally enforced attendance at the popular 
assembly, has already been mentioned. This compulsion 
pursued a threefold purpose. It was intended to promote 
the balance of power; it was intended to retain in the service 
of the State that wisdom and expert knowledge which the 
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aloofness of the upper class threatened to withdraw from it; 
above all, it was intended to prevent the members of this 
class from sullenly turning their backs on the State, 
becoming estranged from it in their minds, and so more 
inclined for violent revolutions. (A part of these dangers 
may now, or might till recently, have been discerned in 
North America.) The same tendency towards compromise 
produces a variety of suggestions applicable to oligarchic 
States. The “preparatory authority” may well associate 
with itself a certain number of additional members, taken 
from and chosen by the Demos, or again, the decisions of 
the “preliminary advisers ” or “guardians of the laws” may 
be reserved for confirmation by the people. The aim is 
here to avoid alienating the masses (as in the former 
instances the upper class) from the State. But in order 
that the power of the masses may not assume dangerous 
proportions, Aristotle puts forward for consideration a 
number of precautionary measures. The people should be 
entitled either simply to confirm the “ preliminary resolu¬ 
tion ” or at all events not to enact what is absolutely 
contrary to it. Again, the voting on a measure may be 
open to all, but the discussion confined to the magistrates. 
Lastly, the people may be empowered to reject a “prelimi¬ 
nary resolution,” but not to substitute another in its place, 
being required, in such cases, to refer the matter back to 
the authorities. Applied to modern circumstances, this 
last proposal, one that well deserves consideration, would 
take the following form : Parliament may not impair the 
unity of a law by amendments ; it must be in a position to 
safeguard the general interest in the most effective possible 
way, but not to substitute its own ignorance and impetuosity 
for the expert knowledge and careful consideration of the 
Government 

9. We have already entered upon the discussion of the 
division of powers. The ideas which are so familiar to us, 
imperfectly realized as they were in the public life of 
Greece, could not be developed without an effort. This 
remark has the least applicability to the “judicial,” a little 
more to the legislative (here called the “deliberative”), 
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and most of all to the “ ordering ” or executive power. 
Under this head offices of all kinds are named, including 
the office of a priest or of a choregus, till at last there is 
a dawning perception that the “ordering” authorities are 
“ authorities ” in a stricter sense than the others. The 
distinction, however, still remains imperfect, because the 
supreme deliberative body is invested with the right of 
decision in certain cases—for example, in questions of war 
and peace or the conclusion of treaties—which in modern 
States (the North American Union excepted) are reserved 
to the executive. Other matters, too, are dealt with by 
the deliberative body which now almost without exception 
fall within the competence of the law courts—we may 
instance the death-penalty, banishment, and confiscation of 
property. If, further, the selection of high officials and the 
holding them to account on retirement are assigned to the 
assemblies corresponding to our Parliaments, there is no 
lack of analogies, at any rate in the Republican States of the 
present day. 

Besides the abundant illustrations of the possible ways 
in which the three powers may be modified, we notice 
once more the relativity of the standpoint; the author 
inquires which of the different modifications harmonize 
with, or are advantageous to, the different forms of State. 
The most important points relating to the legislative 
power in this connexion have already been dealt with. In 
regard to the executive, the mode of nominating officials 
comes under consideration ; it is asked whether they are 
to be chosen by vote or by lot, whether the right of election 
—active or passive—and that of eligibility by lot are to be 
universal or limited. It is possible, again, that one part 
of the offices should be filled by election, another by lot 
The unit recognized in the elections, or lot-drawing, may 
be either the whole body of citizens or a smaller combi¬ 
nation, such as a tribe or township (Deme). Yet again, 
a limited active may be combined with an unlimited passive 
right of election, as well as with either a limited or un¬ 
limited participation in the lot-drawings. The absence 
of all such limitations is democratic, and so is the mixture 
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of the two systems. The double limitation of the right of 
election, and the single limitation of the right to share in 
the lot-drawings, are peculiar to oligarchy. Lastly, similar 
distinctions are drawn in respect of appointments to 
judicial work. 
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CHAPTER XXXI. 

ARISTOTLE’S THEORY OF THE STATE. 

(Political Dynamics.) 

I. The dynamic treatment of politics is as it were 
embedded in the static. The two are united by a practical 
point of view. In order to ensure the continuance of 
a state of things it is necessary to search out the dangers 
by which it is threatened. Aristotle addresses himself 
to this task. Having gained the requisite knowledge, 
he goes back to the starting-point of his investigations, 
and now at last is able the more accurately to set forth 
the measures which can arrest the decay or destruction, 
first of the main types of constitution, then of the sub¬ 
ordinate varieties. This is the bond, one often misunder¬ 
stood, which connects book vi. with book v. and both 
with book iv. 

He begins by enumerating the “ sources of sedition,” 
among which misunderstood equality (cf. pp. 341,342) takes 
the first place in oligarchy no less than in democracy. 
The attack may take a threefold direction : it may be 
aimed at the form of the constitution or at the persons in 
power, or it may seek to modify the political system 
in operation by exaggerating or softening its characteristic 
features. Special cases arise when it is desired to change 
a part of the constitution, for example, to raise or lower 
thfc; status of a particular authority. The troubles that 
arise within a democracy are not so bad as those to 
which an oligarchy is subject; for here the battle with 
the enemy (the Demos), is apt to be complicated with 
internal faction. 
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Among the more general causes of civil broils two 
are placed in special prominence. The first is the unequal 
development of the constituent elements in the community. 
This latter is compared—a truly Aristotelian exaggeration 
—with an organism which remains two spans high, while 
one foot alone attains a length of four ells. Equally 
dangerous is “ heterogeneity/* the building up of the State 
from elements not sufficiently akin. A fine image is used 
by way of illustration. In war the crossing of irrigation- 
channels, however small they may be, disturbs the 
coherence of the lines ; similarly the unity of the citizens 
is impaired by every sundering distinction. Differences 
of character and occupation are mentioned here as well 
as defects in national homogeneity. Those who live in 
our large modern States cannot fail to be struck, and indeed 
amused, by the emphasis which, in this connexion, 
Aristotle lays on the difference between Athens and its 
port-suburb, the Piraeus. He holds to this point of view 
so exclusively here that he seems to forget his own polemic 
against Plato, whom he had accused of excessively “ unify¬ 
ing” the State, and so reducing it to the level of an individual 
(cf. Vol. III. p. 118). For the moment, too, he loses sight 
of the historical fact that in many instances the successful 
foundation of colonies was due to the co-operation of 
several cities and nationalities, and their prosperous 
development to the union of Greeks and barbarians. It 
may almost be said that he counts upon his readers being 
able to remedy his occasional onesidednesses. 

The enumeration of grounds and occasions which lead 
to political strife is preceded by a weighty saying : “ Civil 
conflicts arise, not for small objects, but from small 
occasions/* Having made this reservation, however, he 
enters upon an extraordinarily copious account of these 
small occasions—fear of punishment, personal rivalry, 
contempt provoked by maladministration, election in¬ 
trigues, deeds of violence, and even including love troubles, 
contested* inheritances, rejected offers of marriage, and 
family quarrels of all kinds. The amplitude with which 
special instances are described, the manifest joy in anecdote, 
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call to mind perhaps more than any other part of the 
“ Politics,” the rich colouring which distinguishes the 
u Constitution of the Athenians.” 

But while in general it is the excessive power of one 
social factor that threatens civic peace, at times the exact 
opposite occurs. Conflicts may be delayed till the two 
parties are nearly in equilibrium, since the obvious 
superiority of the one side renders an attack much too 
hazardous in the eyes of the other. Such, moreover, is 
the situation of those who necessarily feel "equality” as 
most oppressive, and who are the readiest to raise special 
claims, that is, those who are superior to the rest in 
personal character. “ They are a very small company 
in comparison with the whole.” 

2. The theme, hitherto treated generally, is now 
expounded in detail. Demagogy, the chief factor in 
revolutionary movements within democracy, is described 
in its varying forms. Often originally identical with the 
military commander, the demagogue in past times frequently 
pushed his way upwards till he became tyrant. Now 
rhetoric is his most effective weapon. The remedy 
proposed for demagogy is the substitution of voting by 
districts for collective voting, a means, we may add, which 
would free the smaller interests, in particular the agri¬ 
cultural, from the domination of the city mob assembled 
in the market-place. 

Demagogy occurs also under oligarchic government, 
particularly where the passive right of election is narrowly 
limited but the active right common to all citizens capable 
of bearing arms or to all without restriction. Here the 
oligarchs have ground and occasion to flatter the people. 
On the other hand, oppression of the masses is a frequent 
cause of revolution in this form of government, but equally 
so is the progressive narrowing of the oligarchy, which 
increases the number of discontented outsiders. These not 
seldom call in the help of the people, with a result which 
often goes far beyond their intentions. A united oligarchy 
cannot easily be destroyed from within. But if individual 
oligarchs are ruined by extravagant living they may seek 
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to make themselves or others tyrants, or they may lay 
hands on public property, and in either way they may 
indirectly fan sedition. Further causes of revolution or 
usurpation are the employment of mercenaries in war or 
the appointment of arbitrators to judge between parties in 
peace—two consequences of mistrust felt by the oligarchs 
for the people or by each for the other. To these and 
many other causes of an accidental and personal nature 
such as the resentment aroused by insults or unjust judg¬ 
ments, there is added a type of what may be almost called 
automatic revolution. The form of the constitution may 
remain inviolate while its substance undergoes a change. 
Thus with the growth of national wealth and the general 
rise of values occasioned by a long peace it may happen 
that the property qualification fixed by law may lose it's 
exclusiveness and admit to political privileges a far wider 
circle of the public than in former times. 

This is the place to mention a means by which, as 
Aristotle suggests, not oligarchies alone may guard against 
the automatic lowering of the property-qualification in the 
manner described above. He recommends that the tax- 
register should be examined at regular intervals, in order 
that the property-qualification may be revised accordingly, 
doubled, for example, if the amount of taxable capital is 
found to have been doubled. The qualifying amount thus 
forms a constant fraction of the whole taxable capital, and 
is protected against a rise in the value of commodities, or 
what comes to the same thing, a fall in the value of money. 
Protection is equally afforded against the opposite danger. 
There is one obvious objection to this plan. Nothing 
could be more undesirable in Aristotle's view than a 
diminution in the number of those entitled to political 
privileges. But this might easily be the result if his 
proposed adjustment of the property-qualification to the 
rise or fall of the total assessment were carried out without 
regard to the distribution of the assessed property. The 
changes occurring within a period might include a great 
concentration of wealth, so that, for example, a number of 
tenfold millionaires might be found to have taken the place 
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each of a hundred men worth a hundred thousand drachmae. 
Thus in order to keep the level of the property-qualification 
in harmony with changing social conditions, it would be 
necessary, we think, to take into consideration not merely 
the sum-total, from time to time, of the national wealth, 
but also the manner of its distribution. 

We return for the present to the study in political 
dynamics. The chief cause of dissolution in the case of 
44 polities ’' and aristocracies is the violation of their constitu¬ 
tional basis. Such in a 44 polity ” is the principle by which the 
power of the people is blended with that of the upper class ; 
in an aristocracy the combination of these elements with 
that of personal capacity. There are two directions which 
a change of constitution may take : firstly, the tendencies 
already present in the constitution may be followed still 
further ; but another possibility is a revulsion towards the 
opposite type. Account is taken not only of developments 
accelerated by force, but also of changes which take place 
gradually and imperceptibly. As soon as any one part of 
the constitution is abandoned the way is opened for the 
abolition of another more important part, and so for the 
destruction of the whole. Along with tranformations 
operated from within, those also are considered which are 
effected by external influences. Such influences proceed, 
sometimes from a neighbouring State, sometimes from one 
situated at some distance but possessing superior power. 
The chief example of this is furnished by the Peloponnesian 
War, in the course of which Athens everywhere overthrew 
the oligarchies and Sparta the democracies. 

3. From now onwards the static point of view gains the 
upper hand. Nothing is to be more guarded against in 
well-ordered constitutions than illegalities, small ones not 
least of all. For the evil creeps in unperceived, just as in 
a household small excesses of expenditure, by accumulating, 
eat up the family means without attracting notice. In both 
cases the judgment is overpowered by the same fallacy: If 
the individual item is small, so is the total. Many a 
constitution is indebted for its permanent subsistence less 
to its own intrinsic goodness than to the skill which the 
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heads of the State show in dealing both with those outside 
the privileged pale and with their fellows in authority. 
They treat the first class considerately, avoiding so far as 
possible everything which wounds their feelings or subjects 
them to loss ; indeed, they admit the most capable of 
them to a share in the government. With all the possessors 
of full citizenship they consort on terms of democratic 
equality. 

It is also advisable for oligarchies and aristocracies to 
borrow particular institutions from democracy ; for example, 
short-termed, even half-yearly tenure of office, in order that 
all may have their turn, and that those dangers may be 
avoided which arise from a long continuance in office of the 
highest authorities. There is yet another point of view. 
Sometimes it is not the remoteness but the nearness of 
dangers which guards the constitution. For the effect of a 
threat is that men busy themselves all the more anxiously 
with the defence of the thing threatened. It is therefore 
profitable to instil such fears into the minds of the citizens; 
they will then rally round the constitution and keep watch 
over it day and night, suffering no more intermission of this 
vigilance than they would in the case of sentry duty. 
Another step to be recommended is the setting of legal 
limits to quarrels within the governing classes. No one 
man should be allowed to rise too high, and, above all, too 
quickly; should this, however, happen, the too rapid fall of 
such a man is a thing to be guarded against. If purely 
personal affairs are not to open the way to undertakings 
which imperil the State, strict supervision must be main¬ 
tained over private life, especially within the governing 
classes. 

4. Once more we encounter the specifically Aristotelian 
endeavour to reconcile opposites and pare away extremes. 
It is possible, he#says, to combine, in a certain measure, 
aristocracy with democracy. For this purpose it is necessary, 
before everything else, to provide against. the officials 
becoming unduly rich. For in that case the mass does not 
feel too keenly its exclusion from positions of authority; 
indeed, men are rather pleased to be able to go about their 
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private business undisturbed, so long as suspicions of the 
kind here suggested are not aroused. But when that kind 
of suspicion does gain ground, the resentment thereby 
caused is twofold: men miss the honour, as well as the 
profit, of office. In the opposite case, access to office may 
be granted to the masses without their making any actual 
use of the concession. But those who are well-to-do, 
having no need of these illicit gains, will be ready and 
willing to hold office rather than be governed by the 
first comer. 

In democracy it is important to spare the rich: not 
their capital only, but also their income. Indeed, one may 
go further, and even prohibit their undertaking costly but 
useless services to the public such as the maintenance of 
choruses, or the organizing of torch-races, and so on. In 
an oligarchy, on the other hand, it is necessary to take 
much thought for the poor ; the more lucrative offices may 
be reserved for them ; the right of testamentary disposition 
may be limited in order that property may remain in 
families; there may be a prohibition against one man 
inheriting from several. The same equalizing purpose is 
served by the counsel to allow to the factor which is the 
less favoured by the constitution—to the well-off in 
democracies, to the unpropertied in oligarchies—the greater 
share in those offices which are not the actual seat of the 
sovereign power. 

For the judicious filling of these last-named offices 
three requisites are named : loyalty to the constitution ; the 
greatest possible degree of specific capability ; lastly, virtue 
and justice. Which of these qualities is to govern the 
choice when all three are not to be had together ? This 
difficulty, it is said, must be settled by considering which of 
them is met with the more commonly and which the more 
rarely. In appointing a general, for instance, more depends 
on the rare talent for military command than on the 
commoner qualities of virtue and loyalty to the constitution. 
But in the case of an office coming under the head of police 
or finance a higher than the average degree of integrity 
is demanded, while the requisite technical knowledge is 
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“common to all” (!). But virtue and strength of character 
are necessary for the reason that the possession of know¬ 
ledge and love of the constitution are as insufficient in 
politics as knowledge and self-love alone are for the conduct 
of private life. 

Aristotle returns once more to his leading point of view, 
the maintenance of the correct medium. It is possible, 
especially where a constitution in itself deviates from the 
true mean, that the exaggeration of its special features 
may produce a progressive deterioration which in the end 
leaves it no constitution at all (cf. p. 361). A more 
important point than any yet mentioned, one, too, on which 
hitherto no thought has been bestowed, is education in the 
spirit of the constitution. He who is so educated will not 
do what is desired by or pleasing to the friends of oligarchy 
or of democracy, but that which affords them the possibility 
of maintaining erect the system of government which they 
favour. But it is the opposite of this that happens. In an 
oligarchy the sons of those in power live extravagantly, 
while those of the poor acquire by labour and exertion 
both the will and the strength for revolutionary under¬ 
takings. On the other hand, in those democracies which 
are counted the most democratic of all, “ freedom and 
equality ” are interpreted as denoting merely individual 
caprice. 

5. The turn now comes of monarchy, the causes of its 
decay and the means for its preservation. Much of what 
has been said about republics applies to this constitution as 
well. For of the two kinds of monarchy, true kingship 
corresponds to aristocracy, while tyranny is as it were a 
compound of extreme oligarchy with democracy. In order 
tp give the more point to this antithesis a statement is 
ifiade which is unaccompanied by any corroborating historical 
example and which, perhaps, rests on mere deduction. This 
statement is to the effect that kingship was instituted for the 
protection of the higher against the lower classes, while 
tyranny—here we are on solid historical ground—was often 
intended to protect the masses against their superiors. Not 
tiat this was anciently th^ case, for then tyranny arose 
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partly out of kingship through the extension of the royal 
powers, partly out of the higher offices of state, partly also 
out of oligarchy. Presently the deduction of which we 
have spoken is abandoned, and kingship is regarded as a 
bulwark against one-sided class-rule in general. 

The causes of revolution which have been named in 
connexion with other forms of government, such as the 
suffering of injustice, fear of anticipated evils, contempt, 
and the like, are so far modified, in the case of monarchy, 
that the injustice and the contempt appear as the fruits of 
arrogance, which for its part falls again under a number of 
heads such as insult, bodily maltreatment, erotic abuse, 
and so on. Historical examples are adduced in prodigal 
abundance. The fact that Philip of Macedon and his 
murder by Pausanias are mentioned in this connexion 
should give pause to those who are undiscerning enough to 
read a glorification of that monarch out of Aristotle’s work. 
In the passage where ambition is mentioned among the 
motives of conspiracies, that particular kind of ambition is 
not forgotten which is solely concerned to accomplish, 
perhaps only to attempt, some deed of desperate daring. 
In this category is placed Dion of Syracuse, of whom an 
utterance is quoted implying slender hope for the success 
of his undertaking (cf. Vol. III. pp. 138 seqq.). 

6. There now follows a discussion in which the king 
and the tyrant are distinguished. The fall of tyranny is 
brought about from outside as soon as it is opposed by a 
hostile political form which has greater strength; such 
enemies are democracy, aristocracy, and kingship. Ruin 
comes to tyranny from within when the members of the 
princely house quarrel with each other. Of the two chief 
causes of enmity, hatred and contempt, the first is in¬ 
evitable, but the destruction of the tyranny is not generally 
brought about till the second is added as well. Thus the 
founders of tyrannies have as a rule been able to kejep 
them, but their successors have commonly lost their powder 
after making themselves contemptible by a life of pleasujre. 
It is inquired whether in such cases hatred or anger is tpe 
more powerful factor. Ang^certainiy incites to actipn 
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with more immediate force, but its characteristic lack of 
reflexion renders it on the whole less dangerous. 

Kingship is the form of government most rarely over¬ 
thrown by external forces ; it is, therefore, long-lived. Its 
internal corruption occurs in one of two ways: through 
strife within the dynasty, and through the attempt to render 
the Government more despotic. But “no new kingdoms 
come into being now!' For already men are too much alike, 
there is too great a lack of individuals who tower above 
their fellows to allow of that willing subordination which 
belongs to the essence of kingly rule (cf. pp. 325 and 356). 
We are astonished here by the philosopher’s blindness to 
the historical transformation which was then approaching, 
nay, had actually begun. He speaks as though Hellas 
were at the close, rather than the opening, of a monarchical 
era. And he who so spoke was the tutor of Alexander, 
the friend of Antipater (cf. p. 23), and, without doubt, of 
many others among those generals of Alexander who 
divided the world among them after his death. Aristotle, 
we may say, sat at table with monarchy without knowing 
it. And let it not be answered that he was thinking only 
of Greece and not of the surrounding countries. For 
among the subjects of the Ptolemies, of the Seleucids, of 
Lysimachus, there were very many Greeks. And if no 
new monarchy arose in Greece itself, yet its permanent 
subjection to the Macedonian monarchy is a fact which in 
the spirit, if not in the letter, most decisively contradicts 
the pseudo-prophecy we have quoted. Nor will it avail to 
range the monarchies of the Diadochi under the category 
of tyranny rather than that of kingship. A monarchy like 
that of the Ptolemies, one which made continuity its aim, 
which took so serious account of custom and tradition, 
which, in consequence, lasted for so long, is wholly out of 
keeping with the picture which Aristotle gives of tyranny 
—a Government based on craft and violence, and, therefore, 
as certainly short-lived as monarchy is solid and enduring. 
But, did any doubt remain, one consideration is decisive— 
the tireless care with which Aristotle elaborates his projects 
of amelioration for the republican constitutions. How 
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could such plans have come into his mind if he had as 
much as dreamed that the old order was at an end, that 
the republican forms were henceforth to clothe no weightier 
substance than paltry municipal affairs ? It is highly profit¬ 
able for us to dwell on such great errors of mighty intellects. 
They inspire us with a very wholesome mistrust. Who 
knows how gravely the intellects of the day, great and small 
alike, may be in error when they see more than a transitory 
phase of historical development in those institutions, such as 
universal franchise, which in recent times have been so keenly 
fought for, and, in almost all cases, so triumphantly won ? 

7. To the causes of decay are opposed the means of 
preservation. The chief means of preserving kingly rule 
is its own moderation. In the case of tyranny, two pre¬ 
cisely opposite paths are open. The first is the traditional 
one, which most tyrants tread. They seek to inspire their 
subjects with mistrust of each other, to hold them power- 

Vless, to crush their spirit. This purpose is served by for- 
silHing the assembling of men at common meals or in 
sisft|, everything, in fact, which brings men together and 
realises co-operation, by fostering spies and informers, by 
a part»bn one class against another, by bleeding the people 
the naAt of view from which the great architectural works of 
the S4 are somewhat one-sidedly regarded. There follows 
wisejpt saying, which still more forcibly reminds us of 
forn(irism and Napoleonism : “ The tyrant is a fomenter 
re;wars,” with the object, that is, of keeping his subjects 
TUsy and making his leadership indispensable. Here 
Aristotle, the devotee of cool reason, treats the influence 
of imagination and the thirst for glory with the same undue 
neglect with which in the immediately preceding case he 
had treated the increase of prestige. Tyranny, like extreme 
democracy, welcomes woman-rule and the insolence of 
slaves, for these are classes from which the tyrant has no 
more serious danger to fear than the demagogue. Finally, 
the tyrant loves to consort with persons of bad character, 
with foreigners in preference to natives, while in every man 
distinguished by fearless candour and dignified bearing be 
sees a menace to and a diminution of his power. 
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The nature of the second path may be inferred from 
the causes which lead to the decay of kingship. If the 
latter is ruined by modification in the direction of tyranny, 
then tyranny must be benefited by an approach towards 
true kingship—it being always understood that the ruler's 
independence of his subjects' will must remain unimpaired. 
For the tyranny which surrenders this surrenders its very 
self. With this reservation, it is profitable for the tyrant 
sometimes to act as a true king would, sometimes to 
simulate such action successfully. For this purpose it is 
particularly necessary that he should be careful about the 
finances of the State. He will not take the money which 
the people has earned by hard work and squander it on 
favourites (hetcerce; aliens, artists); he will even follow the 
example of certain tyrants and render public account of his 
revenues and expenditure. He will seek to inspire reverence 
rather than fear. He must, therefore, in no respect lay 
himself open to reproach, neither he himself, nor his^ 
entourage, nor, in particular, the women of his household 
He is advised to be moderate in pleasures of all kinds, r see 
above all, to keep up an appearance of such moder^.ance 
For it is not the vigilant and sober man, but the di^Sp0ncj. 
sluggard, who provokes contempt and invites attack. B + a. 
should also make a show of piety, for thus he will c^stro- 
public confidence both in his own justice and in the jf 
tinuance of a power which is likely to receive divine tve a 
tection. But all this must be without weakness. It'**4 
further advisable for him to distinguish those among his>* 
subjects who have shown merit, in order that they may not 
expect greater honours from their free fellow-citizens than 
from him. And while reserving for himself the bestowal 
of such rewards, he should leave punishments to other 
authorities, particularly the law courts. There are two kinds 
of arrogant insolence from which the tyrant should specially 
guard himself, cruel corporal punishments, and attacks on 
sexual honour. If, after all, dishonour has been inflicted, 
it must be compensated by honours in other directions. 

The tyrant is in the best case when both the main 
classes of society believe their welfare dependent on his 
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authority. If this cannot be brought about, he should 
attach the more powerful party to himself. His rule is thus 
established, and he need have no recourse to unpalatable 
measures, such as liberating the slaves, or disarming the 
citizens. Taking all in all, the tyrant is recommended to 
play the part of a protector and guardian, to avoid all 
excess, to court the upper classes by affability, and the 
masses by a policy of social beneficence. In this way 
his position becomes in a measure consolidated, and his 
personal character at the least half virtuous. Finally, 
an historical survey tests the correctness of these con¬ 
siderations. 

8. The sixth book of the “ Politics,1” which, obviously, 
was at first intended to form the conclusion of the work, 
accordingly contains, as one might expect, not a few sum¬ 
marizing repetitions, which need not detain us. It is 
characterized by many a formulation, in more general 
^erms, of thoughts previously expressed less comprehen¬ 
sively- We may instance the advice not to pursue con¬ 
sistency to extremes, and not always to attempt the 
realisation of the whole body of characters belonging to 
a particular constitution. Or, again, “we must not give 
the naine of democratic or oligarchic to that which makes 
the S#ate more democratic or oligarchic than it would other¬ 
wise/ be, but to that which allows it to preserve its special 
forn$ of government the more successfully ” We are 
reminded of J. S. Mills profound remark that it is no 
recommendation of a political measure to say that it follows 
from the principle of the constitution actually in force. 
The presumption is much rather in favour of institutions 
which are calculated to mitigate the disadvantages insepar¬ 
able from every form of state. The wise quest for con¬ 
stitutional mixtures which had been bequeathed by Plato 
here takes concrete form in definite proposals. Once more 
a reductio ad absurdum is brought to bear upon the exclu¬ 
sive application either of the democratic principle of count¬ 
ing heads or of the oligarchic favouring of wealth (cf. pp. 
342, 346, and 348). For the first principle may lead to 
the spoliation of the rich minority, and the latter, if the 
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concentration of wealth is carried to its extreme degree, 
may end in absolute tyranny. 

A way out of the difficulty is provided by the principle 
of estates or electoral divisions, which appears in two modi¬ 
fications. For the election of officials and judges a pro¬ 
cedure is recommended which accurately corresponds to 
the Prussian system of electoral classes. The class which 
consists of those who pay the highest taxes is to appoint 
the same number of direct electors as the class of the less 
highly taxed. Thus, for example, the five hundred at the 
top, whose contribution equals that of the remaining 
thousand, are to choose as many representatives as the 
latter. In respect to the resolutions of the popular assembly, 
the same principle is applied in the following manner. The 
two electoral classes are to meet separately, and no decision 
to be held valid unless both parts concur in it. In case 
they fail to agree, that vote is to carry the day which con¬ 
tributes the greater amount of taxes. In order to carry 
out this system, it is necessary to combine the majority 
of the one class with the minority of the other, and see 
which of the two totals so formed has the preponderance. 
Thus, if A and B are the majorities, a and b the correspond¬ 
ing minorities, the choice will be between A + b and B + a. 
A formal analogy to this is presented by the Austro- 
Hungarian delegations, which vote in common session if 
repeated interchange of messages has failed to remove a 
disagreement between them. Here, too, the issue is decided 
by the accession of numbers which the majority of one 
body gains from the minority of the other. There is, how¬ 
ever, one difference between the two cases. In the modern 
instance, votes are simply counted ; according to Aristotle's 
proposal they were also in a manner to be weighed. For if his 
declared object was to be obtained, if not a mere majority 
of votes but a preponderence in property or taxable capital 
was to prevail,—then, keeping to the numbers of the above 
illustration, no fewer than one hundred votes of the second 
class would be required to balance fifty of the first. But, 
difficult as it is to ascertain the true principles of equality 
and justice, it is still more difficult to carry them out in 
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practice, “ since it is always the weaker, not those who for 
the time being enjoy the superiority, who trouble themselves 
seriously about equality and justice.” 

9. The concluding portion of the book is mainly devoted 
to static considerations on the individual varieties of the 
different constitutional types. After praising agricultural 
democracy, the picture of which reminds us chiefly of the 
primitive Swiss cantons and the States of the Union in 
old colonial times, Aristotle goes on to commend certain 
measures by which it was formerly endeavoured to per¬ 
petuate that healthy condition. Among these were the 
prohibition against the accumulation of landed property, 
either absolutely or (after the example of Solon) in the 
neighbourhood of urban centres, and another prohibition 
which was directed against the sale or excessive mortgaging 
of the original lots of land; in some cases, too, political 
privileges were restricted to those possessing at least a 
certain minimum of landed property. The democracies 
which are composed of industrial and commercial elements 
stand much lower in Aristotle’s estimation. Not every 
community can bear the last and extreme form of demo¬ 
cracy. In order to preserve itself—this is perhaps said 
with an eye on Athens—it needs quite particularly wise 
institutions and customs suited to it. From the standpoint 
of this extreme democracy, no disapproval is expressed 
of a mode of strengthening the masses by adding bastards 
and half-breeds until the number of citizens reaches the 
necessary magnitude. Clisthenes is held up as a model 
because of his endeavours to fuse all classes together, and 
to link up the old groupings of the people by new ones 
(cf. Vol. II. p. 39). The same purpose is served by the 
concentration of religious interests by the reduction of 
their number, and by raising many private rituals to the 
rank of public observances. In this kind of democracy, as 
in tyranny, it is profitable to allow greater licence to women 
and slaves, and, in general, to avoid restraints on private 
life. 

Aristotle tarns to the struggle against those abuses 
which most injuriously affect the permanence of extreme 
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democracy. Among these are included the confiscation of 
property in favour of the State or people. The goods of 
the condemned should preferably be assigned to the gods. 
The deterrent force of the penalty would be as great as 
ever, but the motives for procuring condemnation would be 
diminished. Political trials should be as rare as possible, 
and the bringing of frivolous charges severely punished. 
As in democracies of this kind the system of allowances to 
ecclesiasts and jurors can hardly be dispensed with, economy 
should be sought by the utmost possible limitations of the 
number of popular assemblies, and by the shortest possible 
sessions of the law courts served by large juries. This last 
measure will also promote the interests of judicial adminis¬ 
tration, since those who take part in it will include a larger 
proportion of the well-to-do. The system now in vogue— 
at Athens, we must add—of dividing surpluses among the 
people is compared to the sieve of the Danaids. The kind 
of relief demanded by the interests of the democracy, which 
needs to be preserved from decay, and also, indirectly, by 
the interests of the rich, is permanent assistance. The 
needy man should be supplied with a small capital, varying 
according to the different sections of the population, which 
will enable him to buy a small estate, set up a business, 
or take up a farm on lease. 

10. In the first and best variety of oligarchy there 
should be a graded property-qualification, a lower for the 
less and a higher for the more important offices. The 
number of those totally excluded from power will be 
reduced to a minimum, just as in democracy it was necessary 
to attract the higher classes in the greatest possible numbers 
into the work of government. The next type of oligarchy 
must be organized in a similar spirit, though with a some¬ 
what tightened grasp of the oligarchic principle. Finally, 
the rule of dynasts, that form of oligarchy which contrasts 
with extreme democracy and approximates to tyranny, 
needs the greatest care of all, precisely because it is the 
worst of these varieties, just as ailing bodies or badly built 
ships must be guarded from danger more anxiously than 
others. 

VOL. IV. 2 C 
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Even in treating of the different departments in an 
army or an administration Aristotle manifests once more 
that love of reconciling opposites which has become so 
familiar to us. Although the cavalry service is naturally 
recruited chiefly from the wealthiest class, and the heavy¬ 
armed division from those of moderate means, while the 
great mass enlist in the fleet or the light-armed infantry, it 
is yet advisable that the sons of oligarchs should be trained 
in this last branch of the service, in order to counteract the 
preponderance of the light-armed troops in case of civil 
war. Various measures enable persons from the ranks of 
the people to be admitted to the oligarchic citizenship; at 
Massalia, for example, this admission is granted to the 
worthiest of those below the property-qualification. On 
the other hand, in order to keep the people at a distance 
from the more important offices, these may have attached 
to them burdensome public services which are also calculated 
to disarm ill-will—costly inaugural sacrifices, and especially 
votive offerings and the erection of buildings to adorn the 
city. Other provisions are intended to diminish the un¬ 
popularity connected with the execution of judicial sentences 
and other duties coming under the head of police adminis¬ 
tration, in order that the reluctance of better-class persons 
to assume these functions may be to some extent overcome. 
This purpose is specially served by a strict division between 
the authority which pronounces and the authority which 
executes sentence, as also by short-term tenure of these 
distasteful offices and a distribution of them which prevents 
one man holding several at once. We note the contrast,* 
perhaps more glaring and palpable here than anywhere 
else, between a strong and firmly-established body of 
officials, nominated and protected by the executive, and its 
exact opposite, directly dependent on the will and favour 
of the people. 
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CHAPTER XXXII. 

ARISTOTLE’S THEORY OF THE STATE. 

(Criticism of Political Ideals and Ideal States.) 

1. We shall do no injustice to Aristotle’s original purpose 
if we take his criticism of other thinkers’ ideals immediately 
before the ideal which he himself began to construct, but 
left unfinished (cf. p. 314). Part of this criticism has been 
already anticipated (cf. Vol. III. p. 118). We have seen 
how Aristotle laid a' sure finger on the weak places of 
Plato’s communistic proposals with regard to property and 
the family. 

That criticism may be summed up in three words: lack 
of intensity. Lack of intensity in the love of kin, which is 
watered down by its extension over vast circles, and, what 
is almost more important (cf. Vol. III. p. 120), lack of zeal 
and care in the administration of properties which are 
owned by all and therefore by no one in particular. There 
would be a revival in a new form of the old experience 
that one is served worse by many servants than by few. 
Quarrels and unpleasantnesses, such as arise so easily among 
temporary travelling companions, would break out with 
heightened force in a life permanently lived in common. 
Perfect equality in services and enjoyments would soon be 
recognized as a chimsera. The abolition of private 
property would also choke up a source of many indescrib¬ 
able pleasures, not only those which legitimate self-love 
brings, but all manner of kindnesses which men constantly 
show to their friends, acquaintances, or guests. There are 
even two virtues, continence and liberality, from the 
practice of which the ground would be cut away. But 
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the “fair face” which the Platonic id.eal shows, is due 
partly to the fact that men fix their gaze on the evils 
springing from private property and overlook the constant 
occurrence of the similar evils, quarrels, lawsuits, and so on, 
among joint possessors of property, such as partners in 
a trade. An illusion is caused here by men comparing 
the comparatively few cases of the second kind with the 
countless numbers of the first, without attending to the 
relative frequency of the situations and occasions which 
give rise to them. All persons, according to Plato, should 
give the names of Mine and Thine to the same objects. 
But the Mine is one thing in the sense of exclusive 
possession, and quite another in the sense of a fractional 
interest in a piece of common property. 

Of the “many inconveniences” which marital com¬ 
munism would bring in its train, a few are singled out for 
mention. In spite of all precautions, the real facts of 
relationship would often betray themselves, especially by 
the resemblance of children to their parents; they could 
not remain wholly concealed under a system by which 
transferences of the nature of adoption would be made 
from one class to another. If, however, they did remain 
unknown, nothing would prevent the occurrence of murders, 
assaults, and love affairs between blood-relations of a kind 
which would outrage every feeling of piety. 

2. In Aristotle’s criticism of the “ Laws ” nothing seems 
so strange to us as the astonishment he expresses at the 
size of the standing army demanded by Plato. Five 
thousand men, with camp-followers in proportion! How 
is the State to feed so many non-workers ? It would need 
a territory as fertile and extensive as Mesopotamia. The 
second charge is that Plato proposes no means of regu¬ 
lating the increase of population. Without this, all levelling 
of property would remain useless. Plato's prohibition 
against dividing up the lots of land could only make the 
situation worse, at the expense of the surplus citizens. 
This negligence is contrasted with the wise care of Pheido 
the Corinthian, who provided for the maintenance of a 
constant number of citizens and a constant number of 
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families, even though the original lots of land were unequal. 
The censure which falls on Plato applies equally to another 
reformer, Phaleas of Chalcedon (cf. Vol. I. p. 409), who 
combined the same levelling tendency with the same lack 
of precautions. Moreover, that all should possess equally 
is not so important as that each should possess the right 
amount. The salutary effects of equality in property are 
commonly exaggerated. The greatest crimes are not 
committed for the sake of necessaries but of superfluities. 
No one ever grasped at a throne to save himself from cold 
or hunger. Mere equality of possessions is of little profit 
for the further reason that “ superior persons ” imagine 
themselves entitled to something more than equality. The 
remedy is not to be found so much in levelling as in causing 
the better sort not to wish for an advantage over the rest, 
and in making it impossible for the worse sort to obtain one. 

3. A searchingly critical account is given of the reforms 
proposed by Hippodamus (cf. Vol. I. pp. 409, 410), and 
occasion is taken to raise the general problem of how far 
it is legitimate to assail the existing order by innovations. 
Primitive customs and institutions must in many respects 
be crude, imperfect, even childish. Historical examples 
are adduced bearing out this assertion. In other depart¬ 
ments of human practice, in medicine, gymnastics, and so 
on, the need of progressive improvements has been proved ; 
why not also in statecraft ? Still, Aristotle recommends 
the observance of “ great caution ” in political innovations, 
chiefly because the advantage obtained in detail is often 
run hard by the loss sustained through the blow dealt at 
the authority of the laws. Here we come to a passage 
which holds valid for all time—golden words that might 
have been written by a Burke : u The example drawn from 
the arts is illusory. Changes in an art do not stand on the 
same footing as changes in the law. The law's power of 
procuring obedience rests wholly on the force of custom; 
and custom is the growth of time. Thus to pass lightly 
from old laws to new is a sure means of weakening the 
inmost essence of all law whatever/' Patience is therefore 
recommended in face of many abuses and mistakes on the 
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part both of legislators and magistrates. If Aristotle had 
pursued this train of thought further, it might have led 
him to perceive the profound contrast that often appears 
between the direct and the indirect consequences of revolu¬ 
tionary innovations. The first may be calculable and 
salutary; the second are generally incalculable, and not 
seldom disastrous. Particular advantages, outweighed by 
more general disadvantages ; universal ideals, which lose 
their applicability in the special case—these, without doubt, 
are the fatal dangers of all radicalism. Aristotle, as we 
have seen, recognized the first of these; Goethe had the 
second in view when he left us the memorable saying: 
“ Universal notions and great conceit are ever on the way 
to work fearful harm.” 

4. This examination of political ideas is followed, 
naturally enough, by a criticism of the work of those 
legislators who have either not attempted, or not per¬ 
manently established, constitutional reforms of their own 
devising. The second category includes Solon, the first 
Zaleucus and Charondas in Lower Italy, Dracon at Athens, 
and Phildaus of Corinth who gave laws to the Thebans, 
and whose regulations with regard to adoption were 
intended to preserve the number of lots of land unaltered. 
This somewhat summary discussion is preceded by a criti¬ 
cism of the constitutions which Aristotle, like Plato, regarded 
as models, namely, those of Sparta and Crete. There is 
one point in particular at which our critic finds the legisla¬ 
tion of Lycurgus open to censure, and that is its failure to 
extend to women the stringent discipline which it provided 
for men. He is also displeased by the way in which 
Spartan institutions favoured the unequal distribution of 
wealth. They did so by allowing freedom of testamentaiy 
disposition, and by placing no restrictions on the marriage 
of heiresses, or on the right of giving daughters rich dow¬ 
ries. These omissions were due, we think, to the weakening 
of tribal and family bonds, which was caused by the strict 
militaiy and political unity of Sparta Aristotle ts not 
satisfied by the manner in which the problem of serfdom 
was solved. “The Helots are continually on the watch 
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to turn every difficulty of the State to their own advantage.” 
The insular position of Crete, he remarks, has greatly 
reduced that danger. Aristotle offers no positive proposals 
for the reform of this institution, nor yet for that of the 
ephorate, whose advantages and disadvantages he is content 
to set side by side. It is a bad thing that five casual citizens, 
often extremely poor and thus not seldom corruptible, 
should occupy a position of such importance, one raised 
above that even of the kings themselves. On the other 
side, “this office holds the city together.” The Demos, 
which has access to it, receives as much satisfaction there¬ 
from as the kings do from their position of honour, and the 
higher classes from their representation in the Gerusia, or 
council of old men. It is clear that Aristotle here finds 
his ideal of the reconciliation of opposites in a measure 
realized (cf. Vol. III. p. 234). 

After a number of pronouncements on details of the 
Lacedaemonian form of government, he rises at last to a 
general point of view. He expresses agreement with Plato, 
who had declared the fundamental defect of the Spartan 
constitution to be its adaptation to only one form of virtue, 
namely, that of the soldier. “ For that reason they flourished 
so long as they were engaged in wars, but soon slipped 
down from the height they had reached because they had 
not learned to live at leisure.” Aristotle has remarked 
elsewhere that while imagining themselves to have escaped 
all taint of the banausic, the Spartans yet did in a certain 
sense acquire that quality as a consequence of mechanical 
military drill. We need not enter into the details of Cretan 
institutions and their critical examination by Aristotle, 
which opens no new point of view. The tone of sure know¬ 
ledge in which Minos and the Cretan maritime supremacy 
are spoken of finds in the discoveries of recent years a 
support which it had hitherto lacked. 

With a notable want of consistency (cf. p. 326), the con¬ 
stitution of Carthage is placed after those of Sparta and 
Crete as a third model of political organization. It is 
praised for its great stability ; but disapproval is expressed 
of its plutocratic tendency, which leads even to the sale of 
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offices. Highly admirable is said to be the manner in 

which the Demos is kept quiet by the perpetual founding 

of new colonies. This is the great remedy for constitutional 
dangers, yet one which, in great calamities, may easily 

prove ineffective. 
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CHAPTER XXXIII, 

ARISTOTLE'S THEORY OF THE STATE. 

(The Philosopher’s Political Ideal.) 

i. Aristotle’s political ideal! “ Surely,” so many a 
reader may be ready to exclaim, “ we are already familiar 
with that! ” Tempered, instead of absolute, forms of govern¬ 
ment, the rule of the middle class—such are the features 
which we have by now learnt to recognize as characteristic 
of the political institutions which he favoured. “In his 
treatment both of ethical and political problems,” it might 
be added," we have met with no trace of that idealistic and 
youthful courage, that Titanic confidence, which enabled 
Plato to reject the whole existing order of things and 
rebuild social as well as political life on entirely new 
foundations. So bold a work of construction as that con¬ 
tained in the 1 Republic * will not be expected of our 
philosopher by any one. Nor, indeed, are the conditions 
here present for a much le ss original creation, such as that 
presented to us by the ‘ Laws.’ ” 

If we are not mistaken, doubts of this nature were not 
wholly absent from Aristotle's own mind. It is a highly 
remarkable fact that, though he began, he never finished 
his sketch of the “ best State.” The usual assumption, that 
he lacked time, seems to us hardly tenable. The lectures 
on “ Politics,” at the close of which he placed the sketch 
in question, were followed by at least the course on 
uPoetry” and that on “Rhetoric.” The inference seems 
unavoidable that Aristotle purposely delayed the comple¬ 
tion of that task. May not this postponement, which 
finally became definitive, have been occasioned by his 
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consciouness of the unpromising nature of the undertaking, 
a consciousness which grew as the work progressed ? 

An attempt to rival or even outbid the master, in this 
field as well as others, was urged upon the pupil by the 
special character of his ambition; the venture might, 
indeed, have been required of him by his entourage, much 
as every head of a school was expected to draw up a 
particular “ drinking-code,” or “ rules for the table ” (cf. 
Vol. II. p. 274). His indefatigable reflexion on social and 
political subjects might also very easily have inspired him 
with the illusion of being equally qualified for that supreme 
and comprehensive labour. But this self-deception, we are 
inclined to believe, melted away when he approached the 
heart of his task, and perceived, perhaps not without 
astonishment, that he had nothing of decisive moment left 
to say. The fierce anger which flamed up in Plato against 
tradition, the abysmal contempt with which he looked 
down upon laws actually in force and customs actually 
observed, were not shared by his disciple. The latter was 
not unprepared with suggestions for the improvement of 
inherited institutions; but it was not given to him to press 
on towards revolutionary innovations. Lacking great 
originality, he also lacked that capacity for illusion which 
alone could have given him faith in a possible rebirth of 
the State and of society. As we have seen, his survey was 
bounded by the limits of the conditions obtaining in his 
own day, so much so that he could conceive no other future 
for the populous city-states of Greece than a continuance 
of democracy (cf. p. 356), a form of polity which only needed 
to be freed from its worst excrescences. A contemporary 
who weighed all this could hardly have cast a favourable 
horoscope for his undertaking. The “best State” of 
Aristotle was bound either to turn out a colourless medley, 
lacking all strongly marked individuality, or else to remain 
what, in fact, it did remain—a torso. 

The first glance at that part of the project which was 
actually executed bears out these impressions. We have 
already spoken of Aristotle's love of compromise (cf. pp. 349, 
350). It has left its stamp on this part of his work. One 
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subject of controversy was the mode of building a city. Is 
the chess-board pattern introduced by Hippodamus (cf. Vol. 
I. p. 387) to be followed; or shall the ancient irregularity 
be observed ? The answer is: Take a mixture of both. Is 
communism in landed property or private ownership to 
prevail? Half one and half the other. Are there to be 
private slaves or State slaves ? The two are to exist side 
by side. Compromise has been justly called the soul of 
all practical politics; but it is much too easy an expedient 
to solve any and every conflict of principle by a Solomon’s 
judgment. The use of it as a guiding canon for the con¬ 
struction of an ideal State shows clearly enough that the 
thinker who thus employs it is not the right man for the 
work. 

2. The treatment of the theme begins! with a lengthy 
prologue—devoted to ethical principles as applied to 
political life. The first task is to ascertain the proportion 
of the three factors: external, bodily, and spiritual goods. 
Our goal should be to obtain, not a minimum of these last, 
such as satisfies the great multitude, but a maximum. For 
everything external serves only as an instrument, and is 
therefore tied down to a definite limit, beyond which it 
ceases to be useful or even begins to be injurious. It is 
otherwise with the goods of the soul, the possession and 
active exercise of which is decisive for happiness. This 
truth is attested by the Deity, whose blessedness is founded, 
not on outward possessions, but on inner qualities. As 
with individuals, so also with combinations of them ; among 
States, too, only the best are happy. The parallelism here 
assumed brings the Stagirite face to face with a difficulty 
of some magnitude. For the individual he had maintained 
the superiority of the contemplative life. Was the State, 
therefore, to live like a philosopher ? The champions both 
of the active and of the contemplative life are brought 
forward to defend their respective standpoints. They 
arrive, finally, at an agreement in which the contemplative 
ideal is reconciled with the active. This agieement is 
obtained by accepting each type in a weakened-down form. 
The contemplative life, in the sense of one “ detached from 
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everything external,” is not held up as a complete ideal 
even for the individual. On the other hand, peaceful 
states, which “live for themselves,” and which are sharply 
contrasted with those whose aim is conquest and robbery, 
make a near approach to the individual given up to con¬ 
templation. The latter is not denied a share in all “ doing ” ; 
for such is not necessarily directed towards the external. 
For among men of action we hold those the most active 
who guide the actions of others by their thoughts. The 
contemplative ideal which was enthroned in the u Ethics ” 
suffers, as it will be observed, some curtailment, now that 
individual and State have to row in the same boat; the 
practical ideal, however, is subjected to still greater limita¬ 
tion. “Practice” is taken to include the mere internal 
action and reaction of the parts, whether of a State or of an 
individual. “ Otherwise ”—that is, if this inward could not 
replace outward action—“ God and the universe could not 
prosper, for they lack the power of acting on anything 
beyond themselves.” 

3. There follows an investigation of the external con¬ 
ditions for the ideal State, of the raw material, as it were, 
which the legislator must have at his disposal. In the 
front rank stands the question as to the size of the territory 
and the population. We are here more astonished than 
ever at the narrow bounds which hem in the philosopher’s 
survey. He cannot look beyond even quite external 
peculiarities of the ancient city-state. The citizens must 
not be so numerous that the herald, who speaks to them 
all when assembled together, would need the voice of a 
Stentor. The obvious thought does not occur to him that 
several heralds might be employed in place of one, or that 
the necessary communications might be made with the 
help of writing. And this is the same Aristotle who, in the 
province of poetry, can so easily break down the barriers of 
tradition that he boldly detaches tragedy from its mythical 
or heroic basis. Again, though elsewhere, as we have seen, 
he prefers election by districts to direct election; he now 
consider/* the mutual personal acquaintance of all the citizens 
as an indispensable requisite for the election of authorities. 
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The self-sufficiency (avraptcua) of the State supplies the 
fundamental standard by which are to be measured both 
the number of the citizens and the extent of the land 
occupied by them. The danger for internal order which 
comes from maritime intercourse is not rated so high by 
Plato's pupil as by Plato himself in the “Laws" (cf. Vol. 
III. pp. 237, 238). He thinks that it may be overcome by 
limitations of personal intercourse with foreigners. Nor 
does he fear over-population as a result of sea-traffic, for 
the citizens will only be required to man the fleet, while 
the mercantile marine may be recruited from immigrants 
and serfs. Though laying emphasis on the commercial 
as well as the military advantages of a maritime situation, 
he has no intention of allowing his pattern-state to descend, 
through greed of gain, to the level of a mere market for 
foreign peoples. 

4. What is to be ordained with regard to the different 
activities of the State: the conduct of war, “ deliberation 
on what is for the public good," “ the decision upon justice 
and injustice”? Are these functions to be divided or 
combined ? In a certain sense, both, runs the answer ; for 
they will be entrusted to the same persons, but at different 
ages. The ages will be different, because fresh vigour 
dwells with youth, mature insight with fulness of days. 
The full citizen must be a man of means, but not self-made. 
Those who belong to the class of peasants, of mechanics, or 
of traders, are stringently and decisively excluded from 
all participation in the guidance of the State. The truly 
civic classes, we are inclined to exclaim, are to forfeit all 
civic rights ! The members of the ideal State are rentiers, 
who in youth perform military service, in middle life 
hold offices of State, and in old age are invested with the 
priesthood. So much in these chapters is said on the 
cultivation of "virtue," so incessantly does the subject 
recur, that we can hardly forbear a question. How, in a 
thoroughly peaceable community of limited size, one which 
is to wage none but defensive wars, and which must on no 
account become a commercial emporium or a seat of 
extensive production—how, we ask, in a little State, so 
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sunk in the placid life of contemplation, is material to be 
supplied in any abundance for the exercise of the political 
virtues ? 

Looked at closely, the master-element in Aristotle's 
ideal State is seen to consist of peace-loving Spartans or 
Cretans maintained by the labour of peasants and artisans 
held in serfage. Is it too much to say that the Stagirite 
retains an ideal based on war and conquest, while rejecting 
its aims and fundamental principles ? He finds it matter 
for censure that in the State built up by Lycurgus every¬ 
thing was organized with a view towards war ; and yet it is 
from this very community and others akin to it that he 
borrows his political and social ideal. One is inclined to 
call this “best State” an unwarlike Sparta, a name that 
carries sufficient condemnation with it. We may go further. 
Our reformer’s immediate model was the “Republic” of 
his master. But in his class of rulers or guardians the 
latter provided the study of the sciences with a sure refuge, 
or rather, with a position of commanding eminence. Was 
Aristotle's aim directed towards anything resembling this ? 
No word of the “ Politics ” admits of being interpreted in 
such a sense. So far as these chapters carry us, the 
professional votaries of the sciences, no less than of the arts, 
are denied civil rights, unless they happen to belong to the 
class of landowners, the ruling caste, which does not live by 
its own labour (cf. pp. 333, 334). Among liberal callings 
none in Hellas had from of old enjoyed higher social con¬ 
sideration than the profession of medicine. But one asks in 
vain how even the most worthy successor of the man named 
by Aristotle “ Hippocrates the Great" (cf. Vol. I. p. 282) 
could have become a full citizen of the philosopher's ideal 
State. 

5. We have exchanged exposition for criticism. Our 
justification is that we have arrived at the end of what 
i$ set forth on matters of principle. The remainder consists 
of all kinds of discussions and proposals, which, as they 
leave the social and political structure of the community 
untouched, have no more to do with the best State than 
with any other. In support of the institutions of his 
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Utopia Aristotle makes a few historical references to the 
Egyptian caste-system and to the common meals of men, 
which he knows to have been customary in Italy as well as 
in Sparta and Crete. He now turns to the question of site. 
What is most noteworthy here is the high value placed on 
the abundance and goodness of the water-supply, and the 
recommendation to separate, when necessary, the drinking- 
water from that used for other purposes. The preference 
of open cities to fortified, in spite of the model Sparta and 
the praise given to it in the “Laws” for this feature, is 
pronounced a piece of old-fashioned simplicity, especially 
in view of the progress in ballistics. Besides, the defenders 
are always free to meet the attacking force outside the 
protection of the walls. Questions relating to generation 
and marriage, the care and education of children, now 
come to the front, and demand a chapter to themselves. 
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CHAPTER XXXIV. 

ARISTOTLE’S THEORY OF THE STATE. 

(Questions of Reproduction and Education.) 

“ BREEDING and education are the two cardinal pillars 

of society.” An English contemporary, the author of a 

dialogue that may be called truly classical, has placed 

these words in the mouth of one of his characters; and 

they may serve as a motto for this chapter. 

In what is said on the first of these subjects, maxims 
of prudence are combined with physiological assumptions 
that are very far from being borne out by modern science. 
Among the former are the following observations. The 
generative capacity of both parents should become extin¬ 
guished at nearly the same time; the difference of age 
between them and their children should be neither too 
great nor too small. In the latter case, filial reverence 
may suffer ; in the former, the parents may easily fail to 
profit by the active gratitude of their children, and the 
children may not receive a full measure of support from 
their parents. The main consideration, however, is that of 
the bodily and mental excellence of the offspring. The 
experience of stock-raisers proves that the pairing of very 
young specimens tends to produce imperfect and weakly 
young, mostly of the female sex only ; this is confirmed by 
what is observed in many States where early marriages are 
the rule. Other reasons adduced are the severity of child¬ 
birth, the greater l&xity of conduct on the part of women 
who are humoured and indulged at an early age, and the 
unfavourable influence on the growth of youthful husbands. 
The age of marriage is therefore recommended as eighteen 
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years for girls, thirty-seven for men. The bodies of those 
who contract marriage should have been already strengthened 
Dy gymnastic exercises, but not of a violent character like 
those practised by contestants for athletic prizes. This 
applies to both sexes. Women with child are to be pro¬ 
tected from excitements, but they must neither be kept on 
low diet nor allowed to spend their time in slothful inaction. 
The legislator may therefore prescribe for them a daily 
visit to some sanctuary in the neighbourhood. Over¬ 
population and the rearing of the unfit are provided against 
by anything but gentle means. Deformed children are to 
be exposed ; all excess over the prescribed number of 
children is to be checked by abortion induced at the right 
time, that is, before the commencement of life and feeling. 
The age of procreation is also bounded by an upper limit 
since the offspring of elderly parents are apt to turn out 
badly both in body and mind. For this reason men 
beyond the middle fifties are no longer to practise marital 
intercourse with the intention of begetting and rearing new 
offspring. Extra-marital intercourse, wherever a marriage- 
bond exists which is more than a name, receives unqualified 
condemnation, and within the years assigned to procreation 
is punished by the withdrawal of certain privileges. 

2. In dealing with the care of children Aristotle 
recommends a diet rich in milk, the avoidance of wine, 
moderate bodily movements, no interference with crying, 
which he considers a kind of gymnastics, the use of 
mechanical means for securing straightness of growth, and 
early habituation to cold. The period from weaning to the 
age of five is devoted to play, which should consist chiefly 
in the imitation of the serious occupations of life. The 
preservation of children from harmful influences, including 
a too intimate contact with slaves, is made the duty of 
State-appointed overseers; these, however, are to control 
only the home-care which children of that age require. 
With this comes the prohibition of unseemly, that is for 
the most part, indecent, words or pictures—a prohibition 
which is to be enforced by penalties graduated according 
to the offender's age. A remarkable exception is made in 
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connexion with certain religious ceremonies. But this 
exception applies only to adults ; while the youth are to 
be debarred from seeing comedies performed or from 
hearing recitations of satirical verse, a kind of carnival- 
amusement then in vogue. 

The importance of early impressions is emphasized by 
a detail concerning the celebrated actor Theodorus. He 
would never suffer any one, even a rival of no pretensions 
whatever, to*appear on the stage before himself. The first 
impression is overwhelming and decisive. It is thus 
imperative that the fresh receptivity of the youthful soul 
should from the very beginning be placed beyond the reach 
of all that is evil or ugly. 

3. The theme of the eighth book, instruction and the 
training of the mind, is led up to by three questions. Is 
there to be a State system of education ? Is the system to 
be administered by the State ? What is to be the nature of 
the system ? The first two questions are answered affirma¬ 
tively. Emphasis is once more laid on the necessity of 
educating the citizens in the spirit of the constitution 
(cf. p. 377). Again, the practice of virtue, like that of every 
art, and like the exercise of every other faculty, needs 
preliminary instruction and training. Lastly, that which 
is the common concern of all must be under the manage¬ 
ment of the community, A right care for the well-being 
of each individual member—and every citizen is a member 
of the State, not an independent unit—must keep in mind 
the good of the whole. 

The fundamental treatment of educational questions 
begins with a reference to the differences of opinion which 
prevail in this field. One point of controversy is whether 
the training of the intellect or that of the character deserves 
precedence. Nor are men agreed whether practical utility, 
the acquisition of virtue, or lastly, the higher culture, should 
be placed in the forefront. Each of these standpoints has 
found champions. There follows a warning, such as we are 
now sufficiently familiar with (cf. pp. 333, 334), against all 
that is banausic. The process of instruction should begin 
by children aged from five to seven being present while 
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others receive the teaching which they themselves are to 
receive later on. The most usual and indispensable means 
of education are next enumerated. These are the elementary 
subjects (reading, writing, arithmetic), gymnastics, music, 
and drawing (cf. Vol. I. pp. 413, 579). The last-named 
subject of instruction, we may remark in passing, is warmly 
recommended, not only for the sake of its utility, but also 
with an eye to the training of our “ feeling for the beauty 
of forms.” 

Aristotle accompanies his praise of gymnastic teaching 
by a number of reservations. He blames the States which 
brutalize the youth and injure their growth by too violent 
exercises. A point of great importance is that the body 
and the mind ought not to be worked hard at the same 
time; Greater demands may be made on physical strength, 
and a corresponding diet supplied, at a later age, some 
three years after puberty is attained. In this connexion 
mention is made of the interesting fact that in the Olympic 
games the same contestant rarely won prizes both as boy 
and as man. The infant prodigy, in this department as in 
others, would seem to have come as a rule to an early 
halt. 

The last chapters of the book, and of the work in its 
present arrangement, are devoted to music. But as the 
author of the “ Politics ” does not here limit himself to the 
educational importance of music, but takes into consideration 
its influence in other directions as well, it appears advisable 
to treat his remarks on the subject in connexion with his 
general teaching on art Already, as we shall presently 
see, he has made casual incursions into this more com¬ 
prehensive province. 
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CHAPTER XXXV. 

ARISTOTLE’S THEORY OF ART. 

I. “The young should not look at the pictures of (the 
crudely realistic) Pauson, but at those of (the idealist) 
Polygnotus.” This precept, in which the pedagogic in¬ 
fluence of the plastic arts is recognized in addition to that 
of the others, occurs in the closing section of the “ Politics,” 
from which we have just passed on. It shows how great 
an effect upon the formation or deformation of character 
is ascribed by our philosopher to these arts, which present 
to us, as he says, no true “ copy99 of objects, but “ signs ” 
of qualities of the soul—their corporeal clothing, as it were. 
The influence of poetry upon the growth of the soul is 
rated by Aristotle still higher. We learn this not only 
from his exclusion of one whole species of poetry, comedy, 
from contact with the youthful mind, but also, and in still 
higher measure, from his attempt to deduce the classifica¬ 
tion of poetry, especially the drama, not, as one would 
have expected, from distinctions between poetic gifts, but 
from differences in the characters of poets. “ Those who 
incline more towards the elevated have depicted noble 
actions and the actions of noble persons ; those who lean 
more to the trivial have presented us with the doings of 
mean persons.” It is thus that the authors of tragedies 
and comedies are distinguished from each other. Clearly 
the distinction must reproduce itself in their works and 
become manifest in influence exerted upon the mind of 
receptive youth. A more lasting influence is ascribed to 
dancing, which, so far as it is not mere bravura-dancing, 
“imitates characters, emotions, and actions by gesture- 
rhythm ;99 but still more to music. This art presents to 
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us qualities and passions of the soul, immediately embodied 
in rhythms and melodies ; and, according as we find pleasure 
in one kind or another, in courage or in gentleness, in 
anger or in love, our souls themselves grow to one or 
another character. From these peculiarities of the different 
musical modes Aristotle deduces without hesitation their 
importance for an education which is to begin early but 
last through life. 

2. The cultivation of music is, however, not to serve 
exclusively this highest end, as Aristotle conceives it. 
There are three subsidiary aims which also are to be 
pursued by its aid: incitement to immediate action, which 
is the concern of “ practical music; ” entertainment or 
recreation ; and, lastly, catharsis, the purging of the soul 
or the discharge of emotion. The second of these objects 
gives Aristotle occasion to relax the severity of his demands, 
and to allow some room for the lighter forms of music. 
For those who possess a “ soul out of joint,” so to speak, 
that is, as he expressly adds, “ for a public consisting of 
banausic persons, proletarians, and such-like,” a kind of 
music is to be allowed as a means of recreation which is 
little suited to the truly “ free and well-educated.” It is 
much as if, side by side with the elevated and solid grand 
opera, we were to allow an independent, though subordinate, 
place to the frivolous operetta, coupled with that kind of 
opera which deals in unmeaning flourishes and embellish¬ 
ments. 

The subject of “ catharsis ” is treated by Aristotle first 
of all in a few pregnant sentences: “ We see, in the case 
of the sacred songs (by these are meant chiefly certain 
melodies ascribed to the mythical singer Olympus), that 
while usually their effect upon the mind is a sort of intoxi¬ 
cation, yet when they are heard by persons in ecstasy, 
these are calmed, as though they had gone through a 
medical cure and a 1 catharsis* (that is, relief).” This 
alleviation, he adds presently, comes to them u accom¬ 
panied by feelings of pleasure”; and here he includes 
those who incline to such emotions as fear and pity and 
who are acted upon, not by music, but by tragic poetty. 
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This (pleasurable) discharge of fear and pity is then 
described in the definition of tragedy as nothing less than 
its main effect and supreme end. It is now hardly neces¬ 
sary to speak of the chaos of misunderstandings which 
has clustered round these teachings. It has been supposed 
that the process was one in which, instead of the soul 
finding relief and being purified of its passions, the passions 
themselves were cleansed and clarified. Pierre Corneille 
incorporated this error in his teaching ; Lessing strove 
with it in vain ; the intuition of Goethe gave the first blow 
to its authority ; Jakob Bernays, by his systematic in¬ 
vestigations, achieved its final dispatch. The “ truth and 
error” of this theory, too, have been dealt with in our own 
time, with decisive finality, as we think. Two kinds of 
"catharsis” have been distinguished. One is more espe¬ 
cially the privilege of youth, which is prone to work off 
a surplus of energy by a bout of violent emotion ending 
in assuagement; the other, more characteristic of advancing 
years, consists in a discharge of old, unspent, emotional 
tensions, which finds its occasion, rather than its material, 
in the contemplation of tragic events. This second kind 
of "catharsis,” it may be mentioned, was anticipated by 
Plato in a memorable passage of the “ Republic.” The 
"sympathy” with the hero, as it is imagined to be, has 
been aptly compared with the emotional state of those 
maids of Achilles, who, according to Homer, seemed to 
be weeping for the dead Patroclus, while in reality they 
were bewailing their own sad condition. 

But is the enigma of “ pleasure in the tragic ” hereby 
solved ? Clearly this was Aristotle's opinion ; for he was 
emphatic in placing “ catharsis ” at the close of his defini¬ 
tion, and he altogether omitted to seek for any other cause 
of the mysterious pleasure caused by the poetic represen¬ 
tation of painful happenings. But the new aesthetic, rightly, 
as we think, has not followed him in this. The French¬ 
man Dubos (1670-1742), the Swiss Sulzer (1720-1779), 
Lessing himself most clearly of all, have expressed the 
thought that the painfulness of the tragic impression may 
be outweighed by its intensity, that by the violence of our 
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feeling we become “conscious of a higher degree of our 
reality/1 and that, to end with the language of a con¬ 
temporary, “enhancement and extension of our conscious¬ 
ness is in itself a kind of happiness.0 The correctness of 
this interpretation receives proof, if we are not mistaken, 
from those tragedies, such as Shakespeare’s Cytnbeline 
and Lessing's Nathan, which act upon us quite in the 
same way as powerful tragedies, though their content is 
not tragic in the usual sense of the word. 

3. But if Aristotle thus mistakes the part for the whole, 
an accessory phenomenon for the heart of the matter, the 
depth of his psychological vision still deserves our full 
admiration. Even here, however, a great surprise awaits 
us. Astonishing as it is to find “catharsis” recognized 
so early and placed in so emphatic prominence among the 
ingredients in the effect produced by art, it is hardly less 
so to find that process ignored in the field where it plays 
its most important part—that of artistic creation itself. 
Nothing is more familiar to us than the view of lyric 
poetry as a means by which the poet sets himself free; 
Aristotle gives no hint of having had even the remotest 
perception of this. But, it may be objected, our familiarity 
with this idea is due to Goethe’s self-revelations, and this 
late discovery cannot justly be demanded from the earliest 
thinker who gave any sustained attention to the philosophy 
of poetiy. The objection is well-founded, but does not 
end the matter. It is not only that Aristotle knows nothing 
of any self-liberation on the poet’s part; he almost abso¬ 
lutely ignores that whole branch of poetry which takes its 
peculiar character from this self-liberation. It is not too 
much to say that he had no sense whatever for lyric poetry. 
This assertion has so bold a sound, the question is so 
important and so well fitted to introduce us to the inner¬ 
most essence of Aristotle’s conception of art, that we have 
no choice but to dwell upon it for a while. 

The fact that lyric poetry finds no place among 
the divisions of poetic art may well surprise us, but is 
not necessarily of decisive importance. Verse written 
to be sung and indeed composed by the older poets 
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simultaneously with the melody, might possibly have been 
accounted a part of music, and treated under that head. 
But this supposition does not remove our difficulty; for 
Aristotle does not treat lyric poetry at all. The few excep¬ 
tions from this rule are quite of the kind by which a 
rule is proved. Some species of lyric poetry are indeed 
known and named by Aristotle ; but how and where ? In 
the historical part of his exposition he mentions “ hymns 
and songs of praise/' and with them "songs of invective,” 
as preliminaries and rudiments of the higher branches. 
Another and perhaps more notable exception is the class 
of poetry called " dithyrambic,” half lyric and half dramatic, 
which is not passed over in the enumeration, and is also 
mentioned a few times elsewhere. In the passage which 
distributes the embellishments of language among the 
different kinds of poetry written in the higher style, the 
dithyramb is not sent quite empty away, while purely lyric 
poetry receives not a word of mention. It is only in the 
discussion of real and supposed errors of art that a linguistic 
observation is to be found which has been referred with 
probability to a line of Pindar. The same silence, finally, 
is observed in that portion of the "Rhetoric” where a 
survey is given of the different forms of “ procemium ” 
found in different species of poetry. Once more the 
dithyramb appears, and once more the works of even the 
masters of Greek lyric are entirely ignored. 

4. This silence does not stand alone. The negative fact 
is matched by positive ones of almost still greater force. 
For the author of the " Poetics ” the successful reproduction 
of the objective is the beginning and end of all exercise 
of art. He places the theory of " plot-construction ” almost 
in the forefront of his undertaking. But in the case of a 
satirical song by Archilochus, a love-song by Sappho, or 
a drinking-song by Anacreon, is it legitimate to speak of 
a plot at all? From the very beginning our philosopher’s 
gase is rivetted on the epic and the tragedy, the subjects 
of his first book; while the second and last book was 
devoted to the other main branch of the drama, comedy. 
It is true that the task of all musical art is stated to be 
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the representation, not only of actions, but also of “dis¬ 
positions and emotions.” But this process of expression 
is far from being one of self-expression. We perceive this 
most clearly from the passage where the poetic endowment 
is spoken of and reduced to two main types. To compose 
poetry, he tells us, is the work of a nature which is either 
particularly intellectual or particularly emotional. The 
“ plastic flexibility ” of the first, the want of inner stead¬ 
fastness and the tendency to “ ecstasy ” on the part of the 
second, permit them to transport themselves with ease into 
the emotions which the subject of the poem requires to 
be represented. In the one case, the intellectual genius 
adapts himself easily to the emotions concerned; in the 
other, the man of emotional temperament easily falls into 
them. But there is not the most distant allusion to self¬ 
representation, to the streaming out of moods and feelings 
actually present in the poet's mind. We are accustomed 
to seek the sources even of many dramatic productions, 
a “Tasso” or a “Faust,” in the poet’s inner experiences; 
but this point of view is essentially foreign to the Stagirite ; 
indeed, it could hardly have been intelligible to him. For 
it reduces the dramatic to something lyrical, the pragmatic 
or objective species of poetry to a subjective form. 

The author of the “ Poetics,” as we have seen, had no 
true feeling for subjective poetry. But this attitude of 
depreciation was not long maintained. Even among Aris¬ 
totle’s pupils, there were two, Chamaeleon and Dicaearchus, 
who, by devoting monographs to lyric poets, testified to 
the value which they placed on this branch of the art. 
The same course was pursued by the great art-critics both 
of the Alexandrine school and of the Graeco-Roman epoch. 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, for example, carefully analyzes 
an ode of Sappho, How different from Auistotle, who cites 
the lyric poets only as witnesses to historical facts, as the 
authors of ingenious and profound sayings, at most as 
patterns in the employment of rhetorical artifices, never 
once as bearing upon the theory and rules of poetic art! 
Lyric poetry and its masters had then won a position 
of equality with the other branches of poetry and their 
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representatives. Aristotle’s failure to recognize this equality 
might have been inferred beforehand from his predomi¬ 
nantly intellectualistic conception of art. He goes, indeed, 
so far in this that he puts in the foremost place those 
effects of art which have least to do with feeling or fancy. 
There is a cardinal passage in which he actually reduces 
the pleasure received from art to the pleasure of learning. 
“ Imitations,” he tells us,14 are contemplated with satisfaction 
because they give occasion for learning and for reasoning 
out what each of them means; in the case of a portrait, 
for example, that it represents such and such a person.” 
And this character of the cool reasoner it maintained, not 
only in dealing with the enjoyment of art, but also in 
judging artistic production itself. It is so especially where 
he investigates the relative ranks of the different elements 
which enter into tragedy, for him the supreme form of 
poetry. The first place is here given to the 44 plot,” or 
44 construction of the events,” precisely that element which 
is entirely a product of artistic reason. 

5. There are three roots from which artistic creation 
springs—the love of beauty, the craving for emotional 
liberation, the formative impulse. Of these, the second is 
ignored by our philosopher, and it is only the third, known 
to him as the imitative impulse, which he considers with 
any exhaustiveness. In regard to the conception of beauty, 
he follows the path opened up by his master, who had for 
the first time brought the elementary aesthetic feelings to 
light (cf. Vol. III. p. 192 ; also Vol. II. pp. 353, 354). He 
is successful in detaching the Beautiful from its old en¬ 
tanglement with the Useful, less so in separating it from 
the Good in general. As elements of beauty he names 
(in the 44 Metaphysics ”) 44 order, symmetry, limitation,” 
and again (in the 44 Poetics ”) a middle magnitude which is 
equally removed from the diminutive and the inordinately 
large; the 44 innate sense of rhythm and harmony ” also 
appears here among the factors which govern the production 
and the enjoyment of art. With these rudiments of a 
philosophy of the beautiful is coupled a strong emphasis 
on the imitative impulse or mimetic element in artistic 
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creation. In this last particular an ancient Greek could 
only be expected to follow the line marked for him by the 
national endowment of lucid vision and plastic talent But 
the exclusiveness of this emphasis was certainly calculated to 
narrow the Stagirite’s aesthetic horizon in a serious degree. 

Truth to nature in the imitation, beauty in the copy— 
what is the relation between these two requirements ? Not 
a few pronouncements of Aristotle teach that the second 
must invariably have the precedence. The poet should “ do 
as good portrait-painters do, make the picture like, and at 
the same time embellish it.” A saying of Sophocles is 
quoted with approval, in which he claimed that “he de¬ 
picted men as they ought to be, Euripides as they are.” 
A critic had complained that Zeuxis “had painted men 
such as could never exist in reality.” Aristotle replies: 
“ But that is the better course, for the ideal should always 
surpass the real.” Thus everywhere the preference is 
given to the higher, the more perfect, the more beautiful. 
But this demand is never justified from first principles, or 
deduced from the supreme aim of artistic creation. That 
aim remains throughout “ mimesis,” or imitation; the 
demand for beauty, though made with great emphasis, as 
we have seen, was yet added as a casual after-thought— 
smuggled in, one might almost say. No one will deny 
that Aristotle’s theory of art is here marred by a great 
inconsistency. And yet he was well-advised not to tor¬ 
ment himself with the quest for a single principle of beauty 
to serve as the starting-point of his deductions. Such an 
abstraction would have been exceedingly difficult to reach, 
and when won would have been certainly unfruitful, because 
poor in content. 

6. The time has come to speak of the uncontested and 
brilliant excellences of the “ Poetics.” These are chiefly to 
be sought where the strength of that intellect is generally 
to be found, in the masterly skill of the divisions, in the 
freedom, acuteness, and unerring certainty of the vision. 
To bring likes together, to set unlikes apart, even where 
external appearance, tradition, and habit make such juxta¬ 
position and such severance matters of the uttermost 
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difficulty,—this is the task for which Aristotle has abilities 
with hardly a parallel, and in accomplishing which his 
intellect, distinguished as it is pre-eminently by the 
amplest fulness of knowledge and the supple flexibility of 
thought, reaches the height of true genius. It was thus 
reserved for him to free the concept of poetry from the 
external marks of versification, and to bring under that 
category, not only artistically composed dialogues like 
those of Plato, but also prose geure-pictures, such as were 
painted by a Sophron and a Xenarchus (cf. Vol. II. p. 265). 
No error in antiquity was more widespread and more per¬ 
sisted in than the confusion, or at least the mixture, of 
poetry with ethics on the one hand, and with science on 
the other. Hardly anything redounds more to our authors 
honour than the sure steadfastness with which he avoids 
all such errors of delimitation, keeps the specifically poetic 
value of a composition unwaveringly in sight, and shows 
that he has learnt to make abstraction of the moral or 
other didactic purpose served by a poem. While recogniz¬ 
ing the poetical character of an artistic piece of literature 
which lacks the form of verse, he excludes from this 
category versified works of didactic substance: “ Homer 
and Empedocles have nothing but the metre in common.” 
In sharply pointed antitheses he contrasts the ethical with 
the aesthetic valuations. If for the first the purpose is 
everything and the execution nothing, for the second the 
reverse is the case—in art the purpose counts for nothing, 
the execution for everything. How little inclined he was 
to allow the artists intentions, be they never so noble and 
elevated, to be reckoned as an excuse for artistic impo¬ 
tence; how poor a substitute, too, all learning and all 
knowledge seemed to him for specifically artistic endow¬ 
ment ;—all this may be deduced with rigorous consequences 
from one pregnant sentence of the 4t Poetics/' A saying of 
Schopenhauer, “ In art, ... as the very word indicates, 
power1 alone is of any importance/' might serve as a 
motto for the “ Poetics/' 

1 la the original, Kunst and Konntn} corresponding etymologically to 
** ** and u can,”—Ts» 
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Aristotle’s eye for the essential is as well shown in the 
strictness with which he insists upon canons drawn from 
the nature of the subject-matter as in the laxity with which 
he abandons a rule so soon as its violation yields greater 
gains for poetry than its inflexible enforcement. He goes 
so far in this that he even advises the poet to sacrifice truth 
to nature, if by this means he can succeed in producing a 
more powerful effect than would otherwise be attainable. 
u An error has been committed, but it was right to err.” 
Such is his manner of expressing this thought. Here we 
may pause to mention the old error which made Aristotle 
the author of the pedantic rules, so cramping to dramatic 
poets, of the three unities. In reality, he demanded only 
the unity of the action,—a demand, to be sure, which he 
made with the utmost emphasis, and which he applied 
to poetical compositions of all kinds, epic as well as 
dramatic, refusing at the same time to accept as a substi¬ 
tute the mere unity of the person, the hero of the poem. 
The unity of time was not recommended by him, but 
tacitly assumed, because it was the governing rule in the 
ancient drama, seldom violated, and still more seldom in 
any serious degree. It was the same with the unity of 
place, which, it may be noted, is not mentioned in the 
“ Poetics ” at all. 

7. The necessity and the sufficiency of strict unity in 
the action are themes to which Aristotle constantly recurs. 
The poet is advised to keep this ideal firmly before his 
eyes, not to lose himself in the accessory matter which 
cannot be dispensed with, especially in epic, not to be con¬ 
tent with brilliance and charm here as a substitute for 
excellence in the main point. As a protection against this 
danger, it is recommended that he should strip the central 
heart of his story free from all that is subsidiary, so as to 
bring it clearly before his mind* Preliminary practice for 
this operation is to be gained by analyzing in a similar 
manner poems already in existence; and a few models of 
such work are offered for his guidance. The essence, for 
example, of the story of Iphigenia is given as follows: u A 
maiden was appointed to be sacrificed; but without the 
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fore-knowledge of the sacrifices she was removed to a distant 
land, where it was the custom to sacrifice foreign new-comers 
to the goddess of the country. She there became a priestess 
of this goddess, and after long time it so happened that her 
brother came there too; the oracular response which sent 
him, the occasion of it, and the purpose of it are irrelevant. 
Having arrived, he was seized, and would have been sacri¬ 
ficed, but that a recognition took place.” Here, again, is 
the kernel of the voluminous “ Odyssey: ” “A man lived for 
long years lonely in a strange land; meanwhile, at his 
home, other men consumed his substance and sought his 
son's life ; at last he returned, tempest-tossed ; was recog¬ 
nized by a few persons ; and so ventured on the attack 
which brought happiness to himself and destruction to his 
enemies.” 

For our philosopher, the daughter of Agamemnon, the 
most powerful among the Greek princes, is thus merely a 
“ maiden; ” Ulysses is not a hero and a mighty warrior 
before Troy, but simply a “ man.” How, then, could he 
be expected to hold with unyielding exclusiveness to the 
traditional material, derived from heroic legends and from 
history ? For even the familiar subjects, as he aptly objects, 
“ are familiar to only a few, but none the less give pleasure 
to all.” We are thus not surprised to find him professing 
his faith in the capacity of tragedy for a further develop¬ 
ment, a profession which necessarily leads our thoughts to 
the bourgeois tragedy, at that time either non-existent or 
known only in isolated experiments. 

From this comparatively low estimate of the traditional, 
of what is actual fact or at least held to be true, it is but 
a step to those famous words which have so highly pleased 
our classics: " Poetry is a more philosophical and a more 
serious matter than history.” The justification of the 
paradoxically sounding utterance is given by the author 
of the “ Poetics ” himself. " The first,” he continues, u busies 
itself more with the general, the second with the particular. 
It is a generality that a person of such and such a character 
necessarily or naturally does or says such and such a thing; 
and this is what poetry aims at telling us, though it gives 
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its heroes (individual) names. But what Alcibiades has 
done or suffered is particular.” These important thoughts 
may perhaps be transcribed thus : The poet, who must have 
a profound knowledge of human nature, presents us with 
a single chain of causation ; he shows how external events 
affect the soul of the agent; then, how such influence, in 
its turn becoming a cause, leads to further consequences, 
reactions, and interactions, the whole series being displayed 
to us in all its purity and independent unity. On the other 
hand, the facts of actual experience continually interrupt 
this ideal sequence ; instead of an orderly, because isolated, 
chain of causes, we ever again come upon chance, that is, 
the complication of one causal chain with several. The 
hero of a poem drains to the dregs the cup of his own 
filling ; the curse or the blessing that falls upon him answers 
strictly to his actions. In real life an apoplectic fit may 
intervene between the most momentous of actions and the 
whole train of its consequences. Tell may miss the apple ; 
Romeo may fall from the rope-ladder. Lastly, the pre¬ 
dilection of ancient poetry for typical characters lent to 
Aristotle’s pronouncement a higher measure of truth than 
it possesses for us. Modern poetry, dealing as it often does 
with complicated characters, worked out in their indivi¬ 
duality, makes to that extent an approximation to the 
tangle of real life, in which law and regularity are so much 
harder to discern than in fiction. 

8. This breadth and comprehensiveness of vision, how¬ 
ever, does not diminish the loving care bestowed on detail. 
The “ Poetics 99 is full of what maybe called studio-wisdom, 
of important technical hints and observations springing 
from a range of experience which arouses our admiration. 
The author may well have received here the expert assist¬ 
ance of a professed poet, probably the rhetorician and 
tragedian Theodectes of Phaselis, a disciple who was highly 
honoured by his master and who died early. These veiy 
interesting details will be the more easily found by the 
reader in the book itself, the more accurately we make him 
acquainted with its structure and divisions. 

The little work opens with the separation of poetry 
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from the group of musical arts to which it is most closely 
related. Then comes the division of the poetic art into its 
sub-varieties. After this follows the genetic consideration 
of these species, or at least of those recognized by Aristotle. 
By this means the way is imperceptibly prepared for the 
establishment of an order in rank, and so of an order in 
treatment, of the three main branches—tragedy, epic, and 
comedy. The investigation of tragedy leads to a discrimi¬ 
nation between its several (internal) components or elements, 
and then to the arrangement of these in a series according 
to their rank. The elements are then treated in that order. 
First comes the "fable” or plot, which is discussed with 
great exhaustiveness, in accordance with the pre-eminent 
importance attached to it by Aristotle. It is next the 
turn of the second main element, the “ characters.” But 
here the sequence is seriously disturbed. The author 
returns to a particular ingredient in the “ fable,” recogni¬ 
tion. This deviation from methodic rigour can be 
adequately explained in perhaps only one way ; it is a 
later addition, introduced by the lecturer when repeating 
his course, and not transferred by the editor to its appro¬ 
priate place. There follows a long series, not very systema¬ 
tically arranged, of particular hints and observations, partly 
relating to the tragic poet’s process of creation, partly 
betraying a desire to have done with the treatment of 
tragedy and to reserve for further discussion only two 
more of its six components (“ reflection ” and “ diction ”), 
That is to say, two of the components, “ scenic apparatus ” 
and the “ song-composition ” of the choral portion are 
only mentioned for the sake of completeness, and are 
relegated to the lowest position in spite of their “ fascinat¬ 
ing charm” and their high importance as "seasoning.” 
The intention so indicated is realized to this extent that 
“ reflection ” is referred to the domain of rhetoric; 
"diction,” however, is made the subject of a discussion 
which arouses the reader’s astonishment not solely by its 
excessive length. For it is also very surprising at first 
to find that the author treats this and only this component 
of tragedy at a point where, by appending a long series 
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of desultory observations, he had shown his intention of 
bringing his theory of tragedy to a conclusion. The two 
circumstances are very closely connected ; and we shall 
now show in what way. 

In Aristotle's age the theory of language had hardly 
progressed beyond its first beginnings (cf. Vol. I. pp. 
441, 442 ; Vol. III. p. 187). It did not provide matter 
enough for an independent treatise. What wonder, then, 
if an encyclopaedist of universal range took the first occasion 
which presented itself to make public some part of what he 
had to say on the subject ? Such an occasion was supplied 
by the necessity of stating his views on the requirements 
of poetic diction. It was, too, repugnant in itself to 
the Stagirite’s systematic intellect to treat of the means of 
poetic expression without first passing in review the means 
of linguistic expression in general. He had thus to begin 
by discriminating the different parts of speech or kinds of 
words. But from words the road leads downwards through 
the syllable to the speech-sound, upwards to discourse or 
the combination of words. (The syntactical remarks on 
this last subject are reserved to the “ Rhetoric.") Hence 
the great extent of this chapter on language ; hence also 
the position, so strange at first sight, which it occupies. 
In truth, this position was most carefully chosen. At 
any earlier point the excessive length of this section 
would have seriously injured the symmetry of the exposi¬ 
tion. But there was another consideration which weighed 
still more heavily. “ Diction ” may be what Aristotle 
calls it, a “ component *' of tragedy ; but it is just as much 
a component of epic and of every other form of poetry 
It was thus quite a happy thought to place these chapters 
at the close of the part of the work which deals with 
tragedy, and just before the beginning of the sections 
which treat the remaining branches of poetiy, beginning 
with epic The arrangement of the last chapters is not 
less well-considered. Two of them are devoted to the epic 
as such; the last but one discusses the theme of “ problems 
and solutions," the matter of which is taken, not exclusively 
but in far preponderant measure, from heroic poetry. For 

VOL. IV. 2 1 
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It was the pattern epics of Homer on which the acumen of 
critics and expositors had from early times been accustomed 
to exercise itself. In this section, a curious guide to the 
dialectics of poetical questions, occasion is taken now and 
then to extract principles of fundamental importance and 
to apply them to tragedy as well as to epic. The con¬ 
clusion is a comparison of the two forms of poetry which 
alone receive treatment in the extant first book, and is 
intended to supply a final justification for that preference 
of tragedy over epic which has already been amply 
indicated. 

9. Two reasons for this preference are clear and con¬ 
vincing—the vigorous compression and the lifelike embodi¬ 
ment in which it presents its characters. The value of this 
“ embodiment ” is appraised so high by Aristotle that he 
even praises Homer because “ he alone did not fail to recog¬ 
nize what the poet has to do in his own person. . . . The 
others (epic poets) . . . represent by way of imitation only 
isolated details in isolated cases ; but Homer, after a short 
introduction, brings on a man, a woman, or some other 
being, etc.” The Stagirite here travels in the footprints 
of his master, who in the “ Republic ” awards the same 
praise to the “ poet,” and alludes to the speeches of 
Chryses and Agamemnon at the beginning of the “ Iliad.” 
“ The poet,” Aristotle continues, “ should say as little as 
possible in his own person ; for to that extent he is not 
an imitative portrayer.” Here, to be sure, we must not 
press every word. For as these dramatic episodes, in 
which the characters of the heroic poem are introduced as 
speaking, form only a part of the two Homeric epics, the 
author of the 44Poetics” would, strictly interpreted, allow 
Homer the character of an “imitative portrayer” only 
within this limited range; outside it he would lose this 
character and with it that of poet. But obviously he only 
desired to enforce a distinction of degree, and insisted upon 
it with more than due emphasis. 

As we have already once remarked by way of anticipa¬ 
tion (cf. p. 144), Aristotle's mode of establishing his thesis 
of the precedence of tragedy before epic is by no means 
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free from one-sided violence. It is even claimed as an 
advantage for tragedy that it may make use of the heroic 
metre—in reality an occurrence of the greatest possible 
rarity—while the epic is tied down to one metre, the 
hexameter. Certainly this argument is merely a small 
item in a far more comprehensive plea: tragedy has 
everything which belongs to epic, and surpasses it by 
possessing a greater abundance of artistic resources. But 
a well-considered objection was raised against this state¬ 
ment by so early an aesthetic as that of the Epicureans, 
and an undeniable, if not very momentous, defect of 
Aristotle's theory of poetry was laid bare at the same 
time. As the subject of poetry, Aristotle had named 
“agents;" and that by these only men could be under¬ 
stood appears at once from the immediately following 
division of these acting beings into “ noble ” and 
“common," into persons who reach the average moral 
level, rise above it, or fall below it. What, asked Philo- 
demus the Epicurean, has become of natural objects and 
processes in the external world, of the (superhuman) 
gods and the (infra-human) animals—themes which are 
practically unknown to Aristotle's favourite, the drama, 
but quite accessible to epic ? Thus, in reality, as he 
contends, these two branches of poetry stand in precisely 
the opposite relation to each other. 

Aristotle the Eristic has now for some time been lost 
to our sight. But here we meet him once more, just as 
we are about to ent$r upon one of the chief fields of his 
activity, the province of rhetoric. 
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CHAPTER XXXVI. 

ARISTOTLE AND RHETORIC. 

I. Far back in the Homeric age the phrase, 44 To be a 
speaker of words and a doer of deeds,” testifies to an 
ideal the like of which is difficult to find in the early period 
of other peoples. In the democratic communities the 
practice of oratory grew to be of cardinal importance 
(cf. Vol. I. p, 382). But it was in the island of Sicily 
that the theory of rhetoric found its first cultivators in the 
persons of Corax and Tisias (cf. Vol. I. pp. 228, 229). The 
man who transplanted Sicilian rhetoric to Athens, Gorgias 
of Leontini, has long ago been introduced to the reader’s 
acquaintance (Vol. I. p. 476). Handbooks of this art were 
composed in so great number that a quite general term 
(r^xvij), denoting arts and crafts of all kinds, was appro¬ 
priated to this special meaning. The hostile attitude of 
Plato towards that older practice of rhetoric has been shown 
to us in his dialogue 44 Gorgias,” which was primarily directed 
against that sham art, as he held it to be (cf. Vol. II. p. 327), 
We know, too, how after repudiating this art root and 
branch, Plato attempted in the 44 Phaedrus ” to re-establish 
it on new foundations, and to replace empirical routine 
by a scientific system based on dialectic and psychology 
(cf. Vol. Ill, p, 21). According to this ideal, the orator 
would need such a knowledge of his subject-matter as 
would enable him to analyze it into its finest and minutest 
divisions; he would also need to know the souls of his 
audience, both comprehensively and individually. While 
still a young man, Aristotle was engaged in the teaching 
of rhetoric (cf. p. 20). He was so familiar with the host 
of text-books already referred to that he did not disdain 
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the task of giving a compendious account of them. During 
his second Athenian residence he delivered a course of 
lectures on rhetoric; out of ithese he formed a work of 
three books, the contents of which will now occupy our 
attention. 

2. The fundamental motive of the first two books (the 
third is mainly devoted to diction) may be taken to be 
that of carrying on towards realization the ideal set up by 
Plato in the “Phsedrus.” We agree with the verdict of 
the great historian of Greece that this ideal was in truth 
unattainable, partly because of its severity, partly because 
of internal contradictions by which it is affected. To allow 
for individual differences within the audience is a feat 
which the orator's tact may attempt with approximate 
success ; but to comprehend this infinite variety in general 
precepts may well be accounted an impossibility; more¬ 
over, perfect knowledge of the matter in hand, far surpass¬ 
ing the level of the auditors, would raise, as Grote pointed 
out with a reference to passages in the “Gorgias,” an 
almost impassable barrier between the speaker and his 
hearers. But be this as it may, Aristotle believed him¬ 
self to be making an approach to that high aim when he 
incorporated in his manual on rhetoric sections of psychology 
and descriptive ethics, in particular the theory of the emo¬ 
tions and an account of the types of character which 
correspond to different ages and stations in life. We have 
not disturbed this arrangement in order to give the reader 
as true a delineation of the book as is possible. In sum¬ 
marizing its contents we shall hardly be able to avoid 
interspersing critical comments. 

Rhetoric is spoken of as a counterpart to dialectic. With 
both there is an absence of any limitation to a separate 
profession. All are in a measure qualified to practise both 
the one and the other. Hence it must also be possible to 
discover the causes of their occasional success; and that 
this is the concern of an art, no one will dispute. The 
authors of handbooks have busied themselves only with 
secondary matters, not with the main problem, the creation 
of conviction. The arousing of emotions is something 
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subsidiary and unessential; it is entirely forbidden to 
plaintiffs and defendants by the legislation of all well- 
ordered states, for it is a deliberate warping of what should 
be the straight rule in the hand of justice. A party to a 
suit has merely to prove or disprove some matter of fact. 
But to judge the quality of a fact or an event, to say 
whether it is great or small, just or unjust, is the affair of 
the judge himself, so far as the law entrusts him with the 
decision. Good laws, by the way, leave to the decision of 
the judge as little as possible, and that for three reasons. 
It is easier to find one or a few wise (legislator or legis¬ 
lators) than many ; the legislator judges at leisure and not 
on the spur of the moment; lastly and chiefly, the decision 
of the law is general and delivered in advance, not special 
and concerned with matters of the immediate present. 
When the latter is the case, love and hatred interfere too 
easily, private prejudice does its share, and all together 
cloud the faculty of judgment. We notice how the forensic 
oration has imperceptibly taken the place of oratory in 
general, not exclusively, indeed, but preponderantly. As 
Aristotle himself tells us, the labours of his predecessors 
had been concentrated upon this special province—the less 
harmless one, he adds, since he who judges on political 
questions, has only to decide concerning his own interests, 
while the judge in the law courts gives decisions affecting 
the interests of others. (This position, it might be replied, 
can be maintained only where the body of citizens possesses 
strict unity, and where the interests which are severally 
at stake are always those of the community, and not 
merely of a party.) 

3. Thus the true subject of rhetoric is the means of 
convincing, and these again are the means of proof. To 
be familiar with these, to possess even the power of proving 
opposites in order to be on guard against the misuse of 
them, is a kind of defensive efficiency more important 
and more worthy of humanity than endowment with bodily 
strength. The objection that the power of speech may 
do as much harm when unjustly used as good when 
justly, applies in no higher degree to this than to any 
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other good thing, with the sole exception of virtue. Here 
Aristotle stands on the side of Gorgias and Polus against 
Plato (cf. Vol. II. p. 328), and at the head of a long series 
of writers, chiefly Stoic, Epicurean, and Sceptic philosophers, 
who have unweariedly discussed the pros and cons of this 
question. 

The task of rhetoric is not to convince, but to discern 
the means of convincing, which are present in each special 
case. The means of gaining assent are divided into 
“artful” and “artless.” It is only the first that we 
create; the second we merely use, eg. depositions of 
witnesses, business documents, and so forth. Certain 
means of persuasion are mentioned which are relative to 
the character of the speaker ; along with these, remarkably 
enough, we find those which at the outset were so flatly 
repudiated, those, namely, which are based on the emotions 
of the hearers. Three demands are now made upon the 
orator. He must possess the power of drawing inferences, 
the power of judging about virtues and characters, and, 
with regard to the emotions, the knowledge of what each of 
them is, what are its qualities, how and by what means it 
is aroused. Those who participate in the deliberations 
here referred to, the juror and the ecclesiast, are regarded 
as “ men of simple mind,” and as incapable of “ reaching 
a conclusion through a number of intermediate steps and 
drawing long-spun inferences; ” hence in this department 
(the political and judicial department, on which the author’s 
attention becomes more and more focussed) abridged and 
effective forms are to be used, both of the syllogism and 
of induction. These forms are, on the one hand, probable 
reasonings and inferences from marks (enthymemes) ; on 
the other, the example. These arguments may be sound 
or the reverse. A sound argument from marks, for 
example, is the following: So-and-so is feverish, therefore 
he is ill; or again : Such and such a woman has milk, 
therefore she has borne a child* But it would be unsound 
to reason thus: So-and-so is feverish, for he is breathing 
rapidly; for his manner of breathing may be due to 
another cause (eg. violent running). The * example ” may 
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be used to prove that Dionysius of Syracuse is aiming 
at a tyranny ; he has, in fact, demanded a body-guard, 
which is what others did before him. Pisistratus at 
Athens, Theagenes at Megara, when they sought to 
become tyrants. Enthymemes are now divided into those 
which are deduced from general truths, valid in all regions 
of knowledge, and special truths, limited to particular fields. 
This distinction is intended to pave the way for the lengthy 
treatment of the subject which follows later. But first 
the subject-matter of rhetoric is divided into its three 
branches : deliberative, forensic, and display-oratory. 

4. The deliberative, or political, speech aims sometimes 
at suasion, in other cases at dissuasion ; the forensic speech 
may be inculpatory or defensive ; the show-speech, finally, 
has for its subject praise or blame. The first species is 
concerned with the future, the second with the past, the 
third mainly with the present, but not exclusively (we 
may instance funeral and memorial speeches) For the 
orator of the first kind the chief point of view is that 
of the useful (which he commends), or of the harmful 
(against which he warns); other points of view, such as 
those of the just and the unjust, the praiseworthy and 
the blameable, also play their part. In the forensic speech, 
the question of justice and injustice takes the supreme 
place, and it is the others already mentioned which enter 
in as accessory. For the orator who deals in eulogy or 
invective, the laudable and the blameworthy occupy the 
forefront In the law court the defendant does not always 
deny that he did the alleged deed, or that the alleged 
damage was caused, but he never admits his guilt (or at 
least the full guilt). The deliberative orator, again, will 
never avow that he is advising what is injurious or un¬ 
profitable, and that he is dissuading from what is salutary, 
whatever other concessions he may make to his opponent. 
In panegyric and invective, finally, the same holds of 
the noble or morally good, and its opposite. From all 
this it follows that the orator must be ready with proposi¬ 
tions relating to the possible and the impossible, the 
real and the unreal, in the past as well as the future, 
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and so on. It also follows that since everything often 
turns on degrees of utility and harmfulness, of justice 
and injustice, of good and bad, both in the absolute 
and the relative sense, orators must also have at their 
disposal propositions about greatness and smallness in 
general, and particularly on the determination of which 
is the greater good or evil, which the greater or smaller 
guilt. 

The subject-matter of deliberation is now stated to 
be the contingent, as distinguished both from the im¬ 
possible and the necessary; within the contingent it is 
further limited to that which lies within our power. The 
detailed treatment of these subjects of deliberation, the 
encroachment of merely formal rhetoric on the domain 
of the objective studies, particularly politics, is repeatedly 
and emphatically disallowed. But this does not prevent 
the author from entering somewhat fully into the questions 
which form the matter of political deliberation. He names 
five of them as the most important: taxation, war and 
peace, defence, imports and exports, legislation. He 
expatiates on these points, and, apropos of legislation, 
touches on themes which have been discussed in the 
“ Politics,” such as the different forms of constitution and 
the question of what tends towards the preservation and 
what towards the destruction of each. Throughout, the 
political orator is required to enlarge his survey to the 
greatest possible width, and to gain an extensive know¬ 
ledge both of historical facts and of contemporary parallels 
to them. 

5. The different points of view indicated above are now 
considered in greater detail. Nothing is here so note-t* 
worthy as the way in which the author of the “ Rhetoric ” 
takes his stand almost entirely on current opinions, often 
strangely conflicting with his own ethical doctrines. He 
starts from the deliberative or political speech, the gist 
of which is persuasion to or dissuasion from some measure. 
In either case the orator has to do with what men choose 
or avoid. The first is essentially well-being or happiness. 
In conformity with popular opinion the elements of 
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well-being are enumerated somewhat as follows: high 
birth, the possession of numerous good friends, wealth, 
children, happy old age, bodily excellences of all kinds, 
good repute, honour, good fortune, virtue. All these 
are discussed separately, and Aristotle here shows 
himself possessed by a real mania for divisions and 
definitions. For example, bodily strength is explained 
as "the power to move other things at will;” and even 
the different modes of so moving them,” pulling, pushing, 
lifting, pressing, binding together, do not go unmentioned. 
Or again: a good runner is he “ who can throw his legs 
about in a particular way, moving them rapidly, and 
through a long range.” In the middle of these truisms 
we find a warning which sounds like irony : “Yet for our 
purposes we have no need of pedantic minutiae.” 

From the elements of happiness the investigation passes 
on to the main points of view which present themselves 
when we have to judge of the good and the useful, ends 
as well as means. We are surprised to meet once more 
with well-being, which is placed at the head of goods 
certainly, but yet as one among them, and side by side 
with virtue; though for Aristotle the moralist well-being 
is by definition “ an acting according to virtue.” There is 
perhaps some bearing on the technique of oratory in the 
review of the arguments which are available in this field 
on occasions of doubt Thus among others: that is a good 
of which the opposite is an evil; or of which the opposite 
is advantageous, desirable, or welcome to an enemy. Or 
again: that is a good which has cost much labour and 
expense. And further: that which is striven after or com¬ 
peted for by many. Such a summary of the points of view 
from which it is possible to commend a thing or an action 
whose value is not evident at first sight might at times be 
of real use to an orator by leading him into the road most 
serviceable for his purpose. 

In what follows it is presumed that opinions agree on 
the quality of a course of action, or on the predicate applic¬ 
able to a fact, while disagreeing on the point of more or 
less. Here, again, there is much that is self-evident, but 
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we yet note some features of interest, especially in the 
way in which opposed points of view are brought into pro¬ 
minence. It is possible to attribute greater guilt to the 
instigator than to the actual doer of a wrongful act, but so 
also is the reverse judgment. Sometimes we may rate 
more highly the rarity-value of an object, sometimes its 
utility-value ; so that at one time gold, at another iron, will 
be pronounced the more valuable. One and the same 
thing may be made to seem greater if we set out its parts 
in extended order, smaller if we lump them all together. 

6. After a digression into the domain of the “ Politics/' 
and a reference to this work, praise and blame have their 
turn. The occasion is taken to discuss virtues and vices, 
moral beauty and ugliness. The purpose is twofold, partly 
that the orator may be able to praise and blame others 
in appropriate manner, partly that he may present himself 
to the audience in a favourable light, so as to win their 
confidence. In the treatment of the virtues, which are 
called the “ capacities for well-doing/* their social side is 
here placed in the forefront, just as everything else is 
viewed from the standpoint, not of the agent, but of the 
public. “The brave and the just are honoured chiefly 
because courage is useful to others in war and justice in 
peace/1 In the course of the discussion rhetoric slips 
gradually into a mere art of deception. We seem to be 
once more in the “ Topics ” (cf. pp. 53, 54). For the purpose 
both of praise and of blame it is recommended that things 
which are no more than closely allied should occasionally 
be treated as identical. It may be advisable to represent 
the cautious and reserved man as a dissembler, to praise 
as good those who are merely simple, as gentle those who 
are merely thick-skinned. Vicious extremes may be trans¬ 
formed into virtues. The foolhardy may be described as 
brave, the prodigal as generous, possibly with the help of 
such arguments as these: If that man hazards his life with¬ 
out need, how much more would he do so at the bidding 
of honour I if this man is open-handed to all, how much 
more so to his friends I Similarly, what is accidental may 
be represented as done with a purpose; a characteristic 
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prized by a particular audience may be transfigured into 
some noble quality closely related to it. All this applies 
equally to the political speech and the display-oration. 
That which is recommended in the first, will, in the second, 
if this is of the eulogistic type, be represented as having 
been attained; rules for invective may be obtained by 
inverting those for panegyric. 

7. The forensic speech, in which both accusation and 
defence are included, gives an occasion for discussing the 
motives of unjust action, and indirectly brings under con¬ 
sideration the motives of all action. The doing of injustice 
which is called “a voluntary and unlawful injuring” (where 
the word “ law ” is to be understood in its widest sense), 
presupposes, in the first place, the voluntariness of the 
actions concerned. This notion is reduced to that of 
“action which is not constrained or unconscious,” and 
which generally is also “purposeful.” Three causes are 
named of involuntary action, and four of voluntary: 
chance, nature, and force on the one side; habit, reflection, 
the active emotions, and the desires on the other. The 
aims pursued by voluntary actions are specified as the 
good or apparently good, and the pleasant or apparently 
pleasant; herein is included also the removal or mitigation 
of real or apparent evils, and the really or apparently pain¬ 
ful. But since the useful has already been treated in con¬ 
nexion with deliberative oratory, it is now time to speak of 
the pleasant, and that “ in a manner neither obscure nor 
too precise,” What actually follows is a treatise on 
pleasure, the essential content of which we have already 
considered in advance (cf. pp. 305, 306). 

Actions may be pleasurable, not only when they are 
according to nature, but also when they are according to 
custom. Pleasure, too, belongs to mental images, which are 
“weakened sensations,” whether they take the form of recol¬ 
lection or of expectation. And this is not really true in so 
far as what gives pleasure in the present produces the same 
effect by means of retrospect or prospect Even past pain 
brings pleasure when it is thought of as overcome. Again, 
most desires are accompanied by a certain pleasure, that 
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which comes from the memory of past or the hope of future 
satisfaction. Here, too, the pleasure of melancholy is men¬ 
tioned. Grief for the present deprivation is coupled with 
the remembrance of former possession. The pleasure of 
victory is traced into the realms of the chase and of games. 
Wherever competition rules, there is to be found the 
pleasurable expectation of success or distinction. A re¬ 
mark on the joys of the dialectical combat “ for those who 
are trained and qualified for it,” is drawn from the depths 
of personal experience. Renown and honour infuse into us 
the cheering belief that we actually possess the excellence 
ascribed to us; a similar effect is produced by the admira¬ 
tion and love which we receive, and the sham admiration 
and friendship of the flatterer affect us by the same means. 
The seeing again of highly valued persons and things 
affords both the pleasure which comes from change and 
that which is caused by the rareness of an experience. 

There follow the pleasures of learning and of surprise. 
When learning is called a “ return to the normal state/* the 
reference is, no doubt, to the restoration of intellectual 
tranquillity after the unrest of perplexity, investigation, 
and doubt. The joys of beneficence are here regarded as 
merely the pleasures of “ possessing ” (the means by which 
the benefit is conferred) and of “ excelling ” (the person 
benefited). The sympathetic feelings are here entirely 
ignored ; moreover, the conception of benevolence, with 
which we have already made acquaintance (pp. 291, 292), 
goes to much greater depths. That Aristotle treats the 
same problem, in one place with profundity, in another with 
comparative shallowness, is a fact worth our notice. Dis¬ 
tinguished as he is by fulness and abundance of thoughts, 
he betrays occasionally lack of resisting power against 
inadequate thoughts. Here, too, we encounter a touch of 
perversity—the derivation of self-love from pleasure in the 
similar and the cognate, which is represented as reaching 
its culminating point in the relation of a man to himself 1 
Some artificiality, again, may be detected in the following 
derivation. It is pleasurable to be regarded as wise; for 
wisdom is a means of rule, and nothing affords greater 
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satisfaction than to rule over others. What need, we may 
ask, was there of this circuit, since not all wisdom has 
that effect; and it would have been enough to appeal 
to the pleasure of “ excelling,” which had already been 
discussed ? 

8. After the motives of injustice, the subjects and 
objects of unjust action have their turn. The persons who 
are inclined to injustice are those who think themselves 
strong enough for it, or who have a prospect of remaining 
undiscovered, or who can foresee that their punishment, 
if it comes, will be light relatively to the pleasure or utility 
to be gained. In the elaboration of these thoughts we 
meet with not a little that is subtle, but at the same time, 
it must be admitted, with several examples of perverse 
ingenuity. One safeguard against detection, it is said, is 
a quality in the agent out of keeping with the punishable 
action; such would be bodily weakness in one guilty of 
violent assault, or poverty and ugliness in a seducer. Pro¬ 
tection of the same kind is given not only by the secrecy 
of an action, but also by the exact opposite, its publicity; 
for people are not prepared for this, and so may easily 
omit the proper precautions. To have no enemy and to 
have many enemies may be considered equally advan¬ 
tageous. Those who are not hated count on the circum¬ 
stance that no one is on his guard against them; those 
who are much-hated will hardly be credited with running 
any risks in face of the caution observed towards them, 
and they plead this improbability when on their defence. 
Wrong-doing is prompted both by frequent success and 
by repeated failure. The first encourages, the second spurs 
on to renewed endeavours in the hope of mending the 
record. A parallel is drawn between those to whom in¬ 
justice brings gain, punishment merely dishonour, and 
those who, on the contrary, win some honour from the 
wrongful act (as in the case of avenging one's parents), 
wkile the punishment is not dishonouring, but amounts to 
a fine, banishment, or the like. In both ways an incentive 
Is created to wrong-doing; not for the same persons, but 
for persons of opposite characters. The weak and the 
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strong of will are led into evil by motives of opposite 
kinds—the first by a prospect of pleasure or profit in tlf 
near future, the second by a prospect of gain or advantage 
which, though deferred, will be permanent. Good regfc) 
and its opposite may produce the same effect If *r the 
is highly esteemed, he will not readily be believed guilty , 
if he is already despised, an increase of infamy means little 
for him. 

This same fondness for making play with antitheses 
appears again in the section on the objects of aggression. 
Men are ready to attack both the very far and the very 
near. They are beckoned on in the one case by an early 
gain, in the other by a late punishment. Suitable objects 
of attack are found in the confiding, the light-minded, the 
timid, who willingly shirk a conflict. Those who have 
never yet been attacked, and those who have been attacked 
many times, are equally removed from caution : the first 
because as yet such dangers lie outside their experience, 
the second because they do not expect an immediate 
repetition of what they have experienced. (One may with 
some justice refer this last remark to a mania for paradox. 
For one victim of theft who says, “ I shall surely not be 
robbed again just yet awhile,” there are ten others who 
learn wisdom from misfortune.) Next are mentioned 
slandered persons and persons open to slander, who go to 
law unwillingly, and for the most part without success. 
Friends and enemies appear in strange conjunction. One 
injures the first with pleasure and the second with ease. 
It is next the turn of the friendless, the incompetent, the 
over-busy, who shun lawsuits and may therefore without 
difficulty be induced to compromise. Men are disposed 
to commit wrongful acts which ingratiate them with those 
on whom they depend. Again, wrong-doing hardly appears 
as such when it has been preceded by strife and violent 
disputation. Much the same is the case when the same 
injury is threatened us by others, and we merely strike 
the first blow. Or again, when, in the words of Jaso«* to 
tyrant of Pherae, “a little wrong gives us the m^ the 
doing great good.” In conclusion, cases of a mo^ictions 
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;kind are mentioned, such as wrong which is universal, or 
axt least of great frequency (we may instance smuggling 
thi the small scale), the appropriation of objects hard to 
to -ntify, and injuries which the victims will not willingly 
discus>public. 

9. Some chapters of criminal jurisprudence are now 
inserted in the “ Rhetoric,” just as the “ Poetics ” contained 
a section on language. Here, as before, the author seizes 
an occasion to touch, even if summarily, on a subject as 
yet little developed. We pass over the distinctions, not 
new to us between the “ written ” and the “ unwritten law ” 
(cf. p. 328), to which latter is added the more comprehen¬ 
sive idea of universal or natural law, and again between 
voluntary and involuntary action (cf. pp. 249 and 263). 
Aristotle insists on the question of fact and the question 
of culpability being kept strictly separate ; he also urges 
the need of more exact definitions in this field, as, for 
example, mere removal of an object is not theft; there 
must also be a suffering of loss on the one side and an 
appropriation on the other. He further enforces the differ¬ 
ence between services which give proof of "superfluous 
merit ” and bare fulfilment of legal duty. Equity, which 
fills up the gaps left intentionally and unintentionally by 
the laws, is treated at some length (cf. pp. 263, 264). The 
conclusion is as follows: “ It is the part of equity to look 
not to the law but to the legislator, not to his words but to 
his thoughts, not to the deed but to the intention, not to the 
part but to the whole, not to the present but to the per¬ 
manent qualities of the doer.” We note, in passing, that 
the vigorous juristic sense which we have learnt in the school 
of Rome obviously remained as foreign to the Stagirite as 
to his contemporaries. There is nothing to support and 
much to rebut the supposition that he condemned the habit, 
so prominent in Attic forensic orations, of seeking to in¬ 
fluence unduly the decision on a particular case by bring¬ 
ing under consideration the whole life of the accused, and 
a fim/ally his political conduct 
is cre^other subject discussed in this section is the magni- 
fbr peteruilt, and the different modes of measuring it One 
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point of view is the following. An injury is greater or less 
in proportion to the injustice from which it springs. 
According to this it may happen that the smallest possible 
injury becomes in special circumstances (as in sacrilege) 
the greatest of all. Other standards are supplied by the 
extent of the loss inflicted, the impossibility of complete 
reparation, the magnitude of the consequences (as when, 
for example, the injured person commits suicide in despair), 
also the unprecedented nature of the offence, though with 
this is coupled the precisely opposite quality of common¬ 
ness. Other factors which come into consideration are the 
brutality of the misdeed ; its long premeditation ; its scene— 
for example, the court of justice in which perjury is com¬ 
mitted—lastly, the disgracefulness of the act and the per¬ 
sonality of the victim, who may, as an instance, be a 
benefactor of the delinquent. A violator of the unwritten 
law may be represented—by the help of a fallacy, we may 
add—as the more responsible: “ For it is a greater merit 
to honour a law which lacks penal sanction ; hence its 
violation brings the heavier guilt.” But the contrary 
inference is also legitimate: “ How should a man who is 
not restrained even by the fear of punishment forbear a 
wrongful act for which no punishment awaits him?” We 
note how quickly the teacher has given place to the dialecti¬ 
cian. The latter continues to hold the field, and gives 
suggestions on the use of the "artless means of proof.” 
These are specified as citations from the text of the law, 
depositions of witnesses, contracts, confessions made under 
torture, and the oaths of the parties. 

io. We confine ourselves almost exclusively to the 
modes of interpreting the laws which Aristotle suggests 
for the deliberative assembly and the law court. The 
primary object is to resist the application of laws which 
run counter to the cause defended by the orator. A really 
sound piece of advice deserves to be quoted first: we 
are counselled to ask whether the law is not obsolete, 
whether it has not survived the conditions which led to 
its enactment? When we are bidden to examine the 
law cited against us for possible internal contradictions 
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and for a possible conflict with some law esteemed of 
higher importance, the recommendation sounds harmless 
enough. Much more questionable is the obviously arbitrary 
interpretation which, it is suggested, may be put upon the 
promise contained in the juror's oath to judge “ according 
to one’s best knowledge and conscience.” This formula, 
it is suggested, may be made out to mean that we need 
not trouble ourselves about the written laws at all. We 
are to arrive at this result by contrasting the immutable 
permanence of equity and of universal or natural law with 
the variability of written law. Indeed, we may go so far 
as to maintain that the latter is really no law at all, since 
it does not fulfil the task required of law; the judge 
resembles an assayer of coin ; it is for him to distinguish 
the genuine from the spurious in this department. It 
is also the part of the better man to honour the 
unwritten law. 

The case is very different when the written law speaks 
in our favour. The above-mentioned formula must then 
receive only a very limited interpretation. It is not meant 
to justify us in judging contrary to the law, but only to 
relieve us from the charge of perjury if our knowledge 
of law happens to be defective. Contracts are treated in 
a particularly audacious manner. If they are in our favour, 
we are to play out our trump as follows : “ The law itself is 
a contract; he, therefore, who weakens fidelity to contracts 
weakens fidelity to the law.” In the contrary case, it is 
open to us to exclaim: “ How strange, if we hold ourselves 
free to refuse obedience to the laws when they are ill-made 
and their authors have erred, while we owe inviolable 
obedience to contracts 1 ” 
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CHAPTER XXXVII. 

ARISTOTLE AND RHETORIC. 

(Continuation : The Emotions and Types of 

Character.) 

1. The mixed feelings with which we take our leave of 
these ingenious hints on deception soon make way for 
much more uniform and agreeable impressions. We 
allude to the theory of the emotions and the descriptions 
of types of character, two brilliant sections, which occupy 
the first half of the second book. The transition is 
effected by the remark that men's judgment is not deter¬ 
mined by proofs alone, but just as much by the personal 
impression which the speaker makes, and by the disposi¬ 
tions and moods of those to whom the speech is addressed. 
The second factor is of decisive significance in the forensic 
speech, the first in the political or deliberative speech. 

The convincing power of a speech depends partly on 
three qualities of the orator: his wisdom, his rectitude, and 
his good will. For the first two points we are referred to 
the “ Ethics; ” for the third, and for modes of influencing 
the mood and disposition of the audiences, to the doctrine 
of the emotions which now follows. The emotions in 
question are specified as those “by the change of which 
the judgment itself becomes changed.” The more accurate 
treatment of them comprises three heads: the disposition 
of mind from which the emotion springs; the persons 
towards which it is directed ; the occasions which commonly 
give rise to it. This triple knowledge is the preliminary 
condition for the rousing of emotions by oratory. It is 
surprising to find this subject, which seems to belong much 
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more properly to psychology or descriptive ethics, im¬ 
ported into a work on rhetoric, and there treated with an 
exhaustiveness that goes far beyond the end in view. 
That which moved Aristotle to this procedure was probably 
in the first place, the Platonic ideal of that art as set forth 
in the “ Phaedrus; ” and secondly the wish, cherished no 
less warmly by him than by his master, to separate the 
new exposition of rhetoric as widely as possible from the 
old empirical methods and routine wisdom. It so comes 
about that we have before us foundations of much greater 
depth and strength than is justified by the superstructure 
which rests upon them. We shall, perhaps, not be far 
wrong in conjecturing that Aristotle was glad of the 
opportunity to raise the tone of that initiation into 
rhetorical fencing tricks which practical considerations 
had forced upon him. Another cause operating in the 
same direction may have been a recollection of the fact 
that at the beginning of the work he had been unwilling 
to allow emotional effects any place at all in oratory 
(cf. pp. 421, 422). Now that he found himself constrained 
to descend from that ideal height, he preferred to do so in 
such a manner that the subject proscribed at first might 
appear in strictly scientific garb, not as merely auxiliary 
to rhetorical success. 

2. At the head of the emotions stands anger, which is 
described as “ a passionate longing for the real or apparent 
avenging of a real or apparent injury, inflicted on us by 
one who has no right to treat us or ours in such a manner.” 
Mention has already been made of the pleasure which 
the hope of revenge mingles with the painful feeling 
(cf. p. 429). But apart from this hope, an element of 
pleasure is recognized as present in the mere dwelling on 
the thought of revenge. We are predisposed to anger by 
whatever emotion predominates in us for the moment. 
This is so because our anger is generally directed against 
those who oppose our present desires or needs, especially 
when we have thought ourselves entitled to expect the 
contrary. We are angry, too, with those who despise us in 
respect of matters on which we lay the greatest importance, 
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and more particularly when our self-confidence is not 
secure. An enumeration is given of the circumstances in 
which such contempt is felt as especially painful. Even 
the forgetting of our name may hurt our feelings as a sign 
of neglect or low esteem. Anger is diminished by diversion 
to another object; it becomes extinguished when those 
with whom we are angry suffer worse harm than we were 
willing to inflict upon them. 

The unusually exhaustive discussion of friendship sur¬ 
prises us, as already a whole quarter of the “ Ethics ” has 
been devoted to this subject. And yet we cannot say that 
there is real repetition. Friendship is defined as “ unselfish 
benevolence practically manifested within the limits of 
possibility.” There follows a review of the conditions or 
causes of friendship and its opposite. This section treats 
only of private friendship, and does not, like those two 
books of the “ Ethics,” include within its scope benevolent 
sentiments extended over whole groups. 

Fear has the next turn. It is explained as an “un¬ 
pleasant feeling or unrest which is caused by the idea of 
an imminent evil bringing injury or annoyance.” The 
“ imminence ” is limited to the near future, for all men 
know that they must die some day, and yet are not 
constantly filled with the dread of death. We are given a 
long review of the different objects of fear, after which 
follows an account of the qualities of the fearing subject. 
Fear always implies an admixture of hope ; the absence 
of this produces dull despair, a cold indifference to the 
future. 

Courage, the opposite of fear, next receives attention, 
and then shame, here described as a “ disgust or uneasiness 
in respect of past, present, or future misdoings which seem 
of a kind to give one a bad reputation.” Shamelessness, 
on the other hand, is a negligence or indifference shown in 
this direction. The next place is taken by “favour” or 
good will, the manifestations of which “are accorded to 
one who needs them neither out of gratitude nor in the 
interests of the person who accords them, but in the 
interests of the recipient” Here, as in some of the 
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earlier sections, short practical applications to rhetoric are 
interspersed. Thus it is sometimes requisite in a speech 
to magnify the extent of favour entertained and the great¬ 
ness of the consequent service ; at another time it may be 
desired to minimize the favour and the gratitude due for 
it—a purpose which is served by proving a selfish motive, a 
chance coincidence, external compulsion, or the absence of 
initiative (the service rendered being the repayment for 
one received). 

Pity is defined as an unpleasant feeling excited by the 
contemplation of a real or supposed evil which is destruc¬ 
tive or painful and at the same time undeserved. It is 
implied here, as we learn from an added remark, that the 
contemplator, or at least persons in close relation to him, 
must not be absolutely protected against the same or 
cognate evils. Neither the utterly miserable nor those 
who think themselves in the assured possession of good 
fortune are accessible to this emotion. Some consideration 
is now given to the qualities of those who are inclined 
to pity. They include those who have often been afflicted 
or threatened by fate; the advanced in age, because of 
their richer reflexion and riper experience ; the educated, 
too, for the first of these reasons; then come the weakly; 
and, last of all, those who are exposed to ill fortuue at 
a multitude of points, as by the possession of parents, 
children, wives. Those are excluded who for the moment 
are dominated by the active emotions, as well as those 
who are absolutely filled with fear. In the first case, we 
may add, it is the quality of the prevailing emotion which 
bars the way to pity ; in the second, to a certain extent, its 
quantity. “ Their own emotion holds them captive,” so that 
they cannot share in the emotions of others, even when 
of similar kind. Those, too, are void of pity who think 
meanly of the worth of men, and who are, therefore, inclined 
to judge every misfortune well deserved. 

From the discussion upon the objects of pity, we pick 
out the observation that these objects should not be too 
closely connected with ourselves. Otherwise the same 
tiling may happen as in the tale of the Egyptian king 
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who was dethroned by the Persian conqueror: he wept 
on seeing a friend begging who had been thrown into 
destitution by this catastrophe, but remained tearless when 
he saw his own son led to death. 

3. We now reach the most instructive, if not the most 
interesting, parts of this section. The good will manifested 
in “ pity ” is contrasted with that element of feeling which 
may be called ill will or malice, though hardly without 
expressing in these words a judgment of condemnation 
which did not in ancient times command the same general 
assent that it does now. This is a point at which we 
encounter significant distinctions, on which it will repay us 
to dwell for a moment. Aristotle places at the head of this 
group of emotions a feeling for which we have no separate 
name—“a being pained by undeserved good fortune.” 
This he sets by the side of pity, which is “ a being pained 
by undeserved bad fortune; ” he represents both alike as 
the outflowing of a “ well-formed character,” and even 
appeals to the fact that “ we attribute this feeling to the 
gods ” no less than the other. The untranslatable Greek 
verb (ve/uitcrav) is connected with Nemesis, the name of the 
goddess whose task is to watch over right “ distribution ” 
(vifiuv), and who is always ready to check and to punish 
every disturbance of the due order. 

The modem namelessness of this emotion, which we 
might call with Nietzsche “ the nobler brother of envy,” is 
not accidental. It rests on the fact that the universal and 
therefore indiscriminating love of humanity which is con¬ 
stantly preached to us revolts against all ill will, even when 
of a kind that both springs from pure sources and is well 
fitted to produce salutary effects. Aristotle tells us that 
slavish natures are inaccessible to this emotion as well as 
evil persons and those destitute of the love of honour ; un¬ 
usual susceptibility to it is possessed by those who thirst 
for action, especially when they see the goals to which they 
strive reached by the unworthy. Nor are there wanting 
external circumstances by which the strength of this 
emotion is increased or diminished. Goods bestowed by 
nature, such as noble birth or personal beauty, seem to 
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give a kind of claim to the possession of other goods as 
well And “ since the familiar comes near to the natural/1 
this feeling is aroused less by hereditary power and wealth 
than by the new acquisitions of the parvenu. 

Envy, too, is directed against the prosperity of others, 
but not because it is undeserved. It strikes most readily 
at our equals and our like, those with whose lot we are 
accustomed to compare our own. (Let it be remarked, in 
passing, that we do not confute Aristotle by pointing out 
that the proletarian may envy the millionaire. This may 
happen in critical epochs, but not in ages when the inequality 
of life-conditions is secure against all critical attack.) At 
this point the "bad ” emotion just named comes into close 
contact with another—again nameless for us moderns— 
which arises in the same circumstances, but differs in the 
ground of displeasure. We do not, in virtue of it, resent the 
fact that others possess “ highly prized goods from which 
we are not excluded as a matter of course/' but rather the 
fact that we do not ourselves possess them. This feeling, 
which stimulates energy and is therefore deemed “noble,” 
might be named by us “ emulation,” but this term would 
not exhaust its content The derivatives of the Greek 
word, ££Aoc, which was taken over by the Romans, form 
two series in the Romance languages—on the one hand, 
zelo, zile, etc., on the other, gelosia, jalousie, etc.; in English 
there are “ zeal ” and “ jealousy." The words of the second 
series thus denote the unpleasant feeling which is the root 
of the emotions, while those of the first denote the active 
element, the eager striving and working, which results from 
it. In order to gauge the importance which this emotion 
had for the Greek, we must remember the wide space 
occupied in the life of the Hellenic nation by various forms 
of contest (gymnastic, musical, poetical, and particularly 
dramatic, prize competitions). So much for the distinc¬ 
tions and agreements within this group of emotions. 
Displeasure provoked by others’ prosperity is common to 
them all, but they are differentiated in a remarkable 
manner. In the one first spoken of, A, the displeasure 
is due to the unworthiness of the favoured person, in B 
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and C to their (real or supposed) equality with us ; B is 
an ignoble state of mind, while A and C are noble, A 
because of the moral appraisement contained in it, C 
because of the spur which it supplies to increased activity 
and self-perfecting. 

4. This refined subtlety in the characterizations of 
emotions and in the exposition of their manifold ramifica¬ 
tions does great honour to the Stagirite. Even the founder 
of modern philosophy yields place to him in this respect. 
We may recall, for example, how casually Descartes 
describes jealousy as a species of fear, or emulation as a 
form of courage, without bringing out the features of agree¬ 
ment and difference between these emotions and others 
akin to them. There is, moreover, a second point at which 
the comparison turns out in favour of Aristotle. He is 
well acquainted with, and he gives emphatic prominence 
to, the twofold nature of the emotions, which have their 
somatic as well as their psychic side. From the occasional 
occurrence of strong emotion without any sufficient cause 
that can be perceived, he infers that in these cases a 
physical predisposition plays a considerable part; and he 
puts himself far in advance of his epoch by recognizing 
that “ the investigation of psychic processes in general, or 
at least of this element in them, is the business of the 
nature-student.” But in this case he observes a most wise 
self-restraint ; it is only by way of illustrating his general 
thought that he mentions the “surging of the blood in the 
region of the heart,” which he supposed was the physio¬ 
logical accompaniment of a fit of anger. On the other 
hand, the early Stoics incorporated a. physical counterpart, 
a “ swelling ” or “ contraction,” etc., in ail their definitions 
relating to this subject. And Descartes hardly rendered a 
service to the progress of psychology by invoking the 
fantastic physiological creations of his day,—the “vital 
spirits,” the affections of the pineal gland, and so forth. 

But it should not be passed over in silence that in this 
field Descartes proved himself superior to Aristotle as an 
analyst. The latter described pleasure and its opposite, 
which he made the sources of desire, as ingredients in all 
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emotions without exception, by defining the latter, taken 
collectively, as states of the soul which cloud the judgment, 
being charged with pleasure and pain. Not so Descartes, 
who expressly set a kind of surprise (admiration), in itself 
free from pleasure and pain, at the head of his six " funda¬ 
mental emotions ” (passions primitives), and explained all 
the emotions partly as combinations of those six (surprise, 
love, hate, desire, joy, and sorrow), partly as subordinate 
varieties of them. 

5. No reservation of this nature qualifies the admira¬ 
tion aroused by the descriptive part of the theory of the 
emotions, or by the delineations which follow of different 
stages, and particularly different conditions of life. In 
youth the will is said to be rather violent than deep, 
much like the hunger and thirst of the sick. Youth Is 
full of confidence, because it has not yet suffered many 
deceptions ; full of hope, because it has not yet experienced 
many failures. But the chief reason is that the young have 
hot blood by nature, as the drunken have it from wine. 
For them, too, the realm of hope, that is, the future, is 
immeasurably large, while the past, the realm of memory, 
is exceedingly small. They are lofty-minded, for life has 
not yet crushed them down ; they do not yet know the 
double standard of the noble and the useful. And since 
as yet they judge nothing according to its utility, not even 
friendships, youth has more feeling for friendship and com¬ 
panionship than any other stage of life. Their faults spring 
from neglect of the maxim : 44 Keep measure.” The young 
love in excess and hate in excess ; they are full of assurance, 
and believe they know everything. The wrong which they 
do has its source in high spirits, not malice. They are full 
of pity because they think well of all the world, measuring 
their neighbours by the standard of their own inoffensive¬ 
ness. They are fond of laughter, and therefore pleasant 
company; they are prone to “ cultured wantonness.” 

To all this age supplies the exact antithesis. The old 
have lived through many disappointments and failures, in 
consequence of which all confidence and assurance have 
departed from them. They “ know ” nothing, but only 
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“ think.” They are suspicious from mistrust, mistrustful 
from experience. They love as if in the future they were 
destined to hate, and they hate as if they might some day 
love. They are narrow-hearted, because life has crushed 
them down. They know, too, by experience, how hard it 
is to gain anything, how easy to lose. They are as timid 
as the young are brave, since the coldness of age seconds 
the chill of fear. They cling to life, and the more so at 
the end, because desire is directed towards what is absent. 
They are selfish beyond due bounds, for this, too, is little¬ 
ness of mind. In consequence of their egoism they live 
more by the rule of the useful than by that of the beautiful. 
The loquacity of age is in great measure caused by the 
wide space which the past occupies in an old man's life. 
They also are full of pity, not as the young from love of 
humanity, but from weakness ; for no evil seems to them 
remote. 

In all these points middle age holds an intermediate 
position. Here moderation and courage are found com¬ 
bined, while in the extreme stages of life they are only found 
separately. The young are both brave and dissolute, the old 
at the same time moderate and cowardly. There are other 
ways, too, in which the advantages which are divided 
between youth and age appear combined in middle life. 
It is here that excess and defect are replaced by the right 
measure and the befitting. The remark occurs that the 
body attains its full development between thirty and thirty- 
five, the soul at forty-nine. The remarkable precision of this 
last statement is probably to be ascribed to the influence 
which the significance of the number seven (7 x 7) had 
gained over the biological views of even an Aristotle. 

6. Further sketches describe the types of the noble, 
the rich, the possessor of political power. The man of 
noble descent is inclined to look down even upon those 
who are as important in the present day as his own 
ancestors were in the old days. The former lack the 
transfiguring lustre of past time and many a decorative 
addition. Emphasis is laid on the distinction between 
noble birth and noble character. The latter is found in 
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those who have not degenerated from the family type. 
It is not possessed by the majority of the nobles, who 
are not raised above mediocrity (a different view is noted 
on p. 345). For generations vary, just like the harvests 
of good and bad years. Genius often sinks in posterity 
to wild passionateness, steadfastness to dull insensibility. 
For the rich, money becomes the standard of all value, 
and they hold everything purchasable. They are also 
inclined to self-importance, and do not care to put any 
constraint upon themselves, because they see that in any 
case their taste and their behaviour receive applause and 
set the fashion. "Beatific unintelligence” is the short 
phrase in which the character of the rich man is sum¬ 
marized. At the same time, it is admitted that these un¬ 
lovely features belong less to old and hereditary wealth than 
to the parvenu, who may be described as “ not brought up 
to riches.” The possessor of political power shares many 
characteristics with the wealthy man ; in other respects, 
he is superior. He is more a lover of honour, manlier, 
more steadfast and serious,—for this reason if for no 
other, that he stands continually in the light of publicity. 
Recognition is given to the fact that success of all kinds 
predisposes to pride and self-conceit; but to this remark 
another is added which somewhat surprises us moderns : 
the fortunate love the gods and trust in them because of 
the benefits they have received from fate. 
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CHAPTER XXXVIII. 

ARISTOTLE AND RHETORIC. 

(Continuation and Conclusion.) 

I. AFTER this interlude, borrowed from descriptive ethics, 
the author returns to the main ingredient in rhetoric, the 
dialectical element. The two chief means of proof, the 
example and the enthymeme, are divided into their sepa¬ 
rate species. The simile and the animal-fable are dis¬ 
tinguished from the “ example ” in the narrower sense, 
which consists of an appeal to real occurrences. The 
sentence or maxim appears as a particular variety of 
enthymeme ; it is most effective when it carries its justifica¬ 
tion in itself. Sententious speech is most becoming in the 
elderly, who draw from the stock of their own experience. 
Nor need the orator be afraid of commonplaces which 
express convictions held by all. But, on the other hand, 
it is also legitimate to contradict widespread opinions, 
even those embodied in proverbs and maxims, if by this 
means the orator can gain sharpness in characterizations or 
produce an effect of pathos. Thus a speaker may exclaim : 
“ Even the saying, ‘ Nothing in excess/ is unprofitable, for 
one cannot hate the bad too much/1 But the chief use of 
the maxim is the favourable light in which it displays the 
speaker; utterances of a noble kind cause him to appear 
noble. 

Enthymemes should not be far-fetched or of too great 
generality. This is the reason why the less well-educated 
—for whom this limitation is not a matter of troublesome 
observance—often speak before the people more convinc¬ 
ingly than their superiors in education. One of the modes 
of proof is the evidence from contraries. For example; “ If 
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the war is responsible for the present evils, peace must be 
well fitted to repair them/* A second argument rests on 
the more or less, e.g. : “ If a man beat his own father, how 
should he refrain from beating his fellow-man ? ” Another 
method rests .on division and consequent eliminations. 
Thus: “ There are three motives for wrong-doing ; two of 
these are excluded by the circumstances of the case; the 
third is not even asserted by the accuser.” At another 
time again the pleader will appeal to a judgment pre¬ 
viously delivered on the same or a similar matter, or one 
of contrary character. This judgment, if possible, should 
be one which was arrived at unanimously, by a large 
majority, by persons of acknowledged authority, or even 
by the gods themselves. An illustrative example is taken 
from a poem of Sappho: “ Death is an evil; if it bad not 
been, why should the gods have reserved immortality for 
themselves ? ” Sometimes two inductions bearing on the 
same subject lead to opposite conclusions. Thus, one may 
sometimes warn men against education because of the 
disfavour which it brings ; at another time recommend it 
because wisdom is its fruit. To this place belongs the 
general advice, out of all possible suppositions to choose 
always that which best serves our ends. There is some¬ 
thing disconcerting in a piece of dialectical audacity like 
the following. From the very incredibility of a statement 
we may deduce its actual truth, by asking: “ How, if it 
were not true, could any one have come to make so im¬ 
probable a statement ?” We may quote one observation 
which shows great psychological refinement. The processes 
of proof, it is said, which win the loudest applause are those 
of which the purpose is surmised from the beginning, and 
the conclusion approached step by step, so that before it is 
explicitly stated it has won the full assent of the audience. 
The effect of such a method, we may add, is that the 
tension is kept up to the end, and the well-prepared solu¬ 
tion is reached at the last without difficulty. At the same 
time, as Aristotle himself remarks, the self-esteem of the 
hearer is flattered by the pleasant consciousness of his 
perspicacity in anticipating the conclusion. 
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2. After the separate discussion of all these sham proofs, 
there comes a thorough treatment of fallacious enthymemes, 
which, it is said, must exist by the same necessity as 
the corresponding syllogistic fallacies. As the nature of the 
case exacts, there are here numerous reminiscences of the 
book “ On Sophistic Refutations ” (cf. p. 45). A lengthy 
exposition is devoted to the misuse of linguistic forms, as 
well as to that of forms of inference, homonymy and the like. 
A particularly copious source of deception is said to be the 
joining of what is separate and the separation of what is 
joined. Each of these aids to deception is illustrated by an 
interesting example. The rhetorician Polycrates—perhaps 
in his pamphlet against Socrates (cf. Vol. II. p. 114)— 
exalted the democratic leader Thrasybulus at the expense 
of other heroes of liberty by reasoning (as we may expand 
Aristotle's hint) somewhat as follows: “ A overthrew this 
tyrant, B that, C a third ; each of these, therefore, has 
been held in the highest honour by his fellow-citizens. 
What honour, then, is due to him who wrested the supreme 
power from no fewer than thirty tyrants ? ” Thus it was 
made to seem as if not one act of liberation only, as was 
really the case, but a great number of them, had here to 
be considered. Aristotle's friend and favourite pupil, 
Theodectes (cf. p. 415), pursued the opposite course in his 
tragedy “ Orestes ; ” for he justified the act of Orestes in 
killing his mother by combining two propositions, each un¬ 
assailable in itself. “ The murderess of a husband deserves 
death,” and “It is the son's part to avenge his father.” 
By setting the two propositions side by side, the illusion 
was created that the right of Orestes to kill his mother 
Clytaemnestra was hereby placed beyond doubt. There 
follow instances of false generalizations and illicit conver¬ 
sion, as well as of temporal succession represented as 
causal connexion {post hoc, ergo propter hoc). The example 
adduced in illustration is significant of our philosopher’s 
political attitude. He tells us that Demades, a politician 
friendly to the Macedonian cause, had laid on the policy of 
Demosthenes the responsibility for all the ensuing evils, 
and so had confused the "after ” with the " because.” It 
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as has been recently maintained, Aristotle had been a 
partisan of Philip, he would certainly not have undertaken 
to invalidate the charge brought against this king’s chief 
opponent, Demosthenes. Another error mentioned is the 
confusion of the absolute with the relative. Among the 
examples of this appears the misuse of the notion of 
probability, which is apprehended sometimes in a narrower 
and sometimes in a wider sense, the more so as the 
corresponding Greek word is frequently used to mean what 
having regard to a restricted circle of causes is natural or 
normal. By taking the two meanings as one, it would be 
possible to prove even the identity of the probable with the 
improbable. Aristotle quotes a pleasing couple of lines 
from the tragic poet Agathon (cf. Vol. II. p. 383, seq.)— 

u This is the most improbable of all, 
That naught improbable should never hap.r 

Here, as Aristotle rightly thinks, there is no contradic¬ 
tion. The word 0 improbable ” is used in a double mean¬ 
ing ; and the import of the lines, as we may add, is simply 
this: “ It is matter of daily experience that many things 
happen which we are not led to expect, owing to our 
imperfect knowledge of causes and particularly of their 
co-operation.” 

We pass over a section of no great importance relating 
to “ solutions and confutations,” as also the remarks on 
“ exaggerating and extenuating.” These chapters amount 
to no more than this, that the modes of proof in question 
(which clearly had filled much space in the older hand¬ 
books) have in common not so much a particular nature 
as a particular purpose. 

3. The third book of the * Rhetoric ” is principally 
devoted to the more external elements of this art—diction 
and arrangement. In dealing but briefly with these we 
do not offend against the author's intentions; for he placed 
the matter of speeches far above their form, and described 
the care which is expended on the latter as almost a 
necessary evil 

The art of delivery, as being the most external ele¬ 
ment, is assigned to the lowest place in words like those 
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applied in the “ Poetics ” to the scenic apparatus of the 
drama. “ Diction/' too, ought, in strictness, to aim merely 
at preserving complete neutrality, “ equally remote from 
pleasurable and painful impressions," in an exposition 
based on reasonings. We note, by the way, that a 
growing preponderance of substance over form passes 
with our philosopher almost for a law of literary develop¬ 
ment. The metre of tragedy had advanced from the 
stately and pretentious trochee to the iambus with its 
nearer approach to the language of conversation ; its style 
of expression similarly showed a constantly increasing 
preference for the ordinary; and prose diverged more and 
more from poetry. The chief merits of diction, Aristotle 
continues, are clearness and appropriateness. Great caution 
is needed in attempts to ennoble the expression ; the 
speaker must not allow his purpose to become manifest, 
he must avoid every trace of affectation, and he must be 
on his guard whenever he rises above the every-day level. 
Metaphor alone among the adornments of speech is 
tolerated in prose. There are continual references to 
the “Poetics/1 to which supplementary additions are now 
made, one, for example, on beauty of sound, a subject 
passed over in the earlier work. The treatment of the 
frigid brings before us in striking manner the difference 
between ancient and modem taste. As an instance of a 
far-fetched and therefore frigid metaphor, Aristotle quotes 
an expression of Alcidamas which is quite consonant with 
modern feeling. This orator had called the “Odyssey” “a 
fair mirror of human life.” We are not entitled on this 
account to charge Aristotle or his contemporaries with 
weakness or dulness of imagination. Quite the contrary. 
If they found an audacity ill befitting prose in words 
which produce no such impression on us, it was precisely 
because they took figurative language more seriously, 
because they had a keener feeling for metaphors, these 
not yet having reached that condition of a use-worn 
currency which is so common among metaphors now. 

After the section on clearness and a few remarks 
relating to punctuation and syntax, there follows a 

VOL. IV. 2 G 
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discussion on the weight or effectiveness of language. 
Some subtle observations may here be found concerning 
the cases where the name of a thing is to be preferred to a 
description of it, or vice versA, and those in which either the 
negative or the positive mode of expression is the better. 
The significant hint is here dropped that the mere negative 
opens wider perspectives to the imagination and stimulates 
it to heightened activity. 

4. The section on appropriateness of language contains 
much that for us is self-evident, but also not a few remarks 
which reach greater depths. Thus we receive the counsel, 
not a little surprising at first, “not to employ all the 
consistent means of expression simultaneously.” We should 
rather have expected the opposite. But in reality the 
problem is to hit the medium between two equally dangerous 
extremes. If a man utters severe words with a soft voice 
and gentle mien, this want of harmony raises doubts as to 
the genuineness of the emotion. Aristotle by no means fails 
to recognize this. He points out the danger ; but he warns 
us much more emphatically against the opposite fault, 
against the too exact agreement of word, voice, and gesture. 
The purpose becomes too manifest, and all belief in the 
speaker’s artlessness disappears. The orator, truly, should 
not be a bad actor, but on no account must he be too 
good a one. The precepts regarding rhythm are con¬ 
ceived in a similar spirit. If the speech were actually in 
metre, the obvious artifice would injure its credibility; at 
the same time, the attention of the hearer would be too 
much diverted from the matter in hand. Want of rhythm 
at the other extreme does not allow the structure of the 
speech to appear in sufficient prominence, and makes it 
unpleasing as well as obscure. Rhythm, therefore, should 
not be rigorously uniform, and should only be employed 
partially. 

5. The points of view now touched upon and the 
\examples adduced in illustration present an abundance 
and variety which defy summarization. Besides orators 
properly so called, among whom Isocrates is referred to 
with, special frequency, in spite of the old antagonism 
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(cf. pp. 20, 24, and 303), prose writers and poets of every 
kind receive attention. For Aristotle has now enlarged his 
survey, and made literary expression in the widest sense 
the object of his study. He distinguishes the old co-or¬ 
dinating or paratactic style (used by Herodotus) from 
the more advanced periodic form of composition. He 
touches on the economy of breath and warns against too 
long and too short periods, accompanying the second 
warning with a striking comparison (the unexpectedly early 
close acts like the sudden arrest of a movement which 
jerks one forward). Reference is made to enjambement, 
the carrying on of a sentence from one line of verse into 
the next; and the practice is condemned in cases where the 
first line, taken alone, gives a complete sense, especially 
when this is misleading. Antithesis is praised because 
when two contraries are placed in immediate neighbour¬ 
hood, they stand out against each other in the clearest 
and strongest relief. Attention is also given to the figures 
named after the rhetorician Gorgias, such as the connecting 
of the members of a sentence by the use of identical 
syllables or similar sounds, together with other artifices of 
like nature. 

" Witty and popular sayings ” give occasion for a closer 
consideration of images and comparisons. A starting-point 
is supplied by the principle that "easy learning is by 
nature pleasant to all." This result is often obtained by 
the use of an expression not literally applicable to its 
object. Thus a line of the " Odyssey ” speaks of old age as 
"stubble the comparison leads the mind to the common 
element in the two cases ; in both there is something past 
its flowering-time. Vividness, that most desirable quality 
in language, is obtained chiefly by speaking of lifeless 
things as though they had soul; here again Homer is the 
unattainable model. At this point we are surprised by 
an omission. A line, perhaps the most picturesque in all 
Homer— 

“ Back with a thunderous clatter leapt plainward the treacherous 
boulder,” 

Is quoted without a word of reference to the sound-painting. 
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There is much aptness (and some unconscious self-praise) 
in a passing remark to the effect that acuteness of per¬ 
ception nowhere reveals itself more clearly than in the 
discovery of hidden resemblances. This great gift, he tells 
us, operates “ as in science ” (we recall the feats of a 
Newton or a Franklin), so also in style “ by #the formation 
of happy metaphors.” Mention is made and explanations 
given of the pleasure derived from well-constructed riddles, 
from successful parodies, from the witty employment of the 
different meanings borne by a single word, and from 
felicitous exaggerations. 

6. From the general, Aristotle turns to the particular— 
that is, to the different modes of employing language, and 
the demands which may be made on each. The written 
communication of thought is described as the “most 
accurate” of all,—a judgment which calls to the mind 
Bacon's saying that “ writing makes a precise man.” But 
the same kind of matter, delivered orally, often seems curt 
and thin ; while the productions of the orator, when read, 
easily create an impression of amateurishness and banality. 
Some excellent remarks follow on the inner connexion 
between figures of speech and declamatory delivery. One 
amusing example may be quoted. Repetitions are rightly 
avoided in prose ; but in poetry, especially in comedy, they 
have their place. We know the fondness of the ancients 
for searching out inventors (cf. Vol. I. pp. 389 seq.). This 
practice, or the abuse of it, was very amusingly satirized 
in a domedy by Anaxandrides, entitled, “Old Man's 
Folly.” That hero of civilization, Palamedes, the supposed 
“inventor” of the alphabet, of the game of draughts, of 
arithmetic, and so forth, was here coupled with Rhada- 
manthys, the son of Zeus, and ail imaginable trifles 
ascribed to them as inventions. One line, for example, 
ran thus— 

“ Parasite’s antics, invented by Palamede and Rhadamanthys.” 

The last words clearly formed the refrain of a long 
series of lines, in which the contrast between the trivial 
content and the solemn ending produced the most 
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ludicrous effect, especially in the mouth of the actor Phile¬ 
mon. There is a noteworthy comparison between speeches 
addressed to the people and decorative painting. In both 
cases—this is Aristotle's thought—crude effects are sought; 
refinement is not only a superfluity, but a disadvantage. 
On the other hand, the language of the display-oration, 
which is intended to be read aloud, makes the nearest 
approach to written style ; next after it comes the forensic 
speech. 

7. The close of the work deals with the component 
parts of a speech, in multiplying which, it is said, earlier 
writers have gone too far. In reality, a speech has only 
two main parts—one in which the orator states his case, 
the other in which he makes it good; just as in mathe¬ 
matics we have first the enunciation, then the proof. Still, 
Aristotle so far follows the traditional practice as to dis¬ 
tinguish, in some cases but not all, four main parts of a 
speech, namely, “ prelude, statement, argument, epilogue; ” 
all these receive exhaustive treatment. Here again there 
are several excursions from the field of rhetoric proper 
into that of exposition in general, including even its 
poetical forms. 

The chief task to be fulfilled by the prelude or 
introduction is that of disclosing the purpose of the speech. 
The man who is defending himself must be at pains to 
clear away suspicions right at the beginning of his speech, 
in order to obtain a free course for the remainder of it; 
the accuser, on the contrary, makes the corresponding effort 
at the end, in order that he may leave his hearers with the 
desired impression fresh in their minds. The speaker’s 
task is sometimes to bring his hearers into a benevolent 
mood, sometimes to arouse their indignation ; often, too, 
he will seek to capture their attention—or to divert it 
This last will be his endeavour in those cases where the 
speaker necessarily desires that his public should “ attend 
to anything in the world rather than the matter in hand.” 
According to the purpose of the moment, the orator will 
represent the theme of his discourse as important, as 
affecting the interests of his audience, as astonishing, as 
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agreeable (for all this attracts attention), or, on the other 
hand as trivial, as foreign to their interests, as of no 
importance, or as painful This procedure, doubtless, is 
wanting in objectivity and only suited to inferior hearers. 
But—we must add mentally—such are the majority of 
hearers, and the author of this guide to rhetoric is bound to 
accommodate himself to the demands of actual life. 

Fundamental importance belongs to an excursus on the 
arousing and the rebutting of suspicion. The chief points 
of view connected with the second of these tasks are the 
following. The defender may contest the alleged facts,—he 
may admit the action but deny its injuriousness absolute 
or relative, its magnitude, its illegality, or its dishonourable¬ 
ness ; or, again, admitting either of these last qualities, he 
may deny the degree assigned to it by the accusation. Then, 
too, while allowing that an action was injurious, one may 
maintain that it was morally excellent. The action may 
also be excused as an oversight, or as having been un¬ 
avoidable, One may disclaim a malicious purpose, or 
explain the evil consequence as due to chance (this reminds 
us of the precisely contrary recommendation in the case of 
panegyric ; cf. p. 427). Yet another kind of situation is pre¬ 
sented when the accuser himself, or persons in close relation 
to him, are now or have been formerly involved in a similar 
action, or if a similar entanglement affects others whose 
innocence is questioned by none. Or, again, cases may be 
turned to account in which accusations brought by the same 
person have proved groundless, or in which, without any 
charge being raised, similar suspicion has lighted on some 
one whose guiltlessness afterwards became manifest. Appeal 
may be made to a verdict already given (cf. p. 446), some¬ 
what as was done by Euripides, who recalled the prize 
awarded to his drama “ Hippolytus ” when taken to task 
for the line contained in it: “ My tongue hath sworn it, yet 
my mind is free.11 Among the artifices supplied for the 
use of accusers there is one which reminds us of Pope’s 
“to damn by faint praise.” One may begin by a long 
eulogy and then add an expression of censure which, though 
short, is decisive on the matter in hand ; or one may praise 
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something trivial at great length, but at the same time 
condemn in a few words an action of much importance. 
With such refinements of insidiousness the limits of Aris¬ 
totle's indulgence are reached, and these, at any rate, are 
not described without a word of severe reprobation. 

8. We pass over the less characteristic remarks on the 
narrative portion of a speech, and from the following 
section, which deals with demonstration or argument, we 
single out the treatment of one particular rhetorical artifice, 
the question. This, it is said, may be employed most 
successfully in cases where the opponent has already con¬ 
ceded so much that it needs but the additional thrust of a 
question to destroy the tenability of his position. One of 
the chief uses of a question is to entangle the opponent in 
contradictions or to force him into paradox. Another case 
is that in which the only answer that can be given is of the 
form “yes and no”—“in one sense, yes; in another, no." 
The audience. then begins to murmur, for they take the 
answer to be an evasion due to perplexity. Now, cautiously 
limited judgments of the kind referred to are unusually 
frequent in the writings of Aristotle himself, and are not a 
little characteristic of his qualities as a thinker (cf. p. 58). 
It is thus well worthy of note how confidently he dis¬ 
tinguishes the strength of himself and the Hite who form 
his public from the “ weakness of the (average) hearer.” 
It is his own favourite mode of expression, which he advises 
the litigant to suggest to his opponent, in order that the 
latter may be tripped up by its use. 

In answering questions put by the other side, it is 
necessary to point out at once the double meaning of 
ambiguous expressions, and to resolve, in the answer itself, 
the contradiction in which % the antagonist is seeking to 
entangle us. If the opponent puts an inference adverse to 
our case into the form of a question which we cannot avoid 
answering affirmatively, we should insert in our reply words 
serving for our justification. Suppose a series of hostile 
questions has forced us to answer “yes ” to the final query; 
“ Have you, then, done what was evil ? * Our assent will 
be given with the immediate addition of a qualification: 
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" for it was the lesser evil of the two.” Passing from this 
dialectic of question and answer, the author goes on to the 
use which may be made of the ludicrous. He quotes with 
approval the advice of Gorgias, to counter the opponent’s 
earnest with jest and his jest with earnest. 

The epilogue, the discussion of which forms the con¬ 
clusion of the work itself, is divided into four parts. Its 
purpose is, firstly, to dispose the audience favourably 
towards the speaker, unfavourably towards his opponent 
(the author once more sets a part, the forensic speech, in 
the place of the whole) ; secondly, to raise or lower the 
importance of the subject-matter; thirdly, to inspire the 
audience with the desired emotions ; fourthly, to recapitu¬ 
late the contents of the whole speech. By an ingenious 
device Aristotle contrives to end the whole lecture-course 
with a sentence quoted as an example of a good conclusion 
to a speech : “ I have spoken ; you have heard ; you have the 
matter—judge! ” This veiled challenge, like the uncon¬ 
cealed one at the end of the logical course (cf. p. 31), was 
doubtless answered with a salvo of applause. 

9. We have treated the “ Rhetoric ” with greater fulness 
than has hitherto been customary. This is in accord 
with the main point of view which has governed our present¬ 
ment of Aristotle’s teachings in general. We regard the 
Stagirite as pre-eminently a classifier and encyclopaedist, 
as a thinker who surveyed and divided the world of pheno¬ 
mena in all its breadth, the physical province as well as 
the psychical. We have followed him through his wide 
joumeyings with steps now swifter, now slower, as the 
subject invited to a longer or shorter stay. There are 
departments in which Aristotle’s work is now wholly 
obsolete, his results long ago superseded, his difficulties 
finally settled. We have necessarily given less space to 
these than to other fields of research in which as yet there 
is no similar record of incontestable progress. Who would 
care to assert that Aristotle’s treatment of ethical and 
political questions has been eclipsed and supplanted by 
modern investigations in the same way as, say, his physics 
or his physiology I For assigning the “ Rhetoric ” to the 
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second of these groups rather than to the first, we have 
sufficient warrant in the one fact that the art of oratory 
has practically disappeared from the list of subjects treated 
by modern writers. 

It is true that a first glance at the three books of the 
u Rhetoric ” may easily provoke an unfavourable judg¬ 
ment. The reader is not unlikely to find the work an 
agglomerate of inwardly unconnected parts rather than an 
organic structure. A great deal of dialectic, some politics, 
a little grammar and jurisprudence, a section on style, and 
considerable borrowings from descriptive ethics and psy¬ 
chology—one asks vainly at first what inner bond unites 
all these disparate elements into a whole ? The thought 
readily suggests itself that considerations of an external 
order were mainly responsible for this so surprising con¬ 
junction of the dissimilar. Aristotle—the reader may 
say—wished to realize that unattainable ideal of a new 
rhetoric which was set forth in Plato’s “ Phsedrus ” (cf. 
p. 421); he also wished to outbid those predecessors of 
his for whom he felt so little esteem. He believed that 
this double purpose'would be achieved if, without omitting 
an account of the old tricks and artifices, he took pains to 
ennoble his collection of them by incorporating in it con¬ 
siderable sections taken from other and more highly 
esteemed provinces of knowledge. This judgment, how¬ 
ever, would be far from just, though there is certainly a 
grain of truth in it The author of the “ Rhetoric ” found 
himself in a peculiarly difficult position* Between his 
ideal and the reality which he could not ignore there 
yawned a wide gulf. We have noted his old complaint 
that the labour bestowed on diction is little more than a 
necessary evil; we remember his contention that in the 
council-chamber, as in the law-court, the only justifiable 
form of exposition is that which is strictly objective, which 
relies entirely on argument, and not at all on the rousing 
of emotion. And yet he investigates thoroughly, and 
treats exhaustively, all these aids to rhetoric, and many 
others which he himself despises. We may see here the 
co-operation of two powerful factors. For the orator in 
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the popular assembly and before the tribunal, all those 
resources were necessary which the philosopher, as such, 
contemned or even repudiated. If his lecture-hall was 
not to remain empty, his text-book unread, he was com¬ 
pelled to have regard to what men are, not to what they 
ought to be. 

But the really decisive factor was the second: the 
nature of Aristotle's mind. To one of his mental con¬ 
stitution it was an imperative necessity to sift and co¬ 
ordinate the whole body of knowledge accessible to him. 
Before this irresistible impulse all scruples were silent, or, 
to speak more accurately, disappeared temporarily from 
his range of vision. It is thus that we are to understand 
those instructions in deceit on which, so far as I can see, 
the historians have greatly neglected to comment (cf. p. 54). 
And yet there are numerous passages in the a Rhetoric ” 
where we are advised to employ on every occasion the mode 
of exposition suited to our particular case, where we are 
bidden to “ use ” this artifice, to " choose ” that advocate's 
trick. It is only in one quite isolated case (really an 
exception of the kind which proves the rule) that the 
description of a particularly treacherous method of attack 
is followed by a word of censure : “ These are at once the 
cleverest and the most unjust" practices (cf. p.455). In 
by far the greater proportion of cases Aristotle's procedure 
is neither moral nor immoral, but unmoral. As long as 
he is busy with these matters, his conscience does not 
come into play ; he is submerged in the stream of dialectic; 
he sets himself without reservation in the place of the 
accuser or defendant, the attorney or the party-man, and 
inquires only into the greater or less effectiveness of 
rhetorical expedients, not at all into their greater or less 
moral justifiability. He marshals and classifies this material 
just like that of any other department of knowledge. 

Yet another consequence followed from the excessive 
strength of the dialectical impulse. The framer of logical 
divisions strives first and foremost to make his divisions 
complete, without regard to the degree of interest or 
importance which attaches to this or that term of the 
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classification. The “ Rhetoric,” as a result, is not free 
from sections poor in content, from lengthily developed 
truisms. As a counterpoise to these, and as a refreshing 
interlude between the chapters of dialectic and eristic, we 
have the brilliant portions taken from descriptive psychology 
and ethics, which found in the “ Rhetoric ” not, indeed, the 
only possible place, but still one by no means unsuited to 
them. If politics, the principal field for the employment 
of rhetoric, is not left wholly untouched, this need surprise 
us as little as the fact that the author was at no pains to 
observe strictly the boundary between the rhetorical form 
of exposition and others, namely, prose, and sometimes 
even poetical, writing. When we finally call attention once 
more to the very intelligible desire of the great encyclo¬ 
paedist to make provision for subjects as yet little developed 
and therefore unfitted for independent expositions—such 
subjects as the theory of language or of criminal law—by 
giving them harbourage within the domain of a more 
advanced branch of knowledge (cf. pp. 417 and 432), we have 
said enough to defend the “ Rhetoric ” against the charges 
to which a superficial consideration of it may easily give 
rise. 

10. Thus once again we recognize the man who, in spite 
of his leaning to eristic over-subtlety, and in spite of many 
a relapse into primitive apriorism, is yet entitled to the 
highest honour, not only as the lavisher of untold treasures 
of knowledge, but still more as the marshal before whose 
baton the myriad facts in all provinces of nature and mental 
life range themselves of their own accord, into orderly 
ranks and comp act battalions. That vast mass of knowledge, 
it is true, was on the verge of bursting the bonds which 
hitherto had held it together. From the parent stock of 
general knowledge one branch after another is shortly to 
become severed. Philosophy, in the sense which we have 
been accustomed to attach to this word, is on the point of 
extinction. Instead of one universal science, we shall now 
find, on the one hand the body of special sciences, on the 
other “philosophy” in the modem sense, whi$h has now 
oecome a religion for the educated. Even the successors 
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of Aristotle were soon to set about the partition of his 

kingdom, just as the empire of his pupil, Alexander, was 
shared among the Diadochi. But the figure of the universal 
researcher and thinker meets us yet once more in the person 
of Theophrastus, the man who was nominated director of 
the Peripatos by its founder and chosen by him for his 
heir. 
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CHAPTER XXXIX. 

THEOPHRASTUS OF ERESUS. 

I. The life of Theophrastus is soon told. Born between 
372 and 370, the son of a well-to-do fuller, he early left 
his native island of Lesbos for Athens, where he was not 
too late to hear the aged Plato, and where in Plato’s school 
he made the acquaintance of Aristotle. He seems to have 
followed the latter to Macedonia; at any rate, after the 
Stagirite’s return to Athens, he was bound to him by the 
closest ties of common life and work. The reader has 
already learnt (pp. 25 and 32) that he was chosen by 
Aristotle to succeed him in the headship of his school, 
and made the heir to his collection of books. As a further 
legacy, the master also offered him his daughter’s hand, 
and entrusted him with the education of his son. There 
were certain works in the attribution of which tradition 
fluctuated between the teacher and the pupil. The latter, 
indeed, might well have published one or another item 
in the collection left behind by Aristotle; he might also 
have elaborated and continued what the teacher had merely 
sketched out. He is said to have called himself a "man 
of the school.” His whole existence was, in fact, absorbed 
in study, in the giving of oral and written instruction. 
He was not without honour in his day. When he died 
at the age of eighty-five, the whole of the Athenian people 
followed his bier ; and foreign potentates, the first Ptolemies 
and Antipater’s son Cassandrus, also showed their high 
regard for him. It is possible that, indirectly, he exerted 
some influence on public affairs, especially in the ten years 
(317-307) during which his friend and pupil, Demetrius 
of Phalerum, guided the helm of the State, having been 
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chosen by the Athenians as their regent and confirmed 
by Cassandrus. For in the government of Demetrius— 
who was author as well as statesman, and who had raised 
himself from the status of a freed man by his ability and 
adroitness—there are several traces of Peripatetic influence. 
His legislation relating to luxury, the control which he 
sought to exercise over the private lives of the rich, the 
assumption by the State of burdensome services, such as 
the Choregia—all these remind us of proposals and hints put 
forward by Aristotle (cf. pp. 365, 366, and 376). The same 
remark applies to the fundamental tendency of his policy, 
which was directed towards the reconciliation of party and 
class antagonisms, and towards the upraising of the general 
condition of the people. 

2. Little as Theophrastus took part in public life, he 
was yet on one occasion required to face a jury. It was 
probably his friendly relations with foreign princes that 
moved the fiery patriot, Hagnonides, to assail him with 
the weapon so much in favour against philosophers—a 
charge of impiety. This was almost certainly in the year 
319 or 318, during the short authority of the newly-restored 
democracy. But the accuser met with an ignominious 
fiasco. Theophrastus was acquitted, and by so over¬ 
whelming a majority that Hagnonides barely escaped the 
fine of a thousand drachmae. For the Attic law imposed 
this penalty on the frivolous accuser—that is, on one who 
failed to win to his side a fifth of the votes. More im¬ 
portance attached to a second conflict with the civil power 
in which Theophrastus was involved, but this time not 
alone. Sophocles, the son of Amphiclides, had proposed 
and carried a law by which the heads of the philosophers' 
schools were required to seek authorization of their position 
from the council and the people. This measure, in our 
opinion, was not inspired by party feeling. It applied 
to all schools without distinction—to the Academy, whose 
sympathies were then entirely democratic, as well as to 
the Feripatos, which was suspected of Macedonian leanings. 
But the leaders of the philosophic schools had no mind 
to consent to any such diminution of their independence. 
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With one accord they raised an emphatic protest against 
the demand made upon them by leaving the city—no 
doubt at the head of their pupils. A few months passed, 
and then, as so often at Athens, public feeling turned 
completely round. In this case it is possible that injury 
to the material interests of the citizens co-operated with 
more ideal considerations. The charge of illegality, the 
consequences of which were very severe (cf. VoL II. p. 53), 
was brought against Sophocles. Intelligibly enough the 
accuser, Philo, belonged to one of the philosophers’ schools, 
and indeed to that which stood highest among them in 
point of numbers and reputation—the school founded by 
Aristotle. But now party-politics came into play. The 
accusation had given the cue to the defence, which now 
became a counter-attack. Among the helpers of the 
accused, the first place was held by Demochares, the son 
of a cousin of Demosthenes, and heir to the orator’s tradi¬ 
tions. This hot-blooded and indefatigable champion of 
the radical-national party poured out the vials of his wrath, 
mingling together truth and falsehood after the manner 
so common in the fierce conflict of factions, both on 
Aristotle and on certain other pupils of Plato, such as 
Chaeron, the tyrant of Pellene. But violent as was his 
invective, it failed of its effect. Sophocles—we know not 
on what technical ground—was condemned to a fine of five 
talents, the law enacting State-control was declared invalid, 
and the heads of the schools were invited to return from 
the exile into which they had retired. 

3. Theophrastus was the incarnate ideal of the philo¬ 
sophic disciple. Dutiful, patient, unwearied, gifted with 
a power of work bordering on the fabulous, he accom¬ 
panied the Stagirite through the whole range of his 
universal research. He helped him to collect his vast 
and varied stock of materials; he continued and brought 
to a conclusion what the master had begun or outlined, 
he filled the gaps which he had left But with all this 
faithful devotion, he was anything but a blind follower. 
How highly the critical faculty was developed in Theo¬ 
phrastus may be learnt merely from the fragments of that 
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work by which he made himself the forerunner of all 
historians of philosophy. The doctrines of the older sages 
were treated by him, partly in monographs, but chiefly in 
a comprehensive work of eighteen books. Beginning with 
Thales, and extending to Plato and Xenocrates, this work 
passed in review the “Opinions on Physics” (in the wide 
sense, including even psychology) which had been held by 
former thinkers. Numerous small fragments of this history 
remain to us, and one of greater extent “ On Sense-Percep¬ 
tion.” We learn from this last that the work was doxo- 
graphic in its arrangement (cf. Vol. I. p. 530). At the same 
time, the whole of the fragments show us that the work was 
permeated with criticism from beginning to end—a point 
on which we feel constrained to dwell for a moment 

To write the history of science without regard to the 
personal convictions of the writer seems to us an impossi¬ 
bility. In this as in other provinces we hold the so-called 
objective writing of history to be both an illusion, and a 
perverted ideal. Freedom from partiality and prejudice, 
the most sincere and the most earnest endeavour to do full 
justice to views even the most divergent from our own— 
these, it is true, are indispensable requisites for every 
historical performance of real value. But it is also neces¬ 
sary to have and to express an opinion of one's own on the 
subject concerned—necessary in the double sense of in¬ 
evitability and of needfulness. Without intensity of interest 
there can be no sustained study ; and if this does not lead 
to the formation of an independent judgment, all cannot be 
well with the intellectual capacity of the historian. On the 
other hand—and here we have more particularly in view the 
investigator into the history of philosophy—how can he who 
brings no opinion of his own to bear on the historical pro¬ 
cesses described by him do as much as separate with any 
certainty the trivial from the important, the transient from 
the abiding? And yet this discrimination is the funda¬ 
mental condition for anything like adequate historical 
perspective* But, it may be replied, a narrative thus sub¬ 
jectively conditioned, and, therefore, also subjectively 
coloured, divests itself of all claim to permanence* No 
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doubt it does, we answer; this form of human activity can 
no more than any other escape the universal human destiny. 
But it escapes it least of all when the narrator aims at being 
a mere registering machine, in which he can never entirely 
succeed, or when he chooses one of the two alternatives 
which are alone open to him who renounces all critical treat¬ 
ment of his subject—when, that is to say, he either assumes 
the attitude of uncritical hero-worship, taking his author’s 
position for his own without attempt at originality, or else, 
regarding his personal opinion as the only one tenable or 
possible, violently reads it into the works with which he 
deals. In the first case, the subject has not found its 
master ; in the second, it has found a tyrant. 

This digression has been somewhat lengthy; but we 
felt constrained to pay tribute to the ancestor of all 
historians of philosophy by an attempt to put before our 
reader a just view of the dignity and value of the historico- 
critical method which he followed. We have paid him the 
still more emphatic tribute of taking this method for our 
model. 

4. Our attention has already been engaged by samples 
of the criticism which Theophrastus applied to the doctrines 
of the nature-philosophers (cf. Vol. I. pp. 376, 356). This 
criticism appears to possess the greatest significance in 
those cases where he tests the opinions of others by the 
standard not so much of what he deems their objective 
truth as of their inner consistency. Thus he believes him¬ 
self in a position to point out discrepancies inherent in the 
teaching both of Democritus and of Plato on the senses: 
“Each of them arrives at results which contradict his 
fundamental principles.” In the case of Democritus this 
contradiction is said to consist in this, that having declared 
the sensible qualities (which we call secondary) to be 
merely subjective “affections,” he yet refers them to 
primary or objective properties of the atoms (their size, 
form, and arrangement). This contradiction, it must be 
admitted, is more a matter of words than of substance 
(cf. Vol. I. p. 320), 

In our opinion one of the most baseless of Plato’s 
VOL. IV. 2 H 
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hypotheses is his false or 44 untrue pleasure M (cf. Vol. III. 
p. 190). Theophrastus clearly saw the perversity of this 
assumption ; but at the same time he pointed out the 
kernel of truth contained in it, namely, the distinction 
between normal and abnormal modes of feeling. In face 
of this boldness, this independent and penetrating judgment, 
we become interested to know how they were brought to 
bear upon the master’s doctrines, and how the discipleship 
of Theophrastus was reconciled with them. At this point 
a truly remarkable spectacle is presented to us. 

The most faithful allegiance and sober, ever-watchful 
doubt meet us in a combination which at first strikes us 
as wholly enigmatical. We can hardly read a dozen lines 
of Theophrastus’ philosophical writings without lighting 
upon Aristotelian thoughts, indeed upon whole phrases and 
sentences borrowed from the Stagirite. And yet on almost 
every occasion when he confronts a main doctrine of his 
teacher, he gives expression to doubts and difficulties in 
great abundance. The reader has already (p. 201) made 
acquaintance with his searching objections against the 
theory of Nous, which was represented as entering the 
human embryo from without Yet these difficulties did 
not prevent Theophrastus from recognizing Nous as a 
psychic element not depending on the body. The central 
point of Aristotle’s cosmology is his doctrine concerning 
the origin of the movements of the universe (cf. p. 218). 
Here, too, Theophrastus finds difficulties in plenty. Why, he 
asks, should the striving of the heavenly spheres be directed 
towards motion and not towards rest ? And, conceding 
this point, why is this striving peculiar to the spheres and 
not shared by the centre of the universe, the earth ? (There 
was here an obvious inducement to call in question the 
earth’s condition of rest and with it the geocentric theory 
in general; our philosopher, however, remained unaffected 
by this temptation.) Again, a number of objections are 
raised by the disciple against the teleological principles of 
the master. In the first place, he dwells on the province, 
already touched on by Aristotle, of what we now call dyste- 
leology. Thus he mentions rudimentary organs (such as 
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the male nipple), ephemeral insects, whose structure—so 
we mentally add—seems adapted for a lengthened and yet 
fulfils its functions for so brief a span; the stag’s antlers 
which furnish an effective weapon, but yet by their gigantic 
development hinder the animal’s vision and impede his 
movements. Instances like these are adduced and explained 
in genuinely Aristotelian fashion by a reference to the 
opposition which matter offers to the purposeful activity of 
nature (cf. p. 115). But this is not all. How, we vainly ask, 
can any expedient of this kind stand against the subversive 
objections formulated in the following sentences: “ The 
things which do not obey that law of purpose are exceedingly 
numerous; in fact, they outweigh the others in number. 
For there are few things that have life, but things without 
number that have it not; while even among living beings the 
better is but an imperceptible fraction ” f And yet Theo¬ 
phrastus by no means abandoned Aristotle’s teleology. 

5. This endless accumulation of doubts and difficulties, 
which lead into blind alleys or are brought forward only to 
be discarded—how are we to understand them ? The key to 
the riddle is to be found, we think, in the word u system.” 
A complete and rounded-off fabric of thought, even when 
these qualities belong to it only in broad outline, exercises 
a fascination which it would be hard to over-estimate. No 
serious attempt can be made to break through the system at 
any one point without involving other parts as well, and so 
threatening the stability of the edifice in which the mind 
has found a home. Now, the strength of Theophrastus 
was clearly inadequate for a work of reconstruction. He 
shrank therefore from any step likely to shake the founda¬ 
tions of a system which he admired, which was familiar to 
him, and which in large measure satisfied his intellect 
Modifications of his master’s theories were the utmost that 
he ventured on* 

To dwell on these modifications would carry us outside 
our purpose. Logic, a branch of knowledge which had 
been almost entirely created by Aristotle, offered, just 
because of its newness, ample room for improvements 
and detailed developments. Theophrastus treated this 
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subject in nearly two dozen works; and his fellow-pupil 
Eudemus worked at the same time and in the same spirit 
The general verdict of a modem authority is that the 
doctrines of Aristotle suffered no deteriorations in the 
hands of Theophrastus, that the criticism of the latter 
touches all the points which were open to objection, and 
that his corrections may be regarded as real improvements. 
The chief objects of this criticism were the theories of 
hypothetical and of disjunctive inference together with that 
of the conversion of judgments. We are surprised to find 
anticipated here Sir William Hamilton's quite modem 
doctrine of the quantification of the predicate (“All negroes 
are some black ” instead of “ All negroes are black ”). He 
shewed himself a precursor of the scholastics by making 
considerable additions to the forms of proof, that is, the 
syllogistic moods (cf. pp. 44, 45). The subtlety of his in¬ 
vestigations seem here to betray a pronounced tendency 
towards over-subtlety. 

6. Theophrastus devoted to physics, in the widest sense 
of the word, both a single work of eight books and also a 
series of monographs, some of which have come down to 
us. The most important deviation from Aristotle’s 
teaching seems to us to be the removal of fire from the list 
of the elements, an innovation which the Stagirite himself 
accepted in a work written in maturer life (cf. p. 165). 

The Aristotelian doctrine upon the eternity of the 
universe, that is to say, which denied that it had had a 
beginning or could ever come to an end (cf. pp. 123,124), was 
defended by Theophrastus against arguments of which we 
have no fully authentic details, but which there is practically 
no doubt were in substance as follows. Four main 
arguments, and probably also one subsidiary argument 
were brought forward against the eternity of the earth 
which here took the place of the universe as being the only 
portion of it accessible to our close observation. If the 
earth had existed from all eternity, its surface would 
necessarily have been already completely levelled by the 
incessant influence of precipitation. Secondly, that receding 
of the sea which is to be observed in many places would 
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similarly have reached by now its final limit Thirdly, 
all the elements are transformed into each other; from this 
perishability of the parts that of the whole may be inferred. 
If Aristotle attributed eternal duration not only to the 
earth itself but also to its inhabitants (plants, animals, and 
men), his opponents replied by referring to extinct species 
of animals and their fossil remains. They appear lastly, 
to have pleaded the low stage of development as yet 
reached by many arts and branches of knowledge; here 
again there seemed to be an indication that the human race 
and its civilization had had a beginning in time, were 
indeed of comparatively late origin. 

In answer to the first of these arguments Theophrastus 
invoked the principle which we may shortly describe as 
Plutonism. The levelling tendency of the atmospheric 
precipitations, so he contended, was counteracted by a 
tendency towards upheaval due to the fire enclosed in the 
earth’s interior. Further, the decrease of the sea was not 
a universal but a local phenomenon, balanced in other 
regions by its opposite, the decrease of the land (cf. p. 127). 
The third argument entirely lacked probative force. The 
inference from the parts to the whole was not justified in 
this instance. The destruction of one form of matter was 
the genesis of some other form, so that in reality there was 
a perpetual circulation (cf. p. 66). To the fifth argument 
he opposed Aristotle’s catastrophic theory, which assumed 
a periodically recurring extinction of the human race down 
to a small remnant (cf. pp. 125, 126). Particular species of 
animals might possibly have been wiped out altogether by 
these catastrophes ; the hypothesis seemed probable, and it 
was no great concession to admit it. The fact of one answer 
serving for both the fourth and the fifth of the hostile argu¬ 
ments (the last of which was not mentioned at the outset) 
seems in a manner to fuse the two into one. 

In this polemic Theophrastus showed himself a strict 
adherent of Aristotle’s system. On the other hand, the 
peculiar qualities of his own inquiring mind were manifested 
in an endless stream of special investigations. By collect¬ 
ing facts, by developing the results of observations made 
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both by himself and by others, he gave employment in a 
great variety of fields to the predominantly inductive spirit 
which animated his studies. In the realm of inorganic nature 
he left monographs on signs of the weather * on winds, 
on water (three books), on fire, on heat and cold, on the 
sea, on stones, on petrifactions (two books), on salts, salt¬ 
petre, and alum, on minerals, on the Sicilian lava, on fusion 
and congelation. To the field of physiology and medicine 
we may assign the essays whose subjects were dizziness, 
perspiration, states of fatigue, fainting; paralysis, melan¬ 
choly, epilepsy, intoxication, insanity, and plagues. The 
writings on sleep and dreams, on sight (three books), on 
tastes, and on smells, must have been half pyschological in 
character. Among his zoological works we find mentioned 
not only an excerpt from Aristotle’s writings on the subject, 
and seven books "On Animals,” but also "special” (?) 
treatises on changes of colour in animals, on hibernation, 
on the difference between the voices of closely related 
animals, on the belief in the disfavour of animals, on spon¬ 
taneous generation, on aquatic animals which retain life 
in the dry state, on local differences of animals (or their 
distribution ?), on biting and poisonous animals; we may 
add here the special writings on the colour and taste of 
different kinds of meat and on varieties of honey. The 
subject most meagrely represented in the series of mono¬ 
graphs is botany, to which only one essay was devoted, 
" On Wine and Oil.” This science was, however, treated 
comprehensively by Theophrastus in two large works 
which have come down to us. 

* The italics indicate treatises which have come down to us whole 
or in part. 
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CHAPTER XL. 

THEOPHRASTUS OF ERESUS. 

(Continuation: Theophrastus as Botanist.) 

I. One of these works, entitled “ Plant-lore,” treats of 
what we now call systematic botany, together with the 
geography of plants; the other, the title of which may 
be rendered “ Causes of Vegetable Processes ” corresponds 
to our physiological botany. The pupil did not gain much 
assistance from the work already done by his master, 
whose progress had been still less in the first of these 
departments than in the second. Aristotle had indeed 
written a work in two books (now lost) “ On Plants; ” 
but his teaching here was confined to the soul or vital 
force ascribed to plants, the functions of which was not 
supposed to go beyond nutrition and reproduction. Plants 
were distinguished from animals by their lack of sensation 
and locomotion—two theses of which the unqualified 
validity has of late been contested with much expenditure 
of research. He held, further, that their life lacked strict 
unity. This was shown by the survival of parts separated 
from the whole, and consequently the individual plant 
was comparable with a colony of animals. We have 
already (p. 157) mentioned the remarkable deficiency in 
Aristotle’s knowledge shown by his flatly rejecting the 
distinction between the sexes in plants. We have also 
adverted to his ingenious comparison between the root 
of a plant and the head of an animal (p. 161). The im¬ 
portance of a general principle belongs to Aristotle’s 
assertion that the indications of purpose in nature are 
less clearly marked in the vegetable than in the animal 
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world. We know, too, that Aristotle expressed views 
on the nutrition of plants, on the formation of seeds and 
fruits from their surplus nutriment, on their propagation 
by layers, and on the phenomenon, which he held real, 
of spontaneous generation. 

Theophrastus was advanced in age, at least in the 
middle of the sixties, when he consolidated the results 
of his own and others* researches in the two works we 
have named. Of these, the work on systematic botany, 
the earlier in composition, is much the more valuable; 
the other is notable rather for the statement than for the 
solution of problems. His chief predecessors were the 
Nature-philosophers, among whom he mentions Democritus, 
the most frequently, though for the most part with refer¬ 
ence to questions but loosely connected with botany ; 
besides these there were writers on agriculture, on dietetics, 
on medicaments, and on poisons. Very numerous, too, 
are the occasions on which he appeals to the statements 
of peasants, of woodcutters, bee-keepers, divers, torch- 
makers, and so on. But among his predecessors there 
must also have been botanists in the true sense. For he 
quotes principles and opinions of the most general scope 
e.g. in regard to the arrangement of buds, such as could 
not have proceeded from any but real students of this 
branch of knowledge. We naturally think of Speusippus 
(cf. p. 2) to whom in one important respect Theophrastus 
offered a close parallel; the Menestor, top, whom he 
names is, we think, wrongly enumerated among the authors 
on agriculture. Theophrastus did not undertake extensive 
travels. He derived, however, a large measure of com¬ 
pensation from the work of the, scientific staff which 
accompanied Alexander in his Oriental campaigns, and 
members of which were sometimes dispatched on special 
expeditions. Their reports were preserved in the central 
archives of the Empire at Babylon. The conqueror of the 
world himself, it is said, did not disdain to take consider¬ 
able personal’interest in them. It might almost be con¬ 
jectured that he thought of having the scientific results of 
'his expedition immortalized by a monumental work, much 
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as was done in the case of Napoleon’s Egyptian expedition. 
Modern specialists cannot find adequate words in which to 
praise the botanical work done by that staff, and they are 
transported by admiration for the "morphological genius 
and acumen,” which distinguishes, for example, the de¬ 
scription of the gigantic Indian fig-tree. It need not, they 
say, fear comparison with the descriptions of a Schimper 
or a Van Tieghem. The first place, however, belongs to 
the achievement of Androsthenes of Thasos, the admiral 
entrusted by Alexander with the task (performed with 
only half success) of transporting his troops from Arabia. 
His description of the flora of the Bahrein island Tylos 
has aroused the enthusiastic admiration of a modern critic 
possessing uncommon special knowledge. 

By incorporating these valuable communications in his 
systematic treatise, Theophrastus notably advanced the 
science of geographical botany. Indeed, he did more ; 
this branch of knowledge, to which he devoted the fourth 
book of his “ Plant-Lore,” was actually created by him. He 
was both the first and the last writer of antiquity to treat 
of it. When he "fused together into so wonderful a 
picture ” the reports of his authorities, his thoughts were 
guided pre-eminently by a desire to give an account of 
the " botanico-geographical formations ” which are defined 
and bound together by "physiological factors.” For this 
reason he divides " the special plant-geography of woody 
plants into the two great physiological main groups of 
land and water vegetation.” (The "division of aquatic 
flora,” for its part, begins "with the distinction between 
salt and fresh waters.”) It is not till afterwards that 
the geographical principle comes into prominence, being 
applied, so far as it is appropriate, within these two main 
natural groups. “ The formations . . . the product of soil 
and climate,” are described, just as in modern works, * in 
their typical plants with geographical subdivision.” 

The expert whom we have here followed felt himself 
justified, and that quite recently, in speaking of this and 
other parts of Theophrastus1 botanical works as still need¬ 
ing to be “ unlocked.” His use of this expression was due 
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to the difficulties of identifying many species of plants and 
many localities. But the greater the amount of study 
devoted to this problem by modern scholars equipped with 
the rare union of botanical and philological qualifications, 
the greater has been their admiration for the unique 
achievement of Theophrastus. This, indeed, is not to be 
found where we should naturally first look for it in the case 
of a pupil of Aristotle. It is true that both are morpholo¬ 
gists of the first order. But to an attentive reader a great 
difference is soon revealed. Aristotle is the classifier par 
excellence; for Theophrastus, classification is a makeshift 
not to be dispensed with, but one yielding definitions 
which ought not to be “ taken too seriously.” If we are 
not greatly mistaken, it was rather the standpoint of Speu- 
sippus that he adopted in questions of class-division than 
that of his own teacher. Once more we meet the antithesis 
of definition and types; indeed, in an important passage 
of his “ General Morphology,” we seem to catch the true 
accents of a modem defender of the natural system (cf. 
p. 3). That he did not himself venture on the founding 
of such a system may be ascribed to the abundance, be¬ 
wildering. in its first effects, of the details which he saw so 
clearly and so exactly. Moreover, the extension of the 
geographical horizon considerably weakened the rigidity 
of the old divisions. Theophrastus knew how climatic 
influences modify organisms ; more particularly, the newly- 
gained acquaintance with the products of the tropics 
supplied him with instances of the most marvellous trans¬ 
formations. He mentions plants which in his own country 
lose their leaves every year, while under the Tropic of 
Cancer they retain their foliage throughout the winter; he 
knows, too, a herb, a species of mallow, which under certain 
circumstances becomes an arborescent plant It thus 
comes about that even the great division of the vegetable 
kingdom into trees, shrubs, bushes, and herbs, to which 
he holds fast in the main, loses for him something of 
its stringency, and claims no more than a secondary 
importance. 

a. Theophrastus’ masterly skill in the morphological 
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part of natural science is based on the extraordinary fine¬ 
ness of his senses, on the most conscientious utilization 
of their testimony, and not least on what may be called 
an intuitive feeling for the functional significance of struc¬ 
tural elements and of all their variations, however slight. 
He himself lays the greatest stress on " sense-perception/* 
and the exact knowledge of detail thence derived, in anti¬ 
thesis to "reflexion.” This is in a passage where he is 
speaking of differences of situation and their influence on 
the growth of plants. 

For the Eresian, as for every worker in descriptive 
natural science, the sense of similarity, the power of tracing 
out even concealed analogies, is very fittingly the principal 
instrument of research. It is thus no small testimony to 
the mental equipoise of the man, to his dread of all one¬ 
sidedness, that he anxiously guards against any possible 
abuse of this in itself so wholesome tendency. Similarities 
or analogies—it is thus, roughly, that he expresses himself 
—should not be dragged in by force. Every attempt of 
the kind has a doubly mischievous effect. It is not only 
useless and unfruitful; it has the further tendency to veil 
or obscure the specific quality of the object Such is the 
fully expanded meaning of a pregnant sentence in which 
Theophrastus warns against an exaggeration of the parallel 
which he himself drew between vegetable and animal organs. 
We are, perhaps, not mistaken when we conjecture that 
this warning conceals a polemical point, directed against 
no less a person than the Stagirite himself, and relating to 
his comparison, an ingenious one, but not here accepted as 
satisfactory, between the roots of plants and the heads of 
animals (cf. p. 161). We are supported in this conjecture 
by the fact that this parallel is absent from what would 
have been its place in Theophrastus1 work, and is superseded 
in another context by a quite different comparison by which 
a root is likened to the digestive canal. 

The field in which Theophrastus plucked his richest 
laurels is that of detail-research, of affectionate devotion to 
the particular. In praise of one of his descriptions Kurt 
Sprengel has said that one will " hardly find a more exact 
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description than this in the works of ancient writers.” The 
specialist whom we have already quoted several times 
pronounces his description of the banana-leaf, “ surprising 
in its truth and vividness, unique in its kind.” Referring to 
a passage which alludes to an important distinction between 
two closely allied species of plants, the historian of botany 
Ernst Meyer expresses a doubt whether this distinction 
was “ ever heeded by any botanist before Link and Robert 
Brown.” With regard to roots—so another specialist ex 
presses himself—“ he developed with astonishing strictness 
the ideas of rhizome, bulb, tuber, and distinguished them 
morphologically from true roots.” The unremitting rigour 
of his distinctions seems to us no less well attested by his 
short account of the results obtained by the experiments 
in acclimatization conducted by the Persian satrap Harpalus 
in the parks of Babylon. He is not content with saying 
that some of the species transplanted from Greece throve 
and others succumbed. He distinguishes from both these 
categories those other plants which barely “ pulled through,” 
and owed their preservation solely to laborious " nursing.” 

The chorus of laudatory voices is now and again 
disturbed by a harsh discord. Scholars are not altogether 
wanting who give a onesided prominence to the erroneous 
pronouncements of this and other ancient teachers, possibly 
in order to show us what glorious progress we have made 
since. But this is a quite unjustifiable procedure. The 
value and significance of particular researches is decided 
not by the point reached but by the direction followed. It 
is in this spirit that we take leave to notice two problems 
in the treatment of which Aristotle's pupil far outstripped 
his master. 

3. Theophrastus did not reject the theory of spon¬ 
taneous generation. Still, he opened up paths of research 
which might well have led to the extinction of this error. 
It is true that he borrows from the old Nature-philosophers 
that doctrine which ascribes to the putrefaction of earth 
and water an influence on the origin of plants. But he 
opposes this hypothesis, as one “ remote from sense-percep¬ 
tion,” to the “ manifest and visible ” modes of generation. 
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Accordingly, in particular cases he admits spontaneous 
generation as a mere possibility in addition to the other 
kinds of origin. And if in one passage he ascribes such 
spontaneous origin to many of the smaller and even some 
of the larger plants, in another passage, where he goes 
more deeply into the subject, he expresses a doubt as to 
whether this explanation applies to any of the larger plants 
at all. He lays emphasis, in this connexion, on the fact 
that the germs are often “ small and scarcely visible.” 
Lastly—and this is the main point—he knows that plant- 
germs reach the soil by the agency of winds, of rain-bursts, 
of inundations and the formation of new river-beds. Thus 
Theophrastus, by supplying the opponents of spontaneous 
generation with their most effective weapons, stands really, 
in spite of all appearances to the contrary, at the head of 
those who finally overthrew this doctrine of Aristotle and 
his predecessors (cf. p. 171). 

The position is much the same with regard to the 
movements of plants. Not the slightest blame attaches to 
Aristotle for having drawn the line between plants and 
animals by denying motion and sensation to the former. 
For he readily acknowledged the existence of transition- 
stages in respect of both these distinctions (cf. pp. 155, 156). 
But in erecting this boundary-post he ran the risk of bringing 
about an unintended consequence, namely, the neglect or 
overlooking of those movements of plants which are not 
displacements of the whole organism. It is thus no slight 
merit of Theophrastus that he devoted minute attention to 
the facts bearing on the subject, even those of rare 
occurrence. He knows and describes with the greatest 
exactness “ the high degree of sensitiveness possessed by 
the leaves of Mimosa aspera” a plant which then grew 
at Memphis, but which has since, according to Schwein- 
furth, receded further to the South. Another phenomenon 
which he knows and which he describes “with inimitable 
vividness0 (here, certainly, following in the footsteps of 
Alexander’s botanists) is the plant-sleep of Tamarindus 
Indica, the delicate plumes of which “ open at sunrise, are 
fully unfolded at noon, bend together in pairs during the 
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evening, and are closed throughout the night.” His full 
attention was given, not only to these nyctitropic movements, 
as they are now called, but also to the heliotropic move¬ 
ments. He knows as well as a modem botanist that many 
flowers and the leaves of not a few species “ continually 
rotate with the sun, bend and turn towards it” He even 
attempted an explanation of the fact that the highest 
degree of this kind of sensitiveness is exhibited by those 
aquatic plants of the hot South which dip under water 
during the night; and he finds the cause in the heightened 
contrast between water and air temperatures observed in 
those “ warm and sun-baked regions.” While dealing with 
this subject he once even lets slip the word “ sensation,” 
and so unconsciously connects himself with those researches 
of the most recent times who treat or have treated 41 the 
irritability and sensitivity of plants.” There is yet another 
passage in which the Eresian has helped towards breaking 
down the wall which separates the two organic kingdoms. 
Unlike his master, he is not unacquainted with the duality 
of sex presented by many species of plants (cf. p. 157); thus 
he describes in a manner perfectly true to the facts the 
process of fertilization which occurs in the date-palm; 
indeed he explicitly compares this process as observed in 
plants with the union of the sexes in animals. 

4. While Theophrastus thus appears as a pioneer in the 
realm of botany, we observe, not without some astonishment, 
that the path opened by him remained untrodden for nigh 
two thousand years. His successors of the ancient age 
one and all returned to the standpoint of most of his 
predecessors, the rhizotomes or authors of herb-books. 
Even the most important among them, a Crateuas (first 
century B.C), a Sextius Niger and Dioscorides (first century 
A.D.), cultivated botany merely as a branch of pharmacology; 
they gave verbal descriptions, or merely pictorial representa¬ 
tions, of medical plants, and ranked them according to their 
healing powers* The achievement of Theophrastus was 
regarded as final; it was perpetually used, but not carried 
forward. Its very perfection, leaving as it did scarcely any 
room for supplementary additions or corrections, was 
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perhaps the chief reason why this whole domain was left 
untouched by the special researches, so active in other 
fields, of the Alexandrine age. With this no doubt co-ope¬ 
rated the circumstance that the decisive extension of the 
botanico-geographical horizon, the opening to view of 
the tropical flora, had already been accomplished by 
Alexander's expedition and fully turned to account by 
the Eresian. 

The one important mediaeval writer on plants, a man 
who in the judgment of experts lacked originality in this 
as in other fields—we refer to Albertus Magnus, who 
died in 1280—possessed only a second-hand knowledge of 
Theophrastus. On the other hand, Andrea Cesalpini (1519- 
1603), who is regarded as the true renovator of this branch 
of science in the Renaissance age, exhibits a most accurate 
acquaintance with his great predecessor. One need scarcely 
do more than turn the leaves of his sixteen books “ On 
Plants " in order to meet at every turn not only the name 
of Theophrastus but also serious and in part successful 
attempts to make original contributions to the textual 
criticism and the interpretation of the “ Plant-Lore." In 
the succeeding centuries great botanists did not cease to 
study and to utilize the works of Theophrastus. The name 
of the eminent botanist Heinrich Friedrich Link (1767- 
1850) is continually met with in the list of those who have 
thought it worth while to treat critically the text of those 
works. And only a few years ago an accurate student of 
the subject, one whom we have quoted several times 
already, was in a position to write these sentences: 
“ Beluchistan is still shrouded in thick darkness. Botani- 
cally, we have almost nothing beyond short notices . . . 
Then the botanical geography of Theophrastus provided us 
with a picture of the plant-life on the coast such as we 
should never have dreamt of." Thus the “ Plant-Lore,” 
especially its geographical portion, has even at the present 
hour not ceased to possess a more than historical interest 
Theophrastus is even to-day a living and not a dead 
botanist 
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CHAPTER XLL 

THEOPHRASTUS OF ERESUS. 

(Continuation : The Delineator of Characters.) 

1. It was not only in the field of descriptive natural 
science that Theophrastus proved himself a pre-eminent 
morphologist. His keen eye for the peculiarities of things, 
for their agreements and differences, was also exercised 
in a quite other and far distant sphere. He became 
the creator of a new literary genus—the description of 
types of human character. Here again it is true that 
he did not absolutely lack precedents. Brilliant descrip¬ 
tions of character-types have already presented them¬ 
selves when we took our survey of the “ Ethics ” and the 
“Rhetoric” of Aristotle (cf. pp. 251 and 436). But that 
which for the master was a casual addition, became for the 
pupil a theme for independent development The relation 
of Theophrastus to his teacher was here essentially the same 
as it was with regard to the history of philosophy. In his 
w Metaphysics/* particularly in the opening chapters, and 
again in the first of his three books “On the Soul/* Aris¬ 
totle had treated of his predecessors in these subjects; 
Plato also had done the same in some of his dialogues (cf. 
Vol. III. p. 144). But with Aristotle this historical matter 
had been merely accessory. He kept constantly in view 
doctrines of his own which he found prefigured or anticipated 
in this or that quarter; he proposed, above all, to use the 
real or supposed errors of his predecessors as a foil to his 
own teaching. It may be added that ancient thinkers so 
treated often lose a great part of their individual quality: 
thus the subtle and profound Heraclitus shrinks, in Aris¬ 
totle’s hands, into the mere standard-bearer of an absurd 
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thesis—the denial of the principle of contradiction. In 
both cases alike Theophrastus carried to full development 
scientific and literary species before present only in germ, 
and incorporated them in the stock of acknowledged sub¬ 
jects and departments of letters. As a describer of cha¬ 
racters, moreover, Theophrastus was influenced less by the 
example of Aristotle than by contemporary comedy with 
its subtle elaboration of typical figures, and by the note of 
realism as we may call it, which pervaded the age. Menan¬ 
der, the leading light of the newer comedy, was a younger 
contemporary (342-291) and a pupil of Theophrastus. In 
poetry, the genre-style was soon victorious; we call to 
mind the " Syracusan Women ” of Theocritus (from about 
310 to about 245), or the affectionate delineation of com¬ 
monplace city-life which we find in the " Hecale ” of Calli¬ 
machus (about 310 to about 240). Even in the plastic arts 
portrait and genre were gaining the upper hand over the 
idealistic creations of an earlier generation. 

2. A book entitled "Ethical Characters” occurs in 
ancient lists among the writings of the Eresian. The true 
nature of the " golden ” booklet (so named by Casaubon, 
the celebrated scholar of the Renaissance age), which is 
still in our hands, has been often and obstinately misunder¬ 
stood. At one time its authenticity was doubted, in spite of 
the testimony of those ancient lists; and, up to a few decades 
ago, almost universal acceptance was given to the hypo¬ 
thesis that the " characters ” are at the best excerpts from 
Theophrastus* ethical or rhetorical works. The matter was 
supposed to be due to him, but not the form. A certain 
plausibility was indeed lent to this sceptical view by the 
circumstance that the book is, as a matter of fact, by no 
means free from foreign additions. The moment we open 
it, the first thing that meets the eye is a dedicatory epistle 
bearing on its front the plain stamp of spuriousness. In 
this the * ninety-nine years old ” (I) author propounds the 
truly stupid question; Why do the Greeks display diver¬ 
gences of character, seeing they all live under the same 
climate and receive the same education? Hardly less 
perverse Is the expectation, to which expression is given 

vol. iv. a i 
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in this preface, that by becoming acquainted with the cha¬ 
racter-descriptions to follow, posterity will become " better ” 
than their ancestors. This pretentious introduction is in¬ 
compatible alike with the known circumstances of Theo¬ 
phrastus' life and with the contents of the “ Characters ” 
itself; that it is the clumsy addition of a later age, is a 
conclusion placed beyond doubt more than a century ago, 
when the investigations of Karl Gottlieb Sonntag (1787) 
ended all controversy on the subject Moreover, the mistrust 
thus aroused at the threshold has cast its shadow over the 
book itself, although there is not the slightest community 
of spirit or language between it and the introduction. Nor 
is that all. Each of the character-sketches is headed by 
a definition of the quality hereinafter depicted, and in 
more than one case a violent contradiction may be noted 
between the definition and the portrait. A discrepancy of 
this nature meets us in the very first section. The sub¬ 
ject is “ irony," the double meaning of which word we 
have already had occasion to consider (Vol. II. p. 49; 
Vol. III. p. 177) when dealing with the irony of Socrates. 
The fundamental meaning of the word is "love of 
hoaxing.” Out of this original and wider meaning 
there arose, in a manner which we have already explained, 
a narrower use of the term, in which it denoted "self¬ 
depreciation,” or "inverted hypocrisy.” Now, it is the 
second kind of irony to which the definition applies, while 
the character-sketch depicts the first. It follows with 
irresistible cogency that the two are not the work of 
the same hand. We cannot, to be sure, attribute this 
wrongly placed definition to the same forger who com¬ 
posed the absurd preface. It is, on the contrary, the 
genuine property of Aristotle, perhaps of Theophrastus as 
well; only, it was not meant for this context. In some 
cases supplementary expansions are found at the dose of 
the descriptions, the genuineness of which has been dis¬ 
proved ; several other audacious additions betray their 
Byzantine origin by their linguistic forms. It was precisely 
the simple and unadorned character of the little work that 
invited these interpolations. 
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3. The collection before us may perhaps be best 
described as the loose leaves of a sketch-book. The 
ancients distinguished the writings which they named 
“hypomnematic ” (collections of materials, preliminaiy 
studies, notes for personal use) from works essentially and 
originally intended for publication. Literary productions, 
however, existed which occupied a middle position between 
the two classes. With one example of this type the reader 
has already made acquaintance, Aristotle's work “ On the 
Constitution of Athens.” In it we recognized both a 
preliminary study for the “Politics” and a “collection of 
materials worked up into a readable book99 (p. 378). The 
case may be the same with the “ characters.” The material 
there stored up may have been intended by Theophrastus 
for use in his systematic works. We have no means of 
knowing whether he seriously entertained such a purpose or 
whether he actually carried it out. In any case, the means 
became for him at the same time an end. The sketch 
lightly thrown off by a master hand retains its own value 
apart from the picture founded upon it, and that, too, even 
if the ampler design has never been executed. Indeed, it 
may happen that with its more immediate appeal, its more 
arresting truth and vividness, the sketch possesses the 
advantage over the finished painting. The character- 
descriptions of Theophrastus have often been adversely 
criticized for a simplicity which often amounts to monotony. 
Concerning each of the numerous figures which are brought 
before us we are told: he is the man to do so-and-so, he 
is capable, he is able to do this or that; or again, he 
is strong in this or that; or, lastly, one may see him 
acting thus or thus. Such is the simple mechanism, a 
bare half-dozen of phrases like those we have quoted, 
which the auther of the “ Characters ” finds sufficient for his 
task. Philological critics have drawn the strangest con¬ 
clusions from this poverty of stylistic resources. It has, 
indeed, by what we are inclined to term an almost incom¬ 
prehensible inversion of the true bearings of the case, been 
held by some to support the excerpt-theory. Surely the 
unity discernible in the form of a work proves anything 
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else rather than the diverse origin of its parts. By 
what miracle could it have been brought about that 
Theophrastus should have given precisely the same form 
to a large number of quite unconnected passages in his 
ethical and rhetorical works, so that by the mere act of 
bringing together the scattered fragments a whole could be 
produced possessing a high and even excessive degree of 
unity ? But this latest and absurdest form of the theory 
was forced upon its defenders. They could no longer 
blind themselves to a manifest fact which was compatible 
with no other form of their hypothesis. The character- 
sketches of another and much later Aristotelian, Ariston of 
Ceos, have become known to us through copious quota¬ 
tions contained in a work by Philodemus the Epicurean, 
which had lain buried in the ashes of Herculaneum. Well, 
the form in which they were presented turned out to 
be identical with that employed by Theophrastus. There 
is just the same constant repetition of a few modes of 
expression. Obviously Ariston came after Theophrastus 
and imitated him. With this discovery the last possibility 
vanished of separating the form of the “ Characters ” from 
its matter and attributing the work to an excerptor. That 
is to say, the collapse of the excerpt-theory was inevitable. 
The writer of these lines is perhaps entitled to claim some 
credit for having drawn this inference in an investigation 
published more than twenty years ago. 

The refined taste of antiquity found nothing to offend 
it in the stylistic form of the “ Characters.” Are we called 
upon to pass another and a severer verdict ? The answer 
may be given by a simile. No one has ever found fault 
with a rope of pearls because the thread on which they are 
strung exhibits no variety of colouring. Possibly it may 
be objected that this thread is only visible accidentally and 
at isolated points. But then, almost exactly the same may 
be said of our case. The reader hastens from trait to 
trait along the closely packed series, and scarcely notes the 
stock phrases by which they are joined together. Indeed, 
we may go further. The reason, we think, why each 
character as presented to us stands out with so much life 
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and actuality is simply this, that we nowhere see the 
showman’s hand pulling the wires, that the decorative arts 
of expression never divert our attention from the portrait 
to the painter. There is a single exception, and it confirms 
the rule. In one of the sketches (the sixth) one observes 
a heightened striving after variety, a deliberate " accumula¬ 
tion of introductory formulae; ” half a dozen such are 
employed in the course of little more than twenty-five 
lines. Immediately an impression of artificiality is created ; 
the effect is weakened and lags behind that produced by 
other and more artless descriptions. 

4. We turn from the form to the matter. I.n suggest¬ 
ing the possibility that the thirty character-sketches were 
intended as a preliminary study for the ethical works of 
Theophrastus, we had in mind not normative but descriptive 
ethics, the science which, beginning with Aristotle, received 
such intensive culture in the peripatetic school. It is true 
that we must here exclude one branch, and that not the 
least important, of this study, the description of national 
characters. And yet the descriptive part of individual 
ethics did not by itself furnish the whole motive for the 
" Characters.” For among the types portrayed are some, 
such as that of the "Late Learner” or the "Novelty- 
monger,” which, ethically speaking, are of a neutral order, 
and which accordingly, it may be added, have aroused 
the displeasure of several critics. With this goes another 
circumstance which also has caused much sceptical amaze¬ 
ment. Even where our author is depicting truly ethical 
defects and perversities, he works less with the severe lines 
of the moral philosopher than with the gentle touch of the 
humorist. Humour, indeed, is the fundamental background 
which lends unity of colouring to all these delineations 
of manners. Nor is it the "Characters” alone that prove 
Theophrastus to have been a humorist The same quality 
appears also in a droll description of the woes of marriage 
preserved for us by St Jerome. (We may instance the 
curtain-lecture: “This woman appears in*finer dress, that 
one is esteemed highly by all; I play the sorriest part in 
the company of woman. Why did you look at the lady 
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next door? What were you saying to the little maid¬ 
servant ? You have been to market; what have you 
brought for me?” and so on.) Much the same may be 
said of the persiflage of the “ Dionysius-Flatterers,” for our 
knowledge of which we are indebted to Athenaeus. It is 
recorded that he sometimes went so far as to employ his 
histrionic powers in aid of his descriptions of manners, that 
when in his lecture-hall he sketched the likeness of the 
epicure, he reinforced his verbal account by illustrative 
gestures. We have here not the weakest testimony to 
the strength of the impulse by which he was moved to 
reproduce ordinary reality both with mimetic truth and 
with humour. The Theophrastus who looks forth upon us 
from the pages of this book possesses no single feature 
which our other sources of information do not ascribe to 
the real Theophrastus, either explicitly or by giving us 
reasonable grounds for inferring them. The most eminent 
botanist of antiquity observes the doings of men with the 
keen and unerring vision of a natural historian. The 
peripatetic, for whom good and evil are chiefly a question 
of measure, for whom the two are divided by a constantly 
fluctuating boundary-line, reviews a host of varied forma¬ 
tions and malformations with the cool indifference of an 
anatomist, not greeting every deviation from the law of 
normal growth with a shriek of indignation. The philo¬ 
sopher, lastly, whose heart throbbed with sympathy for all 
that has life, who was a full and complete man, but lacked 
both the desire and the power to be a superman, found in 
humour what his rivals with weaker feelings or stronger 
wills had found in “ freedom from emotion ” or " imperturba¬ 
bility ”—a liberating force which transfigured existence for 
him and raised him victorious over its meannesses. 

5. Finally, we propose to extract from a few of the 
character-sketches such traits as may be understood with¬ 
out prolix explanations and reproduced without cumbrous 
periphrases. Thus the u tactless ” (or, more accurately, the 
* unseasonable ”) man is described in the following manner: 
He approaches a man overwhelmed with business in order 
to enter into consultation with him. He treats his beloved 
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to a serenade while she lies sick of a fever. Needing a 
surety, he applies to some one who has just lost money 
through standing surety for another person. Summoned 
as a witness, he appears after the verdict. At a wedding 
feast he indulges in invectives against the female sex. He 
invites one who has just returned home tired to be his 
companion in a walk. To a man who has just concluded 
a sale, he introduces a new buyer with a better offer. 
In a company which has heard a subject exhaustively 
discussed, he puts himself forward to give fresh instruction 
on it He appears at a sacrificial feast in order to claim 
interest due to him. If he sees a slave flogged, he tells 
the master a story of one of his own slaves who was 
similarly punished and thereupon hanged himself. As 
arbitrator, he eggs the parties on to renewed strife when 
they are on the brink of a compromise. In a (wanton) 
dance he seizes (for his partner) another man who is not 
yet heated with wine. 

The vain man (or man of petty ambitions) is portrayed 
more or less after this style. When invited to a meal, he 
makes a point of having the place next to his host. The 
slave who accompanies him in his walks must, if possible, 
be a negro. If he has to pay a hundred drachmae, the 
coins must be new. Suppose he keeps a jackdaw; he 
buys it a little ladder, and has a little brazen breastplate 
made for it to wear as it hops up and down the rungs. 
Having sacrificed a steer, he takes the skin of the forehead 
(horns and all), winds it round with a huge garland, and 
nails it up on his house-door, in order that his sacrifice may 
be known to all. After taking part in a procession of the 
"Knights," he sends his servant home with the other 
things, while he himself throws back his mantle and walks 
up and down the market-place in his spurs. If his Melitean 
dog dies, he sets up a tombstone inscribed “A Scion of 
Melite.” If he has placed a brazen finger as a votive 
offering in a shrine of iEsculapius, he comes every day to 
polish and anoint it. When he is one of the officials who 
preside over the assembly of the people, he prevails on 
his colleagues to let him announce the result of the 
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sacrifice; he stands before the people, splendidly robed 
and garlanded, speaks (the cnstomary ritual formula), 
and hastens home to tell his wife of his magnificent 
success. 

The fate-reviler (or person always discontented with his 
lot) is characterized in the following sentences. If a friend 
has sent him a portion from a banquet, he says to 
the bearer: “ He grudges me the soup and the drop of 
wine; that is why I was not invited to the table.” 
If his lady-love embraces him “he would be surprised 
if her kisses came from the heart.” He is wroth with 
Zeus, not for sending rain, but for sending it too late. 
If he finds a purse in the street, he exclaims: “All 
the same I have never yet found a buried treasure.” 
Having by dint of much importunity bought a slave cheap, 
he grumbles: “ I doubt if I've got such a wonderful bargain 
after all.” When a messenger brings him the good news, 
“ You have a son born to you,” he answers, “ Go on and 
say, ‘You have lost half your possessions then you will 
have told the truth.” If he wins a lawsuit by the unanimous 
verdict of the judges, he reproaches his advocate for leaving 
out quite a number of legal arguments in his favour. 
Suppose his friends have raised a subscription for him, 
and some one says to him, “Take heart,” he answers, 
“ Why should I ? I shall have to repay each man his 
contribution and show him gratitude as a benefactor as 
well.” 

We proceed to extract the main features from the 
character of the boastful man. Standing on the quay, he 
tells strangers how great a part of his property is afloat 
on the sea; he launches into a discourse on bottomry; 
how extensive a business it is, how much he has himself 
saved, and also lost, in it. In the course of his speech he 
sends his servant (by way of corroboration, we must add in 
thought) to the bank, where in point of fact a single 
drachma stands to his account. On making a chance 
acquaintance by the wayside, he relates how he took part 
in Alexander’s campaigns, tells what was the footing on 
which he stood with the great general, also how many 
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jewelled goblets he brought home with him: he takes 

occasion to praise (with the' air of a connoisseur) the 
superiority of Oriental handiwork. And all this without 
his having ever left his home. Antipater—he continues— 
has already written to him thrice to invite him to Mace¬ 
donia; he has been offered the privilege of exporting 
timber from that country free of toll; he has, however, 
declined, lest he should fall under suspicion and be accused 
of too intimate relations with the Macedonians. In time 
of famine, he says he has expended more than five talents 

in the relief of his fellow-citizens, he is quite incapable of 
saying “ No.” . . . When he enters the horse-fair he mani¬ 
fests a desire to buy the best foals. At the clothing-mart 
he chooses goods to the value of two talents, and scolds 
his man for having left his purse at home. To those 
who do not know the facts he represents the house rented 
by him as the home of his ancestors, and declares that he 
will soon have to sell it because it is no longer large enough 
for his guests. 

The endeavour to reproduce these extracts has made 
me more conscious than ever of the unattainable excellences 
possessed by the original. How unerring is the selection 
of the most expressive words! How anxious is the avoid¬ 
ance of every superfluity, and, in particular, of even the 
slightest subjective addition ! This astonishing parsimony 
heightens the effect of the sketches in a twofold manner. 
It increases both the compact force of the description and 
the plastic objectivity of the figures. Yet, in spite of this, 
many critics—Edward Zeller at their head, though he 
was at last converted—have confidently asserted that 
“the authenticity of this little work” is “not to be thought 
of,” that, indeed we can hardly even believe it “ based on a 
genuine work of Theophrastus." Posterity will surely 
prefer to acquiesce in the judgment of La Bruy&re (1645- 
1696), for whom this book was a “ masterpiece” and model 
a perfect embodiment of “ Greek elegance " and of “Attic 
taste.” 
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CHAPTER XLII. 

THEOPHRASTUS OF ERESUS. 

(Continuation and Conclusion.) 

i. The “ Characters ” founded a school. We have already 
spoken of the imitation produced by Ariston of Ceos. 
Those characterisms of his which are known to us come 
from a work, “ On Empty Illusion.” The second successor 
of Theophrastus in the headship of the Peripatetic School, 
Lycon, wrote a book from which the description of the 
"drunkard” has been preserved to us in a Latin trans¬ 
lation. We also possess a portrait of the “ dissolute ” 
man taken from a work, “On Characters,” by another 
Peripatetic, Satyrus. 

Besides the description of individual characters, there is 
another and closely related branch of literature to be men¬ 
tioned, which was founded mainly by Theophrastus. We 
allude to works “On Manners,” and “On Modes or 
Conditions of Life ”—two themes which were treated 
separately by Theophrastus and some of his followers, con¬ 
jointly by Zeno the Epicurean, who certainly added con¬ 
siderations on individual types. Works with the titles just 
quoted were in existence, written not only by the Eresian 
himself, but also by Clearchus of Soli (in Cyprus), his con¬ 
temporary and fellow-student; by Heraclides (cf. pp. 13 
seqq.) ; and, lastly, by Straton, his successor in the headship 
of the school. The work of Theophrastus, “ On Manners,” 
by the wealth of its historical contents, supplied abundant 
material for the labours of commentators. This one fact 
is nearly all that we know about it. This little knowledge, 
however, is enough, taken in connexion with the existing 
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remains of similar works, to teach us that in the circle 
of Theophrastus* studies an important space was allotted, 
both to political history and the history of civilization. The 
work of Clearchus, “On Modes of Life/* as we learn 
from the comparatively numerous fragments, dealt with 
descriptive national psychology and ethics. Dicaearchus, 
another pupil of Aristotle, undertook to describe, or rather 
to reconstruct, the beginnings of civilization, with especial 
reference to Greece, in a work entitled “ Life in Hellas.” 

2. The great extent to which interest in the whole 
breadth of empirical and historical reality had increased in 
that generation of the Peripatetics appears from each 
glance we take at the products of their researches. Pro¬ 
bably no one had so close relations with our philosopher 
as Phainias, his fellow-citizen, fellow-student, and fellow- 
botanist. From the list of his works, which are for the 
greater part known to us by name alone, we select for 
mention three treatises on special historical subjects: a 
chronicle of his native city (more accurately, “ On the 
Prytanes or Chief Magistrates of Eresus”), a book “On 
the Sicilian Tyrants,” and another, “On the Murder of 
Tyrants out of Private Vengeance/* a theme which the 
Stagirite himself had treated in a few sentences (cf. p. 378). 
While we cannot help noting with some uneasiness the 
danger of small-minded specialization choking the great 
conceptions of science, it is, On the other hand, hardly 
possible to over-estimate the value of this strengthening of 
the historical sense as a counterpoise to all unsubstantial 
speculation. No one, for example, will expect from Theo¬ 
phrastus a fantastic political or social Utopia, written in 
entire disregard of existing facts, when he learns that 
he compiled a comprehensive “collection of historical 
materials/* that he composed a work in four books, full of 
historical examples, “On Statecraft or Applied Politics/* 
and that in addition he compiled a genuine “ Lexicon of 
Politics or Law/* in twenty-four books, parts of which have 
been preserved to us, particularly a solid and comprehen¬ 
sive chapter “ On Contracts of Sale,*' 

Little as we know of his normative writings on these 
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subjects—there were two books of “Politics,” two “On 
Monarchy,” two “ On Laws ” and “ On Illegalities,” two 
“ On the Best Constitution ” and “ On the Best Adminis¬ 
tration”—we shall hardly go wrong in assuming that in 
them he took up a position much further removed from all 
Platonic audacity of revolutionary innovation than Aristotle 
had done in his incomplete theory of the “ best state ” (cf. 
pp. 393 seqq). We know little more than the names of his 
Supplements to the “ Poetics ” (“ On Comedy,” “ Against 
jEschylus,” a book “On the Art of Poetry”). Greater 
importance and influence attached to his works in the 
department of rhetoric, of which there were counted no 
fewer than seventeen ; it is only quite recently that the 
extent to which these works affected later writers on the 
subject has been recognized and described. He made 
valuable contributions to the history of astronomy and the 
purely mathematical subjects, thus taking a place beside 
his fellow-student Eudemus, who founded this branch of 
the history of science (cf. Vol. I. p. 140). He similarly de¬ 
serves mention along with Aristoxenus, the great musical 
classic, as a contributor both to the theory and the history 
of that art It is noteworthy that in the first of these 
capacities he judged musical expression limited to “joy, 
mourning, and enthusiasm.” There is, however, one 
department in which he would seem to have been the 
first to labour, and that with very considerable success 
—we mean the history of religion, his first work on which 
contained an objective exposition in six books, a kind 
of general survey. This was followed by three books of 
argumentative theology, u On Gods,” and, lastly by his 
chief work, “On Piety,” in which he set forth his own 
opinions on religious faith and observance ; these opinions 
he endeavoured to support by historical and ethnological 
parallels. 

3. While perhaps still more alienated from all mythology 
than even Aristotle, and inclined to allegorical interpret 
tations of popular legends, Theophrastus was filled with 
earnest faith in God. He went so far in his devout* 
mindedness as to ascribe the destruction of a whole popula- 
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tion, the inhabitants of Mount Athos, to their ungodliness. 
His theology was often criticized by the ancients as being 
inconsistent and indefinite. “ For him ”—so exclaims St. 
Clement—“God is now the heaven, now the breath (of 
life).,> A similar complaint is made by Cicero. In his 
dialogue “ On the Nature of the Gods/’ he makes Velleius 
the Epicurean say that Theophrastus attributes “the 
divine rule now to the spirit, now to the heaven, and then 
again to the stars.” If we remember the Nous of Aristotle, 
its garment of ether, the divine nature of the upper 
celestial space, and the sphere-spirits, we shall hardly be 
able to detect any fundamental distinction between the 
teaching of the disciple and that of his master. Possibly 
the cosmic theory of Theophrastus ignored or laid small 
stress on the operation of the “ First Mover ; ” so, at least, we 
are led to conjecture by the difficulties which he found in 
Aristotle's doctrine on the origin of the cosmic movements. 

In his teaching on worship there is one point about 
which we have much more exact information than we have 
about his theology. The subject of sacrifice was treated 
by him at considerable length in the work u On Piety,” in 
which he came forward as a determined opponent of 
animal-sacrifices. It was this antagonism which led the 
Neo-Platonist Porphyrius, an early champion of vegetarian¬ 
ism (cf. p. 38), to borrow considerable portions from that 
work and to incorporate them in his treatise “ On 
Abstinence from Flesh Food”—a proceeding which was 
detected and convincingly demonstrated by the critical 
acumen of Jakob Bernays. This campaign against the 
sacrificing of animals was conducted by Theophrastus with 
an emphasis and a thoroughness which enable us to see a 
long way into his method, his habits of thought and even 
of feeling, an insight which extends far beyond his treat¬ 
ment of this one question. 

4. The shedding of blood in sacrifice, so runs the first 
of his arguments, is a comparatively late innovation. The 
custom was foreign to the primeval age of mankind, which 
was content to offer the fruits of the field. In support of 
this thesis Theophrastus draws inferences both from the 
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worship paid to animals by the oldest civilized people, the 
Egyptians, and from Greek customs and appellations. The 
method here employed is that of inverse deduction, 
such as we have already met with in Thucydides arid after¬ 
wards in Aristotle, so far as the latter was a student of 
antiquity (cf. Vol. I. p. 506). This historico-ethnological 
section contains a great deal of pleasing and instructive 
reading, from which we propose now to offer a few 
selections. One weapon employed against the sacrificing 
of animals is a parallel with the abominable custom of 
human sacrifice ; both, he says, are symptoms of degeneracy, 
and the two are found together not only among foreign 
peoples but even among the Hellenes. Human sacrifices 
are offered to the Carthaginian Baal (here named Cronos) 
and even to Zeus at the Lycaean festival in Arcadia “ up 
to the present day.” (It may be added that the horrible 
custom continued till the time of the Roman Empire.) 
Elsewhere “the altars are sprinkled with the blood of 
fellow-tribesmen in memory of the former practice.” In 
the course of this polemic the Jewish people is mentioned, 
among others, and its sacrificial ritual described. We should 
say that this was the earliest unequivocal reference to this 
people in Greek literature, were it not that Clearchus, the 
fellow-pupil of Theophrastus, whom we have mentioned 
already (cf. p. 490), had composed a dialogue in which he 
brought forward Aristotle as conversing with a Jew and 
warmly acknowledging the strictness of Jewish morals and 
their habits of abstinence. Our philosopher distinguished 
the Jews from the mass of the Syrians, with whom they 
had previously been lumped, and, probably on account 
of their monotheism, named them a “ philosophic ” race. 
His account contains falsehood mixed with the truth ; like 
Clearchus, he seems to have confused the whole Jewish 
people with their priestly caste, and to have regarded them 
as a Syrian analogue to the Indian Brahmins. The follow¬ 
ing are for him the most important points: the Jews 
celebrate no sacrificial banquets; they do not feed upon the 
flesh of the victims, and therefore must not be counted 
with those who hold to the rite “ for the sake of pleasure,” 
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who “ slaughter and skin edible animals under the patron¬ 
age of the Deity.” 

Still more important and still more characteristic of 
Theophrastus* mind is the argument drawn from the 
kinship or solidarity of man and beast. He takes his 
stand here on the similarity in composition of the human 
and the animal body, specially emphasizing the identity 
of their tissues (skin, flesh, and so on), as also of their 
blood and other humours. But he lays equal stress on 
their mental kinship. This, he claims, exists and provides 
a foundation for a universality of friendly relations, not 
only “of all men among each other,** but also between 
them and the animals. Differences of degree no doubt 
occur on the most extensive scale ; but there are no really 
qualitative distinctions with regard either to the intellect 
or the emotions, and still less with regard to sense- 
perception. In the mental as in the physical sphere the 
“fundamental ingredients** or elementary facts are the 
same. Theophrastus hastens to meet the objection which 
might be derived from the savageness of many animal 
species. He compares these with criminals, whom we are 
likewise compelled to render harmless; the bond of kin¬ 
ship subsists notwithstanding. That germ of cosmopolitan, 
of truly humanitarian feeling which we met with now and 
again in Aristotle (cf. pp. 287 and 332) now appears fully 
developed. With this child of the Hellenistic age the 
belief in the privileged position of his people is as com¬ 
pletely eradicated as it was with the Cynics. But the 
spirit in which he regarded the animal world found no 
second expression till the present age, with its associations 
for the protection of animals and its beginnings of a 
legislation in their interests. It is unfortunate that we 
know no more than the title of a work by Theophrastus, 
which was without doubt intended to expand and justify 
the thoughts on this subject adumbrated in the book “ On 
Piety.** This title, however, is significant enough—“On 
the Intelligence and Disposition of Animals.” It is a work 

.which Plutarch seems to have laid under large contribution 
in a similarly entitled treatise. 
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5. We have entered, without perceiving it, on the field 
of Theophrastus' ethics. From the theory of religion 
and sacrifices he passes on to maxims which forbid all 
unnecessary killing of animals and lay the chief stress on 
the sacrificer's purity of heart. But before we proceed, a 
word or two may still be said in supplement of what we 
have just noted with respect to our philosopher's apprecia¬ 
tion of the animals and their capacities, and the close bond 
which unites them with mankind. All this, it may be said, 
calls aloud for the theory of descent. How does it come 
about that the Eresian fails to pick up the threads which 
Anaximander had first spun, and which Plato had carried 
further in his “ inverted theory of descent ” (cf. Vol. I. p. 54; 
and Vol. III. p. 208) ? Hardly any other answer remains 
except this: he was held in thrall by the master's authority 
and by his doctrine on the eternity of the earth and 
its inhabitants; thus he was prevented from drawing the 
conclusions towards which both his premisses and his 
inclinations seemed so fitted to impel him. 

The ethics of the successor were not essentially different 
from those of the predecessor. Theophrastus held firmly 
to the doctrine of the “ mean,” even at that point which 
seemed to offer largest opening to our criticism, namely, 
the treatment of justice (cf. p. 260). The same moderate 
temper, the same avoidance of exaggerations, meets us 
now in the pupil as formerly in the master. There is just 
this difference—that, with exaggeration in fashion all 
around him, among Stoics as well as Epicureans, the pupil 
incurred more emphatic condemnation for his opposition 
to it, for the regard which he paid in estimating the happi¬ 
ness of life to the power of fate and to external goods 
(cf. p. 244). He was reproached for having lowered the 
worth of virtue because he did not regard it as alone 
sufficient for happiness. Since he was unwilling to admit 
that the wise man may be happy amid torments, laxity in 
moral things was charged against him. That which gave 
the greatest offence was his quoting a line of poetiy: 
“Good luck is all, and not the prudent mind.” It is not 
out of place to recall that this quotation occurred in his 
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dialogue “ Callisthenes, or on Mourning/' and was almost 
certainly occasioned by the astounding changes in the 
fortunes of this friend of his youth, for, from its original 
wording, the line bears exclusive reference to the external 
circumstances of human life. Dedicated to the memory 
of Aristotle's kinsman and of Alexander's victim, this 
dialogue is the only one among those composed by its 
author of which we know more than the bare title. And 
yet it was these “ Dialogues," intended as they were for 
a wide circle of readers and therefore carefully elaborated 
in point of style, which supplied the base for the criticism 
of Theophrastus as an author, just as had been the case 
with Aristotle (cf. p. 30). It was for these that the praise 
was awarded him of being the “ most graceful ” of authors 
and of surpassing all the other philosophers in “ elegance " 
of expression. The most celebrated among his works were 
—the book “On Happiness,” the three books “On Friend¬ 
ship,” a work “ On (more properly, against) Marriage,” a 
condition which he found in no case suitable for a philo¬ 
sopher (cf. p. 485); besides these, there were monographs 
“On Divine Happiness,” “On Pleasure,” “On Virtue;” 
two works “On Love,” one of which was composed in 
dialogue form, together with books “ On Education,” “ On 
Fortune/' “ On Revenge,” “ On Ambition.” 

We part with reluctance from the amiable and venerable 
man—one of the most attractive in the long series of 
figures which have passed before us. A free and fine 
intellect, a mild temper; an observer with keen and search¬ 
ing vision, whether forms of plant-life or types of human 
character are his theme ; animated by a hardly con¬ 
ceivable love of work ; moderate in his view of life, 
averse from all violence and exaggeration; shrewdly 
surveying men and their doings, and transfiguring* even 
the less commendable features with smiling humour; a 
stranger to all contentiousness and the wrangling of the 
schools; entirely free from pride of race and national self- 
conceit, filled with the strongest sympathy with all that 
has life—such was the extraordinary man who has been 
engaging our attention. We count him not unworthy to 

VOL. IV. 2 K 
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number a Socrates, a Plato, and an Aristotle among his 
intellectual ancestors; and though he lacked the highest 
originality as a universal thinker, within his limitations he 
won for himself a position of very great significance, and 
he never desired to be more than what he was. 
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CHAPTER XLIII. 

STRATON OF LAMPSACUS. 

I. Of Straton's life (he died between 270 and 268) we know 
but little. On the recommendation either of Theophrastus 
or of Demetrius Phalereus, he was received at the Egyptian 
Court, and, in conjunction with the poet Philetas of Cos, 
entrusted with the education of the second Ptolemy. About 
the time (285) when the latter ascended the throne as co¬ 
regent, the aged Theophrastus departed this life. Straton 
was named in his teacher's will as one of ten men entrusted 
with the management of the Peripatetic school at Athens ; 
he at once took the leading position among his colleagues, 
and retained it till his death eighteen years later. It would 
seem that he, too, reached an advanced age, for his end 
came without disease, simply from emaciation and weak¬ 
ness. His will, like that of his predecessor, appointed ten 
of his intimate friends as curators ; and one of these, Lycon, 
was nominated head of the school. We should know more 
about his personal relations were it not that the collection 
of his letters has been lost. First among these stood a 
missive addressed to Arsinoe, the sister and consort of 
Ptolemy Philadelphus, of which we know only the intro¬ 
ductory formula. We are thus unable to say whether he 
initiated the royal lady into the elements of science; whether 
he became, in a manner, a predecessor of Leibniz and Euler. 
As a teacher, he drew a smaller attendance than his con¬ 
temporary, Menedemus the Eretrian (cf. Vol. II. p. 206). 
This inferiority inspired him with a witty remark: 14 What 
wonder if the number of those who desire to bathe is 
greater than that of those who wish to be anointed as 
well ? ” He himself thus represented his own teaching as 
too refined for the great mass, and as intended only for a 
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comparatively narrow circle. As an author he is said 
to have acquitted himself most brilliantly in polemics, and 
to have been much weaker in the exposition of his own 
doctrines. The extant fragments are too trivial in extent 
to enable us to check this verdict, which was that of the 
historian Polybius. 

2. Though not so voluminous an author as Theophrastus, 
he yet devoted assiduous attention to the most diverse 
regions of science, from logic and metaphysics to ethics 
and politics. So much, though certainly not much more, 
is to be learnt from the list of the works composed by 
him. When we are told that he wrote “ On Chance ” and 
“ On Definition,” we at least gather that he did not rest 
content with the current Peripatetic opinions on these 
problems. He only touched on the descriptive natural 
sciences. Three works of his are entitled, “ On Disputed 
or Doubtful Animals,” “On Mythological Animals,” and 
“ On the Origin of Animals; ” botany he passed over 
altogether, being obviously satisfied with his teacher’s 
thorough treatment of that subject He did not fail to 
produce monographs, after the manner of Theophrastus, 
on questions of physiology and psychology. Thus he 
wrote, " On Sleep,” “ On Dreams,” “ On Sensation,” “ On 
Pleasure,” “ On Sight,” “ On Colours,” “ On Dizziness (?) 
and Numbness,” “On Nutrition and Growth.” A book 
“ On Diseases," and perhaps the one “ On Crises ” show 
him to have been at home in the province of medicine. A 
great number of his works were devoted to ethical ques¬ 
tions ; thus there were three books “ On the Good,” as 
many “On Justice,” one “On Injustice,” another “On 
Courage,” one each “On Enthusiasm” and “On Happi¬ 
ness.” With respect to politics, the changed times manifest 
themselves in the fact that Straton discussed monarchy in 
at least three books, perhaps also in a special work “ On the 
Philosophic King,” while the old Greek city-state, the rtSXtc, 
is left out of the reckoning. We have already mentioned 
the work “ On Modes of Life ” (p. 490): here, if anywhere, 
historical and ethnographical learning were bound to come 
into play. 
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3. But the centre of gravity of Straton’s teaching and 
investigation lay elsewhere—in physics and in the closely 
allied departments of psychology. We have already 
referred to his resumption of the atomistic theory. The 
case may be stated more accurately as follows. From the 
doctrine of Leucippus and Democritus he borrowed two 
fundamental suppositions, the existence of indestructible 
and undecomposable primary particles, and the existence 
of empty space. Both hypotheses were affected by a single 
modification of the main doctrine. The primary particles 
were supposed to be completely separated from each other 
by the intervening void. Thus the whole apparatus which 
had served the purpose of binding, interlocking, hooking 
the atoms together was abandoned; possibly it was with 
main reference to this mechanism and the infinite variety 
of forms which it supposed in the atoms, that Straton 
expressed the disparaging verdict in which he termed the 
atomic theory of Democritus a 11 dream ” or phantasy. The 
void, too, he supposed, merely occupied the interstices 
between the particles, and nowhere existed as a connected 
or continuous whole. On the use which our physicist made 
of his corpuscular theory we are not informed with sufficient 
exactness. One point, however, is in a high degree worthy 
of notice. The void, on which Straton wrote an entire 
book, played for him, in more than one respect, the part 
which modern physicists assign to the ether (cf. Vol. L 
p. 330). But, in our opinion, there can be no suggestion of 
an approach to the undulatory theory. For how should the 
"void ” undulate ? We are much more forcibly reminded 
of Newton’s emission theory. The object in view was to 
make intelligible the propagation of light, of electricity, and 
of magnetism—a noteworthy triad. The penetration of 
water by light rays, as seen in reflexion; the passage of a 
magnet’s attractive force through a chain of iron rings 
touching each other; the electric shock which leaves the 
torpedo-fish and strikes the hand of the fisherman through 
his trident;—these are some of the phenomena which Straton 
believed could be explained only on his hypothesis ; while 
uninterrupted matter, completely filling space, would have 
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obstructed the free motion of the factors in question, which 
he clearly regarded as material. The existence of empty 
interspaces seemed to him a necessary condition for elas¬ 
ticity (ievTovta). Without them, cases of complete mixture 
—as of water and wine—the diffusion of light, and the pro¬ 
pagation of heat through solid bodies like the metals, would 
be inexplicable. On the other hand, extensive empty 
spaces could only be produced artificially, or “ by violence.” 
The belief that such spaces existed in nature was engen¬ 
dered, so he said, by a confusion between empty space and 
space filled with air. At this point he repeats, in slightly 
altered form, an experiment which, as we know, dates from 
Empedocles (cf. Vol. I* p. 238). We refer to the dipping of an 
apparently empty tube or beaker into a basin of water in 
such a way that the air present in the former prevents the 
water from entering it. He maintained, on the other hand, 
that a continuous vacuum can be artificially produced ; and 
he supported this view by another little experiment, in 
which a light vessel was applied to the lips and remained 
attached to them after the air within had been sucked out 
The experiments employed in these reasonings are of an 
extremely simple character. What makes them worthy of 
notice is the accumulation of them, and the stress which 
Straton laid both on them and on the mode of “ocular 
demonstration ” which they represent. 

4. Scarcely less significant than the resumption, real, if 
limited, of atomism is the return to another and closely re¬ 
lated fundamental principle of the Abderite, the doctrine of 
displacement (cf. p. 64). Straton abandoned the Platonic 
and Aristotelian theory of “ natural places.” Fire and air 
ascend, not because they press aloft of themselves as 
towards their home, but because they are thrust upwards 
by heavier matter. The tendency to downward motion is 
thus represented as* common to matter in every form. A 
breach was made with the puerile conceptions which treated 
superficial appearance as ultimate fact An end was made 
of a parting wall which had held the diverse kinds of matter 
asunder. Additional unity, too, was given to the picture 
of the universe. For the ascent of fire, regarded as a 
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struggle of the element to regain its “ natural place,” was 
intimately bound up with Aristotle’s division of the 
universe into fundamentally different regions. 

It is true that Straton did not advance along the path 
thus opened up so far as Leucippus and Democritus had 
done. The latter, by denying all original distinctions of 
quality in matter, by allowing no differences but those in¬ 
volved in the varying size, form, and position of the atoms, 
had at once retained the old doctrine of the one primary 
matter, and pointed out to future research means by which 
the multiplicity of material qualities might in time come to 
be explained. Let this bold venture have its due meed of 
praise and wonder ; the fact remains that those who made 
it were anticipating a future which even to-day is still 
remote. The chemistry of our own time has not yet 
reached the goal then pointed out. That the different 
elements are merely modifications of a single primary sub¬ 
stance—this is still a surmise rather than an established 
result of scientific research. The chemists of our day, with¬ 
out renouncing the hope of that future simplification, con¬ 
tent themselves provisionally with the seventy odd elements, 
the resolution of which into simpler components has not 
yet been effected. Straton, then, was certainly well advised 
to work with primary corpuscles differing among each other 
qualitatively, and with their qualities, instead ot launching, 
like the older Atomists, into venturesome speculations on 
the origin of qualitative differences in general. 

5. It might have been conjectured in advance that this 
return to the fundamental doctrines of the Atomists would 
prove to have been associated with a departure from the 
theology of Plato and Aristotle. In point of fact, our 
"physicist ” is often reproached for having set Nature in the 
place of the Deity. We should much like to know how far 
this naturalism extended, and what were the contents of 
his three books “ On the Gods.” His declaration that "he 
does not make use of the gods in explaining the origin of 
the world,” reminds us at first of the saying ascribed to 
Laplace: “Je n’av&is pas besoin de cette hypothise.” 
But there are here two possibilities, between which we 
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cannot choose with any certainty. Did Straton propound 
a cosmogony in which he left no space for supernatural 
intervention ? Or did he deem the whole subject outside 
the province of human understanding, and content himself 
with describing observed phenomena and referring them to 
natural regularities ? The wording of the above declaration, 
as reported by Cicero, speaks for the former view; the 
second is supported by the heightened feeling for reality 
which we find in Straton, and by his shrinking from 
intellectual adventures like the “ dreams ” of Democritus. 

We have insufficient information on the details of his 
teaching in natural science. The most significant fact is 
the high esteem which the whole of antiquity paid to the 
“ physicist,” in spite of his open estrangement from the 
faith of the people. Still more instructive is the powerful 
influence which he exercised on ancient natural science. 
Aristarchus of Samos, the Copernicus of antiquity (cf. 
p. 226, and Vol. I, pp. 121,122), was among his hearers, and 
at least the theory of colours held by the disciple was 
identical with that of the master. Aristarchus is liberally 
quoted by Archimedes in his work “ On the Number of the 
Sand ; ” and he thus forms a bridge between Straton and 
the greatest mathematical and physical genius of antiquity. 
A second such bridge was supplied in the person of the 
great Alexandrine savant Eratosthenes. This writer was 
not above compiling a selection from a geological work by 
our philosopher; while he was on a footing of intimate 
friendship and active scientific intercourse with Archimedes, 
as we learn from a book by the latter, dedicated to him, 
which has recently been discovered. Again, the eminent 
mechanician Ctesibius (the inventor of the air-gun), and 
Erasistratus the founder of an important medical school, 
were directly and permanently influenced by Straton in 
their fundamental conceptions of physics. 

6. Straton may be termed a Monist, For him, as it 
seems, God and Nature were fused into one; nor was he 
willing to acknowledge a boundary separating soul and 
body* Here there was, in truth, not very much left for him 
to do. The soul, as we have already been told by Aristotle^ 
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is “something of the body ” (cf. p. 176). To this principle 
the Stagirite allowed only one exception. Nous, or pure 
intellect, according to his view entered the human body 
from without, and was accordingly exempt from the doom 
of mortality. With the difficulties of this doctrine Theo¬ 
phrastus had vainly wrestled (cf. p. 199). He finally 
surrendered to the master’s authority (cf. p. 466), but broke 
away from it once more, indirectly, by allowing only dif¬ 
ferences of degree between the human and the animal 
intellect (cf. p. 495). His successor followed the same path 
still further. He defended the unity of all psychic life by 
a twofold argument. Just as thought has all its material 
supplied to it by perception, so, too, he contended, percep¬ 
tion itself never consists in a merely passive acceptance. 
The activity of the soul, which some had thought reserved 
to the highest intellectual operations, is indispensable to 
the simplest perceptions. M Without thought, there can be 
no sensation at all.” Our eye may range over a written 
sheet, the sound of words may enter into our ears : neither 
the one nor the other reaches our consciousness if, and so 
long as, our attention is otherwise engaged. With the 
removal of the obstacle, perception supervenes; thus (to 
add an illustration) we may perceive and count the strokes 
of a clock after it has ceased to strike. 

The seat of the psychic functions was placed by Straton 
in the region between the eyebrows—an assumption which 
has found renewed support in quite recent times (S. Strieker). 
He was perhaps led to this view by the contraction of the 
brows which occurs at moments of intense thought. But 
in this doctrine there was no room for the immortality of 
the soul or of a particular, rational, part of it. Thus when 
Straton pulled Plato’s proofs of immortality to pieces easily 
and ruthlessly, he was only drawing the conclusions which 
necessarily flowed from his premisses, Nor was our 
“ physicist ” without predecessors in his denial of a special, 
psychic principle which survives the body; we may refer 
to what we have said in anticipation when dealing with 
the Peripatetics Aristoxenus and Dicaearchus (VoL III. 

pp-43.33). 
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7. The conclusion of this work has returned to its 
starting-point Our exposition opened with the nature- 
philosophers of Ionia. It closes with a thinker whose home 
was Lampsacus—an Ionian city, though situated on the 
Hellespont—and who likewise, as his appellation "the 
physicist” shows, made Nature the chief object of his study. 
H:^ influence was felt in especial degree by great investi¬ 
gators of Nature, while his numerous writings on other 
subjects produced no important effects that we can trace. 
Philosophy, in its original sense of universal science, has 
now been thrust into the background by the rich develop¬ 
ment of the special sciences, and had been robbed of its 
old leadership in the field of general research (cf. p. 459). 

There is, however, one characteristic feature which unites 
the pupil and successor of Theophrastus with the founders 
of philosophic schools who lived in his own age. Zeno, the 
head of the Stoa (who died in 264), combined the physics 
of Heraclitus with the ethical systems of the Cynics, a 
branch of the Socratic school; Epicurus (341-270) joined 
to the natural philosophy of Democritus the ethics of 
another Socratic school, the Cyrenaic. Straton similarly 
incorporated portions of the physical doctrines of Demo¬ 
critus in the system of his intellectual ancestor Aristotle, 
who likewise was of the race of Socrates. But with him the 
fusion of the heterogeneous doctrines was by no means so 
intimate as in the two parallel cases which we have just 
named (cf. Vol. II. pp. 244, 245). The crossing of strains, if 
we may use the metaphor, thoroughly renovated the other 
two varieties of Socratism and infused into them vigorous 
life. Here we meet with a notable contrast. The systems 
created by Zeno and Epicurus did little to promote the 
advance of the positive sciences ; but they became a force 
enveloping the whole life of the educated classes in Greece 
and Rome, a religion of the enlightened. The teachings of 
the Peripatetics, on the other hand, made scarcely any 
impression on the world outside the school They exercised 
but little influence on the general mass of the educated; 
but the progress of positive science gained from them a 
powerful stimulus. 
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VOL. IV. 

The motto is taken from Bonitz’ Commentary on the 
Metaphysics, p. 29. 

Book VI.—Chapter I. 

Sect. 1. Speusippus is dealt with briefly in the Index Academi- 
coruMy col. vi. p. 37/8, ed. Mekler; with greater fulness by Diogenes 
Laertius, iv. c. 1. We have mentioned him in Vol. II. pp. 271,273,277 ; 
Vol. III. p. 137. Krische is excellent, as always, in Die Theologischen 
Lehrer der Griechischen Denker, pp. 247-258. 

Page 2 (Bottom). 44 Development: ” cf. Krische, op. city p. 257. 
u What we are told by Aristotle : ” Metaph., xiii. 7,1072 b, 31, compared 
with xiv. 5,1092 a, 9. 44 Taunt of atheism :” Cicero, De Natura Deorum, 

i- 13, 32. 
Page 3 (Top). 44 Rejection of the doctrine of Ideas the chief 

authority is Aristotle, Metaph.y xiii. 8, 1083 a, 21, with Zeller’s dis¬ 
cussion of the passage, vol. ii. part 1 (ed. 4), p. 1004. On what follows 
compare (on the subject of Antisthenes) Greek Thinkers, Vol. II. 
pp. 183, 184; Aristotle, Anal. Post, ii. 13, 97 a, 46 seqq.y with the 
Commentary of Themistius, p. 58, 4 seqq., ed. Wallies ; and Eudemi 
Fragmentay 164, 21, ed. Spengel; lastly, Joannes Philoponus in Anal. 
Post (ed. Wallies, p. 405, 27 seqq.). (Bottom) Whewell, History of 
Scientific IdeaSy ii. 120 seqq. 

Page 4 (Top). 44 Fragments of Speusippus’ work.” These are con¬ 
tained in many passages of Athenseus. * On the Patterns ...” The 
title, TltfA ytv&v kal «I9wy wapateiypdrvy, is given by Diog. Laert., iv. 5, 
but incorrectly reproduced in the Latin translation. Plato’s self¬ 
correction is recorded in the Statesman, 287 C.: «or& fii\n . . . 
9mtp4ft*99, 9(x* Mvmovnw. “Duality” not “the principle of evil:” 
cf. Metaph.y xiv. 4,1091 b, 30, seq.y with the remarks of Krische, op. cit, 
p. 254. 44 Numbers” as the 44 prime causes of things: ” cf. the passages 
of the Metaphysics discussed by Zeller, vol. ii. pt. 1 (ed. 4), p. 1003 seq. 
On what follows cf. the Theolog. Ariihm.y p. 62. 
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Page 5 (Top). “ The point not identical with unity: * reason not 
identical with unity and the Good, but lSto<pv4s : according to Aristotle, 
Metaph., xiii. 9,1085 a, 22, and Stobaeus, Eel; i. 58 = p. 35, 3, ed. Wachs- 
muth. On his ethics compare Clemens, Strom., ii. 133, 500 P ; 
Plutarch, De Comm. Not., 13, 1 (Mor alia, 1302, 49, G. Diibner); 
Seneca, Epist., 85, 18. 

Sect 2. Xenocrates is treated of by Diog. Laert., iv. 2 ; the Index 
Acad., col. vi. seq., pp. 38 seqq., Mekler; Cicero, Tusc.,v. 32. Com¬ 
pare the author’s essay, Die Akademie und ihr vermeintlicher Philo- 
Macedonismus, Wiener Studien, iv. 102 seqq. The fragments have been 
collected and excellently elucidated by Richard Heinze, Xenocrates 
(Leipzig, 1892). 

Page 6 (Bottom). “ Whose founder was one of his pupils.” This 
pupilship of Zeno, the head of the Stoa, is attested by Diog. Laert., 
vii. 2, and by Numenius, quoted in Eusebius, Prcep. Ev., xiv. 5, 11. It 
has been disputed on chronological grounds, the untenability of which 
the present author has endeavoured to show in Zur Chronologic des 
Stoikers Zenon, Wiener Sitzungsberichte, Band 146, Abhandlung 6. 
The connexion between the two men has been already noticed by 
Krische, op. citp. 323, apropos of their religious teaching.—Examples 
of his cvvoimIvcis are given by Krische, op. cit., p. 324, and by Heinze, 
p. 143.—On the ft,6vas and Ma* as deities, cf. Stobaeus, J5V/., i. 62 (p. 36, 
6 seqq., ed. Wachsmuth).—On his daemonology, see the exposition of 
Krische, pp. 320 seqq., which Heinze (pp. 81, note 2) rightly regards as 
of fundamental value. 

Page 7 (Middle), Definition of the soul: see chiefly Aristotle, De 
Anima, i. 2, 404 b, 29 seq., and his criticism in 408 b, 32. 

Page 8 (Middle). Plato’s doctrine of ideal numbers : the chief 
passages are Aristotle, Metaphysica, i. 6, xiii. 6 seqq.; De Anima, i. 2. 
The author has entirely failed to be convinced by the most recent 
treatment of the subject by Natorp (Plato's Ideenlehre, p. 413 seqq.), 
in which he scents everywhere misunderstandings of Plato on the part 
of Aristotle.—“ A well-informed commentator : ” Simplicius on Physica, 

*»• 4 (453, 30, Diels). 
Page 9 (Top), “ Parallelism dealing with the region of know¬ 

ledge : ” cf. Aristotle, De Anima, i. 2, 404 b, 21 seqq. 
Page 11 (Middle). Threefold subdivision of philosophy: according 

to Sextus, Adv. Math., vii. 16 (but also presupposed by Aristotle, Top., 
i. 13,105 b, 20,21). Other triads, ibid., vii. 147 (193,194 and 223,16 seqq., 
Bekker).—The physics of Xenocrates : cf. Heinze, pp. 67 seqq. His 
teaching on goods: ibid., p. 147 seqq.—“ Refinement of feeling: ” the 
utterance referred to is found in ALlian, V. H., xiv. 42, and was long 
ago compared with Matt. v. 28. 

Sect 3. Page 12. The circumstances of Polemon’s life are treated 
fully in the Index Hercul., chiefly on the authority of Antigonus of 
Carystua. Compare Die herkulanische Biographic des Polemon, by 
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the present author9 in Philosophische A ufs&tu, Ed. Zeller gewidmet 
(Leipzig, 1887), pp. 141 seqq. Diogenes Laertius (iv. ch. 3) gives little 
more than a short extract. (Middle) Nature as guide; in a work, 
nepi row KO.T& $6<riv &lov, quoted by Clemens, Strom., vii. 32 (= 849, 
Potter). According to this, Polemon was also an opponent of flesh¬ 
eating, by which, as he contended, men become participators in the 
irrationality of animals. (Bottom) On Crantor, see Index Acad., col. xv. 
pp. 59 seqq., ed. Mekler, and the excerpts given by Diogenes Laertius, 
iv. 5.—For his commentary on the Timceus, see vol. iii. pp. 201, 362. 
Short fragments from it are given by Fr. Kaiser, De Cratitore A cade- 
mico, pp. 12 seqq. Fragments of the book, “On Mourning:* see the 
same work, pp. 34 seqq. The pros and cons of immortality : Hirzel, 
Der Dialog., i. 340. The most important fragment is preserved by 
Plutarch, Consol, ad April., ch. 3 (Mor., 122, 20, ed. Diibner). 

Page 13 (Top). The contest of the “ goods” is described by 
Sextus, Adv. Math., xi. 51 seqq. (556, 24 seqq., ed. Bekker). For 
Crates, Antigonus is again the chief source ; this time, however, his 
account is better preserved by Diogenes Laertius (iv. 4) than in the 
Index Acad. The political activity of Crates and his ambassadorial 
journeys are inferred from the A6yoi trinriyopticol teal Tp€<r&*vriKo( mentioned 
by Diog. Laert., loc. cit. The same passage refers to his book “ On 
Comedy,” and to his +i\o(ro<poi>p*vat without adding any further informa- 
tion on their contents. 

Sect. 4. Page 13 (Bottom). On Heraclides, cf. Otto Voss, De 
Heraclidis Pontici Vita et Scriptis, Rostock, 1896. The chief source 
is Diog. Laert., v. 6, in addition, Index Acad., col. ix. pp. 34 seqq., 
Mekler ; also col. vii,, p. 39. 

Page 14. The instructions which he received from Aristotle 
must have been given during the lifetime of Plato, at a time when 
Aristotle taught rhetoric only (cf. Grote, Aristotle, i. 32). For after the 
death of Plato, Aristotle left Athens, and Heraclides did the same 
after the death of Speusippus. The statement of Diogenes or Sotion, 
Top4fia\w wp&rop php Irtvolmr?, no doubt refers merely to close personal 
relations. The circumstance of his having taken the place of Plato 
during a journey, probably the third, of the latter to Sicily, is reported 
by Suidas, s.v. ‘HpoKktibis.—I can see no reason for supposing the story 
of his death to be fabulous. I might have mentioned not one Olympic 
victor only, but several, and also the father of one such victor. See 
Pausanius, iii. 18,5 ; iElian, V. H., ix. 31; and Diogenes Laertius, i. 72, 
with the emendation of Jahn, Philologus, 26, p. 3.—The charge of 
plagiarism was brought against him by Chameleon, Diogenes Laertius, 
i. 92.—The wooden criticism which was applied to him in ancient days 
by the malevolent Timasus, and the character of his diologues in general, 
have been excellently treated by Hirzel, in Der Dialog., pp. 321 seqq. 

Page 16. On the atomic theory of Heraclides, cf. the testimonies 
cited by Voss, p. 66 seq.—“ Unarticulated particles ; * my interpretation 
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of the frappoi 6ytcoi is new, but, as I think, the only tenable one. 
It is usual to refer turappoi to the lack of connecting bonds between the 
primary particles, but this is in sheer contradiction with the minute 
description given by Caelius Aurelianus, De Morbis A cutis, i. 14, that 
is. in the Latin translation of the thoroughly expert Soranus. 

Book VI.—Chapter II. 

Sect. X. Page 18. “ Master of those who know: ” Dante, Inferno, 
iv. 131. 

On Aristotle's influence in the Middle Ages, see, for the general 
aspects of the subject, Sir Alexander Grant, Aristotle. More de¬ 
tailed information is given by Renan, De Philosophia Peripatetica 
apud Syros, Paris, 1852, especially in ch. 8, “ Syri magistri Arabum 
fiunt in philosophia Grseca.” (The Syrians were acquainted with 
Aristotle as early as the middle of the fifth century. Edessa was the 
chief seat of their labours in translation. The translators were the 
Nestorians, who, expelled from that city, spread the knowledge of 
Peripatetic philosophy among the Persians and Arabians.) Renan's 
work, Aver roes et PA verroisme, Paris, 1852, may also be referred to, 
and those of F. H. Dieterici's writings, which bear on the subject; the 
most recent of these last is the book Die sogenannte Theologie des 
Aristoteles, Leipzig, 1883. 

Page 19. The life of Aristotle is treated by Diogenes Laertius, 
book v. ch. 1. Besides this, we have the two lives in YVestermann's 
Bloypafoi, pp. 398 seqq., together with the variant of the second Bios 
edited by Robbe, Leyden, 1861 ; and a few, but valuable, notices in the 
letter of Dionysius to Ammseus, ch. 5 (Dionysii Halicamassei Opuscula, 
ed. Usenet et Radermacher, i. 262 seq.). The chronological data are 
taken from Apollodorus, quoted by Diogenes Laertius, v. 1, 9. As 
against this authority, little weight attaches to the narratives of 
Epicurus and Timaeus respecting a stormy youth of Aristotle (cited 
by Eusebius, Prop. Ev., xv. 2), although Grote does not altogether 
refuse it credit in the otherwise excellent biographical section of his 
Aristotle, i. p. 4. Portraits: F. Studniczka, Das Bildnis des Aris¬ 
toteles, Leipzig, 1908, (Middle) Reported quarrel with Plato: Diog. 
Laert., § 2. The saying from the “ Nicomachean Ethics i. 4,1096 a, 
16.—“ He struck at Plato,” etc.: on the authority of Eusebius, Prop. 
Ev., xiv. 6. 

Page 20 (Top). On the rivalry with Isocrates, cf. Cicero, De 
Oratore9 iii. 35, 141, and the other quotations in Grote, op. cit., p. 35. 
This author, however, misjudges the polemical application of the 
Euripidean line (fragm. 796 N., ed. 2, mVxp&p ?<**&’, 0ap0dpovs V lap 

xlyve). (Bottom) Aristotle and Xenocrates at the Court of Hermias: 
see especially Index Acad., coL v. p. 22 seq., Mekler. On Hernias, 
et Btickh's treatise in ICleine Schriften, Band vi. pp. 185 seqq.; also 
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Didymus, in the commentary on Demosthenes edited by Diels and 
Schubart, pp. 17 seqq. and 21 seqq. 

Page 21 (Bottom). Mieza: the site does not appear to be as yet 
determined with complete certainty. Even the stalactite cave, men¬ 
tioned by Pliny, Nat. Hist., 51, 2, 20, affords no trustworthy indication ; 
for such caves, as my colleague Jirecek kindly informs me, are any¬ 
thing but rare in the district. The locality is also dealt with by 
Plutarch, Vita Alexandria ch. 7, 2 ( Vita, 797, r, Ddhner). 

Page 22 (Bottom). The later relations between Aristotle and 
Alexander are perhaps best treated by Plutarch, op. cit., ch. 8, $ 3 (797, 
39 D). The moderation of this account contrasts very strongly with 
the vituperation put in the mouth of Alexander in ch. 74, § 2, and 55, 3 
of the same work (842, 8 and 830-1, Dohner). In the first case the 
letters supplied the foundation, in the second unverifiable hearsay. 
On the political counsel given to Alexander by Aristotle, cf. Eratos¬ 
thenes, quoted in Strabo, i. p. 66, Cas, and the remarks of Bernays 
in Diologe des Aristoteles, p. 155.—“Financial support:” this is 
attested, with evident exaggeration in detail, by Athenseus, ix. 398 e, 
and Pliny, N. H., viii. 17, 44.—“Rebuilding of Stagira:” cf. Dion, 
Oration 47 (ii. 224 Reiske = ii. 82, 83 Arnim). 

Page 23 (Top). “ Never a practical politician : ” see the author’s 
essay in controversion of Bernays’ Phokion, Die Akademie, etc. 
(Wiener Studien iv.). (Middle) “ Allies, not subjectsroTsrfv *E\\ri<nr 

&,s 4>£aois rols /Hapfrdpois &s ro\t/jiloist according to Strabo, loc. 
cit., probably in the work ncpl Baort\elat (cf. Bernays, loc. cit.). (Bottom) 
On the mission of Nicanor, cf. Diodorus, xviii. 8, 3, and Dinarchus 
against Demosthenes, § 81 (p. 33, Blass). Grote deals excellently with 
the subject, History of Greece, ch. 95 (xii. 416 seqq., ed. 1), and Aris¬ 
totle, i. 14 seqq. On Nicanor, cf. R. Heberdey in the Festschrift, 
dedicated to the present author, pp. 414 seqq. 

Page 24 (Middle). On the accusation, see chiefly Diogenes 
Laertius, v. 5, and Athenaeus, xv. 696 a. One point objected against 
him is said to have been his teaching, contained probably in the 
dialogue n«pi evxijy, on the inefficacy of prayer; on this, and on the 
trial in general, see Grote, Aristotle, p. 18. According to a plausible 
conjecture of Lenormant (Dictionnaire des Antiquitis, ii. 555), another 
point in the accusation was the sacrifice offered to the dead Pythias; 
cf. Diogenes Laertius, v. 1, 4. (Bottom) The poem on Hermias, see 
Diog. Laert., v. 7.—The statue erected at Delphi, ibid., 6. “ Athens 
must not sin again . . cf. the second Vita in Westermann, p. 400, 
and iElian, V. H., iii. 36. 

Page 25. Testamentary dispositions: Diog. Laert, v. 11 seqq. 
(Bottom) Herpyllis : on the name, cf. v. Willomowitz, Aristoteles und 
A then, ii. 90. That the situation of the mAX/udi enjoyed some measure 
of legal protection appears from the law cited in Demosthenes, 
Oration 23, § 55, where the concubine is mentioned along with the wife 
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and other female connexions ; cf. also Lysias, Oration I, 30-I. She 
is here spoken of as w inferior/’ just as in the pseudo-Demosthenic 
Oration 59, § 122, she takes an intermediate position between the 
hetcera and the legitimate wife. 

Book VI.—Chapter III. 

The works of Aristotle have been published in recent times by the 
Berlin Academy—five volumes, including Latin translations (iii.), 
Scholia (iv.), Fragments and a special lexicon (v.). Besides these there 
are several supplementary volumes and a series, recently completed, 
of commentators, mostly Greek ones. Another collected edition is that 
published by Firmin-Didot in five volumes. 

Admittedly spurious writings are the n«pl ic6<rp.ov, which is the work 
of a Stoic, and also the Ilepl tpvrcov, the Tlepl xP*>/*dT<**> the Qvmoyvoo/ioviKd, 
the Ttepl Utvofpdvovs, k.T.X., the Tltpl brdfiwv ypafifJLWV, and the Oav/jAffia 
iucofarpuira. Works of doubtful authenticity are dealt with incidentally 
in the separate sections. I make no use of the Problems, nor of the 
Miixavt*d, which also are composed in problem-form (always beginning 
with a Bih ri;), not because they must be held spurious as wholes, but 
because they undoubtedly contain spurious parts—the very form of 
these investigatory queries was a continual invitation to new additions 
—and because there are no means of distinguishing the genuine from 
the spurious with any certainty. 

Page 27 (Top). “ Moderate to excess: ” perpm . . . *ls 
{nr*p0o\4ivf Vita No. 2 in Westermann, p. 401.—Cancellation of 
Delphic honours : cf. ASlian, V. //., xiv. 1. On the cancellation and 
subsequent restoration of honours in Athens, see Ath. Mitteil., xiii. 369. 
(Bottom) a Praise of justice: ” Eth. Nic* v. 3, 1129 b, 26. Here, too, 
we may perhaps also cite the words in which Aristotle affirms the 
superiority of “ first philosophy ” to all other sciences : “ They are all 
more necessary than it, but none of them better” (,Mstaph., i. 3, 
983 a, 10). 

Page 28 (Top). The “ Constitution of the Athenians: ” first pub¬ 
lished by F. G. Kenyon, Aristotle on the Constitution of Athens, 
London, 1891. In what follows details are repeated from the present 
author’s lecture on “ Aristotle and his newly discovered Work, etc.,” 
in the Deutsche Rundschau, May, 1891 (Essays und Erinnerungeny 
pp. 154 seqq.). (Bottom) The charge here discussed has been urged 
against Aristotle most emphatically by Lutoslawski, in Erhaltung 
und Untergang der Staatsverfassungen nach Plato, Aristotelesf und 
MacchiavelH, Breslau, 1888, pp. 81 seqq. Here he does indeed 
demonstrate an uncommonly dose relation of dependence, reaching 
into minute detail, between Aristotle’s theory of the State and Plato’s; 
but it is a sheer impossibility for us to believe in a M malicious criti¬ 
cism ” (p. 90) on Aristotle’s part, or in deliberate misunderstandings 
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such as are attributed to him by Lutoslawsky, partly with the con¬ 
currence of Teichmiiller (Literarische Fehden, i. 165). It may be 
added that, had Aristotle desired to conceal his dependence upon 
Plato, the frequent verbal agreements which he presents might very 
easily have been avoided. Severe self-criticism is practised by him in, 
eg., Topics, vi. 11, 149 a, 20. 

Page 29 (Top). “ The house of the reader:” in the second Vita 
of Westermann’s Biographic p- 399*—“The lonelier . . .Fragment, 
618 (1582 b, 10).—The sarcasm against the Athenians: in Diog. 
Laert., v. 1, 17.—The epithet niKpS/x/xam is applied to Aristotle by the 
same writer, v. 1, 1, 

Sect. 2. Page 29. “ Artistic qualities of his style.” Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus ranks Aristotle among pattern writers in De Composi- 
tione Verborum, ch. 24, fin, (p. 189, 14 seq., Usener-Radermacher), and 
elsewhere. Other eulogies are : Cicero, Acad, Priora, ii. 38 ; Top., i. 3 ; 
De Oratore, iii. 19, 71 ; Ad Atticum, ii. I, 1. In what follows the 
author has borrowed to a certain extent from his necrologue on Jakob 
Bernays, Beilage zur Allg, Zeitung, 1881, Nos. 308 and 309 (Essays 
und Erinnerungen, p. 106 seqq,), Aristotle himself as a character in 
the dialogue: Cicero (Ad Att., xiii. 9, 4) calls this “* ApurrorlKtiw 
morem.” 

Page 30 (Bottom). “ List of Aristotle’s works : * the chief of these 
is to be found in Diogenes Laertius, v. 1, 22 seqq. ; others occur in 
the third Vita, p. 402 seqq., of Westermann’s edition, and in two 
Arabic documents, based on Ptolemaeus Chennus, which are dealt 
with by M. Steinschneider in the Berlin Academy edition (1469 seqq.). 
E. Heitz, in Die Verlorenen Schriften des Aristotelesf pp. 7 seqq., has 
conclusively shown that the main list is to be traced back, not to 
Andronicus, but to Hermippus, and so to the idvaKts of the Alexandrian 
library. The contrary had been maintained by Bernays, Dialoge der 
Aristoteles, p. 133, and v. Rose, Aristoteles Pseudepigraphus, p. 8. 

Page 31 (Top). The “hearer” is mentioned instead of the reader 
in Eth. Nic., i. 1, 1095 a, 2 ; Metaph., iv. 3, 1005 b, 4* An “address 
to the audience ” is found at the close of the course on logic: Soph. El., 
c. S3 fin., 184 b, 3 seqq. 

Page 32 (Bottom). Fate of Aristotle’s works : the chief sources are 
the will of Theophrastus, given by Diogenes Laertius, v. 2, 52 ; Strabo, 
xiii. 608-9, Cas.; Plutarch, Sulla, c. 26 ; Plotinus, Life of Porphyrins, 
c. 24 (Plotini Enneades, Volkmann, i. 33).—On Andronicus of Rhodes 
(head of Aristotle’s school between 78 and 47 B.C.), cf. the Gymnasium. 
Programm of Fr. Littig, which bears his name as tide (Munich, 1890). 

Usener (in Gottinger gelehrte Nachrichtungen, 1892, p. 204) comes to 
the same conclusion as we have done on the events here in question* 
Zeller (ii. 2, 138 seqq., ed. 3), who discusses this subject on the whole 
with extreme thoroughness, seems to minimize their significance 
unduly. 

VOL. IV. 2 L 
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Sects. Page 34. 14On the Territorial Claims of States:* this 
complete title, ra xtpl ruv (r6)tvv tiiKcu&fxara x6\twt was obtained by my¬ 
self from Philodemus, Zeitschrift fur osterreichische Gymnasia, 1865, 
p. 816. In the same passage, Papyrus Hereul., 1015, foL 70, we also 
read: ea\ ravr* 4<pt»}pa(ro) rods re v6jxov(s) ffvvdyuvafxa ry where 
the reference is to Theophrastus. (Middle) 44 The Delphic inscrip* 
tion: ” best treated by Homolle, Bulletin de Corresp. helttn., xxii. 260 
seqq.; this writer has also drawn the inference relative to the edition 
of the Iliad, (Bottom) 41 Details of costume : ” cf. Bernays, Die 
Dialoge des Aristoteles, p. 12. 

Page 35. 44 History of medicine: ” on the Mtvt&ytia or ’Iarpue^ crvvaymyh, 
ct Diels, in his edition of the Anonymus Londinensis, p. xvi. 

Book VI.—Chapter IV. 

The spuriousness of the Categories has been maintained chiefly by 
Prantl, Geschichte der Logik, i. 91, and finally disproved more parti¬ 
cularly by Zeller, ii. 2, 67-69 (ed. 3). The tevrcpat oMai, which occur 
in this work alone, are often implied in other writings as intermediate 
between the xpwrai and the rplrai oltrlui. The srpds rl xa>s which 
was supposed to indicate Stoic influences, has been pointed out by 
Zeller in many other passages. The appendix on the so-called post¬ 
predicaments (c. 10 seqq.) did not, as we must believe on the authority 
of Andronicus, form part of the work originally. The lectures on which 
the work is based must be supposed to have been delivered already at 
Athens, for the Lyceum is several times used as an illustration (p. 2 a 1, 
and ii b 14). For this reason I cannot, with Zeller (loc. cit), set down 
44 many clumsinesses of expression ” to the account of a particularly 
early date of composition. I should prefer to suppose that the lecture- 
notes were not revised and edited with sufficient care. 

Sect. 2. Page 38. 44 Endless annotations: ” cf. Dexippus, In Cate- 
gorias\ 5, 7 seqq., ed. Busse ; and Simplicius, In Categorias, i, 1 seqq., 
ed. Kalbfleisch.—44 The only text-book of logic:" cf. Zenker, Aristotelis 
Categories Greece cum versions Arabica ... p. 13. Athenodorus : cf. 
Simplicius, i. 1, p. 62, 24 seqq., and Porphyrius, In Categorias, p. 59, 
6 seqq., ed. Busse. Plotinus: Enneades, vi. 1, 23 seq. (p. 255, Muller); 
an incisive criticism is here applied to kuvBcu and Kant: Werke, 
ii. p. hi, ed. Hartenstein. Hegel: Werke, xiv. 361. J. S. Mill: 
System of Logic, book i. ch. 3, § 1. 

Page 39 (Bottom). There are only two passages in which the 
number of the categories is given as ten, namely, Categories, 4, 1 b, 25 
seqq^ and Top tea, i. 9,103 b, 22 seqq. On the 44 gradations in the com¬ 
pleteness of the enumeration ” (Bonitz, Ueber die Kategorien des Arts* 
toteles, Wiener Sitzungsberichte, 1853, p. 610, A, 3), cf. Brandis, 
Grieckisch-romische Philosophic, ii. 2, 1, p. 397, A, 558.--44 Lumped 
together as affections ” (*d*n): see the very useful quotations collected 
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by Pr&ntl, op. cit^ p. 207, and Apelt, Beitrdgt xur Geschichte dor 
Griechischen Philosophic, p. 140 seq. 

Page 40 (Top). “ Many contradictory answers :" see especially 
Trendelenburg, Geschichte der Kategorienlehre (Historische Beit rage 
zur Philosophic, Band i.), Bonitz, loc. cit.; and Apelt, Die Kategorien¬ 
lehre des Aristoteles, p. 103 seqq. Our exposition has most affinity 
with the views of Bonitz. 

Sect. 3. Page 41. “Here too much, there too little this was 
recognized by the Stoics, who, according to Porphyrius (In Categorias 
Procemium, p. 59, 6 seqq., ed. Busse), condemned the classification, 
Of iroiKKh. rrapiuarau «ral fi)j *tpi?uxfifidvov<rav fj Kal rdkiv 1r\ioyd(ov<rav. 

Page 42 (Top). “ As a contemporary expresses it: ” Apelt, op. cit., 
p. 160. The confident assertion that “the categories cannot be 
increased or diminished in number at will ” is hardly in accord with 
the apology on p. 152 : “But we really ought not to lay too much 
stress on the categories **«r0«t and 

Book VI.—Chapter V. 

Sect. I. Page 44. “The work On Interpretation :" Andronicus 
(as reported by Ammonius, In Aristotelis de Interpret., p. 6, 14 seqq., 
Busse) marked the n«pl kpMVilas as spurious. His verdict is impugned 
(on good grounds, in my opinion) by H. Maier, in Archiv fur die 
Geschichte der Philosophic, xiii. 37. The arguments there adduced 
(p. 51) in support of the genuineness of the work are worth considera* 
tion. The objections to which the little book gives an opening may be 
disposed of by the assumption that what we have before us is only the 
memoranda of a pupil. (Bottom) Cf. Grote, Aristotle, i. 288: “ In his 
numerous treatises . •. scarcely any allusion is made to the Syllogism ; 
nor is appeal made to the rules laid down for it in the Analytical 

Page 46 (Top). “ One of Euclid’s axioms :" cf. Anal. Post., i. 10, 
76 a, 41 (compared with Euclid's Opera, i. 10, ed. Heiberg); it also 
appears in Metaph., xi. 4, 1061 b, 19. On what follows, cf. Afstaph., 
iv. 3, in., also the remainder of this and the whole of the following 
chapter. On mathematical definitions, cf. among other passages 
Topica, vi. c. 11, in., and viii. c. 3, 154 b, 24 seqq. 

Sect x The Sceptics: cf. Sextus Empiricus, Pyrrhon. Hypotyp., 
ii. 154 seqq. = pp. 92, 93, Bekker. 

Page 47 (Middle). J. S. Mill: Logic, Book ii. ch. 3. In point of 
fact, Aristotle himself anticipated the objection that the syllogism 
involves a petitio principii. The passages concerned, Anal. Prior., 
iL 21,67 a, 22, and Anal. Post., i. 1,71 a, 31, were recently pointed out, 
apparently for the first time, by H. Maier, Syllogistih des Aristoteles, 
ii 2, pp. 173 seq. 

Page 49 (Bottom). “Aristotle frankly admits as much:" ct 
especially the final chapter of the Analytica Posteriora, in particular 
p. IOO b, 3 : &tho¥ Hi Sr* tyuv rh vpmrm iwmymyf yvwpifur tyayKuw. 
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Page 50 (Top). “ Astronomy, optics . . .w: d. Anal. Post., i. 9, 
76 a, 23-25, also 75 b, 16, and 79 a, 18-20. A more exact account of the 
relation between these subjects and mathematics is given in Physica, 
ii. 2, 194 a, 7 seqq. Our “mathematical physics” is there called 
rk $v<ritc&Tepa rw fiaOripdruv. The complaint mentioned just previously 
occurs in Metaph., i. 9, 992 a, 32 : k\\h 7lyovt rk paQ^para rots >Vp $ 
4>t\offo<pta. 

Page 51 (Bottom). “Ill-founded theories of nature . . .Anal. 
Past., ii. 10 (94 a, 3 seqq.) and 16, in. 

Page 52 (Top). “In agreement with Aristotle himself”: Topica, 
II. (Middle) “Embottement of ideas:” see Duhring, Kritische 
Geschichte der Philosophic, 119, 120. 

Page 53 (Middle). “ Instructions on the means of deceiving the 
adversary:” cf. Topica,, i. 18, 108 a, 26: xP"h^Poy W teal rpbs rb p) 

**pa\oyi<r6rjvai teal *pbs rb *apa\oy(<ra(r8ai. Special artifices of deception 
are mentioned in vi. 148 a, b: tpvruvri pbv &s cwuvbpois xpv^rloy . . . 

abrif S’ broKpivophcp Siaip€rioy. The opponent is enticed into a snare by 
means of agreements previously made: pu\\oy 7kp a-vyx^povmy ob 

TTpoopwvres rb avpfirKrbpfVOP, 148 b, 9 ; viii. I, 155 b, 23 : ^ *pbs Kpfyty rov 

ovpiropdoparos; also 1. 30 *. aAA‘ kvorrariop bn kvurkrco, i.e. one should 
begin with the most general possible propositions, as remote as possible 
from the goal for which one is making, in order to inveigle him into 
admissions which he would otherwise avoid: Sik rb . . . vpoopkv rb 

wvfifiy\cr6fxfvov (11. 13, 14). The strongest instance is perhaps the recom¬ 
mendation to put forward objections against one’s own case because 
the appearance of fairness wins the opponent’s confidence (156 b, 18-20). 

Here, too, we may place the warning against undue zeal (156 b, 23 

seqq.), the advice to disturb the natural sequence of the propositions in 
order to lead the opponent off the track by the distortion (156 a, 23 

seqq.), the sly captatio benevolentice in 160 a, 3, and the advice to pro¬ 
tract the discussion of 161 a, 9-12. This last device is certainly 
described as the x*lP^rii bv<rrk<rwv; but it is recommended without 
any reservation in 157 a, 1: fri rb pt)K{,veiv teal irap*p&d\\*tv,K.r.\.t with the 
final remark: ph obv ttptyiv rots dpripfoois xp’io’r*01'.—-Definition of 
Surprise: Topica, iv. 5, 126 b, 13 seqq. 

Page 54 (Top). Zest in Self-criticism: vi. 11, 149 a 20: ^ rovro 

pip ythoiop -rb ivtrlprjpa. On what follows, cf. the warning given at the 
close of the Topica not to enter recklessly into discussion with every 
chance opponent: teal 7kp ol yvpy*(6p*roi kSwArovciy k*ix*<r6ai rov 

dia\eyta6ai kywvtcrrtKws. (Middle) “In one place . . . elsewhere:” 
the two passages are found in v. and viii. 14,fin. In this clos¬ 
ing section the point of view of training and practice receives pre¬ 
ponderant emphasis (ch. 14, in.: *pks r« 7vpyaoloy teal poXtrqr, tc.r.A.). 

One might almost say that Aristotle is here a little ashamed of 
having taught the art of mere contention. The words kywvitovtm, 
AywPiortith, etc., are used as terms of censure. It is so several times 
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in viii. n, where, too, we find the combination SiaAfrrutdt «c«l & 
ipitrriK&s (i6l a, 33). 

Page 55. “ Near the close of the main work on logic: *Anal. Pest*, 

ii. 19,99,100. 

Book VI.—Chapter VI. 

Sect. 1. Page 56. “ Thirst for knowledge :” <pi\o(ro<ptas De 

Catlo, ii. 12, in.—“The spectator’s pleasures :” Metaph., i. 1.—“ Lunar 
rainbow: ” Meteoroid iii. 2, 372 a, 28 ; cf. also i. 6, 343 b, 11, and 30; 
and De Coelo, ii. 12, 292 a, 3 seqq.—Operations of the embroiderer: 
Meteoroid iii. 4, 375 a, 26 seqq.; of the gardener : De Gen. et Corr 
ii. 8, 535 a, 13 seq.—“ Stroke of the oar : ” MeteoroL% ii. 8, 369 b, 10 
seq. (Bottom) Cuvier: Histoire des Sciences Naturelles (1841, i. 132); 
Darwin : Life and Litters, iii. 252. 

Page 57. “Yolk-sac of the smooth pike:” the chief passage is 
Hist. An., vi. 10, 565 b ; it is discussed by Joh. Muller in Uber den 

glatten Haides Aristoteles, Berliner Akad. Abh., 1840, p. 187.—“The 
cold brain:” cf. Bonitz, Index Aristot., s.v. iyictyaKos, No. 5.— 
“Number of the teeth Hist. An., ii. 3, 501 b, 19 seqq.—Reference 
to Herodotus as a “teller of tales ” (nv9*\6yos): Hist. An.,vi.31, 569 b, 
2; and De Gen. An., iii. 5, 756 a, 6.—“Impregnation of the hen- 
partridge : ” Hist. An., v. 5, 541 a, 26 seqq.; cf. 560 a, 6 seqq. and b 11 
seqq.; also De Gen.An.} iii. 1, 751 a, 13 seqq.—“Ravens turned white,” 
etc.: Hist. An., iii. 12, 519 a, 3 seqq. According to the conjecture of 
Aubert and Wimmer (Translation of the Historia Animaliutn, i. 347, 
note 77), what misled Aristotle was the occurrence of albino varieties. 
—“ Reddening of a mirror: ” De Insomniis, 2, 459 b, 27 seqq. 

Page 58 (Top). “ Popular belief, purged of inner contradictions:” 
this is practically identified with truth in Eth. Nic., vii. 1, 1145 b, 
6 seq.: ito ybp \vrjrai re rb &vcrx*PV Hal Karakehrrjrai rb ty8o£a, 8c8«lyptyoy 
to efrj Ikclvvs. 

Page 59 (Top). “ Process of generation among bees : ” De Gen. 
An., iii. 10, 760 b, 27 seqq.—“ The eye of experience: ” Eth. Nic., vi. 2, 
1143 b, 13 seq.—“The Eleatic doctrine . . , borders on insanity: ” De 

Gen. et Corr., i. 8, 325 a, 17 seqq. On what follows, cf. again De Gen. et 

Corr., i. 8, 324, 325. 
Page 60 (Top). “ Expressions of humility: ” De Casio, ii. 12, 292 a, 

15 seq.; ii. 5, 287, 288, where the concluding words, yQv 9k rb 4>aiv6fA*vov 
fa?tov, may be compared with: vtiparlov \4yuy rb $aiv6p*yoy, ib12, 
291 b, 25 seqq.—“Stricter methods and more cogent proofs:” this 
seems a fair translation of topt0«or4pmt toiytcait, 287 b, 34. (Bottom) 
“Hypothesis of empty space:” Pkys., iv. 8, 216 a, 13 seqq., parti¬ 
cularly 1. 20 seq* : Itroraxv &P* wdrr’ 4<rraC bKK* tetyaror, and L 27: 
payeht to rb AlySjiiyey tt*pby &$ ittybv. 

Page 61 (Top). Against the breathing of aquatic animals: De 

Respir., 2, 470. 
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Book VI.—Chapter VII. 

Page 63 (Top). 44 Random hypotheses: * Metaph„ xiv. 3, 1090 b, 
29. 

Sect 2. 41 Trinity of elements : ” De Casio, i. 2; air and water are 
admitted in addition, ii. 3. (Bottom) Construction of the four funda¬ 
mental substances: De Gen. et Corr., ii. 1 ,fin.—ii. 3, in. 

Page 64 (Top). The Empedoclean doctrine of chemical pro¬ 
portions is casually referred to in De Anima, i. 4, 408 a, 14 seqq., and 
410 a, 1 seqq. Page 64 (Middle). The doctrine of 44 displacement ” 
is attacked in De Casio, i. 8, 277 b seqq, (Bottom) Schopenhauer: 
IVerke, iii. 334. 

Page 64 (Bottom). The contradiction here emphasized appears 
most clearly in Physica, viii. 4—a discussion, the close of which 
(256 a, i) leaves us free to choose between two causes of the natural 
motions. We have either to assume an entity which has endowed the 
substances with these tendencies to movement, or to find the cause in 
the agent which, let us say, has removed the support from beneath the 
downward-tending stone. A singular choice, assuredly ! In another 
passage, it is true, not only are these tendencies of the elements 
reckoned, as here (254, 255), among natural forces, but it is also said 
of natural objects that they carry in themselves the origin of rest and 
motion: Physica, ii. 1, 192 b, 13. But this is clearly only a mode of 
laying stress on their difference from the products of art, and does not 
rule out the possibility of tracing back still further the origin of motion 
(jkpx^i ftal <rrd<rcm). The exclusively passive character of 
inanimate matter is expressly emphasized in the passage first quoted 
(255 b, 31 : 06 row Kivtlv . . . &AAA tow nda^tiy). 

Page 65 (Bottom). 44Circulation of matter:” De Gen, et Corr,, 
ii. io, 336 a, 1.—Reference to motion in the circle of the ecliptic: 
337 a, 32 seqq. 

Sect. 4. Page 66. Repudiation of the earlier attempts: De Gen. 
et Corr.% i. 2, especially 317 a, 20 seqq. 

Book VI.—Chapter VIII. 

Page 69. Title: these principles are called evwoyurrttdl &px*t fa 
Metaph,, iv. 3, 1005 b, 7 ; irodettcriKal dpxal in iii. 2, 996 b, 26. Axioms 
of the mathematicians : Metaph., iv. 3, in.—44 Some of the nature- 
philosophers : n ibid., 1005 a, 31.—Formulation of the principle of con¬ 
tradiction : ibid., 1005 b, 19 seqq.; the same more narrowly conceived 
in Metaph., iii. 2, 996 b, 29 («ol klfoarov &pa «?*«u ko1 ^ See also 
iv. 7, 1011 b, 13: fc&aiordmi vwBv rb ph «Tnu &pa rds 

kmumpdpus fd**is—Against and concerning Heraclitus: Metaph., iv. 3, 
1005 b, 24 seqq. On what follows: Metaphi. 6,987 a, 33; also iv. $, 
S009 a, 2a. 
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Page 70 (end of 1st par.)* Comparison with the boy : ibid., 1009 b- 
1010 a.—Principle of the “ Excluded Middle: ” Metaphiii. 2,996 b, 29: 
way fa/ayicdioy f) <pdvcu ^ tvo<pciyai. So again iv. 7, in. Cf. also Greek 
Thinkers, Vol. II. p. 195. 

Page 71 (Middle). “ It has been objected:” my allusion is to 
Mill, Logic, Book ii. S 5 of the last chapter. 

Page 72 (Top). “ Sharply distinguishing the different kinds of 
opposition:” cf. Bonitz in his Index, s.vv. 'Ayn/ceio-Oat and 'Evavrtos. 

(Below) Sir William Hamilton: see Mill, loc. cit. (Bottom) Aristotle 
on rest and motion: in the important passage, Physica, iv. 12, 221 b, 
12 seqq.: eb 7&P rtas rb tolvrirov bp*M-*h b\kb rb i<rr*pT)p.hov Kivfjo-cws w*<f>vKbs 

9b KtvtfeOai* Thus the disjunction, “ A is either at rest or in motion,” 
is not applicable where rest and motion are not states accessible to 
the subject of discourse. Cf. also Physica., iii. 4, in,, and Prantl’s 
apposite comment, Aristoteles acht Bucher Physik, griechisch una 
deutsch, p. 489.—In sharpness of distinction between contradictory and 
contrary opposition, Mill {loc. cit.) is surpassed by Aristotle. Cf. also 
De Part. An., ii. 2, 649 a, 18 : r6 tyvxpbv ipluns ns fax' oh orlpritrls icrnv. 

Sect. 2. On what follows, cf. Metaph., iv. 4. I have made Aristotle 
speak of a “ block ” instead of a plant (JWwj yhp <pvr$ 6 rotovros, ibid., 
1006 a, 14). On what follows next, cf. ibid., 1006 a, 5: b^tovtn ty Kat 
rovro bwoteucvJycu nvbs 8P iraiSevataP. 

Page 74 (Bottom). Presence and absence of phenomena: cf. 
Greek Thinkers, Vol. III. pp. 170, 171. 

Sect. 3. Page 75. Aristotle on induction as the source of our 
knowledge of axioms: Anal. Post., ii. 19, 100 b, 3: 9rj\ov 9b 9ri h/uv rk 

wpmra brayeryf} yvupl(av bpayicaiov. The part played by vovs is explained 
in the same context. On Aristotelian induction compare the collection 
of passages in Zeller, ii. 2 (ed. 3), p. 241, note 3. Here we find re¬ 
pelled with full justice the critical assault of Trendelenburg and 
Brandis, who would not allow Aristotle to say that “ all undemon¬ 
strated knowledge rests on induction.”—George Grote: Aristotle, 
ii. 288 seqq.—“Universally accepted beliefs:” rb Mo^a; cf. Topica, 
i. 1. On this see Zeller, ii. 2 (ed. 3), p. 242 seqq. 

Page 76 (Top). The chief passage on the Principle of Identity: 
Metaphiv. 7, in. Cf. also ix. 10, 1051 b, 3: 6 rb 9ioUfuyos 
typfieBtH gal trvyKtlfitvow ovyictirtai.~On the Principle of Identity, cf. 
Ueberweg, System der Logik, p. 185 (ed. 3), and Grote, Minor Works, 
p. 359 seq. 

Book VI.—-Chapter IX. 

Page 77. The contradictions in the treatment of the problem 
of substance are fully treated by W. Freytag, Die Entwichlung der 
griechischen Erkenntnistheorie bis Aristoteles, Halle, 1905, pp. 82 seqq. 
—The quotation, “As by an irresistible fete,” etc, is from p. 96 of that 
work. 
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Page 79 (par. 2). Four main arguments against the doctrine of 
Ideas: Metaphi. 9. 

Page 8i (Bottom). “ A highly noteworthy passage:” Metaph 
xiii. 3, 1077 b, 25 seqg. 

Page 83 (par. 2). “Hierarchy of the sciences:” cf. Greek 
Thinkers, Vol. III. p. 334. To the passages there mentioned should 
be added Metaph., xiii. 3, 1078 a, 9.—D’Alembert: in the Discours 
priliminaire de VEncyclopidie, CEuvres de d’Alembert, Paris, 1853, 
p. 88 ; cf. also p. 81. 

Page 84 (Top). “ Such passages as that which follows: ” Metaph 
vii. i, 1028 b, 2 seqq. The quotation a little further on is from Freytag, 
op. city p. 83. The conjecture referred to was put forward by Freytag, 
loc. city p. 85. 

Page 85 (Top). The concept ... the form-giving principle: 
according to Metaph.y vii. 2}fin. On *the relativity of the ideas form 
and matter, cf. the passages quoted by Zeller, ii. 2 (ed. 3), p. 210, 
note 1; and p. 325, notes 2, 3, 4. 

Page 86 (Middle). w Aristotle himself informs us : ” Metaph., ix.6, 
1048 a, b. “A rising scale is thus constituted : ” cf. De Gen. An., ii. 1, 
735 a> 9* 0° the first entelechy, cf. De An.f ii. 1, 412 a, 27. On what 
follows see Bonitz’ IndeXy s.v. ’EvTt\4x«ta. 

Page 87 (Bottom). Bonitz complains of Aristotle’s “ mira levitas ” 
and “ nimia levitas ” in his commentary on the Metaphysicat p. 395, 
note 1, and p. 569, note 1. 

Page 89 (Middle). “ Form and active force” (juop<p)j k*1 iyipyua) 
Metaph., viii. 2yfin. (Bottom) “ In one passage of the Metaphysics 
i. 3, 983 a, 28. 

Page 90 (par. 2). “ Why is fire hot ?” Metaph.y i. 1, 981 b, 11. 
Page 91 (Middle). u Contributions of Plato and Heraclitus: ” cf. 

Greek 'Thinkers, Vol. I. p. 71 and Republic, viii. 563 E. To this con¬ 
nexion also belongs the saying: at i*r* tiucpov c6c£fau &<pak*pal in Hippo¬ 
crates’ Aphorisms, i. 3 (iv. 458, Littr£). (Bottom) “Chief passage of 
the Physics: ” i. 5, 188, 189, also 6 and 7. 

Sect. 6. Page 92. “Other expositors:” these include Zeller, 
ii. 2 (ed. 3), 315 seq.y and 348 seg. 

Page 93 (Top). u The typical Aristotelian instance: ” see De Gen. 
et Carr., i. 4, 319 b, 25. 

Book VI.—Chapter X. 

Page 95 (Middle). “ A drop of luck,” etc. (B4km rtfxif* rrakaypby 4 
<pp4v&p *lOoy): Meineke, Com. Grcec. Fragm.y iv. 347. The other line 
mentioned: ibid., 340. 

Sect. 2. Page 96. The chief passage on Accident is Metaph 
v. 2, 1014 a, 4 seqq. See, in addition, Physica, ii. 1, 192 b, 25. Refer* 
ence may also be made to 196 b, 28, and Poetica, 1451 a, 18 (the 
second relating to events, the first to qualities). 
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Sect. 3. Page 97. Cf. Physica, ii. 4-6, with Torstrik’s Commentary 
in Hermes, ix, 425 seqq.—Denial of absolute chance: loc. cit197 a, 
13: teal forty aXrtov its crvfifk&nicbs r) rbxAr ws 8* &r\wt o88trds. By the 
side of this, even such a passage as Rhet.} i. io, 1369 a, b, proves 
nothing to the contrary. I might, indeed, have expressed myself 
much more decidedly, as is clear from Metaph., v. 30. There is, in 
truth, no shadow of a reason for the common assumption that Aristotle 
reserved a separate sphere for the reign of chance. See De Interpret 
c. 9; and Metaph., vi. 2, 1026, 1027. Even Wundt, Logik, i. (ed. 3), 
P* 575 seq., fails here to take a sufficiently comprehensive view. The 
two passages of the Metaphysics just quoted do not prove what he 
supposes them to prove. 

Page 98. “ Work On the Art:” cf.the author’s book, Apologie der 
Heilkunst, ed. 2, p. 49, § 6, fin. 

Page 99 (Middle). Winter cold in midsummer: Metaph., x\. 8, 
1064, 1065. 

Pages 99, 100. The universe the product of chance ? See Metaph., 
i. 3, 984 b, 14. 

Page 101 (Middle). J. S. Mill: Logic, book iii. ch. 5, supple¬ 
mentary note ; also Dissertations and Discussions, iv. 197. Grote writes 
similarly: Aristotle, i. 296. (Below) The passage of the Nicomachean 
Ethics, i. 10, 1099 b, 24. 

Page 101 (Middle). The “decision to be extracted from con¬ 
cepts : ” Physica, ii. 6, fin. 

Page 102 (Middle). “ Notion of tendency : ” cf. Bonitz, Index, s.v. 
fhfatoBcu, 140 b, 38 seqq. Also the author’s Beitrdge zur Kritik . . 
viii. 16.—“ Conflict of movement impulses,” and of volitions as well: 
De Casio, ii. 13, 295 b, 30 ; Topica, vi. 6, 145 b, 16. 

Page 103 (Top). “Paleness of a woman:” Anal. Prior., ii. 27, 
70 a, 36. 

Page 104 (Top). “Habit a second nature:” this is what he 
practically says in Rhet., i. 11, 1370 a, 7 : 8/xoiov ydp n rb f$6s rij $i>o*t.— 
Probability in the Poetics : ch. 8, 1451 a, 27 ; ch. 9, in., 1451 b, 9 and 
12 ; ch. 10, 1452 a, 18 seqq.; ch. 15, 1454 a, 33 seqq. 

Page 105 (Top). The view which reduces chance to the limitations 
of our knowledge is certainly not upheld in the Eudemian Ethics, 
vii. 14, 1247 b, 4 seqq. But it is permissible to lay the responsibility 
for this on Eudemus rather than on Aristotle, the more so as the pre¬ 
ceding chapter clearly betrays the hand of the historian of geometry; 
cf. the remarks on the character and life of the geometer Hippocrates: 
ibid., 1247 a, 17. 

Sect. 6. Page 106. Cf. De Interpret., c. 9. Sentences such as 
&AA& ir dvr a that Kcd ylyveeQcu hvdytajs (18 b, 30) and oi>8lv&pa . . . 8vb 
rhxns &rrcu (18 b, 14-16) should not be interpreted—which would 
be a reductio ad absurdum—as attacks by Aristotle on universal 
causality. To avoid such misunderstandings, cf. Metaph., xi. 8, 1065 a, 
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8: &rrai yhp Sirow* ^ Mytcns, on the supposition, that is, that there 
exist causes and principles for the accidental (tow ttark MfifitPyttbs 

gyros) of the same nature as for the self-existent (row icatf afnb gyros). 

There is here no denial of causality and no limitation of the sphere 
within which it works. These sentences throw a good light on the 
often misunderstood passage of the De Interpretatione. In both cases 
the chance which is spoken of is chance in the strictly correct and 
admissible sense, the overlapping of distinct fields of causation, or, as 
Aristotle would have preferred to say, of concepts. To take an 
example : General N. has a mole. For the individual N. this may be 
an inheritance from parents or remoter ancestors. For the general, 
as suchy it is a mere accident, a w/xfiefaKls. He who fails to see this 
assumes causal connexion where it does not exist; he wrongly denies 
chance and explains everything as the result of necessity. 

Book VI.—Chapter XI. 

Page Iio (Top). Cf. Metaphxi. io, 1075 b, 13 : Bth rlrh ftly 
<t>6aprk rh S’ 6.<pdapra, ovBtls \eyfi’ irdyra ydp rb 6vra irotovtriv iic r&v abr&v 

&PX«y. Cf. also Metaph.y iii. 4, 1000 a, 6 seqq.—il Ether in the highest 
heavenly regions:” De Coelo, i. 3, 270 b, 7. (Middle) "The Milky 
Way : ” Meteorol., i. 8. “ Comets: ” ibid., i. 6 and 7. Seneca : Natural. 
Qudst.y vii. c. 22 seqq. (ii. 310 seqq.; Haase). The most noteworthy 
passage is c. 25, $ 3: "Quid ergo miramur cometas, tarn rarum 
mundi spectaculum, nondum teneri legibus certis . . . veniet tempus 

quo posteri noslri tarn aperta nos nescisse mirentur” 

Page ill (Middle). Objection against the main principle of the 
Atomists : De Gen. et Corr.y i. 8, 326 a, 28 seq. On what follows, cf. 
ibid.y 327 a, 21 seqq. 

Page 112 (Middle). H Mingling and mixture:n De Gen. et Corr.y 

i. 10. (Bottom) Lynceus: ibid.y 328 a, 14. 
Page 113 (Top). "A drop of wine in 20,000 quarts of water:” 

ibid.y 328 a, 27. (Bottom) “ An animal 10,000 stadia long:9 Poetica, 

c. 18, 1451 a, 2. 
Page 114 (Top). “ A ship a span long:9 Politico, vii. 4, 1326 a, 40. 

The calculation depends on the assumption that the xof *2 Kor6\ai 
contains 90 ounces. A drop is taken as 0*05 of a cubic centimetre. 
The statements on the detectability of small quantities of sodium 
vapour and silver iodide are made on the authority of my brother-in- 
law, the late Professor Hans Jahn. 

Sect 4. Page 115. The four causes: Pkysicay ii. 3; Meiaph.y 
i. 3, in. Their grouping: Pkysicay ii. 7 ; De Anima, ii, 4 ; De Gen, An^ 

I, 1 ; Afetapk., xii, 4.—The example of bodily exercise : Physicay ii. 3, 
195 a, 8.—" Pure passivity of matter: • De Gen. et Corr.y i. 7,324 b, 51 
tea f 4p CAp, waBiynied. Also ibid., 18: 4 V § 0Aij **0qrut4y. Again, 
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IL 9,335 b, 29: r%$ . . . rb rdex^v iorl teal rb ttive7<r6ai.—44 Dysteb- 
ology s” the main passage is De Gen. An., iv. 10, 778 a, 4: fiofatrat ph 
o$y 4 ftois . . . olttc &K/H0Q? 3b did rt rbjv rrjs 3\r}S kopurrlav, k.t.A,—“ Sexual 
characters s” treated with almost grotesque inconsistency in Metaph 

vii. 5 and x. 9, in.—Manifestations of 44 the old Hellenic spirit: ” 
in combinations like 3 Bebs teal ^ tyfois, or Eth. Nic., vii. 14: xdpra 
ybp <p&eu bxti ri Betoy. Physica, i. 9, 192 a, 16 : trros ydp nvos Belov teal 
kyaBov teal 4<p*rov . . . rb 3b (<pajubv efreu) ft 1rttyvicev iipleaBat Kal opeyecBai 

abrov ttwrk rb\v bavrov <pl(Ttv. De Gen. An., iii. 11, 772 a, 21: fi<rr« 
rpdwop rtvd xdura dycu Again, iv. IO, 778 a, 2 ; 0tos ydp ns 

koI vredfMrdt ion, k.t.a. (Middle) “The Unmoved Mover:” see 
later, pp. 233 seqq. 

Page 116 (Bottom). Change of place a condition of other changes : 
cfc De Gen. et Corr., ii. 10, 336 a, 16 seqq., and i. 6, 32a b, 22 seqq. 

Page 117 (Top). 44 Actuality of the potential:” cf. Physica, iii. 1, 
201 b, 4 seq.—44 Incomplete reality:” Physica, iii. 2, 201 b, 31 seq. 

—44An eminent contemporary:” Diihring, Kritische Geschichte der 

Philosophic, p. 126. (Bottom) 44 Definition of time : ” Physica, iv. 11, 
219 b, 1 seq., supplemented by 220 a, 25 seq.—44 Misunderstandings : ” 
eg. on the part of Diihring, p. 128, who makes Aristotle confuse 44 the 
accidental means of measurement with the properties of the 
measured object,”—a confusion against which Aristotle, loc. cit., 219 b, 
6-9, expressly guarded. Prantl’s translation is open to objection, nor 
does Zeller’s version, ii. 2 (ed. 3), p. 399, give me complete satisfaction. 

Page 118 (Top). 44 For even when it is dark . . .: ” Physica, iv. 11, 
219 a, 4 seqq.—44 Earlier and later:” used in the spatial sense, 
ibid., 219 a, 14 seqq. (Bottom) 44 Fore-gleam of the Critical philo¬ 
sophy:” Physica, iv. 14, 223 a, 21 seqq.; and De Anima, iii. 8, 

431 b, 28. 
Page 119 (Top). The argument for the infinity of time: Physica, 

viii. 1, 251 b, 20; and Metaph., xii. 6, 1071 b, 7 seqq. (Bottom) “The 
three dimensions: ” De Calo, i. 1. Arguments against empty space: 
Physica, iv. 6 seqq^ especially 8, 214 b, 13 seqq. 

Page 120 (Top). Possibility of making way: ibid., 7, 204 a, 
29seqq. (Middle)44 A wonderfully pregnant little sentence: ” Physica, 
iii. 7, 207 b, 14: ob3b p4v*i h faeipl* AxaA ylvcrcu. The discussion of 
infinity: Physica, iii. 6 seqq. 

Page 121 (Top). Cf. De Gen. et Corr., i. 2, 316 b, 30: dnbv fareipos 
4 Bptyis (similarly Plato, Partnen., 165 B: BpbmreoBai . . . K*p/xart(6p*vov 

dpdyier) top rb 3\ow), and above, 25 : teal els burdparrov 4<pBappivov rb owpa. 

(Bottom) Opposition of thought and fact: ibid., 208 a, 16-19. Before 
this comes an excellent reply to Anaximander’s argument (given by 
pseudo-Plutarch, Placita, i. 3). This argument was to the effect that 
infinity is necessary in order that material may not fail for new forma¬ 
tions (fra h ytveea pbi bviAehrp). To this Aristotle answers : ipUxrrmi 
yhp rb* Garipov tpBopbr Baripov that yivttr*. This is the third of the five 
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arguments for the hypothesis of an actual infinite. Cf. on these, 
Physica, iii. 4, 203 b, 15 seqq. (1) From the infinity of time. (2) From 
the infinite divisibility of spatial magnitudes. (4) Every boundary 
meets yet another. (5, and chief) From the absence of a halting- 
place for thought, we may conclude a similar absence in the world of 
realities. Now, Aristotle admits the infinity of time, but only as 
a growing, not a completed magnitude. He deals similarly with the 
infinite divisibility of the corporal. The fourth and most difficult 
argument is treated—-shall we say, just because of its difficulty ?—at 
the shortest length, by the distinction between touching (&rr«r0at), 
and being bounded (rartpiv9ai). The first, he says, is a relative, the 
second an absolute notion. The unimaginability of a spatially 
bounded universe does not prevent Aristotle from accepting the hypo¬ 
thesis of such a universe. Objection 5 is answered in the passage 
first quoted in this note. 

Page 122 (Top). “ Eminent thinkers of our own time I allude 
to Wilhelm Wundt and his essay, Das Kosmologische Problem 

(Vierteljahrschrift f. wiss. Philos., i. pp. 80 seqq.). He says (p. 104, 
quoted by Remigius Stolzle, Die Lehrevom Unendlicken bet Aris- 

toteles, p. 54) that “ the hypothesis of a universe infinite in space and 
matter leads to insoluble contradictions.”—“ The great majority of the 
old nature-philosophers: ” oi *\u<rroi r£>v apxaluv <pi\oa6(p»yt De Casio, 
i. 5, in. (Bottom) “The visible sphere of the heavens . . cf. De 

Casio, i. 5 seqq. 
Sect. 9. Page 123. “ The one, only, and perfect heaven De Casio, 

i, 9, in.y and 279 a, 10 seq. (Middle) This objection and its answer 
in De Casio, i. 9. (Bottom) On the eternity of the heavens: ibid., ch. 3, 
especially 270 b, 13 seqq., and ch. 10. 

Page 124 (Bottom). “Egyptians and Babylonians :n cf. De Casio, 
ii. 12, 292 a, 7-9. 

Sect. 10. Page 125. See Zeller’s fine treatise Die Lehre des Arts- 
toteles von der Ewigkeit der Welt (Vortrage und Abhandlungen, iii. 
Sammlung), pp. 10 seqq. On the cyclic theories : De Casio, i. 10, 28 a, 
11 seqq.; also Physica, viii. 1, 252 a, 5 seqq. 

Page 126 (Top). The eternity of the human race is tacitly 
assumed ; the possibility of men having been produced by the earth 
(yyywrts) is only assumed as an hypothesis or as the teaching of others : 
De Gen. An., iii. 11,762 b, 29 ; and Politico, ii. 8,1269 a, 5: robs *p6rov$ 

«fr« yrtyivth foav rfr* Ik tpdopas nvbs loABrtoar. To Such <f>&opal Aris¬ 
totle alludes in De Casio, i. 3, 270 b, 19 ; Meteorol., i. 3, 389 b,.27 ; 
Metaph., xii. 8, 1074 a, 38 seqq., and Fragm., 2. 

Sect. n. Page 127. The Aristotelian geology is found chiefly in 
Meteorol., i. 13 and 14. We gather, by the way, from ch. 13 that the 
geography of Europe was still very imperfectly known to Aristotle. 
The Black Forest, the Alps, and the Pyrenees are for him a single 
mountain range, from which both the Danube and the Guadalquivir 
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take their rise.—Argument for the changelessness of the Kosmos: 
De Gen. et Carr., ii. io, 336 a, 27. 

Page 128 (Top). “ An astonishingly pretentious opening remark :r 
Meteoroid loc. city 349 a, 15 seq.: obQ^v . . . b pb tchy 6 rvx&y cfaetcv. He 
is scornful in what follows: r&y <ro4>£>* &ov\ofxiv*v \ty*iv nubs «al rb 
K<fju\p(u/j,a tty efy tovto \f?ev8os. Cf. ibid., ii. 4, especially 360 a, 19 seqq.; 
and for Aristotle’s own theory of the winds, 361 a, 30 seqq. (Bottom) 
“ Dry exhalation: ” cf. Meteoroid ii. 4, 360 a, 8 seqq. ; also iii. 6, 378 a, 
21 seqq.—Against atmospheric precipitation as the origin of springs ; 
Meteorol.y i. 13, 340 a, b.—On the saltness of the sea: Meteorol.y ii. 3. 
On this cf. the fragment, probably of Theophrastus in the Hibeh 

Papyri (ed. Grenfell), p. 62, in which there lies embedded a fragment 
of Democritus, vol. i. p. 368 in Diels’ Fragtnente der Vorsobatiker 

(ed. 2). 

Book VI.—Chapter XII. 

Page 130 seqq. In the writing of this section two books have 
rendered me most important service: G. Pouchet, La Biologic Aristo- 
tllique, Paris, 1885; and J. B. Meyer, Aristotelcs' TierkundCy Berlin, 
1855. Very useful also were the introductions and annotations in 
Aubert and Wimmer’s editions, with German translations, of Aristotle’s 
ntpl Cv*y ytviotus (Liepzig, i860) and Utpl (ywy 'urroptcu (2 vols., Leipzig, 
1868). I may say the same of the similar edition of Aristotle’s ntpl 
(fay fjLopluv by Frantzius (Leipzig, 1853). Nor should G. H. Lewes’ 
Aristotle, a Chapter from the History of Sciencey go unmentioned, 
though this brilliantly written book of the many-sided litterateur, 

with its alternations between eulogy and pasquinade, rather presents 
us with a dazzling show-piece than affords trustworthy guidance. 
Lastly, I owe specially grateful acknowledgments to a contemporary, 
the late Professor Rudolf Burckhardt of Basle, who greatly added to 
my familiarity with this branch of research, not only by the important 
works which he and his pupil Bloch produced, but also by many 
private communications. The IIcpl Kivhv«»s is not of assured 
genuineness ; the nepl wyefyaros is certainly spurious. 

A genuine writing On Plants was displaced by the great work 
of Theophrastus, and was thus early lost. See the discussion in 
Zeller, ii. 2 (ed. 3), p. 98. 

Page 131 (par. 2). Aristotle on the grounds of his preference for 
the organic world : De Part. An., i. 5, in. 

Page 132 (Top), The colours of eyes : De Gen. An., v. 1, 778 a, 30 
seqq.—M A noteworthy passage of the Physical ii. 8, 199 a, 12. This 
chapter is also freely utilized in what follows. (Middle) “ Nature 
does nothing in vain: ” h Qfois oMhy roi«? pdrijy, De Incessu Animal, 2, 
704 b, 15.—“ His mind travels in the grooves cut by Plato cf. eg. 
Tim., 42 Et tcarb 8bva/uy 6ri tcdXKt<rra go) ipurra with De Incessu 
Animal, {loc. cit.): i* rwy ty8*x°pty*v . . . rb &pi<rroy. 
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Page 133 (Top). “A passage on this subject in the Phyisca:” in 
book ii. ch. 8, quoted above. On what follows, cf. Aristotle, Fragrn,, 
12-14 (from the dialogue U«p\ tpiXoo-oflas), 1475, 1476. The following 
matter again rests on Physica, ii. 8. 

Page 134 (Middle). “ Zeus does not send rain,” etc.: Physica, ii. 8, 
198 b, 18 seqq. (Below) “ A passage full of meaning:” De Gen. An., 

v. 8, 789 b, 2 seqq. The same passage is also the basis of what 
follows. In addition, see Physica, ii. 8, in., once more, and ii. T,fin. 
Other passages are: De Part. An., iv. 2,677 a, 17-19: ofr ^v rovro 9u 
fyrelv ir fora cVcica r(yot, aWa nvwv 6vtuv toiovtow, fotpa i£ fodytcijs ffvfi&alyti 
tib ravra iroWct. 

Page 135 (Middle). The number of the sutures: this is treated 
of in De Part. An., ii. 7, 653 a, 27, b, 8 ; cf. Frantzius, note 37, p. 276: 
“ With regard to the sutures of the skull, there is no such diversity in 
mammalia as Aristotle assumes. ... On the other hand, in the 
lower vertebrates, the number of skull-bones, and therefore ... of 
sutures, is considerably greater. ... Just as little is there any difference 
in this respect between men and women.” See also Lewes, p. 306. 

Sect. 3. Phenomena, causes, development: De Part. An., i. 3,640 a, 
14 seq.—“ A chorus of enthusiastic voices: ” see the collection given by 
Lewes, pp. 154,155 ; also Charles Darwin, Life and Letters, iii. 252. On 
what follows, cf. Lewes, pp. 156, 323 seqq., 325, 326 ; the quotation is 
from p. 158. 

Page 136 (Bottom). On brain, heart, and lungs, see the passages 
referred to in the Index Aristot., s.vv. 4yic4<pa\os, 213 b, 40, napBla, 

365 b, 34, and foaxyoii, 52 a, xo.—“The hypothesis of spontaneous 
generation : ” on this see Aubert and Wimmer, p. 40, note 5 ; “ Aristotle 
ascribes spontaneous generation to a part of the insects and to all 
testaceous animals.” The main passage is De Gen. An., iii. 11, 762 
a, 8 seqq. 

Sect. 4. Page 137. “An opinion formerly widespread:” cf. Zeller, 
ii. 2 (ed. 3, 1879), p. 513. (Bottom) Syennesis, Polybus, Diogenes: 
Hist. An., ii. 2, 511 b, 23, and 3, 512 b, 12. Leophanes (called Cleo- 
phanes by the pseudo-Plutarch, Placita, v. 7): De Gen. An., iv. 1,765 a, 
25. That the last-named is the author of the pseudo-Hippocratic 
treatise on superfetation was conjectured, with high probability, by 
Littrd (CEuvres d Hippo crate, i. 380, 381). 

Page 138 (Top). “Practical specialists:” the relevant passages 
have been collected and illustrated by Brandis, ii. 2, 1303. The 
biological teachings of Democritus are discussed in numerous 
passages, to which references are given in the Index Anstot., s.v. 

AifJicproh 176 a, 21 seqq. The monograph on the chameleon, 
ascribed to him by Pliny (Hist. Nat., 28, p. 112), is rejected, probably 
with justice, by A. Gellius (Nodes Attica, x. 12), on the ground ot the 
marvels in it. (Middle) “ Herodorus of Heraclea:n probably identical 
with the Herodorus mentioned in two passages of the Hist. An, as 
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father of the sophist Bryson, De Gen. An^ iii. 6,757 a, 4. (Below)44 The 
time of Herodotus:w c£ Herodotus, iii. 106. On zoological gardens in 
Egypt, see the notices in Beloch, Gr. Gesch., iii. 1, 484; and also an 
inscription from Panopolis, Revue des Etudes Grecques, iv. 53. On 
the exhibition of rare beasts at Athens, cf. Antiphon (Fragtn., 57-59, 
Blass) quoted by Athenaeus, ix. 397 c, d. 44 Menageries: * cf. Isocrates, 
Orat.,xv. (Utpl iumMtrtms), § 213. On Alexander’s reported subsidies, 
cf. Zeller, ii. 2 (ed. 3), p. 32. The chronological objection is not raised 
there. 

Page 139 (Top). On the number of animal species, cf. J. B. 
Meyer, p. 144 (on the authority of Bronn) ; Pouchet (p. 121) admits 
only about 400 species.—44 A middle thing between plant and animal 
it is thus that Aristotle speaks of the b<rrpaa68tppa in De Gen. An., \.,fin. 

731 b, 8 seq. 
Sect. 5. Aristotle’s slight knowledge of the human inward parts is 

confessed by himself in Hist. An., i. 16, 494 b, 21 seqq. Cf. Aubert 
and Wimmer, Introduction to Tlfpl (fwv ycvhews, p.4, and Frantzius on 
De Part. An., p. 276, note 37, and 297 seq., notes 57 and 62.—-** Anato¬ 
mical diagrams: ” the seven books of the 'AvarofMi were furnished 
with illustrations, probably schematic. Cf. De Respir., 16,478 a, b: *pbs 
ph rfyv fyiv 4k r&v avaropuv 8ct Beatpctv, srpbs S’ facpl&ciav 4k r&v i&ropi&v. 

(Bottom) The arm of the cuttle-fish: De Gen. An.f i. 15, 720 b, 32 
seqq.; cf. Pouchet, p. 129. 

Page 140 (Top). Frequent dissection of the human foetus: De 

Gen. An., iv. I, 764 a, 34 and 765 a, 17. In the former passage note 
the express declaration: *a 1 rovB' Uavus reBoup-fiKatitv, k.t.k, (Middle) 
Artificial emaciation and strangling of animals: these practices are 
attested by Hist. An., iii. 3, 513 a, 12 seqq. The word *pokf*rhu also 
occurs in De Gen. An., i. 18, 726 a, I : the herdsmen are said to make 
the he-goats thin before the mating season, because the fat ones 
are less inclined to do their part. See also De Part. An., iii. 
5, 668 a, 21 : ylvtrai KardtirjAov iv rots pdkurra KarakfkfWTVfrpfooif, where 
there is no reference to the intentional production of thinness for the 
purpose of investigation. (Bottom) 44 Childish reluctance:” 81b 8§t pb 

8vex*Paiy€ty **i8ik&s r^v wepl rfyv bnporipwv (fotv (De Part. 

An., i. 5, 645 a, 15). 
Page 141 (Top). John Hunter: cf. Lewes, p. 323, whence also we 

borrow the quotation from Tiedemann’s Physiologic des Menschen. 

(Below) 44 Specific principles x" De Gen. An* ii. 7, at the end of the 
discussion on the sterility of mules, 748 a, 7: ohros ph oh 6 kdyos 

Ka$S\ov klav *al mv6s, ol yhp pb U r&v oUtluv kpx&v \6yoi Ktvol, K.r.k. 

44 Too far-fetched: ” De Gen. An., iv. 1,765 b, 4* bkkb klav rb \4yotv off™ 
vipptt$4v iertv dwrotrBa t *ri}s air las, K.r.k. 

Page 143 (Top). 44 Palpitation: ” cf. De Respir* 20,479 b, 22-26: &<rr* 
ivtor* farotr&hvveBou (sc. rb Btpjubv) rb (fa teal (read teal rb (fa) bro9vf)eKftv 

81b +4B*v. (Below) Size of the heart: De Part. An* iii. 4, where, in 
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addition, the hardness and softness of the heart are made responsible 
for the degree of psychic sensitiveness (667 a, 11 seq.). For the 
mistaken explanations which follow, see De Gen. An., v. 3, 783 a, 12 
seqg.; 7, 787, 788; 3, 783 b, 28 seq. Cf. Georges Pouchet, op. cit., 

P-3 7- 
Page 144 (Top). “ Different phases of his activity: ” for the purpose 

of adjudicating the chronological sequence of the works, we have, 
besides general considerations, two resources at command : the 
forward and backward references of the author himself (though these 
are not seldom confusing), and casual allusions to events of ascertain¬ 
able date. The first of these has been exhausted by Bonitz, with his 
customary exactitude and thoroughness, in his Index, s.v. ’ApurTorfaiys; 

the discussion of those allusions which for some of the writings supply 
absolute chronological landmarks (instead of the relative ones obtained 
by the first method) may be found in Zeller, ii. 2 (ed. 3), p. 154 seq. 

The order of succession which is thus deduced with a high degree of 
probability runs as follows: The Organon, the four chief physical 
works (Physica, De Casio, De Gen. et Corr., Meteorologia ; cf. Meteorol., 

i. in., and iv. fin.); then De Anima with Parva Naturalia, and the 
biological works, Hist. An., De Part. An., De Gen. An. (three crucial 
passages are De Part. An., i. 1, 639 b, 8-10, and 640 a, 14 seq., 689 a, 
18 seqq.; again De Gen. An. v. 1, 779 b, 21 seqg., where it is well to note 
the unusually exact indications 1rp6r*pov and fa iroiTepov) ; lastly come 
the works which may be called anthropological in the widest sense of 
the word : Ethica, Politico, Poetica, Rhetorica. I say nothing of the 
Metaphysica; it was never published as a whole by Aristotle himself. 

Book VI.—Chapter XIII. 

Page 147 (end of sect. 1). “ Dietary prohibitions of the Old Testa¬ 
ment : ” Leviticus, ch. xi. (Bottom) Diodes (of Carystus) belongs to 
the first third of the fourth century ; he wrote, among other things, an 
"Avarofiii. He is treated of by Wellmann in Pauly-Wissowa, v. 802 
seqq.; cf. the same scholar’s Fragment-Sammlung der griechischen 

Arzte, i. In Fragm. 132 (= Athenaeus, vii. 316 c) we find the 
comprehensive term iulA&kul (soft animals). In Athenasus, iii. 105 b 
Speusippus is made to speak of “soft shell-fish” (fM\aK6<rrpaKa); 
Aristotle himself (De Part. An., iii. 4, 66$ a, 31) credits Democritus 
with the expression “ bloodless ” (&v*ifM). The possibility that 
Athenaeus in the one case or Aristotle in the other may have 
substituted the comprehensive designations for narrower terms used 
by the older writers cannot be absolutely rejected. The same holds 
of the class-name of the “ single-hoofed” animals: Aristotle, DePart. 
An., iv. 3,677 a, 32. The “ old ” writers there referred to may have 
treated simply of the horse, the ass, etc. But who will fail to see that 
the probability of this hypothesis becomes smaller the more often we 
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have to make use of it ?—“ A contemporary: ” unfortunately, one no 
longer. I refer to Rudolf Burckhardt, Das koische Tier system, eine 
Vorstufe der zoologischen Systematik des Arts to teles (off-printed from 
the Verhandl. d. naturjorsch. Gesellsck. in Basel, xv. 3). This 
uncommonly valuable investigation is the source of the quotation 
overleaf. 

Page 148 (Middle). Linnaeus on the whale: I take these details 
from Louis Agassiz’ Essay on Classification, p. 304. 

Sect. 3. “ Rejection of dichotomy : ” this subject, as well as “ the 
principles of division ” in general, is treated with great thoroughness 
by J. B. Meyer in A ris to teles' Tierkunde, 70-100. It is of little 
importance that on p. 76 he overlooks the limitation of the dichotomic 
principle in Plato’s Statesman and Philebus. Cf. Greek Thinkers, 

Vol. III. p. 359, note to p. 187, and note to p. 4 of the present 
volume. Aristotle treats of these questions in Topic a, vi. 6, 144, 145, 
and De Part An., i. 2-4, with the final result: rb Btxorofiuv rtf 
ABuyaroy rtf Bb KevAr, 644 b, 19. 

Page 149 (Bottom). Lewes : op. at, p. 296. On the other hand, 
Pouchet writes (op. cit., p. 122 seq.): “ La classification d’Aristote est 
naturelle ... La zoologie contemporaine ne proc&de pas autrement 
pour dtablir ses classifications.” Jiirgen Bona Meyer : op. cit, p. 76 
seqq. Cf. his collection of passages, p. 102 seqq. Among these 
particular attention is due to De Part An., i. 3,643 b, 9 seqq. and 23.— 
“Functions and performances” (tpya and vpdfris) : see J. B. Meyer, 
p. 88 seqq. The chief passage is De Part. An., i. 3,643 a, 35 seqq. 
Specially important is Meyer’s demonstration that, in spite of the 
appearance to the contrary, Aristotle did not make the mode of 
reproduction a main ground of division, nor yet the special character 
of the feeding habits or locomotion (pp. 99-102). 

Page 150 (Top). “Animals differing in species . . . Hist An., 
i. 6, 491 a, 14 seqq., and De Part An., i. 4,644 a, 16, also 644b, 1 seqq. 

To these add hist An., ii. 1, 497 b, 9. (Below) Louis Agassiz : op. 

cit, p. 306 seqq., compared with Rudolf Burckhardt, Das koische 
Tiersystem, p. 410. The latter author also offers, on p. ^79, a general 
view of Aristotle’s principles of systematization. Cf. the enumeration 
of the ybQ /^'yurraand the main distinctions between them in Hist An. 

i. 6, iv. 1., and De Part An., iv. 5. (Bottom) “ Man : ” see especially 
Hist An., i. 6, 490 b, 15 seqq.; ii. 8, 502 a, 16 seq.; and De Gen. An., 

ii. 4, 737 b, 26. This question is excellently treated by Zeller, ii. 2 
(ed. 3), 563, 564.—“ Genus ” and “ species on the varying use of 
yivos and ilBos, cf. Meyer, op. cit, 345 seqq. It is astonishing that 
yfrot is occasionally * ‘ employed even of varieties ” (347). 

Page 151 (Top). “Metres,” as distinguished from fUxot and 
uMXoroUa: Poetica, 1,1447 b, 25 ; 6, 1449 b, 30 and 35. 

Sect.4. “Namelessness:” the chief passage is Hist An., i. 5, 
490 a, 12 seqq., also 31.—“Relationship of form:” Hist An., ix. 

VOL. IV. 2 M 
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40,623 b, 5. All the members of a certain group of insects without a 
name are said to possess pop#))* evyytvuchv. On what follows, cf. 
E. Dennert, Das Princip der Korrelation bei Aris to teles (Naturwiss. 
Wochenschr, N. F. iv. Nr. 43).—On functional unity, cf. Pouchet, 
op. cit^ pp. 138,139. (Bottom)a A variation. .. : * Hist An.t viii. 2, 
589, 590. 

Page 152 (Top). “ Ruminants : * cf. De Part An., iii. 14; 
Pouchet, op. cit.y pp. 105,106, also 112,113.—“Nature of eggs :** De Gen. 

An.y ii. 1,733 a, 6seqq. Again, in Hist An., ii. 12, in., birds and reptiles, 
which Huxley joined together as u Sauropsidae,” are regarded as 
closely related to each other.—Cuvier: cited by J. B. Meyer, p. 468. 

Sect. 5. Geoffroy St. Hilaire: cf. the quotation in Finot, Leprejugi 
des races, p. 274.—Goethe: 36, 380 in the 40-vol. edition. For the 
following matter, cf. De Gen. An.y iii. 1, 749 b, 8 and 750 a, 3, also De 

Part An.t ii. 9, 655 a, 27 ; ii. 14, 658 a, 35 ; iii. r, 662 a, 18, and iv. 8, 
684 a, 17. 

Page 153 (Middle). On the spit-candlestick, see De Part An«> iv. 
6, 683 a, 25, where I was obliged to translate by “ cheapness.” 
The word, however, has an accessory implication of meanness or 
triviality, as when the of thoughts is spoken of. This has 
been overlooked by those who (like J. B. Meyer, op. cit.y p. 489) have 
sought to establish a contradiction between this avoidance of 
and the housekeeper-like frugality of nature. On this and on the 
Delphic knife, cf. Politicay i. 2, 1252 b, 2 and iv. 15, 1299 b, 10. 

Page 154. A passage of the first importance on the poorer and 
richer endowment of organisms is to be found in De Part. An.y ii. 10, 
655,656. Plants, with their smaller number of functions and organs, are 
contrasted with animal nature, which 'xo\vjxop<porip*v fx«* War ml 
roi/ruv trepa rpb irtpw fiaKKov, xal iroKvxovaripay. Below the blood 
animals stand the bloodless, and below these again the torpaKbUpp* 

atcd paXaiedorpaica rb De Gen. An., iii. 6, 743 b, IO. On what 
follows, cf Parva Nat,, 467 a, 18 seqq., and 468 a, 13-b, 15. Note, for 
instance, the assertion about plants in 467 a, 21: 9b ybp *x« tyyava, 

and 468 a, 17: tifipbfmrai M pa\\ov (SC. rb <rr$}S«t) irtpois tripwv. 

(Middle) u Gradation of all living beings: ” cf. Burckhardt, Zur 
Geschichte der biologischen Systematiky Basel, 1903, p. 409 (from the 
16th vol. of the Verhandl. d. naturforsch. Gesellsch. in Basel). Our 
difficulty in clearly separating the genetic from the merely systematic 
point of view is not entirely due to Aristotle’s interpreters, who 
wrongly credit him with a development theory of his own, but also, 
here and there, to Aristotle himself. Take, for example, Hist. An*, 
L 2, 590 a, 1 and 6. The first passage deals with castration and its 
effects : ptitpov ybp poplov rypueirrot *ls rb $y\v rb ($Q*. The 
second passage, following almost immediately on the first, treats of 
the distinction between closely related land- and sea-animals: t* 
jMtpets fiopttti* ympivttt rfa paryh*<r$m rb ph *r«ft rb9 
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fyvtpa rS» (4m. Yet even here it would be following a deceptive 
appearance to suppose that the author had in view a real metamor¬ 
phosis or genetic process. That would be in contradiction to the 
principles, held by him with the fullest consistency, of the eternity of 
the earth and its inhabitants, including man at the head of them. 
There is here in play that same misleading fashion of speech which 
prompts us to say, for example: “ at this point of the journey a 
mountain rises before us.” Aristotle’s words in the second passage 
suggest to us a transformation actually undergone at some definite 
time, whereas he only desires to say that one particular difference is 
accompanied by a second, or, possibly, that diversity in habitat con¬ 
ditions the structure of a few unimportant organs, and through these 
numerous and far-reaching diversities in the whole frame of the 
animals considered. 

Page 155 (Bottom). “ Beginning with the inanimate world:” Hist. 

An., viii. 1, 558-589. Another passage is iv. 5, 681 a, 12. Notice the 
constant recurrence here of such words as aw*xbh avytx&s, <nWx«*« 

or fiaK\w Ml faroy, Kwrh. fw<p6y ; also fy*7! and VTipnara, as well as 
/Mradatvuv and purdfiacris; and observe how the whole discussion is 
governed by the ideas of the continuous and gradual as opposed to 
the discontinuous and abrupt. 

Page 156 (Middle). “ Socialization : ” voXinnkrypoy xpmrai, op. cit 

589 a, 2. 
Sect. 8. For this section in general, cf. J. B. Meyer, p. 485 seqq. On, 

bees and ants, see De Part. An., ii. 2,648 a, 5 : bib teal fi4\vrrai teal &\\a, 
rtuwra (fa tppoyifi&ripa r^y <p6<riv 4<rrlv ivalpwv xoW&y, and 4, 650 b, 18. 

Page 157 (Middle). “ Division into two sexes: * De Gen. An., ii. 1, 
732 a, 3,iii.8,757,758. Denial of sexual differentiation in plants: De Gen. 

An., i. 23,731 a, I, 2. “ Male palm: ” Herodotus, i. 193; this passage 
also shows that the Babylonians were well acquainted with the 
dioecious character of the date-palm. What I say of u every Arabian 
child” rests on a communication kindly made to me by my colleague, 
Julius Wiesner. Theophrastus shows correct knowledge of the 
process of fertilization in treating of this same tree, Cans. Plant., iii. 
l8, I : rb 9b fib hri/itveiy M rf QoIviki rby xapinfr, Iky fib rb rod 

Appcvos Mas jcaroo-tWt &/m t$ itovioprf tear* alrrav, K.T.X. 

Page 158 (Middle). “ Work On Respiration: ” De Respir., 6,743 a, 
3 

Sect. 10. Page 159. “The word ‘ organic *:9 cf. DeAn., ii. 2, 412 a, b ; 
also De Part. An^ i. 5, 645 b, 14 seqq. On “ entelechy,” cf. the sound 
and full exposition in Trendelenburg’s edition of the De Anima, p. 242 
seqq., ed. a. “Unlike” and “like” parts: cf. Bonitz, Index, 62 a and 
510 b. (Bottom) “A line of Empedocles:” cf. Greek Thinkers, 
Voi. I. p. 244. Thelineisfragm. 82 in Diels’ Fragments derVorsokra- 

tUser. p. 195, and is quoted by Aristotle, Meteorol.. iv. 9, 387 b, in.— 
“The human arm, the fore legs <” De Part. An., iv. 12,693 a, b. 
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Page 160 (Top). “ The human hand:” cf. ibid., 692 b, l6 and 8, 
683 b, 33 ; also 10, 687 a, 7 seqq.—On the elephant’s trunk, cf. ii. 
16*#. (Middle) “ Functional unity:” cf. Pouchet, op. at, p. 79. 
The chief passage on analogy is Hist. An., i. 1, 486 b, 19 seqq. 
“ Framework of bonesDepart. Anii. 8, 653,654 ; “nutritive fluid:” 
Hist. Ait., i. 3, 419 a, 22. “Analogous structures: ” see J. B. Meyer, 
p. 429, seq.—“ Urine-like excretions: ” De Part. An., iv. 3, 969 a, 17 ; 
cf. Pouchet, p. 78.—“ Gills and lungs : ” the most important passage 
is De Part. An., iii. 6 in., 668 a, b. 

Page 161 (Top). “ Mouth ” and “ roots :” De Part. An., iv. 10,686, 
687.—Warmth as a guiding principle: see J. B. Meyer, pp. 485, 486. 
(Middle) “All but quite a few:” Hist. An., i. 5, 490 a, 20 seq. 
(Bottom) “Rudimentary organs:” the chief passages are De Part. 
An., iii. 7, 669 b, 29 seq., and Hist. An., ii. 8, 502 b, 22 seq. 
Schopenhauer’s very similar exposition of the subject was almost 
certainly influenced by Aristotle, whose work on the parts of animals 
is quoted by him immediately afterwards (Werke, iii. 376 seq.). 

Page 162 (Top). u Food must be mixed: ” De Gen. et Corr., ii. 8, 
335 a, 10. (Middle) Opitz: quoted in Grimm’s Dictionary, s.v. 
“ Kochen,” v. 1556. Hegel’s Encyclopaedia: p. 688 (new Leyden 
edition). (Bottom) “Phlegm:” cf. the definition in Topica, vi. 3. 
Blood is called rpo<f>ii in De Part. An., ii. 4, 651 a, 14 ,* it is also 
called r«A«tnala rpo<p4\ in De Juv. et Senect^ 3, 469 a, 1. 

Page 163 (Top). “ Flesh and the substance of the other sense- 
organs : ” De Gen. An., ii. 6, 744 b, 22 seqq. Immediately before comes 
the comparison with a household.—“ Source of warmth and sensa¬ 
tion:” De Part. An., iii. 5, 667 b, 29.—“Hearth” and “acropolis:” 
ibid., 7, 670 a, 25 seq.—“ Water-courses :” ibid., 5, 668 a, 13 seqq. 
(Bottom) “ Ignorance of the nerves: ” there is a controversy as to 
whether the Imj, which in Hist. An., iii. 6, 515 b, 27, are placed 
fivratb vttpov /col $A«j86s, should be understood as nerves or not; cf. 
J. B. Meyer, p. 434. Pages 441 and 428 of the same work may also 
be referred to for what follows. 

Page 164, “ Marionettes : ” this comparison (De Anint. Motions, 
7, 701 b, 2 seqq.) is treated by Pouchet, p. 41. The genuineness of 
this little work, much as it has been contested, seems to me perfectly 
well established. But the arguments which led to this result would 
exceed the limits of a note. 

Book VI.—Chapteb XIV. 

Page 165 (Top). The chronological position of the De Anima is 
made plain by the forward and backward references which Bonitz has 
collected in his Index A ristot., p. 100 a, b.—“ Fire: ” De Gen. An., iii. 11, 
761 b, 17 seqq. On the following matter, c£ De Gen. An., iv. 4, 770 b, 
9 seqq.; also 767 b, 13 seqq.; iv. 9,fin.; ii. 6, 742 a, 16; iii. 5, 756 a, 
4; to these add the passages already quoted in illustration of Bk. VI. 
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eh. xii.: ii. 7, 748 a, 7 ; iv. 1, 765 b, 4 ; iii. 10; 760 b, 30 seqq.; lastly, 
iv. 1, 765 a, 25 seqq. Some of these pronouncements, among which 
it is not an easy matter to make a selection, run as follows: fm 

ybp rb repos rStv xapb 4>v<riv rt, xapb <pv<rtv b1 oif xaorav, b\\b 

<5>y ixl rb rohv . . . ixal Kal rovrtov . . . fjrrov that boKti ripas bib rb 

teal rb xapb (piety fXvat rpoxov rtvb Karb (piety, Srav fib 

teparfaji r)]v Karb rbv 8\ijv b Karb rb eT$of tyieis. Or : /Borf\«rai fibv olv 4\ 

<picrts rots rovrav bpidfiots bpt$fifty rbs yfvltrfts Kal rbs rt\fvrds, obit b apt/Sot 

bk . . . bib rb ytV€<rQai xoWbs bpxds, at rbs yfVfOfts rbs Karb (pietv /cal rbs 

(pQopbs ifix obi (over at xoWdxts air tat ruv xapb (pie tv evfixtxrivriov ftelv.— 
44 Plausible conjecture: ” ofa b\T}$ij \4yovrfs, &AA& fiavrfvifitvot rb 

(TVfx$Tjor6fifvov 4k tu>v eUirwy, Kal xpo\afi$dvovres us otiraes exov xply yivififvov 

oBrtas Ibfty. 

Pages 165,166. “ Ocular evidence: ” cf. De Gen. An., iv. 1,764 a, 34: 
seal rovO* txavus r tBe<*pi\ Kafxev 4k r&v bvarofiwv 4v xaet rots (tporoKovtri, 

oat 4v rots xe(o?s Kal iv rots tx^ieiv. 

Page 166 (Top). The modern work quoted is by Bruno Bloch, 
Die Grundziige der alteren Embryologie bis Harvey (Zoologische 
Annalen, i. 51 seqq., 1904). “ In the Hippocratic collection: ” vii. 530, 
Littr6. (Bottom) “ Cotyledons:” De Gen. An^ ii. 7, 745 b, 30 seqq. 

Page 167 (Top). “ Position of the pig : ” De Gen. An., iv. 6, 774 b, 
17 seqq. (Middle) 4< Teratology : ” see Pouchet, op. cit., p. 97 seqq. 

(Bottom) 44 Two-headed snake :" De Gen. An., iv. 4, 770 a, 23.—“ Bees 
and wasps:* ibid., 27. Pouchet: p. 98 seq. On the following matter, 
cf. Aristotle, ibid., 770 a, b. 

Page 168 (Top). 44 Crowding of eggs :” ibid.} 770 a, 26 seqq.— 
44 Greater frequency of malformations in the male sex:” ibid., iv. 6, 
775 5 seQ9* “ Our specialists: ” see Pouchet, p. 97; Aubert and 
Wimmer, p. 338, note 1. According to these authors, the preponder¬ 
ance of female malformations is even remarkably high. (Par. 2) 
44 Monstrosity ”and 44 dissimilarity: ” cf. De Gen. An., iv. 4,770 b, 3 : b\\& 
xpowboxolr/rat rtf (piefi xpbs rb rcparoroKttv rb fib yfwav tfioia . , . lor* Si /cal 
rb ripas r&v avo/iolvv. Similarly, ibid., 3, 767 b, 5 : m«1 ybp 6 fib ioiKbs rots 

yoveveiv Iffy rp6xov nvb ripas ieriv.—44 Resemble remote ancestors: ” 
De Gen. An., i. 18, 722 a, 7 : tn rots &v»dtv yovovew ioUaeiv. The ex* 
planation of this, ibid., iv. 3, 767, 768. (Bottom) Charles Darwin: 
Origin of Species, pp. 189-196 (ed. 5). Cf. especially p. 189: “the 
tendency to reversion and variability on the other hand,” and p. 190 
on mdnstrosities. 

Page 169 (Top). 44 The Hippocratics : ” cf. De Semine, f 3 (vii. 474 
L*): rb* yovtfv (piffil kxoKplvtedat bxb x dvr as roO edfiaros. On the 
other handy Aristotle writes: 1 xirtpov bxb xavrbs bxtpx*r«u rov 

rdfiaros, m.t.\., De Gen. An., i. 17,721 b, 9. On what follows, cf. ibid., 

c. 18) in. 

Sect. 4. Male and female births : treated of in De Gen. An., iv. 
& 1 and a. 
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Page 170 (Top). 44Practical measures and maxims: see the 
treatise “On Superfetation” (CEuvres d'Hippocrate, viii. 500 L.). 
Similarly in book vi. of the Epidemics (v. 312 L.). The practice 
recommended in the first passage is said to be much resorted to in 
India at the present day.—44 Cases of amputation:" op. cit, 1 765 a, 
25 segg.: *ol M ruv tby Urtpov 6px&t (Bottom)44 Age of 
the parent or parents: ” the first version appears in op. citiv. 2,766 b, 
29 segg., where note, in particular, the word ywauKtic&rtpa, which can 
hardly refer to a female body ; the second is represented by Hist. An., 
vii. 6, 585 b, 14 ; vioi y.\v Hurts fitr* liWiiKuv fifata ytvvSxn, k.t.A.—44 As 
late as half a century ago:” cf. Aubert and Wimmer’s edition of De 
Gen* An. (1890), p. 296, with the reference to Quetelet’s De VHomme 
(1835) and Rud. Wagner’s Handworterbuch der Physiologie (1842-53). 

Sect. 5. Page 171. 44 Spontaneous generation: ” the main passages 
are Hist An., v. 11, 563 b, 17 seg., 547 b, 18 segg., vi. 15, in. Add 
569 a, 10 segg., and 26 segg. The most comprehensive view in De 

Gen. An., iii. II, 762 a, 18 segg.—44 All shellfish . . cf. De Gen. 

An., iii. n, 773 a, b. 
Page 173 (Top). On the bay of Pyrrha and its marine fauna, cf. 

Smith, Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography, s.v.44 Lesbos.” Also 
Bonitz* Index, s.v.44 Pyrrha,” 662, 663. (Bottom) Anaxagoras, Arche- 
laus, and Democritus: cf. Diels, Doxogr., 563, 567 ; 564, 2; and p. 16. 
See also the present author in 44 Wiener Studien,” iL 12, and Cen* 
sorinus, De Die Natali, iv. 9. 

Book VI.—Chapter XV. 

Page 175 (Below). On the three souls: cf. Pouchet, ch. a, p. 23 
segg. Distinction between conservation and growth: De Juventute, 

I fin, 469 a, 25-27. The soul also appears as divided into two parts, 
the irrational part being opposed to the rational, eg. De Anima, 

ii. 9, 432 a, 26. 44 Quadrilateral and triangles: ” cf. DeAnn iL 3,414 b, 
29 segg. 

Page 176 (Top). Comparison with the power of sight: ibid., ii. 1, 
412 b, 18 segg.—The soul neither corporeal nor incorporeal: ibid., 
ii. 2, 414 a, 20.—44 Something of the body : ” ibid., 21: e4p*TQs U n.— 
The eye of stone or painted eye: ibid„ ii. 1, 412 b, 20 segg. A hand 
of the same kind : e.g. De Gen. An., i. 19,726 b, 22 segg., or DePart 

An., i. 1, 640, 641. (Bottom) 44 The Pythagorean thesis:" De An* 
i. 3. 407 b, 21 segg.—The soul a harmony: against this De An*, 

L 4, in. 
Sect. 3. Page 177. 44 Necessity of a medium: ” De An., ii. 7,419 a, 

II segg.; also De Sensu, 2, 438 b, 3-5; 4 rofow Kluyels iortp 4 
irwo&ra vfc bpar. 

Page 178 (par. 2). The sense of touch a collective name: De An., 
iL ii| fie. See this chapter also for what follows. 
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Page 179. Parallelism between the senses and the elements : De 
Sensu, 2. For what follows, cf. 7 ; also De An., ii. 9, in. Lastly, De 

An., ii. 10, 422 a, 20 seqq.; also iii. 13, 435 b, 15 ; and ii. 11, 424 b, 
28 seqq. 

Page 180 (Middle). Sense of touch: De Sensu, i. 436 b, 12 seqq.; 
De An., ii. 2, 413 b, 4 seq. ; ii. 9, 421 a, 19 seqq.—“ Blind from birth:* 
De Sensu, 1 ,fin. 

Sect. 5. The following are the chief passages for Aristotle’s theory 
of colour : De An., ii. c. 7, and De Sensu, 2, 3. C. Prantl treated the 
subject thoroughly, and proved the spuriousness of the extant treatise 
TJtpl xpwdray in Aristoteles uber die Farben (Munich, 1849), p. 82 
seqq. On tastes: De Sensu, c. 4, 442 a, 12 seqq. 

Page 181 (end of par. 1). Schopenhauer: Werke, i. Bd. ii. 
pp. 30, 31. 

Sect. 6. 44 After-images: ” De An., iii. 1, 425 b, 24: tib koI facxobvrwv 

rwv ou<rBif\rS>y tyacrtv at alcrQ4)(reis koL pavraaiat tv rots alaBrirviplois: also De 

Insomn2,460 b. 2, 3.—44 Complementary colours : ” ibid., 1, 459 b, 13 
seqq.: kKv vpbs rbv faiov /3\l\f/ayrts $ &KKo n \afxirpbv fivtr&fttv . . . tpcdvercu 

. . . vpwrov fitv roiovrov r^y xpbav, itra fitrafidWet tis Qoivikovv, k.t.A. 

Page 182 (Top). 44 Continued operation of a mechanical im¬ 
pulse:” ibid.,459 a, 28-30.—44 Permanent residues:” ibid., 3, 461 b, 
21; briXtififia rov tv rjj ivtpytlq. aitrBfaaTos.— 44 Fundamental laws of 
association : ” De Memoria, 2,451 b, 18 seqq.—44 Strength of emotion: ” 
De Insomn., 2, 460 b, 2 seqq. (Middle) 44 Attempts at physiological 
explanation: ” 453 a, b. Also for the following. (Bottom) 44 Memory 
and recollection: ” ntp\ nrfiM* teal &vap,rfi<rcu>s ; this is the title of the 
section of the Parva Naturalia devoted to this subject. The distinc¬ 
tion, which is a little strange to us, comes from Plato (Phfedo, 73 B, 
and Philebus, 34 B, passages to which W. A. Hammond refers in his 
valuable translation and explanation of the books De Anima and the 
Parva Naturalia. AristotUs Psychology, London, 1902, p. 195). 

Page 183 (Top). The (supposed) distinction between men and 
animals: ibid., 2, 433 a, 7. (Par. 2) Image and seal-impression: De 

Mem., 1, 450 a, b. 
Sect. 7. (t Memory-pictures . . . phantasms:” De Mem., 1, 

451 a, 15. For what follows, cf. De Insomn., 3, particularly 461 a, 1: 
4nrtp Topk wo\bvvp fxarrov, and 461 b, 15 (artificial frogs). 

Page 184 (Top). Physiological explanation of sleep: De Somno, 3, 
456 b, 2 seqq. On what follows, ibid., 2, 455 a, 31 seqq., and 455 b, 
13 seqq. (Bottom) The two sets of instances: De Insomn3, 462 a, 
19 seqq., and De Divinatione in Somno, 1, 463 a, 10 seqq. 

Page 185 (par. 2). 44 Significance of dreams: ” ibid., 463 a, b, and 
4$3 a, 5 seqq. 

Sect. 8. t(Against god-sent dreams:” De Divin., 1, 463 b, 
vs seqq. 

Page 186 (Top). 44 Telepathy,” etc.: ibid., 2, especially 464 a, 24 
seqq. (Middle) M Somnambulism: ” De Somno, 2,fin. 
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Sect. 9. "Phantasy” fundamentally distinct from "assertion:* 

De An., iii. 8, 432 a, 10. “ The majority of phantasies false: ” ibid., 
3, 428 a, 12 : M fayrcurlat yivovrat al vKeiovs rf^vBets. 

Page 187 (Top). The sun "a foot in breadth : ” ibid., 3, 428 b, 3 
seq.; De Insomn,, 1, 458 a, 28, and 2,460 b, 18 seq.—u Weakened sen¬ 
sation : * Rheti. it, 1370 a, 28 : tdoeyols ns koBevbs.—“ Reflexions in 
water: ” De Divin., 2, 464 b, 9. 

Sect. 10. "Veracity of sensation:” Metaph., iv. 5, 1010 b, 2, 3* 
The text has suffered, but has undoubtedly been restored with essen¬ 
tial corrections by Bonitz, whose (fib) I replace by : 
wpvroy pXv Bn 0&8* (el) b at(r0Tj(ris (&)\f/cv8)js rov ISiov forty, K.r.X. On the 
expression, cf. Plato, Thecetetus, 160 D, and 199 B. On rb TBtov, cf., 
in addition to 1010 b, 14 seqq.,De An., ii. 6, in., particularly irepl t 

pb iv$*x*rai foramfOrivai, otov If if/is xpe&/xaros &Kob 'I'Btpov teal yevtrts 

Xvpov. Also De An., iii. 3, 427 b, n : b fAv ykp aX<r9n<ris ray iBitoy del 

k\rt$4)s.—"I see white: ** De An., iii. 6, 430 b, 29. On the other 
hand, see ibid., 428 b, 18 : b dt<r$7)<ns rwv piv IBlwv k\yf$bs forty b Bn bn 

oxlytarrov %xov*a T& ^evSos. On illusions of the senses in general, 
cf. Metaphiv. 5, 1010 b, 3 seqq. 

Page 188 (par. 2). Correction of one sense by another: De 

Insomn2, 460b, 20 seqq.—“ General qualities: ” De An., ii. 6, 418 a, 
17 ; iii. 1, 425 a, 14; De Sensu, I, 437 a, 9 ; 4, 442 b, 5 seqq.—“ An 
extreme case : ” De An., iii. 1, 425 b, 4 seqq. 

Page 189 (par. 2). Berkeley : his theory of vision is tersely formu¬ 
lated by J. S. Mill in Dissertations and Discussions, ii. 89 : “ That 
the information obtained through the eye consists of two things— 
sensations and inferences from those sensations: that the sensations 
are merely colours variously arranged, and changes of colour ; that all 
else is inference,” etc. Aristotle’s ’OmicBv o', mentioned by Diog. 
Laert., v. 26. Alexander of Aphrodisias : DeAnima Libri Mantissa, 
especially p. 146 seq. (Supplementum Aristotelicum, ii, 1, ed. Ivo 
Bruns, 1887). Compare the excellent monograph, Antike Licht• 
theorien, by Arthur Erich Haas in the Archiv. f. Gesch. d. Philos., 
xx. 3 (1907). Co-operation (sometimes also productive of illusions) : 
De Sensu, 4, 442 b, 8 : teal re pi p\v robrtov hrar&vrtu, irepl Si rSy iBluv 
0vk kwar&vreu, otov b $4* s r * pi x ptpoiro s, n.r.K 

Sect. 11. u‘ Thinking in concepts . . . representations:” De An., 

lit* 79 431 a> seq.: Bib obBfoore yoet &vtv tpayrdoparos i} 1pvxb ; iii. 8, 
432 a, 8: Bray re $ewprj, kvdeyKTf &pa pdvraapd rt Beotpety. De Mem., 

1,449 b, 31 seq.: kciI vottv 06/r forty &vev pavrdcruaros.—" Without phan¬ 
tasy . . . desire is impossible: ” De An., iii. 11, 433 b, 28: bp*Kru&y 
Mb obic &vev tpavrcurlas. 

Page 190 (Top). " Deliberative phantasy : * ibid. —" Desire 
appears: ” De Motions Animal7, 701 a, 32 seqq.—For what follows, 
cf. ibid., 13 seqq.—" A living being is confronted with a choice:” DeAnn 
ii. 11, 434 a, 6 seq., particularly 10 seq.: k*\ ettrm rovro rev M6£mv pb 
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toKttv &Tl rb* trvWoytfffxod ovk **€«. This important passage has 
not, as far as I can see, received sufficient attention, nor has its great 
significance been appreciated. It is in contradiction with the doctrine 
elsewhere firmly maintained as to the proceeding of actions from 
syllogistic deliberation, eg. Eth. Nic., 5, 147 a, 25 seqq. 

Book VI.—Chapter XVI. 

Page 192. In regard to Aristotle’s treatment of the problem of 
will there reigns a perfectly bewildering variety of opinions. For 
Zeller (ii. 2, p. 587, 588, ed. 3) Aristotle is an indeterminist, though 
he represents him as acknowledging that “ man with his free will ” is 
nevertheless dependent on his “ moral states ” in such a way “ that 
the external action proceeds with necessity from the will, when once 
tnis has taken a determinate direction.” The passages cited in 
support of these antagonistic theses stand in close juxtaposition: 
Eth. Nic., iil. 7, III3 b, 6 : i<p* hfiv W teal y hptri], dptolws Bb teal h tcatcla 

k.t.a. ; shortly afterwards, however, he describes the origin of states 
(2{«is), which, however they displease us, we can no more alter directly 
than the sick man his sickness (1114 a, 9). The solution of the 
contradiction, ibid.: y yty hpxb & • ■ • yovoptbots B' obtein $^<rn 

fib that. Purely deterministic passages, like Metaphix. 5,1048 a, 11: 
broripov ybp ttp oplyyrai Kuplws, rovro *oib<rei, are taken by Loning, in his 
valuable book, Die Zurechnungslehre des Aristoteles as a basis on 
which to rest a representation of him as a determinist of the purest 
water.—“ Spontaneous actions : ” cf. Eth. Nic., 4, iii. 1111 b, 8: rod pth 

ybp hcovffiov Ktd ratBes /cal rZ\\a fya tcoiywve?, irpoaipfofws V 06. This is 
well applied by Ldning, op. at., pp. 137 and 283. This writer also aptly 
remarks (ibid.): “ It (rb bfiiv that) does not mean that the will 
depends on itself, but that action depends on the will.” On the 
qualities (*f«*), cf. Eth. Nic., iii. 7 and 8. In the same passage is the 
comparison of vice with illness, and the cmphasization of the impossi¬ 
bility of shaking off either by a mere act of the will: oi> fify Uv ytMkyrat, 

Minos vabotrat #al £<rrat Blttaios' obBb ybp 6 votrwv byrfis (i 114 a, 13 seqq.). 

(Bottom) “ A passage of the Ethics : ” v. 13,1137 a, 6, seqq., ovyytyfoBat 

ptbv yttp rrj rov ytiropos teal rard^ai rbv trXrjtrioy /cal Bovyat rrj rb dpyvpoy 

Ibq&tov Kal 4t* abrois,h\\h rb &BI fxovra* ***** trottty olfrt fifBtov obr* 

abrots. 

Page 193 (Top). u A modern determinist: * J. S. Mill, Logic, 

book vi. ch. 2, § 3. 
Page 194 (Middle). “ For the good as for the bad . . . : ” hfi+dip 

yhp Bfiolws, rip kyaBip /ml rf Kate#, rb rdKot <pbcrtt b brwrBhrrort falytreu 

Kal Ktirat, Eth. Nic., iii. 7, 1114 b, 13-15. 
Sect 2. Page 195. “Social utility:” Politics, ii .fin. 1274 b, 21 

scqq.: Ob Tpbs rV ovyyv&pyv Mffottytp ctXXb rpbs rb (rvfKpipoy. On 

this and what follows, Eth. Nic., loc. at., 1113 b, 19 seqq. 
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Page 197 (Top). “ As our philosopher elsewhere emphatically 

acknowledges:” Rhet., ii. 1, 1378 a, 20.—The “ automatic necessity” 
of Epicurus: In his polemic against fatalism he represents the 
substance of this doctrine as being the belief tV kvdytnjv ko) rahrdjuaroy 
wdrra 8fotur$eu. These words occur in a fragment of the Tltpl ffoews 

which the present author communicated to the Wiener akademische 
Sitzungsberichte, p. 94, April, 1876. See also Wiener Studien, i. 31. 
(Bottom) Chrysippus : The chief passage is in Eusebius, Prap. Evan., 
vi. 8, 29 : iroAAck 7ap fri} Bvvacrdat x*pl* T0^ Vpa* 0ob\*<r8at kuI 

iKTepeordryv ye vep\ avrd irpoOv/xlav r* tca\ tnrovfyv el<r<pJpco’6cu. Here, 
perhaps, we may repair an omission in the text by considering the 
difference in meaning between certain Greek terms which have no 
precise modern equivalents. In general, 0ob\e<rOat may be rightly trans¬ 
lated “to will,” but there enters into the meaning of the ancient word an 
implication of wish which is absent from the modern one. B\oh\yois, 

unlike our “ will ” or “volition,” may refer to what is in itself impossible, 
e.g. to immunity from death (£odKyois S’ t<rrl (/cal) tS>v h&vvdrow, dto* 

kQavaclas, Eth. Niciii.4,1111 b, 22), as also to objects of which the attain¬ 
ment does not depend on ourselves alone. Thus fiofayens is directed 
towards an end ; *poatpecris (intention) is distinct from it and relates to 
the means by which the end is attained. By definition, rpoatpems is a 
desire, based on deliberation, of such things as are in our power 
(0ou\€vtik)i 6pe£is rAv 4<f>' ii/uv, ibid., 5, 1113 a, lo seq.). In view of the 
assumption here made, that all desire which can rightly rank as will 
rests on choice guided by reflexion, it is surprising to find a doubt 
expressed (ibid., c.3, in.) as to whether actions performed under stress 
of emotion may be termed “ involuntary” (teas yhp 08 iea\As \4yerai 

&Kov<na elvai tA 8id Bvfxbv b 8C InOv/jilav, 1111 a, 24 seq.); a doubt, by 
the way, which is supported on very insufficient grounds. 

Book VI.—Chapter XVII. 

Page 198. The passages quoted are partly from Anal. Post., W.fin., 

partly from Metaph., i. 1. 
Page 199 (Top). On the influence of Alcmaeon, cf. Vol. I. p. 150, 

. and the corresponding note on p. 549. Aristotle’s words, b V 
pAv wdkah oh o cupAs 8* I\4x*n (Anal. Post., ii .fin., 10o a, 14, seq.), cannot, 
as shown by Grote (.Aristotle, i. 372), be referred, as is done by 
Waitz or B. St. Hilaire, to a passage of the same work. Unless I am 
entirely deceived, they are aimed at Alcmaeon, and are meant to 
serve towards justifying the repetition of this thinker’s utterances. 

Sect. 2. Theophrastus: cited by Themistius, In Libros de Anima 
Paraphrasis, p. 102, 25 ed. R. Heinze. 

Page 200 (Top). 1 * The rational principle implanted in man; ** Dt 
Gen. An., ii. 3, 736 b, 27 seqq.: \eivercu 8b rby yovr fxdyav HpaBey htewdtm 

ad Mow etvtu pdvop. On the imperishability and immateriality of Nous 
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and the ether, cf. Kampe, Du Erkenntnistheoril des AristoteUs, p. 30 
seqq. In many passages of the Metaphysica Aristotle distinguishes 
the fay Toxucf} or pAvov mark rtrov Ktyyrih fa\* oh y*vyri)t from ordinary 
materiality which is associated with change, passivity, and perish¬ 
ability. That which holds of the stars holds of the ether and of Nous 
which thence derives its origin. They do not possess the “ common 
matter which is subject to the changes of genesis and destruction;n 

but “only so far as change of place demands such matter.” How 
closely related the substance of Nous is to that of the heavenly bodies 
may be seen from the similar turns of phrase : 4 re ybp r»v Aorpwv 

ffois bfcios ovela ns ohffa, Metaph., xi. 8, 1073 a, 34, and 6 8b vovs 

Koucty 4yytveo0cu ohala ns olcra teal oh <p9e(p«rdcu, De An., i. 4, 408 b, 18 
seq. On the immortality of Nous, that is, of active Nous, cf. De An., 

iii. 5, fin. (Bottom) On the return of Nous, which is alone 
“divine,” to the remainder of the soul, which is described as “diviner” 
than the elements, and on its seat in the breath of life, cf. the passage 
quoted above, De Gen. An., ii. 3, 736 b, 27 seqq. In this Boiov pimv 

side by side with 0ei6r«Poy, Grote {Aristotle, ii. 222) found a contra¬ 
diction which my view of the passage, as I think, removes. In 
Aristotle’s opinion the soul as a whole is diviner than the so-called 
elements ; but it is only the Nous in the soul which is truly divine. 

Page 201 (Middle). “Fire has most of the nature of form . . . :” 
De Casio, iv. 3, 310 b, 14: lei yip r6 avArepov srpbs rb vip* ahr6, its elSos 

wpbs fayy, otrvs to\y\*. De Gen. et Corr., ii. 8, 335 a, 18: 
pivov yip ian teal pdkiora rov et8ovs rb rvp. (Below) “Form of 
forms:” & yovs el8os el8uv, De An., iii. 8, 432 b, 2. 

Page 202 (Top). Comparison of Nous with the eyes of nocturnal 
animals: Metaph., ii. 1,993, b 7 seqq. That the thought is Aristotelian, 
or indeed Platonic (remember the cave-simile in the Republic), may 
well be believed, even if one supposes this book of the Metaphysics 

(«) to have been written by the hand of a pupil. (Middle) “ Or is it 
perhaps through mixture ? ” I understand the clause f) 86 rty ptyy 

as a question, differently from the editors. On what follows, cf. the 
principal passage. DeAn., iii. 4, 5. The words in 5, fin., oh pvypavetopev 

84, are probably best explained by Schlottman, Das Vergdngliche und 

Unvergdngliche in der menschlichen Seele nach AristoteUs, p. 50 seqq. 

Sect. 5. Page 203. “ The identity of Nous with its object: * rb 
ahrl i<mv 4 mmr' ivlpytiav inorfoy r$ xpdypan, De An., iii. 5, 430 a, 
19 seq.; Ibid., 4,430 a, 3: M pfr ybp r&y &vev h\ys rb mbri ion rb voovv 

4Md rb voabpevov. Also Metaph., xii. 7, 1072 b, 21 : Store rabrbv yovs re 
ftol voyriv. Again, ibid., 10, 1075 a, 4: xol 4 viyois rf voovpivy pia. 

Sect. 6. Page 205. Nous in the narrower and wider sense: we find 
the latter in De An., iii. 4, 429 a, 22: *4y» 8b vodv $ 8iayot7rai 

hwoXupttdm 4 It is very different in Eth. Nic, vi. 12,1143 a, 35 ; 
t vovs r&v ioxdrmv It* Apfirepa- teal ybp rmv etpdrmy 8p*v md rOy 
Uxdrmv yovs Irrl mm) oh kdyos. Ibid., 9, *142 a, 25 : 8 pbv yko vovs 
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t Ay tymv 5v oifK b<rn \6yos, lam pleased to find this double sense 
recognized in John Burnett excellent exegetical edition of the Ethics 

( The Ethics of Aristotle, p. 280 note) : “ The chief point to remember 
is that vovs in its restricted sense ... is a bvvapus which apprehends its 
object immediately (rf Btyetv) like afoByois, not mediately like k*68utis 

or $oti\ev<ris”—“A touching:” Metaph., xii. 7, 1072 b, 20seq, : voyrbs 

ydp ylyverai Biyydvuy teal vouiv. Also ix, 10. 1052 a, 24 : rb fibv BiyotV Kcd 

<f>dvai A\y$ts . . . rb 8* byvoiiv Btyydveiv, 

Page 206 (par. 2 end). “ The limits of this discrepancy : ” such 
limits are also recognized by Ueberweg-Heinze, Grundriss, i. 220 
(ed. 8). Grote detects, not a genuine contradiction, but something 
vepr like one (Aristotle, i. 332 : u But in these chapters ’—those which 
treat of the rpordoets ijuso-oi—" he hardly alludes to induction”). 

Sect. 7. The comparison of vision with the faculty of thought 
occurs in De Ani. 4, 408 b, 19 seqq., ending with the words : kal rb 

voiiv 8b) Kcd rb Bcwpetv fiapaiverm &\\ov nvbs foot tpBtipofievov, avrb Si drafts 

4<mv. On what follows, cf. De An,, iik 6, 430 a, 26 : y fibv olv r&y 

dbmpiruv (these are simple concepts of the highest order) v6y<ns iv 

robrots recpl & ovk Ban rb jJ/fDSoj* Iv oh 8^ iced rb tf/ev8os Kal rb AA.yBfs, 

<r{v$€<ris ns f)8y voyptdnov &<r*ep tv tvrmv. Similarly in Metaph,, ix. 10, 
a chapter in which the bounds of intuitive cognition are traced more 
clearly than anywhere else. In the place of concepts, rodinara, we now 

find in several instances, facts, rpdy/iara, making their appearance.— 
“Immediate propositions:” cf. Index Aristotelicus, s.v. ixfieaos) also 
Anal. Post,, ii. 3,90 b, 24 seqq. : Bn at dpxcd r&v &irobe^teev 6 pifffxol , t. 

Bi rb rpwra bpitrp.ol fooyrcu dyairddeiicroi. A survey of the relevant pas¬ 
sages shows that by the &n*<roi dpxal or rponfoeis we are to understand, 
preponderantly if not exclusively, dpurpol, or definitions. Aristotle 
might have been thinking here of axioms or principles of proof, but 
apparently they were not actually in his mind.—The comparison with 
sense-perception : De An,, ii. 5, 417 b, 22. Although in this passage, 
as in those quoted just previously, Nous is not explicitly limited to its 
narrower sense, it is this alone that can be meant. For what follows, 
see also Zeller, ii. 2 (ed. 3), pp. 190, 191. 

Page 207. tt Nous a mere capacity : * cf. De An,, iii. 4, 429,430. 
Predicates of Nous : DeAn,, iii. 5, 430 a, 17 : «*1 b vovs x^rbs 

Kcd dvaBb)S Kal dpuyfo, rf obfflcf, Sjv bvdpytta, Cf. i. 4> 4°8 b, 18: b Zb vovs 

Boikov byylvetrBai oinrla ns otaa Kal ob (pBolpoa&eu. (Last par.) “ We shall 
meet with Nous again:” namely, in the already quoted passage, Eth* 
Nic., vi. 12, 1143 a, 35 seqq. On what follows, cf. De An>, i. 4, 408 b, 
29 : b 8b vovs foots BuurepSv n Kal bicaBis l or tv, Eth. Nic,, X. 7, H77 a, 
15 : (b vovs) tfre Bitov bv Ked avrb ctre rvv iv ypuv Budrarov, Fragm. 46 
(1483 a, 27): 8n 4 Bobs % vovs iorlv % twfattvd rt tow vow. 
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Book VI.-Chapter XVIIL 

Page 209 (Top). The sublunary world an “ evanescent part of the 
All :w oWh/ &s fx6piov rov xavr6s} Metaphiv. 1010 a, 30. Nature 
not “ episodic :w Metaph., xiv. 3, 1090 b, 19 ; also xii.Jin. (Middle) 
“ Praise of Anaxagoras :n vovv Mi ns cMv, ; Metaphi. 3,984 b, 
15 seqq.—“Bad is the lordship of many ... : ” Iliad, ii. 204, quoted 
Metaphxii .Jin, 

Page 210 (Middle). Aristotle on matter: see De Gen. et Corri. 7, 
324 b, 18: $5* Mvf fat) traOrrrtKtv; also note to ch. II, § 2. (Below) 
“ This is what Nature wills : ” see the note just referred to.—“ Nature 
does nothing in vain:” De Caelo,\\. 11, 291 b, 13 seq.—“God and 
Nature:” De Coelo, i. 4, 271 a, 33 : 5 54 Oebs koI y <p6<ns oiMv fidrriv 

XOlOVfflV. 

Page 211 (Top). Aristotle denies all work and action to the 
Deity: the chief passage is Eth. Nic., x. 8, especially 1178 b, 20 seq.: 
ttp M C&vri rov xpdrretv iupaipov/xlvov, fn 54 fiaWov rov xoiuv, K.r.\. The 
grounds of the denial are fully given in the same context. Other 
references in Zeller, ii. 2 (ed. 3), p. 368 seqq. There is a remarkable 
contradiction in this last-named work between note 1, p. 368, and 
note 2, p. 374. In the first we read, “ he says quite generally that 
both xoiuv and xpdrruv are to be denied to the Deity ; ” in the second, 
“ only a particular kind of xoirins is denied to the Deity.” Cf. also De 
Casio, ii. 12, especially 292 a, 22 and b 4, 5 : t£ 5* <S»y &pi<rra fxovn otol/t 
5«t xpd(ews. 

Page 213 (Top). “Mythical accretion” and “mythical en¬ 
velope : ” cf. Metaphxii. 8, 1074 a, 1 seq., iv nv$ov trx^^ri and 1074 
b, 3 : tA 54 Aonr& /AudiK&s ff5iy xpoarrjKTUi, k.t.A. 

Page 214 (Middle). “Almost icy coldness : ” the phrase is from 
Elser, Die Lehre des Aristoteles liber das Wirken Gottes, Munster, 
1893, p. 75. (Bottom) “The most eminent historianZeller, ii. 2 
(ed. 3), p. 375- 

Page 215 (Middle). Theophrastus: Fragm12 (iii. 152, Wimmer). 
(Par. 2) Origin of the belief in gods: Aristotelis Fragmenta, 12-14. 

Page 216 (end of sect. 4). The author referred to is Zeller, op. 
cit.f p. 360. 

Page 217 (Top). “A sentence in the Rhetoricii. 23, 1398 a, 15. 
The author critized here is Franz Brentano, Psychologic des Aristoteles, 
239: u Lastly, we also find the expression * work of God1: rb 5eufAviov 
Miv iertv, Aaa* fj Ms $ Mv ipyov.” These and kindred fallacies are 
well dealt with by Elser, op. cit., p. 103 seq. (Bottom) “Where 
there is a better ... there must also be a best in Arisiot Fragm., 15. 

Page 318 (Middle). “ A probable, not to say necessary, assump¬ 
tion : * ftikoyov, tv* nk hvayiteuov tXscmpnv, teat rb rplrov cIvtu 5 Kivu falrnrov 6p, 

Physica, viii. 5, 256 b, 23. A similar argument is found in De An., 

iii* 10, 433 b, 13 seqq., and Metaph., xii. 7 in., where I read with 
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Bonitz: fo<1 Si rb phr kipov/j.*vov teal fib Kivovy, rb 81 Kivobpxvov teal KUfott\ 

teal rptrov roluvv fori rt b ob Kivotifitrov tctvu, 1072 a, 24 seq. Zeller’s inter¬ 
pretation {op. cit., p. 359) of the moved non-mover as matter, of the 
moved mover as nature, seems to me quite without foundation. It is 
not only that no word in the passages concerned points to this inter¬ 
pretation ; the moved mover is illustrated by examples which are 
actually forms of matter, such as air and water. Cf. Physica, viii. 10, 
266 b, 31 seq., and 267 a, 3 seqq,: otor rbv fopa, bs Kiyatjxivos kip*?, and 
b rbv Mpa rotovroy b rb fiSwp ff n &AAo roiovrov & ir&pvK* Ktvtiv teal Ktv*?<r$ai. 

Even if air and water could be counted as nature, in opposition, say, 
to unspecialized matter, we should still ask in vain why these par¬ 
ticular cases are adduced instead of a reference being given to Nature 
as a whole. 

Sect. 7. Page 219. Gottfried Keller: Der Griine Heinrich, iii. 
ch. z, p. 13 (22nd ed., 1901). On what follows, cf. Physica, viii. 5. 

Page 220 (Par. 2). “ The highest generality;n cf. Metaph., iv. 8, 

1049 b, 24 seqq.; De Gen. An., ii. 1, 734 b, 21 seq.; and Metaph., 

xii. 7, 1072 b, 3 seqq. The application to the supreme principle of the 
universe: Metaph., xii. 6, 1071 b, 13 seq.: ykp rb foyajuv 

iv*py*?y... # l yhp ub fo*pybv*i, oIk for at Klyrjffis. The passages quoted: 
ibid., 24 seq. and 13 seq. It is just this highly important chapter which 
supplies the most cogent proof that the Aristotelian philosophy was 
not, as is so often assumed, one of development. He makes a vigorous 
and determined attack on the representatives of such a theory, on “ the 
Pythagoreans and Speusippus, who did not place the fairest and best 
at the beginning,” but treated it as the perfection, we might say the 
consummation, of a process of development (1072 b, 30 seqq.). By 
recognizing a scale of living beings, Aristotle did work preliminary 
to the theory of development and greatly assisted its progress. But 
these grades of worth or dignity were emphatically not identified by 
him with a succession in time. The highest and the lowest, in his 
view, have existed side by side in the organic world from all eternity. 
If this is to be called a theory of development, it is difficult to see 
what can be the meaning of the name. But the ease with which the 
two ideas may be confused, or the one expressed so as to be hardly 
distinguishable from the other, may be illustrated by many an instruc¬ 
tive quotation from Aristotle’s modem interpreters. Thus, no less a 
writer than Zeller (op. cit., p. 359) expresses himself as follows: “ The 
scale of being, which starts from primary formless matter rises to its 
culmination in the Deity.” This almost suggests that for Aristotle, 
as for Hartmann, God was a product of development, though no prin¬ 
ciple of his is so firmly held as that the fairest and best must have 
existed from the beginning, and not be reserved to the end. Zeller 
knew this better than any one. But by expressing himself as though 
he believed the contrary, he shows how easy it is to glide from the true 
view to the false. Many a reader, unaccustomed to go to the source^, 
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might be misled by expressions of this kind when used by high 
authorities. These remarks may also serve to supplement what has 
been said in ch. xiii., $ 6, pp. 1549 155- 

Book: VI.—Chapter XIX. 

Pages 223,224. Estimate of the earth’s circumference: De Casio\ 

ii. 13, 298 a, 15 seqq. On what follows, cf. ibid., 19 seg.: try*** •. • M 
fi4yay vpbs rb ruv &W<av forpuv fi4y*0os. Similarly, Meteori.3, 340 a, 
6: obBby yhp &s *i**?y fi6piov 6 rfjs yrjs JotIk 6jkos, and 352 a, 26 : 6 S> rfjs 

yrjs trynos koI rb fi4y§Bos ouBev tern bfrrov *pbs rby %\ov obpav6vf Meteorol 

ii. 1, 353 a, b : olfibv ofo kpx*ioi . . . &r p.4ya n rod vdyros rodro fi6piov &r* 
nal rby \01wbv obpavby $\ov irip\ rovrov irvtrrijyai rby rdirov teal rovrov %£piv 

its 6yra rtpudrarov teal hpxfo- 

Page 224 (Middle). M A star among stars : ” De Casio, ii. 13, 293 a, 
22 : t bjy 9b yyv %v r&v for pot v odcav, tcbtcXc? ftpofilyyv vtp\ rb filtrov, vbicra rf 
koI Tj/xlpay sroioiv. (Par. 2) On the subject here treated, cf. Hultsch, in 
the Real-Enzyklopcedie d. Mass. Altertumswiss of Pauly-Wissowa, 
article “ Astronomie,” ii.2,1843 segq. The passages quoted in the text 
are from De Casio, ii. 13. In particular, compare 293 a, 30: rf yhp 
rifiiwrdryoioyTaiwpo<HiK*tyrbivrinMr&Triv 6vdpx*iy x&Pav with De Casio, ii. 
5, 288 a, 2 : «l yhp iy pfois 4«i iroic? r&v ky9exofi4y»y rb fi4Kn<rroyf fori 9b . .. 

b rpbt rby foot t6*qv rifiiwrdpa, k.t.A. 

Page 226 (par. 2). Paul Tannery : Recherches sur Vhistoire de Vas¬ 

tronomie ancienne, p, 101. On what follows see S. Newcomb, Popular 
Astronomy, pp. 201, 202 (ed. 2): “ It is probable that no one thing 
tended more strongly to impress the minds of thoughtful men in 
former times with the belief that the earth is immovable than did the 
absence of stellar parallax.” Tannery (op. cit.f p. 97) makes it highly 
probable that Aristarchus actually looked for the annual parallaxes 
of the fixed stars, and explained their absence by the great distances, 
which he regarded as practically, though not absolutely, infinite. 

Page 228 (end of par. 1). Plato’s question : on the authority of 
Eudemus, quoted by Simplicius in his Commentary on the De 
Casio, ii. 12 (488, 37 seqq., Heiberg) : rlvotv tnroriBour&v 6putK8v koI 
roraryfiivotv Kivi\6*mv 8ia<rct$j} rh irepi rhs urf\<r*i$ r&v ic\avo*fi4voty <paiv6fx*va. 

(Par. 2) Aristotle’s statement and justification of the sphere-theory 
is to be found in Metaph., xii. 8, and De Casio, ii. 7-12. To these 
should be, added Simplicius in his Commentary on the De Casio 

(p. 488, 20, ed. Heiberg), or, as the case may be, Sosigenes, whose 
Commentary is freely used by Simplicius. In modern literature the 
first place is taken by Schiaparelli’s monograph Le sfere omocentriche 
di Eudosso, di Callippo e di Aristotele, Milan, 1875. 

Page 229 (Middle). “ Foresight :" De Casio, ii. 9, 291 a, 24 seq.: 
wpoyooixmt r%$ ffoom. 

Page 230 (Middle). “ Some of the most eminent specialists : ” 
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particularly Schiaparelli, op. a/., p. 48 seq. He is followed by Hultsch, 
be. cit. 

Page 231 (Top). u Mathematiciansmentioned in many pass¬ 
ages. The “ stronger: ” Metaph., xii. 8,1074 a, 16 seq.: rb ykp &vay k*Up 

b4*l<r0v rots hrxMporipots xiyetv. Contemporaries bound to him by close 
personal ties: Eudoxus has already been mentioned several times in 
Vols. 11. and 111. as an at least temporary member of the Platonic circle. 
Simplicius (op. cit. p. 493, 5 seqq., ed. Heiberg) speaks of Callippus as 
a friend and fellow-worker of Aristotle. He came to Athens, and rf 
tApiororiAoi <rvytcar€0fa rb vrb rov Eu8<f£ov cbpcOiirra, arbv rf *ApurroriAti 

Biop6otn*v6s r« teal *po<ravax\r)pa>y. Aristotle himself, however, supplies 
(Metaph.y xii. 8, 1073 b, 32 seqq.) a distinction between the number of 
spheres which Calippus postulated and that accepted by Eudoxus. 
From this same passage it appears that Simplicius (Joe. cit., b, 4, 5) 
is wrong in tracing the theory of retrograde spheres as far back as to 
Eudoxus. (Middle) “ A credible tradition : ” the anecdote embodying 
it (Gellius, Nodes A tticce, xiii. 5) may perhaps be refused belief; but we 
may reasonably accept as true the statement that in choosing his 
successor Aristotle hesitated between his two most important pupils, 
Theophrastus and Eudemus. On the monograph of Sosigenes, cf. 
Schiaparelli, p. 50. His severe criticism of the sphere-theory of 
Aristotle, as well as of those taught by Eudoxus and Callippus, is 
reported in Simplicius, loc. cit., p. 504, 16 seqq. 

Page 232 (Top). Apollonius and Hipparchus : cf. Hultsch, op. cit., 

ii. 2, 1647 seq., and ii. 1, 160. On the survival of the planetary spheres 
in astrology and in the Oriental mysteries, cf. F. Cumont, Les religions 

orientates dans lepaganisme romain (Paris, 1906), pp. 192,199,214,300, 
311, 328 ; p. 152 seems also relevant, as the ascent of souls on their 
journey of purification “de zone en zone ” must be equivalent to “ de 
sphere en sphere.” The controversy on the origin of the belief in the 
traversing of the seven spheres need not be touched on here. The 
literature relating to it is given by Cumont, ibid., pp. 292,293. (Middle) 
Claudius Ptolemaeus : 2tWa$is, ix. in., 114 seq., Halma, but more 
particularly in the second book of the ‘Tvodbas, up to the present 
accessible only in the Arabic translations (I am indebted to Herr 
Heiberg for information given privately). 

Sect. 6. Page 233. In treating these subjects Aristotle constantly 
presupposes the proximity of the stellar sphere to the First Mover ; 
yet at the same time the latter is conceived as external to space, 
which is bounded by the sphere of the fixed stars : De Casio, i. 9, 279 a, 
18 : btbwop otir* ip r6vy r&icct «r&u*cj/, k.t.A., and 1. 11 above : &JJLA ft} SijXoy Zrt 

oftft} rfaros oftft} Ktpbv oftft} xp^V9S ierXv tty* rod obparov. 

Page 234 (Top). “ Contact: " see De Gen. et Carr., i. z6, 323 a, 
38 ; Physica, iii. 2, 202 a, 7 seq^ and vii. 2, in. 

Page 235 (Top). “ The following consideration: ” $opk ykp i *p4n% 
rwv fjLtru$okwPt rabrrfs fti i} tcbtcKy (Metap k., xii. 7, IO72 b, 8). 
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Sect 7. Zeller {op. cit., p. 456, note 1) judges very aptly, as I 
think, on the nature of the star-gods and their identity with the 
sphere-spirits. It is only in regard to the fixed stars, which are all 
supposed attached to a single sphere, that the ground for this identifi¬ 
cation disappears. 

Page 236 (Bottom). The two difficulties and the answers to them 
in De Casio, ii. 12. 

Page 237 (par. 2). ‘‘Life” and “ activity : * cf. De Casio, ii. 12, 
292 a, 18, and b, I : &AA* ii/xtis &$ srtpl aotfidrwy abr&y pdvov . . . fytixwv Si 

rdfiirav, StavoobpttBa' Sit 8* &s fiertxbyTuy foroXa/x&dvtiv vpd^oots kal (urjs. 

And again : Sib Set yofi((tiy koI ri\y r&v &<rrpu»y icp&Ziy that rotabrnv oXa tup 

^ rciy £<po»v Kal <p vt wy. Once more, ibid., ii. 8 289 b, 31 : Aeftreroi 
robs fJtiu kvkKovs KtviicrQat, rd Si &<rrpa Jiptptty teal iyStStptiya ro?s kvk\ois 

flpctrOat. 

Sect. 8. Page 238. The chief passages on the self-thinking of the 
Godhead are Metaph., xii. 7, 1072 b, 24 segq. and ibid., 9, 1074 b, 17 
seqq. To these add Eth. Nic., x. 8, 1178 b, 8 seqq. The quotation 
from Thomas Aquinas, the remark on Duns Scotus, as well as the 
references to Petrus Ramus and Jules Simon, are taken from Elser, 
op. tit., pp. 38, 46. The supposed “ dogma " of the M all-ignorance of 
Aristotle’s God ” is ridiculed in Brentano’s Die Psychologic des Arts- 
toteles, p. 195. To this writer, also, belong the words, “the most 
elevated doctrine . . at the beginning of par. 3. 

Book VI.—Chapter XX. 

Page 240. The relations between the three works on ethics were 
first cleared up by Leonhard Spengel, Abhandl. d. k. bayer. A had., 

iii. 439 seqq. Special mention must here be made of John Burnet’s 
edition {The Ethics of Aristotle, London, 1900). Throughout we find 
below the text of the Nicomachean Ethics the passages of the Eude- 
nuan Ethics which exhibit important variations. The editor con¬ 
stantly keeps the whole Aristotle before him. and, indeed, the whole 
Plato. We do not hesitate to give this distinguished work the first 
place among all the writings in interpretation of Aristotle that are 
known to us. A single reservation must be made. Burnet dis¬ 
tinguishes much more strictly than we think admissible between the 
arguments which the philosopher bases on his personal convictions 
and those which rest for him merely on current opinion (rd Mo^d). In 
our view this sharp distinction was alien to Aristotle’s mind. We 
have said something* on this subject on p. 216; and to this may be 
added various remarks that we have made in the text, without entering 
into polemics against Burnet. In explaining the title we have followed 
Burnet, p. xii.—The “ half-dozen quotations from himself: ” references 
to these are given by Bonitz in the Index, ioi b, 19 seqq. With one 
exception {Metaph.% L 1, 981 b, 25), the quotations are found in the 

VOL. IV, 2 N 
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Polities, This work is presented as a continuation of the Ethics, 

and its title sometimes includes the Ethics—the science of society, as 
we might put it It is so, for example, in a passage which we have 
already mentioned, in the opening chapter of the Nicotnachean Ethics: 
Bib rt}s iroXiTiicijf oBk forty oIkuos atcpoarfys & v4os.—On the “ desultory 
remarks . . .,” cf. Burnet, p. 319. This author makes no remark on 
the almost verbal agreement of 1148 a, 17 seqq. with 1150 a, 27 seqq. 

The section vii. 12-15 is sketchy in character. There, too, we find 
signs of a remarkable negligence in point of style. Thus a string 
of hostile arguments occurs, joined together by the mere repetition of 
fot three times in two lines (1152 b, 15-17). 

Page 247 (Middle). “The rustling of a mouse:* this touch is 
taken from a later book (vii. 6, 1149 a, 7). 

Page 248 (Top). A reproach urged by the “ logically rigorous 
Herbartians : ” cf. Hartenstein, Histor.-philos. Abhandlungen, p. 280, 
note 91. Bonitz took a quite similar line in his lectures (unpublished). 

Page 249 (Middle). The line from Homer is Iliad, iii. 156 : bx\h. 
mat &>s roitfwfp lover' oIkSvB* v§ia&m. 

Page 252 (Bottom). It is an ancient conjecture that Aristotle took 
his pupil Alexander as the model of the magnanimous 
character. 

Page 254 (Top). “ In the Peripatetic school: * cf. Philodemus, 
De Ira (Index, s.v. “ Peripatetici ” in my edition). See also Seneca, 
De Ira, i. 9. 

Book VI.—Chapter XXI. 

Page 257 (Middle). “In the Homeric poems: ” especially Odyssey, 
xix. 109 seqq. 

Page 258 (Top). “ Rejects Plato’s attemptin the closing sen¬ 
tence of the fifth book, 1138 b, 5 seqq. The concealed allusion is 
excellently interpreted by Burnet, op, cit., p. 246. 

Sect 2. Page 259. On corrective or directive justice, see Burnet, 
p. 213. 

Page 260 (Top). “The only contrast to justice is injustice:” 
this was expressed quite correctly by Heliodorus in his paraphrase : 
7) Bb BtKfuotrvy% . . . p.6vp rtf dBttclq, dvrUceircu (p. 99, 9, Heylbut). Her¬ 
bert Spencer (Principles of Ethics, i. 556 seq.) wittily ridicules the 
application of the theory of the mean to the departments of justice and 
truth, while fully and gladly acknowledging its applicability to self- 
regarding morality. 

Page 261 (Middle). “ The best modem interpreter: ” the refer¬ 
ence is once more to Burnet, p. 218 : “ but surely Aristotle is not to be 
credited with the childish doctrine that a court of law simply awards 
compensation.” 

Page 262 (Top). “ In another passage of the same book;” v. 5. 
1,32 b, 21. 
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Page 263 (Bottom). 44 An ancient expositor:w Heliodorus, in his 
paraphrase of the Nicomachean Ethics; the passage corresponds to 
v. 16 (109, 23 seqq., Heylbut). 

Page 264 (Middle). John Austin: Lectures on Jurisprudence\ ii. 

274-277. 
Page 265 (Top). “ The Platonic and Pythagorean conception:” 

cf. Phado, 61 D seqq.—The punishment of suicides at Athens: cf. 
Aeschines, In Ctes., p. 88, § 244. 

Book VI.—Chapter XXII. 

Aristotle’s doctrine of the intellectual virtues has been treated by 
Karl Prantl in an excellent monograph entitled Die diano'etischen 
Tugenden in der Nikomacheischen Ethik (Munich, 1852). On p. 5 seqq. 

of this work decisive grounds are given for rejecting the attempts which 
have been made to assign books vi. and vii. to the Eudemian Ethics. 

Prantl is here in agreement with L. Spengel (Miinchener Akademie- 
Abhandlungen, iii. 2). 

Page 270 (Top). “A minimum of experience is sufficient:” cf. 
Burnet, op. citp. 273, and his reference to Anal. Post., i. 13, 81 b, 
2. The two sentences from Aristotle quoted below are : *al rh ply oh 

vtemhoverty oi vioi, bXXb, Xiyovcriy (1142 a, 19), and: Kal oi vpvroy paQivrts 

evvtlpovoi ply robs \6yovs, Xtrcuri 8* othrw’ Set yetp <rvp<pvvat. The astonish¬ 
ing precosity of some of the mathematicians named in the text has 
been lately noticed by Dr. H. G. Parker; see the Beilage zur Allge- 

meinen Zeitung of February 8, 1908, p. 483. Aristotle’s remark is 
found at 1142 a, 12. 

Page 271 (Top). “ If reason and sense-perception sometimes 
change places : ” 1143 b, 5 : rohruy olv (t&y ttaB* €Karra) 1x*iy 

afoByatv, aVry 8* 4<rr\ vovs. Cf. Burnet, op. cit., p. 281 : “ So we say 
* I see ’ when we mean an intellectual not a sensuous perception . . . 
We were told . . . that this ctlotopns dyrUetrai here that it is 
yovs.” (Bottom) “ In the circle of the Platonists: ” cf. Burnet, p. 3, 
and the reference there given to Plato, Philebus, r 1 D : fipmy Indrepos 

Hiv fuXVt *<d Siddetrty avopah'ciy rtyd 4xix*tpil<r*i rljv Svyaplyrjy dy0pdmnt 

wdoi rby 0lov Molpova ir*p4x*w- This involves the supposition that not 
only ivtiatpwla but also its cause, is a I|if. 

Page 272 (Middle). Xenocrates: see Gemens, Strom., ii. 21 (p. 50, 
Potter), which Burnet also quotes. Speusippus and Xenocrates are 
both mentioned there; and of the latter it is said that r^v Mcupovta* 
dwoBiSuoi *rfj<ny rrjs ohtslas dprrrjs, It is particularly against this 

that Aristotle’s polemic is directed at the beginning of the Eth* 
Nic. (Bottom) “ Connexion between character and intellect: ” cf. the 
remarkable sentence (1144 a, 34), which even Burnet does not explain 
too accurately: Smwpdfs 1 ydp h po%9npU ml SutfebSerSai tqh7 w*p) rdt 
*P* ruths hpxds. 
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Paget 373* *74« Prantl, op. cit.t pp. 18, 19, suggests, though in 
other words, the same connexion between books vi. and vii. His con¬ 
clusion is stated as follows: “ Thus the treatment of these qualities 
[tyicpdrua and tcapnpla), which follows in the seventh book, forms the 
immediate and necessary continuation of the sixth.” 

Page 275 (Top). “ The work, probably, of Academics:w so Burnet 
conjectures, p. 294, commenting on 1145, 1146. 

Page 278 (Middle). This mistake in the choice between two syllo¬ 
gisms seems to us much more intelligible than the other explanation (1147 
b, 9 seqq.), ignored by us in the text, according to which the minor 
premiss of the syllogism inviting to action, such a proposition as “ this 
thing is sweet” (cf. Burnet, pp. 104, 105), must be regarded as the real 
seat of the error. 

Page 282 (Bottom). “The striking negligence of the style:” see 
note to p. 240. 

On the question as to the genuineness of the section 1152 b, 
1-1154 a, 7, cf. Prantl, Uber die dianoetischen Tugenden, p. 6, and, 
more particularly, Burnet, p. 330 seqq., where the polemic against 
Speusippus is made highly probable. See also Aspasius (op. cit., 
p. 151, 24, Heylbut), who first draws from the silence of book x. the 
inference that this part does not belong to Aristotle, but to Eudemus 
(here he probably has in his mind the whole of the three books 
common to the Nicomachean and the Eudemian Ethics), while immedi¬ 
ately afterwards he cuts away the chief support of this expropriation 
by adding: WAV EuS^/aou ravrd iarnv cTrf *ApurroriKovs, ivS6£vs 

tfpjyrtu. For if the exposition was intended dialectically and not dog¬ 
matically, the chief ground for contesting its Aristotelian authorship 
disappears. 

Book VI.—Chapter XXIII. 

Page 284 (Middle). “ The love of boys . . . unnatural: ” cf. Etk. 
Nic.j vii. 6, 1148 b, 28 : *pbs roinots v rwv &<ppo8i<r(cw rots &ppe<rir. The 
chief passage on wedded union is viii. 14, 1162 a, 20 seqq. 

Page 286 (Top). " Community of studies and thoughts : ” cf. ix. 9, 
II70 b, IO seqq. : <rvvat<rddv*<rOai &pa Set teal row <pt\ov tin tierrip, rovro tik 

ylvotr' hr 4p rf <ru{rfp teal Koivtoveiy \6ywv teal Siapolas. My translation of the 
difficult \6ymv as “ studies ” may not seem absolutely necessary; it 
seems, however, beyond doubt that Aristotle has here in mind com¬ 
munity of contemplative, not of practical life ; the association of two 
politicians, for example, would be characterized by him differently. 

Sect. 2. On the question as to the order of the books, see Burnet, 
op. cit., p. 344. Here, too, the traditional order is justified, but on 
grounds, suggested by a hint of Teichmuller, which we do not acknow¬ 
ledge as sound. 

Sect. 3. “ A remarkable saying ; ” ttiw 8* &p ns teal 4p reus wkdrats &s 
aUstoy isos Mpmrot Mpdhr? teal (viii. 1,1155 a, 21). Burnet calls 
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the passage 11 one of the few places in Aristotle where we see a sign 
of the coming cosmopolitanism.” 

Page 292 (Middle). George Eliot: cf. Spencer's Autobiography, 
ii. 305. Dickens : see The Letters of Charles Dickens, i. 36, also 37 
and 42. 

Page 293 (Bottom). J. S. Mill: System of Logic, book vi. ch. 12, { 7. 
Page 294 (Middle). Theodore Meynert: Popularwisscnschaftlich* 

Vortrage (Vienna, 1892), p. 169 seqq., especially p. 17is “The ex¬ 
pansion of the secondary ego, in which it becomes fused with the 
whole as a subservient member, is associated with the idea of mutual¬ 
ism, of reciprocity, of brotherhood.” 

Book VI.—Chapter XXIV. 

Page 298 (Top). “ In an earlier section : ” ix. 4, 1166 a, 4 seqq.: 
oZros ycip dfiayvotpovti iairrtp Kal rwv edn&y bplyerai #car& Tacray rfyy iffvx^y. 

The passage reproduced in the text is x. 5, 1176 a, 15 seqq. 

Page 303 (par. 2). “The inactivity of God.” This doctrine, 
though enounced with the greatest emphasis (cf. note to p. 238), is yet 
completely ignored in one passage (Eth. Nic., x. 10, 1179 a, 22 seqq.). 

The provident care of the gods for human affairs is here assumed, 
and the consequence drawn that on this ground too the wise man 
must be the happiest; for the gods love him who most cultivates that 
which is the best and the most closely related to themselves—that is 
to say, reason. The glaring contradiction, as also the inappropriate¬ 
ness of the passage to the context, where it breaks the thread, have 
roused in at least one editor (Ramsauer) doubts as to its genuineness. 
We hold, with Burnet, that the passage is genuine, even if not meant 
for the place where it is found, and that the view expressed in it is 
merely an btiotoy, as is shown in addition by the accumulated limita¬ 
tions (d 7&P ris iiripiktia . . . &<nrtpBoKti, teal §Xrj *6\oyoy). Here, as SO 
often elsewhere, the never-wearied dialectician cannot bring himself to 
omit an argument favourable to his thesis, even though its ground 
is entirely foreign to his mind. 

Sect 6. Isocrates: Or. 15 (n ipl for A 6ar *<»$), { 82 seq. As was 
recognized by Spengel, the polemic of Aristotle contains verbal echoes 
from the writer whom he is attacking. On his emphatic condemna¬ 
tion of the eclectic method, cf. 1181 a, 21 : *ol tom toIou rwjfa 1, and 
1181 b, 9 : teal tom t*1<hs kppdrru, or, again, Rhet., i. 4, 1360 a, 33: 

ml tomi rots Tolots hpn&rrovtnv, where, too, all these questions are removed 
from the domain of rhetoric and assigned exclusively to politics. 

Book VI.—Chapter XXV. 

Sect 1. Page 303. This statement of Aristotle’s views on pleasure 
is based chiefly on Eth. Nic* L 1-4; vii. 12-15; x. 1-3; Rhetoric, u a. 
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Page 307 (Bottom). 44 The thesis of Eudoxus : * Eth. Nic., x. 2, in. 

Sir Alexander Grant and Burnet have shown that in all probability 
the passage 1172 b, 9 seqq., is a verbal quotation, by arguing from the 
two words iAAoya and <t>4p*<r$ai. The first is otherwise unknown in 
Aristotle, and is entered by Bonitz in his Index with the comment, 
“fortasse ex Eudoxo.” The second, though here used of volitions, is 
elsewhere applied only to motion in space ; and Burnet (p. 442) 

aptly describes it as 44 an unusual word in this connexion, but natural 
in the mouth of an astronomer.” From this passage and its agree¬ 
ment with the opening words of the Ethics it has been rightly 
inferred that in the sentence : && koa&s k**<phyayr9 rb.yo.06v, ol icdvr* 

tyltrai, the reference is to Eudoxus. 
Page 308 (Middle). 44 Of that which appears to all . . . : ” Eth. 

Nic.} X. 2, 1172, 173 : 8 yty wafft boxet, tout* tlva( <pducy’ 6 8* bvatpwv rabrijv 
rlfv rrlorty, oh wdw <wio,r6r§pa 4pt7. 

Page 310 (Middle). Man a 44 social being : ” AvOpuros <pt<r*t voMrixhv 

(yov, Political i. 2, 1253 a, 2 ; iii. 6, 1278 b, 19, where the craving after 
life in common is not based on economic necessity alone. See also 
Eth. Nic., i. 5, 1097 b, 11 (fto-ci ‘xoAtrucbs Mpa>*os); ix. 9, 1169 b, 18 
Oro A truth? ybp 6 &v0pw*os xol <rv£r)v vtQiik6s\ etc. 

Book VI.—Chapter XXVI. 

Page 311 (Middle). The chief passages relating to communities 
of animals are : Hist. An., viii. 1, 589 a, 1 : rk fe <rw«r6r*pa xal 

Koivwvovvra l*v4\W* M vAiov xal *0AirtK<br§pov xp&vrat rots biroydyots, and 
i. I, 488 a, 7 seqq. : mAtruck 8’ itrrly ay %? ri xal xotvhv ylvercu wdvrwy rh 

tp/yov, k.t.A. 

Page 312 (Bottom). 44 Rome and Carthage cf. Fragment 568 
(1571 b, 15 seqq.) relating to the Gallic invasion—an event then of 
recent date (six years before Aristotle’s birth). Fragment 567 also 
deals with Roman history. Carthaginian institutions are treated of 
in several passages of the Politics and Rhetoric. On the popular 
works mentioned a little further on, most of them composed in 
dialogue form, cf. Bemays, Dialogs des Aristoteles, pp. 49, 53-57, 
151-157. 

Page 313 (Middle). The entry oIxopopunds a' in the ancient indices 
(Diog. Laert., v. 1,22) bears witness at once for the genuineness of the 
first book of the Economics and against that of the second. The fact 
that Philodemus the Epicurean (De (Economia, col. vii. 38 and 44 = p. 
26, Chr. Jensen) cites this little book as the work of Theophrastus is 
in comparison evidence of little weight, and need hardly be taken into 
consideration. We shall show elsewhere that the grounds which 
have been urged against the authenticity of this first book amount to 
nothing. The spuriousness of the second book—to which, it may be 
remarked, we owe the expression “political economyis at once 
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revealed by the division of the subject into four main varieties : 
royal, satrapic, political (that is, municipal), and private economy. 
A more detailed examination of the date and the disparate com¬ 
ponents of the book is given by U. Wilcken, Hermes, xxxvi. 187 
seqq. 

Pages 313,314. The “ first investigation: ” iv. 2, in : brtl 8’ b rf? irp&ry 
pt868ep, k.t.K. The “first sections : ” vii. 2, 1325 a, 30 : 8id>pitrTat 8* 1rtp\ 

aitr&v hca.vG>s b ro?s vp&roa \6yois. The passages in books iii. and iv. 
most nearly concerned are: 8mpurpbeav 8b roitreov irepl rrjs iro\tr*(a$ ff8y 

wctpariov \4y*tv rrjs &p(<rrys, (iii,/?«.), compared with I fin.: &K\yw 

ApxV noiTjadpevoi \4yotpfv, teal wpwrov inKTK€\pdfifda nepl rwv dnoeprjvafibeav 

irepi rrjs noKirdas rrjs dpierrys, and iv. 2, 1289 a, 30: Kol ntpl pbv dpiaronparias 

teal f3a<rt\tlas ctprjrat. 

Page 314 (Middle). " Monarchy : ” this form of constitution is some¬ 
times placed by Aristotle above all others. It is so in Eth* Nic.y viii. 
zo, 1160 a, 35 : rointav 8b pehrlary pbv y 0a<ri\§la (which two lines earlier 
is joined with hpicrronparla). Burnet, in commenting on the passage 
(p. 384), has aptly remarked that we are here to think only of the 
ideal ruler, the man of divine or heroic virtue. 

I have already in the text indicated my opinion that the trans¬ 
ference of books vii. and viii., which has been proposed and adopted by 
several eminent scholars, is wholly unjustifiable. The tendency of 
textual criticism in our day is towards increased conservatism, and it 
grows more and more averse from violences of this kind. For me, 
two considerations are decisive. An incomplete section, like the last 
book, naturally belongs to the end of a work. To take it from that 
place and set it in the middle is to exchange an easily intelligible and 
not rare state of things for one which, though not in itself impossible, 
is quite exceptional and improbable in the highest degree. Nor can 
sober thought commend a procedure which thrusts so extensive 
a section as that formed by the last two books like a sundering wedge 
into the heart of a closely connected whole, the description of the 
main constitutional forms. This rearrangement was first proposed 
by the Jesuit Scaino da Salo (1577), and afterwards by many others; 
the transposition of books v. and vi. was adopted by Barthllemy St. 
Hilaire in his translation of the Politics (1837). 

Page 316 (Bottom). The reference to Plato’s Statesman is 258 A: 
ndrtpov odv rbv noKrritcbv teal J3atri\4a teal Btenrdryv teal fr* oltcovSpov (Mjtroptv its 

iv ndvra ravra Tpwrayopefoorts, Aristotle is clearly controverting this in 
Politico^ i, X, 1252 a, 7 seqq. : Zero 1 pbv oBv ofovrai voXtrttcbv teal fiatriMttbv teal 

•UovoptKbv teal 8€<rnorttebv §Tvox rbv abrdv, oh tea\m Kryouenv ; and again, after 
elaborating this thought, in 1. 16: ravra 8* ovk tern* toiyBfi. It will 
hardly be denied that the criticism is too severe when regard is had to 
the fact that a little further on Aristotle points out the close relation¬ 
ship between roya) and patriarchal power. 

Page 319 (Top). Emil Steinbach: in his work Erwerb und Bern/, 
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Vienna, 1896; and again in Die Rechtsgeschdfte der wirthschaftlichen 

Organisation, Vienna, 1897. (Below) Bentham: in his Defence of 

Usury (Letter x.), iii. 16 b, ed. Bowring. If money is barren by 
nature, then, in Bentham’s opinion, what Aristotle prohibits would be 
not merely illegitimate but impossible (“ that it would be to no purpose 
for a man to try to get five per cent, out of money—not that, if he 
could contrive to get so much, there would be any harm in it”). 

Page 321. “Awoman, for example . . Politico, iii. 4,1277 b, 
20 seqq. 

Book VI.—Chapter XXVII. 

The question of slavery is principally treated in chapters iv.-vii. 
of the first book of the Politics. 

Page 322 (Bottom). “Typical slave-names:” cf. Lambertz, Die 

griechischen Sklavennamen (Wiener Gymn. Prog., 1907, p. 12, n. 17, 
and p. 71). 

Page 323 (Middle). 44 Superior and subordinate elements in 
nature as in the human soul: ” Pol,, i. 12,1260 a, 9 seqq. 

Page 324. 44 Frustrated hereditary tendencies ; ” Pol., i. 6, 1255 b, 
3; 5. 1254 b, 27. 

Page 325 (Top). 44 Line of poetry Euripides, Iph. in Aul., 1400 
seq. See also Aristotle, Pol., i. 2, 1252 b, 8 : ravrb tpfott pdpfiapoy 

koL Soft** tv. (Middle) “The peoples of the cold North 
vii. 7. 

Page 326 (Top). 44 The rise of a monarchy seemed excluded : ” 
cf. v. IO, 1313 a, 3 : ob yiyvovrat S’ Iri fiatrtKttat vvv • . . 5*4 rb rfyv 

fiatrtKtiav itcobtriov (xiv &px^v «Iwu . . . xoWovs 8’ that robs optolovs, tea) fiylMva 

Statpipovra rodovrov Sxrrt, k.t.a. (End of par. i) “ The federal state hardly 
receives even the most casual mention :” this is really an understate¬ 
ment of the case; for the passage referred to (vii. 14, 1333-4) con¬ 
templates merely an hegemony which respects the interests of its 
subjects. (Bottom) “The Carthaginian constitution ii. 11. 

Page 327 (Top). 44 Capacity for reflexion : ” it is thus that 
rb &ov\tvrtK6y is translated by Bernays (whom I follow here in several 
instances) in Aristoteles Politik, i., ii. und iii. Buck, p. 46.—44 An 
altogether contemptible being:” Poetica, 15, 1454 a, 20 seqq.: teal ykp 
yvrfi ion x/njirri) tea) &tv\os" tcctlrot yt toms robrmv rb fibv xe‘P°v> 8i 8 Ao» j 

<pav\6y forty. (Par. 2)44 Emancipation Pol., vii. 10 fin. See also 
Hildebrand, Geschichte und System der Rechts- und Staatsphilosophie, 

i. 400. 
Page 328 (Top). 44 Unwritten law :" &ypa<po$ vinos, cf. Bonitz in 

the Index, s.v. fypaQos,—44 Too simple and barbaric : ” Politico, II. 8, 
1268 b, 39 seq. (Bottom) Eratosthenes : quoted in Strabo, i. fin. m i. 
87,17 Meineke. « 

Page 329 (Middle). Plato’s Statesman, pp. 262,263. 
Page 330 (Middle). 44 The statues of Dasdalus,” etc.: Politico, 

l4, «53 b, 33 
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Page 331 (Top). “ Domestic slavery among the Islamic peoples : ” 
see the particularly instructive article “4 Abd ” (by Juynboll) in the 
Enzyklopadie des Islam, i. 16 seqq. (1908). For my knowledge of 
Hammond’s Two Letters on Slavery in the United States, addressed 
to Thomas Clarkson, Esq., I am indebted to the London monthly. 
The Secular World (Feb., 1863). The manifesto is entitled “ Address 
to Christians throughout the World, by the Clergy of the Confederate 
States of America.” The passages utilized or quoted are found on pp. 7, 
11 seqand 16. (Bottom) For the quotations the following references 
may be given : Spyavov rpb dpydvuv, Pol., i. 4, 1253 b, 19; tcrripA t* 

tptyvxov, ibid.; tptyvxov tpyavov, Etk. Nic., viii. 13, 1161 b, 4 ; oi58* vpbs 

fonrov 1j fiovy (sc. BOcatto 4<mv), ibid, 1161 b, 2.—u His master’s advan¬ 
tage is his highest law:” ibid., 1160 b, 20 seq.: rb yhp rod Sc<r*6rov 

<rvpuf>4pov toabrfi rpdrrcrcu. Also : bp try s Brirai fiiicpas, Pol., i. 13, 1260 a, 
35. No “ friendship between bond and free : ” Eth. Nic., viii. 13, 1161 
a, 35. A little above, 1161 b, 6, is a passage which is translated 
somewhat freely in the text: Bokc? 7bp rival n Sltcaiov ravrl bvOpdnrtp vpbs 

ic&tnra rbv Bvvd/xevov Kotvwvrjffat v6/iov /cal crvvtHjicris' koI <pi\las Bif, Ka^ Berov 

&vdpwTos. 

Sect. 7. Page 333. “ A limited slavery : ” bQmptcritltrqv . . , 
Bou\riav, Pol. i.Jin., 1260 a, b. The “banausic condition:” under 
this heading is included manual worfc, trade (wholesale as well as 
retail), and the class of day-labourers, while agriculture is specially 
singled out for mention in iv. 4, 1290, 1291. In many other passages 
all these occupations are termed banausic. Those of them to oh rb 
crdpara \taf}uvrai ptd\i<rra are called $avav<r6rarai (i. 11, 1158 b, 37). 
(Bottom) Plutarch: Vita Periclis, c. 1,2 ; the first passage has already 
been quoted in Vol. I. p. 581. 

Page 334 (Top). “ A learned observation: ” Pol., viii. 5, 1339 b, 
7 seqq. The next quotation is from Pol., viii. 5, 1339 b, 7 seqq. Cal- 
licles in the Gorgias: see especially 484 C, where the pursuit of 
philosophy is praised: dr ns abrov plot plots dfnrat, k.t.k, and 485 A, with 
its antithesis between l\ov94piov and bv*\ri0fpov, based on the same 
standard. We may add Aristotle, Pol., viii. 2, 1337 b, 15 : dan Bb 
ttat ruv b\cv9tpluv toierrrj/xav n^XP1 !x*v tivos tolav n*r4x*iV dvt\t49§pov. 

(End of section) Cf. again Pol. viii. 2, 1337 b, 5 seqq., and also 15 
seq.: &<rx°Aw 7bp to to vat rbjv Btdvotav teal rmr$irf)v. 

Sect. 8. Cf. Pol., iii. 5, 1278 a, seqq.; iv. 4. 1291 a, 1 seqq.; vi« 4, 
1319 a, 26 seqq. 

Book VI.—Chapter XXVIII. 

Page 337 (Top). Humboldt: Ideen su einem Versuch, die Gren- 

ten der Wirksamkeit des Staates mu bestimmen (Ges. Werke, vii., 
Berlin, 1852). The quotation is from pp. 186 seq. 

Page 338. (Bottom) Lycophron on nobility: quoted by Aristotle, 
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nepl tbytvtlas, Fragm. 82 (1490 a, 10 seqq.); also by the pseudo-Plutarch, 
Pro Nobilitate, xvii. 2 (p. 75, 48 Diibner). Aristotle’s praise of drylvtta 

in Pol., iii. 13,1283 a, 33 seqq.—“ Mutual guarantor of rights :” Pol., iii. 
9, 1280 b, II : lyyinjHis b\\4j\ots rdr Sucateoy, bte* ob% otot irouip byabobs 

teal 8t*a(ovt robs iro\lras. It is not absolutely certain that the preceding 
words, #al b vtpos oviare also a quotation from Lycophron, but 
the context is in favour of the supposition. The attempt has been 
made (as by Susemihl, A ristoteles' Politik, ii. 67 seq.) to show that 
Hippodamus, too, was an advocate of the policeman-state; but in our 
opinion this view is untenable. See Vol. I. p. 578, bottom. 

Sects. 2 and 3. Pages 339, 340. These sections are based on Pol., 

iii. 6-13. 
Sect. 4. Page 341. The various forms of government are also 

treated in Rhet., i. 8 and Eth. Nic., ix. 12. The word “ monarchy” 
is used by Aristotle predominantly in the wider generic sense, under 
which kingship rd£tv nvd) and despotic tyranny are comprehended 
as subordinate species; it is so in Rhet., cap. cit., 1366 a, 1 seqq., or 
in Pol., iii. 7, 1279 a> 32> an^ h» i occasionally, however, it is used 
in the narrower sense of absolute rule, as in Pol., v. 10, 1313 a, 3, 
seqq.: ob ylyyovrai S’ (hrt f3a(rt\t?cu vvv, Htnrep yiyvuvrat, fxovapxlat *at 

rvpavvlbts fxaWoy. 

Page 343 (Top). The comparison with a picnic occurs in iii. 10, 
1281 b, 2, and again in iii. 15, 1286 a, 29. (Bottom) Censure of 
“ musical fashions Pol., viii. 7, 1342 a, 18 seqq. 

Sect. 6. Page 345. The conjecture of Bernays (p. 172), that 
“chapters xii. and xiii. follow a separate plan,” does not seem to me 
well-founded. What we have here is a number of repetitions ; there 
is no systematic advance. But other professors also, including some 
less negligent than Aristotle in the matter of systematic arrangement, 
sometimes resume thoughts touched upon, but not exhausted, in a 
previous lecture, in order to follow them out into developments which 
have only gradually become known to them. Besides it would be very 
strange if the close connexion between cap. xiii. fin. and xiv. in. (for* 
fla<ri\4as that robs rotobrovs btblovs iy rats ir6\ctrty and tom rt ka\&s %X*lv 

OKtyatrtaLi srtpl &a<rt\4as) were a mere coincidence. 
Page 346 (Middle). Antisthenes : perhaps, according to the con¬ 

jecture of Ad. Muller (Vitzthumsches Gym. Progr., i860, p. 46), in his 
work nepl rtfAov t irtpl trohtretas. A bold guess was hazarded by Karl 
Jofcl in Der eckte und der xenophontiseke Sokrates, ii. 801. 

Page 348 (Middle). The picnic comparison: see the apt remarks 
of Trendelenburg, Naturreckt aufdem Grunde der Ethik, p. 525, ed. 2, 
especially the following sentence : “ That collective fund of knowledge 
which Aristotle compares with a feast made up of individual contribu¬ 
tions is fundamentally warped and deranged by the falsehood which is 
also contributed; while the integration of the truth ... is obstructed 
or even frustrated by the resistance of error and selfishness.” 
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Book VI.—Chapter XXIX. 

Page 351. The opening paragraph is based on Poliii. 14-17, 
supplemented by v. 10, 1310 a, 39-1311 a, 5. “ Monarchy the best of 
all forms of government Eth. Nic.t viii. 12, 1160 a, 35. For what 
follows see 1160 a, b. (Bottom) “An anthology . . Elk. Ntc., 
viii. 7, 1158 a, 27 seqq.: ol 8* tv rats t^ovotais, k.t.a. ; x. 6,1176 b, 18 : 
oif yhp tv rf Huvaarrtfatv rj aptr)} obS* 6 vovs: x. IO, 1179 a, 6 seqq,: ol ybp 

Ihwrat r»v 9vvaaruv oi>x Ijrrov Sotcovcrt rb txttucr} irpdrrttv i\\b koI 

(x aWov. 

Sect. 2. Page 352. u Heaven-favoured exceptional natures: ” cf. 
Pol.y iii. 13, 1284 a, 3 and b, 25, 1288 a, 19 seqq. 

Page 353 (Middle). Re-employment of it in the “ Constitution of 
the Athenians:” 'Ktoivalw xoMrela, 41, 2 fin. (p. 131, Kenyon, ed. 3), 
compared with Pol.y ii. 15, 1286 a, 31 seqq. 

Page 356 (end of sect. 4). Aristotle’s censure of the Spartan 
double monarchy : this is to be found in the words : val (rwmplav tv6fu(ov 

rfi x6\u that rb oraotA(ttv rods f$a<n\t?s, Pol.y ii. 9, 1271 a, 25. This 
“disunion of the kings” may have prevented much harm, but it must 
necessarily have produced as great or greater. (Middle) The bar¬ 
barians who are “by nature more inclined to serve:’’ iii. 14, 128$ a, 
19 : 9tb ybp rb 9ov\ne(6rtpot that rb 1j07] <pv<r*i ol juh $dpfktpot r<av *EAA4\vuv. 

(Bottom) Only democratic constitutions possible in the future: Pol.y 

iii, 15, 1286 b, 20 seqq. The counsel addressed to Alexander: Strabo, 
i. p. 66 = i. 87 Meineke ; Plutarch, De For tuna Alexandra i. 6(404, 
8 seqq.y Diibner). Cf. Bernays, Dialog des Aristotelesy pp. 154 seq.y 

(Aristotelis Fragm. 81, 1489 b, 26 seqq.). 

Page 357 (end of chapter). Alexis de Tocqueville : La democratic 

en Amirique (ed. 14), i. ch. 3, especially pp. 82-85, and many other 
passages. In my essay Die Akademie und ihr vermeintlicher Philo- 
masedonismus, Wiener Studien, iv. (1882), p. 102 seqq., I believe I 
have said all that is necessary against the groundless suggestion that 
Aristotle worked towards the absorption of Greece by Macedon. I 
may not, however, have sufficiently emphasized the fact that the 
Stagirite’s personal relations with Alexander, with Antipater, and 
with Nicanor influenced his political thought in a surprisingly small 
degree. The Macedonians were and remained for him barbarians 
(cf. ibid., p. 117,118). The manner, too, in which King Philip’s murder 
is mentioned by him as one among many instances of the assassination 
of potenates from private revenge {Pol., v. 10, 1311 b, 2), does not in 
the least suggest that he had been bound to his former master by any 
intimat# tie. The unfavourable impressions of court life which he 
had received are probably to be traced back, preponderantly if not 
exclusively, to his Macedonian experience. 
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Book VI.—Chapter XXX. 

Page 358 (Top). “ The chief thoughts in this description:" cf. 
iv. 12 in.: rls Sk vo\treia rlertv ku\ rola <rvfi<t>4p*i volots, or 15, 1299 a, 14 : 
xofcus voiat iroKirctcu <rv/u<p4poverty, or ibid1300 b, 7 : rlva 8k riffiu ervfupipe t. 

“ Not merely one democracy and one oligarchy:” 1289 a, 8: vw8k 
play hjfiOKparlav oXovral rives that teal filav d\iyapxlav. Immediately after : 
a at vifiovs robs htpierrovs I8e?v (sc. 8eT) ical robs kK&errr) ray iroXirttay htpfidrrovras. 

There is an echo of mathematical language in 1288 b, 27 : *r« 9k rpfnjy 

(namely, the u best constitution,f in the third sense of the expression) 
rkiv hxoBiaeas* 8et yap teal rk\v BoBeterav SdyaerBat Beapetv. See, for 
example, Hey berg’s Index to Archimedes, s.v. 8l8»fit; or Autolycus, 
De Sphcera, etc., p. 96, 19, Hultsch: tt}* SoBelarjs ireptepepeias. The chief 
passage on the varying types of constitution and their dependence 
on the state of society is Pol, iv. 4, 1291 b, 17: ettrj ydprKela . . . 
otoy tiifiov fikv elby tv jxkv ol yeapyol, trepov 9k rb irep\ rhs Ttxvasi K.r.X. 

Page 360 (Middle). M Education and custom :n rp 8* dyayp real rots 

Meaty, Pol., iv. 5, 1292 b, 16. 
Page 362 (Bottom). The work “ On the Constitution of the 

Athenians:” on the remarks there made in favour of the Athenian 
democracy, cf. Szanto, A usgewahlle Abhandlungen, pp. 331 seqq., 

particularly 334 seq. ; also pp. 301 seqq. See also the present author’s 
Essays und Erinnerungen, p. 172 seq. 

Book VI.—Chapter XXXI. 

Page 370 (par. 2). “ Sources of sedition : ” fyxai . . . aal inryal 
ray errdertav, Pol., V. 1301 b, 5. 

Page 371 (Bottom). The saying on the causes of civil conflicts: 
ibid., 1303 b, 17 seq.: ylyvovrat pkv oiy al order ets oh rrepl fwcpwv &A.V 4k 
puKpav. 

Page 372 (end of par. 2). “ They are a very small company in 
comparison with the whole : ” ibid., 1301 a, b, and 1304 b, 4-5. 

P age 373 (Bottom). “ Property-qualification and assessment: ” 
Pol., v. 8, 1308, 1309. 

Sects 3 and 4. Pages 374-377. Pol., v. 8 and 9. 
Page 377 (Top). “ Education in the spirit of the constitution : ” 

rb vaiSebeaBeu wpbs rbs roXtrelas, ibid., 13IO a, 14. 
Sects. 5 and 6. w The turn now comes of monarchy . . .:» p0L, 

v. 10-12. 
Page 378 (Middle). Philip of Macedon: a glorification of this 

monarch was read out of Pol., iv. n, 1296 a, b, by Oncken, in Staats- 
lekre des Aristoteles. The expression “a single man” (els ydp Mip, 

K*r.\.) cannot, however, because of the addition ray wpdrepov, have 
referred to a contemporary ; most probably Solon was meant I have 
already said, m the essay referred to in the note to p. 357, what 
seemed to be required in refutation of Bernays’ unsuccessful attempt 
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to represent Aristotle and even Plato as partisans of the Macedonian 
policy (Phokion und seine neueren Beurtetter, pp. 35 seqq., especially 
p. 41). 

Page 383 (Top). u Electoral divisions: * Polvi. 3,1318 a, b. 
Sect. 9. Page 384. “ The concluding portion of the book:n 

Pol., vi. 4 seqq. 

Book VI.—Chapter XXXII. 

Page 387 (Top). Aristotle’s criticism of political ideals : Pol., ii. 
1 seqq.; criticism of Plato’s Laws, etc., c. 6-8. 

Page 389 (Bottom). li Great caution ” recommended : Pol., v. 8, 
1269 a, 14 seqq. 

Sect 4. Page 390. “ Criticism of the works of legislators *. ” Pol., 
ii. 12. (Bottom) Criticisms of the Lycurgean legislation : ii. 9. 

Page 391 (Bottom). The remark on the “ mechanical drill0 of the 
Spartans occurs in Pol., viii. 4, 1338 b, 32 seqq. 

Book VI.—Chapter XXXIII. 

Page 393 (Bottom). The chronological relations of the Politics, 
the Poetics, and the Rhetoric are clear from Pol., viii. 7, 1341 b, 37 
seqq. : rl Si \lyofity rijy KdQapaiv, vvy fihvavX&s, irttkiv 8* 4v rots irepl voiy- 

rtKrjs ipovjusv <ra<p4<rr<pov, and Poetica, 19, 1456 a, 34 seq.: rh p&y olv 

*€pl rrfy Sidyotay 4y r01 s rrtpi fiijroptKrjs icei<r0a>. See also the retro¬ 
spective references in Rhet., i. 11, 1372 a, 1, and iii. 18, 1419 b, 5. 

Pages 394, 395. “Aristotle’s love of compromise the examples 
are from Pol., vii. 11, 1330 b, 27 seqq.; ibid., 1330 a, 9 seqq.; ibid., 
30 seq. 

Page 399 (Top). “ The Egyptian caste-system ; ” Pol., vii. 10 in., 
and 1329 b, 23 seqq.—On “ common meals of men : ” ibid. On water- 
supply ; vii. II, 1330 b, 4 seqq. 

Book VI.—Chapter XXXIV. 

The opening quotation is from G. Lowes Dickinson, A Modern 
Symposium (London, 1907), p. 86. In what follows exclusive use is 
made of books vii. and viii. of the Politics, almost entirely in the 
order of the original, so that special references seem unnecessary 
here. 

Book VI.—Chapter XXXV. 

The chief source of this section, the extant first book of the Poetics 
—of the second and last only a few meagre relics are known—has 
in recent times beeri most exhaustively treated by Johannes Vahlen, 
especially in his critical edition (Leipzig, 1885, ed. 3), and in his 
Beitrdge su Aristoteles* Poetih (Wiener Sitzungsberichte, 1865-7). 
The present author has several times found himself impelled to 
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protest against Vahlen’s ever-growing hyper -conservatism in matters 
of textual criticism. See my Aufsdtze zu Aristoteles* Poetik, i.-iii., 
Wiener Sitzungsberichte, 1888-1896, and my essay on the last chapter 
of the Poetics in Eranos Vindobonensis, 1893. To these may be 
added my translation of Aristotle’s Poetics, Leipzig, 1897, the preface 
of which treats many questions of principle. Out of the remaining 
literature, which is very abundant, we may select for special notice 
the critical editions of Wilhelm Christ (1878) and Ingram Bywater 
(1898). The last-named author has also recently published a masterly 
work, Aristotle on the Art of Poetry—containing text, history of the 
text, translation, and commentary—Oxford, 1909. But more par¬ 
ticularly we must mention the truly pioneer work of Jakob Bernays, 
Grundziige der verlorenen Abhandlung des Aristoteles iiber die 
Wirkung der Tragodie, Berlin, 1857 (with the expanded reprint 
Zwei Abhandlungen iiber die Aristotelische Theorie des Dramas, 
Berlin, 1880). This exceptionally fine performance, which in its turn 
has called forth an extensive literature, does not bear a perfectly 
appropriate title ; for Aristotle certainly did not express his views on 
the subject in question, the tragic catharsis, in a separate treatise, but 
in a passage of the lost second book which Vahlen’s perspicuity has 
enabled him to reconstruct. Cf. the present author’s essay, Jakob 
Bernays in Essays tend Erinnerungen, pp. 118-122. In addition to 
Bernays, and earlier in date, we may name Henri Weil, that doyen 
among scholars, who arrived at the same conclusion and supported it 
by detailed proofs (cf. the Verhandlungen der x. Versammlung 
deutscher Philologen, Bile, 1848, pp. 131 seqq.). Bernays himself 
devotes some space to this predecessor of his in Zwei Abhandlungen, 
pp. 119-121. 

Page 404 (Top). Pauson and Polygnotus : Pol., viii. 5, 1340 a, 35 
seqq.; compare Poet., 2, 1448 a, 5 seq., and 6,1450 a, 27 seq. See also 
the index to my translation of the Poetics, pp. 120, 121. (Middle) 
li The classification of poetry : ” Poet., 4, 1448 b, 24 : 9i*<nrd(r0Ti 81 iearh 

rh otoeta 4}0v v wohi«rif. (Bottom) u Dancing : ” Poet., i. 1447 a, 26 seqq. 
Cf. the author’s first essay on the Poetics, p. 5. For what follows see 
again Pol., viii. 5, especially the sentences : to 81 rot* «<riv afrroij torrl 

fHfjLilfxara ruv i/Oaip, and, <f>avepby Svyarcu roi6v rt rb rijt tyuxv* tyo* 

7] jxovcrucb vapaaKtvdfav (1340 a, 38 and 1340 b, II). 
Sect. 2. Page 405. The chief passage on the subdivision of music, 

and more particularly on catharsis, in Pol^ viii. 7, 1341 b, 19-1342 a, 
31, on which see Bernays, Grundziige, pp. 139 seqq. = Zwei Abhand- 
lungen, p. 7 seqq.—On “flourishes and embellishments,” see ibid., 
1342 a, 24, compared with Plutarch, Quasi. Conviviii, 1, i-ii.783,10 
Diibner, and De Musica, § 187, with Th, Reinach’s commentary in 
the separate edition by himself and H. Weil, pp. Iviii. and 79 (Paris, 
1900). 

Page 406 (Top). “Definition of tragedy:* Poet. c. 6 in. The 
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closing words run thus : ®t* Mov ko) <p6$ov xcpcUvovtra r^y r&y rotoinmv 

xafhjudrw Kd0apcrty (1449 b* Sympathetic fear is explained in 
De Anima, iii. 3, 427 b, 21: bray p.bv to£d<T»n*v tiuvdv n ^ <po&(p6vf *Mbs 
wfixdirxofitv. More detailed references to the literature mentioned 
in the text may be found in the treatise of Bernays.—u Truth and 
error” in Aristotle’s theory of catharsis : see the treatise on this 
subject by Alfred Freiherr von Berger; it is incorporated in my 
translation of the Poetics, pp. 71-98. (Middle) Plato: Republican* 
606 A : €i lyOujuoio tin rb /3la Karexdfityoy rSre 4y rats oUdais £vfx<popaU KaX 

xexcunqicbs tov Satcpvcrat r« teal &xo6vpa<r0ai iKayws #cal &xox\i)C$ijyai . . . r<fr* 
4<rrl rovro rb bird rS>y xotqruv Tipnkdjj.tyoy teal x*ipov. This, to be sure, 
is in Plato’s mouth not praise, but blame. On this and kindred 
passages cf. the very instructive treatise by Christian Belger, De 
Aristotele etiam in Arte Poetica Componenda Platonis Discipulo^ p.62 
seqq. (Berlin, 1872). (Bottom) Dubos and Sulzer : on their views, see 
Oskar Walzel’s study Lessings Begriff des Iragischen. Lessing*, his 
attempt to explain the pleasure given by tragedy, and to illustrate 
it by the ingenious comparison with the sympathetic vibrations of 
a violin, may be found in his letter to Mendelssohn (xii. p. 86, ed. 
Lachmann and Maltzahn). There follows (p. 87) the brilliant and 
profound M example from the corporeal world.” 

Page 407 (Top). “ The language of a contemporary: * Alfred von 
Berger, op. cii.f p. 88. (Bottom) “ Divisions of poetic art: ” cf. Poet., 

c. 1-3- 
Page 408 (Top). “ The historical part of his exposition: ” Poet., 

c. 4, 1448 b, 27. (Middle) “Embellishments of language:” Poet., c. 
22Jin.—“A line of Pindar:” Olymp., 3, 32, seems to be alluded to in 
Poet., 25,1460b, 31 ; cf. Vahlen’s Commentary. On the “ prooemium” 
in the Rhetoric: iii. 14, 1415 a, 9-11, where dramatic, epic, and dithy- 
rambic poetry are mentioned, but no notice is taken of the triumphal 
odes of a Pindar or Bacchylides, though they, too, by no means lack 
prooemia. (Bottom) “ Plot-construction : ” mentioned as early as the 
second line of the Poetics: <rvyl<rra<r6cu iobs pbQovs. Among 
the component parts of drama the plot takes the highest place ; cf. 
Poet., C. 6, 1450 a, 15 : yAyurrov tibrovroev 4<rrly 4i r&y xpaypdrvy trb&raa'ts, 

and 38: &pX^ Ka1 °^ov & p-vQos rtjs rpaycptilas. Let it not be 
objected that these passages are in the part devoted specially to 
drama ; I have quoted them to illustrate the predominant importance 
which Aristotle assigns to action. Moreover, speaking of the musical 
arts in general, and without any limitation to drama, he says (c. 2, in.): 
4xtl tupo&yrcu of fMifxov/xeyoi xpdrr oyras. 

Page 409 (Top). Main types of poetic endowment: Poet., c. 17, 
1455 a, 32-34. I have adopted Tyrrwhitt’s emendation Urrvn*o\ for 
ifrra&rneel, and defended it at length against Vahlen in Zu A risto teles' 
Poetik., iii. 8 seq. On the whole passage cf. also Aristotle. Problemata, 
954 a, 32, to which reference was also made by Tyrrwhitt. (Par. 2) 
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Chamaeleon and Dicaearchus: see the articles in Pauly and Wissowa’s 
Real-Enzykl. d. /Class, AItert.- Wiss. It has not been determined 
with certainty whether Chamaeleon was an immediate pupil of Aris¬ 
totle or only a pupil's pupil. 44 Dionysius of Halicarnassus: ” De Conv 
pos. Verb.% ii. 1, 114 seqq., ed. Usener and Radermacher, 

Page 410 (Top). 44 Imitations are contemplated with satisfaction 
Poet.) c. 4, 1458 b, 15 seqq. Also Rhet., i. 11, 1371 b, 4 seqq. (End of 
sect. 4) Relative rank of the elements of tragedy : Poetc. 6, 1450 a, 
15. (Sect. 5) Compare KUlpe’s valuable essay, Anfdge psychologischer 
ALstKetik bet den Griechen in Philosophische Abkandlungen, Max 
Heinze gewidmet, Berlin, 1906, p. 102 seqq. 

I cannot, however, share Kiilpe's view of Plato's theory of art as 
developed in Laws, ii. 667 seqq. Plato there entirely ignores artistic 
pleasure, the enjoyment of works of art. Such works are regarded by 
him as valuable only when and because they impart instruction, or if 
(and this seems to have been Plato's chief concern) they do not falsify 
our picture of the universe. ^Esthetic pleasure is for him merely a 
44harmless" accessory, an “innocent sport.” All this is fully 
acknowledged by Kiilpe on p. 113 ; but he ought not, I think, to have 
added, on p. 114, that 41 Plato here recognized an aesthetic law of the 
widest applicability.” It is worthy of notice that some quite recent 
writers on aesthetics have expressed very similar views. Fr. Jodi 
summarizes them thus: 44 The feelings of pleasure which arise on the 
contemplation of the beautiful are not the source of the value assigned 
to it, but only an accompanying phenomenon, an immediate conse¬ 
quence of the act of intuitive cognition in which man directly 
apprehends the relation between form and essence ” (Oster. Rund¬ 
schau, xvii. 3, 223 a). Kindred notions have, in fact, dominated 
German aesthetics from the time of its founder, Baumgarten, onwards, 
and, as remarked by its historian, have long continued to injure it (H. 
Lotze, Geschichte der Asthetik in Deutschland, p. 11). 

Compare, too, the following passage from Aristotle, which is 
also made use of in Kulpe's work : Kaxbv pbp o8p tori?, t bp 91 aM 
alperbv bp hraivrrbp j, hip byaBbv bv f}8b fj (Rhet., i. 9, 1366 a, 33 seqq*). 
The beautiful is thus regarded either as a “ praiseworthy end-in-itself” 
or as a “pleasure-yielding good.” The first alternative does not 
distinguish the beautiful from the morally good, nor the second from 
such a good as health. (Bottom) “ The elements of beauty: *' Metaph., 
xii. 3,1078 a, b 2 tow 8b teaXov p/yurra ttbr} ri^ts koI ovpptrpla teal rb 
&P&p4pop. Also, earlier, 1078 a, 31 seqq,; rb (sc. rb &ya$bp) pip yhp &c2 
kv rb 8b KaXbv teal ip rots hKud]rots.—“ In the Poetics: ” c. 7,14$ 1 a, 
4 seqq.) and c. 4,1448 b, 20 seq. 

Page 411 (Top). Comparison of poets with portrait-painters: Poet. 
c. 15, 1454 b, 9 seqq*—“ A saying of Sophocles: ” c. 25, 1460 b, 33 
seg.—Zeuxis; ibid., 1461 b, 12 seq. 

Page 4*3 (Top). 44 Dialogues like those of Plato s* Poet, L 1447 
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b, 2-4. (Middle) Homer and Empedocles : ibid., 1447 b» 17 seq. 

(Below) Design and execution: cf. Rhet., i. 13, 1374 b, 13 seq.; it is 
just M rhv fpat&i kkXd *pbs r^jv ‘npocuptcrtv (<ncoic*7y). Again, Etk. 

EudePtii. fifl., 1228 a, II seqq.: in irdyras iwatvoufiev teal ^dyofitv ets rfyp 
wpoatpwtv $\4irovrts fxa\\op fj «is rk tpya. On the other hand, we have 
Poet., 25, 1460 b, 16 seq.: fikv ybp irpoclXcro jui^<ra<r0ai (op6&s, hrirvx* 
Si *t) hfivvafxiav, aOrrjs y a/iaprla* ti rb irpoeXecrdai ^ 6p8£>$ . . . /ca0* ktcdcrryv 

rixw (rb) a/xdprrifia, I have treated the passage fully, both on the 
critical and the exegetical side, in my study Zu Philodems Biickem 

von derMusik (Vienna, 1885, p. 26). (Bottom) “ A saying of Schopen¬ 
hauer : ” Werke, iii. 439, 

Page 413 (Top). “ An error has been committed . . . : ” Poet., 

c. 25, 1460 b, 23 seqq.—“ Unity of the action : ” Poet, c. 7 and 8.— 
“ Unity of time :” touched on incidentally and indirectly in Poet., c. 
5, 1449 b, 11 seq.: y fibv (so. y rpaycpbla) bn fidxarra irtipdrat inch jilav ire plod op 
j)\(ov Auat fwcpbv i^aWdrreiP. 

Page 414 (Bottom). See Poet., c. 17, 1455 a, b ; c. 9, 1451 b, 25 ; 
c. 4, 1449 a> 7 seqq. ; c. 9, 1451 b, 5 seqq.: bib teal (piAotrotpcorepov teal 
<nrovdaidrepov wolijaris Icrroplas iarlv, k.t.X. 

Sect. 8. In this section I have made more use than hitherto of 
the Preface to my translation of the Poetics. For my conjecture 
relative to Theodectes, see the index to that translation. 

Page 416 (Bottom). On “scenic apparatus” and “song-com¬ 
position,” cf. Poet., c. 6, 1460 b, 16 seq., where the latter is called 
fx4yi<rrov rap rjbvofidrcop, and the former iJ/vxayaytKbp flip, hexvlrarop Si teal 

fatora olttuov rys troiyriKys. Similarly, in c. 26, 1462 a, 15, where it is 
said of music in the drama that by it at ydovdl avvlaravrat 4vapy4<rrara. 

Sect. 9. Page 418. Homer: Poet., c. 24, 1460 a, 5 seqq., and 
Plato’s Republic, iii. 392 D seqq. If it be asked how the narrating 
poet can be an “ imitative portrayer,” even apart from the dramatic 
episodes which may be interwoven with his story, it may be answered 
that the artistic medium of language, consisting as it does in a 
succession of symbols, is adapted for the representation of actions as 
forming a series in time (cf. Lessing, Laokoon, ch. xvi.). To this may 
be added the decisive consideration that the movements of the speech* 
organs in producing articulate sounds are well fitted to bring 
vividly before us other movements, those of psychic nature by their 
rhythm, and movements of matter both by their rhythm and by other 
points of agreement. Some approach was made to this view, not so 
much by Lessing in the Laokoon as by Herder (KriHsche Walder, Bd. 
13, pp. 180 seqq., ed. of 1829). 

Page 419 (Top). “Tragedy has everything which belongs to 
epic . . .: ” Poet., c. 26, 1462 a, 14 seqq. Agents (wpdrroprts) as 
subjects of poetic portrayal in general, with the distinctions belonging 
to the subject: Poet., c. 2 in. Philodemus (of Gadara in Syria, an 
Epicurean author, contemporary with Cicero): in an extremely 

VOL. IV. 2 O 
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noteworthy fragment of his work “ On Poems " = Volum. Hercul. Coll. 

Alt., ii. fol. 154) treated by the present author in the Zeitschr. f.Osterr. 
Gymn., 1865, 719, and more fully in the Festschrift contributed by the 
Vienna Eranos to the meeting of philologists at Graz, September, 
1909. 

Book VI.—Chapter XXXVI. 

Besides the three books On Rhetoric (we hold the third to be genuine, 
agreeing with Diels in Uberdas dritte Buch der aristotelischen Rhetorik, 
Berl. Akad. Abh., 1886, and in spite of the objections argued by Marx 
in Aristoteles’ Rhetorik, Berichte d. Sachs. Gessellsch. d. Wiss. 1900), 
Aiistotle published a dialogue, Gryllus, devoted to this subject, further, 
a handbook consisting of materials left behind by his favourite pupil 
Theodectes, and possibly based on his own lectures, and lastly, 
a comprehensive review of the older treatises on rhetoric, entitled 
Ttxvwv cwayarfh; cf. the few but valuable fragments in the Berlin 
Academy edition, pp. 1500 seq. The best annotated edition of the 
Rhetoric is that of Leonhard Spengel, Leipzig, Teubner, 1867, 2 vols. 
The 4PvropiK^j icpbs 'A\4tavbpov has long been recognized as spurious ; 
and in quite recent times it has been assigned with the highest degree 
of probability to the rhetorician Anaximenes (cf. Wendland, Hermes, 
xxxix 499 and Anaximenes von Lampsakos, Berlin, 1905). 

Page 420 (Top). “ To be a speaker of words . . .: ” Iliad, ix. 443. 
—“Corax and Tisias:” Cicero (Brutus, 12), where he appeals to the 
authority of Aristotle (1500 a-1501 a). Cf. Greek Thinkers, Vol. I. p. 
229, and Christ, Gesch. d. griech. Lit., 3rd (1908) ed. revised by W. 
Schmid, p. 512. 

Page 421 (Middle). Grote: Plato, ii. 234 seqq., particularly 248 
and 253. 

Page 423 (Top). “A long series of writers:n cf. Chrysippus, 
quoted by Plutarch, De Repugnantiis Stoicis, x. 15 = Moralia} ii. 
1268, 37, Diibner. Also Philodemus, De Rhetorica, Hercul. Volum. 

Coll. Alt*, in. col. 57 (i. 351, Sudhaus), treated by the present author in 
Zeitschr. f. Osterr. Gymn., 1866, p. 698, where reference is given to the 
use of the same comparison (of rhetoric with a weapon) in Horace, 
Sat., ii. 1, 39, and also to Sextus Empiricus, Adv. Math., ii. 44 
seqq. = 683 seq., Bekker. The previously mentioned possibility of 
misusing all goods except virtue is touched on by Aristotle in Rhet., 
i. I, 1355 b. 2 seqq. and in Pol., i. 2, 1253 a, 3! seqq. 

Book VI.—Chapter XXXVII. 

In the preceding chapter my account follows the order of the 
sections in Rhot, i. The theory of emotions and types of character is 
contained in book »i. 1*17. 

Page 438 (Bottom). The 41 Egyptian king * referred to here 
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(Rhet., ii. 8,1386 a, 19) by the name of Amasis is called Psammenites 
by Herodotus (iii. 14). 

Page 439 (par. 3). Nietzsche : MensMiches-Allzumenschltches, 
ii. 2, Abt. 29. 

Page 441 (Top). Descartes : Traiti des Passions, 2m* partie, 
article 51 scqg. Subtler remarks on the distinction between jalousie 
and Emulation are found in Labruy&re, Les Caracteres, ii. 104 seq. 

(Paris, 1823). (Middle) “ The twofold nature of the emotions: ” 
cf. De Anima, i. I, 403 a, 5 seqq.: tpalvereu Si r&v v\t[<rrwv ovdtv ivtv 

e&fxarot vdex*w o&W *ot€?v. Again, 1. 22 seqq., especially 27 : /col 3th 
ravra 1/Srj tpveucov rb Bewpfieat w*pl ifox** $ ^derjs rrjs r 0 tavrys, k.t.A. ; 
cf. also the important utterance in De Memoria, 2, 453 a, 26, which in 
my opinion has been so often misunderstood ; the bodily processes 
set up by anger or fear survive their psychic origin and sometimes 
even thwart the endeavour to calm the emotion. (Bottom) n Pleasure 
and its opposite . . .: * De Anima, iii. n, 434 a, 2 seqq.: yhp 
Ximf Kdl fi9ovb Ivovea* tl 9h ravra ical inBupiav hvdytaj, Again, Eth. Nic., 
iii. 14, 1119 a, 4 : pterh \virris rj iwiBvptla, or Tofvi. 3, 140 b, 27 : waea 

yhp imBvfiia r)9ios iertv. The emotions are defined in Rket., ii. 1, 1378 a, 
20 seqq. : ten St rh irdffij, St* Sea fierafidWovrcs Statpipovat xpbs rhs tcplecis, 

txerat \<nnj teal $9ov4\t otov opyh k.t.a. Similarly, Eth. Nic., ii. 4,1105 b, 
21 : \iyoi Sti xddr) fitv iwiBufilav, opy^y . . . S\us oh Srtrat r)Sovt] l| A&rij. If 

Aristotle had not in the first passage been so true to his character of 
cool reasoner as to set the judgment-disturbing effect of emotion in 
the foreground, he might perhaps have succeeded in giving the 
definition a stricter form, in which it would have excluded perceptive 
sensations uncoloured by pleasure or pain. We might suggest the 
following: Emotions are among states of the soul involving pleasure 
or pain those which exert a clouding influence on the judgment. He 
does, in fact, make an approach to this subsumption; for at least he 
does not connect the two defining attributes by a *«£ which would have 
made them strictly co-ordinate. 

Page 442 (Bottom). In the character here given of old age we note 
the omission of that crabbed obstinacy which is sometimes observed 
at this period of life, and which forms the counterpart of the diffidence 
mentioned by Aristotle. 

(End of sect 5) This passage, Rhet., ii. 14, 1390 b, 11, is over¬ 
looked in W. H. RoschePs treatise Die Hebdomadenlehren der 
grieckischen Phil os op hen und Arete, Leipzig, 1906. This work, 
however, makes it clear that Aristotle attached to the number 
seven a very great importance in biological processes, although in 
Pot,, vii. 17, 1336, 1337, he insists on precedence being given to the 
facts of nature over d priori presumptions of this kind—an expression 
of opinion to which Roscher (p. 97, note 152) does not, I think, do 
full justice. Not even Theophrastus, who was much freer from d 

priori prejudices, could entirely emancipate himself from the spell of 
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the number seven; cf. Caus. Plants vi. 4, 2: l W tyiBpbt 6 rS>v bcrh 
Kaipi&raros teal fwiKwraros. Cf. also vi. 4, I. 

Book VI.-Chapter XXXVIII. 

Sect. 1.. Several of the passages from the second and third books 
of the Rhetoric, which are here made use of, have been treated criti¬ 
cally and exegetically in my Beitrage zur Kritik und Erklarung 
griech. Schrifsteller, viii. 1-14. 

Page 448 (Middle). Quotation from Agathon : Rhetii. 24, 1402 
a, 10; also alluded to in Poet, 18, 1456 a, 24 seqq., 1461 b, 15 ; p. 765 
in Nauck’s Tragicor. Grcec. Fragmenta, ed. 2. 

Pages 448, 449. The art of delivery and scenic apparatus: the 
latter is called irexv^epov in Rhet., iii. 1, 1404 a, x6 ; the former, as 
already mentioned, is termed hrex^arov in Poet., 6, 1450 b, 17. 

Page 449 (Bottom). 4< An expression of Alcidamas: ” Rhet., iii. 3, 
1406 b, 12 = Oratores Attici, ii. 156 a, b. 

Page 451 (Bottom). “ A line of the Odyssey ” xiv. 214. u Down 
with a thunderous clatter . . .: ” Od., xi. 598. 

Page 452 (Top). u The discovery of hidden resemblances:” Rhet., 
ii. II, 1412 a, II: Stl Si ficra<f>4pety obceluy Kod (pavep&y ojov Kod iv 
tpt\ocro<plq. rb Zpotov Kai iy xo\b licxovcri Beapuv elcrrdxov. Similarly, Poet., 

22, 1459 a, 6 : p6voy yap tovto ot/re rap* HWov tern \afiuv tbipvtas t« tn\}iti6v 
icrriz* rb ybp el fitra$4peiy rb rb Ijxoiov dewpeiv brrly. 

Franklin’s identification of the electricity in lightning and in an 
electric machine, Newton’s great intellectual feat, are two apt 
instances of the identification of similars by xo\b St4xovn. Alexander 
Bain rightly says (The Senses and the Intellect, p. 490, ed. 3): “ The 
operation of similarity sets forth the workings of genius.” On 
Franklin’s achievement he remarks (p. 521) : “ Next to the discovery 
of gravitation, this is perhaps the most remarkable fetch of remote 
identification in the history of science.” In this connexion Bain pre¬ 
sently (pp. 531 %seqq.) treats of similes in poets and orators, particularly 
in Shakespeare, of whom he remarks : u He had perhaps the greatest 
intellectual reach of similarity ... that the mind of man ever attained 
to” (p. 533). (Bottom) The allusion to the comedy of Anaxandrides, 
Rhet., iii. ia, 1413 b, 25 seq., would have been hardly intelligible to us 
without the supplementary information given by Athenoeus, xiv. 614 c. 
The line runs : rb 5’ &crvfxfioAov f5pe yeAoia \4yeiy ‘Pabd/uavdvs iced Xla\afii}lT)s 

= Comici Greed, ii. 139, Kock. On Palamedes as an inventor, cf. 
jEschylus, Fragm., 180 and 182 j Sophocles, Fragrn., 438; and 
Euripides, Fragm., 578, Nauck (ed. 2). 

Page 453 (Top). “ Comparison between speeches addressed to the 
people and decorative painting: ” the passage Rhet., iii. 13, 1414 a, 7 
Mg. : hpA* htptijyopixb \4{is teal xarrekus tout* rp nciaypaflq, has been 
almost grotesquely misunderstood in K. L. Roth’s translation. 
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Spengel’s commentary, too, fails to bring out the common element 
in the two subjects of comparison. To my remark on this (Beitrdge, 

viii. 7) I may now add a parallel from the most recent times. In a 
German parliamentary speech we read : “ Nowadays, if one desires 
to be chosen by the mass, one must work with broad effects, much as 
the secessionist painters aim at impressing the distant spectator9 
(Neue Freie Press*, Feb. 8, 1906, p. 5). (Par. 3) "Prelude:” Rhet., 

iii. 14. 

Page 454 (Bottom). The line in the Hippolytus of Euripides (612): 
4 y^Sxrc? 6/i4/*ox\ 4 W bv&tioros. 

Sect. 8. Page 455. “ Treatment of... the question:n Rhet., iii. 18, 
1418, 1419. 

Page 456 (Top). “ The advice of Gorgias:n ibid., 1419 b, 3 = 
Oratores Attici, p. 131 a, 3 seqq. (End of par. 2) “ I have spoken ; 
you have heard ...” Rhet., iii. fin.: rf/njica, dtcvieSare, Kplvvr«. 
Spengel, too, in the conclusion of his commentary, recognized the 
operation here of well-calculating design: " Incerti oratoris verba, 
acute ab Aristotele sic fine opens posita ut de sua arte rhetorica cum 
cseteris comparanda valerent.” He might also have mentioned the 
effect which these words were intended to produce in the lecture-room 
and the parallel with the closing sentences of the logic course (De 

Soph. EL, fin., p. 184 b, 3 seqq.). The design is the more unmistakable, 
as it follows, at no great distance, the treatment of asyndeton and its 
applications, Rhet., iii. 12,1413 b, 19 seqq. How natural it would have 
been to mention in that place the employment of this figure in perora¬ 
tions, had not the author desired to reserve the point for the close of 
the work itself for the sake of the illustrative example ! Even if our 
present third book once had an independent existence, this appeal to 
the audience (like its parallel in the logic course) could only have 
applied to a larger whole, such as the Rhetoric in its complete form. 
Cf. Diels, who defends that original independence of the book TJtpl 

(= Uberdas dritte Buch der Rhetorik, p. 17, note 5) : "None 
the less Aristotle certainly combined the different parts of his 
rhetorical teaching into an ideal whole, just as he joined together the 
works on politics and ethics, the DeAnima and the Parva Naturalia, 
the complex of the physical [as also of the logical and biological] 
works to form comprehensive manuals.” 

Page 457 (Bottom). “ We have noted his old complaint: ” Rhet., 
iii. I, 1404 2, seq.: 06* SpB&t Ixorror, fcAA’ Sts dvayfcatov rijp bnpiKtuuf 
rotqriov, K.r.k. 

Page 4$8 (Middle) “ We are bidden to 1 use ’ this artifice, to 
* choose * that advocate’s trick: ” Rhet., i. 9,1367 a, 52 seqq.: XijwrSee 
Zb *ol tA fftviyyvs rtits vrdpxovtrty Sts ratorh trra, K.T.X. • or 1367 b, 24 seq. j 
M rd <n/furr4futr* teed rd dwt rtxw Sts iv vpo*tp4<r*t Krj*rSor, or ii. 23* 
1399 b, 13: \qwr4or S* S*6r*pov Ar f and many similar sen* 
tenets. Any one who, in face of these passages, seriously maintains 
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that Aristotle’s sole object was to warn against the deceptive 
arts described must himself have developed the art of self-deception 
to an astonishing degree.—“ These are at once the cleverest and the 
most unjust practicesRhet., iii. 15, 1416 b, 6 seq,: roiovro 1 9k ol 

Kol iSiKdraroi. 

Sect. 10. Page 459. The first sentences are partly borrowed from 
my lecture on Aristotle and his newly discovered Work on the Constitu¬ 
tion of the Athenians (Essays und Erinnerungen, p. 175). 

Book VI.—Chapter XXXIX 

The works of Theophrastus have been edited by J. G. Schneider 
(5 vols., Leipzig, 1818-1821), and later by Fr. Wimmer (3 vols., Leipzig, 
Teubner, 1854-1862). H. Usener had made extensive preparations for 
a revision of the third volume of Wimmer’s edition, containing the 
fragments. Diogenes Laertius treats of Theophrastus in book v., 
ch. 2. The dates of his birth and death have been approximately 
determined by Beloch, Griechische Geschichte, iii. 2, p. 469. Accord¬ 
ing to the investigations of this writer, the death took place in 288-7 
or 287-6, the birth in 372-1 or 371-0 B.c. That he followed Aristotle 
into Macedonia appears with great probability from his possession of 
an estate in Stagira (cf. his will in Diog. Laert., v. 2, 52), and from his 
friendship with Callisthenes (Cicero, 1 use., iii. 10, 21). 

Page 461 (Bottom). “ Demetrius of Phalerum: ” treated of by Diog. 
Laert., v. 5. Cf. especially Beloch, Gr. Geschiii. 1,151 seqq.; also the 
article in Pauly-Wissowa, s.v. Some critical remarks may rind a place 
here. The *T*kp rrjs wo\n*las a', which is enumerated among his works, 
was certainly not a “ recommendation of the Aristotelian Politeia kot* 

I take it to be identical with the adjacent item, n«pl rij* 
kiKatrlat a', and to have been a defence, as indicated by the Mp, of his 
ten years’ regency. The doubts which the writer of the encyclopaedia 
article expresses as to Demetrius’s activity as “ historian of the Orient,” 
seem to me to lack foundation. Why should we be so ready to assume 
an "error of the learned Father of the Church,” Tertullian? For 
Demetrius certainly spent many years in Egypt; and the interest of 
his contemporaries and fellow-students, Theophrastus and Eudemus, 
was very warmly engaged by the history of religion and civilization 
abroad as well as at home. Immediately afterwards (Pauly-Wissowa, 
iv. 2, 2838) we find a statement of Josephus (Contra Apionem, 218; 
i. 23 = vi. 207, 19, ed. Becker), in which this Demetrius is named as 
an authority on Jewish things, described as a u confusion.” But I may 
here point out that according to the testimony of Diogenes Laertius, 
Demetrius was one of the most prolific writers of his day. His 
"historical" works are there given the first place; and the enumera¬ 
tion of them is manifestly very incomplete. 

Page 462 (Middle). Hagnonides: friend of Demosthenes and 
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his defender in the matter of Harpalus (Grote, xii. 437). At the close 
of the Lamian War he was banished by Anti pater to the Peloponnese, 
but afterwards returned to Athens. He accused Phocion, as well as 
Theophrastus, and in both cases alike he was no doubt impelled by 
political motives. (Bottom) The law of Sophocles: Diog. Laert., v. 2 
(38), Athenseus, xiii. 610 e, f, and Oratons A ttici, ii.-341 seq., but 
Athenaeus, xi. 509 b, must be added to the fragments of the speech of 
Demochares. My view of the effect of the law agrees with that of 
Grote (xii. 512). The exaggeration of Athenaeus, loc. cit. (Zotpoickrjs... 
4^ka<r§ wdrras <ptko<r6<povs) is in contradiction with the wording of the 
law. The departure from Athens was “a spirited protest against 
authoritative restriction on the liberty of philosophy and teaching * 
(Grote, loc. cit.). A different conclusion, it is true, has been arrived at 
in recent times by Beloch {op. cit., p. 432): “ Theophrastus thus 
found himself compelled to leave the city.” It was not Theophrastus 
alone who left the city, but he ical vd^res oi koirol <pi\6<ro<f>oi (Diog. Laert., 
loc. cit.); and it is quite beside the mark to speak of compulsion. As 
I am now occupied in criticizing Beloch's excellent work, I may as 
well here renew my protest against the now common assumption 
(repeated by Beloch on p. 433) that the Peripatetic school was raised 
by Theophrastus to the status of a “juristic personality.” Cf. 
my argument to the contrary in Platonische A u/satze, ii. pp. 9, 10. 
Nor can I find any point of support for the closely related opinion 
that the philosophic schools were religious associations (Blaeoi), 

“organized for the cult of the Muses.” Sacrifices and festivals in 
honour of the Muses were common to the philosophic schools with 
the schools attended by children (cf. Theophrastus, Characters, xxii.) ; 
in both alike they played the same part as the cult of Hermes in the 
gymnasia (cf. Plato's Lysis). The identification in question is 
decisively contradicted by the circumstance that the religious 
associations “dtaient consid£r£es comme des personnes civiles, 
pouvant poss^der, vendre, acheter en leur propre nom ” (P. Foucart, 
Des associations religieuses chez les Grecs, p. 48), while in the philo¬ 
sophers’ wills of that period there is no question of any but personal 

inheritance and the moral obligation attached to it of allowing the 
** fellow-philosophers ” to share in the enjoyment of it. Cf. my essay 
referred to above, p. 3. Again, such phrases as tumketirn 81 rV 
phr 8utrpi/fyr Mtemvt (in Straton’s will, Diog. Laert., v. 3, 62) prove 
anything else rather than the existence of a philosophic association as 
a juristic personality. It may be added that jurists who have given 
their attention to the subject, like Bruns and Dareste, have fully 
recognized and clearly expressed this fact (cf. my essay, p. 10). 

Sect. 3. Pages 463, 465. On Theophrastus' literary activity in 
general, cf. Usencr’s well-executed work A nalecta Theophrastea, Leipzig, 
1850. The remains of the ♦wn*ol Mfat are treated by him, ibid., p. 25 seqq. 

These were utilized with great thoroughness and exactness by Diels ur 
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his Doxographu Brandis discusses the relations of the separate 
monographs to the main work without reaching any firmly established 
conclusion (Handbuch d. Gesck. d. Griech.-Rom. Philosophic, iii. i, 
291, 292). The same author, by the way, has given a very careful 
account of Theophrastus' doctrines. 

Page 465 (Bottom). “ Each of them arrives at results: ” her* 
Saties' iv iicdrcpot ivavrlmt rtf broBieu \*y*tv, in n*pl Diels, 
Doxographi, 516, 21. In the next line I should prefer to insert the 
article and read: b pXv yip rdBrj rotuv (rb) rrjs alebtfetots ko0* abrb bioptfa 

rip pbertv. 

Page 466 (Top). Against Plato’s “ untrue pleasures: ” cf. fragment 
85 in Wimmer, iii. 184. This polemic must no doubt have formed the 
content of the monograph n*pl \J*v8ovs fibovrjs (Usener, p. 8). (Par. 2) 
Aristotelian thoughts, phrases, and sentences. For instance, in the 
introduction of the De Causis Plantarum, i. 1: ^ yip <pv<ns ob8h rot*? 

fidniv, compared with Aristotle, De Coelo, i. 4, 271 a, 33, or ii. 11, 
291 b> 13. Or again, in the metaphysical fragment, p. 308 Brandis = 
Usener, p. iv. 13 (Bonner Winterprogramm, 1890, 1891): *it\ay6repov 

8f olv *lval rtva ovvcup^v teal filj 4r*tcro8iv8*s rb ray, compared with Metaph 

xiv. 3, 1090 b, 19, or xii. fin. 1076 a, 1. Who, without close familiarity 
with Aristotle, could understand an allusion that occurs a little further 
on (Usener, pp. v., 2): rotavryj S’ *7 toG iptnrod <pt<rts ? This has reference 
to the First Mover, and must be read in the light of Metaph., xii. 7, 
1072 a, 26: rb bporrbv km? rb Kivob/xtyov, and ibid., 1072 b, 3: km? in 

ipdfjLevoy. (Middle) Doctrine of Nous: I cannot agree with Brandis 
(p. 283, note 150), who, in quoting a passage from Simplicius (Com¬ 

mentary on the “ Physics ” p. 964, 30 seqq., Diels), finds there an 
“expression of doubt as to an activity of the mind wholly independent 
of the body." In that passage Theophrastus (Fragm. 53 W.) dis¬ 
tinguishes the emotions and desires, as bodily movements, from the 
Kp(<rus and 0**piw which cannot be traced to an external origin, the 
beginning, progress, and end of which is wholly psychic. He con¬ 
tinues : 11 M Ml Kal b voOf Kp*?rr6v n fxipos KciL Btlortpuv, & r* f(#$*v Irotei&v 

ml ra*r4\uos. The adversative M is so little in place here that we 
must either erase it or, with Diels, substitute 7*. The on the 
other hand, is made more precise in meaning by the fragment con¬ 
tained in Themistius, De Anima, 91 (p. 107, 35 seqq.t Heinze): htei rb 

Spa ob% hi MOtroy, i\X’ its iv rtfrptbrn y*vicr*t avfirapa\afx$av6- 

ftovov B*r4ov, ic.r.x. The traditional reading is here <rvnrtpt\an$dvov, out 
of which Brandis (p. 289) makes (npT*pt\anPav6fi*vov. In my opinion 
only evprap*k*tifiav6pt*vov fits the sense. Conception is expressed by 
trbMirfts; as, however, there is here an idea of double transmission, 
the compound is quite appropriate. Aristotle, we know not on what 
ground, represented Nous as entering into the embryo; Theophrastus 
finds it more credible that this element too is received along with the 
paternal In Themistius (lea cit, 108, 17) we read: wpotfr, 
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rks f»kv aUr(Mi<r*is ofa&vw <r&p.aros, rbv 81 yovv xwpHTrdw. Theophrastus 
thus did not doubt the independence of Nous ; he did, however, pro¬ 
test against regarding it as an external addition ; he wished to sub¬ 
stitute an organic for the mechanical conception of its relation to the 
body, as is borne out by the word ffvjjiQvfis, which occurs in the neigh¬ 
bourhood of the passage under consideration. The chief sources for 
Theophrastus’ psychology are the extensive fragment, n«pl allows 

—a well-preserved portion of the *v<nKcd 86$ai--in Diels, Doxog. Grcec.. 

497-527* 2nd Priscian’s Mtrdtppcurts rStv Biocppdorov rtpl ahrd-fjacots teal 

farrairlas, iii. 232 seqq.y and 261 seqq., Wimmer.—Difficulties con¬ 
cerning the movement of the universe: cf. the metaphysical fragment, 
p. v. a, b, Usener. (Bottom) Objections against teleological principles : 
tbid.y p. x. seq. On this passage, cf. also Usener in Rhein. Mus., 
xvi. 259 seqq., Zu Theophrasts Metaphysischem Bruchstiick. It may 
be observed that when Usener wrote this essay at the age of twenty- 
six he was not so familiar as he afterwards became with the language 
of the Peripatetic school. Otherwise he would not have translated 
kv 8\ijs by “kinds of matter ” (p. 280, L 4), since in Aristotle this 
combination of words means simply “material.” Cf. Metaph., i. 3, 
983 b, 7 ; the majority of the earliest philosophers have only sought 
material causes (rds iv etdei judyat (pfidriiray dpxdt ctycu xdyrmv). 

Page 467 (Bottom). On Theophrastus* innovations in logic, cf. 
Prantl, Geschichte der Logik, i. 347-400 (“ Die alteren Peripatetiker ”). 
Prantl enumerates twenty-four logical works, including some which 
were “ probably logical as well as historical in content ” (p. 350, note 6). 
No doubt some pruning is required. The work rUpl *po$4<rm koI 

8irjyijp.ar»s was certainly devoted to rhetoric alone : cf. Aristotle, Rhet., 

iii. 13, 1414 b, 7-9 and 16, 1416 b, 16 seqq. The “ modem authority ” 
whose judgment I quote is H. Maier, Die Syllogistik des Aristoteles, 

ii. 1, p. 213. 
Page 468 (Bottom). “Aristotle’s doctrine of the eternity of the 

universe : ” the source is the Philonic work tltpl tupdapala* «iofiov 

(pp. 510-516, Mangey), treated by Diels, Doxogr. Groec., pp. 486 
seqq.; in Wimmer, iii. 168 seqq. Zeller (Hermes, xi. 422 seqq., later, 
with less confidence, in xv. 137 seqq.) has maintained that the 
string of proofs is directed against Zeno. The version of them 
which we possess seems to me to have been retouched, chiefly 
because the ornate and artificial mode of expression deviates con¬ 
siderably from the usual simplicity of Theophrastus (cf. Diels, Doxogr^ 

Prolegomena, p. 106 seqq.). This question of authenticity has been 
repeatedly discussed by Arnim, last of all in the Neue Jahrbiicher f. d. 
Klass. Philologie, 1893, pp. 449 seqq. I cannot entirely agree with him. 
He attaches what I think an excessive importance to isolated expres¬ 
sions like Mni and dmi^voLi. The “ thought embodied in the first 
argument, that the continued existence of the earth, despite the visible 
and incessant operation of the forces tending to destroy it, would not 
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be explicable if it had existed from eternity ” (p. 451), seems to me a 
very obvious one, and anything but “ artificial ” or far-fetched. If we 
perceive the action of a force which is opposed by no other force, and 
which nevertheless has not yet reached its goal, every physicist or 
philosopher must at once be driven to the inference that the force 
in question must have begun to act at some point in time; for if it 
had acted from all eternity its goal would have been reached long 
ago. Besides, Amim’s admission that the propositions directly associ¬ 
ated with the name of Theophrastus do in truth proceed from him is 
enough to justify my account of the matter. There is still one point 
which claims the reader’s attention. The opponents of the theory 
which makes the universe without beginning and incapable of destruc¬ 
tion are by no means the champions of a theory of creation. What 
they really dispute is not the eternity of the matter composing the 
universe, but that of its present form. They have in mind the 
periodical destruction of the universe by fire, the Heraclitean Anrfy»<r*§, 
which was revived by the Stoics. 

Page 470 (Top). “ On the sea :" the probably unique frag¬ 
ment (xxxix., Wimmer) relates to the origin of the sea. Cf. Hugo 
Berger, Geschichte der Wissenschaftliche Erdkunde, p. 383, ed. 2. 

Book VI.—Chapter XL. 

Page 471. The two botanical works of Theophrastus, the n«/»l 
$vr$>v l&ropla and the n*pl <pvr&v alrlai, occupy the first two volumes of 
Wimmer’s edition. In speaking of the descriptive or systematic work 
as prior in date to the explanatory or physiological treatise, we are 
in agreement both with the nature of the case and with the express 
testimony of Theophrastus himself in the first sentence of the second 
work: Icrroplais tfprjrai vp6r*pov. 

On the (predominantly physiological) contents of the lost genuine 
work of Aristotle on plants (u«pl qvt&v &'), we are enabled to form 
some general idea by the forward and backward references of the 
Stagirite himself. These are collected by Bonitz in the Index Arts- 
totelicus, 104 b, 38 seqq. It may be noted, by the way, that in the 
quotation at 1.40,41 (t4 *&6t) . . . **pl <f>vr&y)f the reference, 442 b, 25, 
has been accidentally omitted. These passages have been treated by 
Ernst Meyer (Geschichte der Botaniky i. 88 seqg.)t and also by Zeller 
(ii. 2, 509 segg.y ed. 3). A new edition of the two botanical works, 
with commentary and translation, is a pressing desideratum. So hr 

as the Historia Plantarum is concerned, such a work was published 
in 1822 by Carl Sprengel. The De Causis Plantarum has not, to my 
knowledge, been translated. 

Page 472 (par. 2). Date of composition of the two botanical 
works: this question has been treated in a scholarly manner by 
Oskar Kirchner in his valuable essay, Die botanischen Schriften dee 
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Thiophrast (Jahrb. f. Klass, Philologic, Suppl. Bd. vii. 451-539). 
He refers (p. 475) to Hist Plants v. 8, x, and iv. 3, 2. The Demetrius 
who had ships built in Cyprus was certainly not “ Demetrius of 
Phalerum,” but Demetrius Poliorcetes. But in spite of this slip the 
chronological argument is sound. After the battle near Salamis in 
Cyprus, the island was taken possession of by Demetrius. This battle 
took place in the year 306. The expedition of Ophelas to Carthage, 
which is mentioned in a second passage, falls in the autumn of 
309 (cf. Beloch, Gr. Geschiii. 1, 200). The De Causis Plantarum, 
“notable rather for the statement than for the solution of problems: ” 
this is the judgment of Ernst Meyer, op. city i. 167 ; “ I may therefore 
be allowed to dwell principally on thephenomena which are explained 
and to pass over the explanations.”—“ Predecessors: ” on these see 
again the information collected by Kirchner, pp. 499 seqq. (Middle) 
“ Botanists in the true sense: ” this is decisively attested by Hist 

Plant, i. 8, 3, on the arrangement of buds, where the words, Si1 t not 
ro{i6(*ra ravra koXovviv can only refer to writers on plants who both 
described and generalized. That Menestor also belonged to this 
class seems to me plain from Hist Plants i. 2, 3: t fa KaXoval rtvts 

anMis tv ivaariv Mvf Sxrrep teal Mtvtorwp; while the passages quoted by 
Kirchner on pp. 505-507 are all in agreement with this supposition. 
Kirchner contradicts himself when he writes (p. 507): “ If we assume 
that he was a writer on agriculture, we are entitled to infer from the 
quotations of Theophrastus that he gave more attention to the life 
and nature of plants in general.” Thus Ferdinand Cohn (Die Pflanzey 

i. 4, 5, ed. 2) certainly goes too far in denying that Theophrastus 
had any really scientific predecessors. One such predecessor, not 
mentioned by Kirchner, must without doubt be recognized in the 
person of the celebrated physician Diodes of Carystus (first third of 
the fourth century). It is true that Theophrastus names him only 
once, namely, in the fragment of the work “On Stones” (iii. 40, 
Wimmer). But he makes copious use of him, as has been shown 
in detail by Wellmann in his essay, Das diteste Krauterbuck der 

Griechen (“ Festgabe fur Franz Susemihl ”).—Alexander’s “ scientific 
staff:” on this and on the matters which form the subject of what 
follows, cf. Hugo Bretzl’s Botanische Forschungen des Alezanderzuges 

(Leipzig, 1903), a work of distinguished merit, based on a rare 
combination of botanical and historico-philological knowledge. The 
chief passages bearing on the subject are Strabo, ii. 69; xv. 685, 
692, 694. The references on p. 473 (top) are to Bretzl’s book (see 
pp. 158, 115,192, 193, 88, 518). 

Page 474. On Theophrastus as a classifier, see Hist.Pl9 i. 3. The 
Chief passage is ibid.y i. 3, 5 • 8A fa ravra Sxrrtp Xtyopav oh* hxpl&oXoyrirtov 

Iptpt kWh rip rfatp Kywriov robs htpopiorpofo. Also, earlier, i. 3, 2: fa? fa 
robs gpovs oGrm &rofax«<r6m jcol Kapfidvoiv fa vfary ad M rb irav Kryopbeos, 

(Middle) “How climatic influences modify organisms,” and the 
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examples: ibid., i. 3, 5, 6. For the example of the mallow which 
sometimes becomes an arborescent plant (of** fMkdxv r* §b (tyo» 
ipayofi(yr) tea1 dxobevbpovpivy, i. 3, 2), cf. F. Cohn, Die Pflawse, i. 403 
(ed. 2): “The family of the mallows, represented in our regions by 
humble weeds, develops in the torrid zone into gigantic trees, and 
even on the shores of the Mediterranean appears in the form of a well¬ 
sized bush.” 

Page 475 (Top). The passage on sense-perception is De Causis 
Plant., ii. 4, 8 : iv rots *a0* l/cacrra r6 afcpifih fiaWov cdeOyriKijs Hetrai 

<rwie*us,\by<p $* oVk «tyuiphs Afopiffai. (Middle) “ Similarities should not 
be dragged in by force : ” Hist Plant, i. 1, 4: $<ra ykp ^ oUv r« dfofioiovv, 

rtpltpyoy rb yklxfO'Oat ndvrws, tva fib teal r^v obcclav itfrofid\\oo/ity Btwptay.— 

Comparison between the roots of plants and the digestive tract: De 

Causis Ft, vi. 11, 5. (Bottom) Kurt Sprengel: quoted by Ernst Meyer, 
op. cit., i. p. 165.—Description of the banana-leaf: Bretzl, op. at, p. 196. 
—Link and Robert Brown: Ernst Meyer, op. cit, 166.—“ Rhizome, 
bulb, tuber,” etc.: Bretzl., p. 163. 

Page 476 (Middle). The experiments of Harpaius in acclimatiza¬ 
tion : Hist PI., iv. 4, 1. See, on these, Bretzl, 234 seqq. An interest¬ 
ing parallel, which shows the fondness of the Persians for experiments 
of this kind, is afforded by the missive of Darius I. to the satrap 
Gadatas (Bulletin de Corresp. Hell&iique, xiii. 529 seqq., with critical 
postscript, xiv. 646 seqq.; Dittenberger, Sylloge Inscr. Gr., 2, ed. 2). 
(Bottom) “Spontaneous generation:” cf. Hist PL, ii. 1, 1; ii. 1, 4; 
iii. 1, 4-6; De Causis PL, iv. 4, 11 ; Hist PL, vii. 7, 351. 5, 1-3; 

v. 4, 6. 
Page 477 (Middle). “ Movements of plants : ” leaves of Mimosa 

aspera: cf. Bretzl., p. 127, seq.—Tamarindus Indica: ibid., 153 seqq., 

based on Hist PL, iv. 2, 11; iv. 7, 8; De Causis PL, ii. 19, 1 (the 
steep of plants). F. Cohn writes quite similarly on this, Die Pflanse, 
i. 257, ed, 2. 

Page 478 (Top). “ Heliotropic movements : ” cf. ibid., 261 seqq., and 
De Causis PL, ii. 19, 3. On what follows see ii. 19, 4. It is there, too, 
that we meet with the word “sensation:” y aWyas ofhws bfaa 

yivofiivy, ilt.x.—“ The irritability and sensitivity of plants: ” this was 
the title of a lecture delivered by G. Haberlandt at the festival session 
of the Kais, Akademie der Wissenschaften, May 30, 1908. Cf. the 
same author’s essay “ Uber Bewegung und Empfindung im Pflanzen- 

retch,n in the Rivista di Scienza, iii. 290-300. (Middle) “ Duality of 
sex in plants: ” Hist PL, ii. 6, 5; comparison with the mating of 
animals: ii. 8, 4: tax* b fAv otov tufa; also De Causis PL, iii. z8, 1, 

Page 479 (par. 2). Albertus Magnus possessed only a second¬ 
hand knowledge of Theophrastus: cf. De Vegetdbilibus, libri vii., ed 
C. Jessen, p. 109 (ii. 15): “ Dicunt autem, Plinium apud Latinos 
et Theophrastum apud Graecos hanc tenuisse sententiam.”—Andrea 
Cesalpini: De Plantis, libri xvi., Florence! 1583. The work begins 
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with a sentence on the Optwruc^ (“ illud solum genus animae quo 
alantur, crescant et gignant sibi similia ") which is appropriate only to 
plants. Here, therefore, he speaks exactly like an Aristotelian. Some 
samples of his critical and exegetical labours may well find a place 
here. In x. 46, p. 429, he says of a Theophrastean sentence (the 
allusion is to Hist. Pl,, ix. 18,3): “ Multis mendis scatet et corrigendus 
est hoc modo.” Schneider (Theopkrasti Opera, iii. 817) calls the 
passage in question “ scripturam vexatissimam et aperte mendosam.” 
He quotes Cesalpini’s restoration among others, hopes for help from 
manuscripts, and finally contents himself with a conjecture of the 
botanist H. F. Link. In a second instance (ii. 3, p. 36) Cesalpini at 
least comes nearer the truth than his predecessors. In Hist, PL, 

iii. 10, Jitrxhad been previously read, and the last word 
translated “bifidum.” Cesalpini’s version is “folium difficile ad 
fmdendum.” Thus he makes, at any rate, some approach to the 
obviously correct reading, <pbwop V brx&ts, which is now accepted. 
Strictly speaking, his rendering requires ZvooxiUs ; and he may have 
had this word in his mind. But the context makes the adversative 
particle necessary. (Bottom) “ Beluchistan . . .: ” Bretzl, p. 250. 

Book VI.—Chapter XLI. 

Page 482 (Top). Karl Gottlieb Sonntag; Dissertatio in Prooemium 

Characterum Theopkrasti, Leipzig, 1787. (Bottom) “The genuine 
property of Aristotle:” Eth. Nic., ii. 7, 1108 a, 20 ; iv. 13, 1127 a, 20; 
also Eth. Eudem,, iii. 7, 1233 b, 39, and Magna Moralia, i. 33, 1193 a, 
29. “ Supplementary expansions : ” these clausula are found in 
chapters i., iii., vi., viii., xxviii., and xxix. (cf. my treatise referred to 
below); on the additions of a Byzantine writer, see Hermann Diels, 
Theophrastea, Berlin, 1883. This scholar has lately (1909) published 
a standard edition of the Characters in the Clarendon Press Series* 

Page 484 (Top). “ Character-sketches of Ariston of Chios: ” cf. H. 
Sauppe, Philodemi de Vitiis liber decimus, Leipzig, 1853 (on the basis 
of Voll. HercuL Coll, prior, iii.). Also J. L. Ussing, Theopkrasti 

Characteres et Philodemi de Vitiis liber x., Copenhagen, 1868. (End 
of par.) “The writer of these lines • . my treatise, Uber die 

Characters Theophrasts, was published in the Transactions of the 
Vienna Academy, Philos, histor. Klasse, as No. x. of vol. 117, Vienna, 
1888. The excerpt-theory had previously been warmly attacked by 
Friedrich Ast, Theopkrasti Characteres, Leipzig, 1816, and by R. C. 
Jebb, The Characters of Theophrastus, London and Cambridge, 1870. 
Its last champion was Eugen Petersen, Theophrasti Characteres, 
Leipzig, z8$6, pp. 87, 88. The first to draw attention to the formal 
agreement between the character-sketches of Ariston and those of 
Theophrastus were Sauppe (op* cit, p. 6) and Petersen (op, cit,, p. 89). 

Page 485 (Top). u A single exception, and it confirms the rule;* 
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cf. the very erudite Leipzig edition of Theophrastus’ Characters 

(1897), p. 51: “Note here (in chapter vi.) the accumulation of intro¬ 
ductory formulae : roiovros olos, h/sikti Swards, Uiv6s> nod rofotw far rival 

Ifcayds, ovk faro&oKtfjd(uv M.” (Bottom) St. Jerome: Adversus 

Jovianum, i. 47, vol. ii. p. 313, Vallarsi. 
Page 486 (Top). Athenaeus : vi. 249 f and x. 439 e. Cf. G. 

Heylbut’s dissertation, De Theophrast Libris n«#>l tfnklas, Bonn, 1876. 
These records relate to Theophrastus* book, n*p\ Kokaxtlas, which is 
also mentioned in the ancient list of his writings. It is quoted by 
Athenaeus in vi. 254 d. It must have been, at least in part, historical 
or anecdotal in character.—“ The likeness of the epicure: ” on the 
authority of Hermippus, quoted by Athenaeus, i. 21 a, where there 
is also mention of Theophrastus* well-groomed appearance, of his 
elegant tenue in the lecture-room. (Bottom) “Not a superman:” 
there is much significance in the impression which Arcesilaus re¬ 
ceived when he migrated from the school of Theophrastus to that 
of Polemon (cf. pp. 12, 13): ttpri St 'ApKealkaos Sri a(tr$ vaph 0€o<ppd<rrou 

uerckBdvri <payg{ij<rav ol rcpl rbv Uokdfxwva 0toi nvts 4) X«tyava ray apxalw 

itctivwv Kod Itc rov xpvfov ytvovs SiaxtTkacrp.4voiv fodpunrcw (Index Academt- 

corum, col. xv. 3 seqqpp. 55, 56, Mekler ; an abbreviated version in 
Diog. Laert., iv. 4, 22). 

Sect. 5. The “tactless** person is called in the original faatpos 

(Characteres, xii.); the “ vain ** man /juitpo<pik6Tinos (xxi.). 
Page 487 (Bottom). “Ascion of Melite: ’* KkdSos Mektraios. Those 

who, like the Leipzig editors, think KkdSos must be the dog*s name, over¬ 
look the fact that the kindred words, tyvos, Odkos, and KkdSos itself, appear 
in sepulchral inscriptions with quite similar application. Cf. the list 
of words in Kaibel*s Epigrammata Grceca. This use of poetical words 
is expressly intended to bring out the character of the vain person. 
(Cf. also the representation of a Melitean dog with the inscription 
McXrrofr) in the Bulletino delV Istituto, 1851, pp. 55 and 58; repro¬ 
duced in O. Keller*s treatise on dog-breeds in antiquity, Osterr. 
Jahreshefte, viii. 243.) 

Page 488 (Top). The “ fate-reviler ** (^^IfMipos) is the subject of 
character-study xvii., the boaster (dka(dv) of xxiii. 

Page 489 (Bottom). Eduard Zeller: ii. 2, p. 855 (ed. 3). I have 
the satisfaction of knowing that he was converted by my treatise 
referred to above, as appears from an expression of his in the Archiv. 
f. Geschichte d. Philosophic, iii. 3172 “The prevailing view that 
they [the Characters'] are a mere collection of extracts from one or 
more Theophrastean writings is convincingly refuted by Gomperz.** 
—La Bruy&re: Les Caracthres, iii. 60 (Brussels edition of 1828). The 
question as to the date of composition of the Characters has not 
been decided beyond dispute (cf. Cichorius in the Leipzig edition, 
p. lvii. seqq^ and Franz Riihl in the Rhein. Mus., 1898, p. 324 seqq.). 

The last-named scholar has well remarked that “ the composition of 
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the separate descriptions may belong to very different times;" so that 
the question itself is hardly framed correctly. 

Book VI.—Chapter XLII. 

Page 490 (Top). The references on Ariston, Lycon, and Satyrus 
are given in the author’s treatise mentioned above, p. 9. (Middle) 
“ On Manners,” “ On Conditions of Life: ” Titpl ^$£v and Tlepl fil»v. 

There were also works with the same titles by Clearchus (cf. Weber, 
De Clear chi Solensis Vita et Operibus, Breslau, 1880, p. 17 ; the 
fragments are given by Miiller, Fragment a Historicorum Grcecorum, 

ii. pp. 302 seqq.), and by Heraclides, and again by Straton (cf. Diog. 
Laert., v. 3, 59, and v. 6, 87). Zeno the Epicurean’s n*pi Wav teal 0l»v, 

was at least in part devoted to descriptive individual ethics. We learn 
this from the part preserved in Voil. Hercul. Collection prior. v., with 
the separate title, n*pl irapprjcrlas. (Bottom) “ Wealth of its historical 
contents ” in Theophrastus’ Tltpl fy&v: this is plainly indicated by the 
statement of Athenaeus (xv. 673 e), that the Commentator Adrastus 
devoted five books to the “historical and linguistic difficulties” 
occurring in this work ; while he found one such book enough for the 
Nicotnachean Ethics. There is a fair number of fragments of the 
Bios *EAA45of by Dicaearchus ; they too have been collected by Muller, 
op. cit.y ii. 233 seqq. 

Sect. 3. Page 491. Phanias or Phainias (the latter spelling seems 
to me to be rendered certain by its occurrence in the Hercul. Voll., 
cf. my essay, Die Herculanischen Rollen, Zeitschr. fur Ost. Gymn., 
1866, 10 Heft, p. 701). His historical fragments have likewise been 
collected by Muller, op. cit.y ii. 293 seqq. (Bottom) “A collection 
of historical materials : ” %l<rropuek inrop.viip.ara.—The “ comprehensive 
chapter ” of the “ Law-lexicon: ” preserved in the Florilegium of 
Stobaeus (xliv.; ii. 166 seqq., Meineke), treated by Franz Hofman, 
with the collaboration of the present author (Beitrdge zur Geschichte 

des griech. und rom. Rechts, pp. 46-62). I dissent from Usener’s 
contention (Rhein Mus., xvi. 470 seqq.) that the work referred to by 
Diogenes Laertius as N6p»v «ari <rrcnx*7ov k5' was not really a lexicon 
of law or politics. The “ remarkable addition tcark crrotxiiov ” signifies, 
according to Usenet, “ that in the NSpot, the number of whose books 
was equal to that of the letters of the alphabet, these letters were used 
in the numeration of the books.” That is to say, Z stood for 6 instead 
of 7, 10 was represented by K instead of 1, and so forth ; the mode of 
designation, in fact, which is universal in the works of Aristotle was 
applied to this particular work of Theophrastus. This trivial circum¬ 
stance, then, was embodied, so we are to suppose, in the title of the 
work itself; and for the sake of this supposition we are to place an 
unnatural interpretation on the words ttark <rrotxt?ov. Usener, indeed, 
calls the natural interpretation an “ hypothesis.” But it is a case of 
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an established usage, I quote the instances which He readiest to 
hand : Hesychius, in the preface of his dictionary, writes : fa 
«o2 &Wot rS)v xaXeuwv rks /card <rrotx*ioy rwretifUacn The patriarch 
Photius entitles his dictionary: fatucbv nwrd orotxciov. Similarly we 
read in the lexicon of Timaeus, in.: rd£as 8* ravra /card arotx*?oy /cal 

fierafpdtras, k.t.k See also Dioscurides, Materia MedicOy i. 3:0! 8b 

aard grotx**ov fo'aypdtyavris 8U(ev£av rrjs hfutyovtias rd rt yirtiy K,r.\t In 
face of these instances what do Usener’s objections amount to? 
“ How could general notions like those in the 2v^o\a7a [the title of 
the large fragment in Stobaeus] be treated connectedly with so great 
detail if the special subjects of irpdcris, cvyypatpaly vapa/caraBrj/cai, etc., 
had to be discussed again in their separate places ? ” We answer 
that Theophrastus, like any other author who arranges his matter in 
dictionary form, had the resource of cross-references. Nor do the 
inferences drawn from the few extant fragments seem to me very 
cogent. Usener himself admits that according to the “ quotation in 
Harpocration, p. 141, 28 Bekker,” the chapter n«pl trvufrohalwv belongs 
to the eighteenth book, that is, to the very place required by an 
alphabetical arrangement, since 3 = 18. But suppose the superscrip¬ 
tion had been lost: then the words for “ sale ” and “ purchase,” xpaots 

and might have suggested objections against alphabetical 
arrangement quite similar to those which Usener raises in respect of 
a few other quotations of which the content is known to us, but not 
the heading. 

“ On Statecraft or Applied Politics: ” I thus translate noMri/ck 

irpbs robs Katpobs, a title which in another place (Zeitschr. f. Ost. Gymn., 
1865, p. 816, note 3) I rendered otherwise, namely as “on political 
opportunism.” Neither of these translations fully corresponds to the 
idea of the work which we form from the fragments (cf. Usener, 
Analecta Theophrastea, 7). “ Political casuistry ” might be suggested ; 
but the implied connexion with ethical casuistry would be misleading. 
The contents were chiefly historical, perhaps most nearly comparable 
with the collection of financial coups in Aristotle’s Economics. The 
evidence of Cicero {De Finibus, v. 4, 11) seems to prove that the work 
was in part of a normative character. After referring to Aristotle’s 
Polities and the possibility of learning from that work “ qui esset 
optumus reipublicse status,” he proceeds : " Hoc amplius Theophrastus 
quae essent in re publica inclinationes rerum et momenta temporum, 
quibus esset moderandum utcunque res postularet.” And in a letter 
to Atticus (Ad Atticumy ix. 2) he writes, in reference to the political 
situation and the means of meeting it: “ Nihil me existimaris neque 
usu neque a Theophrasto didicisse,” etc. Here we see the book of 
Theophrastus set side by side with experience the preceptress. 

Page 492 (Middle). * It is only quite recently...” This remark 
on the influence on the rhetorical works rests on private communica¬ 
tions kindly made to me by a young fellow-countryman, the author 
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of a recently published book, Theophrasti n*p>\ Libri Frag- 
tnenta collegit, disposuit, prolegomenis instruxit Augustus Mayer. 

Eudemus : cf. the collection of fragments, Eudemi Rhodii qua super- 
r##/ Collegit Leonardus Spengel, Berlin, 1866.—Aristoxenus; son of 
Spintharus, of Tarentum. The fragments of this prolific pupil of 
Aristotle are to be found (with the exception of those on rhythm and 
technical music) in Muller, Fragmenta His tor, Grcec., ii. 269 seqq. 

The “harmonic fragments’* have been edited by Paul Marquard, 
Berlin, 1868 ; reference may also be given to Aristoxenos von Tarent, 

Melik und Rhythmik des Klassischen Hellenentums, 2 vols., by R. 
Westphai (Leipzig, 1893).—“Joy, mourning, and enthusiasm : ” accord¬ 
ing to Plutarch, Quoest. Conviv,, i. 5, 2 ^Moralia, ii. 754, 23 seqq. 

Diibner. An extensive fragment from his two books on music (pre¬ 
served in Porphyrius’ commentary on the Harmonics of Ptolemaeus, 
iii. 291, Wall.) has been treated by Brandis, op. cit., 366-369. Besides 
those two books ncpi howiktis, the ancient lists also mention a 
book Harmonics, and an obviously historical work On Musicians. 
(Below) “ The history of religion : ” six books n«pl rb e*?ov laroplas and 
three books nepi Mv (De Diis Epic herematuni), cf. Usener’s Analecta 
Theophrastea, 11. 

Page 493 (Top). “ Inhabitants of Mount Athos ” (Acrothoitae): 
cf. Jakob Bemays, Thcophrastos' Schrift iiber Frommigkeit, Berlin, 
1866, pp. 36 seq., and 56, 57.—Ancient criticism : Clemens Protrept., 
66, 58, Potter.—Cicero : De Natura Deorum, i. 13. 

Sect. 4. Cf. Bemays, op. cit., pp. 51 seqq.—Human sacrifices in 
Arcadia, their continuance to the time of the Roman Empire: cf. 
Farnell, Cults of the Greek States, i. 41 seq.—Greeks on the Cartha¬ 
ginian sacrifices to Baal: ibid., i. 33. On this and on what follows, 
cf. Bemays, p. 86 seq., where he relies on Theophrastus as quoted by 
Porphyrius.—Theophrastus and Clearchus on the Jewish nation: 
cf. Bemays, op. cit., pp. 84 seq., m seqq., and 187. The fragment 
from Clearchus n*pi farvov is preserved by Josephus, Contra Apionem, 
i. 22 = vi. 200 seq., Bekker (in Fragmenta Histor. Grcec., ii. 323 seq.). 

Page 495 (Top). “ Kinship ... of man and beastcf. Bemays, 
op. cit., 96 seqq. (Bottom) “ On the intelligence and disposition of 
animals: ” n«pl (far (ppovhtrtus «al lj$ovs. It is clear that Plutarch in 
his DeSollertia Animalium (Moralia, 1174 seqq., Diibner) defends the 
same thesis as Theophrastus. His opponents, who deny animals a 
share in Logos, or higher intelligence, are Stoics. Cf. ch. 11,5; also 
10, 1, and 4, 10; there is another allusion in 3, 11. That Plutarch 
levied contributions on Theophrastus’ apology for animals seems to us 
highly probable, though no one, as it seems, has so far made public a 
conjecture to that effect, not even the author of the monograph Uber 
dec Tierpsyckologie des Plutarchos (by Adolf Dyroff, Wiirzburger 
Gymn. Progr^ 1897). It is hardly by chance that Plutarch’s language, 
where he treats of differences in degree between the psychic functions 
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of living beings, echoes that of Theophrastus. Compare De Sollertia 

Animaliunt, ch. 4, 1, 2 (= 1177, 28 seqq.. Diibner): bscopSi war b <pt<rn 

fltwKe r)jv bpxbv atrrois, M rb rl\os 4(ifcl<r0ai fib Bvyafilvois ... (1. 42) «Ira 
r&y Oqptvv ainaeBai rb fib Ka&apbv fiyB* kvifKpifbu fiivov irpbs hperbv, if.r.A., 

with Theophrastus as quoted by Porphyrius (p. 97, Bemays): al ykp 
rQv rufidruv bpxa^ vt^itKaeiy at abral. .. rokb Bb fiaWov t$ rbs 4y airrott 
kBtafbpovs VHpvKtyat . . . AXX* tixrirep rb crdfiara, oSrto teal rks tyvx&s rh fikv 

&*T}Kptfio»ii4vas ffx€l T&v feW, M brroy rotabras. 
Page 496 (Top). “ The sacrificed purity of heart:9 cf. Bernays, 

op. cit., pp. 66-68 and 76. (Middle) On the ethics of Theophrastus, 
cf. Brandis, op. cit'., pp. 347 seqq. The unduly high value which he 
places on friendship is common to him with the other representatives 
of the Hellenistic age, which attached greater worth to private than to 
public life. Nor did he omit the casuistry of friendship; cf. Aulus 
Gellius, Nodes Attica, i. 3, 9 seqq.—The theory of the mean applied 
even to justice: cf. Stobaeus, Eclogce, ii. 7, 300 = ii. 140, 6 seqq., 

Wachsmuth. (Bottom) “ Reproached for having lowered the worth of 
virtue : ” Cicero, Tus cal., v. 9, 24 seqq.; Acad. Post., i. 9; De Finibus, 

v. 5, 26. The line quoted by Cicero (Tusc., loc. cit.): “Vitam regit 
fortuna, non sapientia ” is the Latin translation of the Greek: Ti)xn 
0yyr$y irpayfiar', otic tb&ovkla; Menandri Monosticha, 725. It may be 
added that Callisthenes, so far as we can judge, did actually show a 
lack of ibfiovkla; cf. my essay Anaxarch und Kallisthenes in the 
Commentationes Mommsenianae, pp. 471, seqq. 

Page 497 (Top). u Callisthenes, or on Mourning: ” of the other 
dialogues of Theophrastus, we know by name the Mcyapucbs, the 
dialogue-form of which appears chiefly from the similarity of its title 
to the Tpwucbs of Hippias (cf. vol. i. p. 433; further information is 
given by Hirzel, Der Dialogs i. p. 311), also the Symposium, the 
’Eparrand the nporptm-LKbs (cf. Hirzel, ibid., 345).—u Criticism of 
Theophrastus as an author Cicero, Brutus, 31, 121 (“Quis Aris- 
totele nervosior, Theophrasto dulcior ? ”) and Tuscul., loc. cit. 

Book VI.—Chapter XLIII. 

Straton is treated of by Diogenes Laertius in v. 3. He states (v. 
4, 68) that Straton died in the course of the 127th Olympiad, “ thus in 
269-8 at the latest, so that his first year of headship, even by inclusive 
reckoning, could not be later than 286-5 . . . Straton ruled the school 
for eighteen years, from 287-6 or 286-5 to 270-69 or 269-8 M (Beloch, 
Griech. Geschiii. 2, 469). The fragments of Straton have not yet 
been collected* The monograph by C. Nauwerck, De Stratone 

Lampsaceno, Berlin, 1836, is now out of date. 
Page 499 (Top). On Strato at the Egyptian court, see Mahaffy, 

The Empire of the Ptolemies, p. 166. There is no ground for attribute 
ing his departure thence to jealousy on the part of the literati. A 
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sufficient explanation is furnished by the accession of his royal pupil 
and by the death of Theophrastus. (Middle) “Curators of the 
school:” as we find a board of ten mentioned in the wills both 
of Theophrastus and of Lycon, this number would seem to have been 
customary, and it may be assumed that in Diog. Laert., v. 3, 62, 
where only nine names appear, one must have dropped out. (Bottom) 
Menedemus: Straton’s remark about him is given by Plutarch, De 
Tranquillitate Animi, 13 *= Mor alia, 573, 15 Diibner. 

Page 500 (Top). Verdict of Polybius: xii. 25 c. = iii. 211, 
14 seqq., Biittner-Wobst. (Middle) “ On Dizziness and Numbness : ” 
the title as recorded is Uepl Ki/aov kcH word)****. Reiske conjectured 
l\(yyoo for \ifiov. Ad. Wilhelm suggests 8(vou. (Bottom) A special 
work “ On the Philosophic King: ” it is a question whether there is 
documentary evidence for this title, which is only found in Cobet’s 
edition of Diogenes Laertius, while earlier editions gave iiepl <fn\o<ro<pUs 
(Zeller, ii. 2, 903, ed. 3). Something of an enigma is presented by the 
title or titles, U§pl rod jrportpov y4vovs9 trepl rod iblov, n*p\ rod ptWorros. 

Perhaps what is meant is a work consisting of three books or sections: 
on the past, the special (present), and future generation. Of what 
nature could the contents of such a work be ? 

Page 501. Straton as a physicist has been treated by G. Rodier 
(La physique de Straton de Lampsaque, Paris, 1890), and in a pene¬ 
trating manner by Diels (.Uber das physikalische System des Straton, 

Berliner Sitzungsberichte, 1893, ix.), whom in the main we follow. 
Diels has proved that Straton was laid under large contribution in the 
preface to Hero’s Pneumatics. The proof rests principally on the 
exact agreement between the quotation from Straton in Simplicius’ 
commentary on Aristotle’s Physics, iv. 9 (693, 11 seqq., Diels) and 
Hero’s preface, now i. 24, 20 seqq,, W. Schmidt (Heronis Opera, 

Leipzig* Teubner, 1899). Still, “ this entire Heronic digression, irepi 
rod Ktvod (Diels, p. 15), ought not, we think, to be called “an abridged 
extract from the similarly entitled book of Straton.” Even Diels can 
hardly have supposed that there is an entire absence of added matter, 
since there is a reference to the much later Archimedes and his 
treatise On Floating Bodies {ibid,, p. 24, 11, Schmidt). More weight 
may be attached to the fact that a particular passage (pp. 10, 19 seqq,) 

closely echoes the Aristotelian doctrine of natural places: rb pAr ybp 

Ktwriropa ttjs <p0opas tls rbv kvmrirw xuP** rfaov, tv&avcp teal rb irdp. But 
this echo is in contradiction with the authoritative statement of Sim¬ 
plicius in bis commentary on Aristotle’s De Cmlo, i. 8 (pp. 267, 268, 
Heiberg), that Strato revived the Democritean doctrine of displace¬ 
ment (Mkeins). I should be glad to see this contradiction removed, 
and with it the obstacle which prevents me from accepting the result 
arrived at by Diels unqualified by this limitation. A word in passing: 
at p. 26,1. 21 (ed. Schmidt) of the preface the words (rb $*ppbp) ought 
pmhably to be inserted after tr*pJn*v. Cf. p. 24, 24: rb $£* Mb $ 

2 P 2 
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B*pp6rns. Without these words Hero, or Straton, would be made 
to say that light (rb $ws) passes 44 through copper, iron, and all other 
bodies,” that is, he must have been acquainted with Rontgen rays 1 
(Middle) 44 A dream or phantasy: ” cf. Cicero, Acad., ii. 38, 121. 

Page 503 (Top). “Qualities:” vot6rnr€s. Cf. Sextus Pyrrhon., 
iii.33 = 126, 26, Bekker: Hrpdruv S* 6 ^vtruibs rb$ voUrriras—that is, hp%hs 

\4ytu We have Jiere a cardinal distinction between the fundamental 
doctrine of Straton and that of Democritus. In order to mark this 
distinction and the absence of a fanciful elaboration, on Straton’s 
part, of the atomic theory (see above), it is perhaps well to avoid the 
expression “ atoms ” in describing the natural philosophy of the latter. 
But it would be a mistake to suppose that there was an essential 
difference between the atoms of Democritus and the ultimate particles, 
corpuscles, or elements of mass conceived by our philosopher. The 
primary bodies of Democritus, with their manifold variety of form, 
were not mere points or centres of force, but possessed extension just 
as much as those of Straton. And if the latter are spoken of as 
infinitely divisible (Sextus, Adv. Math.yx. 155 = 508, 22 seqq., Bekker), 
this is to be understood (as rightly remarked by Diels, op. city p. 12, 
note 3) not of actual, but merely of ideal division (according to 
Simplicius on the Physics, Corollarium de locoy 618, 24, Diels).— 
If motion was not to be unintelligible, time would need to be an 
infinitely divisible continuuniy just as space and bodies were for him 
(Sextus, loc. cit). Thus we are certainly justified if, with Zeller 
(ii. 2, 912, ed. 3), we regard the addition of Sextus, Kiv*?<rdal re rb 

Kivotficvov tv bjxepci XP^VV ^Bpovv /jLCpiarbv HtdcrTvifia tea] ov nark rb 
*p6rtpov Ttp6r*pov as a misunderstanding, and give the preference to 
the statement of Simplicius (commentary on the Physics Corollarium 
de temporey 789, 2): hptB/xbv pitv 7hp Kirf)<rws that rbv xp^voy Airobf- 
X«rat, Hi6n d fihv hptSjxbs biupurpevov iroo'6v, 77 ft iclvnots teal & xp^vos 

rb Sk otnc ipiOMriv. (Bottom) “ Set Nature in the place of the 
Deity:” this rests chiefly on the authority of Cicero, who makes 
Velleius the Epicurean say:44 Strato . , . qui omnem vim divinam in 
natura sitam esse censet,” etc. (De Natura Deorum, i. 13, 35), with 
which we at once compare Acad.y ii. 38, 121: 44 Negat opera deorum 
se uti ad fabricandum mundum ; quaecumque sint, omnia eflfecta esse 
natura" 

Page 504 (Par. 2). 44 High esteem paid to the 'physicist: Diog. 
Laert., v. 3, 58: Mpp tWoyifu&raros ned <f>v<rucb$ truckyOeU tt*b rov irepl rip 

Btwplav ra^rrjv rap* tvnyovv tn^\lcrrara tiarrrpuplvcu. Simplicius On 
Aristotle^ Physics, vi. 4 (965, 7 seqq.): Zrpdrwv ... tv rots dplarais 

n*ptir*riinK$ishpifyotfitvos.—Aristarchus and Straton: Stobaeuff, Eclogee 

Physica, i. 16, p. 98, 6, Meineke = i. 149, 6, Wachsmuth. See also 
Bergk, Fiinf Abhandlungen, p. 141, note 3, and Diels, op* cit.,p. 19. 
(Middle) Eratosthenes: his selection from Straton is mentioned by 
Strabo, i. 3, p. 49 = i- pp» 64-66, Meineke. A recently discovered 
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book of Archimedes: Hermes, xlii., Biblioteca Mathematica, 1907, 
with German translation by Zeuthen, English translation in the 
Monist, April, 1909, recently discussed by Heiberg in the periodical 
Das Weltall, ix. 11, 12. (Bottom) Ctesibius and Erasistratus: cf. 
Diels, op, cit., p. 10 segand n seqq.; Wellmann in Pauly and 
Wissowa’s Encyclopaedia, s.v, “ Erasistratos,” and Zwei Vortrdge zur 

Geschichte der antiken Median; pp. 20 seqq,, in the separate reprint 
from the Neue Jahrbiicher f. d. Klass. Altertum) xxi. 

Page 505 (Top). “ A twofold argument: ** cf. Simplicius on 
Physics, vi. 4 (975, 10 seqq,, Diels), where Straton’s book on motion is 
referred to. Cf. Poppelreuter, Zur Psychologic des Aristoteles, Theo- 

phrast', Strato, pp. 46 seq., where also a reference is given to the second 
passage bearing on the subject, Plutarch, De Sollertia Anitnalium, 3, 
6 = Moralia, 1176, 15 seqg.} Diibner. Here is the weighty saying: 
its olt* tdcrMvtcrBai rb rapdiray &v€v rod voc7v {nrdf>x*l> with the illustration 
appended. The comparison with the striking of a clock was suggested 
by Grote. (Par. 2) “ Seat of the psychic functions: ” the n*<r6<ppvov ; ci, 

Diels, Doxographi Grceci\ 391, 5. Straton’s attack upon the proofs 
of immortality in the Phcedo: cf. Olympiodori Scholia in Platonis 

Phcedonem, ed. Chr. Eberh. Finckh (Heilbronn, 1847, pp. 150 seqq,). 
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Dimensions of space, 119 
Diodes, 147 
Dion of Syracuse, 378 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 409 
Dioscorides, 479 
Displacement, theory of, 64 
Dramatic unities, 413 
Dreams, 185, 215 
Dubos (J. B.), 406 
“Dysteleology,” 115 

£ 

Education, 400, 402 
Eleatics, 59, 61 
Electoral classes, 383 
Elements, doctrine of the, 62, 469 
Embryology, 165 
Emotions, the, 436 
Empedocles, 63, 67, 125, 133, 159, 

170, 173, 502 
“ Enjambement,” 451 
“ Entelechy, ” 86, 175, 176 
Enthymemes, 423, 445, 447 
Envy, 439 
Epicharmus, 200 
Epicureans, 285 
Equality, political, 341 
Equity, 263 
Eratosthenes, 328, 504 
“ Ethics,” Aristotle’s works on, 240 
Ether, 6; 
EuSau/Aoyfa, 242 
Eudemus, 3, 231, 240, 468 
Eudoxus, 225, 230, 232, 307, 308 
Euripides, 200, 411, 454 
Eurymedon, 24 
Evolution, 154 
“Excluded Middle,” 70 

F 
Fallacies, 447 
Fear, 437 
“First Mover,” the, 66, 116, 210, 

218, 234 
Form and matter, 85 
Friendship, 282, 284, 332, 437 

G 

“Gentleness,’ 233 
Geocentric theory, the, 64 224, 225, 

466 
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Geology, 127 
Goethe, 152, 181, 390, 406 

H 

Hagnonides, 462 
Hamilton, Sir W., 72 
Hammond, J. H., 331 
Happiness, 242, 298 
Heaven, uniqueness and eternity of 

the, 123 
Heraclides of Pontus, 13, 490 
Heraclitus, 197, 480 
Hermias, 20, 24 
Herpyllis, 25 
Hipparchus, 226 
Hippodamus, 389 
“ Wistaria Animalium,” 135 
History of philosophy, the, 464 
Homer, 414, 418 
Humanitarian feeling, 323 
Humboldt, A. von, 337 
Hybrids, sterility of, 142 

I 

“ Ideas,’* Plato’s, 3, 79, 243 
Identity, principle of, 75 
Imitation in art, 411 
Immanence of types, 82, 132 
Induction, source of axioms, 75 
Infinity, 119 
Intellectualism, 268, 272, 275, 278 
Interest (on money), 319 
Irony, 482 
Islam, 331 
Isocrates, 20, 24 

J 
ason of Pherse, 431 
erome, St., 485 
Jews, the, 494 
Jussieu, B. de, 3 
Justice, 257 

K 

Kant, 38 

L 

Language, theory of, 417 
Laws of thought, 69 

Lessing, 406 
“ Liberality,” 251 
Link, H. F., 476, 479 
Logic, Aristotle’s, 44 
Lycophron, 338 
Lyric poetry, 407 

M 

“Magnificence,” 252 
Marriage, the age for, 400 
Mathematics, Aristotle’s, 223 ; early 

proficiency in, 270 
Matter, Aristotle’s doctrine of, 78, 

84 
Mean, doctrine of the, *47, 305, 349, 

364 
Memory, 182 
Menander, 285 
Menedemus, 499 
Menestor, 472 
Metaphors, 449 
“ Metaphysics,” Aristotle’s work, 77 
Mill, J. S„ 38, 47, 100, 293, 382 
Mirabeau, 338 
Monarchy, 351, 377, 379, 394 
Money-making, Aristotle’s contempt 

for, 251, 255, 318, 333 
Music, 405 
Mythology, 213 

N 

“ Natural places,” 64, 78 
Natural system, the (classification of 

plants and animals), 149, 474 
Nature, relation to God, 211 
Necessity, 95, 101, 448 
Negation, meaning of, 74 
Neleus, 32 
Nervous system, Aristotle’s ignorance 

of the, 136, 163 
Nicanor, 23 
Nicomachus, 240 
“ Nous,” doctrine of, 198, 205, 268, 

299> 466, 505 
Numbers, “ideal,” of Plato, 8 

o 

Occam, William of, 79 
Oligarchy, 385 
Olympus, mythical singer, 405 
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Ontology, Aristotle’s, 77, 88 
“ Organic,” the word, 159 
“ Organon,” the, 44 
Ostracism, 346 

P 

Pericles, 268 
“ Phantasies, 183 
Philemon, 285 
Philip of Macedon, 21, 334, 378, 448 
Philolaus, 177 
M Physics,” Aristotle’s work, 108 
Physiology, 159 
Piety, 265 
Pindar, 408 
Pity, 439 
Plato, 296, 329, 388, 406 
Pleasure, 293, 305, 428 
Plutarch, 333 
Plutonism, 469 
“ Poetics,” 404 
Polemon of Athens, 12 
Political dynamics, 370 
Political ideals, 387, 393 
Political statics, 358 
“ Politics,” 311 
“Polities,” 28, 312, 303, 353 
Polybus, 137 
Potential and actual, 80 
Predication, problem of, 40 
Probability and necessity, IOI, 448 
Proof, principles of, 69 

Proxenus, 2\ 
Psychology, 175, 245 
Ptolemaeus, Claudius, 232 
Punishment, purpose of, 196 
Pythias, 21, 25 
Pythagorean ism, 54, 58, 61, 63, 126, 

224, 262, 285 

R 

Religion, Aristotle’s, 208 
Representation, political, 366, 383 
Reproduction, 400 
Respiration, 158 
“ Rhetoric,” Aristotle’s work, 420 

S 

St. Hilaire, £. G., 152 
Schopenhauer, 181 
Sciences, hierarchy of the, 85 
Self-contemplation of the Deity, 238, 

SdMove, 293, 336 
Sensation, theory of, 177 
Sensitive plants, 477 

Shakespeare, 407 
Shame, 255 
Slavery, 322, 326 
Sleep, 184 
Social morality, 309 
Solon, 344 
Sonntag, K. G., 482 
“ Sophistici Elenchi,” 45 
Sophocles, the poet, 411 
Sophocles, son of Amphiclides, 462 
Soul, Xenocrates’ definition of, 7; 

Aristotle’s definition of, 176 
Sphere-spirits, 235 
Sphere-theories, 221, 228 
Speusippus, 2, 138, 306 
Spontaneous generation, 171 
State, purpose, forms, and limits of 

the, 337 
Steinbach, E., 319 
Straton of Lampsacus, 499 
Superman, the, 346 
Syennesis, 137 
Syllogism, 46, 190 

T 

Tannery, Paul, 226 
Teleology, Aristotle’s, 132, 160, 161, 

171,217 
Telepathy, 186 
Teratology, 167 
Thales, 320 
Themistocles, 29 
Theodectes of Phaseiis, 415, 447 
Theodorus, actor, 402 
Theology, Aristotle’s, 208, 233, 265, 

395 
Theophrastus, 25, 32; Life, 461 ; 

character, 463; religion, 492; 
ethics, 496; logic, 468 ; botanical 
works, 4715 “ Characters,1’ 480 ; 
other works, 490 ; attitude triwards 
Aristotle, 467 ; on “ Nous,” 201 

Time, Aristotle’s definition of, 117 
Timonides, 2 
Tocqueville, A. de, 357, 359 
“Topics,” 52 
Triptolemus, 29 
Types of character, 442 
Tyrannion, 33 
Tyranny, 289, 377 

U 

Unities, dramatic, 43 
Universe, eternity of the, 468 
Urbanity, 254 
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V 

Virtue, Aristotle’s definition of, 247 
Virtue*, intellectual, 267, 302» ^c' 

scriptions of, 251 
Vision, theory of, I77» i89 
Void, the, 60, 122 
Voluntary and involuntary actions, 

249 

Wisdom practical, 271 
Women, position of, 321 

X 

Xenocrates, 5, 272 
Xenophanes, 127, 155 

W z 
Welfare, supreme end of ethics, 242 

W he well, William, 3 
Will, the, 192* 274 , . 
Winds, explanation of, 125 

Zeno the Epicurean, 490 
Zeuxis, 411 
Zoology, 136, 130, 140 
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